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series	editor’s	Foreword

Writings from the Ancient World is designed to provide up-todate, read-
able English translations of writings recovered from the ancient Near East.

The series is intended to serve the interests of general readers, students, 
and educators who wish to explore the ancient Near Eastern roots of Western 
civilization or to compare these earliest written expressions of human thought 
and activity with writings from other parts of the world. It should also be 
useful to scholars in the humanities or social sciences who need clear, reli-
able translations of ancient Near Eastern materials for comparative purposes. 
Specialists in particular areas of the ancient Near East who need access to 
texts in the scripts and languages of other areas will also find these trans-
lations helpful. Given the wide range of materials translated in the series, 
different volumes will appeal to different interests. However, these transla-
tions make available to all readers of English the world’s earliest traditions 
as well as valuable sources of information on daily life, history, religion, and 
the like in the preclassical world. 

The translators of the various volumes in this series are specialists in the 
particular languages and have based their work on the original sources and 
the most recent research. In their translations they attempt to convey as much 
as possible of the original texts in fluent, current English. In the introduc-
tions, notes, glossaries, maps, and chronological tables, they aim to provide 
the essential information for an appreciation of these ancient documents.

The ancient Near East reached from Egypt to Iran and, for the pur-
poses of our volumes, ranged in time from the invention of writing (by 3000 
b.C.e.) to the conquests of Alexander the Great (ca. 330 b.C.e.) . The cultures 
represented within these limits include especially Egyptian, Sumerian, Baby-
lonian, Assyrian, Hittite, Ugaritic, Aramean, Phoenician, and Israelite. It is 
hoped that Writings from the Ancient World will eventually produce transla-
tions from most of the many different genres attested in these cultures: letters 
(official and private), myths, diplomatic documents, hymns, law collections, 
monumental inscriptions, tales, and administrative records, to mention but a 
few.

-ix -
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Significant funding was made available by the Society of Biblical Lit-
erature for the preparation of this volume. In addition, those involved in 
preparing this volume have received financial and clerical assistance from 
their respective institutions. Were it not for these expressions of confidence in 
our work, the arduous tasks of preparation, translation, editing, and publica-
tion could not have been accomplished or even undertaken. It is the hope of 
all who have worked with the Writings from the Ancient World series that 
our translations will open up new horizons and deepen the humanity of all 
who read these volumes.

Theodore J. Lewis
The Johns Hopkins University
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lish
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personal photos
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1. IntroductIon

In an age featuring instant communication inexpensively via email and 
cell phone with people near and far, it is perhaps not immediately compre-
hensible how much more difficult it was in ancient times to communicate at 
a distance. Yet such communication was highly prized, as evidenced not only 
from the abundance of ancient letters found in excavated sites around the 
Near East, but also from the urgent requests found in ancient documents that 
a friend or colleague in a distant place keep up regular communication.

Although literacy was by no means as common in those days as it is 
today, people regularly wrote letters or at least had them written. The texts 
recovered from the Hittite capital city, Ḫattuša, as well as from the three pro-
vincial centers that have yielded an appreciable number of tablets (Tapikka 
[Maşat Höyük], Šapinuwa [Ortaköy near Çorum], and Šarišša [Kuşaklı]), 
represent official correspondence carried on in the course of administrating 
the business of the king. Unfortunately, what private, unofficial letter writing 
went on has left no examples. 

Many people wrote letters or had someone write for them. It is interest-
ing to reflect that of all the common human activities that the ancient Hittites 
assumed to be pursued also by their gods, writing letters was not one of 
them.� No Hittite mythological narrative records a god or goddess writing 
a letter. Of course, the equivalent practice of sending an oral message by a 
messenger is indeed attested. Each god or goddess of any stature had his or 
her own “vizier” (LÚSUKKAL), who was available to take his master’s (or 
mistress’s) words to a distant target person, and judging from the verbatim 
repetition of the message at the destination, the mythographers were familiar 
with and therefore assumed that messengers could memorize messages and 
repeat them verbatim days later.� 

�. I am not competent to describe the situation in this regard in ancient Egypt or 
Mesopotamia. But it is interesting to note that after a fashion deities used written letters to 
communicate with kings or temple administrators (see §1.1.1).

�. Is it a mere coincidence that only oral communication was practiced by the Hittite 
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It will be the purpose of this book to acquaint the wider public to the 
rich epistolary documentation of the ancient Hittite kingdom. The approach 
will be as follows. first, the subject of letter writing will be explored as it 
manifests itself in all the major kingdoms of the ancient near east (Egypt, 
Syro-Palestine, Anatolia, Assyria, and Babylonia). Secondly, the practice of 
writing, sending, receiving, and storing of letters in the Hittite kingdom itself 
will be outlined. This will provide the necessary background for the under-
standing of the present letter corpus, which forms the third major division. 

1.1. WrItten correspondence In the AncIent neAr eAst

1.1.1. prImAry FunctIon

An epistolary document has been defined as “a written document effecting 
communication between two or more persons who cannot communicate 
orally” (Pardee and Sperling 1982, 2). And while circumstances (such as 
required “social distance”) may prevent certain persons from obtaining an 
audience with their correspondent even within the same city (e.g., a com-
moner directing a petition to an exalted personage such as a king or governor), 
most situations required written communication because of the separation of 
the parties by great distances.

The greatest distances of all were the metaphysical ones that separated 
humans from deities� or the living from the deceased. Normally, communica-
tion across these boundaries was accomplished through divination. But there 
is also evidence for a limited use of letters.

gods? When we turn our attention to another ancient and familiar literary source, the 
Hebrew Bible, we find that there too god (i.e., Yahweh) sends his messages orally by 
means of heavenly messengers called “angels” (actually, the Hebrew and greek words 
translated “angel” literally mean “messenger”). And in the very few instances when the 
“finger of god” writes a short message—the writing of the decalogue on Mt. Sinai, 
and the writing of the fate decreed upon Babylonia: menē teqēl u-pharsîn “‘numbered,’ 
‘weighed,’ and ‘divided’” in the book of daniel (5:25), it is because it is a statement of an 
irrevocable decree. The messages of Yahweh to his people via his prophets did eventually 
find their way into written form. However, this written form of the oracles was not a means 
of synchronic communication, but for preservation (i.e., “diachronic” communication). in 
Hittite texts, the only approximation of evidence for deities writing is also in connection 
with fate. for the so-called fate deities, whose name is dgulšeš, are said to “write” (gulš-) 
the fates of mortals.

�. Of course, the distance between humans and deities can also be described as a kind 
of “social distance.”
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Letters from a god were a means by which a prophet could communicate 
the words revealed to him in a vision to the ultimate intended receiver, in 
this case the king (see §1.1.8.3). Mesopotamian letters to a god, also called 
“letter-prayers,” were literary compositions studied by scribes; see Hallo 
1968; Michalowski 1993, 4–5; foster 1993, 156–57 (translations of two 
Old Babylonian letter-prayers), and Hallo in CANE 3, 1875–80 (a sample 
letter-prayer to the god enki is translated on p. 1876). there is some evidence 
that letter-prayers were left before the cult statue in a temple. How the gods 
answered is less certain. One possible method was by “return mail,” exempli-
fied by a small group of Old Babylonian Akkadian letters from the goddess 
Ishtar to the head administrator of her temple in the city of Nerebtum (Ellis 
1987). it is not known if this is only a local tradition or a survival of a more 
general practice.

Letters to a deceased person are attested in egypt from the Old Kingdom 
(Sixth dynasty) to the new Kingdom (see guilmot 1966; and Wente 1990, 
210), while letters to the gods were a more recent development there (see 
Wente 1990, 210). the letters to the dead were written on bowls of offerings 
and placed in the tomb. As Lesko notes (CANE 3, 1765), “they obviously pre-
suppose a much more common practice that would generally have involved 
oral or internalized pleas.” In one such letter the deceased is asked to punish 
whatever dead man or woman is distressing the petitioner by doing an injury 
to her daughter. Such letters promise offerings to the deceased and ask the 
deceased to intercede on the living correspondent’s behalf with various dei-
ties. Many such letters are addressed by widowed men or women to their 
deceased spouses, referring to the husband as “your brother” and the wife as 
“your sister.” Hittite literature contains no composition analogous to either 
the letters to a god or to a deceased person. 

1.1.2. hIstory And LInguIstIc medIA

The exchange of letters on clay tablets and in cuneiform script is attested 
from the last half of the third millennium until the end of the cuneiform tradi-
tion early in the Common era. this correspondence was carried on in several 
languages: Sumerian, Akkadian, Ugaritic, Hittite, and Hurrian. In Egypt, cor-
respondence was conducted in all periods of the ancient Egyptian language: 
Old egyptian, Middle egyptian, Late egyptian, demotic, and Coptic, as well 
as in the Aramaic language during the period of Persian rule. in first-millen-
nium Syro-Palestine, letters were sent on ostraca in the Hebrew language. 
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Aside from the bulk of the surviving examples, which afforded a practi-
cal means of communication between persons at a distance, we can mention 
a much smaller number of letters sent either by or to a deity, others sent to a 
deceased person, and literary letters used in the training of scribes (see further 
in §1.1.5.1.7). 

1.1.3. orAL Versus WrItten correspondence

1.1.3.1. Messenger Gives Oral Gist with No Literacy Required
When sending communications by means of a messenger, there is always 

the option of sending the message orally. The messenger, depending on the 
accuracy of his memory, can either deliver it almost verbatim, or only the 
essential parts. Such a method does not require literacy on the part of either 
the sender, the recipient, or the messenger. This procedure may have been 
employed when absolute accuracy was not an issue. greetings from one 
family member to another and news items from friends could be delivered in 
this way, as could requests that were not detailed. See, for example, text �6: 
20–21, where the sender Šanda asks the recipient Uzzū to relay his greetings 
to his supervisor Pulli, and text 69: 3–7, where the addressee is asked to read 
the sender’s greeting aloud to another colleague.

1.1.3.2. When Literacy Was Required
When the message to be conveyed was more detailed or complicated, or 

when great issues of state were involved, writing was absolutely essential. If 
the sender was literate, he could either write the message himself, or at least 
proofread it, once a scribe at his end had written it for him. The messenger 
could be either literate or not, but at the receiving end either the addressee 
had to be literate, or he had to employ the services of a literate person to read 
the letter aloud to him.

1.1.3.3. The Role of Literacy
in ancient times only a minority of the population was literate—mostly, 

but not by any means exclusively, scribes.� Beaulieu writes about the Neo-
Babylonian period in Mesopotamia: 

�. On literacy in the ancient Near East see Vanstiphout in CANE �, ��8�–96 and the 
literature cited by him on p. ��96. Earlier estimates that in ancient Egypt literate persons 
comprised only 1 to 5 percent of the population may prove to be too low (Lesko 2001). But 
it is nonetheless clear that only a small portion of the population could, or needed to, read.
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Cuneiform writing was the preserve of a small caste of professionals. In a 
letter to his employer the Assyrian king Esarhaddon, the Babylonian scholar 
Ašaredu the Younger alludes to the restricted diffusion of writing with a 
touch of wit when he warns him that ‘the scribal craft is not heard about in 
the market place’ …. even kings were rarely literate beyond limited training 
in reading and writing. Among late Mesopotamian rulers, only the Assyr-
ian king Ashurbanipal and the Babylonian king Nabonidus laid claim to 
advanced literacy and learning. (2007, 473)

When written communications were sent to the king or queen or other high 
officials, it was likely that scribes were needed at the receiving end, if not 
also at the sending one. But one cannot assume illiteracy on the part of 
high officials. Charpin notes that “[s]ome administrators but also generals 
were able to read, and, if necessary, to write. Certain letters of poor quality 
may have been written by their senders without the mediation of a scribe” 
(2007, 401–2). On their seals some of them bore two titles, one of which was 
“scribe.” And for anyone to imply that they were too poorly educated to be 
able to read was a genuine affront, to which they took outspoken umbrage 
(see “How Letters Were read” in §1.2.12). 

1.1.3.4. When an Oral Message Was Preferred
given the preciseness of writing, why would someone prefer to convey 

his message orally? One reason that is well attested in the Old Babylonian 
Mari correspondence is to keep the content secure against interception 
(Charpin 2007, 411–12). Zimri-Līm’s sister wrote to him, revealing the exis-
tence of a plot at the court of her husband Sumu-dabi, the Benjaminite king 
of Samanum, which she hoped to recount in detail at a meeting with Zimri-
Līm in person. Only if this could not be arranged, or because the king might 
consider the situation too urgent for this, would she put the details in writing 
in a subsequent letter.

Oral messages had the disadvantage that sometimes they were inaccu-
rate or even false. If he did not bring with him a letter of accreditation from 
the sender of the oral message, there had to be ways to test such a messenger. 
Šamši-Addu explains the tests that convinced him to trust the message one 
such envoy brought: “He gave me as evidence a ḫullum-ring I had given to 
the messenger Mutušu. furthermore, etellini, a colleague of Mutušu’s, was 
ill at Arrapḫa: he spoke of this man’s illness. He gave me these two proofs, 
and so i had trust in his words” (Charpin 2007, 413).
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1.1.4. mAterIALs

1.1.4.1. What Was Written Upon
Letters could be written on various kinds of material, depending upon the 

demands of the official script and writing system. in lands where the cunei-
form system was virtually exclusive, such as was the case during long periods 
in Mesopotamia, Syria, and Anatolia, the medium of writing was either a 
clay tablet or (for monumental inscriptions) stone. But even here there is 
evidence for a parallel system of writing on wax-covered writing boards, 
whether in the cuneiform script or some other script.5 In ancient Egypt the 
materials for writing also depended on the nature and purpose of the written 
text. Monumental inscriptions were painted on stone in hieroglyphs, while 
literary and archival materials were written with ink on papyrus or on clay 
ostraca. In Syria and Palestine during the Bronze Age most non-monumental 
writing was performed in cuneiform on clay tablets. But, beginning in this 
period and increasingly during the following Iron Age, it was inked upon 
ostraca and leather scrolls. Iron Age monumental inscriptions were carved in 
stone with the local alphabetic script.

In the case of letters, cuneiform script on clay tablets was preferred in 
the northern regions, and inked text on papyrus or ostraca in Egypt.

Letters almost never exceeded the size of a single tablet (see below in 
§1.2.8). reluctance to use more than one tablet encouraged brevity. Charpin 
quotes a Mari letter in which the sender justifies his brevity on just such 
grounds (2007, 401).

1.1.4.2. Durability Unnecessary
Communication in written form was often preferred to using an oral mes-

sage sent by a trusted messenger, especially if accuracy was needed or the 
recipient needed something in writing with an authenticating seal for legal 
reasons (see below on EA �� = VBoT 2 [text 94]). But unlike some other 
kinds of written documents that had enduring value to the extent that they 
needed to be kept for generations—such as loan and debt vouchers, prom-
issory notes, contracts, deeds, land grants, and tax receipts (or documents 
declaring tax exemption) on the private level, and treaties and edicts on the 
palace or municipal level—there was normally no value in retaining ordinary 
letters for more than a brief period. For this reason they are among the few 
text genres that were not kept in multiple copies in the palace archives. This 
is also why they often turn up reused by the ancients themselves as archeo-

5. See güterbock 1939; Bossert 1952; Archi 1973; and Symington 1991.
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logical “fill,” and why letters found in a given archeological stratum are all 
from the final occupation period. the more than 2,500 Old Babylonian let-
ters found at Mari covered a span of twenty-five years (Charpin 2007, 400).

1.1.5. personneL

1.1.5.1. Scribes (see also below in §1.2.13)
Scribal training was not limited to low-level bureaucrats. Higher offi-

cials and members of the extended royal family often identified themselves 
by titles such as “Chief Wood-Scribe” when they functioned as witnesses to 
international treaties. Three of the witnesses to the treaty between tudḫaliya 
IV and Kurunt(iy)a, king of tarḫuntašša, were: (1) Šaḫurunuwa, Chief 
Wood-Scribe; (2) Walwa-ziti, Chief of the Scribes; and (3) Kammaliya, 
Chief Scribe of the Kitchen Personnel. Over 200 names of persons described 
as scribes occur to date in Hittite written sources, both cuneiform and hiero-
glyphic. Of these 200+ names, only one, Lariya, identifies a female scribe 
(see Herbordt 2005, 104, no. 203). Many fewer names of writing-board 
scribes (or “wood-scribes”) exist than of clay-tablet scribes. names of the 
earliest datable Hittite scribes (OH from the reign of telipinu) are given by 
van den Hout forthcoming. A list of the names of scribes at Tapikka (Maşat 
Höyük) is given by Beckman (1995a, 33). 

1.1.5.1.1. Family or Social Background. Within the Hittite orbit we may 
determine as “scribes” those persons bearing the cuneiform title LÚdUB.
SAr(.giŠ), or the hieroglyphic one SCriBA (L. 326),6 or whose names 
appear in colophons following the word ŠU (“hand[writing] of”), or who 
are described in such colophons as “writing” (Akkadogram IŠṬUR, Sumero-
gram IN.SAR, Hittite aniya-; van den Hout forthcoming). Of the family and 
social background of scribes in Mesopotamia, Pearce writes: “Scribes and 
scholars belonged to the social elite. . . . Students in the scribal school were 
male children of members of the upper strata of society. Their fathers were 
well-to-do merchants, priests, governors, ambassadors, kings, and occasion-
ally scribes” (CANE 4, 2265). Was this also true in Ḫatti? We cannot make a 
blanket statement that no one from a middle- or lower-class family ever rose 
to scribal status, but it is clear that many members of the elite level of Hittite 
society employed the title “scribe” (sometimes along with other titles) on 

6. Although in cuneiform the term for clay-tablet scribe  (LÚdUB.SAr) is distinguished 
from writing-board scribe (LÚdUB.SAr.giŠ), the hieroglyphic term SCriBA makes no 
such differentiation (see van den Hout forthcoming).
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their seal impressions (Herbordt 2005). for example, Prince (reX.fiLiUS) 
Šaušga-runtiya bears the title MAgnUS.SCriBA “Chief Scribe” (Herbordt 
2005, 376), and Prince (reX.fiLiUS) Arma-nani the title SCriBA “Scribe.” 
Mizri-muwa (who is not called reX.fiLiUS “Prince”) nonetheless has two 
titles: SCriBA “Scribe” and MAgnUS.PAStOr “Chief Herdsman.” it 
stands to reason that their parents arranged for them to have scribal training 
as part of their preparation for careers in government, even though in many 
of these cases the scribal craft was by no means the limit of their eventual 
offices.

1.1.5.1.2. Training. We know next to nothing of the training of Hittite 
scribes. There is some indication that their workplace in Ḫattuša (called by 
the Sumerogram É giŠ.Kin.ti, Akk. bīt kiškatti) may also have served as 
a place of instruction. A tablet (KBo 19.28) listing personnel active in this 
workshop was found in the building just south of the great temple (temple 
i) in the Lower City (called in german the Südareal). But we cannot be sure 
that its find spot indicates that this area was itself the site of such a workshop. 
Among the personnel are nineteen clay-tablet scribes and thirty-three writ-
ing-board scribes, out of a total of 205 workers in various trades. Colophons 
to two tablets (KUB 40.2 + KUB 13.9 and KBo 12.41) mention that their 
scribes were students (gÁB.ZU.ZU) of two men (Zuwā and Mera-muwa), 
who bear the title en giŠ.Kin.ti “Master of the Craft.” it is possible that 
this was a title for instructors in the workshops. On this see güterbock 1975, 
���–�� and van den Hout forthcoming.

1.1.5.1.3. Materials. The materials of a scribe depended upon whether 
he was a “writing-board scribe” (LÚdUB.SAr.giŠ) or a “clay-tablet scribe” 
(LÚdUB.SAr); see below “Specialization and grades” in §1.1.5.1.5. The 
former required a hinged board covered with wax and a stylus, perhaps a 
metal one (see Pearce in CANE 4, 2266), while the latter required a freshly 
prepared clay tablet and a reed stylus. the gi É.dUB.BA “tablet stylus” 
requested by the royal scribe tarḫunmiya as he travels with the king (HKM 
71 [text 73]) was undoubtedly a reed one, since we have clay tablets inscribed 
by him, and there is no evidence for Hittite scribes serving both as writing-
board scribes and clay-tablet scribes. 

1.1.5.1.4. Activities. The main function and activity of a scribe was cre-
ating and copying written texts. Texts of all types were created on a daily 
basis. But those of enduring value had to be stored for easy retrieval. Of the 
various locations in the Hittite capital where significant collections of tablets 
were found—several on the acropolis, one in the House on the Slope, and a 
large one in the storage rooms of the main temple in the Lower City—one 
can see some patterns as to what kinds of texts were kept where (see van den 
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Hout 2006, 2007a). in all these locations the scribes kept the tablets in a cer-
tain order on wooden shelves, sometimes with small clay labels associated 
with them. The labels may have served also to mark the position of a tablet 
that was temporarily removed from its spot on the shelf. Furthermore, shelf 
lists of storage rooms were created, which listed tablets by title in their order 
on the shelves. 

Scribes kept check on older tablets when they had occasion to consult 
them. If a tablet was determined to be in poor condition, it could be copied 
over afresh. In this way the tablet collections acquired copies of Old Hittite 
tablets in the handwriting of the later periods. 

Some tablets had to be read aloud. The colophon of a tablet containing 
a royal prayer to the god telipinu contains the following: dUB.1.PU QATI 
LÚdUB.SAr–za giM-an / ANA LUgAL šer PANI dTelipinu / Ud.KAM-tili 
arkuwar eššai “One tablet, complete: When the scribe on the king’s behalf 
makes the prayer-plea daily before (the statue of) the god telipinu” KUB 
��.� iv �9–��. It is unknown if the king chose a particularly high-ranking 
scribe—maybe even a member of the royal family—to perform this task, by 
virtue of his acting as a stand-in for the king. This is the opinion of Pearce in 
CANE �, ��66. And, of course, if the recipient of a letter was himself illiter-
ate, he would require someone with this ability—often a scribe—to read it 
aloud to him (see below in §1.2.12).

In one case, a man named Mittanna-muwa, who was “Chief Scribe” 
(gAL dUB.SAr) during the reign of Muršili ii, was commissioned to treat 
the illness of the prince who in later years became King Ḫattušili iii. After he 
became king, Ḫattušili rewarded Mittanna-muwa and his sons handsomely. 
Perhaps Mittanna-muwa’s knowledge of healing came from reading the 
various recipes for healing contained in ritual tablets in his collection. The 
ancient composition that tells his story is CtH 87 (KBo 4.12), available in a 
german translation in goetze 1925, 41–45.

1.1.5.1.5. Specialization and Grades. In ancient Mesopotamia there was 
a special curriculum for the training of scribes in letter writing. Scribes recop-
ied Sumerian letters, the originals of which dated from the Ur III period, and 
Akkadian letters of all types. 

Although in some ancient societies there were specific terms for scribes 
trained for particular writing duties, in Hittite texts there are only two terms: 
the regular “scribe” (Sumerian dUB.SAr) and the so-called “wood-scribe” 
(dUB.SAr.giŠ), who wrote on wax-covered writing boards. And since our 
preserved examples of Hittite letters are all clay tablets, our concern here 
is only with the former type of scribe. It is claimed that no Hittite scribe 
operated in both specialties (so van den Hout 2002). it is uncertain if a third 
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specialization—inscribing metal tablets—existed. Ḫalwa-ziti, who is identi-
fied as the scribe in the colophon to the Bronze tablet (Otten 1988, 28–29), 
may have only prepared the text on another medium preparatory to the actual 
incising of the metal surface by another type of craftsman (stone mason, 
smith, or seal carver). 

Scribes operated in various spheres and could have titles that reflected 
those spheres of activity: “Military Wood-Scribe” (LÚdUB.SAr.giŠ 
KArAŠ), “Storeroom Scribe” (LÚdUB.SAr giŠtuppaš), and “Scribe of the 
Stable Area” (hieroglyphic ASINUS�A.dOMUS.SCriBA).

In both specializations there existed a hierarchy of ranks, at the top of 
which was the “Chief (gAL or UgULA) of the . . .-Scribes.” At the bottom 
were the novice scribes (title: LÚdUB.SAr.tUr, status: (LÚ)gÁB.ZU.ZU). 
Various intermediate grades may also have existed. An indirect index of 
these grades is given in the use of generational terms of family relationship 
(parental, filial, sibling) when addressing a fellow scribe of either supe-
rior, inferior, or equal rank (“dear father” [ABU dÙg.gA–YA], “dear son” 
[dUMU.dÙg.gA–YA], “dear brother” [ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA–YA]). it stands to 
reason that persons rose through the ranks to eventually hold the top rank, 
but within the Hittite textual evidence we cannot yet actually trace any one 
historical incumbent through all the levels. Senior rank is also indicated when 
in a colophon it is written that the scribe inscribed the tablet under the super-
vision of a second scribe, the latter obviously his senior and his mentor. 

1.1.5.1.6. Use in Correspondence. Letters were written in one of two 
ways: either dictated by the author, or drafted by his scribe. Longer royal 
letters, especially those for international diplomatic correspondence, were 
probably always first dictated as notes to a scribe, who then composed the 
full letter in the appropriate form and style. Such drafts served as skeletons 
for the definitive text composed by the scribe, who was actually responsible 
for the drafting. Writing not from dictation but from instructions had several 
advantages: it eliminated the need to write quickly and allowed the selection 
of a tablet of a size appropriate to the length of the message.

Once the tablet was inscribed, the scribe would read it over to the author, 
making whatever corrections were necessary, and then enclose it in an enve-
lope (see §1.2.8.3), which he would seal with the sender’s seal. the letter 
was then ready to be sent to its addressee.

Scribes who wrote out documents of more lasting value—such as legal 
documents, treaties, land grant texts, royal prayers, myths, and rituals—regu-
larly “signed” their texts in what is called a “colophon” at the end of the 
document. in the colophon the scribe identified the text by a name, indicated 
if the composition stretched over more than one tablet, whether it was com-
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pleted by the present tablet, and sometimes whether or not it was dictated by 
the king. The scribe might also indicate that the document in question had 
been checked against an archetype, if it was a recopying of an older tablet. If 
he had a senior scribal supervisor, the scribe might name this person and his 
rank (e.g., “under the supervision of Pn, Chief of the Scribes”). And finally, 
he would write his own name, often preceded by the word “hand of…,” and 
sometimes accompanied by his rank or grade (e.g., dUB.SAr tUr “junior 
scribe”). On the other hand, colophons were not used in letters, and unless 
the scribe happened to add a personal letter of his own (a “piggyback” letter), 
he left no evidence of his identity. 

Scribes who served to write letters for the king traveled with him. Those 
who wrote international correspondence had to be capable of translating the 
king’s message into Akkadian, which was the lingua franca of international 
diplomatic correspondence during the Hittite era.

1.1.5.1.7. Training: Model Letters. Scribes were trained to write letters 
according to an accepted form, in terms of the shape of the document, the 
order of elements, and the correct wording. There have survived numerous 
examples of what are called “model letters,” that is, non-functional or ficti-
tious letters used in the scribal curriculum. For Egyptian examples, see J. 
Allen’s translations in CoS 3.2–5:9–17. for Ugaritic examples, see Pardee’s 
translations of two “practice letters” in CoS 3.41–42:115. A possible example 
of such a Sumerian model letter is that translated by Hallo in CoS 3.130:295. 
Beaulieu (2007, 478) mentions a “fictitious letter of the Old Babylonian king 
Samsu-iluna, copied in late Babylonian schools.” 

Since these “model letters” (or “practice letters”) look just like real let-
ters and often use existing functioning letters as their basis, it is sometimes 
impossible to determine if a given example is in fact such a practice tablet 
(see Wente 1990, 1–2). Wente himself judges several letters in his corpus 
to be model letters by using historical criteria (a single letter addressed to 
two persons known not to have lived at the same time) or by the material on 
which the letter occurs (letter to a pharaoh written on an ostracon!). Other 
clues for identifying model letters are the existence of multiple copies of the 
same letter, or the existence on the same papyrus of multiple letters, as is the 
case with some Egyptian examples (see J. Allen in CoS 3.9). the use of mul-
tiple letters on the same clay tablet in the Hittite corpus is not comparable 
and is no indication of the status of these as scribal practice letters. See fur-
ther below on the piggyback letter (§1.2.24), and the Sammeltafel (§1.2.9). 

Of this practice in ancient Mesopotamia Michalowski writes: 

The archival letters were used in everyday transactions. Since the scribes 
had to learn how to compose such texts, practice letters quickly gave birth 
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to the literary epistle. This was to happen time and again in literary history; 
indeed, it is impossible to distinguish between “real” and “imaginary” let-
ters. this is true for Sumerian “literary” letters as well as for classical greek 
or renaissance epistles … As early as the Old Babylonian period, letters of 
Ur iii scribes and officials from nippur and Ur were copied and recopied by 
students as writing and rhetorical exercises … in addition, revised versions 
of almost thirty letters between Ur iii kings and their high military officers 
were studied in the schools, as were a few letters from the early rulers of 
Isin. Not a single Ur III original of this correspondence has survived, and 
if these texts are copies of authentic texts, then one has to assume that the 
orthography of the letters had been revised to conform with later standards, 
as there are no surviving traces of earlier writing habits. Although it is pos-
sible that all of these texts were fictitious, it is more probable that the core of 
this royal correspondence was based on actual archival texts, but revised, 
and that other texts of the same type were written long after the death of the 
kings of Ur … We have no way of unraveling the levels of authenticity, and 
one could argue that any attempt to do so would be technically impossible, 
as well as theoretically futile (1993, 4, italics mine).

Lucas (1979, 311) writes about Mesopotamian school tablets: 

Common to practically every find are the scattered, frequently-broken rem-
nants of baked clay tablets inscribed with word lists for study and practice 
writing. A specimen typically will bear on one side a short model sentence 
(or in some cases a longer literary passage) prepared by a teacher. A more 
or less crude facsimile will appear on the obverse side, strongly suggestive 
of some young schoolboy’s struggle to master the intricacies of cuneiform 
writing. The calligraphy varies greatly, from the accomplished hand of an 
experienced writer to copywork recording a novice’s first faltering applica-
tion of wedged stylus to clay. Besides simple word lists and elementary 
syllabic exercises, school tablets recovered to date bear geographical place-
name lists, syllabaries, mathematical tablets, lists of personal names, magi-
cal formulae and religious incantations, collections of wisdom sayings or 
proverbs, compendia of technical terminology pertaining to various trades 
and professional specialties, maps, model business contracts, extracts from 
literary works—in short, a fair representation of all the diverse subjects 
taught in school.

The only example known to me of a practice letter in the Hittite archives is 
text 110 (KBo 13.62).7 

7. giulia torri (personal communication, August 10, 2008) suggested to me that text 
110 (KBo 13.62) was “a kind of school tablet,” since it contains a colophon, which real 
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1.1.5.2. Messengers and Letter Carriers (see also below in §1.2.14)
1.1.5.2.1. Private Messengers and Letter Carriers. In the case of writ-

ten communications between private individuals in ancient Egypt, Wente 
observes: 

The external address almost never indicates the place to which a letter was 
to be sent. In the case of private letters, such an omission, especially when 
the addressee was not a well-known personality, argues against the exis-
tence of a regular postal service for the transmission of private letters. … 
[M]ost private letters were carried by friends, relatives, or subordinates of 
the writer, or anyone who happened to be journeying in the direction of the 
recipient. If there were no professional letter carriers to handle private cor-
respondences, it appears rather unlikely that there were professional village 
scribes making a living writing letters for illiterate clients. It would seem 
more likely that when an illiterate person wished to have a letter written, he 
would seek the services of some family member or acquaintance who knew 
how to write. At deir el-Medina, where the degree of literacy was higher 
than average, the scribes who performed such a role for illiterate inhabitants 
of the village, were government employees and thus not comparable to the 
self-employed village scribe whose existence in pharaonic times has been 
postulated. (1990, 8–9)

As mentioned above, private letters were not transmitted through any 
sort of organized postal system. The letters themselves indicate that they 
were carried either by agents, retainers, relatives, or acquaintances of the 
writer, or by travelers who happened to be going in the right direction …. 
for the transmission of official letters in the Old Kingdom, some sort of 
rudimentary postal system may have been developed, one in which the mes-
senger was also empowered to represent the sender in a manner beyond that 
of a simple postman. At that time temples, unless exempted by royal decree, 
were required to provide support for these government agents who carried 
official letters. in the Middle Kingdom these messengers, at least on occa-
sion, served as simple letter carriers. (1990, 10)

letters do not have. i independently concluded that the obverse contains the teacher’s model 
text, which was derived from a functional letter. For other speculations about school tablet 
examples among Hittite texts, see Hoffner 1977b, 79 and 1977a (following Jakob-rost, 
on KUB 46.34); and van den Hout 1991, 201 (on a tiššaruli text). A different type of 
“school tablet” from Boǧazköy is KUB 37.1, about which güterbock commented: “in 
KUB XXXVii, finally, Köcher publishes the Akkadian literary texts from the campaigns 
of 1931–39, which supplement the material known so far (mainly in KBo i and KUB 
iV) considerably. nr. 1 is the first ‘school tablet’ known from Boğazkoy: an Akkadian 
medical text with Hittite and Luwian glosses, analysed by Köcher himself in Archiv für 
Orientforschung XVi, 47 ff.” (1956a, 302). 
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Letter carriers, or couriers (Akkadian lāsimu, Sumerian lú.kaš�), when a mes-
sage was sent over a long distance, functioned in relays, since a single runner 
would need to stop and rest at intervals, delaying the delivery (see Charpin 
2007, 407).

1.1.5.2.2. Official Envoy-Messengers and Letter Carriers. But when the 
communications are international and involve heads of state, the “messenger” 
is something more august.8 In Hittite texts such a functionary is designated 
either by the native Hittite term ḫalugatalla- or by one of two logograms: 
dUMU Kin (= Akk. mār šipri) or LÚ ṬĒMI (Akk. awīl ṭēmi). About such 
messengers (Akkadian mārē šipri) Oller comments: 

While in the languages of . . . the ancient Near East there are numerous words 
designating individuals involved in aspects of communications, it is the Ak-
kadian term mār šipri that signifies the scope of the role that a messenger 
played in this world. “Messenger,” “envoy,” “ambassador,” “diplomat,” 
“agent,” “deputy,” and even “merchant” are all valid translations of this 
term in specific instances and contexts; this indicates that mār šipri could 
refer to a simple, lowly courier conveying a message as well as to an en-
voy or ambassador representing his lord at the court of a foreign potentate. 
The choice of translation depends on the context, but at the basic level the 
term refers to an individual who conveys information in a variety of ways, 
sometimes not only carrying specific messages back and forth but also act-
ing as a spokesperson for the sender as well as information gatherer. Thus 
the distinction between messenger and diplomat is sometimes blurred. Since 
along with their messages they often carried goods as “gifts,” which in in-
ternational diplomatic practice was a major means by which foreign trade 
of the king was carried on, they also can be seen as merchants. Because of 
these functions, the mār šipri was the major instrument of long-distance 
communication in all aspects of life (CANE 3, 1465–66).

That true diplomatic skills were required of messengers accompanying writ-
ten international correspondence is shown by examples of ticklish questions 
asked them by the foreign kings and the adroit answers that they spontane-
ously gave (see examples cited by Oller, CANE 3, 1469).

On the official level, messengers for the king’s correspondence were 
chosen for loyalty, trustworthiness, and speed. Oller also notes:

When missions were of a personal nature, rulers sent people from their inner 
circle who often were royal family members. Sometimes individuals were 

8. For the carrier of international diplomatic correspondence, see Oller “Messengers 
and Ambassadors in Ancient Western Asia,” CANE 3, 1465–73; and Meier 1988.
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picked because they or their families had a special relationship or connec-
tion with the recipient’s country or court. there are many instances in the 
El-Amarna correspondence of rulers requesting specific individuals whom 
they knew and trusted to be sent to them. In diplomatic contexts a messen-
ger who had built a rapport with the recipient could be a valuable asset to 
the sender. (CANE 3, 1466)

Because an international messenger/envoy was extremely trustworthy and 
often part of the royal sender’s inner circle, he could be counted on to wit-
ness judicial procedures and resolve disputes between the two courts. in one 
case the envoy of Kadašman-enlil, a man named Adad-šar-ilani, helped 
to resolve a potentially dangerous international dispute when the Babylo-
nian king claimed that a witness had told him that Bentešina of Amurru, a 
confederate of Ḫattusili iii of Ḫatti, had cursed the land of Babylonia. Adad-
šar-ilani was called upon to witness Bentešina’s denial under oath that he had 
so cursed Babylonia (see CoS 3.31:52 [§11], and english translation of the 
letter in Beckman 1999a, 132–37).

International messengers also provided an invaluable source of informa-
tion about the foreign court and its policies, information that might not be 
acquired from the written communications. It is perhaps unfair to term such 
information gathering “spying,” but it was certainly done unobtrusively. And 
it is also certain that some of these courts were at pains to keep the foreign 
messengers under surveillance. Hagenbuchner (1989a, 19 n. 74) mentions 
that under Hammurabi the messengers who came to his court were guarded.

Correspondence was carried on between parties who spoke different lan-
guages or whose cultures differed significantly. the messages were carried 
by a pair of carriers, one from each side (see below on letters 69 and 94). 
this practice both aided in the linguistic clarification of the transmissions 
and in cultural and political explanations that might be needed. 

Hagenbuchner posed two questions: At what age could a man become an 
international messenger? and How many years might he serve in this capac-
ity? Admitting that we have no information to answer the first question, she 
cites two examples where one can get an approximate duration of service: 
Maša-muwa’s more-than thirty-year9 tenure (end of the reign of Adad-nirari 
i [text 104 i 20], all of Šalmaneser I, beginning of the reign of Tukulti-Ninur-
ta i [text 105 obv. 6′]) as envoy to the Assyrian court, and Piriḫnawa’s fifteen 
years during the reign of Ramses II at the Egyptian one (Hagenbuchner 

9 Hagenbuchner (1989a, 160) estimates the interval between the two letters as at most 
forty to forty-five years.
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1989a, 19). Owen’s proposal that the Maša-muwa attested as a high function-
ary and a scribe of Carchemish during the reign of ini-teššub is the same 
person as the ambassador to the court of Assyria has not yet been proven 
(Mora 2004, 441). An impression of the Carchemish scribe Maša-muwa’s 
seal has been found at Korucutepe (Mora 1987, Xiib 1.27). 

Since there needed to be a constant monitoring of the health and strength 
of an international relationship, whether it be of equals in alliance or of suzer-
ain and vassal, it was vital that the flow of messages and messengers between 
the two parties be constant. Any interruption might signal hostile intent on 
the part of one of the two parties. Furthermore, the messengers often brought 
valuable goods in the form of “greeting gifts.” the Hittite prince Piḫa-Walwi 
complained to King ibiranu of Ugarit: “Why have you not come before His 
Majesty since you became king in the land of Ugarit? Why have you not sent 
your messengers? His Majesty is very angry about this matter. So send your 
messengers to His Majesty quickly and send presents to the king together 
with presents also for me” (CoS 3.32:53).

1.1.5.2.3. Messengers Traveling with the King. Since, when kings trav-
eled—whether on military campaign or on other state trips—needed to be 
able to send and receive messages, they were regularly accompanied by 
scribes, messengers, and couriers. In Old Babylonian Mari, we have instances 
in which large numbers of messengers formed part of the royal entourage: 
when Zimri-Līm departed with all his army to help the king of Aleppo, he 
was accompanied by no fewer than one hundred envoys to whom messages 
were confided (ša šipirātim) and sixty-four couriers (lāsimum) who trans-
ported them (Charpin 2007). this was a major military undertaking. Clearly 
the numbers would not be so large on an ordinary trip. Yet the district of Sag-
garatum alone had a total of nineteen messengers and twenty-two couriers. 
We have no such information about the size of the Hittite king’s scribe and 
messenger entourage when he traveled. 

1.1.5.2.4. Risks and Dangers to the Messengers. Messengers who trav-
eled only within the Hittite kingdom and those who traveled between 
countries faced their quota of dangers and risks. Even traveling within Hittite 
territory, a messenger might be attacked and killed, either for whatever valu-
ables he carried, or in order to intercept his official correspondence. this risk 
was even greater for the international messenger, since he carried valuable 
gifts for the foreign sovereign and his family members, and the messages he 
carried had greater political value. for details, see Bryce 2003b, 72–74. An 
ancient Egyptian document called The Satire on the Trades, composed during 
the Middle Kingdom (ca. 2150–1750 b.c.e.) or earlier, has this to say about 
international messengers: “The courier goes out to a foreign country, after he 
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has made over his property to his children, being afraid of lions and Asiatics” 
(translation by Wilson in ANET 433).

International messengers could be stopped and detained for lengthy peri-
ods or even turned back because they possessed no written authenticating 
document or credentials (§1.1.8.4).

At times international messengers joined merchant caravans, in order to 
enjoy a greater measure of security when passing through dangerous regions 
(edzard 1980, 415; Bryce 2003b, 72–73). indeed, merchants themselves 
sometimes served as international messengers. Often special armed, mili-
tary escorts were assigned to royal messengers (CAd A, sub ālik idi). the 
pharaoh Amunḥotep iii had sent Mane, one of his most senior diplomatic 
officials, to Mitanni in order to escort King tušratta’s daughter taduḫepa 
back to egypt, where she would become the pharaoh’s bride. Burnaburiaš ii 
of Babylonia requested that the pharaoh Akhenaten (Amunḥotep iV) make 
available his senior official Ḫaya to head the escort which was to convey the 
betrothed Babylonian princess to her new home in egypt. And when Ḫaya 
reached Babylonia, the king was unhappy with the meager escort provided 
by Akhenaten to accompany the bride to Egypt. He wrote to Akhenaten: 
“Ḫaya . . . has but five chariots with him. Are they really going to escort her 
to you with just five chariots? Should i let her depart from my house under 
these conditions?”

It was an affront to the reputation of a great kingdom not to be able 
to provide protection for visiting envoys of another kingdom. The Hittite 
king Ḫattušili iii chided Kadašman-enlil, the king of Babylonia, on just 
this matter when he wrote: “In regard to what my brother wrote: ‘As to the 
fact that I stopped my messengers, I stopped my messengers because the 
Aḫlamū are hostile,’ how is it that you stopped your messengers because of 
the Aḫlamū?! My brother, is perhaps your kingdom a small one? . . . in my 
brother’s country the horses are more plentiful than straw: should I grant 
to your messengers 1,000 chariots in order to escort them until tuttul, and 
keep the Aḫlamū away?” See the translation of this letter in Beckman 1999a, 
132–37. this particular paragraph is translated on p. 134 §6.

Even a military escort, if it was not strong enough, might prove insuf-
ficient, and there are examples cited of actual attacks on ancient near eastern 
traveling parties. 

And if threat to life and limb were not enough, there is the threat of con-
fiscation of goods by border officials or the imposition of ruinous tolls. Bryce 
writes: 

We have referred to the human as well as the natural hazards which the 
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king’s messengers frequently had to deal with in the course of their jour-
neys. rapacious local officials were sometimes not the least of these haz-
ards. even if they stopped short of confiscating an entire consignment of 
goods sent by one great King to another, they might demand payment of 
taxes on the goods. Foreign envoys were presumably spared such demands 
when they were accompanied on their journeys by representatives of the 
king to whom the local officials were subject. And on occasions an overlord 
received a request from a brother-king to ensure in advance that safe passage 
and exemption from taxes be granted to merchants passing through his ter-
ritory (2003b, 73).

Because of the dangers inherent in long-distance travel, it was common to 
consult omens or take an oracle before sending out messengers. In Old Baby-
lonian Mari a man named Asqudum declared in a letter: “I took the omens 
for the safety of the messengers: they were not good. I will take them again 
for them. When the omens are favorable, i shall send them.” And king išme-
dagan of ekallatum wrote: “When you have this letter brought to me, give 
strict orders for [its] protection during the journey. take omens for the safety 
of the carriers of the letter, or have thirty of your servants escort them to the 
river and [then] return to you.”

1.1.5.2.5. Physical Conditions for Rapid Travel. Security was not the 
only consideration affecting the speed of travel. The nature of the terrain tra-
versed, the condition of the roads, and the prevailing weather affected the 
amount of time required for travel. 

A Neo-Assyrian letter to Tiglath-pileser III from dūrī-Aššur, governor of 
the province of tušḫān, tells how spies that he had sent across the border into 
Šubria for reconnaissance work turned back because of the heavy snowfall. 
“There is much snow,” wrote the governor, “I have dispatched spies (into the 
enemy land), but they have turned back, saying, ‘Where should we go?’ But 
as soon as the snow is less, they will set out (again), enter the enemy land, 
and bring back reports” (Janowski and Wilhelm 2006, 124).

Travel in winter within Anatolia was extremely slow and hazardous, and 
was avoided when possible. in a letter from the Hittite king to three officials 
at tapikka (HKM 17 [text 22], lines 9–12), the king refers to a mission on 
which he sent one of the three the preceding winter. But the presence of ice 
and snow on the roads was always a reason not to travel (KBo 18.79 [text 
117], and §1.2.20.3). this factor was certainly one that encouraged Hittite 
armies to break off a military campaign and go into winter quarters. 

The roads of the ancient Near East were unpaved (with a very few, small-
scale exceptions in the last century of the neo-Assyrian empire). neverthe-
less, they had to be staked out, leveled, and—at least in the case of those 
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intended for wheeled transport—maintained in good repair. Kings, who 
boasted in their inscriptions of building temples, palaces, canals, and fortifi-
cations, seldom mentioned road construction …; that is because, as is known 
from infrequent mentions in juridical documents, roadwork was one of the 
duties of the local populations (Astour in CANE 3, 1401).

Hittite officials paid close attention to the condition of the roads in all seasons 
of the year. According to an Old Hittite law (§56A, english translations in 
Hoffner 1997f, 226; 1997g, 68, 193; and 2000, 112), among the projects of 
public—and in view of the above quote, local-area—labor were the building 
of roads and (ironically, when mentioned together with road-building!) the 
collection of ice/snow. The heritage of the Old Assyrian trade with Anatolia 
also insured that there were good roads for international travel. 

Messengers carrying correspondence would keep to good routes, the 
same as those used by merchant caravans and armies on campaign. Itineraries 
of merchant caravans are known from Mesopotamia, but nothing of this type 
is yet known from Hittite texts. Instead, for travel within Anatolia scholars try 
to reconstruct itineraries from oracular inquiries about prospective military 
campaigns (see franz-Szabó 1976–1980, and literature cited there, especially 
Ünal 1978), and (less reliably) from the sequence of stops on cult journeys 
of the Hittite king or his representative. Routes between Anatolia and Egypt, 
Assyria, and Babylonia are discussed in Hagenbuchner 1989a, 27–28.

Nowhere does one find a complete description of the long itinerary 
between Aššur and the cities of Cappadocia, but several tablets list, in sequen-
tial order, places on different segments of the route (or routes). the problem 
consists in piecing the segments together, establishing whether they belong 
to the outbound or inbound leg of the journey, and locating as many of the 
places as possible. Students of the geographical aspect of the Cappadocian 
tablets have sometimes tried to string all places that occur in those texts along 
one single route, but the evidence contradicts this approach. 

Astour offers his solution to the reconstruction of these routes in CANE 
3, 1409–10.

1.1.5.3. Correspondents
1.1.5.3.1. Identity of the Correspondents. In private, non-governmental 

correspondence, anyone might send or receive a letter. in official correspon-
dence, letters are attested to and from kings, queens, princes, generals, and 
various grades of bureaucrats. 

1.1.5.3.2. Relative Social Status of Correspondents. royALty. Letters 
to or from kings, queens, princes, and princesses could cross international 
borders. not just Hittite kings, but also their queens and children wrote and 
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received letters from foreign courts. There was a kind of royal club, to which 
members of royal families in the Amarna Age belonged. And members of 
this club kept in regular contact with each other, sending greetings and gifts. 
Members addressed each other as “brother” and “sister” (see Jakob 2006). 
tadmor first described the group of Middle eastern “great Kings” in the 
Amarna Age (Ḫatti, Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia) as a “club” (1979, 3), and 
Bryce (2003b, 76, 108) calls them a “club of royal brothers.”

oFFIcIALdom, IncLudIng scrIbes. Officials not only wrote to each other 
on the business of the state, but also on private matters. In the piggyback let-
ters in the present corpus it can be seen how thoroughly the officials availed 
themselves of the royal post to see to the welfare of their real estate and fami-
lies in remote places of the realm.

prIVAte cItIzens. Although letters between private citizens clearly 
existed (see examples from egypt in Wente 1990), the Hittite documenta-
tion, limited as it is to clay tablets from the royal administration, reveals no 
examples. All recovered Hittite letters are official in nature. 

correspondence betWeen FAmILy members. The convention of using 
terms of familial relationship (“father,” “mother,” “son,” etc.) for strictly 
collegial relationships obscures what may be examples of actual blood-rela-
tionships in the Hittite letter corpus. 

1.1.6. the royAL secretAry

About the “royal secretary” in the Old Babylonian Mari correspondence 
Charpin (2007, 409) has written: 

In the case of administrative correspondence, letter-carriers would not nor-
mally be admitted to the royal presence but left their letters “at the door of 
the palace.” It was only in case of urgency that they would have direct ac-
cess to the sovereign. Hence the great importance of the royal secretary, who 
read the correspondence to his master. Among such officials the best known 
is Šu-nuḫra-Ḫalu, secretary to Zimri-Lim …. Correspondents would often 
attach to their letter to the king another addressed to Šu-nuḫra-Ḫalu [see the 
Hittite piggyback letters in §1.2.24], in which they copied or summarized 
the first. in this way the royal secretary would know in advance the content 
of the message he was to read and could draw the king’s attention to specific 
points; the letter he received would often conclude with the announcement 
that a gift was on its way. A letter to Šu-nuḫra-Ḫalu from ibal-Addu shows 
that messages sent to Zimri-Lim had first to be heard by his secretary, even 
when delivered orally and not in tablet form: “Behold, I have sent you a 
complete report by Ladin-Addu. Pay close attention to his report and bring 
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him before the king.” It is notable that certain correspondents implicitly ac-
cuse Šu-nuḫra-Ḫalu of having “censored” parts of certain letters they had 
sent to the sovereign. the general Yasim-dagan, for example, threatened 
to come and read his letter to the king in person. Others would flatter the 
powerful royal secretary: “When I found myself at Mari, with my lord, and 
you were my friend and you fought by my side, I saw your power. Every-
thing you said before my lord was agreed; nothing happened without your 
consent.”

The royal scribe Ḫattušili, known to us in the present corpus in text 55 and 
elsewhere, seems to have enjoyed powers approaching those of the Old Bab-
ylonian royal secretary Šu-nuḫra-Ḫalu.

1.1.7. LAnguAges used In InternAtIonAL correspondence

domestic correspondence was always conducted in the native language. 
But in international correspondence the favored language was Akkadian. 
thus we find international correspondence conducted in Akkadian in Egypt, 
Syria-Palestine, and central Anatolia. The limited evidence for international 
correspondence involving western Anatolian states (specifically, Arzawa) 
shows a preference for the use of the Hittite language, even when corre-
sponding with egypt (see text 94, lines 24–25).

Outgoing international correspondence might be first drafted in the local 
language and subsequently translated into Akkadian. This accounts for Hit-
tite drafts of letters to be sent to foreign courts (e.g., text 98). Contrary to 
earlier speculation, incoming international correspondence in Akkadian was 
not translated into the local language in writing before it was read to the 
king. Instead, incoming letters in the Ugaritic language from Ḫatti and Egypt 
found at Ugarit are evidence that in these foreign courts there were scribes 
capable of drafting letters in Ugaritic (niehr 2006, 265).

1.1.8. types oF Letters

1.1.8.1. International Diplomatic Correspondence
this category comprised letters between the heads of state—that is, 

kings—or their ministers and in some cases between queens or princes. When 
the two kingdoms were of equal status, the correspondence dealt with such 
subjects as the exchange of luxury items between the courts, the arrangement 
of royal marriages, state visits, and the security of caravans carrying mes-
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sengers and goods between the two countries. When the two kingdoms were 
of unequal status, such as Ḫatti and Ugarit, the correspondence could con-
cern in addition the payment of tribute and the settlement of border disputes. 
Examples of Mesopotamian, Syro-Palestinian, and Egyptian diplomatic cor-
respondence in translation can be found in CoS �, and the Amarna letters in 
Moran �99�. Hittite diplomatic correspondence in translation may be found 
in Beckman �999a.

1.1.8.2. Administrative Correspondence
Non-international correspondence was of two types: official and pri-

vate. Official correspondence could be between the kings and their officials 
or between the officials themselves. Most examples of recovered correspon-
dence from the ancient near east are of the official variety. the best sources 
for a selection of such letters in translation are CoS (for english translations) 
and tUAt (for german). Some egyptian letters of this type can be found in 
Wente 1990.

Subjects of the official correspondence included reports from officials 
about matters connected with their responsibilities. Border officials reported 
reconnaissance. An example from twelfth dynasty Egypt follows:

Another dispatch brought to him from the retainer Ameny, who is in the 
fortress “repeller of the Medjay” (faras fort?), as one fortress sends a com-
munication to another fortress. It is a communication to the lord, l.p.h., to 
the effect that the warrior of the city of Hieraconpolis, Senu’s son Heru’s 
son renoker, and the warrior of the city of tjebu, rensi’s son Senwosret’s 
son Senwosret, came to report to me, your humble servant, in Year �, fourth 
month of the second season, day �, at breakfast time on business of the sol-
dier, Khusobek’s son Mentuhotep’s son Khusobek . . . , who is substituting 
for the marine of the ruler’s Crew in the troop of Meha (near Abu Simbel), 
saying, “The frontier patrol that set out to patrol the desert margin extending 
near(?) the fortress ‘repeller of the Medjay’ in Year 3, third month of the 
second season, last day, has returned to report to me saying, ‘We found the 
track of thirty-two men and three donkeys, that they had trod [ . . . ]: [ . . . ] the 
frontier patrol [ . . . ] my places:’ so [he] said. [ . . . ] command to(?) the troop 
[ . . . ] on the desert margin. i, your humble servant, have written [about this 
to . . ., as one fortress sends a communication to another] fortress. it is a 
communication [about] this. [All business affairs of the King’s establish-
ment], l.p.h., are prosperous [and flourishing]. (Wente 1990, 71–72)

A ramesside letter from an official on the southern border of Egypt reports 
to an overseer of cattle, who was presumably located at Thebes, and is con-
cerned with the delivery of cattle from Nubia, the source of long-horned 
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cattle that figure prominently in depictions of the feast of Opet in the Luxor 
temple (Wente 1990, 112, 119–20).

Hebrew letters from Arad and Lachish report on cross-border raids in 
the eastern Negev from Moabites, Ammonites, and Arameans based in Edom 
(Lindenberger 1994, 100). israelite Arad was a fortress on the southern 
border. As such it was not only a guard and watch point against enemies, 
but was a fortified supply depot. Staple foods were stockpiled and sent on 
demand to Judean army units stationed throughout the region. It also served 
as a troop transit point (Lindenberger 1994, 100).

A letter from an official on the northeastern frontier of Ugarit reported to 
his king that “the border with the kingdom of Carchemish is holding solid” 
(RS ��.��8 in CoS 3.45W:105).

A neo-Assyrian letter from Sin-aḫḫē-riba to King Sargon II includes 
the following about news from the border official Aššur-reṣuwa concerning 
nabû-le’i, the governor of Birate:

this was the report of Aššur-reṣuwa. nabû-le’i the governor of Birate has 
written to me: “I have written to the guards of the forts along the border 
concerning the news of the Urartian king and they (tell me this): ‘His troops 
have been utterly defeated on his expedition against the Cimmerians. three 
of his magnates along with their troops have been killed; he himself has 
escaped and entered his country, but his army has not yet arrived (back).’” 
this was the report of nabû-le’i. the (king) of Muṣaṣir and his brother and 
son have gone to greet the Urartian king, and the messenger of the (king) of 
Hubuškia has also gone to greet him. All the guards of the forts along the 
border have sent me similar reports. They have brought me from Tabal a let-
ter from nabû-le’i, the major-domo of Ahatabiša. i am herewith forwarding 
it to the king, my lord. (Parpola 1987, 32)

Officials and city governors in border areas were well stationed to send 
spies and scouts over the border into enemy territory to collect information 
about the enemy’s intentions. in a letter to the neo-Assyrian king Sargon II, 
nasḫira-Bēl, the governor of Amidi (modern diyarbakir), reports about the 
preparations for war by king Argišti ii of Urartu, based upon information 
collected by spies sent across the border (Radner in Janowski and Wilhelm 
2006, 136–37).

1.1.8.3. Letters to or from Gods
A special type of official correspondence between officials and the ruler 

is that which concerns communication from the gods. Ancients received com-
munications from their gods in at least two ways: via divination (omens and 
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oracles), and through prophetic visions. Letters in which officials reported 
to the king the course of oracular or divinatory inquiries and the authori-
tative interpretations of such figure in almost all known text corpora from 
the ancient near east. for examples in the Hittite corpus see texts 3 and 50. 
When a prophet received an oracle from his god by dream, vision, or other 
means, he often communicated it in person to the sovereign, if audience was 
granted. When this was impossible, he would send it by letter. An example of 
the latter is mentioned by Charpin: “An explicit mention of dictation comes 
from the city of Andarig, south of Jebel Sinjar, where a prophet of the god 
Šamaš asks the Mari representative to provide a scribe so that he may dictate 
to him a letter from his god to the king Zimri-Lim” (2007, 401 with n. 4).

1.1.8.4. Letters Guaranteeing the Bearer Safe Conduct
One such letter drafted by the king of Mittanni was sent along with his 

messenger through Syria and Canaan to his destination in egypt (eA 30).10 
What is mentioned in text 30 of the present corpus is not the same thing: it is 
merely a reference to a second letter that was sent by the same messenger in 
the same trip. As Liverani (2001, 73) adds, 

The courier’s “diplomatic passport” is of no use against brigands, but it can 
at least prevent him from being held up by the local kinglets. Of course, if 
he is carrying a politically sensitive message across the territory of a “third” 
great king, he can be intercepted: Kamose intercepted a Hyksos messenger 
to Kush, and tukulti-ninurta intercepted a Babylonian merchant-messenger 
who was probably traveling to Ḫatti. in both cases the content of the letter 
signified hostile intent to the “third” great king, whose discovery of it pro-
voked major political reactions. 

In a letter from Kadašman-enlil of Babylon to Ḫattušili iii of Ḫatti, he 
attributed the failure of his messengers to reach Ḫatti to the refusal of Assyr-
ian authorities to grant them passage, as well as to the habit of the Aḫlamu 
people of harassing his messengers. Ḫattušili found both excuses weak and 
reproached the Babylonian king (see translation in CoS 3.31:52 [§§6–9]). 

10. english translation in Oppenheim 1967, 134 and Moran 1992, 100, both of whom 
call it a “passport.” See also discussion in Oller, “Messengers and Ambassadors” in CANE 
�, 1467 with text box (who also cites an earlier example from Old Babylonian Mari); 
Liverani 2001, 73; and Bryce 2003b, 73–74. Hagenbuchner’s (1989a, 10) term for such a 
letter is “Begleitschreiben.”
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1.1.8.5. Intercepted Enemy Correspondence
A few letters in the Old Babylonian Mari palace archives are addressed 

to kings other than the king of Mari. These seem to be letters intercepted by 
Mari border officials and submitted to the king for whatever strategic infor-
mation they might contain (Charpin 2007, 408). no such letters have been 
found in Hittite archives.

1.1.9. LIterAry conVentIons: common FeAtures And regIonAL VArIAnts

Common features in letter format and wording include (1) the address line, 
identifying sender and addressee, and usually the word “say”; (2) greeting 
formulas, wishing the addressee well (or that the gods may keep him well) 
and sometimes reporting that all is well with the sender; (3) indications of 
receipt of a previous message from the addressee; (4) highlighted new infor-
mation for the addressee, and (5) the use of topic transitional markers. The 
last feature is sometimes marked both by a visible paragraph marker in the 
writing (on this visual marker see below in §1.2.8) and by a verbal transition-
marker. The latter type is attested in Akkadian language texts by the adverb 
šanītam “next,” in Hebrew and Aramaic letters by w�t “and now,” and in 
Hittite letters by kinuna “but now.” Change of subject, when related to the 
content of an earlier message received by the sender from the addressee, can 
also be indicated by the frequently used phrase (kī) kuit . . . ḫatraeš “concern-
ing/regarding (this) that you wrote.” 

1.1.9.1. The Address Formula
Egyptian letters to the pharaoh have address formulas and greeting for-

mulas that are much longer and flowery than similar letters from Hittite or 
Ugaritic officials to their king. Murnane’s translation of a letter from the 
Steward of Memphis, Apy, to the pharaoh (1995, 50–51) illustrates this most 
clearly: 

the estate servant Apy addresses the Horus, [Mighty] Bull, “tall-Plumed”; 
two Ladies, “great of Kingship in Karnak”; Horus of gold, “Who elevates 
the Crowns in Upper egyptian Heliopolis”; the King of Upper and Lower 
egypt, who lives on Maat, [the Lord of the two Lands], neferKHePerU-
RE; the Son of Re who lives on Maat, AMENHOTEP IV, long in his life-
time, may he live forever continually (p. 50). 

Contrast with the foregoing the simple address formula used by Hittite offi-
cials: “Say to His Majesty, my lord!” (e.g., texts 5, 48, 50, 51). the egyptian 
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form was more flowery because it was actually read to the pharaoh as part 
of the missive, whereas the opening words on the Hittite letter tablets were 
instructions to the scribe, and were not part of what would be read aloud to 
him (see §§1.1.9.1; 1.2.16). nevertheless, other written records of how Hittite 
officials addressed the king show the same avoidance of language that could 
be considered flowery or fawning.

in egyptian letters not addressed to the king, Wente (1990, 9–10) dis-
tinguishes the Old and Middle Kingdom practices from the new Kingdom 
ones:

With regard to the conventions and formulae employed in letter writing, 
letters from the Old and Middle Kingdoms generally display a greater con-
sciousness of the relative social status existing between writer and addressee 
than do new Kingdom correspondences. Adopting a humble attitude toward 
a superior recipient, the [Old and Middle Kingdom] writer may refer to him-
self in the salutation as “servant of the estate,” while in the body of the letter 
he uses an expression which I, for sake of clarity, have rendered by “I, your 
humble servant,” although the first person pronoun is not actually present in 
the Egyptian. The superior recipient in the older letters is referred to either 
as “lord,” or sometimes obliquely as “your scribe,” that is, the recipient’s 
secretary, who supposedly would read out the communication to his master. 
The writer of the letter in such cases does not want to presume that the re-
cipient will have to read the letter himself. A writer who is equal in status to 
the recipient may politely refer to himself as “your brother” … By the new 
Kingdom such formal expressions are normally dispensed with in the body 
of a letter, and first and second person pronouns are used almost exclusively. 
in the introductory formulae of new Kingdom letters, however, the writer 
often continues the earlier practice of calling a superior “lord.”

About the situation in the Ugaritic letter corpus Pardee wrote: “The address 
formulae in Ug[aritic] letters reflect in various ways the form of expres-
sion appropriate for dictating the letter to the messenger who would have 
borne the tablet and given the message orally, plausibly sometimes includ-
ing more details than were present in the brief message inscribed in clay” 
(CoS 3.45A:89 n. 3). the command “say/speak to Pn!” (Akkadian qibī-
ma) is addressed to the messenger, who would read the letter aloud to the 
addressee. 

Charpin (2007, 403) writes: 

The opening formula of an Old-Babylonian letter betrays the oral origins 
of the transmission of messages; the first lines always consist of two parts: 
“to X, say: thus speaks Y.” Who is addressed by the imperative “speak”? it 
is generally thought that the formula retains the memory of its oral origins, 
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and that it is the messenger who is addressed. two examples confirm this as 
they demonstrate how messengers communicated orally their master’s mes-
sage. this is how išme-dagan’s envoys to Ḫammu-rabi accomplished their 
mission: “They were asked for news. They therefore delivered their report: 
‘thus (speaks] your servant išme-dagan (. . .).’” in the same way, when one 
of king Šarraya’s ministers passes on his message to a neighboring king he 
says: “thus (speaks) Šarraya.” these examples clearly show that the first 
part of the address is directed to the messenger.

the same may have been the case in Hittite letters to the king (see §1.2.16).
In Ugaritic letters, as in Hittite ones, the order of mention of writer and 

addressee has significance, for it usually reflects the relative social status of 
the correspondents—the superior being mentioned first. Pardee observes: 

the expression of social status may reflect either a familial situation (“moth-
er,” “father,” “son” . . .) or one of the other strata of society (“lord,” “lady,” 
“servant”); it may reflect equality (“brother”); and it may be mixed … [a 
man’s] social situation, which allows him to have an audience with the Hit-
tite king, … permitted him to address himself to his mother as he would to 
an inferior. (CoS 3.45A:89 n. 3)

It was extremely important to use the correct term for this pseudo-family 
relationship. To choose the wrong one could be counterproductive, if not 
outright offensive. Charpin writes: 

Certain texts show that there were clear rules which the ancients took care 
to observe: according to his hierarchical position, a king would address an-
other as his father, brother, son or servant. One thus sees the nomad chief 
Ašmad advising king Zimri-Lim at the beginning of his reign, concerning 
his relations with Aduna-Addu, the powerful king of Ḫanzat: “Aduna-Addu 
had a tablet brought to me, saying: ‘Why does your lord write to me as a 
father?’ this tablet was brought to me by Yattu-Lim. Let my lord question 
Yattu-Lim. My lord must gain the goodwill of Aduna-Addu, because of the 
Benjaminites. Aduna-Addu, continually . . . (gap) . . . ‘Why does Zimri-Lim 
not address me as a brother?’ now, tone down your address. When you have 
a tablet taken to Aduna-Addu, write to him as a brother, if you wish him to 
reject an alliance with the Benjaminites. My lord must gain the goodwill of 
Aduna-Addu.” (2007, 403)

In the Old Babylonian Mari letters, letters addressed to the king begin “‘To 
my lord.” When this is followed by the name of the king (e.g., “To my lord 
Zimri-Līm”), the sender is a foreigner. Hittite letters by officials to the king 
begin “to His Majesty (dUTU-ŠI, literally ‘my sun god’), my lord.”
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1.1.9.2. The Greeting Formula
Outside of the Hittite kingdom and its heavily influenced vassal states 

like Ugarit, the customary wish for health in letters invokes one or more spe-
cific gods by name. 

About the situation in Egyptian letters to non-royalty, Wente writes:

When inferiors write to superiors, greetings and invocations to gods on the 
addressee’s behalf are commonly employed, but very rarely does a superior 
writer proffer wishes for the well-being of a subordinate … for the Old 
and Middle Kingdoms the formulae of invocation tend to be more rigidly 
phrased than in the new Kingdom, when a freer style was adopted, reflec-
tive of a more personal relationship between a person and a god. This was 
true particularly during the Ramesside period, which was noted for pietistic 
developments in religion (1990, 10).

Here are a few samples from new Kingdom egyptian letters:

“every day i am calling upon Pre-Harakhti [the egyptian sun god] when he 
rises and sets to keep you healthy, to keep you alive, and to keep you vigor-
ous” (Wente 1990, 128 no. 152). 

I am calling upon Pre-Harakhti in his rising and in his setting, upon Amon 
of ramesses-mi-amon, … upon Ptah of ramesses-mi-amon, … and (upon) 
all the gods and goddesses of Pi-ramessu-mi-amon, … the great Ka of Pre-
Harakhti, to keep you healthy, to keep you alive, to keep you prosperous, and 
to let me see you in health (Wente 1990, 32 no. 24).

i am calling upon all the gods of Pi-ramessu-mi-amon, … to keep you 
healthy, to keep you alive, and to keep you prosperous (Wente 1990, 32 no. 
25).

“i am calling upon Ptah the great, South-of-his-Wall, lord of Ankh[towy], 
upon Pre-Harakhti in his rising and in his setting, and (upon) all the gods and 
goddesses of Pi-ramessu-miamon, … the great Ka of Pre-Harakhti, to keep 
you healthy and to keep you alive” (Wente 1990, 33 no. 26). 

“I am calling upon Ptah and all the gods and goddesses of Pi-Ramessu-mi-
amon, … to keep you healthy, to keep you alive, and let me see you in health 
and fill my embrace with you” (Wente 1990, 34 no. 30). 

In Mesopotamia of the Old Babylonian period, letter writers often invoked 
the sun god Šamaš to keep the addressee alive and well. And when two or 
three deities were invoked, often Šamaš led the list (e.g., Šamaš and Marduk, 
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Šamaš, and ninurta). But these well-wishes only appear in private correspon-
dence, never in letters addressed to kings or sent by them (so Charpin 2007, 
403, quoting dalley 1973, and CAd B, 59–60). for other Akkadian examples 
involving divine names other than Šamaš, see CAd n/ii, 40. See also: Šamaš 
aššūmi-ya MU.ŠÁr liballiṭ-ka “may Šamaš keep you alive for 3,600 years 
for my sake (i.e., in answer to my prayers for you)” (OB letter cited in CAd 
Š/ii, 35 and 201). Other OB variants are: Marduk rāim-ka aššūmi-ya lilabbir-
ka “May Marduk, who loves you, keep you alive (literally, make you grow 
old) for my sake” (cited CAd L, 15,); and imittam u šumēlam bēlī u bēltī ana 
naṣāri-ka ay īgû “may my lord and my lady [two deities] not neglect to pro-
tect you everywhere (literally, to the right and the left)” (CAd i/J, 119).

Only in Akkadian-language letters from Ugarit and regions heavily influ-
enced by the Hittite kingdom do we find the phrase “keep you in well-being”: 
ilū ana šulmāni PAP-ru-ka “let the gods protect you in well-being” MRS 9 
180 rS 17.286: 5 (cited from CAd n/ii, 40). this is the Akkadian-language 
equivalent of the Hittite aššuli paḫš(anu)-, so common in letter greetings.

In Ugarit, letter well-wishes may be characterized as follows: “The most 
typical greetings included the verbs šlm (yšlm lk, ‘may it be well with you,’ 
and ʾilm tšlmk, ‘may the gods keep you well’ [d-stem factitive]) and ngr 
(= Hebr. nṣr, also with ‘gods’ as subject, ‘may they guard you’). Only here 
[in CoS 3.45A:89] in the Ug[aritic] correspondence are the gods qualified as 
those of Ugarit” (Pardee in CoS 3.45A:89 n. 4).

An interesting example is found in an Aramaic letter written by a pious 
Egyptian Jew to fellow Jews: “The welfare of my brothers may the gods [seek 
after at all times],” on which the translator, Bezalel Porten, commented: “the 
form [‘the gods’] is plural (ˀlhyˀ), and it is not clear, here and in other letters 
by Jews, whether it was understood as a majestic singular, whether a pagan 
formula was used unthinkingly, or whether a pagan scribe actually wrote the 
letter” (CoS 3.46:117 n. 7).

1.1.9.3. The Prostration Gesture (German Huldigungsformel)
In the Amarna and Ugaritic letters to the king, the subject sometimes 

employs a statement to the effect that he prostrates himself at the feet of the 
royal majesty a certain number of times (for discussions see gruber 1980 and 
Hagenbuchner 1989a, 55–63). the wording of this formula is in its essentials 
identical, no matter what language is used: Akkadian, Ugaritic, or Hittite. But 
there are variations in the specific verb used for “fall/prostrate oneself,” in the 
indication of the number of times the prostration is made, and in the manner 
of prostration, all of which may be social or rank indicators. Not all letters to 
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kings by non-royal persons contain such a formula (see the letter to the king 
of Ugarit from Ydn, possibly a military commander; Singer 1999b, 718–19).

1.1.9.3.1. The Verbs Used. In the Akkadian-language formulation 
(attested in Amarna, Ugarit, Emar, and Ḫatti), the verb can be amqut “I fall” 
(from maqātu 1c in CAd M/i, 242 and Š/iii, 315) , uškaʾʾin (or ulkaʾʾin 
or uškên) “I prostrate myself” (from šukênu), its variant ušḫaḫin (from the 
quadriliteral root šḫḫn) (CAd Š/iii, 218), and (in emar) an n-stem form of 
q/garāru “to roll on the ground, grovel.” there seems to be no significant 
difference in the meaning of these verbs when used in this formula. Hagenbu-
chner (1989a, 56 §4.3) claims that the set expression employing amqut does 
not occur together with other introductory formalities, but always in the body 
of the letter. Yet in KBo 9.82 (text 115) it clearly belongs to the introductory 
formalities and precedes the beginning of the letter’s body.

In Hittite texts, outside of the epistolary context, the Akkadogram 
UŠKEN(NŪ) (from šukênu) probably conceals the Hittite verb aruwai- “to 
prostrate oneself,” which denotes a gesture of submission to gods and kings. 
It is used in worship scenes, as well as in scenes of military surrender.

1.1.9.3.2. The Numerical Expression. As for the number, the most usual 
wording in the Amarna letters is 7-šu u 7-šu “seven times and again seven 
times” (i.e., a total of fourteen times). gruber (1980, 233) correctly notes that 
Akkadian �-šu 7-šu,which lacks the conjunction u “and”—as well as Uga-
ritic ṯnid šb�id, which lacks the conjunction w “and”—is multiplicative (“two 
times seven times”) and is the mathematical equivalent of Akkadian 7-šu u 
7-šu and Ugaritic šb�(i)d w šb�id, which contain the “additive” conjunctions 
Akkadian u and Ugaritic w.

1.1.9.3.3. Further Qualifications of Manner. The repeated sevenfold 
prostration is made more specific by the addition “on (my) belly (Akkadian 
kabattu, pantu, baṭnu) and back” (Akkadian ṣēru, ṣu’ru), and the writer can 
also indicate that he is nothing more than “the dust of your feet” (Akkadian 
eperu ša šēpē-ka). in letters from Ḫatti, Ugarit, and emar, the sender can add 
to this “from afar” (Akkadian ištu rūqiš [CAd r, 415], Ugaritic mrḥqtm), 
perhaps indicating that, although he is not present in person, he bows as he 
sends the letter off and thus bows at a distance. The use of this phrase may 
also seek to show that the majesty of the addressed king is so great as to be 
felt at great distance. This expression is not limited to great kings such as the 
Egyptian pharaoh or the Hittite emperor, but is even used in an exceedingly 
flattering letter from a governor of Qadeš to the king of Ugarit (see niehr and 
Schwemer 2006, 260–61).

1.1.9.3.4. Political Implications. Morris (2006) has argued that, within 
the corpus of Syro-Palestinian letters to the pharaoh found at El-Amarna, one 
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can discern a pattern in the form of this formula that reflects the degree of 
Egyptian military-political control. She writes: 

… the results of a systematic study of the greeting formulas used by egypt’s 
vassals when addressing the pharaoh can reveal a great deal about the vary-
ing degrees of political control within the egyptian empire. … i will discuss 
the clustering in social rank that I believe is discernible among the differ-
ent geographic areas of egypt’s northern empire. Whether these proposed 
rankings may potentially shed light on the preparation of individual treaties 
between the egyptian state and particular vassals is the subject of the con-
cluding section of this article. … 

that the rulers of each city-state were allowed a specific range of greet-
ing formulas divvied out according to their perceived rank in the empire 
cannot confidently be asserted. there are certainly variations in formulas 
from letter to letter sent by the same vassal, often correlating with the de-
gree of urgency communicated. What is interesting, however, is that each 
geographic area maintained a generally consistent ranked level of obsequi-
ousness— despite the occasional change of ruler or variation in political 
fortune. The kings of the northern frontier and those of the coastal lowlands 
of Canaan, for example, employed mutually exclusive greeting formulas, 
and one expects that the nature and number of their respective imagined 
prostrations would in fact be consistent with those performed in reality if 
the vassal were granted an audience with the king.[11] The rest of the Levant 
exhibited a less stark division of formulas; yet the cities in the southern 
hill country, with the exception of Qiltu, utilized consistently higher-status 
greeting formulas than those used on the Phoenician coast and in northern 
Canaan. …

Certainly, we know from the Amarna archive that seemingly small 
matters concerning rank and status, such as greeting formulas or physical 
position at a ceremony, were taken very, very seriously. For example, in one 
letter, the Hittite king upbraids Akhenaten roundly for a perceived insult 
lodged in the greeting formula of a letter that the pharaoh had sent to him.

Morris identifies four geographical “tiers,” with the northernmost and the 
one in the high hills of Palestine showing the least subservient formulas, and 

11. Morris also notes that “new Kingdom art is rife with depictions of foreigners in 
various attitudes of submission. for differing postures that appear linked specifically to 
status, see, for example, the rulers of Kush and Wawat in the tomb of Huy. in this case, 
the artist has also carefully differentiated the types of tribute offered by both and makes 
it clear that it is only the rulers of Wawat who bring their children to court” (2006, 192 
n. 13).
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the southern coastal one (Philistine plain)—the closest to egypt—showing 
the most subservient.

If the varying levels of obsequiousness expressed in the Amarna letter greet-
ings may be taken as a general indicator of the strength of imperial control 
in a particular region, egypt had the cities of Akko, gezer, Lachish, Yursa, 
and Ashkelon grasped tightly by the hair. To these rulers, the pharaoh was 
“their king, their lord, their Sun, their god and the Sun from the sky” (EA 
235, 298–300, 331), while they themselves were “the dirt at his feet and the 
groom of his horses” (eA 320–321, 316, 328) or “the ground upon which 
he treads” (eA 233–234). finally, when these rulers prostrated themselves, 
they did so mostly seven times and seven times, on the stomach and on the 
back (2006, 190).

The prostration gesture of the author of the letter would be performed by 
the messenger who brought it: “The messenger-diplomat would have to go 
through the proper bureaucratic channels to receive an audience with the 
king. the granting of such a meeting in certain periods (neo-Assyrian) was 
a major privilege. At the beginning of such an interview, certain matters of 
protocol would be observed, including offers of hospitality and prostration as 
a mark of submission” (Oller in CANE 3, 1468). 

1.1.9.4. The “All is Well with …” Reports
Letters from officials to the king regularly include brief formulas, indi-

cating that all is well with those in their charge. Local officials thus generally 
write that “all is well with the district (or ‘in the land/territory’).” for exam-
ples from Mesopotamia see Oppenheim 1967, 100, 150, and 181. for Hittite 
examples in the present corpus, see texts 26, 42, 81, 89, 92, 95, 96, 98, and 
107, among others. Military commanders, on the other hand, report that “all 
is well with the troops.” A request for such information about the troops is 
found in our text ���, lines �–6. These formulas often appear immediately 
after the address or the well-wishing formulas, but are sometimes used to end 
the letter.

But in a less functional than ceremonial manner this formula is also used 
in a letter from a Hittite prince to the vassal king of Ugarit, reporting that all 
is well at present with the Hittite emperor (see translation in CoS 3.32:53).

1.1.9.5. “With Regard to What You Wrote”
All but the shortest of letters concern multiple topics. These are often 

directly related to a previous letter received from the addressee. As each sub-
ject is broached in turn, the letter writer employs a formula kuit (uttar) . . . 
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ḫatraeš/ḫatratten/ḫatrānun, which can roughly be translated as “concerning 
what you/I wrote about . . ..” There then follows the reply or comment on 
what was written in the previous letter. See examples in texts 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 22, and passim. Especially notable is text �6, in which the 
king uses the formula five times, and the chief scribe Ḫattušili in his piggy-
back letter once more. If the letter writer has nothing important to say about 
the message he references, but wishes his correspondent to know that it was 
received and understood, he could write: “I have heard it” (texts 9, lines �–�; 
12, lines 17–23). 

Charpin (2007, 404) points out that this practice has a direct bearing 
on the practice of not keeping copies of outgoing correspondence; just as in 
today’s digital world, e-mail correspondents often request that replies include 
selected and relevant parts of the e-letter that the sender received. But occa-
sionally, although the addressee would still have a previous letter from the 
sender, he quotes a small portion of that letter to introduce further comment 
on the matter (text 9, lines 5–13).

1.1.9.6. Highlighted New Information
When new information is of importance, indeed urgent, it may be ver-

bally highlighted through the use of either an imperative or a jussive form 
of the verb “know.” This is attested from earliest to latest periods of Meso-
potamian letter writing (see examples in Oppenheim 1967, 128, 132, 145, 
156–57, 161, 180, and 184). random examples can be cited from Mari (bēlī 
lū īde “may my lord know”; ArM 2 76, 38); from el-Amarna (u bēli-ni līde 
“and may our lord know;” eA 170: 18; anumma išpur ana bēli-ya u damiq 
enūma īde “now i(!) have written to my lord, and it is good that he should 
know”; eA 147: 70); and neo-Assyrian letters (šarru bēlī uda “the king, my 
lord, should know”; ABL 482: 9).

it is also attested in Ugaritic letters, where a jussive form of the verb 
“know” (yd�) or a double imperative “know! know!” (d� d�) is employed 
(Pardee in CoS 3.45A:89 n. 5; 3.45ff:110 n. 175). A Ugaritic example is the 
emergency report from a city commander to grdn, his master: “Bn ḪrnK 
has come (here), he has defeated the (local) troops, he has pillaged the town, 
he has even burned our grain on the threshing floors and destroyed the vine-
yards. Our town is destroyed, and you must know it” (CoS 3.45ff:109–10). 
The double imperative “know! know!” (d� d�) underscores the dire situation 
and the urgency of assistance.

The comparable Hittite formula likewise employs the command form 
“know!” (šāk) or “may (Your Majesty) know!” (šakdu) (see below in 
§1.2.19.1).
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1.1.9.7. Proofreading and Corrections
Whether dictated or otherwise, once a letter tablet was inscribed, the 

scribe had to read it back to the author before placing it in its envelope, 
or dispatching it without envelope. during rereading, the author would 
occasionally request changes to be made in the text: this is how we must 
understand those occasions when words (text 13: 5), or even entire lines (text 
114: 8), have been erased and rewritten, and the additions in small charac-
ters, written between the existing lines and beginning at a point immediately 
above where they were to be inserted. Examples of above-the-line additions 
from the present corpus of Hittite letters are found in texts 11: 7 (-kán) and 
29: 57 (ḫa-at-ra-a-eš). the vast majority of cases where the scribe uses the 
right edge of the tablet to complete a word or phrase are not examples of cor-
rections made after the tablet was completed. But a few that involve lengthy 
additions certainly were. The best example is found in text 68: 8, where the 
scribe originally wrote: na-aš-ša-an A-NA AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A ti-it-ta-nu-
ut-tén “mount them (i.e., the captives) on horses,” and then—realizing (or 
being told by the letter’s author) that he has omitted an important preliminary 
step—added on the edge: ŠU.Ḫi.A-ŠU gÌr.MeŠ-ŠU-ya Sig5?-at-tén nam-
ma-aš-kán “secure them hand and foot, then . . ..”

1.1.10. LAte bronze Age epIstoLAry corporA

1.1.10.1. El-Amarna Corpus
this collection of official international correpondence from the court 

of the pharaoh Amunḥotep iii and iV is available in a good recent eng-
lish translation (Moran 1992). the collection contained letters exchanged 
between the Egyptian pharaohs and the kings of Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, 
Mittanni, Assyria, and Babylonia. It is roughly contemporary with the Hittite 
kings tudḫaliya iii and Šuppiluliuma i (ca. 1360–1322 b.c.e.). 

1.1.10.2. Ugaritic Corpus
Letters recovered in the excavations at Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit) 

include ones written in Akkadian and in the alphabetic script used for the 
Ugaritic language. The examples of international correspondence were pre-
dominantly written in Akkadian. 

Important studies of Ugaritic letters in the alphabetic script have been 
made by dennis Pardee (1987) and by his student robert Hawley (2003). 
Several Ugaritic letters were translated into English in CoS � by Pardee, and 
into german by Herbert niehr (2006). 
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Since for a considerable stretch in its history the Ugaritic kingdom was a 
vassal state of the Hittites, it is not surprising that its epistolary corpus shares 
more formal features with the Hittite corpus than those of Assyria, Babylo-
nia, or Egypt. 

1.1.10.3. Egyptian Corpus
Letters exchanged between parties in Egypt itself and written in the 

Egyptian language were translated by Edward Wente in the present series 
(1990). english translations of some egyptian letters can also be found in 
CoS �. An English translation of a single letter from the Amarna period—
from the Steward of Memphis, Apy, to the pharaoh—can be found in 
Murnane 1995, 50–51. 

1.1.10.4. Hittite Corpus
See below in §�.�.�.

1.2. WrItten correspondence In the hIttIte KIngdom

1.2.1. the hIttIte Letter corpus 

the first and only attempt to treat the comprehensive corpus of all known 
official letters exchanged by the Hittites was Hagenbuchner 1989a, 1989b. 
this two-volume work contains in its first volume a general discussion of 
Hittite letter writing: the circumstances of the discovery, findspots, publica-
tion, study and storage of the letters, what Hittite texts tell us about letters, 
scribes, messengers, and the post, the physical appearance of letters, the 
use or non-use of clay envelopes, the use or non-use of seals, the various 
greeting formulas used in the letters and various expressions typical of let-
ters, the themes found in Hittite letters and how these are the same or differ 
from other cuneiform letters written by those more or less contemporary 
with the Hittites. Volume two is devoted to the transliteration and transla-
tion of the letters and to limited commentary. Where a particular letter has 
been subjected to a good and recent edition, Hagenbuchner refrains from 
retransliterating and retranslating, but offers additional comments relating to 
its content and style as well as bibliographical additions to the earllier edi-
tion. Certain very important additions to the corpus were published too late 
for Hagenbuchner to be able to include them, chiefly the almost 100 Middle 
Hittite letters from Maşat Höyük, published two years later by Alp (1991a), 
but also the few important Middle Hittite letters from Ortaköy near Çorum 
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(ancient Šapinuwa) and Kuşaklı (ancient Šarišša). When we speak of “Hittite 
letters,” we do not exclude letters sent to or from the Hittite royal court in 
the Akkadian language. In the land of the Hittites only letters of international 
diplomacy were written in Akkadian. Of these, we possess a few drafts (e.g., 
text 98) composed in the Hittite language prior to translating into Akkadian 
for dispatch to foreign destinations. Letters between Hittite officials, which 
make up the bulk of the non-diplomatic correspondence, were inevitably 
written in the Hittite language itself. 

There exist also fragments of a few letters in the Luwian language (Hou-
wink ten Cate 1995, 267), but they are too small and poorly preserved to be 
treated here.

The letters in the present corpus belong to the category of official cor-
respondence, although some strictly private and personal transactions were 
carried out in the piggyback letters of the scribes. Purely private and per-
sonal letters, if they existed on non-perishable media (e.g., clay tablets), have 
not come down to us. Hagenbuchner (1989a, 20) speculates that privately 
employable messengers transported personal correspondence. As mentioned 
above (§§1.1.3.1; 1.1.5.2.1), however, it is also possible that such letters were 
carried by friends or family members, who could also convey their personal 
impressions of the health and doings of the sender.

1.2.2. epIstoLAry coVerAge In the WAW serIes

Over the span of its existence (1990-present), the Writings from the Ancient 
World series has produced three volumes entirely devoted to letters from the 
ancient near east: edward Wente’s Letters From Ancient Egypt, Piotr Mich-
alowski’s Letters from Early Mesopotamia, and James M. Lindenberger’s 
Ancient Aramaic and Hebrew Letters.

While none of the volumes claimed to present an exhaustive collection 
of known examples, the accidents of archeological recovery and preservation 
contributed to a much larger collection in some: many more documents have 
been preserved and studied in Egypt and Mesopotamia than in Syria, Pales-
tine, or Hittite Anatolia. 

As yet, the series has no coverage of the later periods of Mesopotamian 
(i.e., Old Babylonian, Old Assyrian, and later) epistolary literature, nor any 
coverage of Ugaritic letters. Some letters emanating from the Hittite king-
dom, specifically international diplomatic correspondence, were translated 
by gary M. Beckman in his book Hittite Diplomatic Texts. Other individual 
letters found treatment in volumes not specializing in that genre, for example, 
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the letter of Apy to the pharaoh, published in William Murnane’s volume, 
Texts from the Amarna Period in Egypt.

the present volume intends to fill a gap in this series’ coverage of Hittite 
epistolary literature in general. Compared with earlier volumes in the series 
devoted to texts from the Hittite kingdom relating to religious and diplomatic 
subjects, the present book contains some innovations. earlier volumes did 
not attempt to present the Hittite or Akkadian texts themselves, but like the 
volumes in the series on Egyptian texts were content to give English transla-
tions. When the present volume was originally commissioned by the editorial 
board, it was requested that it contain the Hittite text as well as English trans-
lation. 

1.2.3. scope oF the present corpus

Hagenbuchner’s comprehensive corpus of published letters numbers 424 let-
ters and letter fragments. The corpus in this book is considerably smaller. 

the present corpus differs from Hagenbuchner’s in its purpose. Hagen-
buchner’s corpus was directed exclusively to specialists in the study of 
ancient Near Eastern texts, that is, scholars who are capable of and interested 
in studying badly broken fragments for the purpose of lexical, historical, 
and cultural research. The present volume, like others in the WAW series, 
is aimed at an educated general audience, which also includes scholars in 
the aforementioned category. It intends to present a representative corpus 
of well-preserved letters in both transliterated original text and connected 
English translation. 

Most Hittite letters exist only in small fragments, whose connected con-
tent can hardly be reconstructed. For purposes of the series in which this 
volume appears it is unwise and unnecessary to include such badly broken 
fragments. 

Some of the larger well-preserved letters of significant historical and dip-
lomatic content (e.g., texts 98, 102, 103, 104, and 105) have already appeared 
in translation earlier in the present series (Beckman 1999a). But since the 
editorial mandate of the present volume was to include transliterations of 
the texts, and since these previously translated letters are of importance for 
understanding how Hittite letters work, I have chosen to include them here. 

for two reasons the Middle Hittite corpus of letters from Maşat, edited 
by Sedat Alp (1991a, 1991b), is given a disproportionately large represen-
tation: it represents the largest single group of exceedingly well-preserved 
Hittite letters, and its letters were not included in Hagenbuchner’s corpus. 
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But even the Maşat corpus contains several letters that are insufficiently pre-
served to be included here.

1.2.4. order oF presentAtIon oF the Letters In thIs corpus

in Hagenbuchner’s large corpus, the letters were organized and arranged 
according to the rank and station of sender and receiver. No attempt was 
made to use a diachronic sequence. There are, of course, considerable advan-
tages to this procedure, since it is often difficult to determine the date of a 
letter except within very large and approximate divisions (see below in §�.�.6 
under “dating”). But our purpose differs from that of Hagenbuchner, in that 
we limit ourselves to letters that are sufficiently well-preserved to permit con-
nected translation and a context adequate for interpretation. Following this 
principle has significantly reduced the number of letters suitable for inclu-
sion, which in turn leaves many of Hagenbuchner’s organizational categories 
unrepresented. For this reason it has seemed preferable to us to present the 
letters in a roughly chronological series, and in the case of the Maşat let-
ters, all of which can be dated within a period of a generation (or fifteen to 
twnety years, according to Houwink ten Cate 1998, 159), to simply follow 
the sequence of Alp’s edition. 

1.2.5. trAnscrIptIonAL conVentIons.

The transcription of Hittite texts requires a more complicated typography than 
Egyptian, Sumerian, Ugaritic, Aramaic, and Hebrew ones. Hittite sentences 
written out contain not only Hittite words, but also logograms—i.e., words 
written in the Sumerian and Akkadian language but intending to evoke in the 
reader’s mind the corresponding Hittite word. in some cases the identity of 
the Hittite word underlying a Sumerian or Akkadian logogram is unknown. 
For this and other reasons relating to orthography, it is impossible to produce 
a written approximation of what the spoken Hittite would have sounded like. 
But so long as the reader keeps these limitations in mind, there is some value 
to be had from a standard transcription of the Hittite texts. 

In general the conventions used in this book for the writing of Sumerian, 
Akkadian, and Hittite words are those employed in the Hittite Dictionary of 
the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago [CHd]. But there are some 
differences that arise from the nature of this book. in the CHd entire texts are 
not edited in transliteration. So the following rules describe the text format-
ting in this book. 
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In the transliterated text of the letters presented here in full the Hittite 
words are not italicized, but are presented in lower case roman type. Sumero-
grams and Sumerian determinatives are written in upper case. Akkadograms 
appear in upper case italics. this style is slightly modified in other parts of 
the book, where short excerpts of text or even individual words are cited in 
the English context. There even the Hittite words are italicized, in order to 
set them off from the surrounding English text. When Akkadian words are 
referred to in their own right, not as Akkadograms in Hittite contexts, they 
are often written in lowercase italics.

1.2.6. dAtIng

dating of letters by historical criteria is often impossible. Although royal 
senders or receivers are indicated by name in the diplomatic correspondence, 
in the internal correspondence the king and queen are not identified by name. 
And the fact that high-ranking bureaucrats often have the same name makes 
it difficult to use prosopography to identify the reign in which a given letter 
was written. Hagenbuchner (1989a, 106) cites KBo 28.66, KBo 18.59, and 
KUB 3.80 as rare examples of letters that gives their dates. none of these 
three letters is included in this corpus.

Letters found at the Hittite capital were all found in the archives that 
belong to the final archeological stratum. in this case it is often only the 
ductus that serves as a guide as to whether or not a letter is Middle or New 
Hittite. for some criteria permitting the identification of Middle Hittite let-
ters found at Ḫattuša see de Martino 2005b and below on text 2. 

Letters found outside of the capital are sometimes recovered from dat-
able archeological strata. The many letters from Maşat Höyük belong to the 
Middle Hittite period, as do the few letters found at Kuşaklı and El-Amarna, 
while the few found at Alalakh, Ugarit, and Emar (Meskene) are new Hittite 
(ca. 1350–1200 b.c.e.). for purposes of this volume it is unimportant to date 
the New Hittite material more precisely, that is, by royal reigns, since the 
Hittite epistolary conventions do not differ significantly between the reigns 
of the first and last kings of this 150-year period. A more precise dating 
would, of course, be useful in order to understand their historical or political 
allusions. 

If, as it seems likely, the tablets from Maşat Höyük all date from a period 
of a single generation,�� it is likely that they were written during the reigns 

12. On this see now van den Hout 2007b.
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of at most two kings, Arnuwanda I and tudḫaliya “ii/iii,” the father of 
Šuppiluliuma i. the tablets of HKM 4 and 14 (texts 10 and 19) have parts of 
the seal impression of an emperor tudḫaliya on the left corner of the upper 
edge (see Alp 1991a, pl. 1–2 for photos and figure 2 for a reconstruction 
of the impression combining traces from both tablets). tudḫaliya “ii/iii” is 
shown to be the father of Šuppiluliuma I on a seal impression of the latter 
king. He is also thought to be portrayed on the silver fist-shaped rhyton in the 
Boston Museum of fine Arts as the king making a libation (güterbock and 
Kendall 1995). for historical sources attesting him and his reign see Klengel  
1999, 127–34. for further discussion of this subject see Alp 1991a, 109–12; 
Klinger 1995b; Houwink ten Cate 1998, 159; and de Martino 2005b, 313–
18. According to Houwink ten Cate (1998, 161), HKM 46–51 may be among 
the earliest of the letters in the corpus and belong to the end of the reign of 
Arnuwanda I. But van den Hout gives cogent reasons to question this early 
dating (2007b). 

de Martino describes the problem as follows: 

It is not an easy task to solve the problem concerning the chronology of 
Middle Hittite letters. Only two tapigga letters HKM 4 and 14 reveal the 
impression of a royal seal. the name of the king on the seal is tutḫaliya and, 
along with S. Alp, it would seem quite possible that the king in question is 
tutḫaliya iii. One criterion regarding the chronological order of the letters 
is given by the study of the dignitaries who are mentioned. However, it is 
often difficult to identify them and, furthermore, we do not know how long 
they lived. What’s more, it is also very difficult to establish whether letters 
which deal with similar subject can actually be put in any sort of chronologi-
cal sequence within a brief space of time. In fact, theoretically, these letters 
might refer also to a series of similar cases that happened within a certain 
amount of distance between them. So for example, if we take the Tapigga 
letters relative to the sites of Kašaša and Kašepura (HKM 1, 5, 6, 19, 24, 25, 
27, 31, 37, 45) which had undergone raids and attacks by the Kaškas, it is 
not possible to establish if all the letters deal with events that had happened 
in the same season or in a couple seasons one after the other. Or rather, we 
do not know if they mention episodes which were repeated in continuation, 
year after year and, therefore, whether they regard a period that stretched for 
a longer amount of time (2005b, 313). 

And again: 

In conclusion, the Middle Hittite letters appear datable above all from the 
period of Arnuwanda i and tutḫaliya iii. the presence in the Ḫatti archives 
of letters from the times of these kings and the absence or scarcity of similar 
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documents from earlier periods might be due to the chance factor involved 
in their discovery. However, it could also be due to the formation of a steady 
and well organized bureaucratic apparatus (requiring continuous and close 
contacts between functionaries and dignitaries) under kings tutḫaliya ii, 
Arnuwanda i and tutḫaliya iii. this correspondence could also imply, 
therefore, that it was with these three kings that a deep-rooted change in the 
structures of state organisation had been undertaken (2005b, 318).

1.2.7. FInd spots

1.2.7.1. In Ḫattuša
In the Hittite capital almost half of all letter fragments were found during 

the Winckler excavations, for which there is information as to the find spot in 
only a very few cases.�� But reliable indirect evidence indicates that Winck-
ler recovered the letters from the area of the acropolis (Büyükkale). during 
the Bittel excavations (1931–1939 and 1952–1977) most of the letters were 
found on the acropolis, principally in fill used for later Phrygian buildings. 
But the pattern of the ascertainable findspots—Buildings A, B, C, d, and 
f—suggests that there existed no special archive for letters as a genre.

Many letter fragments were found on the acropolis in areas unassociated 
with a specific building. this has raised the question why such documents, 
several of political importance, were not kept in the archive buildings down 
to the very end of the Hittite occupation. It is unclear if already during the 
Hittite occupation of the site letters were discarded instead of being kept in 
an archive building, or if their present findspots are the result of scattering 
by occupants of the site in post-Hittite periods. güterbock (1971, X–Xii) 
noted that of the seventy letters from an area east of Building d that he was 
then publishing, all were intentionally smashed in antiquity, indicating that 
for Hittite administrators there was no reason to keep most letters beyond a 
relatively short period. this fact perplexed even güterbock, since—accord-
ing to our way of thinking—correspondence of a political nature should be 
one of the most important components of the archives of a capital city and 
should have been kept until the end of the kingdom. Indeed some letters of 
this character were not intentionally destroyed by the Hittite scribes and have 
been recovered. 

Not all letters found in the ruins of Ḫattuša were found on the royal 
acropolis proper. One was found on the south slope of the acropolis, another 

13. Bittel 1937, 32–33, quoted in Hagenbuchner 1989a, 4 n. 34.
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in the House on the Slope, to the west of the acropolis on the way to the main 
temple in the Lower City. two more letters were found in the south area of 
this Temple I, and seven more from the discardings of the early excavation 
of Temple I itself. 

text 4 (KBo 12.62) is one of the few MH letters found in the House 
on the Slope (L 18 b–c/5), where otherwise mainly current (i.e., late nH) 
administrative documents were kept (see van den Hout 2007a). One nH text 
appears to be a practice tablet of a scribe learning to copy letters (text 110).

Since what information is known about the precise find spots of 
Boğazköy tablets is easily found online at the Hethitologie Portal (http://
www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/HPM/hethportlinks.html), there is no need 
to provide here in print a complete list of tablets found in each of the areas 
of the city (i.e., the acropolis buildings, Lower City, and the House on the 
Slope). information as to the find spot of each text in the present corpus is 
given in its respective “Sources” paragraph. 

1.2.7.2. Elsewhere
Some letters to or from the Hittite capital were found outside of Ḫattuša. 

The largest corpora of such letters were found in Maşat Höyük�� and Ortaköy 

near Çorum.15 Isolated examples have been found in Šarišša (Kuşaklı),�6 
Egypt (El-Amarna),17 Alalakh,�8 and Emar.�9 

14. See texts 7 through 85. Published in Alp 1991a, 1991b. 
15. See texts 86 through 91. the complete corpus has not yet been published, but has 

been described in several places (Süel 1995; 1998a; 1998b; 2002a; and Ünal 1998). A 
small group of the tablets, those already in the Çorum Museum prior to the beginning of 
the Süel excavations, was published by Ünal 1998.

�6. See texts 9� and 9�.
17. VBoT 1 and 2 (our texts 95 and 94) are not strictly speaking “Hittite” letters, 

inasmuch as neither sender nor receiver was a Hittite. But they are written in the Hittite 
language, since the king of Arzawa preferred to use this language instead of Akkadian, the 
language of Amarna Age diplomatic correspondence. The El-Amarna corpus also contains 
at least one letter in Akkadian between the Hittite and egyptian kings (eA 41 [text 96], 
english translation in Moran 1992, 114–15).

18. See texts 125 and 126, and discussions in friedrich 1939 and niedorf 2002.
�9. See texts ��� and ���.
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find Spots of Maşat tablets

Quadrant Room/Location No. of items HKM numbers

g/5 Room 8 48 (40 
letters, 8 

HKM 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 
17, 18, 27, 34, 43, 44, 48, 49, 
51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 61, 62, 
63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 72, 74, 
75, 76, 79, 81, 83, 94, 95, 96, 
100, 102, 103, 105, 107, 109, 
���, ���

H/5 Room 9 22 (20 
letters, � 

HKM 1, 5, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 
19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 30, 33, 36, 
38, 42, 50, 64, 92, 113, 335

g/5 Portico W of 
Rooms 8 and 9

�6 (�� 
letters, � 

HKM 10, 23, 26, 28, 29, 31, 
32, 39, 40, 41, 46, 47, 53, 67, 
71, 73, 77, 80, 84, 87, 88, 93, 
97, 99, 106, 110

E/� Room �� � letter HKM 20

There is no obvious correlation between the findspots of the letters as 
opposed to the other administrative texts, since there was a smattering of the 
latter in each of the three loci. The largest concentration of tablets in a single 
location was that in Room 8.

the Kuşaklı letters [texts 92 and 93] were recovered from Building C. 
no information has been published on the find spot of the emar letter, text 
���. And text ��� is unprovenienced, since it was recovered from the art 
market.

1.2.7.3. Secondary Locations of Letter Tablets
1.2.7.3.1. Secondary Cities. Charpin (2007, 410) notes that, when the 

king of Mari received letters while traveling, his accompanying secretary 
stored them in a chest and deposited them in the palace archives on their 
return. This explains why many of the letters received by the king while he 
was away from the palace were actually recovered at Mari. As a result, in the 
same find spot both the letter to the king and his reply to it were found. this 
has a potential bearing on Hittite letters found at Ḫattuša, which may have 
initially been received while the king was traveling, perhaps at Šapinuwa/
Ortaköy. 
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There are also Mari letters that claim to have been accompanied by a 
second letter originally addressed to the sender and now forwarded to the 
king. Consequently, its eventual find spot would not provide evidence for its 
original destination. 

1.2.7.3.2. Secondary Locations within the Same Ancient City. Hittite 
scribes themselves may have moved some documents from a location where 
they were actively consulted to one where they were merely kept in storage 
for eventual occasional reference. And the Phrygians who occupied the city 
mound of Ḫattuša after the Hittites used Hittite tablets and tablet fragments 
as fill in their building projects. this means that the excavators did not find 
them in the locations where the Hittite scribes originally left them.

1.2.8. outWArd AppeArAnce 

1.2.8.1. Writing Direction, Axis of Inversion, and the Like
All Hittite tablets are inscribed from left to right and top to bottom of the 

first side, then flipped on a horizontal axis and written from the new “top” to 
“bottom” on the reverse. Long texts required larger tablets with two columns 
to the side. Hittite scribes employed three-columned tablets only for descrip-
tions of festivals and rituals. The column sequence of multi-columned tablets 
is left-to-right on the front (obverse) and right-to-left on the back (reverse). 
If the text required only a little more space than afforded by the obverse and 
reverse, the left edge was used, since the right edge was used for text lines 
that needed to extend beyond the space on the main surface. At the end of 
a typical tablet would be the colophon: a few lines of text identifying the 
tablet’s contents (a “title” in some cases), a notation of the number of tablets 
in the composition and whether or not this was the final tablet, and the name 
of the scribe. Here is the wording of a typical colophon:

dUB.1.KAM MA-AḪ-RU-Ú ŠA m[Ma-ad-du]-wa-at-ta wa-aš-túl-la[-aš] 
“tablet one—the first—of (the composition called) ‘the sin of Madduwatta’” 
KUB 14.1 left edge.

This is a simple colophon, containing information as to the title (or general 
description of the contents) of the tablet, and its position within a series of 
tablets. Other, more elaborate colophons, indicated by the words “completed” 
(Akkadian QA-TI) or “not completed” (Ú-UL QA-TI) whether there existed a 
continuation of the series on another tablet, and the names of the scribe and 
his supervisor:
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dUB.1.KAM še-er še-e-šu-wa-aš QA-TI [Š]U mŠak-ka-pí dUMU mNu-
za dUMU.dUMU-ŠÚ ŠÁ mMa-u-i-ri / PA-NI mAn-gul-li IŠ-ṬUR “tablet 
one of (those officials allowed or required) spending the night up (in the 
acropolis). Completed. the scribal work (literally, ‘hand’) of Šakkapi, son 
of Nuza, grandson of Mawiri. He wrote under the supervision of Angulli” 
KBo 5.11 iv 26-28 (nH).

Letters—at least Hittite ones—typically have no colophon: the information 
usually found in a colophon either was not needed in a letter or was indicated 
somewhere other than at the end (e.g., in the initial formulas).

Some letter tablets [texts 40 , 42] begin the text on the upper edge. this 
is usually a sign that the tablet was inscribed in the MH period.

1.2.8.2. Size, Shape and Dimensions of the Tablets
Hittite letter tablets are not uniform in size or outward appearance. They 

are rarely large, and never multi-columned in format. Alp gives no data in 
either HKM or Alp 1991a regarding the measurements of individual tablets. 
But the centimeter measuring stick is visible in his photographic plates at 
the back of Alp �99�a, which enables us to know the measurements of the 
depicted tablets.

HKM # text # dimensions Scribe

Horizontal Vertical

10 �6 8 cm 11.5 cm Tarḫunmiya

�9 �� 5.6 cm 7.2 cm Ḫašammeli

�� �6 8 cm 6.� cm Šanda

�� 27 5 cm 4.25 cm Mār-ešrē

�6 �� 8 cm 9.2 cm Tarḫunmiya

�6 �8 6.5 cm 5.5 cm Adad-bēlī

52 55 6 cm 7.6 cm Tarḫunmiya

8� 80 6.5 cm 7.4 cm Tarḫunmiya

Tablets with vertical measurement larger than the horizontal are shown 
above in italics. It will be seen from the table that the scribe tarḫunmiya 
always used tablets with larger vertical measurement than horizontal. Only 
one example each of the tablets of the other scribes were given measurement. 
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But Ḫašammeli’s tablet (HKM 19, text 24) is also taller than wide, while 
those of Šanda, Mār-ešrē, and Adad-bēlī are wider than tall. 

The relative size of the tablet, of course, depended upon the amount of 
its text. Hittite letter tablets, unlike Assyrian ones from certain periods, were 
not of standard size. Most Hittite letters did not require more space than a 
one-columned tablet afforded (see above in §1.1.4.1). Some are extremely 
small, such as the one-columned pillow-shaped tablets containing only a few 
lines of greeting formulas (cf. texts 10, 15, 41, 54) which Hagenbuchner (p. 
29) compares to postcards. But in international diplomatic correspondence, 
where many issues needed to be discussed and background information 
provided, much more space was required. A notable case is the large, one-
columned tablet in Hittite, the sender’s copy of a communication from 
Puduḫepa to Ramses II of egypt (text 98). Another such case, the “Tawa-
galawa letter” from the Hittite king to the king of Aḫḫiyawa (see text 100), 
required as many as three two-columned tablets to contain all of the text. But 
since neither of these two tablets left Ḫattuša, one must pose the question: 
were they in fact letters? Heinhold-Krahmer, who uses the size of text 100 
as part of her argument that it was not a letter at all, but a briefing document 
for the messenger-representative, would say “no.” Admittedly, the Puduḫepa 
letter too might be claimed as a briefing document. We lack the opening lines 
of the text in both cases, and with them any possible address or greeting for-
mulas. One small tablet in the present corpus preserves the beginning of the 
text, yet lacks the opening formalities (text 94). it contains far too little text 
to make it probable that it was just a note to the messenger (e.g., a briefing 
document).

1.2.8.3. Envelopes and Sealings
elsewhere in the ancient near east, when confidentiality and security 

of the contents were needed, a clay envelope protected the contents from 
the eyes of unauthorized persons and was sealed with the seal of the sender, 
which authenticated the document. On the outside of the clay envelope could 
be found, at the very least, the name of the addresssee, but often the contents 
of the letter itself were repeated. This practice is known from Babylonian and 
Assyrian letters. The Sumerian and Akkadian terms for a tablet envelope are 
iM.gUr (imgurru), iM.ŠÚ (imšukku), and ermum ša ṭuppi. None of these 
terms occurs in Hittite texts.

Letters that were never dispatched have been found still in their enve-
lopes (Ziegler 2001, 202). A clay envelope is preserved for only one of the 
Amarna letters, which is a kind of “passport” to facilitate travel through 
various check points on the route of the messenger (see Liverani 1998, 50). 
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Liverani’s mention of Amarna letters which do not specify an addressee as 
providing indirect evidence for the original existence of an enclosing enve-
lope, on which the addressee’s name would have appeared, could provide an 
explanation for the rare example of a Hittite letter with no introductory word-
ing of sender’s name, addressee’s name or greeting formula (see text 41). 
Whether this explanation also serves VBoT 2 (text 94), the incoming letter to 
the pharaoh from the Arzawan king, is uncertain. 

Hagenbuchner (1989a, 32) regards the short sentence nu ṬUP-PU ḫe-e-
eš in KBo 18.48 obv. 17, in a broken and therefore incoherent context, as a 
reference to “opening” a tablet envelope. For full discussion of Hittite letter 
envelopes see Hagenbuchner �989a, ��–��. 

Supposed evidence for its use with Hittite letters came from the Maşat 
letter HKM 86 (Alp 1991a, 284–85 with n. 427; accepted without further 
comment by Beal 1993, 246; de Martino 1996, 91–92; 2005b, 307). the 
wording of the alleged envelope was published as HKM 86a, and that of its 
enclosed letter as HKM 86b. As admitted by all, the surviving wording on 
HKM 86a and 86b is not similar, and there are no seal impressions of the 
sender on HKM 86a, as was the custom in Mesopotamia. Another letter from 
the Hittite king to an official at tapikka-Maşat bears an impression of the 
royal seal on the tablet itself (text 10 [HKM 4]). furthermore, since the hand-
writing on HKM 86a is not the same as on 86b, a different scribe seems to 
have inscribed it. For these and even more compelling reasons, which they 
will disclose in their forthcoming treatment of the problem, van den Hout and 
Karasu have informed me (Sept. 3, 2008) that their examination of the tablet 
itself has led them to conclude that HKM 86a is not a tablet envelope.

Hagenbuchner posits three possible explanations for the scarcity of recov-
ered tablet envelopes on Hittite sites: (1) clay envelopes were used sparingly, 
chiefly with confidential messages, i.e., diplomatic correspondence; (2) clay 
envelopes were commonly used, but after their removal they were used in a 
kind of recycling to prepare new tablets; and (3) the envelopes normally used 
were not made of clay, but of perishable material such as cloth, leather, or 
wood. The third explanation runs afoul of the rare but actual recovery of a 
clay tablet envelope, and provides an inferior medium for the writing of the 
names of sender and addressee on the exterior. 

Hagenbuchner (1989a, 9) assumes that, if no envelope was used, the 
messenger had to be unable to write cuneiform, so that he could not alter the 
wording of the tablet. 

1.2.8.4. Paragraph Dividers
in many periods and regions of cuneiform writing one finds cases where 
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a tablet’s written content is subdivided into sections by means of horizon-
tal lines (see also §1.2.15). this practice was widespread among tablets 
found at Hittite archaeological sites, and in all literary genres: documents 
of historiography, law, mythology, magic rituals, cult liturgy, and oracular 
divination. Some large single-columned tablets containing letters, especially 
those drafted in Akkadian (see text 1), contain no marking of subdivisions 
(“paragraphs”) by means of horizontal lines. But most letters drafted in the 
Hittite language itself do contain these marks, even when they are quite short 
(for example, see texts 7, 10, 15, 18–20, 25, and 31). Hagenbuchner (1989a, 
31 n. 11) notes that in the Amarna letters one can observe how some writers 
use these dividers liberally (tushratta, for example) and others quite spar-
ingly (rib-Hadda of Byblos). the sections so demarcated in Hittite letters do 
seem in most cases to contain information related to a subject distinct from 
what precedes or follows. They can therefore be regarded as equivalent to 
paragraphs. for verbal clues to the beginning of new subjects in a letter see 
below in §1.2.15 and §1.2.19.1. 

1.2.9. dupLIcAte copIes oF Letters

Ordinary private lettters only existed in a single copy, that which was sent 
to the addressee (see Lindenberger’s comment about Hebrew and Aramaic 
letters [1994, 9]). for this reason the presence of multiple copies of a letter 
can be an indication that it was not a functional letter, but a model letter 
used in scribal training (see §1.1.5.1.7). But at least in the capital, duplicate 
copies of outgoing letters for the sender’s archives were made of important 
state correspondence.20 This may even have been the case in the provincial 
centers as well; see texts 48–54 found at Maşat, but addressed to the king. 
these letters found at Maşat are unlike the preliminary drafts of diplomatic 
correspondence (or briefing documents) found at Ḫattuša (e.g., Puduḫepa’s 
letter to ramses ii [text 98] or Ḫattušili iii’s letter to the king of Aḫḫiyawa 
[text 101]), which were intended to be translated into Akkadian or at least 
augmented with the introductory courtesy phrases prior to being sent to for-
eign destinations. So unless all the Maşat letters addressed to the king belong 
to the very last days of the settlement and were never sent at all (the view 
of Alp, Bryce, Freu and Mazoyer��), they are indeed copies kept for refer-

20. examples cited in Hagenbuchner 1989a, 9 n. 17, e.g., CtH 178 (to Assyria).
21. Bryce (2003b, 173) claims that the provincial officials in Tapikka never kept 

copies of tablets they had dispatched to the king. For him, the above-mentioned letters 
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ence by the officials at Tapikka. The same must also be true of text 88, from 
Uḫḫa-muwa to the king, found at Ortaköy, unless it was sent from another 
center and intended for the king while the latter was temporarily resident in 
Šapinuwa. Hagenbuchner also mentions a few cases of duplicates of letters 
found at Boğazköy. the draft of text 105 was kept in at least three copies. 
And that not all of these were just chance finds of discarded drafts is clear 
from the fact that at least one was on a tablet with drafts of other outgo-
ing correspondence to Assyrian rulers (KUB 23.92). Such a tablet containing 
multiple documents, all of related content, is what Hittitologists call a Sam-
meltafel. For a thorough discussion of such tablets, see Mascheroni �988. 
This Sammeltafel must have been kept for reference as part of the “Aššur 
dossier,” for officials advising the king on future correspondence with the 
Assyrian rulers (van den Hout 2002, 873–73). 

1.2.10. poInt oF orIgIn oF the KIng’s Letters

Many of the letters found at Maşat were sent by the king. But was he always 
at Ḫattuša when he sent them? Since we know that Šapinuwa was a royal 
residence for use during part of the year, it is quite probable that some of the 
letters from the king came from there. In fact, some scholars have argued 
that the royal scribe tarḫunmiya served the king in Šapinuwa.�� Whether or 
not he remained permanently in Šapinuwa or always accompanied the king 
in his travels, we have no knowledge. Other scribes write from Ḫattuša to 
tapikka, asking colleagues there to look after their houses (texts 32: 23–35; 
55: 25–30; 63: 35–36), which indicates that they were in Tapikka for part of 
the year and elsewhere with the king the rest of the time.

1.2.11. hIttIte termInoLogy For “Letters”

the Hittites had no specific word for “letter,” but referred to such a docu-
ment only with the word “(clay) tablet” (tuppi-), a Hittite word borrowed 

were unsent outgoing correspondence. this was also the view of Alp (1991a, 4) and now 
voiced as well by freu (freu and Mazoyer 2007, 187–88), who believed that Tapikka 
was destroyed by enemies before they could be dispatched. On this point Freu appears 
to have changed his mind, for in �98�, 9� he claimed that these could be either drafts 
(“brouillons”) of still unsent letters or copies of sent ones (“soit … soit”). Van den Hout 
(2007b, 392–93 n. 31) rejects the view that they were unsent letters.

22. Alp 1991a, 96–98 and imparati 1997, 203 n. 26.
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from Akkadian ṬUPPU.�� Isolated cases exist of the use of other words, 
such as ḫatreššar “sending” or ḫaluga- “message.” Hagenbuchner (1989a, 8) 
notes that the noun ariyašeššar “oracle” can be used to denote a tablet with 
the opening formulas of a letter and sent as such, but containing only the 
description of the results of an oracular inquiry (e.g., KBo 18.140 obv. 3–4). 
texts 3 and 50 are examples in the present corpus. 

in first-millennium hieroglyphic Luwian (the Aššur letters on lead strips, 
edited initially by Meriggi 1935–36) the word for “letter” seems to have been 
hatura/i- (see Hawkins 2000, 540–41). And there is limited evidence also for 
the use of wax-covered writing boards (Sumerogram giŠ.ḪUr, Akkadogram 
giŠLE-U5,�� Luwian giŠ(.ḪUr)gulzattar) for correspondence;25 see Šarpa’s ref-
erence to sending a letter on a writing board (text 63: 4–6) and the passage 
cited from KUB 31.68 in §1.2.22 (end).�6 from KBo 18.69 rev. 3′ and 9′ 
it appears that both types were employed at the same time (Hagenbuchner 
1989a, 7). 

Within the letters themselves reference to another letter usually employs 
the phraseology “what I/you/he wrote” (kuit ḫatrānun, kuit ḫatrāeš)27 instead 
of using a specific noun for the letter.

1.2.12. hoW Letters Were reAd

The formulaic opening words of a Hittite letter instruct someone to “say” 
(Akkadian QIBI–MA, i.e., read) the words of the message to the addressee:�8 
ANA PN . . . QIBI–MA “Say (i.e., read aloud) to Pn!” this practice might 
be assumed anyway in lieu of the low rate of literacy in the ancient world 

23. Contra Hagenbuchner 1989a, 7, the form tuppi(y)anza in the Maşat letters is 
not a “hethitisierte Form” of tuppi-, but merely its ergative case form (GrHL §�.8 and 
following).

24. HZL 103 no. 25 notes that one can also regard this as a “pseudo-Sumerogram,” 
writing it as giŠLE.U5.

25. On this meaning of giŠ.ḪUr (and Akkadogram giŠLE�U) see güterbock 1939; 
Bossert 1952; Archi 1973, 210 w. n. 7; Hoffner 1980, 285–86; and Hagenbuchner 1989a, 
7. for Luwian gulzattar see CLL (Melchert 1993) 108 and HED K, 243. HED fails to 
observe that giŠ(.ḪUr) is a determinative in this use, whereas CLL rightly identifies and 
transcribes it.

26. for other occurrences in letters see Hagenbuchner 1989a, 7 n. 7.
27. See Hagenbuchner 1989a, 8, as well as the discussion here in §1.1.9.5. 
�8. The Hittite phrase is: ANA PN peran ḫalzai- “to call out (i.e., read aloud) in front 

of Pn” (Hagenbuchner 1989a, 8 with n. 14). 
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outside of scribal circles. But who was it who was addressed in this opening 
command? Who read the tablet? the incoming messenger, the addressee’s 
scribe, or someone else? Most scholars assume that it was the bearer of the 
message who did the reading. He is the obvious first choice: a scribe at the 
hand of the recipient would be an option, but the messenger who delivered 
the tablet would always be there. 

But when there was a scribe present at the destination, he might very 
well do the reading, since his voice and native pronunciation would be 
more familiar to the recipient. in HKM 81 (text 80): 29–30, the sender, 
tarḫunmiya, asks Uzzū, the scribe at the destination, to read distinctly (Sig5-
in) to his elderly parents, who may also have been hard of hearing. 

And it is impossible to insist that the recipient never read the letter 
for himself. Letter recipients who were literate most likely read their own 
incoming letters. In an ancient Hebrew letter found at Lachish, a civil servant 
named Hoshayahu complains bitterly to his superior, Ya’ush, of an insulting 
letter that Ya’ush had sent him. Hoshayahu writes: 

And now, please explain to your servant the meaning of the letter which 
you sent to your servant yesterday evening. For your servant has been sick 
at heart ever since you sent (that letter) to your servant. in it my lord said: 
‘don’t you know how to read a letter?’ As Yahweh lives, no one has ever 
tried to read me a letter! Moreover, whenever any letter comes to me and I 
have read it, i can repeat it down to the smallest detail. (Pardee 2002, 79)

Clearly, Hoshayahu regarded it as an insult to his competence that he would 
have to have someone else read to him an official letter! 

An interesting theory, which however is shared by almost no one else, 
is that of Kristensen (1977, 144; see comments by Cunchillos 1989, 242 and 
244 n. 13), who maintains that the opening formula “say to Pn” had become 
a mere fiction: that the letter (i.e., tablet) itself had replaced both sender and 
messenger in the function of conveying its contents to the addressee and was 
in fact the object addressed by this command.

But in many cases the recipients of Hittite letters did indeed have those 
letters read to them (the Hittite verb used is ḫalzai-; see texts 26: 20–26; 
27: 12–16; 30: 20–25; 69: 3–7; and 94: 14–15, as well as the remarks of 
Hagenbuchner 1989a, 8). in cases where it was appropriate for an incoming 
letter to be read aloud to its addressee, usually in the case of a royal person-
age receiving diplomatic correspondence, the messenger served as more than 
simply a means of reading the written text. Oral messages by the messenger 
supplemented what was written. It is these supplementary messages, not the 
simple reading aloud of the written ones, that Hagenbuchner (1989a, 8) has 
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in mind when she writes that this practice was restricted to diplomatic corre-
spondence. Confronted by supplementary oral messages not verifiable from 
the written one, the letter’s recipient might have reason not to trust the mes-
senger’s version. See text 94: 1–6 and my annotations to that text. Compare 
the following advice from a Hittite king to a king of Kizzuwatna with whom 
he was in correspondence: 

Whenever I send you a tablet on which words are written, and there are also 
words spoken to you by the messenger, if the words spoken by the mes-
senger correspond to those on the tablet, you may trust the messenger. But 
if the words spoken by the messsenger do not correspond to what is written 
on the tablet, you must not trust him. (KBo 1.5 iv 32–39, treaty written in 
Akkadian; ed. Weidner 1923, 108–9; an english translation exists by Beck-
man 1999a, 24 [§59])�9 

In the case of a messenger carrying a message of the king deliberately falsi-
fying a diplomatic letter, he might be put to death by beheading.30

Evidence from Old Babylonian Mari makes it clear that sometimes the 
messenger was actually instructed by the sender to convey an oral message 
intended to mislead bystanders who were present when the messenger pre-
sented the tablet to the addressee and to disguise the actual content of the 
written message (Charpin 2007, 413): “When my lord sends me a messenger, 
let my lord send orally this message: ‘Let your people be gathered together. 
Assuredly, i shall be going to der’ (or wherever my lord wishes). Let him 
send me this message orally, but on the tablet inform me of the true route 
that my lord will follow.” 

1.2.13. scrIbes oF the Letters (see ALso AboVe In §1.1.5.1)

Unlike in other document types from Hittite sites, where the name of the 
scribe appears in a colophon at the end, Hittite letters have no colophons. 
The scribes who wrote the letters are not mentioned, unless the scribe has 
appended to the letter he wrote for his superior a piggyback letter of his own 
(see §1.2.24). And since in Hittite letters only rarely is the title or occupation 
of a person mentioned, it is possible only in a few cases to identify persons 

29. Cited in Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 41–42.
30. KUB 14.3 (text 101) iv 46–52 (“tawagalawa letter”). Various possibilities, 

none of them certain, as to how such a falsification might be determined are explored by 
Hagenbuchner �989a, 9. 
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who are scribes. Mainly this is possible when the scribe of an incoming letter 
writes a piggyback letter to someone other than the addressee of the first 
letter, and addresses him, for example, as “dear brother” or “dear father,” 
indicating a colleague (see also §1.1.5.1.5 and §1.2.16). Using this crite-
rion—the address with a familial term—to identify scribes, Hagenbuchner 
(1989a, 14–15) lists eight names from the Boğazköy letters (Ḫešni, Lupakki, 
Nananza, Pallā, Šaušga-ziti, Zuwa, gUr.(d)LUgAL-ma, and nU.giŠ.SAr), 
one from a letter found at Emar (Mār-Šeruwa), eight from letters found at 
Maşat (three resident in Maşat: Uzzū, Walwanu, and Adad-bēlī; five writing 
from Ḫattuša: tarḫunmiya, Šanda, Šuriḫili, Mār-ešrē, and Ḫašammili), and a 
large number of others from Boğazköy letters that possibly were scribes. 

1.2.14. messengers (see ALso AboVe In §1.1.5.2)

Messengers transported the letters. In the Akkadian-language correspondence 
the messenger is called dUMU Kin (= Akk. mār šipri), while Hittite-lan-
guage texts rarely employ this term, but regularly use LÚ ṬĒME. As already 
noted by Hagenbuchner 1989a, 15 n. 46, in the earliest Hittite texts the LÚ in 
this construction was a status constructus (awīl/amēl) and the second noun 
always in the genitive ṭēme/i, as it was in Akkadian (“man of a message”).�� 
But in the course of time Hittite scribes lost this knowledge and began to 
view the LÚ as a determinative and to decline the noun ṬĒMU. The underly-
ing Hittite word, written out syllabically only rarely,�� was LÚḫalugatalla-, a 
derivative of ḫaluga- “message.” 

Both the Akkadogram in its earliest Hittite understanding (awīl ṭēmi 
“man of a message”) and its Hittite equivalent (ḫalugatalla-) nicely reflect 
the difference between this functionary—a real messenger (Akkadian mār 
šipri, ša šipirāti), who presented the text and remained at the destination in 
order to interpret the letter to its recipient and bring back a reply—and a 
mere letter carrier (Old Babylonian Akkadian wābil ṭuppim, lāsimum), who 
delivered the tablet(s) and returned immediately (see Charpin 2007, 407). 
Specialized terms for types of letter carriers/couriers found in Hittite texts are 
LÚPĒTḪALLU “horseback rider” and LÚKAŠ�.E “runner, courier” (Akkadian 
lāsimu). Although these two terms are by no means rare in Hittite texts, their 

31. According to the CAd Ṭ, 96–97 the exact equivalent of the Hittite Akkadogram 
LÚ ṬE-MI/E (*awīl ṭēmim) is not yet attested in Akkadian texts. A close approximation, 
however, does exist in bēl ṭēmi “bearer of a report.” 

32. Occurring five times in text 95 (VBoT 1), lines 12, 19, 20, 23 [bis].
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occurrence in letters is rare, and the contexts in which they appear too poorly 
preserved to enable us to learn anything useful. Possibly LÚNÍ.ZU in text ��� 
is a shorter writing of LÚNÍ.ZU LÚKAŠ�.E “scout courier.” 

in the first-millennium hieroglyphic Luwian texts, the word for “messen-
ger” may have been haturala-, a derivative in -(a)la- from hatura- “letter(?)” 
(Hawkins 2000, 484).

Even those messengers (ḫalugatalla-/LÚ.MEŠ ṬĒME) entrusted with 
correspondence within the Hittite heartland (i.e., correspondence between the 
royal court and its officials in outlying posts, or between those officials them-
selves), on occasion did more than merely receiving, carrying, and delivering 
the tablets. But this was certainly the case with those accompanying interna-
tional diplomatic correspondence.

Messengers entrusted with correspondence with foreign powers clearly 
had additional duties and powers. In Old Babylonian Mari such messengers 
were the equivalent of diplomats (Lafont, cited by Charpin 2007).�� Such 
messengers (LÚ.MEŠ ṬEME) also had to be available to answer truthfully 
and accurately whatever questions the recipients of the letters might ask 
about the meaning of the written documents (see Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 
42). 

Obviously, such messengers needed to be bilingual in order to communi-
cate with their foreign hosts and scribes. in some cases, when the messenger’s 
control of the foreign language was minimal, what was employed was a 
“pidgin” language (Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 171). this “pidgin” some-
times even shows itself in the written communications (Bryce 2003b, 233). 
VBoT 1 (text 95) may show evidence of a “pidgin” language in written form, 
but the details of interpretation are still to my mind unclear. 

1.2.14.1. Named Hittite Messengers
Hagenbuchner assembled a list of the names of persons holding this 

office in Hittite texts:�� 

Foreign origin or destination Name of envoy(s)
To egypt Ḫattuša-ziti, Kula-ziti, nerikkaili, Pikašti, 

33. See rS 34.165 (Ugaritica Vii, pls. XLiV–XLV = Lackenbacher 1982) obv. 21–29, 
where a messenger (LÚdUMU.Kin) seems to use his own judgment as to whether he 
should present a “tablet of war” or a “tablet of peace” (personal communication of g. 
Beckman).

��. Hagenbuchner �989a, ��–��. Only a very few names are given in Pecchioli 
daddi’s articles in 1982, 110–11, 142–44.
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reamašši/reamašya, tili-teššub, 
Zitwalla

To Syria Alalimi, Ḫilanni, nerikaili, Piḫašdu/
Piḫaddu, Šauška-muwa, tiḫi-teššub, 
Zuzu

To Ugarit Aliziti (rēš šarri), Arma-ziti, Kukuli, 
Kunni, Mizra-muwa, gAL-diŠKUr, 
PAP-dLUgAL-ma

To Carchemish Arwašši, ebina’e, iltaḫmu, Kurkalli
To Aššur Maša-muwa, Urapa-d[U]
From egypt iršappa (envoy of Amunḥotep iii), Ḫani 

(envoy of widow of Akhenaten), and 13 
envoys of Ramses II (Aniya, Aya, Leya, 
Manya, Mairiya, naḫḫa, Pareamaḫu,  
P/Wariḫnawa, Piyati, re‘anna, tuttu, 
Wašmua-rea-naḫta, Zinapa), Kalbaya35

from Babylon Adad-šar-ilī, Ana[-X], ellil-bēl-nišê
From Aššur Amurru-ašarēd, Bēl-qarrad, Ṣillī-Aššur
From Ugarit Aḫaltena, Amutaru, takuḫli
From Amurru Zinupi
Other international envoys Zuwa, Marku[-X], na-[X], Kuliziya
domestic envoys Wandapa-ziti

1.2.14.2. How Did the Messengers Carry the Letters?
Some messengers (especially international carriers) kept the tablets in 

wicker or wooden chests or cases (giŠPISAN, giŠPiSAn.dUB, giŠPISAN.
KASKAL.LA; Hagenbuchner 1989a, 24 n. 83). the one instance in which 
the pharaoh Amunḥotep ii claimed that an international messenger was inter-
cepted with a tablet around his neck may be a special case (Helck 1962, 479 
n. 23). Perhaps the tablet in question was his “passport” (§1.1.8.4, §1.2.8.3).

35. Hagenbuchner lists Kalbaya as an envoy from Arzawa (to egypt), but he appears 
only in EA �� = VBoT 2 (text 94), a letter replying to eA 31 = VBoT 1 (text 95) as the 
Egyptian messenger who accompanies the Arzawan messenger (“So send Kalbaya back to 
me quickly together with my messenger”).
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1.2.15. the LIterAry Form oF A hIttIte Letter

1.2.15.1. The Normal and Complete Form
In its normal form a Hittite letter opens with an address formula, fol-

lowed by a greeting formula, followed by the body of the letter. There are no 
closing formulas. Usually a horizontal line divides each of the three parts. In 
longer letters with multiple subjects, these “paragraph lines” punctuate the 
discourse.�6 If there is more than one greeting formula, a paragraph line may 
keep them separate. In general this procedure is followed also in contempo-
rary letters sent from Ugarit, Qatna (eA 52–55), tunip (eA 59), and Kāmid 
al-Lōz (Hagenbuchner 1989a, 31). 

1.2.15.2. Omission of Some Components of the Form
The Old Hittite Akkadian letter of Ḫattušili i (no. 1) contains no greeting 

formula, nor does the letter have a single paragraph marker. Middle Hittite 
letters from Maşat sometimes lack one or more of these three elements. Let-
ters between equally ranked persons (e.g., those addressing each other as “my 
dear brother”) or from a subordinate to a superior always have greeting (well-
wishing) formulas. But those from a superior to an inferior do not. Lacking 
the greeting formula are the king’s letters to his subordinates in Tapikka 
(Maşat): nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22. the 
king’s scribes Šuriḫili, Ḫattušili, Ḫašammili, and Šanda use a greeting for-
mula in their piggyback letters to persons styled as “my dear brother” (nos. 
8, 9, 16, 22, and 26), but they do not use a paragraph line to separate address 
from greeting. On the other hand, the royal scribe Pišeni uses no greeting 
formula in his piggyback letter to Kaššū and Pulli (no. 23), who are ranked 
below him and are called “my dear sons” (dUMU.MeŠ dÙg.gA-YA), nor 
does Ḫašammili in his piggyback letter to Uzzū (text 24). the scribe also 
fails to use a paragraph line to separate two “concerning” sections in text �6 
(see n. 163 and Hagenbuchner 1989a).

1.2.16. Address FormuLAs (see §1.1.9.1)

The opening lines of a typical Hittite letter are written in Akkadian. The 
sender is identified by the Akkadian phrase UMMA PN-MA “thus speaks PN,” 
the recipient by the phrase ANA Pn (plus or minus titles) QIBĪ-MA “say to 

36. On the rare absence of an expected paragraph line to mark a new subject see note 
��8.
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Pn.” As demonstrated for other epistolary corpora (§§1.1.9.1; 1.1.10.3), so 
also we assume in Hittite letters the person addressed in the ANA PN QIBĪ-
MA “say/speak to PN” clause is the messenger who delivers the letter, or 
possibly the scribe who will read it aloud to the recipient. This affects how 
in this corpus I translate the royal title dUTU-ŠI, literally “my sun god.” If 
the title is used when addressing the king, i translate “Your Majesty” (e.g., 
see texts 16, 24, 48, 49, 50, 51, and 89). if another is addressed, and the king 
is referred to, i translate “His Majesty.” if the king refers to himself with the 
title, i render it “My Majesty” (e.g., see texts 13: 13; 16: 22; 18: 10; 19: 6). 
Since the opening words in a letter “say/speak to dUTU-ŠI” are addressed 
not to the king, but to the messenger or scribe, I employ the translation “His 
Majesty.” Likewise, the UMMA dUTU-ŠI phrase—“thus speaks His Maj-
esty,” since these words would be what the messenger or scribe would say to 
the addressee. 

The combination of UMMA and QIBĪ-MA “thus (says) Pn� . . . say to 
PN�” is paralleled by the address formula in an Edomite letter (“a saying 
of Lumalak: say to Bulbul”), which Lindenberger (1994, 6–7, 118) calls a 
“double-saying formula.” But in the Edomite example the same verbal root 
(ˀMr) is used for both phrases, whereas in Hittite and Ugaritic letters, both of 
which use the “double-saying” form, there is no use of a similar verbal root. 
Since in the Hittite examples Akkadian words are written (UMMA, QIBĪ-
MA), we do not know if Hittite words might have been pronounced when 
the letter was read aloud, and if so, what they were. It is quite possible that 
the scribe pronounced the Akkadian. Evidence that the Akkadian was read 
out in a letter to the Egyptian pharaoh is found in Amarna. On one occasion 
the reading aloud of the formula containing Akkadian ANA “to” seems to 
have resulted in an unintentional haplological clipping of the first part of 
an addressed pharaoh’s royal name: A-NA mA-na-ḫu-u-ri-ya was read A-NA 
mḪu-u-ri-ya (see freu and Mazoyer 2007, 283, citing Wilhelm and Boese 
1987).

The order of these two phrases depends upon the rank or status of each 
correspondent. in most Hittite letters it is customary to give first the name of 
him who is of higher rank, regardless of whether he is the sender or recipient. 
if the two parties are of equal rank, the sender’s name precedes the recipi-
ent’s, as is usual (but not always: see text 8, lines 14–16) in the piggyback 
letters, where both parties are often scribes. This pattern was not followed 
in the Old Hittite letter (text 1, lines 1–3) composed in Akkadian, where the 
name of Ḫattušili’s subject (ArAd) precedes the king’s own name. 

Sometimes the -MA fails to appear after the sender’s name. Hagenbu-
chner (1999, 53–54) has described the conditions under which this happens:  
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in (nH ?) letters from Ḫattuša, the -MA is omitted after names ending in 
that syllable or when the document is merely a draft for an outgoing letter 
to a foreign ruler; in the MH letters found at Maşat, -MA is omitted when 
the sender’s name stands first and aside from his name or title no additional 
characterization such as “your brother” occurs (see HKM 18: 21; 19: 26; 21: 
16; 22: 9; 27: 11; 31: 20); only in letters from the king does the -MA occur in 
these circumstances. For this and other reasons Hagenbuchner considers text 
��� to be a letter sent from tapikka (Maşat) to Ḫattuša.

Likewise, when there is more than one addressee, there are two differ-
ent patterns of writing the second and following names. In the letters from 
Ḫattuša, Ù A-NA “and to” occurs before the last-named addressee, whereas 
these words do not occur in the Maşat letters (Hagenbuchner 1989a, 53–54).

Such address lines, including both sender’s and addressee’s names, are 
found in all cases, even in the letters of scribes attached to the end of tablets 
containing the letters of their superiors. The only exception known to me 
is VBoT 2 (text 94), the circumstances of which are quite unusual. first of 
all, the sending scribe apparently does not know the name of his counterpart 
at the receiving end. And secondly, the tablet as we have it lacks even the 
address lines in the principal letter, making it look like some sort of draft or 
copy of the original letter. 

Persons of high rank, whether addressees or writers, often use only 
their titles. Usually, it is the superior of the corresponding pair who is iden-
tified only by rank. the most obvious case is the king, who is superior to 
all of his subjects and whose actual name never appears in the address for-
mula. But also the ruler of Kizzuwatna called “the Priest” (text 76), the BEL 
MADGALTI (texts 60 and 62), the Chief of the Heralds (UgULA niMgir.
Érin.MeŠ; text 71), the Chief of the Chariot-Warriors (gAL LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7; 
texts 72 and 73), the gAL geŠtin “field Marshall” (text 118), the Chief of 
the Scribes (gAL dUB.SAr; text 74), and the Chief of the “Wood-Scribes” 
(gAL dUB.SAr.giŠ; text 75). When the queen writes to the king, she iden-
tifies herself only by title as “the queen” (texts 89 and 107). rarely, both 
sender and addressee are identified only by their titles (text 6 = KBo 18.95), 
in this case the Chief of the Palace Servants to the Chief of the guard.

As in Mesopotamian and Syro-Palestinian letters, the sender may address 
a colleague, using terms of familial relationship: dUMU dÙg.gA–YA “my 
dear son (i.e., junior colleague),”37 ABI dÙg.gA–YA “my dear father (i.e., 

37. dUMU É.dUB.BA.A in Old Babylonian scribal parlance. 
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senior colleague),”�8 and ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA–YA “my dear brother (i.e., col-
league of equal rank and seniority).” this practice suggests relationships 
in the scribal schools and continuing collegiality in the trade.�9 Since also 
in Old Babylonian a distinctive writing was used to distinguish such cases 
from a real father–son relationship (Ad.dA.É.dUB.BA.MU vs. Ad.dA.
MU), so also the addition of dÙg.gA (rendered above as “dear”) may have 
served the same purpose in Ḫatti. the phrase “my dear brother,” however, 
seems to be used also for high-ranking persons who are not scribes but are of 
equal rank,40 suggesting that also “my dear son” may denote a lower-ranked 
colleague and “my dear father/mother” one of higher rank. HKM 2 (text 8 
below), line16 and HKM 3 (text 9), lines 14–16 show, however, that a fellow 
scribe who addressed his colleague as “my dear brother/father” did not use 
the “dear” element in referring to himself as “your brother.” For the same use 
of familial terminology in first-millennium Hebrew and Aramaic letters, see 
Lindenberger 1994, 7.

There is evidence to suggest that in the opening lines of a letter the polite 
forms of terms of relationship, such as “my lord,” “my lady,” “your servant” 
were used, and later in the body of the letter the less formal and affection-
ate ones of family relationships appear (see KBo 18.95 [text 6], where a 
man begins his letter addressing his correspondent as “my lord, the Chief 
Margrave” and styles himself as “your servant, the Chief of the Palace Atten-
dants” (lines 1–2), yet two lines later expresses his wish that “all may be well 
with my dear son” [line 4]). 

1.2.17. greetIng- And WIsh-FormuLAs 

Following the custom of Egyptian, Syrian, and Mesopotamian epistolog-
raphy (see §1.1.9.2), Hittite letter writers regularly employed a formula of 
well-wishing in their letters to persons who were either their social superiors 
or equals, but not when the letter recipients were inferiors.

In the Hieroglyphic Luwian letters from Aššur the greeting and wish for-
mulas are standard, and correspond to those used in Hittite letters, although 
the Luwian lexical items are of course different (Hawkins 2000 i/2, 538). 

38. Ad.dA É.dUB.BA.A in Old Babylonian scribal parlance.
39. So Otten 1956, 181, 189. See Hagenbuchner 1989a, 10–11.
40. Hagenbuchner 1989a, 12–13.
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the typical Hittite practice does not invoke specifically named deities, 
but only “the gods” (dingir.MeŠ) in general. the following are standard 
well-wishes used in Hittite letters:

(1) “May the gods keep you alive” (nu–tta dingir.MeŠ ti-an 
ḫarkandu): found in KBo 18.95 (text 6), HKM 10 (text 16), 17 (text 22), 
27, 29, 36, 52, 53, 56, 57, 64, 67, 71, 73, 80, 81, 82, 84, ABot 65 (text 81), 
güterbock 1979 (text 107), KBo 13.62 (text 110), etc. Of course, minor vari-
ants also occur, such as “May the gods keep my brother (= you) alive” (KBo 
18.35: 4), and even “May the thousand gods (LI-IM dingir.MeŠ) keep 
you alive” (see texts 34, 85, and KBo 18.77: 18–19). “the thousand gods” 
is the Hittite term for their entire pantheon (see Singer �99�; Hawkins �998a; 
Karasu 2003). 

(2) “And may (the gods) lovingly protect you” (nu–tta aššuli 
paḫšantaru): HKM 2, 3, 10, 17, 21, 27, 29, 31, 33, 36, 52, 53, 56, 57, 58, 
60, 63, 64, 67, 71, 73, etc. the only letters lacking this expressed wish are 
those from the king to his subordinates (e.g., nos. 7–43). even the queen uses 
it to the king (no. 89). And the reigning king himself uses it in a letter to his 
mother, the dowager queen (no. 106).

This phrase is not limited to letters, but occurs also in treaties. For 
example, in the treaty of tudḫaliya iV with Kurunt(iy)a of tarḫuntašša 
there occurs: tuk–ma kūš dingir.MeŠ aššuli paḫšantaru nu–kan ANA ŠU 
dUTU-ŠI meḫuntaḫḫut “But may these gods keep you in good health, so that 
you may grow old in the service of (literally, in the hand of) His Majesty” (iv 
14–15).

The exact equivalent is found in the Akkadian and Ugaritic letters from 
Ugarit. The Akkadian reads dingir.MeŠ ana šulmāni liṣṣurūka “may the 
gods keep you in good health” (see CAd Š/iii, 244). Akkadian ana šulmāni 
“in good health” corresponds to the literal meaning of Hittite aššuli “in good-
ness” or “in well-being.” 

There exists also a fuller expression nu–tta ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš araḫzanda 
aššuli ḫarkandu nu–tta paḫšandaru “May the gods lovingly hold their arms 
about you and protect you,” on which see de Martino and imparati 2004, 797 
with n. 50. this fuller expression associates aššuli with holding arms around 
the protected person, instead of with “may they keep (you),” and therefore 
may suggest a looser meaning for aššuli than “well-being, good health” in 
this phrase. For that reason, I prefer to render aššuli in both variants with 
the adverb “lovingly,” describing the gods’ attitude rather than as express-
ing a goal for the protected person. The divine protective embrace, in its 
application to the Hittite king himself, is doubtless shown in royal reliefs 
depicting the king in the embrace of a deity (see, for example, the frequently 
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photographed relief in chamber B of Yazılıkaya: Akurgal 1962, pls. 84–85; 
Macqueen 1986, 132, pl. 120; and Seeher 2002, 150, pl. 141).

A special greeting formula is that which invokes the god ea specifically. 
in HKM 2 (text 8), lines 19–22—also in HKM 3 (text 9), lines 18–20—in 
addition to the general subject “the gods,” the god Ea, “the king of wisdom,” 
is added. This is because one scribe is addressing another. Ea was the patron 
deity of scribes. In Akkadian his epithet was bēl nēmeqi “lord of wisdom,” 
which the Hittite scribes modified to “king of wisdom.” the inclusion of 
ea, king of wisdom, in the wish formula (see line 19b) is not common in 
previously known Boğazköy letters. But see VBoT � = EA �� (text 9�; 
tarḫunta-radu to Amunḥotep iii), 15–18. this special form of the blessing 
always seems to be addressed to scribes. See also HKM 3 (text 9): 17–20. 
There is no other attested example of invoking a particular god or goddess to 
protect the addressee.

Another pair of standard statements employs the term Sig5-in “well,” 
used similarly to Hebrew šalôm. In this pair, writers express their wish that 
all be well with their addressee, and report that all is similarly well with 
themselves. That the second type especially can be a mere formality is shown 
by text 89, where immediately after reporting to the king that “all is well 
with me,” the writer (who is the queen) proceeds to enumerate her physical 
ailments!

1.2.18. dAte And LocAtIon oF sender

Unlike modern letters, ancient ones normally indicate neither a date of com-
position nor a place of origin. Probably, the bearer of the message would 
provide this information. When letters are dated (as, for example, in the Old 
Babylonian Mari letters), they show the day of the month, but never the year. 
This suggests that such dating was not due to the requirements of archiving, 
as is the case with administrative and legal texts. No Hittite letter bears a date 
or an indication of its place of origin. Presumably, the king knew where his 
principal officials were located. But since the king moved around, his loca-
tion at the time of sending the letter would have to be communicated by the 
letter carrier.

1.2.19. the body oF A Letter

As mentioned in §�.�.8.�, the scribes of most letters used horizontal lines 
to set off subdivisions of the main body of the letter, which represent some-
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thing like our modern paragraphs. But since in many cases the tablet contents 
were read aloud to the intended recipient, he or she could not see the lines. 
In this oral presentation of the letter the sender embedded certain words or 
expressions that indicated his/her transitions. In the Akkadian letters from El-
Amarna the favorite word was šanītam “next.” In the Hittite-language letters 
other terms or phrases served this function. When a correspondent wished to 
reply individually to more than one issue raised in the letter he had received 
from the addressee, he could begin each of those sections with “concerning 
what you wrote to me” (see §1.1.9.5), and follow by quoting a short part of 
the message he had received.

1.2.19.1. Phrases and Formulas Recurring in the Body of the Letters
the topic-transition marker “Concerning . . .” (kuit [or uddār kue] 

ḫatrāi-) occurs in the vast majority of the letters treated here, but especially 
in the king’s letters to his officials at Tapikka. Not infrequently he uses it 
several times in the same letter (twice in letters 8 and 12, and six(!) times in 
text 16). 

The main purpose of letters is to convey and solicit information. This 
is typified by the somewhat stereotyped inquiries about the health of the 
addressee that usually form part of the opening formulas: “With me all is 
well. May it be well with you.” But it is also reflected in the phrase “write to 
me how it is with . . .” (see texts 58, lines 33, and 35; 89, lines 13–16; 106, 
lines 5–7; 108, lines 8–12; and 111, left edge 6). 

Important new information for the addressee is usually highlighted by 
the use of an imperative/jussive form of the verb “know” (šāk or šakdu). 
four typical examples occur in texts 35 (left edge 4), 40 (rev. 5), 48 (left 
edge 1) and 101 (iii 5–6). An identical feature is found in the Ugaritic letter 
corpus (see above in §1.1.9.6). 

Official letters by superiors to their subordinates often contain rebukes, 
and at times sarcasm and irony. two examples from the Maşat corpus are 
found in HKM 6 and 17 (texts 12 and 22; see already Hoffner in CoS 3.18:47 
and 3.28:50–51). And for further examples see text 58, line 31 (noted already 
in CHd Š, 258) and possibly text 73, line 71. for some examples of sarcasm 
in other Hittite texts see Beckman 1999a, 132–33, and Haas 2006, 41–42. 
Bryce (2003b, 70–71) cites an example of sarcasm by the Assyrian king 
Aššur-uballiṭ to the pharaoh Akhenaten. For examples of hyperbole in Maşat 
letters, see de Martino and imparati 1995, 104–5. And for a rare complaint 
by a subordinate to his superior about an insulting letter, see §�.�.��.

A special verbal figure—uwat duwaddu—has been interpreted by Alp 
and Hagenbuchner (most recently, 1999, 55) as a formula of well-wishing. 
this figure virtually always accompanies a command. Alp’s translation is 
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“may (the god’s) mercy be upon you,” and Hagenbuchner’s idea is similar. it 
occurs six out of nine times in letters from tapikka (HKM 6, 18, 31, 33, 70, 
and 84 [texts 12, 23, 37, 39, 72, and 83]), and if one regards VS 28.129 (text 
122) as originating in Tapikka, that makes a total of seven out of ten. The 
remaining two occurrences are found in KUB 31.101 (lines 35 and 37). uwat 
duwaddu always indicates the need for urgent action (HKM 18 left edge 1; 
HKM 31: 30; HKM 33: 27–28; HKM 70: 13; HKM 84 rev. 12). And its loca-
tion either in the middle or at the end of the letter and never at the beginning, 
where the polite courtesy language occurs, shows that it is not (contra Alp 
1991a, 71, Marizza 2007a, 98) a greeting formula (Begrüßungsformel, for-
mula di benedizione) used with particularly high-ranking persons. the writer 
of the letter is always someone superior in rank to the addressed person, 
which hardly fits the pattern of the use of the noun du(wa)ddu “mercy!” with 
which this formula is usually connected. Perhaps therefore the two have 
nothing in common but similarity of sound to each other. I have usually ren-
dered the forumula “get a move on!” or “quickly now!,” because the context 
usually suggests that the speaker wishes hasty compliance with his wishes. 

1.2.19.2. The Style of the Letters
On analogy with modern correspondence, we expect the style of ancient 

letters to be informal and in some ways less inhibited by traditional forms 
than the formal documents that form the majority of recovered literature. to 
a certain extent, we are not dissappointed in this respect by Hittite letters. 
Yet if we expect also a kind of freedom from the normal rules of grammar 
observed in the official texts, we will indeed be disappointed. With the excep-
tion of letters written in Hittite by foreign scribes (e.g., the Amarna letters 
94–95), the normal rules of Hittite grammar are consistently followed. Yet 
the language of the letters can be quite colorful and vivid. There is humor 
in the king’s sarcastic rebuke of his poorly performing official Kaššū: “Was 
that enemy perhaps enchanted, that you did not recognize him?” (text ��: 
11–14). And one wonders at the stupidity of the official who sent freshly 
killed birds, undoubtedly without preserving ice, on a 160 km trip from Alal-
akh to Carchemish (text 125), and thought the king of Carchemish would 
find them tasty!

1.2.20. subjects dIscussed In the domestIc correspondence

1.2.20.1. Foreigners Crossing the Borders 
Letters from the king to officials in border areas are almost exclusively 

attested in the Maşat correspondence. As a parallel to reports to the king 
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from Hittite officials in border areas, here is a lengthy quote from such an 
official to esarhaddon, king of Assyria:

As to Your Majesty’s giving me the following instructions concerning the 
guards who are posted in the border fortresses toward Urartu, the land of the 
Manneans, the Medes, and the land of Ḫubuškiya: “give them this order 
(which is) to be strictly executed: ‘do not be negligent in your guard duties!’ 
Also, their attention should be directed to refugees coming from the regions 
around them in such terms: should a refugee come to you(r posts) from the 
land of the Manneans, of the Medes, or from the land of Ḫubuškiya, you 
will hand him over immediately to a messenger of yours and send him on to 
the crown prince. And if it should happen that he has some information, you 
will talk it over with the crown prince, a report [should c]ome from you that 
a Mannean scribe [is to be sent to you] . . .; he should write down what he 
(the refugee) has to say. they should seal (the report) with the cross-shaped 
stamp seal; Aḫi-dūr-enši, the commander of the troops of the crown prince, 
should send it to me at once by a swift messenger!” (i report that) right now 
two refugees have arrived here from the land of the Manneans, one eunuch 
and one official; i have sent them to the crown prince. they have informa-
tion. (ABL 434, translated by Oppenheim 1967, 171–72 no. 119)

Foreigners crossing the border into Hittite territory could be coming in peace or 
to do harm. either way, the officials and their troops needed to report each pas-
sage and its nature. examples of Kaškaean groups coming to make peace are 
found in texts 16 (HKM 10), 73 (HKM 71), and 84 (HKM 88). in one instance 
(text 18 [HKM 13]), Marruwa, a petty ruler (literally “man”) of Ḫimmuwa, has 
made “capitulation” (ḫaliyatar), that is, submitted to Hittite control. 

1.2.20.2. Enemy Activities
In the Middle Hittite Maşat letters references to enemy troops are almost 

always expressed without specific identification of their ethnic or national 
identity. given the location of tapikka/Maşat, it is virtually certain that 
during the reign of tudḫaliya iii the only serious enemy in that area was the 
Kaška tribes (see my note on HKM 6 [text 12] and HKM 7 [text 13]: 24). 
enemy troops entering the area with hostile intent are reported in letters 7, 9, 
��, ��, and ��. The sending out of scouts to locate the enemy within Hittite 
territory is referred to in letters �� and ��. Reports of marauding enemies in 
Hittite territory destroying crops and taking plunder—including cattle and 
captives—occur in letters 10 and 14. A report of a military engagement with 
the enemy and the number of casualties incurred is found in text �6. 

Summarizing the king’s instructions is this passage from text 14 (HKM 
8): “Because the enemy thus marches into the land at a moment’s notice, you 
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should locate him somewhere, you should attack him. But you must be very 
much on highest alert against the enemy.”

1.2.20.3. Weather Conditions
Writers sometimes report on weather or climate conditions, especially 

if they restrict their ability to fulfill a request of the addressee. for example, 
heavy snow and ice (ŠURĪPU) hindered the unknown sender from comply-
ing with a request of his superior (text 117 = KBo 18.79). earlier in the same 
letter he entitles one of his paragraphs “(concerning) the matter of sickness” 
(line 3), which must also have been mentioned in order to explain his inabil-
ity to comply with some request or commission.

1.2.20.4. Crops, Drought, Food Shortages
The macro-climate of Anatolia during the period of the Hittite Empire 

(ca. 1500–1200 b.c.e.) was more favorable to crops than that of the follow-
ing centuries. On this factor, gorny (1989, 91) could write:

Although we lack reliable climatic and chronological data for central Anato-
lia, the available evidence suggests that the Hittite empire flourished during 
a climatically favorable period. in fact, the three centuries between 1500 
and 1200 B.C.e. (the Late Bronze Age) appear to have been cooler and 
moister throughout the whole of the ancient near east …. this was fol-
lowed by a somewhat drier period that is thought to have lasted from 1200 
to about 900 B.C.e.

But in spite of this, throughout Hittite history both textual and archeologi-
cal evidence attest to the recurrence of food shortages, leading to famines 
and a high death toll. These shortages were due to local weather conditions, 
producing crop failures, or to locust plagues, and often led to the importing 
of large amounts of grain from Syria or Egypt. To protect themselves against 
these periodic food shortages, the Hittites—from the Old Hittite period 
onwards—also undertook the storing of large quantities of grain in paved and 
straw-lined underground silos, called ÉSAg in the cuneiform texts (Hoffner 
1974a, 34–37; 2001, 208–9; archeologically see Seeher 2000b; neef 2001; 
fairbairn and Omura 2005). On Hittite famines and “hunger years,” see 
Klengel 1974; del Monte 1975b; Ünal 1977; Bryce 2002a, 72–73, 255–56; 
and van den Hout 2004a. 

the mention of famines in texts 14 (HKM 8), 24 (HKM 19), 29 (HKM 
24), 53 (HKM 50), 79 (HKM 80), and 120 (Bo 2810 = Klengel 1974) leaves 
it unclear if the same year is being referred to, or if there were repeated bad 
years for the harvest (so correctly de Martino 2005b, 313–14).
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In the Tapikka/Maşat letters to and from the king it is clear that the mon-
arch had a vital interest in the condition of the crops and the vineyards. HKM 
4 (text 10) reveals the direct concern of the king for viticulture (see com-
ments on text 40) and livestock in the provinces, a fact we would otherwise 
not have known. It is well known, however, that the material prosperity of 
the land, as often measured by these two criteria, depended upon the king’s 
proper relationship with the gods who had entrusted the land and its gov-
ernance to him. The fact that he does not ask about the cereal crops might 
indicate a date for the letter in early autumn, after their harvest in early 
summer but when the vineyards had yet to be harvested in the fall. Concern 
for the cattle and sheep might coincide with the period when they were being 
brought down from the summer pastures to winter quarters. For the seasonal 
cycle of agriculture see Hoffner 1974a, 12–51.

Crops might fail through drought or locust attacks. A locust attack 
(BURU5.Ḫi.A) is mentioned in text 24. Such attacks were a regular threat to 
farming communities all across the Near East in antiquity. Among preventa-
tive measures employed by the farmers of Old Babylonian Mari, Lucia Mori 
mentions the raising of water levels in secondary channels in the hope of 
creating a barrier, and the beating of the ground by the population and any 
available livestock to frighten them (2007, 45).

1.2.20.5. Greetings to a Third Party
Occasionally, one correspondent asks the other to pass along his greet-

ings to a third friend (literally, read them aloud from the tablet). examples 
in this corpus are limited to the Maşat letters, texts 26: 20; 27: 12–14; 59: 
28–29; 69: 3–4. in one case (text 27: 12–14), this request is made in a pig-
gyback letter to the receiving scribe who was going to read the main letter to 
the same man, Pulli. Examples of this feature can be found in other ancient 
letter corpora (e.g., in Hebrew and Aramaic letters, Lindenberger �99�, 8 
“secondary greeting”). 

1.2.21. short summArIes oF preVIous Letters

Sometimes there are short summaries within letters themselves of a previ-
ous letter’s contents. examples of this practice of quoting verbatim parts of 
incoming messages can be found in letters 7: 4–5; 8: 4–9; 12: 3–10, 17–23; 
��: �–8; �6: ��–��; ���: rev. �–�. Often also the content of a previous letter 
is merely paraphrased as indirect discourse or even just alluded to by a single 
name: 8: 3–4; 14: 3–11; 15: 3–8; 16: 3–6, and in the longer diplomatic cor-
respondence in Akkadian (Mineck in van den Hout, and Hoffner 2006, 276). 
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1.2.22. Letters Quoted In hIstorIcAL texts

in the body of historiographic literature (e.g., annals, treaty prologues) we 
sometimes encounter reports of letters. Occasionally there is preserved either 
a brief excerpt from the letter in question or a summary of its content. It 
might be thought that, when the quoted speech is very short, ḫatrāi-/ŠAPĀRU 
merely means “send (with an oral message),” not “write.” there is some evi-
dence for such totally oral messages in Old Babylonian Mari (Charpin 2007, 
409). But even in Akkadian texts, the verb šapāru, when it is not specifically 
qualified by the words ina pîm “orally,” normally refers to a written com-
munication (see CAd Š/i, šapāru mng. 2). And this was certainly also true in 
the use of that Akkadian word as a logogram in Hittite texts. And considering 
that many of our attested official domestic letters are quite short, consisting 
of little more than the address and the wish formulas, we should not exclude 
the possibility that even these short reports actually describe something writ-
ten, merely eliminating the introductory formulas (address and courtesy 
phrases). On the excerpts in annals of letters exchanged between command-
ers of armies on the battlefield see Beal in CANE 1, 546.

[ki-iš-ša-an-na-aš-ši egir-pa 
ḫa-at-ra]-a-nu-un ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-wa-
at-ta a-aš-šu nu-wa QA-TAM-MA 
i-ya

I wrote back to him as follows: 
“do what you think best!” (KUB 
14.1 obv. 83).

tu-uk-m[a-wa ki-iš-ša-an ḫ(a-at- 
ra-a-nu-un)] (17) e-ḫu-wa za-aḫ-
ḫi-ya-u-w[a-aš-ta-ti zi-ik-ma-wa 
za-aḫ-ḫi-ya] (18) Ú-UL ú-wa-aš

Then I wrote to you as follows: 
“Come! Let us fight each other!” 
But you did not come to meet me 
in battle! (KUB 34.23 ii 16–18 
restored from duplicate KBo 12.27 
iii 1–5).

A-NA LÚ.MEŠ URUKam-ma-am-
ma[-ma Ù A-NA LÚ.MEŠ URU. . . 
ki-iš-ša-an] (13) ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un 
mPa-az-za-an-na-aš-wa-kán m[Nu-
un-nu-ta-aš-ša šu-ma-aš an-da 
ú-e-er] (14) nu-wa-ra-aš e-ep-tén 
nu-wa-ra-aš-mu pa-ra-a p[é-eš-tén]

To the men of Kammamma and 
the men of … i wrote as follows: 
“Pazzanna and Nunnuta sought 
refuge with you. Now arrest them 
and hand them over to me!” (KUB 
14.15 i 12–14).
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[am-mu-uk-ma] (14) [(ki-iš-ša-an  
egir-p)a ḫa-a]t-ra-a-nu-un am- 
mu-uk-wa ú-wa-nu[-un nu-wa-
k(án)] (15) [(A-NA ZAg KUr-KA 
pé-ra-an) tu]-uz-zi-ya-nu-un nu-wa 
KUr-KA Ú-UL gUL-aḫ-ḫu-un 
(var. wa-al-aḫ-ḫu-un) (16) [nu-wa-
ra-at am-mu-uk IŠ-T]U NAM.
rA gU� UdU Ú-UL da-aḫ-ḫu-un 
(17) [(nu-wa zi-ik) A-NA dUTU-
ŠI šu]-ul-li-e-et nu-wa ú-et KUr 
URUda-an-ku-wa (18) [gUL-aḫ-
ta na-at dan-na-at-ta-(aḫ-)]ta nu 
dingir.MeŠ am-m[(e-e-da)]-az 
ti-an-du (19) [nu-wa di-eš-šar am-
me-e(-da-az)] ḫa-an-na-an-du

But I wrote back as follows: “I 
have come and have made camp 
at your border. I have not attacked 
your land, nor have I taken your 
civilian captives (NAM.RA-
people��), cattle, and sheep. But 
you have behaved insultingly�� 
toward My Majesty, and have 
proceeded to attack the land of 
dankuwa and depopulate it. May 
the gods take my side and render a 
judgment in my favor (by battle)!” 
(KUB 14.17 iii 13–19).

����

nu giM-an I-NA URUta-pa-aš-pa 
ar-ḫu-un (6) nu-mu giŠ.ḪUr ŠA 
mḪé-eš-ni ú-te-er MA-ḪAR dUTU-
ŠI-wa le-e pa-a-i-š[i] (7) LÚ.MEŠ 
gAL.Ḫi.A-wa am-mu-uk kat-ta 
ú-wa-ti A-NA mLi-la-u-wa-an-ta-
y[a] (8) [g]iŠ.ḪUr ú-te-er nu-wa 
a-pé-e-da-ni-ya QA-TAM-MA ḫa-at-
ra-eš (9) mTa-at-ta-an-ma LÚ.MEŠ 
gAL.Ḫi.A-ya MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
le-e pé-e-ḫu-te-ši (10) ma-a-an-ma-
wa-ra-aš pé-e-ḫu-te-ši-ma nu-wa 
i-da-la-u-wa-aḫ-ti 

When I arrived in tapašpa, they 
brought to me the writing board 
of Ḫešni (which read): “don’t go 
to His Majesty! Bring the high 
officials to me!” They brought the 
writing board to Lilawanta, (which 
read): “So to him also you/he 
wrote in the same way. But don’t 
take Tatta and the high officials 
to His Majesty! if you take them 
(there), you will do harm.” (KUB 
31.68: 5–10).

��

��. See comments on texts �6 and ��.
��. For the meaning of the verb šulle- “to behave insultingly, wantonly” see Melchert 

2005a.
43. del Monte (1993, 80) renders warpa tiyaweni as “indirizziamo la (nostra) 

attenzione.” for my translation see CHd man b 2′ b’, and -pat � a.
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(27) am-mu-uk-ma-kán NAM.
rA.MeŠ ku-it pé-ra-an ar-ḫa [par-
še-er nu A-NA mLUgAL-dSIN-uḫ 
ki-iš-ša-an ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un] 
(28) nAM.rA.MeŠ-wa-mu-kán 
ku-i-e-eš pé-ra-an ar-ḫa pár-še-er 
NAM.RA URUḪur-[ša-na-aš-ša-
kán NAM.RA URUŠu-]ru-ta (29) Ù 
NAM.RA.MEŠ URUAt-ta-ri-ma 
an-da ú-e-er nu-wa-ra-at ku-w[a-pí 
. . .-an-ta-a]t (30) ar-ḫa-wa-ra-at-za 
šar-ra-an-da-at nu-wa-kán ták-
ša-an šar-r[a-an I-NA ḪUr.

SAgA-ri-]in-[na-a]n-ta (31) še-er 
NAM.RA.MEŠ URUḪur-ša-na-
aš-ša-aš-ma-aš-kán NAM.RA 
URUAt-[ta-ri-im-ma Ù] NAM.
RA URUŠu-ru-da (32) an-da I-NA 
URUPu-ra-an-ta-ya-wa-kán ták-ša-
an šar-ra-an [še-er] (33) NAM.RA 
URUḪur-ša-na-aš-ša-ya-wa-aš-ma-
aš-kán NAM.RA [URUAt-ta-ri-ma] 
Ù NAM.RA URUŠu-ru-ta an-da … 
(36) nAM.rA.Ḫ[.A-wa-mu-kán] 
ku-it pé-ra-an ar-ḫa pár-še-er nu-
wa-aš-ma[-aš-ká]n ḪUr.SAg.MeŠ 
na-ak-ki-ya-aš (37) egir[-pa e-e]p-
pir MU.KAM-za-ma-wa-an-na-aš 
še-er te-e-pa-u-e-e[(š-ša-an-za 
nu-wa-kán)] ú-wa-at-tén (38) �-[e-
d(a-ni ku)]-e-da-ni-ik-ki wa-ar-pa 
ti-ya-u-e-ni nu-w[(a-ra-an-kán kat-
ta)] ú-wa-te-u-e-ni

(27–33) Because the civilian captives 
had fled from before me, i wrote as 
follows to Šarri-Kušuḫ: “the civil-
ian captives who fled from before 
me—the civilian captives from 
Ḫuršanašša, those from Šuruta, 
and those from Attarimma came 
here, and as soon as they …-ed, 
they split up. Half of them are up 
in Mt. Arinnanda—among them, 
civilian captives from Ḫuršanašša, 
Attarima, and Šuruta. The other 
half is up in Puranta—among them 
also are civilian captives from 
Ḫuršanašša, Attarima and Šuruta. 
… (36–38) Because the civilian cap-
tives have fled from before me 
and have taken refuge on the steep 
slopes of the mountains, (and) 
very little (remains) to us (of) the 
(present campaigning) year, let us 
proceed to surround�� only one of 
the two groups and lead it back 
down” (KUB 14.15 iii 27–38,  
duplicate KUB 14.16 iii 3–5).  

1.2.23. Quoted dIscourse WIthIn epIstoLAry mAterIAL Quoted  
In hIstorIcAL texts

Occasionally one even finds the citation of a previous message within another 
such citation. 
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Around the year 1325 BC the Hittite great King Suppiluliuma i campaigned 
in Syria and laid siege to the city of Karkemish in the late summer. Mean-
while, he sent two of his generals to raid Amqa, the Egyptian controlled ter-
ritory to the south of Karkemish. With this, Suppiluliuma violated a century 
old egyptian-Hittite treaty. in Karkemish he then received a letter from the 
egyptian queen, informing him of her husband’s death and asking him for 
a son to marry, knowing, as she wrote, that he had many sons. The identity 
of the Pharaoh and his queen is still a matter of debate, but most scholars 
tend to identify them as Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun. After some ini-
tial hesitation and the dispatch of embassies to verify the sincerity of the 
queen’s request, Suppiluliuma finally sent his son Zannanza. By the spring 
or early summer of the following year, it was already too late: adherents of 
the traditional Amun religion had again seized power and the Hittite prince 
was killed. Thereupon Suppiluliuma ordered another son, Arnuwanda, to 
carry out a punitive raid into the same area. Although Arnuwanda returned 
victorious, by Muršili’s own account an epidemic of some kind developed 
among the thousands of prisoners and deportees whom the Hittites brought 
with them into Ḫatti-Land (the Hittite kingdom). (van den Hout in Mineck, 
van den Hout, and Hoffner 2006, 259)

nu A-NA A-BU-YA (51) MUNUS.  
LUgAL URUMi-iz-ri tup-pí- 
ya-az egir-pa ki-iš-ša-an  
(52) ḫa-at-ra-iz-zi ku-wa-at-
wa a-pé-ni-iš-ša-an TAQ-BI 
(53) ap-pa-le-eš-kán-zi-wa-mu 
am-mu-uk-ma-an-wa (54) ku-
wa-pí dUMU-YA e-eš-ta 
am-mu-uk-ma-an-wa am-me-el 
(iv 1) [R]A-MA-NI-YA am-me-el-la 
KUr-e-aš te-ep-nu-mar (2) ta-
me-ta-ni KUr-e ḫa-at-ra-nu-un 
(3) nu-wa-mu-kán pa-ra-a Ú-UL 
i-ya-aš-ḫa-at-ta (4) nu-wa-mu 
e-ni-eš-ša-an im-ma TAQ-BI 
am-me-el-wa (5) LÚMU-DI-YA 
ku-iš e-eš-ta nu-wa-ra-aš-mu-kán 
BA.ÚŠ (6) dUMU-YA-wa-mu 
nU.gÁL ArAd-YA-ma-wa 
nu-u-ma-an da-aḫ-ḫi (7) nu-wa-ra-
an-za-an LÚMU-DI-YA i-ya-mi

the Queen of Egypt wrote back to 
my father on a tablet as follows: 
“Why did you say ‘Maybe they are 
laying a trap for me’? if i had a 
son, would I have written about my 
own and my country’s shame to a 
foreign land? You did not believe 
me and have even spoken to me in 
that way! He who was my husband 
has died. I do not have a son. I will 
never take one of my subjects and 
make him my husband. I have writ-
ten to no other country: only to you 
I have written. They say you have 
many sons. So give me one of your 
sons. To me he will be a husband, 
but in egypt he will be king” (KBo 
5.6 iii 50–54, iv 1–12; excerpt from 
the deeds of Šuppiluliuma I, ed. 
güterbock 1956b, 96).
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(8) nu-wa da-me-e-da-ni-ya KUr-e 
Ú-UL ku-e-da-ni-ik-ki (9) AŠ-PUR 
nu-wa tu-uk AŠ-PUR dUMU.
MEŠ-KA-wa-at-ta (10) me-ek-ka�-
uš me-mi-iš-kán-zi nu-wa-mu 
�-EN (11) dUMU-KA pa-a-i nu-
wa-ra-aš am-mu-uk LÚMU-DI-YA 
(12) I-NA KUr URUMi<-iz>-ri-ma-
wa<-ra>-aš LUgAL-uš

 

nu ma-aḫ-ḫa-a[n …] (12) nam-ma 
A-NA LU[gAL KUr URUMi-it-ta-
an-ni …] (13) nu-uš-ši ki-iš-š[a-an 
… ḫa-at-ra-a-eš] (14) ka-ru-ú-wa 
ú-w[a-nu-un …] (15) URUKar-
ga-miš-ša-an Ur[(U-an)] (16) 
wa-al-aḫ-ḫu-un tu-uk-m[a-wa 
ki-iš-ša-an ḫ(a-at-ra-a-nu-un)] 
(17) e-ḫu-wa za-aḫ-ḫi-ya-u-w[a-
aš-ta-ti zi-ik-ma-wa za-aḫ-ḫi-ya]  
(18) Ú-UL ú-wa-aš ki-nu-n[(a-wa 
nam-ma) …] (19) nu-wa-at-ták-kán 
KUr-e iš-[(tar-na pé-di) …] (20) 
nu-wa e-ḫu nu-wa za-aḫ-ḫi-[(ya-u-
wa-aš-ta-ti) …] 

And when my father …-ed …, 
then to the king of Mittanni he 
sent a message and wrote him … 
as follows: “I came previously. 
… i attacked the city of Carchem-
ish. And to you I wrote as follows: 
‘Come! Let us fight each other!’ 
But you did not come to fight me. 
And now … again. And … in the 
midst of your land. So come, let us 
fight each other!” (KUB 34.23 ii 
11–20 with restorations from the 
dup. KBo 12.27 iii 1–5 dŠ frag-
ment 26)

See also the letter of Ḫattušili iii to the king of Aḫḫiyawa, KUB 14.3 i 47–56 
(text 101, §§4–5). 

Not all written communications quoted in texts are introduced by the 
verb ḫatrai- (ŠAPĀRU) “to send, write.” Some can be identified as written 
communication by contextual considerations, such as this one introduced by 
watarnaḫḫ- “to remonstrate,” but referred back to with ḫatrai-:

LÚ-ni-li-iš-ši wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫu-un 
šu-ul-li-ya-at-wa-mu-kán nu-wa-za 
zi-ik LUgAL.gAL am-mu-uk-
ma-wa-kán 1-EN ḪAL-ṢÍ ku-in 
da-li-ya-at nu-wa-za ŠA �-EN

I remonstrated with him (i.e., Urḫi-
teššub) in a manly way, (writing 
as follows): “You have treated me 
with disrespect! While you are a 
great King, I am nevertheless the
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ḪAL-ṢÍ LUgAL-uš nu-wa e-ḫu nu-
wa-an-na-aš dIŠTAR URUŠa-mu-ḫa 
dU URUNe-ri-ik-ka�-ya ḫa-an-né-
eš-šar ḫa-an-na-an-zi nu A-NA 
mÚr-ḫi-dU-up ku-wa-pí e-ni-iš-ša-
an ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-nu-un…

king of the one province which you 
left to me. So come! (the deities) 
Šawuška of Šamuḫa and teššup of 
nerik will judge our case (by the 
ordeal of battle)!” that is how i 
wrote to Urḫi-teššub (Apology of 
Ḫattušili iii, iii 68–73 in the edi-
tion of Otten 1981, 22–23).

1.2.24. the pIggybAcK Letter 

Royal scribes�� often hitched a ride for their own personal letters on the let-
ters they wrote for their royal patrons. These have been called “postscripts” 
(or “PS”),45 but a true PS is an afterthought addition to a letter by the author 
to the same person addressed in the main body of the letter. They have also 
been called “second letters” (Otten 1956; Hagenbuchner 1989a, 3 [“Zweit-
brief”]) and “supplementary letters” ( “nachtragsbriefe”) by Kammenhuber 
and Alp. In some cases there is more than one (nos. �� and �� contain two 
additional letters). in both cases, the first and second piggyback letters share 
either the same sender or addressee. I choose to call them “piggyback let-
ters,” since they hitch a ride on the primary letter, whose sender is a more 
important person than the writer of the “piggyback letter.” 

��. Bryce claims that others than scribes were involved: 
it was common practice for officials in His Majesty’s service to append to royal 
dispatches messages addressed to their friends and colleagues. generally one, 
sometimes two, messages were so attached. The Tapikka archive contains nu-
merous examples of the practice, with informal communications passing be-
tween high-ranking functionaries (as in the example above) as well as between 
lower-level scribes. It was a very useful way of conveying information and 
requests, often of a personal and sometimes of a trivial, mundane nature, be-
tween officials employed in different locations in the royal administration. An 
appended message dealing with a private domestic matter sometimes gives an 
unintentional touch of pathos to an official dispatch concerned with matters of 
serious import. But the frequency of the practice suggests that it was carried out 
with the king’s knowledge or was at least condoned by him, rather like permit-
ting embassy staff today to send personal mail in the diplomatic pouch” (2003b, 
174–75).

45. e.g., güterbock 1979.
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It is fairly common in the piggyback scribal letters for the sender to 
inquire about the well-being of his correspondent, about conditions in the 
distant destination (especially if that happens to be the sender’s home, or 
if he has relatives there), and to make requests. The requested items vary. 
Sometimes it is an ox that was promised to the sender by someone at the 
destination (texts 27b and 37b). in the two just-cited cases Mār-ešrē may 
have done favors for Pulli and Ḫimmuili at the court in Ḫattuša, and was 
promised a gift in return. In these letters he is attempting to collect. But other 
items occur as well (texts 36 and 56). Ḫimmuili’s request of a chariot and 
horses through Ḫattušili (HKM 27 [text 32]), may also involve exchange of 
personal favors (so Marizza 2007a, 121).





2. the Letter corpus

2.1. An oLd hIttIte Letter (1)

1. Salvini 1994 
Ḫattušili I to King Tuniya (= Tunip-Teššub) of Tikunani

Text, Copy, and Edition: Salvini 1994; 1996, 107–16; durand and Charpin 
2006. English translation: Collins 1998, 16. Historical discussion: Salvini 
1996; Bryce 1998, 82–87; Klengel 1999, 38–39, 45, 52 (discussion of source 
[A2]); Klinger 2001b, 202; Miller 2001; de Martino 2002, 80–81, 84–85; 
freu, Mazoyer, and Klock-fontanille 2007, 90–91; Collins 2007, 30 with n. 
�6. Comments on other aspects of the text: Collins 1998, 16 (lion metaphor); 
Klinger 2003, 240 (paleography of Akkadian texts composed by Hittites); 
durand and Charpin 2006, 219–27. 

This tablet comes from a private collection, and therefore its provenience 
cannot be verified. its paleography and ductus (see the sign tables in Salvini 
1994, 70–77 and the discussion in Klinger 2003, 240) are consistent with a 
date in the reign of Ḫattušili i, although it appears to have been written by a 
Syrian scribe of that period (Archi 2003, 8 with n. 33). the scribe does not 
use paragraph lines to set off parts of the letter, as do later Hittite scribes; 
I have formatted the transliteration and translation so as to reveal what I 
consider to be his main sections, yet without separating each section with a 
visible horizontal line. 

this letter is from a Hittite king, identified only by the title Labarna, to 
his vassal tunip-teššub (in this letter referred to with the shortened form 
of the name tuniya), ruler of Tikunani. Based on the historical references 
in the letter, this “Labarna” is clearly Ḫattušili i, also known as Labarna ii. 
tunip-teššub was one of a number of Hurrian rulers of kingdoms in north-
ern Mesopotamia at this time. Contrary to the opinion held until recently, the 
Hurrians were by no means newcomers to northern Mesopotamia, but can be 
attested there as early as the fourth millennium b.c.e.

-75 -
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Of the unique value of this text Miller has written (2001, 410):

the letter is the first epistolary document authored by Ḫattušili ever discov-
ered, indeed the first from the Old Kingdom, and the only document of any 
nature that deals with Ḫattušili’s campaigns which is contemporary with 
the events it relates. Most other texts concerning his campaigns consist of 
later copies—in most cases upwards of 300 years later—of legends, annals 
or historical references which had entered into the literary corpus of the 
Hittites. Hence, it is important, contemporary confirmation of the historicity 
of elements in Hittite legend and “history” in general and the campaigns of 
Ḫattušili in particular.

The precise location of tikunani is still debated (see de Martino 2002, 80 n. 
26), but this territory probably lay east of the upper Euphrates, not far from 
the country of niḫriya, which is also mentioned in this letter (line 17; see 
Miller 2001, 410–23, map in fig. 1 and de Martino 2002, 80–81). 

Ḫattušili, having failed in an earlier attempt to secure control of the main 
routes of communication between Anatolia and Syria—failing initially to 
win either against Uršum, Aleppo, Ḫaššum, or Ḫaḫḫum—decided to take a 
more indirect route, further to the north and east. In the area east of the Upper 
Euphrates he was able to secure an ally in Tuniya, king of Tikunani (see de 
Martino 2002, 80–81). in the language of this letter—“You are my servant. 
Protect me! And i will protect you (as) my servant. the city of tikunani is 
my city. You are my servant, and your country is my country. I will surely 
protect you” (lines 4–7)—tuniya is already Ḫattušili’s vassal. But, as Miller 
has argued (2001, 424), given the distance of Tikunani from Ḫatti’s east-
ernmost border under Ḫattušili and the fact that the intervening kingdom of 
Ḫaḫḫum has not yet been brought under Hittite control, it is more likely that 
in this letter the Hittite king is persuading Tuniya to act like a Hittite vassal, 
and is offering him inducement through promises of shares in the booty.

Ḫaḫḫum, about which the Hittite king writes in this letter, is one of the 
Hurrian cities whose destruction Ḫattušili recounts in his annals during his mil-
itary foray across the Ceyhan river (trans. Beckman in Chavalas 2006, 221).

the present letter was sent to urge tuniya to coordinate with Ḫattušili’s 
own troop movements in the raiding of important provincial centers in Syria. 
This he did, recruiting into his army bands (Akkadian ṣābū) of ḫapirū merce-
naries (freu, Mazoyer, and Klock-fontanille 2007, 91), each band consisting 
of ten men comprising an overseer (UgULA, Hurrian emantuḫlu “leader of a 
ten-man group”) and nine underlings (see also edzard in RLA 10, 432 “Per-
sonenliste”). there is a remarkable similarity between these ten-man ṣābū 
bands and the ten-person economic units of NAM.RA personnel known from 
Hittite Anatolia.
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These raids are outlined in Ḫattušili’s own annals, which have come 
down to us only in much later Akkadian and Hittite copies from the New 
Kingdom (edition of the Hittite version by de Martino 2003, 21–79, and of 
the Akkadian version by devecchi 2005; translations by Kümmel 1985; Ber-
nabé and Álvarez-Pedrosa 2000 and Beckman in Chavalas 2006, 219–22). 
See especially the narrative of the king’s fifth year of campaigning, where 
the king of tikuna is mentioned in KBo 10.2 iii 25, p. 70, line 132 in de 
Martino’s edition, the paragraph numbered §18 (A iii 25–28) by Beckman. 
Beckman reads the city name as Timana, not correcting the text to Ti-ku!-na, 
as it should be in view of the Akkadian version (KBo 10.1 rev. 16): URUIt!-
ku-na-ya (see de Martino 2003, 70 n. 207 and devecchi 2005, 54–55 n. 171, 
both dependent on the full discussion of Miller 2001, 40, who argues for 
an initial metathesis tik > itk). exhaustive bibliography on the annals of 
Ḫattušili i through 2003 is given in de Martino 2003, 22–24.

As is also known from new Hittite copies of other firsthand composi-
tions of Ḫattušili i, such as his Political Testament (editions by Sommer and 
falkenstein 1938; Klock-fontanille 1996; english translation by Beckman 
in Hallo and Younger 2000, 79–81), in which his conniving wife is called 
a “snake” (Sum. MUŠ), and the Siege of Uršum (translation in Beckman 
1995b), in which he savages his own troops with insults often involving 
animal metaphors—his personal language was filled with vivid, unforget-
table animal metaphors (Hoffner 1980, 296–302). in this letter we find the 
dog (10), the bull (33–34), the lion (33–34) and the fox (35–36), all used to 
characterize individuals or peoples. The bull, a symbol of the Storm god of 
Ḫatti, personifies courage and strength. the lion, to which Ḫattušili compares 
himself in battle in his annals (Hoffner 1980, 297), personifies ferocity and 
savageness. the dog (line 10) is the scavenger-predator, who devours what it 
finds, in this case the faithful vassal who joins his lord in devouring the goods 
of the defeated foe. The fox is the clever enemy, as in telipinu’s application 
of this metaphor to Hurrian invaders in the Old Kingdom (see translation in 
Hallo and Younger 1997, 195 §14).� On the lion and fox metaphors in the 
letter KBo 1.14 see giorgieri 2001 and Mora and giorgieri 2004, 57, 66, 71. 
On bird metaphors and similes in the diplomatic correspondence of a later 
Hittite king see van den Hout 1993 (falcon and chick). On animals in Hittite 
literature see Collins 2002b. 

(1) a-na tu-ni-ya ArAd-di-ya 
(2) qí-bí-ma (3) um-ma la-ba-ar-na 
LUgAL.gAL-ma 

(1–3) Say to Tuniya, my servant: 
thus speaks Labarna, the great 
King:
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(4) ArAd-di at-ta ú-ṣur-an-ni (5) ù 
a-na-ku ArAd-di <lu>-ú-ṣur-ka 
(6) URUTi�-ku-na-an URU-lì ù at-ta 
(7) ArAd-di ù KUr-at-ka KUr-ti 
lu-ú-ṣur-ka

(4–7) You are my servant. Protect 
me! And i will protect you (as) my 
servant. The city of Tikunani is my 
city, you are my servant, and your 
country is my country. I will surely 
protect you.

(8) KASKAL-ti-ya pí-te-et ù it-ti 
(9) LÚ URUḪa-ḫi-ya-ú lu-ú <a->i-
la-at (10) Še.BA-šu ki-ma Ur.gi� 
a-ku-ul-šu (11) gU�.Ḫi.A ša ta-la-
qè lu-ú ku-ú (12) U8.UdU.Ḫi.A ša 
ta-la-qè-ma lu-ú ku-ú-ma (13) a-na 
mu-ḫi-šu lu-ú a-i-la-at (14) a-na-ku 
iš-tu an-na-nu-um (15) ù at-ta iš-tu 
a-nu-um-ma-nu

(8–15) My campaign has begun (lit. 
my road is open). So you should be 
a man with respect to the man of 
Ḫaḫḫum. devour his food rations 
like a dog! The oxen which you 
take shall be your own. The sheep 
and goats which you take shall be 
your own. Be a man with respect 
to him! I from this side, and you 
from that side.

 (16) An.BAr-zi-lu-ú ù Ur.MAḪ 
(17) ša iš-tu URUni-iḫ-ri-ya ú-te-ru 
(18) eš-me i-na-an-na šu-bi-lam 
(19) ù ḫa-ši-iḫ-ta-ka ma-la ḫa-aš- 
ḫa-tú (20) šu-up-ra-am-ma lu-ú-ša!-
bi-la-kum (21) lu-ú * KÙ.BABBAr 
lu-ú AnŠe.KUr.rA (22) ù 
ArAd-di kab-ti ArAd-di x x 
(23) lu-ú-ša-bi-la-ak-kum

(16–18) Now send me the iron and 
the lion which I heard they brought 
back from the city of niḫriya! (�9–

20) And whatever you want/need, 
as much as you want/need, write 
me about it, and I will send them 
to you. (21) Whether it be silver or 
horses (that you want/need). (22–23) 
And—my important servant, my 
… servant—i will send it to you.

(24) i-nu-ma i-na URUZa-al-pa-ar 
(25) a-la-kam-ma mBu-ul-li-ṭá-di 
(26) ù ArAd-ka šu-up-ra-aš-šu-
nu-ti (27) šum-ma qa<-ar>-ni i-su 
i-ba-aš-ši-ma (28) šu-bi-lam (29) ù 
za-ap-pí AnŠe.KUr.rA (30) lu-ú 
pé-ṣú-ti lu-ú ṣa-al-mu-ti (31) šu-bi 
<-la>-aš-šu-nu-ti ù a-wa-ti (32) ša-
ra-ti ša i-dá-bu-ub (33) la ta-ša-mi 
qa<-ar>-ni ri-mi ú-ṣur (34) ù ši-pa-aṭ 
Ur.MAḪ ú-ṣur (35) ši-pa-aṭ še-la-
bi-i la ta-aṣ-ba-at (36) ša ša-ra-ti

(24–26) When I come to Zalpa(r), 
send Bulliṭ-adi and your servant 
to me. (27–31) If there is some horn 
(and?) isu, send (it/them) to me. 
if (there are) horse hairs, white or 
black, send them to me. (31) And 
do not listen to those lying words 
which he says. (33–34) Keep to the 
bull’s horns and the lion’s side, 
(35) and don’t take the side of the 
fox. (36) The fox who does these 
lying things, he acted like the 
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i-te-né-pu-uš (37) ki-ma URUZa-
al-pa-ar-ma (38) e-pu-šu ù ša-tu� 
qa-tam-ma (39) e-pu-uš 

Zalparans acted. 

i-mi-tum ù «ù» šu-mi-lum (40) a- 
wa-ti la te-eš-te-né-mi (41) a-wa-ti-
ya ú-ṣur

(39–40) Stop listening to words on 
the right or left. Listen carefully to 
my words.

Commentary

Lines 1–3 contain the address formulas. This letter is addressed to 
Tuniya, the ruler of the small state of Tikunani, who is the vassal (ArAd 
“servant,” lines 4, 5, 7) of Ḫattušili i. 

Lines 4–7 state clearly the relationship between Ḫattušili and tuniya. 
tuniya’s country is Ḫattušili’s, and tuniya is Ḫattušili’s servant. But 
Ḫattušili’s country is not tuniya’s, nor is Ḫattušili tuniya’s servant. 
Although the obligations are unequal, the arrangement involves mutual pro-
tection, which is the main subject of the letter. 

Ḫattušili has begun a military campaign (line 8), which involves attack-
ing the city of Ḫaḫḫum (lines 8–15). Ḫattušili requires tuniya’s assistance in 
making a coordinated attack (lines 14–15). tuniya is to be allowed booty in 
the form of grain, oxen, sheep, and goats. 

8 KASKAL-ti-ya pí-te-et see further examples in CAd P, padānu �b 
and petû �e.

8–13 This section correponds to what Liverani refers to as “the spoken 
aspect of war,” more specifically the exhortation of the king/commander to 
his forces:

More features of the spoken aspect of war are attested on the occasion of 
the battle itself. the first is the exhortation of the king to his soldiers to pre-
pare their armour and weapons and to be in readiness for the combat. Here 
is Tuthmosis III before the battle of Megiddo: ‘Prepare yourselves, make 
ready your weapons, for one will engage with that wretched foe in the morn-
ing’; and here is Shalmaneser i before the battle of nihriya: ‘Put on your ar-
mour, mount your chariots! the Hittite king is coming in battle array’. the 
second is the reciprocal reviling by the two armies or their champions—thus 
repeating in a baser way the content of the formal challenge. (2001, 113)

13 lū a-i-la-at stands here for lū awilat, attested at Mari also in the sense “act 
like a (brave) man” in the same sense as hitḥazzĕqû vihyû lĕ’anāšîm � Sam 
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�:9 “Take courage, and be men, O Philistines.” 
16–23 Tuniya is asked to send on to Ḫattušili iron and a lion statue� 

that was brought to Tikunani from niḫriya (lines 16–18), and horn or horse 
hair (lines 27–31). in return he is invited to request whatever he wishes from 
Ḫattuša (lines 19–23). in Ḫattušili’s annals, where we read of the booty taken 
from Ḫaḫḫum, it is said that the king of tikunani sent gifts to Ḫattušili. de 
Martino is probably right to see in this gift-sending tunip-teššub’s indica-
tion of his subordination to Ḫattušili (2002, 85). niḫriya elsewhere figures 
in Hittite history towards its end, in connection with Assyro-Hittite relations 
(see Singer 1985; freu 2007).

24–26 “When I come to Zalpa(r)” (line 24) appears to initiate another 
subject. this Zalpa(r) is to be kept apart from the well-known Anatolian 
city of Zalpa/Zalpuwa, located in the north near the Black Sea coast. It was 
located in North Syria not far from Birecek (see del Monte and Tischler 
1978, 491–92, and 1992, 191). its destruction by Ḫattušili is mentioned in his 
annals (KBo 10.1 9–14). tuniya must send a man named Bulliṭ-adi, accom-
panied by one of tuniya’s officers (“your servant”), to Ḫattuša. Bulliṭ-adi is 
seen as a notorious liar by the Hittite king (lines 31–33), which suggests that 
he is a captured enemy of the Hittites being sent under guard to the capital.

35–36 As an animal metaphor for human character in ancient Near East-
ern texts, the fox exemplifies hostility and treachery (Haas 2006, 303–4). 
The fox as an animal metaphor is applied to hostile Hurrians also in the Old 
Hittite Telipinu Proclamation (English translation by van den Hout in CoS 
1.76:195 [§14]).

in the final section of the letter (lines 39–41) tuniya is warned to comply 
to the letter with all of Ḫattušili’s requests: “do not deviate to the right or 
left.”

2.2. mIddLe hIttIte Letters (2–97)

2.2.1. mh Letters Found At Ḫattuša (2–6) 

Letters can be dated by various criteria (see §1.2.6). in the case of Hittite let-
ters found in the capital and tentatively dated to the Middle Hittite (i.e., early 
new Kingdom) period, the evidence for this dating is mostly of the last-
named type. A thorough investigation by de Martino (2005b) has identified 
a small but not inconsiderable corpus of Middle Hittite letters from Ḫattuša 
itself. Among them the following are some of the better preserved. 
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2. KUB 31.79 
River Traffic on the Euphrates

Text: Bo 6049 + Bo 7036. Find spot: Unknown. Copy: KUB 31.79. Edition: 
Lebrun 1976, 217–18 (edition of lines 1–20); Hagenbuchner 1989b, 136–41 
(no. 90; edition of the entire text). Translation: garstang and gurney 1959, 
33–34 (translation of 4–20 and discussion of the geographical aspects). Dis-
cussion: Cornelius 1958, 373–74; Hoffner 1972, 33 (on the dating of the text 
by linguistic criteria); forlanini 1997, 408 n. 41 (geography); Hagenbuch-
ner-dresel 2002, 47–48 (on the bread sizes/weights in lines 6–18); Wilhelm 
2002 (on the localization of Šamuḫa); gurney 2003 (on the geography); de 
Martino 2005b, 302.

The tablet shows the MH script, and is characterized by MH spelling 
conventions, on which see Hoffner 1972, 33. Hagenbuchner (1989b, 138–
39) is undecided whether to assign a MH date to this letter, although she 
admits that it makes the impression of a document older than standard NH 
letters. the online “Konk.” dates it as Middle Hittite with no indication of 
doubt. de Martino (2005b, 302) writes: “the mention of Šamuḫa and Arziya 
could be a clue for dating this letter to the time of tutḫaliya iii. As a matter 
of fact, we learn from the deeds of Suppiluliuma i ( dŠ 10) that at the time 
of tutḫaliya iii Šamuḫa acted as a royal residence. furthermore, the site of 
Arziya is also mentioned in fragment � of the deeds of Suppiluliuma i, even 
though it is in a very fragmentary passage.” the unknown author, an official 
in a remote province, writes to his “lord” in Ḫattuša, where this tablet was 
found. the “lord” could be either a high official under the king or even the 
king himself. 

Since the first twenty preserved lines deal with shipments of foodstuffs 
by boat along a river from Pa/itteyariga to Šamuḫa, it is probable that the 
letter’s author was charged with supervising the shipments by riverboat. This 
letter makes it likely that both Šamuḫa and Pitteyariga were towns on a river, 
either the Upper euphrates itself, one of its tributaries (the Murad Su?), or 
the upper Kızılırmak. the text tells us that there was not much depth to this 
river (lines 7–8); and since the text tells us that two shipments (line 4) were 
required to transport what from the quantities described must have weighed 
about 1350 kg, it is likely that small flat-bottomed boats were used, thus not 
requiring that this stretch of the unidentified river be “navigable” in the usual 
sense of the word. 

What is transported is called ḫalkueššar (line 4). this noun has nothing 
to do with the noun ḫalki- “grain,” although garstang and gurney rendered 
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it here as “food supplies.” Hagenbuchner’s translation “the harvest” has no 
basis, despite the fact that grain products form part of the shipment. Other 
examples of ḫalkueššar include breads, cheese, fats, and vessels, showing 
that ḫalkueššar is not limited to plant products (HED H, 39–40). its Akkado-
gram is MELQĒTU “revenue, income” (CAd M/ii ,13). Lebrun’s translation 
“l’approvisionnement” (“supplies, provisions”) comes closer to the word’s 
actual meaning. The word denotes “provisions or supplies for cultic use” 
(see HED H, 39), which is appropriate, since Šamuḫa was a major Hittite 
cult center.

from line 21 to the end of the letter another subject is taken up. On the 
difficulty of sorting out who is being quoted in rev. 21–26, and where the 
quote within a quote (beginning in line 23) ends, see Hagenbuchner 1989a, 
37.� the addressee of this letter (he who is called “my lord” in line 21) had 
written to the sender, describing the latest development in an ongoing situ-
ation involving Zidašdu and Kurunt(iy)a-ziti. the former has written to this 
“lord,” outlining intended actions of the two men. the two will jointly šiya- 
[something]—the direct object being lost in the break. the untranslated verb 
could mean “to seal.” Then (namma) Kurunta-ziti will [. . .] (intransitive 
verb), and will “open(?) it,” the “it” presumably referring back to whatever 
object was “sealed.” the “lord” has reason to believe that one or both of the 
two has failed to do what was promised, resulting in a failure (waštul “sin”). 
The “lord” orders the author of this letter to summon the two and investigate 
the matter (lines 24–25). if Kurunta-ziti was the guilty party, he must be 
punished (line 26). the letter’s author explains that he attempted to summon 
Zidašdu for the investigation, but he failed to appear (lines 27–28). the rest 
of the letter (lines 29–35) is too badly broken to interpret. 

(2) […… ḫa-at-r]a-a-nu-un ki-
nu-n[a …] (3) [………] LÍL� 
giŠša-ma-ma-na-aš x[ …]

(2) i wrote … But now … (3) … 
meadow š.-wood … 

(4) [ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an5 giŠ]MÁ.Ḫi.A 
URUPít-te-ya-ri-ga-za ḫal-ku-eš-šar 
URUŠa-mu-u-[ḫa] (5) [I-NA �?+]1?-
ŠU6 pé-e-te-er7 nu ḫa-an-te-ez-zi 
KAŠKAL-ši ki-iš-ša-an (6) […. 4 
ME. 50 nindA.Ér]in.MeŠ 10-
ti-li-iš 6 ME. nindA.Érin.MeŠ 
URUKa�-aš-ka�8 15 (or 16) PA. ZÍd.
dA ZÍ[Z?]9 (7) [o o o ]x nu wa-a-tar 

(4) When ships transported provi-
sions from Pitteyariga to Šamuḫa 
in two? trips, (5) on the first trip 
(they carried) the following: (6) … 
450 soldier-rations each made from 
a tenth (of some unit of dry mea-
sure), 600 soldier-rations of Kaška 
type from 15 (or 16) PARISU of 
wheat flour, …. (7) And
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te-pu ku-it e-eš-ta nu-uš-ša-an A-
NA giŠMÁ[.tUr.Ḫi.A?]10 (8) […… 
a]-pád-da da-i-e-er ki-nu-na-aš-ša-
an ú-i-te-e-ni ne-e-a-[a]t (9) […… 
giŠM]Á.Ḫi.A URUPít-te-ya-ri-ga 
nam-ma da-iš-te-i-e-er (10) […… 
-a]n A-NA giŠMÁ.Ḫi.A ki-iš-ša-an 
da-i-e-er (11) [80�� PA. ZÍZ �?+]1 
ME. 20 PA. Še nu ŠU.nigin-ma? 
I-NA 2 KAŠKAL-NI � ME. 30 PA. 
ZÍZ (12) [� ME. 20 PA.] Še 1 LI-IM 
50 nindA.Érin.MeŠ

since there was little water (in 
the river?), they put those things 
also on small boats …. (8) But 
now the (situation) has changed? 
with respect? to? the water(-level), 
(9) and … they have loaded the 
ships again of/in Pitteyariga. 
(10) And they put … as follows on 
the ships: (11) 80 PARISU of wheat, 
220 PARISU of barley, so that the 
total in the two/second? trip(s) (is) 
130 PARISU of wheat, (12) 220? 
PARISU of barley, 1,050 soldier-
rations.

(13) [ḫa-an-t]e-ez-zi pal-ši-ya 
giŠMÁ.tUr URUAr-zi-ya-za da-
iš-te-ya-an-zi (14) n[u-uš-š]a-an 
ki-iš-ša-an ti-ya-an-zi 50 PA. ŠE 
6 ME. nindA.Érin.Me[Š …] 
(15) [… ŠU.nig]in.gAL ki-iš-ša-
an giŠMÁ.Ḫi.A ku-it ka-[……] 
(16) URUŠa-mu-u-ḫa pé-e-ḫu-te-er 
� LI-IM 6 ME. 50 [nindA.Érin.
MeŠ …] (17) ŠÀ.BA � ME. 50 
nindA.Érin.MeŠ 10-ti-li-iš 1 
ME. 30 PA. ZÍZ […] (18) [x-x-]x 3 
ME. PA. ZÍZ ŠE [-ya?]

(13) For the first trip they load a 
small boat from Arziya, (14) and put 
the following on it: 50 PARISU of 
barley, 600 “soldier-rations,” (15) … 
the grand total is as follows: that 
which the boats brought … (16) to 
Šamuḫa: 1,650 “soldier-rations,” 
(17) including 450 soldier-rations 
each measuring a tenth (of …), 
130 PARISU-measures of wheat, 
(18) … and 300 PARISU-measures 
of wheat and barley. 

(19) [ki-nu-na] giŠMÁ.Ḫi.A URUPít- 
t[e-ya]-ri-ga nam-ma x[…] (20) [na-
]aš-[t]a? a-pí-ya da-iš-te-ya-an-zi

(19) But now the ships have retur-
ned again to Pitteyariga. (20) There 
they will load them (again).

(21) nam-ma-ma-mu ku-it am-me-el 
BE-LÍ-YA ŠA mZi-da-[aš-du ḫa-at-
ra-a-iš] (22) mZi-da-aš-du-uš-wa-mu 
ki-iš-ša-an ḫa-at-ra[-a-it …-wa-…] 
(23) ták-ša-an ši-ya-a-u-e-ni nam-ma- 
wa m.dLAMMA-LÚ-iš […] (24) [nu- 
wa]-ra-at ḫa-a-ši nu-wa mZi-da-aš-
du-un m.dLAMMA[-LÚ-ya? …]

(21) Furthermore, because my lord 
has written to me of (the affair 
of) Zidašdu, (22) “Zidašdu wrote 
to me as follows: (23) ‘We will … 
… together. then Kurunt(iy)a-ziti 
will … (24) and will open it.’ So 
summon? Zidašdu and Kurunt(iy)a-
ziti. (25) And if it has resulted in a
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(25) nu-wa-ra-at-ša-an ma-a-an 
A-NA m.dLAMMA-LÚ wa-aš-túl 
kat-ta [a?-aš?-zi] (26) nu-wa-ra-an-
kán ḫa-ap-ti nam-ma-wa-ra-an 
za-a-aḫ (nu erased) […]

failure on the part of Kurunt(iy)a-
ziti, (26) hold him accountable,�� 
and beat him!” 

(27) [nu] A-NA mZi-da-aš-du ḫa-at- 
ra-a-nu-un u-un-ni-ya-wa nu-wa- 
aš-ma-aš zi[-…] (28) [ud?-d]a-ni-i  
an-da tar-na-aḫ-ḫi a-pa-a-ša-mu  
kat-ti-mi Ú-UL u-un-ni-iš (29) […  
U]RU?Ku-uš-pí-iš-ša [… ku-it]- 
ma-an-kán am-mu-uk-ma ut-tar 
 (30) […]x ar-ḫa x[-…]x-mu  
m.dLAMMA-LÚ-iš mta-aš-ku-wa- 
an-ni-iš (31) […] x x [… mPn-]x-
iš ArAd-YA mḪi-il-la-an-ni-iš 
(32) […]

(27) Therefore I wrote to Zidašdu: 
“drive here! i will involve you (pl.) 
in the affair of zi-…” (28) But he did 
not drive here to me. (29) … the city 
Kušpišša … while i/me the word 
(30) … to me Kurunt(iy)a-ziti (and) 
taškuwanni (31) … my servant, 
Ḫilanni (32) … 

(33) [… m]Zi-da-aš-du-uš-ma-wa 
(34) […] ḫa-at-ra-u-e[n] (35) […] x 
x x[ …]

(33–35) … “Zidašdu … we wrote …

3. KBo 15.28  
Three-Plus Augurs to the Queen

Text: 225/g. Find spot: Bk. d: Büyükkale m/12, right on top of the layer of 
brick rubble. Copy: KBo 15.28. Edition: Hagenbuchner �989b, 8�–8� (no. 
49), 178 (no. 130); Archi 1975, 135–36. Discussion: Otten 1955, 17; Klinger 
1995a, 101; Haas 1996, 77–78; Houwink ten Cate 1998, 176–77 (on rev. 
5–22); van den Hout 2001a, 427–28, 431–32; forlanini 2002, 260–61. On 
the dating see de Martino 2005b, 295. 

(1) A-NA MUnUS.LUgAL BE-EL-
TI�-NI QÍ-B[Í]-M[A] (2) UM-MA 
mA-wa-u-wa-a mnU.giŠ.SAr 
m.dU-Sig5 (3) Ù LÚ.MEŠMUŠen.dÙ 
ArAd.MeŠ-KA-MA

(1) Say to the Queen, our lady: 
(2–3) Thus speak Awawa, NU.
giŠKiri6, dU-Sig5, and the augurs, 
your servants:
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(In three badly broken paragraphs [obv. 4–15, rev. 1′–4′] the writer gives 
to the queen a detailed description of the behavior of observed oracle 
birds, mentioning details of the locale where they were observed: specifi-
cally, the city of Ḫaitta and the Zuliya and Imralla Rivers.)

3b. KBo 15.28 
Piggyback Letter from NU.giŠKIRI6 to Tumnī,  

Tumna-ziti, and Tuttuwaili

(rev. 5) UM-MA mNU.giŠKiri6 A-NA 
mTum-ni-i mTum-na-LÚ (rev. 6) Ù 
A-NA mtu-ut-tu-wa-dingir-LIM 
(rev. 7) dUMU.MeŠ dÙg.gA-YA 
QÍ-BÍ-MA

(rev. 5–7) Thus speaks NU.giŠKiri6: 
Say to tumnī, Tumna-ziti, and Tut-
tuwaili, my dear sons:

(rev. 8) ka-a-aš-ma I-NA É.gAL-LIM 
ku-it am-me-el (rev. 9) pár-na-aš ut- 
tar ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un nu-mu dUMU.
MeŠ dÙg.gA-YA (rev. 10) ḫu-iš-nu- 
ut-tén na-at I-NA É.gAL-LIM (rev. 

11) me-mi-iš-tén nu I[-NA É.]gAL- 
LIM ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (rev. 12) da-ra-an- 
zi [nu-mu dUMU.MeŠ dÙg.]gA-
YA (rev. 13) ḫa-at-r[a-at-tén]

(rev. 8) Since i have just written 
about the status (lit., the word) 
of my house to the palace, (rev. 

9) rescue me, O my dear sons! (rev. 

10) And tell it to the palace! (rev. ��–

13) And, my dear sons, write to me 
how they are talking in the palace! 

Commentary

I follow de Martino and others in identifying mNU.giŠKiri6. with the 
man by this name who is a scribe in the Middle Kingdom. 

On the geography referred to in the badly broken paragraphs (obv. 4–15, 
rev. 1′–4′), which i did not attempt to translate, forlanini writes: 

A mere 50 km down the valley of the Sulusaray, the Çekerek/Zuliya river 
makes a wide curve northwards; at this point the river passes its closest to 
Ḫattuša. in the letter KBo 15.28 written to the queen by three augurs, it 
refers to the flight of oracle birds from Ḫaitta ‘down the river Zuliya [INA 
ÍdZuliaš–šan katta, line 5] and further on (it refers) to other observations 
in connection with the river imralla(ya). the itineraries of the �6 festivals 
show that Ḫaitta was located a day’s journey from Ḫattuša at the foot of Mt. 
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Puškurunuwa, from which it is possible to ascend to Ḫarranašši . . . while the 
village of Imralla, which bears the (Luwian) name of the other river, was 
only a stopover place from Ḫattuša on the road that led by a three days’ trip 
to Ankuwa (= Alişar).�� 

4. KBo 12.62  
[…] to […]

Text: 524/t. Find spot: House on the Slope: L/18 b-c/5, from the under-edge 
of a gravel layer over scree. On the findspot of KBo 12.62, see §1.2.7.1. 
Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 120–23 (no. 78). Discussion: Kümmel 
1967, 159; Oettinger 1976, 83; Beckman 1991, 213; de Martino 1991, 7–8; 
reichardt 1998, 133; Boley 2000, 287; van den Hout 2001b, 179 with n. 59; 
goedegebuure 2003, 190; de Martino 2005b, 294–95 (on the dating as MH).

(Beginning of the tablet broken away.)
(2′) [mZi-i-t]i-iš x - x ka-ru-ú ku-it 
ki-[x x x] (3′) [… A-N]A? ÉRIN.
MeŠ.Ḫi.A pé-ra-an ar-ḫa nu-u-
ma-a[n x x x] (4′) [nu-mu-ka]n? 
BE-LÍ-YA mZi-i-ti-in egir-pa [pa-
ra-a] (5′) [na-a-]i? nu-mu aš-šu-ul 
ḫu-u-da-a-ak ú-d[a?-ú]

(2′–5′) Since Ziti previously/already 
…, i? do not wish to … from in 
front of the troops. O my lord, 
send Ziti back to me.�� And may 
he bring me (your?) greeting 
promptly. 

(6′) [zi-ik-m]a-mu ku-it ŠA fKu-
pa-a-pa dAM mdu-u[d-d]u-mi 
(7′) [egir-pa ḫa-a]t-ra-a-eš fKu-
pa-a-pa-aš ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an I?[-N]A 
URUU-da (8′) [i-da-a-lu u]t-tar i-e-
ez-zi (9′) [x x x]-pí15

(6′–9′) Concerning what you wrote 
me back about Kupapa, the wife 
of duddumi: Here on the tablet? �6 

(which you sent to me)is how 
Kupapa is perpetrating evil in the 
city of Uda.

(10′) [nu m]a-a-aḫ-ḫa-an tup-pí 
u-uḫ-ḫu-un nu-za [a]m-mu-uk 
ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an (11′) ki-iš-ḫa-at nu 
dingir.MeŠ mdu-ud-du-mi-in-
pát (or: -n[a]) QA-DU dAM-ŠU 
(12′) [dUM]U.MeŠ-ŠU QA-TAM-
MA ḫar-ni-in-kán-du

(10′) As for how I reacted as I read 
the tablet—(11′–12′) well, may the 
gods in the same way destroy this 
same duddumi together with his 
wife and children!
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(13′) [na-a]š!?-ta17 ka-a-ša an-du- 
uḫ-še-eš ta-a-wa-na�8 ši-pa-an- 
da-an-da-at (14′) [nu?] Sig5-in  
i-an-te-eš-ša a-pé-ni-iš-šu-wa-an-da  
(15′) [Ú-UL] ša-ak-kán-ta Ú-UL  
ú-wa-an-da ud-da-a-ar (16′) [iš?- 
šu?-]u-wa-an da-i-e-er a-pé-ni-iš-
šu-wa-an (17′) […]a-ap-pa-ya Ú-UL 
me-mi-an (18′) […] kat-ta-ma Ú-UL 
nUMUn-an […] 

(13′–18′) People have offered prop-
erly.�9 Yet even those who have 
acted properly have begun to do 
such things that were (previously) 
unknown (and) unseen! Such is 
the …, and again/back not said? … 
accordingly no seed …

(Breaks with lower edge quite near)

Commentary

Only one side of the tablet is preserved, which the copyist (Otten) 
guessed was the reverse. An indeterminate number of lines were in the miss-
ing beginning of this side. 

6–9 On these lines see Hagenbuchner and Reichardt �998, ��� (and my 
n. 61). See also Hagenbuchner 1989a, 151 on the use of indirect speech here 
instead of a direct quote.20 

13–16 On neu’s collation, which he claimed showed that one must read 
ta-a-wa-al see nn. 6� and 6�. Problematic, and therefore uncertain, is my 
understanding of the participle ianteš (line 14) as active, rather than passive. 
Participles of transitive verbs in Hittite are normally passive (GrHL §§��.�–�, 
10–11), but there are well-known exceptions; see GrHL §25.39: “Participles 
of transitive verbs used generically [i.e., ‘detransitives’] can be either active 
(šekkant- ‘knowing’, ištamaššant- ‘hearing [ear]’, uwant- ‘seeing [eye]’, 
adant- ‘having eaten’, akuwant- ‘having drunk’, wišuriyant- ‘the stran-
gleress’) or passive. One even finds the very same verbs used in both ways: 
šekkant- both ‘knowing (spirit)’ and ‘known (person).’” to these examples 
I would hesitantly add this one. Since active participles of such transitive 
verbs elsewhere are not construed with direct objects, i do not consider 
Sig5-in (line 14) as such, but as a modifying adverb: “those who have acted 
properly.”
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5. KBo 18.14  
To the King from Pazzu

Text: 300/e. Find spot: Bk. A: s/�� in destruction layer (on the findspots, 
see §1.2.7.1). Copy: KBo 18.14. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 50–51. 
Date: the script and language are possibly Middle Hittite (Konk.). the 
man Pazzu lived during the reigns of tudḫaliya iii, Šuppiluliuma I, and the 
early years of Muršili ii. Mašḫuiluwa’s letter to Muršili ii (KBo 18.15 [text 
103]) mentions Pazzu as an old man who is ill. Discussion: Otten 1969, 25 
n. 4; Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, 183; Klinger 1995a, 102; Klengel 1999, 175 
[A23.4]; de Martino 2005b, 296, 299; Marizza 2007a, 60–62. 

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI EN-Y[A QÍ-BÍ- 
MA] (2) UM-MA mPa-az-zu 
Ar[Ad-KA-MA] 

(1) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
(2) Thus speaks your servant Pazzu:

(3) ka-a-ša-kán ŠÀ KUr-TI (4) ḫu-
u-ma-an Sig5[-in] 

(3–4) All is well (here) in (this) land.

(5) dUTU-ŠI-mu ku-it EN-YA 
[kiš-an] (6) TÀŠ-PUR mdu-wa-a-
an-wa-kán (Breaks off)

(5–6) Concerning what my lord 
wrote to me, saying: “tuwā …” 
(Breaks off)

(rev. 1′) […] (rev. 2′) nu ḫa-an-da-an[-
…] (rev. 3′) mPí-it-ta-ni-pí-x[…] 
(rev. 4′) nu-uš-ši dUMU-ŠU ar-ḫa 
da-a-i[-e-er]�� (rev. 5′) 10 LÚla-aḫ-
ḫi-ya-la-an ú[-wa-te-ez-zi] (rev. 6′) 
20 LÚla-aḫ-ḫi-ya-la-an-ma (rev. 7′) 
Ú-UL ú-wa-te-ez-[zi] (rev. 8′) ki-
nu-na mdu-wa-a[- an?] (rev. 9′) ku-it 
iš-tar-ak-[ta]�� (rev. 10′) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-
ma-k[án] (rev. 11′) ḫa-at-tu-le[-eš-zi] 
(rev. 12′) nu un-na-i […] 

(rev. 1′) … (rev. 2′) And truly … (rev. 

3′) Pittanipi-… (rev. 4′) and stole his 
son away from him. (rev. 5′) He will 
lead ten travelers (or persons on a 
military campaign), (rev. 6′–7′) but he 
will not lead 20 travelers (or per-
sons on a military campaign). (rev. 

8′) Because now duwa has become 
ill, (rev. 10′–11′) as soon as he recov-
ers, (rev. 12′) he will drive here and 
… 

(l. e. 1) [dUTU-ŠI-ma-mu] ku-it 
EN-YA (l. e. 2) [kiš-an TÀŠ-PUR] 
LÚpít-ti-an-za-wa-kán (l. e. 3) […-]i?-
li egir-an (l. e. 4) [… ar-ḫa] na-a-i 
(l. e. 5) [… d]ḫa-an-ta-še-pu-uš (l. e. 6) 
[…]- i

(l. e. 1–6) Now concerning what Your 
Majesty, my lord, wrote to me, 
saying: “A fugitive … behind …; 
so send out … ḫantašepa-deities … 
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Commentary

About the dating of this letter de Martino (2005b, 296) has written:

KBo XVIII ��: the sender of this letter sent to the king is Pazzu. Another 
person by the name duwa (obv. 6, rev. 8′) is also mentioned. Pazzu ap-
pears also in the letter KBo XViii 15, sent to the sovereign by Mašḫuiluwa, 
most probably the same person who became king of Mira during the time 
of Muršili ii. this hypothesis identifying Pazzu in KBo XViii 14 as the 
same one in KBo XViii 15 has encouraged some scholars, like S. Heinhold-
Krahmer, A. Hagenbuchner and H. Klengel, to also date KBo XViii 14 
from the time of Muršili ii. On the other hand, KBo XViii 14 has already 
been considered to be a Middle Hittite letter by J. Klinger and S. Košak (see 
also CHd). this dating is based not only upon the ductus, but also upon the 
mention in KBo XViii 14 of duwa. As a matter of fact, a dignitary with 
this name bearing the title of gAL dUMU.MeŠ É.gAL is mentioned in 
Arnuwanda i’[s] land donation KBo V 7 rev. 51. 

And again (2005b, 317):

[the] letter KBo XViii 14 was sent by Pazzu. in the letter duwa is also 
mentioned. … duwa appears also in the land donation of Arnuwanda i KBo 
V 7. Pazzu, on the other hand, is also present in KBo XViii 15, datable to a 
time not before Šuppiluliuma I, since this letter was sent by someone called 
Mašḫuiluwa who, as has previously been written, could be the person who 
became king of Mira at the time of Muršili ii. 

in my opinion, we can hypothesise that duwa in KBo V 7 is the same as 
the one in KBo XViii 14, as is also the case with Pazzu of KBo XViii 14 
who could be the very same person mentioned in KBo XViii 15. 

In fact, we might suppose here that duwa was at the peak of his career 
during the time of Arnuwanda i (compare KBo V 7) whilst during the time 
of tu[d]ḫaliya iii he was still alive but already old and infirm, as would 
show the letter KBo XViii 14 where (rev. 8′–12′) an illness suffered by this 
dignitary is mentioned. the old age and death of duwa during the reign of 
tu[d]ḫaliya iii could explain the absence of his name in the Maşat archive. 
Under tu[d]ḫaliya iii the name of Pazzu in KBo XViii 14 makes an ap-
pearance. during the time of Šuppiluliuma I, when Mašḫuiluwa wrote KBo 
XViii 15, Pazzu was also old and infirm as would indicate the following 
passage: “(lines �–7) [illness] has struck Pazzu and his father’s gods have 
begun to torment him.” 

See also KBo 18.15 (text 103).
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6. KBo 18.95 
To the Chief of the Guard from the Chief of the Palace Servants 

Text: 2218/c (online Konk. photo). Find spot: Bk. E: casemate or wall 
sleeve (Mauerkasten) in g 14. Copy: KBo 18.95. Date: MH? (Konk.). Edi-
tion: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 156–57 (no. 102), 194–95 (no. 148). Discussion: 
Starke 1996, 155–56; Marizza 2007a, 25, 62–64. 

A rare case in which both sender and addressee are identified only by 
their titles (see §1.2.16, p. 58).

(1) [A-N]A BE-LÍ gAL ME-ŠE-DI 
BE-LÍ-YA Q[Í-BI-MA] (2) [U]M-MA 
gAL dUMU.MeŠ É.gAL ArAd-
KA-MA (3) MA-ḪAR MUNUS.
LUgAL BE-EL-TI�-YA ḫu-u-ma-
a[n Sig5-in e-eš-du MA-ḪAR] (4) 

dUMU dÙg.gA-YA ḫu-u-ma-an 
Sig5-in e-[eš-du nu-ut-ta dingir.
MeŠ ti-an] (5) [ḫ]ar-kán-du nu-ut-
ta aš-šu-ú-li [pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru]

(1) Say to the lord, the Chief of the 
guards, my lord: (2) thus speaks the 
Chief of the Palace Servants, your 
servant: (3) May all be well with the 
Queen, my lady. (4) May all be well 
with my dear son. (4–5) And may 
the gods keep you alive, and lov-
ingly protect you.

(About 10 lines to the bottom of the obverse and the first 10 lines of the 
reverse are broken away. A second letter may begin at this point, since 
lines 3′–4′ contain a wish for health and protection for addressees.)
(1′) […] x x [……] (2′) [… mx-p]í-
te-eš-šu-u-p[a?]-an-na [dingi]r.
M[EŠ pa?-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru nu-uš-ma-
aš] (3′) [Z]i-aš�� ḫa-ad-du-la-a-tar 
Zi-aš la-a-lu-u[k?-ki-ma-an pí-an-
du] (4′) [nu-u]š-ma-aš ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš 
a-ra-aḫ-za-an-t[a aš-šu-ú-li ḫar-kán-
du] 

(1′–2′) May the gods keep X and x-
pí-teššup. (3′) And may they give 
you health of soul and brightness 
of soul, (4′) and may they lovingly 
hold their arms (protectively) 
around you.

(Lines 5′–9′ are too fragmentary for connected translation.)

Commentary

the name in line 2′, [mx-p]i-Teššupann–a, could be restored either as 
tuppi-teššub or tulpi-teššub. the absence of the divine determinative 
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before a syllabically written dn in the second component of a Pn is normal. 
The accusative case, however, is unattested in an address formula. The res-
toration of the verb paḫš- “to keep” is merely a guess, in order to fit with an 
accusative object. for the concept behind Zi-aš lalukkima- see CHd L–n, 
28–30. this illumination/brightness in the soul is something requested for 
the king and queen in prayers. 

2.2.2. mh Letters Found At tApIKKA-Maşat Höyük (7–85)

i accept the identification of this site with ancient Tapikka, for which see 
Alp 1977 and del Monte 1992, 160 with literature cited there. Yakar (1980, 
90–94) rejected the identifcation with ancient Tapikka and favored an iden-
tification with ancient Šapinuwa (now claimed for Ortaköy). for further 
discussion of the problem see Houwink ten Cate 1992, 133–37. 

The letters from Maşat Höyük often reflect the tenuous military situa-
tion on the northeastern frontier of the Hittite kingdom during the so-called 
Middle Hittite period. Constituting the chief military threat were the Kaška 
people. Text �� gives a fairly good idea of the scope of most of the military 
operations of the enemy. They were razzias, raids on villages, rather than 
large-scale pitched battles. One sees here too the typical size of the losses: 
30 oxen and 10 men (text 14, line 10). What was most troublesome to the 
Hittite king and his officials was the frustrating situation that these enemies 
could appear at a moment’s notice, do damage, and then escape (text 12, 
lines 3–14). the damage done to the crops was perhaps more serious than 
the small numbers of lost animals (see texts 14, 22, 24, 26, 30, 50, 53, 69), 
because this attacked the future food supply not only of Tapikka itself, but of 
the capital city, which received supplies from towns like Tapikka located in 
the Hittite “bread basket.”

The Maşat letters also provide us with a picture of the personnel and 
structure of a Hittite provincial capital over the period of a single genera-
tion.

2.2.2.1. Akkadian Names in the Tapikka-Maşat Letters
The following Akkadian names were borne by persons residing among 

the Hittites in this correspondence: Adad-bēlī (“[the god] Adad is my lord”), 
ilī-kakkab (“my god is a star”?), ilum-bēlī (“the god is my lord”), Mār-ešrē (= 
dUMU.Ud.20.KAM, “son of [i.e., born on] day twenty”), tāḫaz-ili (“battle 
of [my] god”), and ilī-tukultī (“my god is my trust”).�� Contra Alp 1991a, 94, 
the personal name Šuriḫili is most likely not linguistically native Anatolian, 
but Akkadian Šūriḫ-ilī, meaning either “hasten, O my god!” or “destroy, O 
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my god!” (a Š-stem imperative of either arāḫu A or B). despite the examples 
of final dingir-LIM as a mere rebus for Anatolian -ili in the Maşat name 
Ḫimmuili, Šuriḫili is more likely an Akkadian name of a scribe, on the order 
of Mār-ešrē. Beckman (1983b) considers these to be native Mesopotamians, 
not native Anatolians with Akkadian names (noms de plume).

2.2.2.2. Names of Persons Figuring in the Tapikka-Maşat Letters.
the following named individuals figure in the Tapikka letters. 
Adad-bēlī. Alp 1991a, 52–53. His name is written as m.dU-BE-LÍ and 

m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ. Since Hittite names with a possessive pronoun “my” are 
not known, and the nominative case of the name m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ-iš (HKM 
66 [rev.] 34) shows a final vowel -i- of the stem, this name must have been 
pronounced as Akkadian. The name does not occur in texts from Ḫattuša 
itself. Adad-bēlī was a scribe, but also had duties in regard to harvesting 
grasses for fodder (text 69: rev. 39–42), and was requested to send foodstuffs 
to Ḫattuša (text 68).

Ḫašammili. Alp 1991a, 57. Mentioned five times in four letters. All ref-
erences to a Ḫašammili in the Maşat letters (HKM 17, 19, 30, and 36) refer 
to a scribe serving the king, usually if not always operating out of Ḫattuša 
itself. 

fig. 1. Administrative hierarchy as reflected in the Maşat texts.  
from Beckman 1995a, 33.
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Ḫattušili. Alp 1991a, 58–59; Marizza 2007a, 119–27. the scribe 
Ḫattušili is mentioned seven times in seven letters. He is—after Kaššū and 
Ḫimmuili—the third most frequently mentioned person in the Tapikka corre-
spondence. He appears also in ABot 65 (text 81). Ḫattušili, the author of the 
first piggyback letter (text 32, line 11), is one of the Maşat officials discussed 
by Klinger 1995a, 88–89. He may appear anonymously with the title gAL 
dUB.SAr “great/Chief Scribe” in KBo 18.54 (text 111; first proposed by 
Beckman 1995a, 25; see most recently Marizza 2007a, 110, 119 n. 5). His 
own position as chief of the scribes may account for how heated he becomes 
when he argues to Ḫimmuili in HKM 52 (text 55): 10–18 that scribes should 
not have to render šaḫḫan and luzzi. His activities in the capital apparently 
did not allow him to travel to tapikka (Marizza 2007a, 120), although 
tarḫuntišša, writing from somewhere other than Ḫattuša or Tapikka (ABoT 
65 [text 81]) notes that Ḫattušili had been there, but was forced to return to 
Ḫattuša because he had contracted a fever. 

Ḫi(m)muili. Alp 1991a, 59–62; Klinger 1995a, 86–87. next to Kaššū, it 
is Ḫimmuili to whom the king sends the most letters. He is mentioned thirty-
two times in twenty-two letters. He is not the same Ḫimmuili who occurs 
twice in text 60 (HKM 57); see Alp 1991a, 62. A third Ḫimmuili, a man 
from Kamamma, is included in the list of hostages in HKM 102 obv. 8. the 
name Ḫimmuili (“man from Ḫimmuwa”) was a popular one borne by several 
men mentioned in Hittite texts. As Alp notes (1991a, 62), it is quite pos-
sible that the Ḫimmuili who figures so prominently in the Maşat letters is 
the same man who occurs in the deeds of Šuppiluliuma as a general. From 
the replies of the king to Ḫimmuili it is clear that he sent many letters to the 
king, although none of them was found at Maşat (Alp 1991a, 59). According 
to texts 32 (HKM 27) left edge 1–4; 55 (HKM 52) rev. 40–46; 67 (HKM 64) 
rev. 25–26; and 36 (HKM 30) rev. 21, Ḫimmuili had several messengers at 
his disposal, including his personal messenger named Šanda (mAMAR.UTU-
aš, HKM 56 [text 59]: 13–15). 

Ḫimmuili bore the title BĒL MADGALTI (= Hittite auriyaš išḫa-), which 
designates the “margrave,” or provincial governor (see HKM 27 [text 32] 
and 36 [text 35], and the list HKM 111 rev. 16). detailed descriptions of 
all his duties can be found in the MH “instructions” (Hittite išḫiul, Italian 
vincolo, german Dienstanweisungen) document CtH 261, edited by Pec-
chioli daddi 2003a, and translated into english first by goetze 1969 and 
most recently by McMahon in Hallo and Younger 1997, 221–25. See Bryce 
2002a, 16–17, 116–17; and Alp 1991a, 60 for further secondary literature 
through �98�. He is usually addressed in the letters not by this full title, but 
as “lord” (BĒLU) or “first lord” (BĒLU MAḪRÛ). But in at least one case 
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he is addressed (without name) only by that title (HKM 27 [text 32], see Alp 
1991a, 317). Ḫimmuili was superior in rank to the high-ranking official resi-
dent in Ḫattuša named Ḫattušili (HKM 10 [text 16]: 42–52), since his name 
precedes the latter’s in the address formula in HKM 10 (Alp 1991a, 60). 
Ḫimmuili often used Ḫattušili as his middleman in the procurement of horses 
and chariots for his command (HKM 27 [text 32]: 13–16).

Foremost among his duties was the securing of the borders against hos-
tile or unauthorized entry (see HKM 26 [text 31], 27 [text 32], 30 [text 36], 
31 [text 37], 36 [not edited here], and 52 [text 55]). in this respect his duties 
overlap with those of Kaššū, who bears the title “Chief of the Army inspec-
tors” (UgULA niMgir.Érin.MeŠ). 

Other functions performed by Ḫimmuili in these letters are: 
◦  supervision and securing of the imposts called šaḫḫan and luzzi 

(HKM 52 [text 55]) 
◦  oversight of the sowing and cultivation of state lands (HKM 54 [text 

57] and 55 [text 58]) 
◦  maintenance of the state vineyards (HKM 31 [text 37]) and livestock 

(HKM 31 [text 37] and 54 [text 57]) 
◦  judging legal cases (HKM 52 [text 55] and 57 [text 60]) 
Ḫuilli. Alp 1991a, 63. Mentioned seven times in seven letters: HKM 55 

(text 58), 56 (text 59), 57 (text 60), 60, 75, 84, and 85. in HKM 56 (text 59) 
Ḫimmuili writes—according to Alp, from Ḫattuša—to his colleague Ḫuilli 
in tapikka, giving him the position of preference (superiority) in the address 
form, and adding a wish for his welfare (lines 5–6), which is customary when 
writing to a superior. This relationship to a superior does not, however, keep 
Ḫimmuili from complaining bitterly about Ḫuilli’s failures.

Ḫulla. Alp 1991a, 64. Mentioned eight times in five letters: HKM 17 
(text 22), 25 (text 30), 61 (text 64), 62 (text 65), and 66 (text 69). Ḫulla 
operates out of tapikka. in HKM 17 his name stands first in the group of 
three tapikkan officials addressed by the king, the other two being Kaššū 
and Zilapiya. This might indicate that Ḫulla was at least Kaššū’s equal in 
rank. in the same letter he is singled out (lines 9–12) as one whom the king 
sent out at the head of a troop detachment, and who was successful in the 
mission. He appears to be addressed alone again in lines 24–27, again indi-
cating his importance in relationship to the other two. in HKM 25 (text 30) 
the king addresses him together with Tatta, whose name precedes his. Again 
his duties are military with the added responsibility to guard the crops. In 
HKM 61 Ḫulla himself writes a letter to his subordinate taḫazzili, sending 
him on a mission to search for the son of Kammammanda, who has been 
captured by the Kaškaeans. in HKM 62 Ḫulla writes to Ḫimmuili. Since both 
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of these men operated at times out of Tapikka, the question is, which one is 
in Tapikka at this time and which one writes from somewhere else? Since the 
piggyback letter HKM 62 “b” was sent by tarḫunmiya, a scribe who oper-
ated mainly from Ḫattuša, it may be Ḫulla who writes from the outside to 
Ḫimmuili in Tapikka. Again Ḫulla’s name precedes, indicating that he con-
siders himself Ḫimmuili’s superior. in HKM 66 Ḫulla writes to Adad-bēlī, 
with his own name preceding the latter’s, yet addressing him as an equal 
(“dear brother”).

Kaššū. Alp 1991a, 70–75. Kaššū was the “Chief of the Army inspec-
tors” (UgULA niMgir.Érin.MeŠ), responsible for all the troops in the 
province and resident at Tapikka. The king sent more letters to Kaššū than 
to any other official at Hittite Tapikka. He is mentioned in thirty-four of the 
letters. KBo 18.54 (text 111) in Middle Hittite ductus and language from a 
certain Kaššû, who might be this same man, was edited by Pecchioli daddi 
1978–1979. Many letters are addressed to him alone, but a smaller number 
are addressed to him together with Zilapiya, Ḫulla, Pulli, Pipappa, or Pišeni. 
in most cases where he is addressed with others his name stands first, indi-
cating a superior rank. Only Ḫulla and Pišeni appear to have ranked above 
him. As the primary addressee, Kaššû received letters from the following 
persons: the king, “the Priest,” the “Chief of the Scribes,” the “Chief of the 
Chariot Warriors,” Piyamatarḫu, and Šaḫurunuwa. He received piggyback 
letters from Ḫašammili and Pišeni. His many letters to the king are attested 
by the frequent quotes from them contained in the king’s replies (texts 7, 8, 
9, 12, 13, 14, and 16). 

His duties (see Alp 1991a, 70–75 and Marizza 2007a, 95) included: 
◦  defending the land, livestock, and crops from attacks by enemies 

(mainly Kaška) 
◦  sending out scouts to determine the location of marauding enemy 

groups (HKM 6: 17–23 [text 12], HKM 7: 3–8 [text 13]) and attack-
ing them, and thus keeping the enemy bottled up in his own land 
(HKM 3: 7–10 [text 9]) 

◦  retrieving fugitives (see for example HKM 9 [text 15])
◦  keeping the king informed of the status of all military operations in 

his area (e.g., HKM 6: 3–10 [text 12], HKM 8: 3–11 [text 14]) 
◦  keeping the king informed of the condition of the vines, crops, cattle, 

and sheep (HKM 4 [text 10]) 
◦  receiving and deploying troops and equipment dispatched to him 

from the king (HKM 1: 8–10 [text 7] and HKM 2: 4–9 [text 8]) 
◦  transferring resources from one district in his area to another, includ-

ing livestock (HKM 5 [text 11])
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◦  taking necessary defensive measures mentioned in the instructions 
for the Commanders of the Border garrisons (CtH 261, ed. Pec-
chioli daddi 2003a), such as bringing livestock within the city walls 
at night or during times when the enemy was observed in the area.

in many of the king’s letters to Kaššū, these detailed measures are simply 
referred to in general terms by the words “let the land be (or more simply, 
‘be’) on the highest level of alert against the enemy” (e.g., HKM 3 [text 9]: 
11–13; HKM 6 [text 12]: 15–16, 25–l. e. 1; HKM 7 [text 13]: 26; 8 [text 14]: 
18–19; HKM 22 [text 27]: 6–7, etc.). the temporary nature of the alert is 
shown by: “Be very much on your guard toward the enemy, while the (rein-
forcing) troops are on their way (lit. are coming afterwards/behind)” (HKM 
22 [text 27]: 6–8). 

Mār-ešrē. Alp 1991a, 78–79. He is mentioned six times in six letters. He 
writes mainly from Ḫattuša, but may accompany the king to other “palaces” 
from where he could also write. 

Pallā(n)na. Alp �99�a, 8�–8�. He is mentioned three times in three let-
ters.

Pi(p)pa(p)pa. Alp 1991a, 86–87. He is mentioned four times in four let-
ters. 

Pišeni. Alp 1991a, 87.
Piyama-Tarḫu(nta). Alp �99�a, 88–89.
Pizzumaki. Alp �99�a, 89.
Pulli. Alp 1991a, 89–90. He is mentioned eight times in six letters: HKM 

18 (text 23), 19, 21, 22, 65, and 76. in HKM 18, the opening lines of the main 
letter from the king are lost, but either Kaššū or Pulli or both are addressees. 
Yet the singular “you” forms in what survives of the letter suggest that per-
haps only one of them was addressed. The duties are military, which would 
fit what we know of Kaššū. in the piggyback letter of Pišeni to the two men, 
he instructs them both to be active in overseeing the harvesting of seed grain 
and storing it in underground silos.

Šaḫurunuwa. Alp 1991a, 90–91. Mentioned two times in two letters.
Šanda. Alp �99�a, 9�. Mentioned two times in two letters.
Šaparta. Alp 1991a, 92. Mentioned five times in two letters.
Šarla-LAMMA. Alp 1991a, 92. Mentioned once in text 50.
Šarpa. Alp �99�a, 9�. Mentioned four times in four letters.
Šuriḫili. Alp �99�a, 9�. Mentioned two times in two letters. Šuriḫili is 

the king’s scribe in Ḫattuša, while Uzzū is the scribe of Kaššū in Maşat.
Taḫa(z)ili. Alp �99�a, 9�. Mentioned four times in four letters.
Tarḫumimma. Alp 1991a, 95–96. Mentioned three times in three letters.
Tarḫumuwa. Alp 1991a, 96. Mentioned two times in text 60: 15, 34.
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Tarḫunmiya. Alp 1991a; de Martino and imparati 1995, 111–12; Hou-
wink ten Cate 1998, 158, 162–65, 170, 172–75; van den Hout 2003a; and 
Bryce 2003b, 177–78. this person tarḫunmiya figures very prominently in 
the tapikka letters (see HKM 27 [text 32], 29 [text 34], 52 [text 55], 56 [text 
59], 60 [text 63], 62 [text 65], 65 [text 68], 71 [text 73], and 81 [text 80]), 
both as a party to disputes about taxes due on his house in Tapikka, and as 
an influential scribe with a very elegant handwriting (on the handwriting of 
tarḫunmiya see Alp 1991a, 98). 

tarḫunmiya was born in Tapikka, but worked in Ḫattuša during the 
period of these letters, where he served as the representative of the provincial 
administration. 

Uzzū. Alp 1991a, 104. He is one of the most frequently mentioned 
persons in the letters from Maşat Höyük—mentioned eighteen times in sev-
enteen letters: HKM 2, 3, 17, 19, 22, 30, 31, 33, 39, 53, 71, 73, 77, 80, 81, 
95. 

Zilapiya. Alp 1991a, 106–7. He is mentioned eight times in seven let-
ters: HKM 15, 16, 17, 43, 45, 68, and 75. 

2.2.2.3. The Texts

7. HKM 1† 
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/12. Find spot: Maşat H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 1. Edition: 
Alp 1991a, 120–21. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 45. Discussion: Beal �99�, 
314; goedegebuure 2003, 200; GrHL §29.6 (for lines 8–13) and §21.11 (for 
lines 11–13). 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1) thus speaks His Majesty:  
(2–3) Say to Kaššū:

(4) ŠA LÚ.KÚr-[m]u [k]u-it (5) ut-
tar ḫa-at-�ra-a�-[e]š (6) LÚ.KÚr-wa 
UR[Uga-ša-š]a-an (7) ḫar-zi

(4–5) Concerning the matter of the 
enemy about which you wrote to 
me, saying: (6–7) “The enemy holds 
the city Kašaša”

(8) nu-kán ka-a-aš-ma (9) ANŠE.
KUr.�rA�.Ḫi.A (10) pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-
ḫu-un (11) nu-za PA-NI LÚ.KÚr 
(12) me-ek-ki pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ša-nu-an-
za (13) e-eš

(8–10) i have just dispatched chari-
otry. (11–13) So be on the highest 
level of alert against the enemy.
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Commentary

the sections beginning with the words “Concerning the matter of . . .” 
(lines 4–7) confirm to the addressee the receipt of his previous letter, which 
dealt with the referenced matter (§1.1.9.5). in this case the letter received 
by the king from Kaššū was a report on enemy activities in his area, specifi-
cally the capture and occupation of the city Kašaša. the “enemy” referred to 
anonymously in the Tapikka letters is thought to have been the non-sedentary 
tribal people called the Kaška. When the sender has no substantial comment 
to make on the matter about which his correspondent has just written him he 
may simply refer to the subject matter and add “i have heard it” (na-at AŠ-
ME). See HKM 3 (text 9), line 4.

6 The restoration of the city name UR[UGa-ša-š]a-an is merely Alp’s 
guess. Kašaša is mentioned alongside taḫazzimuna in text 30: 5–6, and its 
vineyards are mentioned in text 35: 8–12, and 40: 13–16. in text 50 it figures 
as a halting place for the king while on a campaign against the Kaška(?), and 
subsequently a place where Šarla-LAMMA performs augury. It lay not far 
from tapikka/Maşat in the Upper Yeşilırmak Valley. 

11–13 for the “so” force of the conjunction nu see GrHL §�9.6. About 
pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ša-nu-an-za Alp comments (1991a, 302) that it implies taking 
protective measures (Schutzmaßnahmen). My wording “highest level” inter-
prets mekki (see my remakrs on pp. 95–96).

8. HKM 2†  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/44. Find spot: g/5 room 9. Edition: Alp 1991a, 120–23, 
302–3. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 45. Discussion: goedegebuure 2003, 
208; GrHL §28.69 (lines 12–13). 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū:

(4) ŠA AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-mu  
(5) ku-it ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (6) na-
aš-ta ka-a-aš-ma (7) AnŠe.KUr.
rA.Ḫi.A ka-ru-ú (8) pa-ra-a ne-eḫ- 
ḫu-un (9) na-an-za-kán me-na-aḫ-
ḫa-an-da a-ú

(4–9) Concerning the matter of 
chariotry about which you wrote to 
me: Be advised that I have already 
dispatched chariotry. So be on the 
lookout for it.
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(10) ŠA ŠEŠ mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM-
ma (11) ku-it ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(12) na-an-kán ka-a-ša (13) pa-ra-a 
ne-eḫ-ḫi

(10–13) Concerning the matter of 
Ḫimmuili’s brother about which 
you wrote: I am dispatching him 
right now.

Commentary

the term translated “chariotry” (line 4), literally “horses,” refers to chari-
oteers together with their vehicles and steeds. Kaššû has requested additional 
troops in his district, specifying charioteers. The king assures him that the 
contingent has been dispatched and is on its way. 

Lines 1–9 were cited by Bryce 2003b, 172 to illustrate how letters from 
the king to his officials were free of the elegant circumlocutions of polite dip-
lomatic discourse and were “terse” and “straight-to-the-point.” Other letters 
in this corpus in which the king announces the sending of troops are: texts 7; 
8: 1–9; 23: 17–20; 24: 1–25; 27: 1–8; 36: 1–10; and 35: 1–9 (see Beal 1992, 
314 [lines 1–9] with n. 1198). 

Note that menaḫḫanda au(š)- with -kan/-ašta, but without -za means “see 
someone/-thing coming” (CHd sub menaḫḫanda 4a), whereas with added 
-za (as in line 9) it means “wait for.” this latter usage is probably also found 
in: [. . .] nindA.Érin.MeŠ-ŠU ZÍd.dA [dUr]U5?! me-na-ah-ha-an-da a-
uš-du “let [. . .] wait for his/its soldier-breads of [moist] flour” KBo 16.24 + 
KBo 16.25 i 43 (dupl., KBo 50.257), where nu-za-ta stands for nu + -z(a) + 
-šta.

10–13 Concerning the matter of Ḫimmuili’s brother see also text 66 
(lines 12–26).

8b. HKM 2 
Piggyback Letter of Šuriḫili to Uzzū

(14) A-NA mUz-zu-u ŠeŠ.dÙg.
g[A]-YA (15) QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA 
mŠu-ri-ḫi-dingir-LIM (16) ŠEŠ-
KA-MA (17) kat-ti-mi Sig5-in 
tu-uk-ka� (18) MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA ḫu-u-ma-an (19) Sig5-in e-
eš-tu nu-ut-ta <dingir.MeŠ> dÉ.
A-aš (20) ḫa-at-ta-an-na-aš 

(14–16) Say to Uzzū, my dear 
brother: Thus speaks Šuriḫili, 
your brother: With me all is well. 
(17) May all be well also with you, 
dear brother. (19–22) May the gods, 
including Ea, the king of wisdom, 
lovingly protect you, the wife, and 
(your son?) Tazzukuli. (l. e. 1) Here
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LUgAL-u[š] (21) dAM m[t]a-az- 
zu-ku-li-n[a]25 (22) aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-
ša-an-ta-ru (l. e. 1) �ka�-a-ya I-NA 
É-K[A] (l. e. 2) [ḫ]u-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
(l. e. 3) na-aš-ta ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA 
«Ḫi»-YA�6 (l. e. 4) [l]e-e ku-wa-at-ka� 
(l. e. 5) la-aḫ-la-aḫ-ḫi-i[š-k]e-ši 

too in your house all is well. So 
stop worrying, my dear brother.

Commentary

The piggyback letter is by the king’s scribe. for a brief account of 
Šuriḫili see in §2.2.2.2.

Wishes (or prayers) that the gods may protect the correspondent are 
common in this correspondence. See §1.1.9.2 and §1.2.17 for a discussion of 
the standard types, as well as the special wish-form used by scribes to each 
other (here in lines 18–22). for “your brother” see §1.2.16.

l. e. 1–2 Since Šuriḫili is with the king, Uzzū’s “house,” which Šuriḫili 
writes is “here,” could be either in Ḫattuša or in the king’s alternate residence 
in Šapinuwa; on the point of origin of the king’s letters see §1.2.10. See also 
HKM 3 [text 9] l. e. 1–3.

9. HKM 3  
From the King to Kaššū 

Text: Mşt. 75/40. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 3. Edition: Alp �99�a, 
122–25 (no. 3), 303–4. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 46. Discussion: Hoffner 
2007, 392 (lines 7–10); Boley 2000, 174a (lines 5–10); CHd Š, 137 -šan B � b 
26′ (lines 8–10); GrHL §29.40 (on clitic -a in dÉ.A-aš-ša in line 18).

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū:

(3) ŠA LÚ.KÚr-mu ku-it ut-tar 
(4) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš na-at AŠ-ME

(3–4) Concerning the matter of the 
enemy about which you wrote me: 
i have heard it (read to me).

(5) nu-ut-ta ka-a-aš-ma (6) ka-ru-ú 
ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un (7) a-pé-el 
ku-iš KUr-e Érin.MeŠ (8) na-aš-

(5–6) Concerning what i have 
already written you: (7) “Let the 
troops which are in his land (8) not
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kán nam-ma (9) ar-ḫa le-e ú-iz-zi 
(10) a-pí-ya-aš e-eš-tu (11) nu KUr-e 
PA-NI LÚ.KÚr me-ek-ki (12) pa-aḫ-
ḫa-aš-ša-nu-wa-an (13) e-eš-tu

come out again. (10) Let them 
remain there.” (11–13) So let the 
land be on the highest level of alert 
against the enemy.

Commentary

7 The genitive pronoun apel “his” refers to the “enemy” of line �. The 
Hittite king wants the enemy’s troops bottled up in their own land.

7–11 Since the scribe (or the king while dictating) did not use the quota-
tive particle -wa to indicate clauses that represent quoted speech, there is no 
formal way to determine where the quote of the king’s previous instruction 
ends. But my sense is that the nu in line �� has the attested sense of “so, 
therefore” (GrHL §29.6), and introduces the king’s added remarks. 

10 The clause apiya–aš ēštu is asyndetic, and highlights the fact that 
it is stating the same wish as the preceding negative clause, using a positive 
formulation (see GrHL §29.49).

9b. HKM 3 
Piggyback Letter to Uzzū from Šuriḫili 

(14) A-NA mUz-zu-u ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA (15) QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA 
mŠu-ri-ḫi-dingir-LIM (16) ŠEŠ-
KA-MA

(14–16) Say to Uzzū, my dear 
brother: Thus speaks Šuriḫili, your 
brother:

(17) kat-ti-it-ti <ḫu-u-ma-an?> Sig5-
in e-eš-du (18) nu-ut-ta dingir.
MEŠ dÉ.A-aš-ša (19) ḫa-at-ta-
an-na-aš LUgAL-uš (20) aš-šu-li 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru

(17–20) May <all?> be well with 
you, and may the gods, including 
ea, the King of Wisdom, lovingly 
protect you.

(21) ka-a-ša I-NA É-K[A] (22) Ù!27 
MA-ḪAR dAM-KA ḫu-u-ma-a[n] 
(23) Sig5-in na-aš-ta ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA (l. e. 1) la-aḫ-la-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ke-
zi [le-e ku-wa-at-ka�] (l. e. 2) ŠEŠ.
dÙg.gA-YA-ya-mu egir-pa (l. e. 3) 
aš-šu-ul ḫa-at-ra-a-i

(21–23, l. e. 1–3) At present all is well 
in your house and with your wife. 
So stop worrying, my dear brother. 
And send me back (your) greeting, 
my dear brother.
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Commentary

From this piggyback letter and HKM 2 (text 8 above) l. e. 1–5 we learn 
that Uzzū, the scribe in tapikka-Maşat, had a house and perhaps a family 
(Alp 1991a, 104). Šuruḫili reassures him of their safety and well-being. On 
Ea see above in §1.2.17 and in text 8b. for the meaning “greeting” of aššul 
in l. e. 3 and elsewhere see Alp 1991a, 303–4.

17–20 contains the standard well-wishes (see §1.2.17). But there is no 
statement of how “it is well with me.” 

l. e. 1. The negtive lē together with the imperfective -ške- stem of the 
verb expresses the meaning of an inhibitive (“stop . . .-ing,” GrHL §24.10).

10. HKM 4  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/39. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Photos: Alp �99�a, pl. � (photo of 
the royal seal impression). Copy: HKM 4. Edition: Alp 1991a, 124–27 (no. 
4). Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 46. Discussion: Houwink ten Cate 1998, 
�6� (on the royal seal impression of Arnuwanda I together with his queen 
Sata(n)du-Heba(t)); Klengel 1999, 128 (equates this queen with taduḫepa, 
the wife of tudḫaliya ii/iii = tašmi-Šarruma); goedegebuure 2003, 61–62, 
�8�. 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A]-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 

(4) a-pé-e-[d]a-[n]i KUr-e (5) Š[A  
ge]Štin ŠA gU�.[Ḫ]i.A UdU. 
Ḫ[i].A (6) ut-tar ku-[i]t (7) ma-aḫ- 
ḫa-an nu-[m]u (8) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-
an-z[i] (9) ḫa-at-ra-a-i

(4–9) Write to me soon concern-
ing the condition of the vines, the 
cattle, and the sheep in that land 
(where you are).

Commentary

Apparently, tapikka’s region was an area of vineyards and good graz-
ing land. An economic map of the Hittite kingdom has yet to be drawn 
up. It would be interesting to see where the most wheat, barley, fruit trees, 
vineyards, and so on, were to be found. for more on vineyards see text 37 
(HKM 31), a letter from the king to Ḫimmuili about the vineyards of Kašaša. 
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On the king’s concern for the condition of crops and vineyards see above, 
§1.2.20.4.

The word liliwaḫḫuwanzi, formally an infinitive, in MH correspondence 
serves as an adverb meaning “soon, quickly.”

11. HKM 5  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/21. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 5. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 126–27, 304. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 46. Discussion: Beal 
1992, 60 n. 215, 316, 401 n. 1510; goedegebuure 2003, 199. 

(1) [UM-MA] dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A-
NA] mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū:

(3) [Š]A URUga-ši-pu-u-ra ku-it 
(4) gU�.Ḫi.A da-at-t[a] na-an-ša-an 
(5) ŠA me[n-t]a-ra-u-wa ma-ni-ya-
aḫ-ḫi-ya (6) iš-ḫu-wa-a-it-ta

(3–6) Regarding the fact that you 
took the cattle of Kašipura�8 and 
distributed�9 them in the district of 
EN-tarawa:

(7) ki-nu-na-kán ŠA mEN-ta-ra-u-
wa (8) ma-ni-ya-aḫ-ḫi-ya-az Érin.
MEŠ an-na-al-li-in (9) ÉRIN.MEŠ 
wa-ar-ra-aš?-ša30 (10) le-e n[i]-ni-
ik-ši (11) nu-uš-ša-an a-pu-u-un 
(12) gU�.[Ḫ]i.A egir-an e-ep-du 
(13) na-aš-kán Kin-az le-e (14) ša-
me-e-ez-zi

(7–10) At this point in time you 
must not levy veteran troops and 
auxiliary troops out of the dis-
trict of EN-tarawa. (11–12) Let him 
gather the aforementioned cattle, 
(13–14) and let him (i.e., en-tarawa) 
not be deprived of the work.

Commentary

this letter reveals that Kaššū in his official capacity as UgULA niMgir 
ÉRIN.MEŠ�� was authorized to move royal livestock from one administra-
tive district under his oversight to another (see Kaššū above in §2.2.2.2), in 
this case, from Kašepura, whose governor’s name is not given here, to the 
unnamed district governed by EN-tarawa. The livestock was moved to the 
district of EN-tarawa in order to be used for a certain work project (Kin, line 
13). Among the available pool of laborers on this project were two classes 
of (former) soldiers: “veteran troops” (annalli-, i.e., those having served for 
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a long time and now retired but still subject to levy) and “auxiliary troops” 
(i.e., reserves subject to call-up). Because of the importance of this project, 
at this point in time (kinuna, line 7) Kaššū is commanded not to levy any of 
these men from EN-tarawa’s district for military duty, which apparently at 
any other time he would have had the right to do. Unfortunately, from this 
letter we know neither the location of EN-tarawa’s district nor the nature of 
the work project. the livestock could have been used for agricultural activi-
ties or for hauling building materials for fortification or other construction 
work.

Lines 3–6 are treated in CHd Š, 134 (-šan B 1 b 12′ a’). 
Lines 11–14 are treated in CHd S, 151 (-šan B 2 i 2′ b’). 
13 I take šamēzzi with -kan and an expressed ablative as CHd ša(m)men- 

mng. � a, which is usually translated “forfeit,” but can easily mean “lose” or 
“be deprived of.” EN-tarawa would be deprived of the work by virtue of 
insufficient resources, if the cattle were not returned to him.

12. HKM 6  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/16. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Edition: Alp �99�a, ��6–�9, 
304–5. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 47. Discussion: Yoshida �99�, �6�; 
Beal 1992, 267, 315, 403; de Martino and imparati 1995, 105 (on hyper-
bolic expression in lines 11–14) [reprinted in 2004, 637]; Hoffner 2002c, 66; 
goedegebuure 2003, 142, 199, 218, 329–30; Hoffner 2007, 390 (lines 9–10). 
Lines 9–14 are edited in CHd Š, 26. Lines 18–22 are edited in CHd Š, 205 
(šapašalli-).

Again Kaššū reports military matters to the king. He says that the enemy 
has “pressed” (tamaš-) two cities (line 6), which probably means attacking 
them.�� If they were walled cities, which we do not know, it could mean he 
surrounded and besieged them, although the “enemy” in question is probably 
the Kaška people (on whom see von Schuler 1965; cf. text 13 line 24) who 
are less likely to have had siege equipment at their disposal, and lines 7–10 
indicate that the main body of enemy troops was ever on the move. 

But although this same letter reveals that Kaššū had “scouts” (line 19) 
at his disposal to track moving contingents, he failed to discover where the 
marauding enemy was headed next. This lapse angered the king, who then 
resorted to sarcasm, asking whether Kaššū thinks he was dealing with an 
enchanted foe!
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Beal (1992, 266–75) has devoted a thorough discussion to the terms for 
scouts (or “spies”). the two that occur in the Maşat letters are syllabically 
written LÚšapašalli- and the logogram LÚNÍ.ZU (also used in the laws for 
“thief”). Beal treats the two terms separately and gives in detail what can be 
determined of the functions of each, and admits in the end (1992, 274) that 
since the two terms are never used together, and the tasks of the two over-
lap considerably, it is impossible to eliminate the possibility that the second 
is merely the logogram covering the first. in another text we are given the 
Hattic (or Luwian?) equivalent for the logogram, namely LÚkīluḫ KBo 5.11 i 
19 (Soysal 2004, 288).

For what these letters tell us about the role of scouts see above in the 
introduction.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 

(3) ki-iš-ša-an-mu�� ku-it ḫa-at-ra-
a-eš (4) ka-a-ša-wa LÚ.KÚr ú-it 
(5) nu-wa-za-kán URUḪa-pa-ra-an 
i-ni-iš-ša-an (6) ta-ma-aš-ta URUKa-
ši-pu-ra-an-ma-wa-kán (7) ke-e-ez 
ta-ma-aš-ta a-pa-a-aš-ma��-wa-kán 
(8) iš-tar-na ar-ḫa ú-it (9) nam-ma-
ma-wa<-ra>-aš ku-wa-pí pa-it 
(10) nu-wa!-ra-at!(text incorrectly 
-aš35) Ú-UL I-DI

(3–10) Concerning what you wrote 
me, saying: “The enemy has come. 
He pressed the city Ḫapara on that 
side (of me) and the city Kašepura 
on this side. But he himself passed 
through, and i don’t know where 
he went”—

(11) nu a-pa-a-aš LÚ.KÚr (12) al- 
wa-an-za-aḫ-ḫa-an-za im-ma  
(13) e-eš-ta na-an Ú-UL (14) ša-a-ak- 
ta«-aš» 

(11–14) So—was that enemy 
enchanted, that you did not recog-
nize him?

(15) nu-za PA-NI LÚ.KÚr me-ek-ki 
(16) pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-an-za e-eš 

(15–16) (from now on) be on the 
highest state of alert against the 
enemy.

(17) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu ku-it (18) ḫa-
at-ra-a-eš ka-a-ša-wa (19) LÚ.

MEŠša-pa-ša-al-li-e-eš (20) AŠ-PUR  
nu-wa URUMa-la-az-z[i]-an 
(21) URUtág-ga-aš-ta-an-na (22) ša-
pa�6-ši-ya-ar37 (23) na-at AŠ-ME nu 
Sig5-in 

(17) Concerning what you wrote 
me, saying: (18–20) “i have just sent 
out scouts, (20–22) and they have 
scouted out the cities Malazziya 
and takkašta.” (23) I have heard it. 
Fine.
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(24) ú-wa-at du-wa-ad-du (25) PA-NI 
LÚ.KÚr-za me-ek-ki (l. e. 1) pa-aḫ-
ḫa-aš-nu-an-za e-eš 

(24–25, l. e. 1) Now get with it! Be on 
highest alert against the enemy!

Commentary

5–7 As for the apparent contrasting of iniššan and kēz, the former does 
have a spatial usage (“out there”) alongside its modal one (“thus”): “i wanted 
to set out (with my army), nu–mu eniššan kuit LÚ.MEŠ URUTaggašta 
šenaḫḫa peran teškanzi “but because the men of takkašta were setting a trap/
ambush out there (eniššan) before me, (i didn’t go)” KBo 5.8 i 16–17 (annals 
of Muršili ii). nothing in the immediately preceding lines describes actions 
of the men of takkašta to which the “thus” meaning could be referring. Also 
in [nu–m]u eniššan kuit [mM]uttin LÚ URUḪalimana [me]naḫḫanda uiyer 
“[and] because from out there (eniššan) they sent [to] meet [me] Mutti, the 
man of Ḫalimana” KBo 4.4 iv 50–51 (annals of Muršili ii) eniššan is not 
likely to be the modal use, which is virtually always describing an utterance. 
Similarly, giM-an–ma–mu–kan mUrḫiteššupaš eniššan / ŠA dingir-LIM 
aššulan aušta “but when Urḫi-teššup saw the favor of the deity toward me 
eniššan” Ḫatt iii 54–55 has nothing in the preceding context to which a “thus” 
can be referring. While it is not easy to prove a local adverbial meaning of 
iniššan similar to edez or kez, it is incontestable that the modal meaning 
“thus” cannot cover all of the word’s uses. the fragmentary passage KUB 
27.67 iv 28–29, in which [K]Á-az iniššan and kēz appear in close proximity, 
perhaps in contrast, comes closest to the pairing in this letter. 

14 On ša-ak-ta‹‹-aš›› see CHd Š, 22. 
24 For uwat duwaddu see above in §�.�.�9.�. 

13. HKM 7  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/70. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 7. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 128–31, 305. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 47. Discussion: de 
Martino and imparati 1995, 113 (reprinted in 2004, 645) (on line 23); goede-
gebuure 2003, 196. 

(1) [U]M-[M]A dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú (2) [Q]Í-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 
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(3) ki-iš-ša-an-mu ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a- 
eš (4) ka-a-ša-wa LÚ.MEŠša-pa-ša-
al-li-e-eš (5) pí-i-e-nu-un�8 nu-wa 
pa-a-er URUtág-ga-aš-t[a-an] 
(6) URUÚ-ku-du-i-p[u]-na-an-na 
ša-pa-ši-ya-u-a[n�9 da-a-ir] (7) nu-
wa-ra-at la-at-ta-ri-ya-an-ti-�aš?� 
[ o o ]x […] (8) �Íd?�-ša-wa kat-ta 
�ḫu�-it-�ti�-ya-an ḫar-zi

(3–8) Concerning what you wrote 
me, saying: “i have just sent out 
scouts, and they have proceeded 
to scout out takkašta and Ukudui-
puna…, but he has ‘drawn down’ to 
his/its river.”

(9) nu-uš-ša-an a-pé-e-[d]a-ni ud-
da-ni-i (10) ú-e-ra-an-za-pát e-eš nu 
LÚ.MEŠša-pa-ša-al-li-u[š] (11) pí-i-
e-ya nu Sig5-in ša-pa-ši-ya-an-du 
nu-x-[…] (12) ka-a-aš-ma-at-ta 
ka-ru-ú-ya (13) ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-
nu-un dUTU-ŠI (14) a-pé-e-[d]a-ni 
KASKAL-ši egir-an (15) ar-ḫa 
ḫu-[i]t-t[i-ya ]x[…]

(9–15) Be called/summoned to that 
matter.40 Send forth scouts, and let 
them scout thoroughly, and … And 
concerning what i, My Majesty, 
have written you previously, draw 
out behind that road.

(16) ka-a-š[a …] (17) A-N[A? ] x x 
[…] (18) n[u?] x[ ] x x […] (19) x [ ] 
x [ ] x […] (20) nu x x [ o ] x x […] 
(21) ú-wa-mi Érin.MeŠ.Ḫi.A-ma 
an-da (22) ka-ru-ú ta-ru-up-pa-an-
da […]

(16–22) … i will come … troops 
already assembled … 

(23) t[u]-ga-az mKa-aš-šu-ú-un I-DI 
(24) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an na-aš-ta A-NA�� 
LÚ.MEŠ URUga-aš-ga (25) kat-ta-
an ar-ḫa an-ku ŠU-PUR (26) na-at 
pé-ra-an pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-wa-an-[te-
eš a-ša-an-du]

(23–26) Just as I authorize (lit. rec-
ognize) you, Kaššū, send out (the 
scouts) to (observe) the Kaška, and 
let them (i.e., the scouts) be pro-
tected from (the Kaška). 

Commentary

The signs Tág-ga-aš-ta in 5 are all written over an erasure. Some other 
city name was first written here. Lines 7 and 8 are untranslatable by me. 
the main verb of line 7 is missing in the break, and the noun lattariyanti- is 
otherwise unknown to me. Alp read the first signs in line 8 as a-pa-ša, but 
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his copy of the second sign in HKM is either BA, MA or the second half of 
the Íd (“river”) sign. Spellings of the pronoun apa- “that (one)” with the 
BA sign are exclusively Old Hittite, making such a reading here unlikely. 
Íd-ša would either be *ḫapaš–a, with the Old Hittite(!) topicalizing par-
ticle attached to the nom. or gen. sg. of “river,” or *ḫapa–šša “to his/its 
river” (allative). But OH kāša has obviously yielded to kāšma (line 12), 
showing that the -a allomorph of the particle -a/-ma has already been lost 
in this speaker’s dialect, surviving only as a vestige in kinuna and on the 
accented pronouns ziga, ammuga, tuga, šumāša. For this reason the allative 
interpretation seems more likely than the former. The allative might be still 
alive in MH texts, although in restricted use (URU-ya KUB 23.77a rev. 52, 
parna–šša KBo 8.35 i 14, tuliya ibid. ii 9). in the Maşat letters it might occur 
in the forms šardiya (HKM 65 [text 68]: 10) and tuzziya (HKM 35 [text 41]: 
6), in addition to here. But essentially it too is a feature of OH, not MH or 
NH. None of this yields a convincing translation. The four signs following 
a-ba-ša (or Íd-ša) appear to have been written over an erasure. 

in line 15 the photo does not support Alp’s reading -té]n. Nor would I 
expect a 2 pl. verb form, when the king is addressing only Kaššū.

in the morphology section of CHd šakk- the occurrence of I-DI in line 
�� of this letter is accidentally attributed to both šakḫi “I know” and šakki 
“he knows.” Contra CHd Š, 31 (sub šakk- mng. 7 a), i follow the view that 
the form I-DI represents a first (not third) singular form, as also understood 
by de Martino and imparati 1995, 113. 

in line 25 kattan arḫa ŠUPUR is comparable to kattan arḫa ḫatrait 
in KUB 14.1 obv. 69, where “sent secretly to” fits the context. See also: 
našma–naš–kan LÚ ṬĒMU–ma kuiški kattan / arḫa uiyazzi nu–nnaš ḪUL-
lun memian / kuinki ḫatraizzi n–an eppweni [UL] “Or (if) someone sends 
a messenger to us secretly and proposes an evil action to us, and (if) we do 
[not] seize him” KUB 31.44 ii 8–10.

In line �6 I take peran, although its dative-locative referent -šmaš (or 
ANA LÚ.MEŠ URUgašga) is unexpressed, as the peran that in NH regularly 
governs something that is a threat or danger (illness, death, famine, enemies): 
see CHd P, peran 10 c, and GrHL §20.23 (where the example kašti peran 
akkiš should be changed to simple kašti peran “because of hunger”).

14. HKM 8  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/74. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 8. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 130–33, 305–6. Translation: del Monte 1992, 65 (lines 3–11); 
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Hoffner 2002b, 47. Discussion: Beal 1998, 85; francia 1996, §3.3.6 (lines 
12–14); van den Hout 2004a, 89; Hoffner 2002c, 66 (on lines 18–19).

(1) UM-MA [dUt]U-ŠI-MA (2) A-
NA mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū:

(3) ud-da-a-ar-mu ku-e ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(4) LÚ.KÚr ma-aḫ-ḫ[a]-an ḫal-ki-
uš (5) dam-me-[i]š-[ḫ]i-iš-ke-ez-zi 
(6) URUKap-p[u]-ši-ya ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
(7) ŠA É MUnUS.LUgAL wa-al-
aḫ-ta (8) nu ŠA É MUnUS.LUgAL 
1 gU� ḫa-ap-pu-ut-ri [da-a-ir��] 
(9) ŠA LÚ.MEŠMAŠ.en.KAK-ya 
(10) 30 gU�.Ḫi.A 10 LÚ.MeŠ-ya 
pé-ḫu-te-er (11) na-at AŠ-ME

(3) Concerning the matters about 
which you wrote to me: (4–5) how 
the enemy is damaging the crops, 
(6–7) how in Kappušiya he has 
attacked (the property) of the House 
of the Queen, (8) how they have 
taken? one team of oxen belong-
ing to the House of the Queen, 
(9–10) and how they have led away 
captive 30 oxen and 10 men of the 
serfs (lit. poor people)—(11) (all 
this) i have heard.

(12) na-aš-ta LÚ.KÚr QA-TAM-MA 
(13) ku-it KUr-e an-da (14) lam-mar 
lam-mar i-at-ta-r[i] (15) ma-a-na-an 
ḫa-an-da-a-ši (16) ku-wa-pí-ki ma-
a-na-an (17) wa-al-aḫ-ši (18) A-NA 
PA-NI LÚ.KÚr-ma-az (19) m[e-
e]k-ki pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-an-za e-eš

(12–14) Because the enemy thus 
marches into the land at a 
moment’s notice,�� (15) you should 
locate him somewhere, (16–17)  you 
should attack him. (18) But you 
must be very much on highest alert 
against the enemy.

Commentary

The city Kappušiya is in the upper Yeşilırmak Valley according to HKM 
17 (see also HKM 99: 17). it is to date unmentioned in Boğazköy texts. if 
the “poor” (line 9) can own oxen, they are obviously not truly destitute per-
sons, but dependent and relatively small farmers, i. e., “serfs.” This picture 
is confirmed by other texts (KUB 8.75+ l. e., left “col.” 1–3; KUB 39.52 + 
KUB 9.15 iii 17–23). the translation “serfs” is from del Monte 1992: 65 
(“Hörigen”).

This letter gives a pretty good idea of the scope of most of the military 
operations of the enemy. They were razzias, raids on villages, rather than 
large-scale pitched battles. One sees here too the typical size of the losses: 
thirty oxen and ten men. The capture of humans by the Kaška is noted in 
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the prayer of King Arnuwanda and Queen Ašmunikal, where they say: “[the 
Kaška people] would take your divine servants and maids and turn them 
into their own servants and maids . . . from some of them [i.e., the lands] the 
priests, the priestesses, the holy priests, the anointed, the musicians, and the 
singers had gone . . . they divided up the priests, the holy priests, the priest-
esses . . . and they made them their servants” (Singer 2002, 41–42). What 
was most troublesome to the Hittite king and his officials was the frustrating 
situation that these enemies could appear at a moment’s notice, do damage, 
and then escape. The damage done to the crops was perhaps more serious 
than the small numbers of lost animals, because this attacked the future food 
supply not only of Tapikka itself, but of the capital city Ḫattuša, which may 
well have received supplies from towns like Tapikka in the Hittite “bread 
basket.” 

Lines 15–16 contain examples of the plene-written variant of the 
speaker-optative particle man (CHd L–n, man a 1′; GrHL §23.11).

15. HKM 9  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/41. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 9. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 132–33, 306. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 48. Discussion: Imparati 
2003, 235. 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū:

(3) �� LÚ.MEŠpít-te-an-du-uš-kán 
(4) ku-it pa-ra-a na��-it-ta (5) na-aš 
ú-wa-te-er

(3–5) Concerning the fact that you 
dispatched (to me) 13 (apprehen-
ded) fugitives: They have brought 
them here. 

(6) ŠA AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-ma-
mu (7) ku-it ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(8) na-at AŠ-ME

(6–8) I received your message to me 
about the horse troops.

Commentary

The purpose of this extremely short letter is merely to acknowledge the 
arrival of persons and messages sent by Kaššū to the king. The king gives no 
new instructions or tasks. 
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Here we see another of Kaššū’s common duties: apprehending fugitives 
and sending them under guard to the capital (see §2.2.2.2). the Hittite term 
pitteyant- merely denotes someone fleeing. these men could be fugitive 
slaves fleeing their Hittite masters. if so, then they are being returned to the 
king for him to decide how to return them to their masters. For the Hittite 
laws dealing with fugitive slaves, some who even fled to foreign lands, see 
Laws §§22–24 in Hoffner 1997g, 31–33. But it is also possible that these are 
fugitives from neighboring states or from the Kaškaeans. in this case, one 
might translate pitteyanduš in line � as “refugees” (see §1.2.20.1). 

Although the text is cryptic, it is likely that the “horses” (AnŠe.KUr.
rA.Ḫi.A, line 6) Kaššū has asked about are teams of chariot horses and their 
drivers, that is, “horse troops.”

16. HKM 10  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/112. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Photo: Alp �99�a, pl. 8 (hand-
writing of tarḫunmiya). Measurments (from the photo): 8 cm wide × 11.5 
cm tall (see §1.2.8.2). Copy: HKM 10. Edition: Alp 1991a, 132–37, 307–9; 
giorgadze 2005. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 48. Discussion: Lühr 2001, 
340–41; Hoffner 2002c, 67 n. 35; francia 1996, §3.3.9 (lines 10–11); Bryce 
2003b, 174 (on the piggyback letter in lines 42–52). Hoffner 2007, 392 (lines 
8, 20–21) GrHL §16.108 (line 40), §18.25 (lines 23–32), §22.24 (lines 45–
46), §28.57 (lines 34–35), §29.7 (lines 3–6), §30.37 (lines 24–28). 

this long letter—one of the longest in the Maşat corpus—contains 
both a lengthy letter from the king and a piggyback letter to Ḫimmuili. As 
Marizza observes (2007a, 115), this shows that, although Ḫimmuili’s duties 
often took him to the outer periphery of the region, the official “home” of 
both Kaššū and Ḫimmuili was Tapikka, for they received this letter to both 
of them there. in the first letter (lines 1–41) the king replies to Kaššū’s ear-
lier letters, and makes five comments. from the nature of each successive 
quote from Kaššū it appears that these matters may have reached the king 
not in a single letter, but in five successive ones. And since Kaššū’s recorded 
questions seem to overlap, indicating that he repeated the same concerns and 
questions in several of the letters, this leads to the king’s exasperated remark 
in lines 30–32. 

1) Piḫinakki’s relocation and settlement of the city Lišipra (lines 3–13); 
2) the report that two named Kaška leaders have already made peace 

(lines 14–16); 
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3) the request for instructions about handling the many Kaška men 
coming to make peace (lines 17–22);

4) Kaššū’s tendency to wear the king out with queries about matters that 
he should already know how to handle (lines 23–32; the king’s patience with 
Kaššū is wearing thin); 

5) Kaššū’s success in a small military engagement (only sixteen casual-
ties) against the enemy in the land of išḫupitta (lines 33–41).

the king acknowledges without comment the second and fifth (last) 
messages, making comments only on the first, third, and fourth. He expresses 
approval at the first message about Lišipra, and gives the requested instruc-
tions about the Kaška men coming in large numbers to make peace. But he 
becomes angry at the persistent Kaššū’s fourth message.

Alp (1991a, 22–23) locates Lišipra to the north of tapikka-Maşat in the 
region of išḫupitta, and therefore exposed to the Kaška enemy. He main-
tains (1991a, 22) that it was a preexisting village/town, whose residents were 
in danger of attack and were consequently removed and replaced by new 
families, which makes no sense. i would prefer, with giorgadze (2005, 374), 
to see Lišipra as a city whose previous inhabitants had been carried off by 
the (Kaška?) enemy, and which now the Hittite king wished to repopulate 
with a group of 300 “families” of nAM.rA available to him from among 
his captives in earlier encounters with Kaškaeans. Both Alp (1991a, 119) 
and giorgadze agree that the uniform size of these nAM.rA “families” was 
approximately ten persons, making the entire population of the “village/
town” about three thousand. The new population was what other texts call 
arnuwala- (Sumerogram nAM.rA.MeŠ). The verb used here (arnu-) for 
relocating them to a new area requiring their services accords with the term 
designating their class (arnuwala-). that term occurs in the Maşat corpus of 
letters in HKM 24 (text 29): 39 in broken context. for this class of persons in 
general see Alp 1950–1951; goetze 1957, 106; Bryce 2002a, 105–7; Hoffner 
2002c; and Klengel 2006: 8–9. for the place of the nAM.rA.MeŠ in the 
administrative hierarchy at Maşat see fig. 1 on p. 92 (§2.2.2). 

 (1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mga-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 

(3) ŠA mPí-ḫi-na-ak-ki-mu ku-i[t] 
ut-tar (4) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš mPí-ḫi-
na-ak-ki-iš-za ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
(5) URULi-ši-ip-[r]a-an e-eš-ke-
e[t-t]a-ri (6) nu-wa-za ka-ru-ú 30 
É-TUM a-še-ša-an [ḫ]ar-zi 

(3–6) Concerning what you wrote me 
about how Piḫinakki is (re)settling 
Lišipra: “He has already settled 30 
‘families’.45
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(7) mPí-ḫi-na-ak-ki-iš-ma-wa-
mu ki-i[š-š]a-an (8) me-mi-iš-ta 
URULi-ši-ip-ra-wa ku-in a-še-eš-
ḫi (9) nu-wa-ra-an-za im-ma 300 
É-TUM ar-nu-mi (10) nam-ma-
wa-kán LÚ.MeŠ Sig5 MA-ḪAR 
dUTU-ŠI (11) pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-ḫi ap-
pé-ez-zi-ya-az-ma-wa (12) URU-an 
ar-nu-me-ni na-at AŠ-ME nu Sig5-
in (13) nu a-pa-a-at ut-tar i-ya-pát 

(7–13) “Piḫinakki himself said to me: 
‘I intend�6 to relocate (arnu-) three 
hundred families to Lišipra which 
I am resettling (ašeš-).47 Then I 
will send the (captured Kaškaean?) 
officers before Your Majesty. even-
tually we will relocate (arnu-) the 
(entire) city.’” i received that mes-
sage. excellent! do that very thing.

(14) ŠA mPí-ḫa-ap-zu-up-pí-ma-mu 
ku-it (15) ŠA mKa-aš-ka-nu-ya ut-
tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (16) ka-ru-ú-wa 
ták-šu-la-a-er na-at AŠ-ME 

(14–16) Concerning the matter of the 
(Kaška leaders) Piḫapzuppi and 
Kaškanu about which you wrote 
me: “They have already made peace 
(with us),” i received that message 
(too).

(17) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu ku-it ḫa-at-
ra-a-eš (18) ka-a-ša-wa LÚ.MeŠ 
URUga-aš-ga ták-šu-la-an-ni 
(19) me-ek-ki i-ya-an-da-ri nu-
wa-mu ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (20) dUTU-ŠI 
ḫa-at-ra-a-ši nu LÚ.MeŠ URUga-
aš-ga (21) ku-i-e-eš ták-šu-li 
i-ya-an-da-ri (22) na-aš-kán MA-
ḪAR dUTU-ŠI pa-ra-a na-iš-ke 

(17–22) Concerning what you wrote 
me: “Kaška men are coming here in 
large numbers to make peace. What 
instructions does Your Majesty 
have for me?”�8— Keep sending to 
My Majesty the Kaškaean men who 
are coming to make peace.

(23) ki-iš-š[a-a]n-ma-mu ku-it ḫa-
at-ra-a-eš (24) ku-it-ma-an-wa-mu 
dUTU-ŠI (25) ki-i ŠA LÚ.MEŠ 
URUga-aš-ga ták-šu-la-aš (26) ut-
tar ḫa-at-ra-a-ši am-mu-ug-ga-wa 
(27) me-mi-an I-NA KUr URUiš-
ḫu-pí-it-t[a] (28) ḫu-uš-ke-mi 
nu ka-ru-ú (29) ku-it dingir.
MeŠ [i]m?-ma-an-x[…] (30) zi-
ga-mu-uš-ša-an [p]a-r[a]-a? 
(31) za-ap-pa-nu-uš-ke-ši nu-mu 
[Q]A-TAM-M[A] (32) ḫa-at-re-eš-
ke-ši 

(23–32) Concerning what you wrote 
me: “Until you, Your Majesty, 
write me about this matter of the 
Kaškaean men coming to make 
peace I will be awaiting word in the 
land of išḫupitta.” Just because the 
gods already …, should you keep 
wearing me out with queries,�9 and 
keep writing me the same things? 
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(33) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu ku-it 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (34) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-
wa-kán am-mu-uk (35) I-NA KUr 
URUiš-ḫu-pí-it-ta a-ar-ḫu-un 
(36) egir-an-ma-wa LÚ.KÚr 
URUZi-ik-kat-ta-an (37) wa-al-aḫ-ta 
nu-wa 40 gU�.Ḫi.A 100 UdU.
Ḫi.A (38) pé-en-né-eš nu-wa-ra-
an-kán ar-ḫa (39) pé-eš-ši-ya-nu-un 
ŠA LÚ.KÚr-ya-wa-kán (40) ap-
pa-an-te-et ku-na-an-ti-it (41) �6? 
LÚ.MeŠ pé-eš-ši-ya-nu-un na-at 
AŠ-ME 

(33–41) Concerning what you wrote 
me: “When I arrived in the land 
of išḫupitta, behind me the enemy 
attacked Zikkatta, and led away 
forty cattle and one hundred 
sheep. I expelled him (lit. threw 
him out). And sixteen men of the 
enemy—including50 captives and 
killed—i felled (lit. caused to 
fall).”51 I received that message 
(too).

Commentary

5 eške- in mid., see neu 1968, 27; HED E, �96; and HW� s.v. for forms. 
Alp 1991a, 135, 307 opts for an intransitive interpretation “make a stop-
over, stay” (“sich aufhalten”), without explaining the accusative of the city 
Lišipra. Alp’s translation is accepted also by giorgadze 2005, 375. i prefer 
to see this as an example of the transitive use of the middle with -za; see 
neu 1968, 28 (number 2) and 31 n. 20, where anterior literature is cited, 
including goetze 1927, 106; and for further examples in the Maşat letters see 
Hoffner forthcoming, §140. it appears likely from this text that eške-, as the 
imperfective (i.e., -ške- form) of the stem eš-, is very close in meaning to the 
-ške- forms of the reduplicated stem ašaš-/ašeš- “to settle.” The imperfec-
tive form describes the overall, extended process of settlement (lines 4–5), 
while the non-imperfective form (ašeš-) describes one part or stage (the first 
tenth) of the process (line 6). the action of transfer (or relocation) itself is 
expressed by arnu-. 

9 “in all”—Alp’s translation of im-ma here as “ganz und gar” (�99�a, 
135), immediately preceding the number, makes excellent sense. 

10–11 if we follow giorgadze’s view that what is described here is the 
transfer of NAM.RA groups (“families”) from one location to another, and 
the NAM.RA captives are Kaškaeans, then the LÚ.MeŠ Sig5 could be the 
captured military officers of the Kaškaeans (freu and Mazoyer 2007, 184). 
Because of their rank, they serve either as hostages (elsewhere called in 
Hittite šulleš; for further comment, see below on HKM 14 [text 19]) or as 
persons competent to “make peace” by taking oaths in the presence of the 
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king, to whom they are being sent in this passage. On the competency of 
Kaška “leaders” to make peace by taking oaths, see de roos 2005, 54 and lit-
erature cited there in n. 38. in a sense, they are—as Alp wished to render the 
term LÚ.MeŠ Sig5—“notables” (german Angesehene) among the inhabit-
ants of Lišipra. the german translation “Angesehene(r)” is defended by Alp 
(1991a, 307), and accepted without comment by giorgadze (2005, 375). the 
term also occurs in HKM 13 (text 18): 9 and HKM 65 (text 68): 15, where it 
clearly indicates military officials. 

14–15 for other personal names of Kaška people and their linguistic 
analysis, see von Schuler 1965, 89–94, 100–107. 

17–22 The delegations of Kaškaeans seeking peace are compared by 
Beckman (1995a, 26 n. 47) with that led by Ašḫapala in KBo 16.50 (CtH 
270; Otten 1960).

22–32 for translation and comment on these lines see CHd P, 117 (parā 
1 eee). i prefer to take the final two clauses as rhetorical questions. for the 
syntax of rhetorical questions in Hittite see Hoffner 1995a, 89–90 and GrHL 
§27.3. 

34–41 translated and commented upon linguistically in CHd P, 321 
(peš(š)iya/e- mngs. 7 and 8). We may assume that this report of Kaššū’s to 
the king was one of many of this type, indicating one of his principal duties: 
the expulsion of raiding parties of Kaška men. Captured and killed enemy 
warriors totalled �6, suggesting a relatively small-scale engagement. The 
enemy had previously captured forty cattle and one hundred sheep from the 
town of Zikkatta. Klinger (1995b, 106–7) uses this passage to illustrate that 
not all of the land of išḫupitta was at this time under Hittite control.

16b. HKM 10 
Piggyback Letter to Ḫimmuili  
from the Chief Scribe Ḫattušili 

(42) A-NA mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM 
ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA  
(43) UM-MA m giŠ gidrU-din≈ 
gir-LIM ŠEŠ-KA-MA (44) kat-ti- 
ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e-eš-du 
(45) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ ti-an 
ḫar-kán-du (46) nu-ut-ta aš-šu-li pa-
aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(42) Say to Ḫimmuili, my dear 
brother: (43) thus speaks Ḫattušili, 
your brother: (44) May all be well 
with you. (45) May the gods keep 
you alive, (46) and lovingly protect 
you.
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(47) tu-el-mu ku-it ŠA LÚ.MEŠan-
da-ti-ya-a[t-t]al-la[-aš?] (48) ut-tar 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš nu ka-a-ša am-mu-uk 
(49) ḫar-mi na-at I-NA É.gAL-LIM 
(50) me-ma-aḫ-ḫi nu-uš-ma-aš an- 
tu-uḫ-ša-aš (51) pa-iz-zi na-aš MA-
ḪAR dUTU-ŠI (52) ú-wa-te-ez-zi 

(47–52) Concerning the matter of 
your opponents in court, about 
which you wrote me, I have (your 
tablet), and will inform the palace 
of it. A person will go to them and 
conduct them to His Majesty.

Commentary

42–46 That this Ḫimmuili is Kaššū’s colleague at Tapikka, the BEL 
MADGALTI, is the view of both Alp (1991a, 61) and Bryce, and is supported 
by the fact that in the order of names in lines ��–�� Ḫimmuili’s precedes as 
the superior, and he receives the polite formula of well-wishing (lines ��–
46), normally used when addressing a superior (see §1.2.17). this constitutes 
an exception to the rule that piggyback letters are normally addressed either 
to the recipient of the main letter (in this case Kaššū) or to his scribe. Since 
Kaššū’s regular scribe seems to have been Uzzū (see HKM 2 [text 8] and 3 
[text 9]), it is more likely that the king’s scribe Ḫattušili here sends along a 
message to Kaššū’s colleague, Ḫimmuili. the scribe would probably not do 
this if Ḫimmuili were Kaššū’s superior, since in that case he would merit his 
own separate tablet. But since, as we have seen, he ranked below Kaššū, the 
scribal letter to him can be a kind of footnote to the king’s letter to his supe-
rior. The “my dear brother” terminology, usually employed by scribes, is no 
obstacle to the addressee being Ḫimmuili the BEL MADGALTI, since high 
officials could also possess scribal training and competence and use the title 
“scribe” in addition to their other title(s). 

45–46 For this use of the imperative of the ḫar(k)- construction see 
GrHL §��.��. 

47–52 Bryce (2003b, 174) follows Alp in taking the term in line 47, 
andatiyattalla-, as synonymous with antiyant- “live-in son-in-law,” although 
he translates it as singular in spite of the obvious plural determinative 
LÚ.MEŠ.52 The word antiyant- is a technical term denoting a young man 
whose family is too poor to afford the usual bridal gift presented to the 
family of the bride. Consequently, the bride’s family pays this gift to him, 
and in return he goes to live with them instead of the bride going to live with 
his family. See Hittite laws §36 (translated in Hoffner 1997f, 222). in the 
present letter more than one such person is involved (contra Bryce 2003b, 
97), and both (or all) of them are to be brought before the king, perhaps 
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to adjudicate a dispute between them. from passages such as KBo 10.2 ii 
50–51 and KUB 14.16 ii 15–16 (AM 42) it appears that the verbal complex 
anda tiya- can mean “to enter into (a conflict with someone).” therefore, tuel 
LÚ.MEŠandatiyattalla[š] doesn’t mean “your live-in sons-in-law,” but “your 
opponents in court.” The presence of tuel “your” does not (contra Alp �99�a, 
309) indicate that LÚ.MEŠa. must be a term for blood relationship (“Ver-
wandtschaftsbezeichnung”).53 Another analysis that would point in the same 
direction is that the word in this letter is a faulty spelling of LÚḫantitiyattalla- 
“accuser, plaintiff, opponent-at-law.” 

In either of the latter two scenarios, the persons referred to would be 
bringing charges or claims against Ḫimmuili. this passage shows provincial 
officials involved in legal disputes in royal courts (Beckman 1995a, 27 n. 
42). But the “palace” (É.gAL) Ḫattušili refers to here is not Ḫattuša, but a 
regional administrative center to which tapikka was subject (see imparati 
2002, 95). Most think that this was Šapinuwa. The administrative-govern-
mental structure of the kingdom was three-tiered: (1) central government 
at Ḫattuša, (2) regional governmental centers, and (3) local urban centers. 
Šapinuwa was in the second tier while Tapikka was in the third. 

17. HKM 12  
From the King to Kaššū 

Text: Mşt. 75/23. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 12. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 136–39 (no. 12). Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 49. Discussion: Alp 
1991a, 98, 309.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI[-MA] (2) A-NA 
mga-<aš>-šu-ú (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 

(4) mtar-ḫu-mi-ya-a[n] (5) [LÚ]dUB.
SAr e-e[p] (6) [n]a-an M[A-ḪAR 
dUTU-ŠI …] (Breaks off) 

(4–6) Apprehend tarḫunmiya, the 
scribe, and send him before My 
Majesty. … 

(rev. 1′) [o o ] x x […] (2′) [o] É?-
ri d[a-…] (3′) [n]a!-an MA-ḪAR 
d[UTU-ŠI] (4′) lam-mar (5′) ú-wa!-
da-a[n-du]

(rev. 1′– 5′) … in the house? … and 
let them conduct him immediately 
before My Majesty. 
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Commentary

What remains of this short letter appears to be an arrest warrant for the 
scribe tarḫunmiya, who is to be seized and escorted to the capital. Alp’s 
restoration of the plural form e-e[p-ten] is unnecessary, since only Kaššū is 
addressed. See further in the sketch of tarḫunmiya above in §2.2.2.2. for 
an example of ep- meaning only “apprehend (and question),” not “seize” or 
“arrest,” see HKM 19 (text 24): 19.

18. HKM 13  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/45. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 13. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 138–39, 309; CHd L–n, 388 (namma 6a). Translation: Hoffner 
2002b, 49. Discussion: Klinger 1995b, 107–8; goedegebuure 2003, 221; 
freu and Mazoyer 2007, 183–84; GrHL §16.46 (on lines 3–4), §18.25 (on 
lines 4–5). 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA 
mga-aš-šu-ú (2) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 

(3) ki-i-mu ku-it ŠA mMar-ru-ú-wa54  
(4) LÚ URUḪi-im-mu-wa ḫa-li-ya- 
tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (5) pa-ra-a-wa-ra-
an-kán ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (6) na-an-mu 
tup-pí-ya-az ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (7) pa-
ra-a-wa-ra-an-kán ne-eḫ-ḫu-un 
(8) ki-nu-na-aš nam-ma Ú-UL ú-it 
(9) ki-nu-n[a-a]n A-NA LÚ.Sig5 pé-
ra-an (10) ḫu-i-nu-ut na-an MA-ḪAR 
dUTU-ŠI (11) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-wa-an-
zi!55 (12) ú-wa-te-ed-du 

(3–12) This capitulation (to the 
enemy) by Marruwa, the ruler of 
Ḫimmuwa, about which you wrote 
me, (adding): “i have dispatched 
him (to you).” On a tablet you 
wrote to me about him: “I have 
dispatched him (to you),” but as 
of now he has not come. Now put 
him in the charge of an officer, 
and have him conduct him quickly 
before My Majesty.

(13) ma-a-an Ú-UL-ma nu-za a-pé-
e-el (14) wa-aš-túl zi-ik da-a-at-ti 

(13–14) Otherwise, you take upon 
yourself his ‘sin.’

Commentary

the king writes to Kaššū about Marruwa, who is described as the “man 
(i.e., ruler) of Ḫimmuwa,” a Hittite city. The king attaches great importance 
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to winning over clan and tribal chiefs of the Kaškaeans who wish to make 
peace. Accords comparable to those ratified by Arnuwanda I were certainly 
negotiated by his successor. This Marruwa, also called “man of Kakkaduwa” 
(text 19), had capitulated (ḫaliya-) to the Kaškaeans. Since Ḫimmuwa is one 
of the cities that had fallen into the hands of the Kaškaeans according to the 
prayer of Arnuwanda i and Ašmunikal (Singer 2002, 42), it was probably at 
that time that Marruwa defected to the Kaškaeans. We do not know how long 
he remained in alliance with the Kaškaeans before he eventually fell into 
the hands of the Hittite military. His capture need not imply that Ḫimmuwa 
itself had been recovered (so correctly Klinger 1995b, 108). After his cap-
ture, Kaššū delayed in sending him before the king for punishment. The king 
may have suspected that Kaššū was seeking to retain Marruwa and add him 
to the pool of hostages captured from the Kaškaeans, in hopes that he and 
his Tapikka associates might receive a bribe in return for releasing him. See 
further in the comments on text �9.

in any event, in text 19 the king threatens Kaššū with the most severe 
consequences (blinding), if he does not now send Marruwa to him immedi-
ately. Since this punishment is described as being due to Kaššū’s taking upon 
himself the consequences of Marruwa’s “sin,” it is clear that blinding was 
the usual punishment for traitors. The name Marruwa is borne by at least one 
other Hittite (KUB 13.35 iii 13, 19, 20; Laroche 1966, 115 no. 768). On this 
Marruwa, Marizza (2007a, 95 n. 20) refers to forlanini 1983, 16–17 n. 12.

9–10 the same duty of LÚ.MeŠ Sig5 in conducting someone to the 
king is seen again in text 68 (HKM 65): 11–19.

13–14 On such threats by the king see Marizza 2007a, 97 with n. 29.

19. HKM 14  
From the King to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/10. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 14. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 138–41, 309–10. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 49. Discussion: 
Hoffner 2002c, 68 n. 40; Houwink ten Cate 1998, 161; Siegelová 2002 (on 
blinding as punishment); Arıkan 2006, 145 (on blind persons). 

this tablet bears the seal impression of a king tudḫaliya, most likely 
tudḫaliya iii (see Alp 1991a, 48, 138–41, 309–10; and freu and Mazoyer 
2007, 160).

 (1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mga-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū: 
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(3) ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an-ta ka-a-aš (4) tup- 
pí-an-za an-da (5) ú-e-mi-ya-az-zi 
(6) nu MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI (7) li-li- 
wa-aḫ-ḫu-wa-an-zi u-un-ni 
(8) mMar-ru!56-wa-an-na (9) LÚ 
URUga-gad-du-wa (10) ú-wa-te 
ma-a-an Ú-UL-ma (11) nu-uš-ma-
aš-ša-an (12) ú-wa-an-zi (13) a-pí-ya 
pé-e-di (14) ta-šu-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi 

(3–14) As soon as this57 tablet 
reaches you (sg.), drive quickly to 
My Majesty, and bring with you 
Marruwa, the man of Kakattuwa. 
Otherwise they will proceed to 
blind you (pl.) in that place (where 
you are)!

Commentary

It is probable that this Marruwa, who is called “the ruler (literally, ‘man’) 
of Kakattuwa” (cf. this same title in HKM 103 obv. 8) is the same man as the 
“ruler of URUḪimmuwa” who was mentioned in text 18. A possible reason 
for threatening Kaššū and his associates is suggested in my comments on that 
text. 

Although text 19 is addressed to Kaššū alone, the threat of blinding is 
made to “you” plural (Hittite -šmaš), just as it is again in text 21, where the 
letter is addressed to Kaššū and Zilapiya. either the king’s scribe was used 
to using this formula of threat in letters with more than one addressee and 
mistakenly used it with Kaššū, or it was assumed in both letters that Zilapiya 
was complicit.58

Bryce aptly comments about this and other examples of threats in the 
king’s letters: “His Majesty could hardly have made more emphatic the 
necessity of obeying his orders without hesitation or delay. And, indeed, the 
rarity in the Hittite world of death and particularly mutilation as forms of 
punishment, at least for free persons, highlights the gravity of the crisis now 
confronting the kingdom” (2003b, 180).

Blinding was a punishment reserved for the most serious offences, 
usually treason.59 deliberately disobeying a direct order of the king would 
certainly qualify as treason, as would complicity with a culprit or fugitive.

Otten (1979, 276) noted that blinding as a punishment is extremely rare 
in NH documents, but common in MH ones. But this may be due to the less 
common reference in NH texts to the punishment for treason.

HKM 102, edited initially by del Monte (1995, 103–11), is a list of 
Kaška men captured in battle and held for ransom by their people/familes. 
Siegelová (2002, 735–36) has rightly noted that these cannot be just ordinary 
Kaška soldiers, but must be persons of high rank. It should be added that 
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they are referred to as “man of (place name),” just as Marrruwa is in lines 
8–9 of this letter. it would appear then that we have in this letter the first 
recovered example of how individuals were added one by one to the pool 
of hostages listed in HKM 102. Since HKM 102 was found at Tapikka, we 
have to assume that hostages could be kept in the province where they were 
captured. But since the risk of rescue raids by the Kaška would have been 
very real, under certain circumstances the more important hostages would be 
removed from the Kaška zone itself and transferred to the capital. There is, 
therefore, a definite possibility that the reference in HKM 10 (text 16): 10, in 
close connection with the transfer of Kaškaean nAM.rA-groups to Lišipra, 
to sending LÚ.MeŠ Sig5 to Ḫattuša refers to Kaškaean leaders held as hos-
tages. Each hostage in the list HKM 102 has a price set for his ransom, and 
usually a notation as to whether or not he was sighted (uškezzi) or blinded 
(igi.nU.gÁL = tašuwant-/tašuwaḫḫant-). As i previously pointed out (Hoff-
ner 2002c, 2004), a good parallel found in the Bible is Samson, the famous 
champion of Israel, captured by the Philistines, probably kept for ransom, 
blinded as a rebel against the Philistine overlordship, and used while await-
ing ransom as a mill worker (see comments below on HKM 58 [text 61] and 
HKM 59 [text 62]) and entertainer. the threat to blind Kaššū himself, not 
only because failure to obey a direct order of the king would be tantamount 
to treason, but also because he was put in charge of a Kaškaean hostage, who 
might also have been blinded like those in HKM 102, would be an example 
of the king’s irony.

10–14 edited and commented upon in CHd P, 340 (peda- A f 1′ on the 
expression apiya pedi).

20. HKM 15†  
From the King to Kaššū and Zilapiya

Text: Mşt. 75/11. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 15. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 140–41 (no. 15). Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 50; Bryce 2003b, 180. 
Discussion: imparati 1997, 203 n. 30 (reprinted in 2004, 653 n. 30); GrHL 
§25.14 (lines 10–13); §25.35 (lines 12–13), §28.49 (lines 8–9); Hoffner 
2007, 392 (lines 8–9).

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mga-aš-šu-ú (3) mZi-la-pí-ya QÍ-BÍ- 
MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū (and) Zilapiya: 
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(4) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-ša-ma-aš ka-a-aš (5) 
tup-pí-an-za an-da ú-e-mi-ez-zi (6) 
nu ÉRIN.MEŠ an-da (7) da-ru-up-
pa-an-te-et (8) AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A-ya-aš-ma-aš-kán (9) ku-iš an-da 
(10) na-an MA-ḪAR (11) dUTU-ŠI 
I-NA Ud.3.KAM (12) li-li-wa-aḫ-
ḫu-u-an-zi (13) ar-nu-ut-tén 

(4–13) As soon as this tablet reaches 
you, quickly—within three days—
transfer into the presence of My 
Majesty the assembled troops and 
the chariotry which is with them.

Commentary

from the order of addressees in this and the following two letters—
Ḫulla, Kaššū, and Zilapiya—it would appear that Zilapiya served under 
(Ḫulla and) Kaššū. from the contents of the three letters it appears that, like 
Kaššū, Zilapiya had military duties, but also some connection with grain 
supply (HKM 17). 

The grammar of line 6 appears to be corrupt, as taruppantet is the instru-
mental of a participle, and the clause lacks a main verb.

Line 11 informs us that it will require three days for the recipients to 
gather the requested troops and march them to where the king was at this 
time. Assuming that the trip itself requires three days, imparati (1997, 203 
n. 30; 2002, 95 n. 14) notes that, since in HKM 20: 10–12 it takes only two 
days to reach Šapinuwa from Tapikka, the king must have been somewhere 
else—perhaps Ḫattuša—when HKM 15 was written. See also van den Hout 
2007b, 397 on the short distances between points mentioned in the Maşat 
letters.

21. HKM 16: 1-15†  
From the King to Kaššū and Zilapiya

Text: Mşt. 75/69. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 16. Edition: Alp 
�99�a, ���–��. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 50; Bryce 2003b, 180. Discus-
sion: Alp 1991a, 106; CHd Š, sub -šan B 2 d’ 13′ (p. 141).

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-M[A] (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) Ù A-NA mZi-la-pí-
[ya] (4) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–4) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū and Zilapiya: 
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(5) ma-aḫ-ḫ[a-a]n-ša-ma-aš (6) ka-a- 
aš tup-pí-an-za (7) an-da ú-e-mi-
ez-zi (8) nu MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
(9) li-la-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi (10) u-un-ni-
iš-tén 

(5–10) As soon as this tablet reaches 
you (pl.), drive quickly to the pres-
ence of My Majesty. 

(11) ma-a-an Ú-UL-ma (12) nu-uš- 
ma-aš-ša-an (13) ú-wa-an-zi (14) a-pí-
ya pé-di (15) ta-šu-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi 

(11–15) Otherwise, they will proceed 
to blind you (pl.) in that place 
(where you are).

Commentary

for the threat of blinding see the comment above on text 19 (HKM 14).

22. HKM 17†  
From the King to Ḫulla, Kaššū, and Zilapiya 

Text: Mşt. 75/47. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 17. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 142–47, 310. Discussion: Klinger 1995a, 92; freu and Mazoyer 
2007, 180; GrHL §15.11 (lines 5–6); §16.74 (line 10), §25.11 (lines 16–17), 
§28.129 (lines 13–15). 

Klinger (1995a, 92) has made a convincing case for the identity of the 
Ḫulla who occurs in five Maşat letters, always without title, with the person 
by this name in the MH land grant text KBo 5.7 rev. 52, bearing the title 
gAL LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 ZAg-az “Chief Charioteer on the right.” this same man 
also appears in another MH letter sent to Ḫattuša (KBo 18.69 rev. 8′).60 In 
the present letter the king shows his concern for several matters. He is quite 
displeased that the movements of his officials are so successfully monitored 
by the enemy that they are able to strike in his officials’ absence (lines 4–12). 
As usual, in his rebuke of Ḫulla he employs heavy sarcasm (lines 9–12).6� 

(1) UM-MA d[Ut]U-ŠI-MA A-NA 
mḪu-ul-la (2) mKa-aš-šu-ú Ù A-NA 
mZi-la-pí-ya (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫulla, Kaššū, and Zilapiya:

(4) k[i]-iš-ša-an-[m]u ku-it ḫa-at-
ra-a-at-tén (5) ku-it-ma-an-wa-za 
ú-e-eš6� URUḪa-at-tu-ši (6) e-šu-en 

(4–8) Concerning what you (pl.) 
wrote me: “While we were in 
Ḫattuša, the Kaškaean men heard,
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LÚ.MEŠ [U]rUKa�-aš-ka�-ma-wa 
iš-ta-ma-aš-ša-an-[zi] (7) nu-wa 
gU�.Ḫi.A egir-pa pé-en-ni-ya-
an-zi (8) KASKAL.Ḫi.A-ya-wa-za 
ap-pí-iš-kán-zi 

and they drove away cattle. They 
even began to take control of the 
roads.”6�

(9) na-aš-ta tu-uk mḪu-ul-la-an ku-
wa-pí (10) gi-im-ma-an-ti pa-ra-a 
ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (11) nu-ut-ta a-pí-ya 
Ú-UL iš-ta-ma-aš-še-er (12) nu-ut-ta 
ki-nu-un-pát iš-ta-ma-aš-še-er 

(9–12) When i sent you (sg.), Ḫulla, 
out (last) winter, (the enemies) 
didn’t hear of you then. (How is it 
that) it is only now that they have 
heard of you?

(13) nu-mu ka-a-aš-ma šu-me-eš-pát  
ku-it ḫa-[a]t-[r]a-a-at-tén (14) mPí- 
iz-zu-ma-ki-iš-wa-an-na-aš ki-iš- 
ša-an (15)  me-mi-iš-ta LÚ.KÚr- 
wa URUMa-re-eš-ta (16) pa-iz-zi  
nu-wa-kán k[a-a-š]a mPí-pí-ta-ḫi-in 
(17) ša-[p]a-a-ši-ya-u-an-z[i pa-r]a-a  
ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (18) tÙr.Ḫi.A6�-ya- 
wa ku-i-[e-eš URU]Ma-re[-eš- 
t]a (19) ma-an-ni-in-ku-wa-a?[- 
an-te-eš65] a-pu-u-uš-ša (20) wa-
al-ḫu-u-wa-ni nu [Sig5]-in (21) nu 
i-ya-at-tén QA-TAM-MA (22) ma-
a-an ḫal-ki-iš-ša ḫa-an-da-a-an 
e-eš-zi (23) nu-za Érin.MeŠ.Ḫi.A 
da-a-ú 

(13–23) Concerning what you your-
selves (pl.) have now written to me: 
“Pizzumaki told us: ‘The enemy is 
on his way to Marišta. And i (i.e., 
Pizzumaki?) have sent Pipitaḫi out 
to do reconnaissance.’ So we will 
attack the sheepfolds which are 
in the vicinity of Marišta.” fine. 
do as you (pl.) have said. (22) And 
if the grain crop is ready, let the 
troops take it.

(24) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu ku-it 
(25) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš UrU?-an-wa 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an d[a-a?-u?-e?-ni?] 
(26) nu-wa URUKa-pa-pa-aḫ-šu-wa-
an-ma (27) wa-al-ḫu-u-wa-ni

(24–27) Concerning what you (sg., 
perhaps Ḫulla line 9) wrote me: 
“How shall we? take the city?66 Or 
is it Kapapaḫšuwa that we should 
attack?” 

(28) URUKa-pa-pa-aḫ-šu-wa-aš 
me-ek-ki ku-it (29) [pa-aḫ-ḫa-
aš-n]u-wa-an-za nu-mu-kán ŠA 
URUKa-pa-pa-aḫ-šu-wa (30) […] Ú-
UL ZAg-an ke-e-ez-za-aš-ši-kán 
KUr-e (31) [… ta-m]a?-aš-ša-an 
ḫar-kán-zi nu-ut-ta ši-na-ḫa ti!-

(28–32) Since Kapapaḫšuwa is well 
protected, so that the capture? of 
Kapapaḫšuwa is not likely to suc-
ceed for me, they will keep the 
territory enclosed? on this side of 
it, and lie in ambush against you 
(sg.). . . . 
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ya!-an ḫar-k[án-zi] (32) [… A.ŠÀ 
ku?-]e?-ri-ya-aš-ša 
(33) [… URUtá]g-ga-aš-ta-za im-ma 
ku-it-ki (34) [… A.Š]À [k]u-e-ri 
an-da wa-al-aḫ-ši (35) [nu-ut-ta …] 
ZAg-ni-eš-zi nu mar-ri ‹‹-aš›› le67-
e ku-it-ki i-ya-ši (36) […] na-aš-ši 
ku-it nU.gÁL ku-iš-ki 

(33–36) From the direction of 
takkašta you (sg.) should attack 
whatever … and the cultivated 
land, and it will succeed for you. So 
do not do anything rash! Because 
of the … there is no one for him.

Commentary

4–8 are cited by Beckman (1995a, 26) to show how officials from 
Tapikka frequently traveled to Ḫattuša. The mention of Kaškaeans taking 
control of the roads probably refers to the increased danger in traveling back 
and forth to Ḫattuša, because of enemy ambushes.

In line 13 and following, because of the difficulty of establishing the 
boundary of a quote within a quote, we can only use the distinction between 
“I” and “we” to assume that Pizzumaki’s words end with line 17, and line 18 
begins what the addressees themselves say to the king. He approves of their 
plan: after Pipitahi’s reconnaissance of the area of Marišta is completed, they 
will attack the sheepfolds there (lines 13–21). But the king instructs them to 
harvest the crops before they can be damaged or stolen by the enemy (lines 
22–23). for other indications of how troops used sheepfolds as places of 
shelter from which attacks could be launched see HKM 36 (text 35). 

In lines 24–36, much of which is destroyed, the king advises one of the 
three (perhaps Ḫulla, note the singular “you” forms in 31, 34, and 35) on mil-
itary strategy in reply to their request “How [shall we?] take the city? Or is 
it Kapapaḫšuwa that we should attack?” Among other matters he warns him 
against possible ambushes (ši-na-ḫa, line 31). Perhaps in view of the singular 
forms just noted one should restore d[a-aḫ-ḫi] “shall [i] t[ake]” in line 25.

28 On the n[u] that Alp mistakenly read at the beginning of this line see 
comments in CHd P, 9–10 (paḫšanu- 3c).

22b. HKM 17 
Piggyback Letter to Ḫulla, Kaššū, and Zilapiya from Ḫašammili 

(37) [A-NA mḪu-ul-la mKa-aš-š]u- (37–40) Say to Ḫulla, Kaššū, (and)  
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ú mZi-la-pí-ya (38) [QÍ-BÍ-MA UM- 
MA mḪ]a-ša-am-mi-li ArAd- 
KU-NU-MA (39) [kat-ta-an-ša-ma-
aš ḫu-u-ma-an] Sig5-in e-eš-du 
(40) [nu-uš-ma-aš dingir.MeŠ 
p]a-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

Zilapiya: Thus speaks Ḫašammili, 
your servant: May all be well with 
you (pl.), and may the gods protect 
you (pl.). 

(41) [… k]a-ru-ú tar-na-at-ta-at 
(42) [… k]a-ru-ú wa-aš-ša-an 
ḫar-kán-zi (43) [… d]Ùg.gA-YA 
az!-za-ki-it-tén68 (44) […] x x 

(41–44) … was already released. … 
are already dressed. … my dear 
brother, keep eating (pl.), and … 

(45) […] x x x […] x ut-tar x-x-
ši?-ya (46) […] x x […] x x (47) [… 
ma-a]ḫ-ḫ[a-a]n[ …] x [… ḫa-a]t-
ra-a-mi (48) […] x […] (49) […] 
k[u]-i[t …] (50) [… nu-m]u ḫa-at-ra-
a-i […] x-kán (51) x-x-e ku-it-ma-an 
ku-it […] (52) [k]u-it-ma-an A-NA 
x.MEŠ-YA am-m[u-uk …] (53) k[e!-
]e-«e-»-ez ḫa-at-ra-a-mi 

(Lines 45–53 are too broken for 
translation.)

22c. HKM 17 
Piggyback Letter to Uzzū from Ḫašammili

(l. e. 1) A-NA mUz-zu-u [QÍ-BÍ-MA 
UM-MA mḪa-ša-am-mi-li] (l. e. 

2) [Še]Š-KA-MA dingir.MeŠ-t[a 
ti-an ḫar-kán-du nu-ut-ta aš-šu-li 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru …] (l. e. 3) egir-
an ti-ya nu-uš-ši-iš-š[a-an ma-a-an? 
… p]a-ra-a Ú-UL a[p?-pí?-]i[š-
ká]n-zi (l. e. 4) nu-mu ḫa-at-ra-a-i 
da-at-tén-ma-aš-ši-kán le-e ku-it-
ma-an ku-it-k[i ḫa-at-ra-a-mi] (l. e. 5) 
nu-ut-ta ma-aḫ-ḫa-an ḫa-at-ra-a-mi 
na-at QA-TAM-MA (l. e. 6) 69 pí-pa-
at-ti

(l. e.) Say to Uzzū: thus speaks 
Ḫašammili, your brother: May the 
gods keep you alive and lovingly 
protect you. get busy with the 
…, and write me if the … are not 
…-ing the…. But don’t take (this 
verb is pl.) anything from him until 
I write something. And you must 
pi(p)pa- it just as i instruct you in 
writing.
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Commentary

There are two piggyback letters on this tablet. the first is from the king’s 
scribe Ḫašammili to the three officials. its contents, other than the respectful 
greeting formulas, are unfortunately mostly broken away. The second letter 
is from the same scribe to his Tapikkan counterpart Uzzū. Although it too 
has the customary well-wishes (l. e. 2), its tone is more abrupt (“get busy,” 
“write me,” “don’t take” and “you must . . . it just as i instruct you in writ-
ing”) and shows that the two men are equals and can dispense with groveling 
compliments.

23. HKM 18†  
 From the King to Kaššū and Pulli 

Text: Mşt. 75/61. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 18. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 146–49, 310–13. Translation: Hoffner 2002b, 51. Discussion: Beal 
1998, 85; Melchert 1999 (on tukanzi); Hoffner 2001, 209; francia 1996, 
§2.4.1 (rev. 23–27); goedegebuure 2003, 63, 183, 208; rieken 2004, 538 
(on ÉRIN.MEŠ giŠza-al-ta-i-ya-aš-ša rev. 24′); Cotticelli-Kurras 2007, 184 
(rev. 27 ḫa-aš-ke-et); Klengel 2006, 11 (referring to edge 4–5). 

(1) U[M-MA dUTU-ŠI]-MA (2) A[-
NA mKa-aš-šu-ú Ù mPu-ul-li] 
Q[Í-[B]Í-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū and Pulli: 

(3) […]x (4) [….] (5) […] mda-a- 
ḫa-zi-dingir-LIM (6) [… mx-x-
]na-dingir-LIM (7) i?-x[…] x 
me-mi-iš-ta

(Lines 3–11 are too badly broken 
for translation)

(8) nu x […] x me-mi-[i]š!<-ta> 
(9) I-N[A …]x-iš (10) ŠA […] (11) A-
NA […]-x
(12) nu-wa x […] (13) nu-wa-aš-m[a-
aš … d]UtU-ŠI (14) ŠA Étar-n[u-i 
…]x-ḫa!70 (15) ar-ḫa e-ep-zi (16) na-
aš-kán MA-ḪAR! dUTU-ŠI pa-ra-a 
na-i 

(12–16) … (16) And send (sg.) them 
before My Majesty.
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(17) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ-ma-mu ku-it 
ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (18) nu-mu ka-a 
kat-ti-mi Érin.MeŠ KUr UgU 
(19) Érin.MeŠ KUr URUiš-ḫu-u- 
pí-it-ta ku-iš-ki (20) na-an-da up-pa-
aḫ-ḫi 

(17–20) Concerning the matter of 
troops about which you (sg.) wrote 
me: I have some troops of the 
Upper Land (and?) of the land of 
išḫupitta here with me. i will send 
them to you (sg.).

Commentary

1–2 Since the “you” forms in the king’s letter are singular, it is pos-
sible that only one addressee should be restored in this opening. But if so, 
should it be Kaššū or Pulli? One of these men wrote requesting troops. The 
king replies that he will send some troops from the Upper Land (“and” or 
“namely”) from išḫupitta.

23b. HKM 18: 21-28, l. e. 1–5 
Piggyback Letter from Pišeni to Kaššū and Pulli

Discussion: Hoffner 2001, 209.

(21) UM-MA mPí-še-ni71 A-NA mKa-
aš-šu-ú (22) mPu-ul-li dUMU.MeŠ 
dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(21–22) Thus speaks Pišeni: Say to 
Kaššū and Pulli, my dear sons:

(23) ka-a-aš-ma Érin.MeŠ URUiš- 
ḫu-u-pí-it-ta (24) ÉRIN.MEŠ giŠza-
al-ta-i-ya-aš-ša ku-in (25) ḫal-ki-in 
tu-kán-zi ḫar-k[án-z]i (26) ki-nu-na 
a-pé-e-da-ni ḫal-ki-i (27) dUTU-ŠI 
še-er me-ek-ki ḫa-aš-ke-et (28) QA-
TAM-MA72 ḫ[a-a]t-ra-a-at-tén (l. e. 

1) nu ú-wa-at du-wa-ad-du (l. e. 

2) ḫal-ki-iš-ma-<aš-ma->aš73 a-pí-
ya a-ni-ya-an-za (l. e. 3) ku-it74 nu 
egir-an ti-ya-at-tén (l. e. 4) na-an 
an-da ep-tén na-an-kán ÉSAg.
Ḫi.A (l. e. 5) an-da iš-ḫu-u-it-tén nu 
A-NA dU[TU-ŠI ḫa-at-ra-a-at-tén] 

(��–�8, l. e. 1–5) The grain which the 
troops of išḫupitta and zaltayaš 
hold for cultivation?, now His Maj-
esty was very irritated? about that 
grain. Send…. And quickly now. 
Because grain has been sown/culti-
vated there75 for them (or: for you 
pl.), get busy: gather it (i.e., the 
crops produced from having sown 
seed) in and store it (i.e., the newly 
produced grain) in underground 
silos. then write to His Majesty.
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Commentary

21–22 Pišeni addresses Kaššū and Pulli as “dear sons,” which could 
indicate actual blood relationship, but could also be scribal terminology for 
younger and perhaps subordinate colleagues. His piggyback letter, difficult 
as it is in places, is of greater interest to us than what is preserved of the 
king’s letter, which however it definitely builds upon. the king has men-
tioned sending troops of išḫupitta. 

23–28 l. e. 1–5 Pišeni follows up with instructions regarding grain that 
these troops have. It is still unclear what the terms tukanzi (line 25) and 
ḫašket (“was very irritated[?]” line 27) mean here. HW� ��� considers ḫa-
aš-ke-et an error for ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-et, which cannot be explained by merely 
assuming the leaving out of two signs. On the other hand, ḫašket could be a 
form of the verb ḫaššike- “be satiated, fed up” or it could be an imperfective 
of ḫanna- “reach a decision.” Between the two I favor the former, since it is 
hard to see how the latter would fit with the use of mekki “very, quite.” On 
the possible interpretations of ḫašket see the suggestions by Alp (1991a, 313) 
and Cotticelli-Kurras (2007, 184). Melchert (1999) has argued plausibly that 
tuk(kan)zi means “cultivation.” This would mean the grain is to be used as 
seed grain, not for immediate consumption. The grain in question is to be 
put into underground silos (ÉSAg.Ḫi.A) for storage until such time as it is 
needed.76 It is quite possible that the king expressed his own concern in a 
broken-away part of the main letter. But his scribe Pišeni reinforces it here. 
if the verb “write” is correctly restored in l. e. 5, it refers to the need to record 
and send to the capital information as to the total volume of grain in each 
of the silos. Houwink ten Cate (1998, 162–63) includes this passage among 
many in the Maşat letters that—he believes—allude to present or potential 
food shortages. 

l. e. 1 For uwat duwaddu see above in §�.�.�9.�.

24. HKM 19†  
From the King to Kaššū and Pulli 

Text: Mşt. 75/15. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Photo: Alp 1991a, tafel Xiii. 
Dimensions (taken from the photo; see §1.2.8.2): 5.6 cm wide × 7.2 cm tall. 
Copy: HKM 19. Edition: Alp 1991a, 148–51, 313–14. Discussion: van den 
Hout 2004a, 88–89 (with photo); Marizza 2007a, 95–96, 139, 144, 154, 157, 
167.
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 (1) [U]M-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A- 
NA mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) Ù A-NA mPu-
ul-li QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū and to Pulli:

(4) ki-iš-ša-an-mu ku-it (5) ḫa-at- 
ra-a-eš ka-a-ša-wa-aš-ša-an (6) ḫal-
kiḪi.A-aš77 ka-ru-ú a-ra-an-te-eš 
(7) I-NA URUKa�-aš-ka�-[m]a-wa 
ḫal-kiḪi.A-uš (8) BURU5.Ḫi.A e-ez-
za-aš-ta 

(4–8) Concerning what you (sg.) 
wrote to me, saying: “The crops are 
already ripe, but in the Kaškaean 
territories a plague of locusts has 
devoured the crops.”

(9) nu-wa-aš-ma-aš-kán ŠA 
URUga-ši-pu-u-ra (10) ḫal-kiḪi.A-
aš zi-ig-ga-an-zi (11) ÉRIN.MEŠ.
Ḫi.A-ma-wa-kán AnŠe.KUr.
rA.Ḫi.A (12) an-da nU.gÁL 
dUTU-ŠI-ma-wa (13) mKal-lu-un 
LÚBE-EL AnŠe.KUr.rA (14) wa-
tar-na-aḫ-ta AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A-wa-kán (15) pa-ra-a na-i ki-nu-
na-wa (16) AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A 
na-ú-i (17) ku-iš-ki ú-iz-zi 

(9–17) “As a result (Kaškaean 
people) are setting upon the 
(Hittite) crops in the region of 
Kašepura. there are no troops 
and chariotry here. Your Majesty 
instructed Kallu, the (royal) Stable 
Master, ‘dispatch chariotry (to 
Kašepura),’ but as of now no chari-
otry has come.”

(18) nu ka-a-ša dUTU-ŠI (19) mKal-
lu-un e-ep-pu-un (20) nu ki-iš-ša-an 
me-mi-iš-ta (21) 20 ṢÍ-IM-DU78 
AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-wa-kán 
(22) [k]a-ru-ú pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-ḫu-un 

(18–22) i, My Majesty, have just 
apprehended Kallu, and he told me: 
“I already dispatched twenty teams 
(i.e., pairs of horses) of chariotry.”

(23) ka-a-aš-ma-kán mPa-a-ḫi-na-ak-
ke-en-na (24) egir-an-da pa-ra-a 
ne-eḫ-ḫi (25) na-aš ú-iz-zi 

(23–25) i have just dispatched 
Paḫinakke too after (them), and he 
is coming.

Commentary

the king replies to a letter from either Kaššū or Pulli, who reports with 
alarm that Kaškaeans—whose own crops have been devastated by a locust 
attack—are stealing Hittite crops in Kašepura, and requests troops to con-
trol the looting. This shows that Kaškaeans did not confine their activities to 
herding, but that some actually cultivated fields and crops (see von Schuler 
1965, 77). the original letter also complained that no troops had arrived 
from Kallu, whom the king had originally ordered to send them. The king 
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confronts Kallu, who insists that he did send the troops. So the king writes 
back that he has sent a second officer to make sure the troops arrive. 

On lines 5–17 see also Beal 1995, 545–46 and CHd Š, 146. 
9–10 The -šmaš is 3rd pl., not 2nd, as Alp and del Monte 1992, 71 take 

it—“Sie greifen euer getreide von K an” (Alp 1980, 43). With a 3rd pl. verb 
it functions identical to -za in the construction -za dai-/zikke- “to set upon.” 
So far as I am aware, the Hittites did not employ a �nd plural pronoun to 
refer politely to their king, as in german “ihr” and “euere Majestät.” 

24b. HKM 19† 
Piggyback Letter of Ḫašammeli to Uzzū

(26) [U]M-MA mḪa-ša-am-me-li 
(27) [A-N]A mU-uz-zu-u ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA (28) [QÍ-B]Í-MA 

(26–28) Thus speaks Ḫašammili:79 
Say to my dear brother Uzzū:80 

(29) [tu-]el ku-it (30) [NA-A]P-ŠA-TÙ 
a-pí-ya (l. e. 1) nu-uš-ša-an NA-AP-
ŠA-TÙ (l. e. 2) A-NA NA-AP-ŠA-TI 
an-da e-ep (l. e. 3) na-at-mu up-pí 

(29–30) Regarding your labor group 
there: (l. e. 1–2) combine (one) labor 
group with (another) labor group, 
(l. e. 3) and send them to me.

Commentary

Ḫašammili’s piggyback letter to Uzzū is unclear, because information 
necessary to any outside reader is assumed and therefore unstated by the cor-
respondents. We have no information as to the identity of the labor groups 
(Akk. NAPŠĀTU), or why are they being sent from Tapikka to Ḫattuša. Alp 
(1991a, 57, 314) correctly observes that in MH texts the term NAPŠĀTU 
always refers to slaves. But his understanding of anda ep- as “seize” ignores 
the fact that it stands in a special construction with a local particle (-šan), an 
accusative, and a dat.-loc. noun (NA-AP-ŠA-TÙ A-NA NA-AP-ŠA-TI), exclud-
ing the translation “seize,” and requiring a translation “combine X with Y.” 

25. HKM 20†  
From the King to Kaššū and Pipappa

Text: Mşt. 78/157. Find spot: E/� Room ��. Copy: HKM 20. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 152–53, 314. Discussion: Beal 1992, 283, 313, 400, 460; imparati 
1997, 653 n. 30; imparati 2002, 95 with n. 14 (lines 10–12). 
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 (1) [U]M-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A- 
NA mg]a-aš-šu-ú (3) [Ù mPí-pa-]ap-
pa QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kaššū and Pipappa:

(4) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-ša-ma-aš (5) ka-a-aš 
tup-pí-an-za an-da (6) ú-e-mi-ez-zi 
nu an-ni-in (7) � LI-IM 7 ME. 60 
ÉRIN.MEŠ URUiš-ḫu-pí-it-ta (8) li-
li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi (9) ni-ni-ik-tén 
(10) na-an MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI I-[N]A 
Ud.2.K[AM URUŠ]a-pí-nu-wa 
(11) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi (12) ú-wa-
te-et-tén 

(4–6) As soon as this tablet reaches 
you (pl.), (6–9) quickly mobilize 
(pl.) that 1,7608�-man troop of 
išḫupitta (10–12) and lead (pl.) it  
quickly to My Majesty in 
Šapinuwa within two days.

Commentary

When he dispatched this letter, the king was in Šapinuwa (line 10). the 
time limit of two days for the march from Tapikka to Šapinuwa is appro-
priate, given the actual known distance between the two sites (see Imparati 
2002, 95 with n. 14). it is furthermore clear from excavations at Šapinuwa 
that it was a royal residence. the 1,760 troops of išḫupitta might be the 
troops that Kallu sent to Tapikka according to text ��.

26. HKM 21†  
From the King to Pulli 

Text: Mşt. 75/20. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Photo: Alp �99�a, pl. �� (show-
ing the scribe Šanda’s handwriting). Dimensions (from the photo; see 
§1.2.8.2): 8 cm wide × 6.4 cm tall. Copy: HKM 21. Edition: Alp �99�a, 
152–55, 314–15. Discussion: Beal 1992, 317, 462; Lühr 2001, 340; goede-
gebuure 2003, 200; van den Hout 2004a, 89.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mPu-ul-li QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Pulli:

(3) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ-mu ku-it ut-
tar (4) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš ar-ḫa ku-iš 
(5) [t]ar8�-na-an ḫar-zi a-pé-e-ya 
(6) [ku-]iš še-er egir!-an8�-mu 

(3–7) Concerning what you (sg.) 
wrote me about ‘troops’: “One 
group has left, and the other one is 
up there,” the number (of workers)
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kap-pu-u-wa-ar8� (7) [ku-]it ḫa-at-
ra-a-eš na-at AŠ-ME 

which you wrote to me I have 
heard it.

(8) [Š]A LÚ.KÚr-ya-mu ku-it ut-
tar (9) [ḫ]a-at-ra-a-e[š] a-pé-e-da-ni 
(10) [P]A-NI LÚ.KÚr me-ek-ki 
(11) pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ša-nu-wa-an-za 
e-eš (12) [k]a-a-ša-za ku-[i]t-ma-an 
(13) [o] x85 ar-ḫa a-ri-ya-mi 

(8–9) Concerning what you wrote 
me about the enemy: (9–11) Be very 
much on your guard toward that 
enemy, (12–13) while I am about to 
make oracular inquiries (whether 
and how to proceed against him).86

(14) [ḫal]-kiḪi.A87-uš-ša-k[á]n ar-ḫa 
(15) [ḫ]u-u-da-a-ak wa-ar-aš 

(14–15) Reap the crops immediately.

Commentary

Pulli, an officer resident in Tapikka, one of whose principal duties seems 
to have been oversight of the harvests, has written to the king, reporting his 
limited troop strength, which takes into account that part of the troops he 
once had has left and the other part is “up there” (apēya . . . šer). Since “up” 
usually means in a walled city, and “there” (i.e., where you are) in Pulli’s 
mouth should refer to his addressee’s location, perhaps this part of the troops 
had been transferred back to Ḫattuša. Pulli also sent a number to the king, 
perhaps the number of troops (or workers) remaining in Tapikka or the 
number he will need in order to be safe from the enemy. The king replies that 
Pulli is to take every measure available to protect his post from the enemy 
while the king by means of oracular inquiries devises a strategy to protect 
him. In the meantime Pulli is to harvest the crops, which would be the ene-
my’s main target. Since the term Érin.MeŠ (usually translated “troop(s)”) 
does not always have a primarily military reference, Pulli may be referring to 
groups of harvesters assigned to him by the king. 

26b. HKM 21† 
Piggyback Letter of Šanda to Uzzū

 (16) UM-MA mŠa-an-d[a] A-NA 
mUz-zu-u (17) ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA 
QÍ-[B]Í-MA kat-ti-mi Sig5-in 
(18) Ù MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-
[Y]A ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e-eš-du 

(16–19) Thus speaks Šanda:88 Say to 
my dear brother Uzzū:89 All is well 
with me. May all be well with my 
dear brother. May the gods protect 
you.
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(19) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ pa-aḫ-
ša-an-da-ru 
(20) am-me-el-kán aš-šu-ul PA-NI 
mPu-ul-li (21) ḫal-za-i nam-ma-at-
ta ki-iš-ša-an (22) [t]e-mi tu-el-wa 
[k]u-e tup-paḪi.A (23) pé-da-an-zi 
nu-wa-ra-at-kán (24) am-mu-uk ḫal-
zi-iš-ša-aḫ-ḫi (25) nam-ma-wa-at-ta 
egir-pa (26) a[r-ḫ]a w[a-r]i-iš-ša-
aḫ-ḫi 

(20–21) Read my greetings aloud to 
Pulli. (21) In addition I promise you 
(sg.): (22–24) “I read aloud (to the 
king) your (sg.) tablets that they 
bring (here), (25–26) and I help you 
(sg.) in every possible way.”

Commentary

the king’s scribe Šanda writes from Ḫattuša to Pulli’s scribe Uzzū, in 
which he assures him that he not only reads aloud to the king all correspon-
dence incoming from Uzzū at Tapikka, but that he does everything possible 
to see that action is taken on their contents. He also asks Uzzū to give greet-
ings to his supervisor Pulli.

27. HKM 22†  
From the King to Pulli

Text: Mşt. 75/14. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Photo: Alp 1991a, pl. Xii (show-
ing handwriting of Mar-ešrē). Measurements (taken from the photo; see 
§1.2.8.2): 5 cm wide × 4.25 cm tall. Copy: HKM 22. Edition: Alp �99�a, 
154–57, 315. Discussion: Lühr 2001, 337.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mPu-ul-li (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Pulli:

(4) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ-mu ku-it ut-tar 
(5) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš na-at AŠ-ME 

(4–5) I have heard what you wrote 
me about the troops.

(6) nu-za PA-NI LÚ.KÚr pa-aḫ-
ḫa-aš-nu-an-za (7) e-eš ku-it-ma-an 
(8) Érin.MeŠ egir-an-da ú-ez-zi 

(6–8) Be very much on your guard 
toward the enemy, while the troops 
are on their way (lit. are coming 
afterwards/behind).
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Commentary

6–7 edited with comments in CHd P, 9 (paḫšanu- 3 c) and 295 (peran 
1 c 1′ a’).

27b. HKM 22† 
Piggyback Letter of Mār-ešrē to Uzzū

(9) 90 UM-MA mdUMU.Ud.20.
KAM (10) A-NA mUz-zu-u (11) ŠEŠ.
dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(9–11) Thus speaks Mār-ešrē: Say to 
Uzzū, my dear brother:

(12) PA-NI mPu-ul-li-i-kán (13) am-
me-el aš-šu-ul (14) ḫal-za-i 
gU�-ya-wa-mu (15) ku-in te-et 
(16) nu-wa-ra-an-mu up-pí 

(12–14) Read my greetings aloud to 
Pullī (and say): (14–16) “Send me the 
ox that you promised me.”

Commentary

See GrHL §�.�6 (on the name Mār-ešrē). On the relative clause in 14–15 
see Lühr 2001, 337. 

12–16 It is not quite clear if Mār-ešrē expects the courier who delivers 
this tablet in Tapikka to bring the ox with him on his return to Ḫattuša, or if 
other arrangements had already been agreed upon between the two parties. 
The brevity of this message implies it is only a reminder of a debt that needs 
repaying. For such requests in scribal letters see the introduction (§1.2.20). 
For another request by Mār-ešrē to Ḫimmuili for an ox promised by him see 
text 37b: 25–30.

28. HKM 23†  
From the King to Pišeni and Kaššū 

Text: Mşt. 75/��6. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 23. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 156–59. 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA 
mPí-še-ni (2) Ù A-NA mKa-aš-šu-ú 
QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Pišeni and Kaššū:
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(3) A-[N]A [L]Ú.MeŠ URUga-aš-
[g]a ku-e-da-aš (4) x x [ o ] x x 
[mA]t-ti-ú-na (5) LÚ.M[eŠ …] x 
x [a]r-ḫa LÚ.MeŠ URUKu-ru-pa-
aš-ši-ya (6) ḫa-at-[…] nu-uš-kán 
ka-a-ša (7) ka[-a? pa-r]a-a ne-eḫ-ḫi 
(8) nu-u[š-ma-aš pé-ḫu]-da-an-zi 

(3–8) to what Kaška men … … 
Atiuna, the men of … the men of 
Kurupaššiya away. i am about to 
dispatch them (from) here, and they 
will lead? you?.

(9) […-]x-kán ku-i-uš (10) […-]x-iš 
A-NA UdU.Ḫi.A da-an-na (11) […] 
ú-wa-te-et (12) [……] ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
ku-it (13) […] AŠ?-M[E? ] (14) [… 
… … … … … … … …] (15) [… 
… … … … …] (16) [… … … …]

(9–16) … what …-s … you/he? 
brought … to take sheep … (12) … 
what you wrote (13) … i heard … 
(14–16) …

(17) […]x [z]i-[i]k mKa-[aš-šu-uš?] 
(18) […] x x x […]

(17–18) … … … you, Kaššū, … …

Reverse (only traces in line 1–7)
(rev. 8) x x[ …] (rev. 9) ḫu-u-ma-an[-
…] (rev. 10) [K]Ur-e wa[…] (rev. 11) 
im-ma m[a?- …] 

(rev. 8–11) … every …the land … 
indeed(?) … 

(rev. 12) URUga-aš-g[a?] x […] x 
[…] (rev. 13) na-aš x x x […] (rev. 14) 
ma-an-x-x x […] (rev. 15) e-ep-pé-er 
URU?-an x x […] (rev. 16) [n]a?-an 
na-ak-ki-i x x[ …] (rev. 17) e-eš-ta 
ki-nu-na-za-kán pa-r[a-a …] (rev. 

18) im-ma wa-ar-ši-an-za […] 

(rev. 12–18) The Kaška … and them(?) 
… they seized. the city(?) … 
severe … it was. But now …9� 
indeed soothed(?) …

Commentary

1–2 On the use of the Akkadogram Ù here representing Hittite -a/-ya 
“and” see GrHL §�9.� with n. �. 

29. HKM 24  
From the King to Pišeni

Text: Mşt. 75/18. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 24. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 158–63, 315–16. Discussion: Houwink ten Cate 1998, 162 (on men-
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tion of food shortage in 4–10; see also text 47 = HKM 45); Hoffner 2002c, 
67; imparati 2002, 94–95; 2003, 235; van den Hout 2004a, 90; rieken 2004, 
538 (on Érin.MeŠ zalta-); Akdoğan 2007, 6 (quotes lines 49–59 from CHd 
P, 23).

(1) UM-MA dUTU[-ŠI-M]A A-NA 
mPí-še-ni Q[Í]-BÍ-MA 

(1) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Pišeni:

(2) � LÚ.MEŠpí[t-t]i-ya-an-du-uš-kán 
ku-i-uš (3) pa-ra-a [n]a-it-ta na-aš 
ú-wa-te-er 

(2–3) They have brought here the 
two fugitives that you dispatched. 

(4) ki-iš-š[a-an]-ma-mu ku-i[t ḫ]a-at- 
ra-a-eš (5) ÉRIN.MEŠ giŠza-[al]-ta- 
ya-[aš-wa k]u-iš (6) UrUKa-še[-pu-u-
]ra [pa-it9� nam?-m]a?-aš-ši-iš-ša-an 
(7) ka-aš-ti [a?-r]a-a-an9� [ki-i]š-ša- 
an me-mi-iš-kán-zi (8) ma-aḫ-ḫa-
an9� L[Ú.MeŠ] URUga-aš-g[a 
ú-wa-an-]zi (9) nu-wa-k[án pa-r]a-a 
eg[ir-an-da pa-i]-wa-ni (10) nu- 
w[a-ru-uš-ká]n ša-ra-a [ar-n]u[-
m]e-ni95 

(4–10) Regarding the follow-
ing which you wrote me: “The 
zaltayaš-troops who went to 
Kašepura, … in a famine, are 
saying the following: ‘When the 
Kaška-men come, should we go 
�out after� (them) and bring them 
up (here)?’”

(11) […]x mták-ša-aš ku-it u-un-ni- 
iš (12) [nu-uš-ša-an]96 ÉRIN.MEŠ 
URUKa-še-pu-u-ra (13) [Ù ÉRIN.
MEŠ97 UrUM]a-ri-iš-ta pé-ḫu-te- 
ed-du (14) [nu-za pa-id-du ŠA] É. 
gAL-LIM ḫal-ki-in tu-kán-zi 
(15) [da-ad-du ma-a-a]n-za-kán 
ša-ra-a ú-it (16) [… ki-nu]-un-pát 
ÉRIN.MEŠ URUKa-še-pu-u-ra-a[z] 
(17) [pé-ḫu-te-ez-z]i ma-a-an ta-ma-
in ku-in-k[i] (18) [pé-ḫu-t]e-ez-[z]i 
nu-uš-ši-kán ḫal-ki-in (19) [tu-kán-zi 
pé-]da-ú 

(11–19) (His Majesty answers:) 
Because takša drove here, let him 
lead the troops of Kašepura and the 
troops of Marišta. Let him proceed 
to take grain of the palace for cul-
tivation?. If he has come up, right 
now he will lead troops �from� 
Kašepura. if he leads any other 
(troops), let him �take� grain for 
them for cultivation?. 

(20) [nam-ma-an-ši-kán] egir-an 
iš-kal-[li] (21) [na-an ú-wa-a]n-zi 
I-NA (22) [BURU�� egir-pa iš-ḫu-
u-w]a-an-zi 

(20–22) then break/tear (open?) 
behind …, and they will proceed to 
replenish it in the harvest season. 
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Commentary

On the dating of this letter de Martino observes: “Pišeni is, together with 
Kaššū, the receiver of letter HKM 23 (where Atiuna is also mentioned; . . .). 
furthermore, he is the receiver of letter HKM 24 and is mentioned in letter 
HKM 25 sent by the king to Tatta and Ḫulla. therefore, Pišeni is a contem-
porary, more or less, of tarḫumimma, Kaššū and Ḫulla” (2005b, 316).

2–3 On the ambiguity of the term “fugitive” without adequate context 
see above in comments on HKM 9 (text 15).

8–10 it is also possible to interpret lines 8–10 as a statement rather than 
a question, as does CHd Š, 211 (šarā B 1 a 5′). 

21–22 “replenish” here and below in line 52 renders what is literally 
“pour back.”

29b. HKM 24  
Second Letter from the King to […]

(23) [UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-M]A A-NA 
m[… QÍ-BÍ-MA] (24) […] 

 (23–24) thus speaks His Majesty: 
Say to …

(25) [… ]x ku-it ḫa-at-r[a-a-eš] 
 (26) [… -i]t ki-iš-ša-a[n ḫa-at]-ra 
[…] (27) [… UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A? 

-]uš ar-nu-ši (28) [URUta-ḫa-zi-mu- 
na-]an URUḪa-pa-ra-an (29) [URUTa-
pí-ga-a]n-na nu-wa-kán (30) […]x 
A-NA URUKa-še[-p]u-[u-ra] (31) 
[…-i]t nu-wa-mu-kán Érin.MeŠ 
[UKU.UŠ] (32) [ú-wa-te]-ez-zi Ú-
UL te-ek-[ku]-uš-ša-[nu-zi] Ú-UL 

(33) [….…-l]i-in-wa-kán ša-ra-a 
(34) [….… -]kán Érin.MeŠ giŠza-
al-ta (35) […(-?)d]a-aḫ-ḫ[i] x x x 
[…] 

(25–35) Regarding the following 
which you wrote to me: “the… 
cities you are transferring, 
(28) namely, taḫazzimuna, Ḫapara 
and Tapikka. (29) You/He …-ed … 
to Kašepura, (31) and he will not 
lead heavily armed troops to me. 
(32) He will not show. (33) … up … i 
will take? … zalta(ya)-troops.”

(36) […]x dUTU-ŠI ka-ru-ú-i-l[i-
i]t (37) [… a-p]u-u-uš [k]u-i-uš 
3 UrU[.Ḫi.A] (38) [URUta-ḫa-
zi-mu-na]-an URU[Ḫ]a-pa-ra-an 
[URUta]-pí-ga-[an] (39) […]x nAM. 

(36–41) … My Majesty with former 
… those three cities which … 
taḫazzimuna, Ḫapara, tapikka, … 
the civilian captives of … (Rest of 
paragraph too broken to translate.)
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RA URUWa[…]x-un-ga […] 
(40) […]-wa? URUTa98-pa-a […
URUUr?-ša-pí-k]án?-nu?-ú? ša-ra-a 
(41) [… K]Ur-e e-ša-an[-…] 
(42) […]x Ú-UL I-NA KUr […] 
(43) […-]ut? IŠ-TU ÉRIN.MEŠ 
[KUr UgU]-TIM (44) x[…] 
ú?-ga-az IŠ-TU ÉR[IN.MEŠ 
URUU]r?-ša-pí-kán?-nu-wa-ya (45) 
URUŠ[a-n]a-[aḫ-ḫu-it]-ta ku-ez-zi99 
[ša?-r]a-a (46) da-a-i na-an-k[án š]a-
ra-a tar-n[a] 

(42–46) … not in the land of … 
with troops of the Upper Land … 
with troops of Uršapikannuwa and 
Šanaḫuitta … set up?, and let them 
go up.

(47) nam-ma-[k]án KUr-e a[n-
d]a ka-aš-za ú-it (48) nu a-pu-u-un 
ÉRIN.MEŠ URUMa-re-eš-t[a] 
pé-ḫu-te (49) nu-za pa-id-du Š[A] 
É.gAL-LIM ḫal-[k]i-in tu-kán-
zi (50) da-ad-du na-an-z[a-k]án 
UrU-ri ša-ra-a pé-ḫu-te-ed-du 
(51) nam-ma-an-ši-kán egi[r]-an 
iš-kal-li (52) na-an ú-wa-an-du I-NA 
BURU�� egir-pa iš-ḫu-u-an-du 

(47) Furthermore, a famine has 
come into the land; (48) so lead that 
troop of100 Marišta (that is with 
you). (49) Let it proceed to take 
the grain for cultivation (i.e., seed 
grain)101 of the palace (50) and con-
duct it up to the (capital) city for 
themselves. (51) then … it for him 
behind it,102 (52) and let them pro-
ceed to replenish it in the harvest 
season. 

(53) nam-ma a-pu-u-un ÉRIN.MEŠ 
URUKa-še-pu-u-ra egir-an-pát 
(54) ti-ya nu-za nindAtu-u-ma-ti-in 
ša-ra-a me-ek-ki (55) ḫa-an-da-
a-id-du ŠA MU-za-kán an-ku 
(56) nindAtu-u-ma-ti-in ša-ra-a ḫa-
an-da-a-id-du 

(53) Furthermore station those 
troops behind (i.e., in the outskirts 
of) Kašepura.103 (54) Let them pre-
pare (i.e., store up?) for themselves 
much tumati-bread.104 (55–56) Let 
them prepare for themselves even a 
year’s supply of tumati-bread.

(57) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu [ku-i]t ḫa-at- 
ra-a-eš NAM.RA.MEŠ URUKa-al- 
za-na-wa (58) URUMa-ri-iš-t[a] ku-in 
ma-ši-wa (59) pé-eḫ-ḫi nu-wa-ra-
a[n]-t[a-k]án105 ḫa-at-ra-a-m[i] 
n[a-an?/-at?] (60) te-ek[-ku-ša]-nu-ut 

(57) Concerning what you wrote to 
me, as follows: (57–58) “I will report 
to you however many civilian cap-
tives of Kalzana and Marišta i give, 
(59) and you should make it known 
….”
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(l. e. 1) [….…]x-[t]i-eš ši-ya-an-te-
eš (l. e. 2) [….… ḫu-lu-]ga-an-ni-eš 
ki-it-t[a …] (l. e. 3) [….…] a-pé-ni-
iš-šu-wa-an pa-a-i[…] 

(Too badly broken to translate.)

Commentary

47–50 edited in CHd P, 23 (pai- A 1 c 3′, serial use) and GrHL §28.71 
(line 50). the word apūn “that” refers to a troop that is with the addressed 
person (on this use of the distal demonstrative see GrHL §7.1 “you-deixis”). 

49–59 for these lines see Akdoğan 2007, 6, quoting CHd L–n, 23.
57–60 The king quotes Pišeni as promising to tell the king how many 

civilian captives (NAM.RA-persons of Kalzana and Marišta) he is able to 
give to the king (HKM 24). Presumably this means they would be transferred 
out of Pišeni’s district and moved by the king to wherever their services were 
needed (see Hoffner 2002c, 67).

30. HKM 25†  
From the King to Tatta and Ḫulla 

Text: Mşt. 75/13. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 25. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 164–65. Discussion: Puhvel 1993, 37; Klinger 1995a, 92; Houwink 
ten Cate 1998, 164; van den Hout 2004a, 89.

 (1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mTa-at-ta (3) Ù A-NA mḪu-ul-la QÍ-
BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Tatta and Ḫulla:

(4) ka-a-ša-mu mPí-še-ni-iš 
(5) URUKa-še-pu-u-ra-az ḫa-at-ra-ạ-
[it] (6) LÚ.KÚr-wa pa-an-ga-ri-it 
(7) iš-pa-an-da-az ku-wa-pí 6 M[E 
LÚ.KÚr] (8) ku-wa-pí-ma � ME. 
LÚ.KÚr i-a[t-ta-ri] (9) nu-wa-kán 
ḫal-ki-uš (10) ar-ḫa wa-ar-aš-ke-ez-
zi 

(4–10) Pišeni has just written me 
from (the town of) Kašepura: 
“The enemy is moving en masse 
at night—sometimes six hun-
dred, sometimes four hundred of 
the enemy—and is reaping (our) 
crops.”

(11) [nu-u]š-ma-aš ma-aḫ-ḫa-an ka-
a-aš (12) tup-pí-an-za an-da 

(11–19) As soon as this tablet reaches 
you, go to Kašepura. if the crops.
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ú-e-m[i-e]z-z[i] (13) nu I-NA 
URUKa-še-pu-u-ra (14) ḫu-it-ti-ya-
at-tén (15) nu-uš-ša-an ma-a-an 
(16) ḫal-ki-e-eš a-ra-an-te-eš (17) 
na-aš-kán ar-ḫa wa-ar-aš-tén (18) 
na-aš-kán A-NA KiSLAḪ pa-ra-a 
(19) ar-nu-ut-tén 

have ripened,106 reap them and 
transport them to the threshing 
floor.

(20) na-aš LÚ.KÚr le-e (21) dam-
me-iš-ḫa-a-iz-zi 

(20–21) do not let the enemy damage 
them.

(22) ka-a-aš-ma-aš-ma-aš tup-pí 
mPí-še[-ni-ya-aš] (23) up-pa-aḫ-
ḫu-un-pát (24) nu-uš-ma-ša-at-kán 
(25) [p]é-ra-an ḫal-zi-[an-du] 

(22–25) I have sent you herewith the 
tablet of Pišeni. Have it read aloud 
in your presence.

Commentary

On the dating of this letter to the reign of Arnuwanda i (ca. 1400–1360 
b.c.e.; historical sketches in Bryce 1998, 154–67; Klengel 1999, 116–25) see 
above on text �9. 

1–3 On the use of the Akkadogram Ù here representing Hittite -a/-ya 
“and” see GrHL §�9.� with n. �.

7 For iš-pa-an-da-az “by night” as an ablative of “kind of time” see 
GrHL §�6.96.

7–8 it is difficult to decide whether kuwapi . . . kuwapi–ma refers to local 
or temporal distribution. Alp opted for the local, translating “an einer Stelle 
. . . an anderer Stelle” (1991a, 165). My rendering “sometimes . . . sometimes” 
reflects my preference for the temporal distribution in this instance. for 
obligatory imperfective verbs (e.g., -ške- stems) with temporal distributive 
adverbs, except notably in the case of the medio-passive verb iya- (note i-a[t-
ta-ri] in line 8), see GrHL §��.��. It is intriguing, but at present unclear, why 
the enemy’s numbers are either six hundred or four hundred, and never some 
other number. For the numerical regression see GrHL §9.65.

31. HKM 26†  
From the King to Ḫimmuili 

Text: Mşt. 75/115. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Photo: Alp �99�a, pl. 9 (show-
ing handwriting of tarḫunmiya). Measurements (taken from the photo; see 
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§�.�.8.�): 8 cm wide × 9.� cm tall. Edition: Alp 1991a, 164–67, 316. Dis-
cussion: Beal 1992, 142 with n. 512; CHd s.v. parai- B (analyzed as “verbal 
subst.”); Pecchioli daddi 2003b (on the KUŠ7 KÙ.Sig17); van den Hout, 
fothcoming in a festschrift. 

(1) [UM-MA] d[Ut]U-ŠI-[M]A 
(2) [A-N]A mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM 
QÍ-B[Í-MA]

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫimmuili:

(3) Š[A] LÚ.KÚr ku-it ut-tar (4) ḫa-
at-ra-a-eš LÚ.KÚr ma-aḫ-ḫa-a[n] 
(5) 30 ṢÍ-IM-DÌ AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A (6) UrUPa-na-a-ta ši-na-a[ḫ]-ḫ[a 
da-a-iš] 

(3–6) Concerning what you wrote 
about the enemy, how the enemy 
set a trap for thirty teams of chari-
otry (from/at?) Panāta,

(7) nu LÚKUŠ7 KÙ.gi ku-it (8) ku*- 
ra*-an-na-aš wa-ḫa-an-na š[a-
an-aḫ-ta] (9) egir-an-ma-an-kán 
LÚ.KÚr ku-e[n-ta] (10) na-at AŠ-
ME 

(7–10) and that the gold Chariot-
Warrior sought to make a circuit of 
the perimeter, but the enemy killed 
him from behind—i have heard it 
(all).

(11) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ-ma-mu ku-it 
AnŠe.KUr.rA[.Ḫi.A] (12) ut-tar 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (13) nu ka-a-ša Érin.
MeŠ.Ḫi.A AnŠe.[KUr.rA.Ḫi.A] 
(14) an-da a-ra-an-zi (15) [… É]rin.
MeŠ AnŠe.[KUr.rA.Ḫi.A] 
(16) […] x [ ] x [ ]

(11–16) Concerning what you wrote 
me about the infantry and horse 
troops: “The infantry and horse 
troops have just arrived, and? the 
infantry and horse troops …”

Commentary

7 As is well known, very high-ranking persons in these texts are often 
referred to only by the rank that they at present alone hold,107 so that there 
can be no confusion as to who is being referred to (especially the king, the 
queen, the BEL MADGALTI, etc.). Since the rank of gold Charioteer was 
such a high rank, we are not given the man’s name here. Since elsewhere 
multiple contemporaneous gold Charioteers (LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 KÙ.Sig17) are 
mentioned (Ḫatt ii 60; KUB 13.35 i 6), and even in later nH there appears a 
“Chief of the gold Charioteers” (UgULA LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 KÙ.Sig17; see Pec-
chioli daddi 1982, 127), the reason the title-holder could remain nameless in 
this text without confusion is that there was only one such ranked person in 
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the administrative district of tapikka (or perhaps on the Kaška front at this 
time). elsewhere, in administrative lists, names of the holders of this rank 
appear (see the list of holders of this rank in Pecchioli daddi 1982, 126). We 
even know the name of one such person from this period at Tapikka: Tarpa-
Kurunt(iy)a (mTar-pa-dLAMMA-aš LÚKUŠ7 KÙ.Sig17, HKM 100: 22). 
for a study of high office holders whose titles contain the attribute “gold,” 
including the Chief Charioteer, see Pecchioli daddi 2003b.

8 Alp restored [pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ta] at the end of line 8, whereas the CHd 
P, sub parai- B (p. 134) preferred [LÚ-aš e-eš-ta]. But collations of line 8 
have yielded different readings of the line.108 the first word begins not with 
pa, but ku, as can be seen both from Alp’s published photo (Alp 1991a, tafel 
9) and my personal photo. the trace after wa-ḫa-an-na is a sign beginning 
with parallel horizontals, perfectly compatible with i[š] or š[a]. As for the 
word kurannaš, van den Hout reminds me that in the MH BEL MADGALTI 
instructions the kuranna- (sometimes in the plural accus. kurannuš) denotes a 
peripheral area, outside the gates of the walled city, which must be searched 
after an enemy has left the area. Van den Hout suggested to me that he would 
read this line as nu LÚKUŠ7 KÙ.gi ku-it ku-ra-an-na-aš wa-ḫa-an-na-i[š] 
“And that the gold Chariot Warrior began to turn into the perimeter area,” 
taking waḫannaiš as the imperfective stem in -anna/i-, used here to express 
an inceptive aspect. Subsequently, the possibility of reading š[a-. . .] at the 
end of the line occurred to me. And Craig Melchert suggested to me a solu-
tion which I have adopted here: to read š[a-an-aḫ-ta] (or even š[a-an-ḫa-an 
ḫar-ta]) together with the infinitive wa-ḫa-an-na. The advantage of this 
reading over wa-ḫa-an-na-i[š] is that an -anna/i- imperfective stem of this 
verb is unattested elsewhere, while the infinitive waḫanna in combination 
with a finite verb such as šanḫ- is well known. The rest of the interpreta-
tion is my own. For šanḫ- and the infinitive, meaning “seek to do” see CHd 
Š, sub šanḫ- 4–5. the verb weḫ-/waḫ- occurs often with a dative-locative 
(sometimes in the plural, as here) to denote traveling through a region in a 
circuitous manner, for example, ma-a-an a-ru-ni na-aš-ma ḪUr.SAg.MeŠ 
wa-ḫa-an-na pa-a-an-za na-aš-ma-za I-NA KUr LÚ.KÚr za-aḫ-ḫi-ya pa-a-
an-za “If you have gone to make a circuit through the mountains, or if you 
have gone to battle in the enemy land” KUB 24.1 i 9–10. When construed 
without local particle and with an accusative of place, weḫ-/waḫ- only has the 
sense of “pass/roam/circle through,” or “encircle,” not “turn into” (see [nu] 
KUr.KUr.MeŠ ḫu-u-ma-an-da ú-e-ḫe-eš-ke-ez-z[i na-aš-kán] / [(URUÚ-)] 
ra-ga URU-ri a-ar-aš “he circled/roamed through all the lands, [and] he 
arrived at the city of Uruk” KUB 8.57 i 10–11). Also with the dative-loca-
tive and anda, but without local particle: [mK]e-eš-ši-iš itU.3.KAM-aš 
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ḪUr.SAg.MeŠ-aš an-da ú-e-ḫa-at-ta “Kešši circled about/roamed in the 
mountains for three months” KUB 33.121 ii 15; ma-a-an I-NA Ud.3.KAM 
(var. Ud.5.KAM) n[a-a]š-ma I-N[A Ud.4.KAM] / URUḪa-at-tu-ša-an Ú-UL 
ú-�e�[(-ḫ)i-i(š-ke-ez-zi)] “if he does not patrol Ḫattuša either in three (var. 
five) or [four days]” KBo 13.58 iii 7–8 (restored from KBo 10.5 iii 2–3); 
an-dur-za-ma É.MeŠ dingir.MeŠ LÚ.MeŠ É.dingir-LIM ge6-an ḫu-u-
ma-an-da-an / ú-e-ḫe-eš-kán-du nu-uš-ma-aš Ù-aš le-e e-eš-zi “But all night 
long let the temple guards patrol the inside of the temples, and let there be 
no sleeping for them” KUB 13.4 iii 10–11; “turning into,” on the other hand, 
usually requires a dative-locative and a local particle. A local particle is also 
used with the medio-passive and intransitive weḫ- “turn back”: na-aš a-ku le-
e-ya-aš-kán ú-e-eḫ-ta-ri “Let him be put to death; let him not return (i.e., be 
pardoned)” KUB 13.4 iii 20. 

9 i have understood egir-an “(from) behind” here to refer to the 
ambush (šinaḫḫa-) mentioned in introducing this subject in lines 3–6. Accord-
ing to this interpretation, the gold Chariot Warrior is singled out from the 
total of thirty chariots making the circuit of the perimeter after they thought 
the enemy had left, because he was the principal (or perhaps even the only) 
casuality of the ambush. the egir-an would then indicate that they were 
attacked from in hiding (i.e., “from behind”). An alternate interpretation of 
egir-an “afterwards”—that is, the gold Chariot Warrior sought to turn into 
the kurannaš area, but afterwards the enemy killed him—seems awkward, 
since the gold Chariot Warrior was killed while either starting to turn into 
the kurannaš or trying to make a circuit of the kurannaš area. “Afterwards” 
would seem to point to a greater time interval than the context allows.

32. HKM 27  
From the King to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/43. Edition: Alp 1991a, 166–69, 317. Discussion: goede-
gebuure 2002–2003, 20; 2003, 84; van den Hout 2003a (on tarḫunmiya); 
Bryce 2003b, 177–78 (on tarḫunmiya). the first piggyback letter (lines ��–
16) was treated in CHd parā 1 e 1′; the second (lines 21–22) in paḫš- 1 a 2′. 
For Ḫattušili, the author of the first piggyback letter (line 11), see above in 
§�.�.�.�.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫimmuili: 
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(3) [Š]A LÚ.KÚr ku-it ut-tar (4) ḫa- 
at-ra-a-eš LÚ.KÚr-za-kán (5) ma- 
aḫ-ḫa-an URUKa-ša-ša-an (6) URUTa- 
ḫa-az-zi-mu-na-an-na (7) zi-ik-ke-
ez-zi109 na-at AŠ-ME 

(3–7) I have received what you wrote 
about the enemy, how the enemy is 
undertaking/planning something110 
against the cities of Kašaša and 
taḫazzimuna. 

(8) na-aš-ta a-pa-a-aš LÚ.KÚr ku-
wa-pí (9) na-iš-ke-et-ta-ri (10) nu-mu 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ke 

(8–10) Keep me informed as to 
where that enemy is heading.

Commentary

The “how” (Hittite maḫḫan) in line 5, and in other subordinate clauses 
governed by a main clause whose verb denotes either conveying or receiving 
information, is the marker for indirect speech. In contrast to clauses with the 
quote marker -wa/-war-, the maḫḫan clause gives only the gist of what was 
said, not the very words. On the other hand, the “where” (Hittite kuwapi) in 
line 8 requests information from Ḫimmuili about the direction in which the 
enemy is moving.

32b. HKM 27b  
Piggyback Letter from Ḫattušili to Ḫimmuili

(11) UM-MA mgiŠgidrU-dingir- 
LIM (12) A-NA mḪi-mu-dingir-
LIM ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA

(11–12) thus speaks Ḫattušili: Say to 
Ḫimmuili, my dear brother:

(13) ŠA giŠgigir-mu ku-it (14) ŠA 
AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-ya ut-tar 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (15) nu ka-a-ša egir-
an ti-ya-mi (16) na-at-kán pa-ra-a 
ar-nu-mi 

(13–16) Regarding the matter of a 
chariot and horses about which you 
wrote to me: I am tending to it now 
and will carry it out.

Commentary

On Ḫimmuili’s request see above in §1.2.20. 
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32c. HKM 27c 
Piggyback Letter to Ḫimmuili from Tarḫunmiya 

(17) A-NA BE-LÍ LÚBE-EL MA-AD 
<-GAL>-TI (18) BE-LÍ-YA MAḪ-
RI-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA (19) UM-MA 
mtar-ḫu-un-mi-ya AR-[D]E�-KA-
MA (20) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-du (21) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ 
ti-an ḫar-kán-du (22) nu-ut-ta pa-
aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(17–22) Say to my lord (Ḫimmuili?), 
the district governor, my lord, my 
superior: Thus speaks tarḫunmiya, 
your servant: May all be well with 
you. May the gods keep you alive 
and protect you.

(23) BE-LU-mu aš-šu-ul ḫa-at-re-
eš-ke (24) nam-ma-aš-ša-an A-NA 
É-YA (25) igi.Ḫi.A-wa ḫar-ak (l. e. 
1) ŠA BE-LÍ-ma ku-i-e-eš (l. e. 2) 
LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-MI i-ya-an-da-ri (l. e. 
3) na-aš-kán am-mu-uk (l. e. 4) pa-ra-
a na-iš-ke-mi 

(23–25) Lord, keep writing me greet-
ings and keep your eyes on my 
house (there in tapikka). i will 
send on the messengers of (my) 
lord who come (here).

Commentary

The elaborate use of hierarchical terms emphasizing Ḫimmuili’s exalted 
status (BE-LÍ-YA MAḪ-RI-YA “my lord, my superior”) and tarḫunmiya’s 
lowly one (AR-[D]E�-KA “your servant”) is striking, and undoubtedly plays 
a role in tarḫunmiya’s attempt to secure the governor’s favor and interest 
in giving him justice and relief from the unfair imposts (šaḫḫan and luzzi), 
about which we learn in HKM 52 (text 55). the repetition of the possessive 
pronoun “my” in BE-LÍ-YA MAḪ-RI-YA shows clearly (pace Hagenbuchner 
1989b, 161) that MAḪ-RI-YA “my superior” is used nominally, not as an 
attributive adjective modifying “my lord.”

33. HKM 28 
From the King to [Ḫimmuili?]

Text: Mşt. 75/107. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 28. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 168–71 (transliteration and translation), 317 (commentary).
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(1′) [x-]aḫ[… … … … … … … … 
… … … … … … … … …] (2′) x 
[… … … … … … … … … … … 
… … … … … … … …] (3′) nu-za 
É?[… … … … … … … … … … 
…]

33b. HKM 28 
Piggyback Letter from Ḫattušili to Ḫimmuili

(4′) [U]M-MA mgiŠgidrU-din≈ 
gi[r-LIM A-NA mḪi-mu-dingir-
LIM] (5′) ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA 
QÍ-B[Í-MA] (6′) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-
an S[ig5-in e-eš-du] (7′) nu-ut-ta 
dingir.MeŠ ti-an ḫ[ar-kán-du] 
(8′) nu-ut-ta aš-šu-li pa[-aḫ-ša-an-
da-ri] 

(4′–8′) thus speaks Ḫattušili: Say to 
Ḫimmuili, my dear brother: May 
all be well with you. May the gods 
keep you alive. May they lovingly 
protect you.

(9′) ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA-mu k[u-it] 
(10′) ŠA AnŠe.KUr.rA.M[eŠ] 
(11′) ut-tar ḫa-at[-ra-a-eš] (12′) nu-
mu k[a-a-ša? … … … ] (13′) nu x 
[… … … … … … … …] (14′–15′ 
only traces)

(9′–13′) Concerning the matter of the 
horses that you, my dear brother, 
wrote to me: … (to?) me …

(l. e. 1) nam-ma-a[š-ša-an … … … 
… … … …] (l. e. 2) tÚgnÍg.LÁ[M.
MeŠ … … … … … … …] (l. e. 3) 

pa-ra-a [… … … … … … … … 
… … …] (l. e. 4) Ú-UL x[ … … … 
… … … … … … … …]

(l. e. 1–4 and the rest of the tablet too 
broken for connected translation.���)

Commentary

4 On this Ḫattušili, in addition to Alp’s summary (1991a, 58–59), see 
Klinger 1995a, 88–89.

9–13 This may be another reference to Ḫimmuili’s request of a chariot 
and horses that Ḫattušili mentioned in HKM 27 (text 32): 13–16. 
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34. HKM 29  
From the King to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/101. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 29. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 170–73 (no. 29). Discussion: van den Hout 2003a (on tarḫunmiya).

(1′) [… … … … eg]ir-pa [… … 
… … … … … … … …] (2′) [… … 
… … …] a-pé-e [… … … … … … 
… … … … …] (3′) [… … … … ] a-
ru-e-eš-kán-[zi … … … … … …] 
(4′) [… … … a]m-mu-uk-pát ar-k[u-
wa-ar i-ya-mi] (5′) [… … … k]u-it 
ku-it i-ya-an-[… … … … … … …] 
(6′) [… … …] ḫu-u-ma-an egir-an 
am-mu-u[k … …] (7′) [… … …] 
ú-wa-mi ḫu-u-ma-an pé-ra-a[n … 
… …] (8′) [egir-p]a a-pé-el ut-tar 
ša-ak-ti [… … … …] (9′) […-z]i ḫu-
u-ma-an a-pé-e-da-ni u[d-da-ni-i] 
(10′) [pa-r]a-a pu-nu-uš-ta-ri 

(1′–10′) … back … … they … they 
repeatedly bow. … i alone will 
make a reply. … whatever …… 
everything afterwards i … i will 
come. everything before … you 
know his/its matter … everything 
will be investigated in that matter. 

Commentary

The beginning of the tablet is broken away, leaving us ignorant of the 
identity of sender and receiver of the primary letter. pu-nu-uš-ta-ri (10′) is the 
only known example of a medio-passive form of punušš- “to inquire.”

34b. HKM 29 
Piggyback Letter to Ḫimmuili from Tarḫunmiya 

(11) [A-N]A BE-LÍ mḪi-im-mu- 
dingir-LIM MA-AḪ-RI-YA [QÍ- 
BÍ-MA] (12) [U]M-MA m.diŠKUr-
mi-ya dUMU-KA-MA [M]A-ḪAR 
E[N-YA ḫu-u-ma-an] (13) [Si]g5-in 
e-eš-du nu-ut-ta LI[-IM dingir.
MeŠ ti-an ḫar-kán-du] (14) [nu-ut-] 

(11–14) Say to lord Ḫimmuili, my 
superior: Thus speaks tarḫunmiya, 
your son: My all be well with my 
lord! May the thousand gods 
keep you alive and lovingly pro-
tect you.
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t[a aš-šu-l]i pa-aḫ-š[a-an-da-ru] 
(15) [ŠA? … ku-i]t ut-tar [ḫa-at-ra-a-
eš] (16) […] x […]

(15–16) Concerning what matter you 
wrote to me: …

35. HKM 36  
From the King to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/8. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 36. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 182–87 (no. 36). Discussion: Beal 1992, 428 n. 1599, 430 n. 1606, 
519 n. 1915; goedegebuure 2003, 85–86 (on apūš in lines 3–9); del Monte 
1992, 72 (mistakenly written as “HKM 34”; comments on lines 29–36).

(1) [UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA] (2) [A-
NA m… QÍ-B]Í-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to …:

(3) ŠA [x x x ku-it] ut-tar ḫa-at-
ra-a-eš (4) A-NA tÙr.Ḫi.A-wa 
kat-t[a-a]n a-ra-an-ta-ri (5) nu-w[a]-
mu-kán Éri[n].MeŠ pa-ra-a na-i 
(6) na-aš-ta ka-a-[š]a Érin.MeŠ 
pa-an-ga-ri-i-it (7) pa-ra-a ne-e[ḫ-
ḫu-u]n nu a-pu-u-uš tÙr.Ḫi.A 
(8) an-da Sig5[-in a-u]š?-tén��� 
na-at-kán (9) Sig5-in aš-nu-w[a-an-
ta-ru]��� 

(3–9) Concerning the matter of 
… which you wrote: “they (i.e., 
the Kaškaeans?) have taken up 
positions next to the sheepfolds! 
dispatch troops to me!” i have just 
dispatched troops in large numbers. 
So watch those sheepfolds care-
fully, and provide for them well!

(10) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ UR[Uiš-ḫu-p]í-it- 
ta-ma-mu ku-it (11) ut-tar ḫa-at-[ra-
a-eš n]u-wa-kán an-da (12) LÚEN 
MA-AD[-GAL-TI LÚUgUL]A��� 
LI-IM-ya nU gÁL (13) na-aš-ta 
k[a-a-aš-]ma a-pé-e-da-ni KUr-
e (14) LÚE[N MA-AD-GAL-T]I 
p[a-r]a-a ne-eḫ-ḫ[u]-un (15) x [ 
x LÚUgULA L]I-IM ar-ḫa ti-it-
ta<<-ta>>-nu-wa-an-zi (16) x […] x 
wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi (17) x […] x 

(10–17) Concerning the matter of the 
troops of the town išḫupitta which 
you wrote to me, saying: “There 
is neither a district governor nor 
an UgULA LIM there.” I have 
dispatched a district governor to 
that district (lit., ‘land’). they will 
depose? an? UgULA LIM. … they 
will order/direct …. 
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(18) Š[A …-ma-m]u (19) k[u-it ut-tar 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš šu-u]l?-le-e-eš-wa 
(20) Érin.M[eŠ … URUTa?-pí?-
i]g?-ga115 (21) t[u-…]x (22) nu-w[a? 
… LÚ.MeŠ] ig[i].nU.gÁL 
(22a) […]-x-zi 

(18–22a) Concerning the matter of 
… which you wrote to me: “hos-
tages(?), troops … of tapikka, …. 
And … blind men …”

(23) nu […] (24) LÚ.M[eŠ …] x x 
[…] x (25) na-an […-]it […]-an-zi 
(26) nam-ma […-]x-ra-[…]x-wa-
kán-zi (27) zi-ga-za ki-nu-u[n … 
igi.n]U.[g]ÁL (28) 6 gU�.Ḫi.A 
d[a?-…] 

(23–26) …

(27–28) now you must … blind men 
(and) six oxen … 

(29) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ URUiš-ḫu-u-
pí-it-ta-ma-mu (30) ku-it ut-tar 
ḫa-at-ra-a-e[š] (31) 300 Érin.
MeŠ-wa-kán da[-aḫ-]ḫ[u-u]n 
(32) nu-wa-r[a-a]n-kán I-NA 
URUKa-ši-p[u-ra] (33) ša-ra-a tar-na-
aḫ-ḫu-un ku-u-un-ma-wa [Érin.
MeŠ …] (34) nam-ma ÉRI[N.
Me]Š ša-ra-am-ni-it da-aḫ-ḫu-un 
(35) nu-wa-ra-an-kán I-NA URUI[-
š]a-aš-pa-ra-a (or: URUi[-š]a-aš 
pa-ra-a) (36) ne-eḫ-ḫu-un [n]a-at 
A[Š-M]E nu Sig5-in 

(29–36) Concerning the matter of 
the troops of the town išḫupitta 
which you wrote to me, saying: “I 
took three hundred troops and left 
them up in Kašepura. But i kept(?) 
this troop?. Then I took troops 
together with (their) bread allot-
ment? and sent them to the city of 
išašparā.”��6 I have received your 
message. Fine.

Uninscribed space of about 4–5 lines.

Commentary

3–9 the break in line 3 could be filled by “the enemy” or “the sheep-
folds.” No situation of sheep breaking out of their folds would require an 
urgent request for troops from the king! So it is clear that the mention of 
the sheepfolds has nothing to do with restoring escaped sheep to their folds. 
Positioning the Hittite defenders inside the folds would conceal their pres-
ence from the approach of the enemies and would allow them effectively 
to repulse any Kaškaean attempt to raid the folds for sheep. if, as i have 
suggested below (in note 157), the tÙr.Ḫi.A is a dative-locative governed 
by immediately following anda, then the pronoun apūš “those” must refer 
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back to the nearest preceding referent, which would be the troops sent by 
the king.

Beal’s (1992, 428, 519 n. 1915) translation of lines 16–17 (“they will 
commission an UgULA LIM for installation there”) is impossible, since 
arḫa tittanu- means not “install” but “remove from office” (german absetzen 
[HWb 225], see Otten 1988 i 8 for an example).

18–22 if my conjectural restoration [LÚ.MEŠšu-u]l-le-e-eš is correct, then 
the mention of “blinded men” later in the paragraph fits what we know about 
the blinding of dangerous POWs held as hostages (see Hoffner 2002c; 2003b, 
86, HKM 102, and the literature on that text). On the word LÚ/dUMUšulla/
i- “hostage” see the full discussion in von Schuler 1965, 113–14. the verbs 
most commonly used with the word are “to seize” (ep-) and “to give” (pai-). 
According to Melchert 2005a, n. 10, “three examples of the dative-locative 
singular šullanni definitely belong to a homonymous noun šullatar ‘hostage-
hood’ and are irrelevant to our inquiry: KUB 19.39 iii 10, KBo 14.4 i 14, 
and ABot 60 obv. 9 (text 49). Likewise the examples šullānun at KBo 5.8 ii 
� and šulla[i] at KUB 19.49 i 68 belong to a separate verb šullā(i)- ‘impose 
hostages upon; give as a hostage.’” On the LÚ.MEŠLĪṬŪTI as “hostages” 
(abbreviated LÚ(.MeŠ)LI.) in Hittite see already Sommer 1932, 234 and CAd 
L, 223. the only other example of the nom. pl. of this word in the Maşat 
letter corpus (HKM 89: 19) has non-plene spelling šu-ul-le-eš. But KBo 
16.27 (MH/MS) has the same spelling as in this letter: šu-ul-le-e-eš. 

35b: HKM 36: 37–l. e. 4 
Piggyback Letter to a superior (Ḫimmuili?) from Ḫašammili 

Discussion: de Martino and imparati 1995: 108 (relating the affair of the 
slave woman in this letter to HKM 30 (text 36); Houwink ten Cate 1998, 163 
(the affair of the slave woman). 

(37) A-[NA BE-L]Í MAḪ-RI-YA 
A-BI dÙg.g[A-Y]A (38) [QÍ-BÍ-
MA] UM-MA mḪa-ša-am-mi-i-[l]i 
dUMU-KA-MA (39) [MA-ḪA]R 
A-BI dÙg.gA-YA ḫu-u-ma-an 
(40) S[i]g5-[i]n e-eš-du nu BE-LÍ 
dingir.MeŠ (41) ti-an ḫar-kán-
du nu BE-LU pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru 

(37–41) Say to the lord, my supe-
rior, my dear father: Thus speaks 
Ḫašammili, your son: May all be 
well with my dear father, and may 
the gods keep (my) lord alive and 
protect (my) lord!
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(42) ŠA gÉMe-YA-at-ta ku-e-da-ni 
(43) ud-da-ni-i wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫi-
iš-ke-nu-un (44) tu-el-ma-an-kán 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (45) ma-ni-ya-aḫ-ḫa-
an-te-eš IŠ-TU ZÍd.d[A] (46) ar-ḫa 
da-ya-er na-an-ša-an […] (47) I-
NA URUta-ḫa-az-[z]i-mu-na[] 
(48) egir-pa pé-e-ḫu-t[e]-er 

(42–48) Concerning what i informed 
you about my female slave: how 
your agents stole her away together 
with117 the flour (she had milled), 
and led her back to taḫazzimuna.

(49) na-aš ma-a-an še-p[í-i]t-ta x 
[…] (50) ma-a-an an-da [i-y]a-mi 
[…] (51) nu-u[š- …] (About 6 lines 
missing in the break at the end of 
the reverse.) 

(l. e. 1) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ 
aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru ŠeŠ 
dÙg.gA-YA-mu (l. e. 2) aš-šu-ul 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ke na-aš-ta Ú-UL 
la-aḫ-la-aḫ-ḫi-i[š-ke-ši] (l. e. 3) ka-
a-ša-za URUḪa-at-tu-ši MA-ḪAR 
LÚ.MEŠTAP-PÍ-NI nu ŠeŠ dÙg.
gA-YA (l. e. 4) QA-TAM-MA ša-a-ak 

(49–51) … 

(l. e. 1–4) … May the gods lovingly 
protect you! My dear brother, keep 
sending me (your) greetings! And 
stop worrying! I am presently in 
Ḫattuša with our colleagues. i want 
you to know this, my dear brother.

Commentary

there is a descrepancy between line 37 in this letter, where the addressee 
is called “my dear father” and l. e. � and �, where the addressee is called 
“my dear brother.” It may be possible that in the missing last six lines of the 
reverse another person is introduced as the primary addressee. 

The piggyback letter was interpreted by de Martino (1995, 108–9), as 
follows: 

In the postscript in question, Ḫašamili, after the greeting formula, describes 
to the addressee a situation about which he has informed him on other occa-
sions, concerning a female slave belonging to Ḫašamili himself. She, who 
had with her some flour that was most probably stolen, had been captured 
by Ḫimuili’s administrators (maniyaḫḫanteš) and taken back by them to the 
locality of taḫazzimuna. there then follow some lines containing many 
gaps, in which it seems that grain is mentioned, but it is not clear if this is 
connected with the preceding topic. the other letter as well (HBM 30) was 
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sent by the king to Ḫimuili and another person whose name is missing be-
cause of a gap in the text. In the postscript Ḫašamili himself addresses Uzzu 
as his brother, and thus equal in rank to him. We learn from the passage 
that Uzzu, after having written repeatedly to Ḫašamili on the subject of the 
latter’s slave, now gives no more news of her. it is possible that Uzzu kept 
the woman, either as compensation for the theft she had committed or be-
cause someone had entrusted her to him to await judgement, perhaps since 
he was a scribe in Maşat and worked next to Ḫimuili. in fact Ḫimuili seems 
to have been BEL MADGALTI, and we know that this official was respon-
sible also for the administration of justice. Ḫasamili requests that the slave 
be returned to him by means of his messenger; he specifies that he wants her 
back “in good condition” (Sig5), that is integral/intact, stating thereby that 
he is willing to make restitution with triple whatever she took or stole. This 
recalls §§ 95 and 99 of the Hittite Laws, which provide that a master could 
make restitution for damages resulting from a crime committed by one of 
his slaves, thereby avoiding the slave’s mutilation. in our letter this is al-
luded to in the request to have the slave back intact. The physical wholeness 
of a slave, in fact, was a guarantee of his or her efficiency in work and thus 
constituted an advantage for the master.

de Martino and imparati (1995, 108) think that the person addressed in this 
piggyback letter (HKM 36b [text 35]) is Ḫimmuili, and that the female slave 
affair here described is the same as in the piggyback letter HKM 30b (text 
36) . Houwink ten Cate (1998, 163) seems to agree. 

de Martino and imparati also understand maniyaḫḫanteš as “adminis-
trators,” although the participle of a transitive verb (such as maniyaḫḫ- “to 
govern” certainly is) should be passive. for this reason i prefer to regard 
LÚmaniyaḫḫatalla- as the correct term for “administrator,” and follow Frey-
dank and von Schuler (cited in CHd L–n, 169 sub maniyaḫḫant-) in taking 
LÚmaniyaḫḫant- as “subject; subordinate,” in this case the underling agents 
of Ḫimmuili. 

If the maidservant mentioned in this letter is indeed the same as that 
in letter HKM 30b (text 36), then she certainly has stolen something, as de 
Martino and imparati assume. But from letter HKM 30b (text 36) lines 18–
25 and l. e. 1–4 one can hardly assume without great difficulty that the person 
from whom she has stolen was Ḫimmuili, and that Ḫimmuili’s agents took 
her either as compensation for the theft or to hold her for trial. See my dis-
cussion there.

l. e. 3–4 are edited in CHd Š, 29. i do not agree that the translation “we 
are in Ḫattuša . . .” is an option here, since there is only one sender of this 
letter.
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36. HKM 30  
From the King to Ḫimmuili and […]

Text: Mşt. 75/25. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 30. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 172–75 (no. 30). 

(1) U[M-M]A dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A-
N]A mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM 
QÍ-[BÍ-MA] (3) [ … ]-x x x [ … ] 

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫimmuili: …:

(4) ŠA LÚ.KÚr-mu ku-it ut-tar 
(5) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš nu-za PA-NI LÚ. 
KÚr (6) me-ek-ki pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-
nu-an-za e-eš (7) ŠA AnŠe.KUr.
rA-ma-mu ku-it ut-t[ar] (8) ḫa-at-
ra-a-eš nu-mu ka-a (9) AnŠe.KUr.
rA.MeŠ ku-iš-ki kat-ta-an (10) na-
an-da up-pa-aḫ-ḫi 

(4–10) Concerning what you wrote 
to me about the enemy: Be very 
much on your guard against the 
enemy!��8 Concerning what you 
wrote to me about chariotry: Some 
chariotry is here with me.��9 I will 
send them to you. 

Commentary

The use of ka-a (“here”) in this context might suggest that the king was 
not in Ḫattuša when he sent this letter. He only had limited chariotry avail-
able there. But he would send what was needed.

36b. HKM 30  
Piggyback Letter to Uzzū from Ḫašammili 

Discussion: de Martino and imparati 1995, 108 (relating the affair of the 
slave woman in this letter to HKM 36b (text 35b); Houwink ten Cate 1998, 
163 (the affair of the female slave).

(11) A-NA mUz-zu-u ŠEŠ-YA (12) QÍ- 
BÍ-MA (13) UM-MA mḪa-ša-am-me-
li (14) ŠEŠ-KA-MA 

 (11–14) Say to Uzzū, my brother: 
Thus speaks Ḫašammili, your 
brother:

(15) ŠA gÉMe-YA-mu u[t]-t[ar] ḫa-
a[t]-re-eš-ke-eš (16) ki-nu-na-mu 
na[m-ma] Ú-UL (17) ku-it-ki ḫ[a-
a]t-ra-a-ši 

(15–17) You were writing to me 
about my female slave, but now 
you no longer write anything:
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(18) ki-nu-na-m[u] g[ÉMe-Y]A 
ar-ḫa up-pí (19) ma-an-m[a-an x-]x 
x[-x-]x?-ši?120 (20) nu gÉMe���-
Y[A ḫ]a-ap-pa-la?[-aš]-š[a-at-]tị?��� 
(21) A-NA LÚ ṬE�-MI Sig5 pa-i 
(22) na-at-mu kat-ti-mi ú-da-ú? 
(23) [k]a-a-ša-za gÉMe ku-it 
(24) [ku-i]t da-a-an da-ya-<an-> 
na��� (25) ḫar-zi (l. e. 1) na-aš-ta a-pa[-
a]-at-ta (l. e. 2) �-ŠU da-a na-at-mu 
u[p-pí] (l. e. 3) ma-a-an da-ma-iš ku-
iš-k[i LÚ ṬE�-MI?] (l. e. 4) ú-iz-zi […] 

(18–25) Now send off my female 
slave to me! You must not … or 
injure my female slave!��� give 
the goods to a messenger, and let 
him bring them to me. (for) what-
ever this female slave has taken 
and stolen (from you), (l. e. 1–4) take 
threefold that amount also (as 
compensation), but send it (i.e., the 
rest of my goods) to me whenever 
some other messenger comes (my 
way).

Commentary

19–20 It appears that Ḫašammili’s female slave and some goods of his 
were where Uzzū lives. this female slave then stole from Uzzū (or his house-
hold), so that the threefold compensation is due to him. He has informed 
Ḫašammili, who now tells him not only to retrieve his own stolen property 
from the woman, but also to deduct from his own goods the threefold com-
pensation for theft. But Uzzū must send the slave woman and the rest of 
Ḫašammili’s goods (Sig5) back to him. if Alp’s restorations of 19–20 are 
correct, Uzzū must not allow anyone else to detain or harm her. Threefold 
compensation for theft fits the picture obtained from the laws on theft in the 
Hittite law corpus. But there were other ratios in special circumstances: see 
the “twofold restitution” mentioned in Beckman 1999a, 13, §7.

21–22 in line 21 Alp and de Martino and imparati 1995 take Sig5 as 
adverbial “in good condition” (“intact”) and supply the unexpressed object 
“her” (i.e., the slave woman). But this view encounters insurmountable dif-
ficulties in the following clause. there the direct object -at (neuter) cannot 
(contra Alp 1991a, 175) refer to the female slave: the Hittite noun underlying 
gÉMe is common gender and always takes a common gender resumptive 
pronoun. Alp’s german “sie” could mean “them,” but the context shows that 
he intends the meaning “her.” Nor would one use the verb uda- “to bring 
(objects)” with a human direct object, unless the person had to be carried. 
CHd pai- B j 12′ takes Sig5 to be a greeting (aššul) instead of “goods” 
(aššū). But the proper way to ask for another’s greeting is ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-
YA-ya-mu egir-pa aš-šu-ul ḫa-at-ra-a-i “ dear brother, send back your 
greeting to me!” HKM 3 (text 9) l. e. 2–3. the least difficult option is to 
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understand Sig5 as the direct object, but representing the neuter plural noun 
aššū “goods,” which is properly continued with -at in the following clause.

l. e. 1–2 -ašta is still in active use in these letters. And its use with da- 
“to take” in older texts is well established (cf. e.g., [na-a]t-ta-aš-ta ku-it-ki 
ku-e-da-ni-ik-ka da-aḫ-ḫu-un “i did not (ever) take anything from anyone” 
KUB 31.4: 4 + KBo 3.41: 3 (OH/nS).

l. e. 3 For the word order of kuiški when modifying an attributive adjec-
tive plus head noun, see GrHL §§18.35–18.36.

l. e. 4 There is no following lacuna to accommodate a continuation of 
this sentence. The mān “whenever” (CHd mān 5c) clause must be an asyn-
detic postposed temporal clause, dependent upon the preceding main clause 
(see GrHL §29.55 and §30.37).

37. HKM 31  
From the King to Ḫimmuili 

Text: Mşt. 75/104. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 31. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 174–77 (no. 31). Discussion: Beal 1992, 431 n. 1610; Hoffner 2002a, 
167. 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mḪi-im-mu-dingir-LIM QÍ-BÍ-
MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫimmuili:

(3) ŠA Érin.MeŠ giBiL-mu ku-
it (4) ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (5) 100 
Érin.MeŠ giBiL-wa-kán (6) I-NA 
URUga-ši-pu-ra ša-ra-a (7) tar-na-
aḫ-ḫu-un na-at AŠ-ME 

(3–7) I have taken note of what 
you wrote me about new troops, 
(saying:) “i have left up in the city 
Kašepura one hundred new troops.”

(8) ŠA URUga-ša-ša-ma-mu (9) ku-it 
ŠA giŠgeŠtin ut-tar (10) ḫa-at-ra-
a-eš nu egir-an ti-ya (11) na-aš 
tuḫ-ša-an-du na-at le-e (12) dam-
mi-iš-ḫa-an-da-ri 

(8–12) Concerning the matter of the 
vineyards of (the city) Kašaša about 
which you wrote to me: See to it 
that they are harvested. Let them 
not be damaged. 

(13) ŠA É dUTU-ŠI-ma-mu (14) ku-it 
LÚma-ni-ya-aḫ-ḫi-ya-aš (15) en-aš 
ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (16) ka-a-wa 

(13–19) Concerning the matter of 
the district lord of the house of My 
Majesty about which you wrote.
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nU.gÁL ku-iš-ki (17) na-at ku-e- 
da-ni pé-di (18) nu-uš-ma-aš ḫa-at-
ra-a-i (19) na-at-kán kat-ta-an-da 
ú-ni-an-du 

me, (saying:) “there is none here.” 
Write to them (the district lords) 
in the place where they are, and let 
them drive down (to you).

Commentary

3–7 On Érin.MeŠ giBiL see also HKM 43: 3 and discussion in Alp 
1991a, 304 and 317 and Beal 1992. Alp believes that in the opposition Érin.
MeŠ giBiL vs. Érin.MeŠ annalli- the latter are seasoned veterans and the 
former new, inexperienced troops, “truppen des jungen Jahrganges.” On 5–7 
see CHd Š, 219.

Compare the numbers given with Érin.MeŠ: 9,000 (AM 158), 5,000 
(AM 158), 3,000 (AM 188), 1,760 (HKM 20: 7), 1,400 (KBo 3.22: 70), 700 
(KUB 36.99 i 2 ), 600 (HKM 25, dŠ frag. 28, AM 74 [both nH]), 400 (HKM 
25), 300 (HKM 36, 41), 200 (KUB 14.1 rev. 51 ), 150 (KUB 26.41+ rev. 1), 
100 (KBo 22.2 rev. 6, HKM 31, Bronze tablet iii 35, 37), 30 (CtH 15A, 
HKM 33), 20 (CtH 15A, HKM 86b), 10 (HKM 33). the numbers are all 
multiples of ten. An apparent exception: 9 ÉRIN.MEŠ ŠU-TI (dŠ frag. 13) 
may refer to nine tribal groups. Note too that even numbers of enemy troops 
are always multiples of 10: 600 and 400 (HKM 25: 4–10). these figures may 
be deliberately rounded for enemy troops, but together with the Hittite mili-
tary rank UgULA.10 they indicate ten as a basic unit of troop strength.

13–19 this translation follows CHd L–n, 168 sub maniyaḫḫai- �a. To 
the two passages cited there add now maniyaḫḫiaš išḫān kuin BEL–ŠU iezi 
KBo 32.14 iii 13–14, ed. neu 1996. in KUB 24.13 iii 21–22 the district lord 
immediately follows LÚḪAZZIYANNI in a listing of high officials.

37b. HKM 31 
Piggyback Letter of Mār-ešrē to Uzzū

(20) UM-MA mMA-RE-EŠ-RE-E 
(21) A-NA mUz-zu-u ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA- 
YA (22) QÍ-BÍ-MA kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma- 
an Sig5-in (23) e-eš-du nu-ut-ta 
dingir.MeŠ (24) aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-
ša-an-da-[r]u 

(20–24) Thus speaks Mār-ešrē: Say to 
Uzzū, my dear brother: May all be 
well with you. And may the gods 
lovingly protect you.
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(25) mḪi-im-mu-dingir-LIM-iš-
mu 1 gU� (26) te-et nu-uš-ši ŠeŠ.
dÙg.gA-YA (27) egir-an ti-ya 
na-an-kán (28) pa-ra-a ar-nu-ut 
(29) na-an-mu up-pí (30) ú-wa-at du-
wa-ad-du 

(25–30) Ḫimmuili promised me an 
ox. See to it, my brother. Expedite 
it and send it to me. Quickly!

Commentary

25–26 For further examples of te- “to promise” in the Maşat letter 
corpus see HKM 21 (text 26): 21–22; HKM 22 (text 27): 12–16, and HKM 
63 (text 66): 12–16. for such requests in scribal letters see the introduction 
(§1.2.20). for an identical request by Mār-ešrē to Uzzū see text 27.

30 For uwat duwaddu see above in §�.�.�9.�.

38. HKM 32  
From the King to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/117. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 32. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 176–77 (no. 32).

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-M[A] (2) A-NA 
mḪi-im-mu-dingir-L[IM QÍ-BÍ-
MA] 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Ḫimmuili:

(3) ud-da-a-ar-mu k[u-e] (4) ḫa-at-
ra-a-eš n[a-at AŠ-ME]

(3–4) I have heard the words that 
you wrote to me.

(5) ki-iš-ša-an-m[a-mu ku-it u]t-
t[ar] (6) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš š[u?- (7) [I-]NA 
KUr URUx[ (8) [pa?-r]i-an x [ (9) [… 
]x an-da x - x [

(5–9) Concerning the following 
matter about which you wrote to 
me … in the land of …

[Reverse broken away.]
(upper edge 1) […] x x x [ (2) [ḫ]a-[a]t-
ra-a-ši […] 
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39. HKM 33  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/19. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 33. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 176–81 (no. 33). Discussion: Beal 1992, 110, 286. 

(First 21 lines either broken away or too badly broken for treatment.)
(22) […] A-BI <dÙg.>gA-YA 
(23) […-ḫ]a?-aš?-da (24) [Ú.Ḫi.A-
y]a wa-ar-aš-tén (25) […] É.gAL.
Ḫi.A ḫu-u-ma-an-[te-eš] (26) […]x.
MeŠ pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-an[-te-eš] 
(27) [a-š]a-a[n]-du ú-wa-at (28) [d]u-
wa-ad-du 

(22–28) … my dear father … Har-
vest (pl.) the grasses too! Let all 
of the palaces and … be protected/
guarded. get a move on!

(29) I-NA URUAn-zi-li-y[a … … … 
…] (30) ša-ra-a 30 Érin.MeŠ ḫa-
pí-ri-i[n u-i-ya-at-tén125] 

(29–30) Send up to the city Anziliya 
thirty ḫapiri- work-gangs.��6

(31) [Š]A 10 Érin.MeŠ-ma 
URUAn-zi-l[i-ya-aš ku-i-uš] 
(32) UrUta-pí-ig-ga p[é-eḫ-ḫu-un] 
(33) nu Ú.Ḫi.A wa-a[r-a]š-du 

(31–33) Let some of the ten work-
gangs from the city Anziliya that 
I deployed to Tapikka harvest the 
grasses.

Commentary

25 Mention here of “all the palaces” seems to suggest that different 
“palaces” (i.e., administrative offices) were involved in the various letters (so 
imparati 1997, 653).

The ḫapiri-“troops” appear to be foreign mercenaries or men otherwise 
recruited from the ḫapiri-peoples. In this case their duties are agricultural 
(harvesting) rather than military (see n. 171). for this reason a translation 
of ÉRIN.MEŠ as “Soldaten” (so HW� H 250) is inappropriate here. On this 
class of social outsiders, which appears throughout the Levant during the 
Late Bronze Age, there have been many studies (for example: greenberg 
1955; Loretz 1984; Salvini 1996; Lemche 1995, 1207–8; naaman 2000; 
von dassow in Chavalas 2006, 201–2; and rainey 2008. On the ḫapiri-gods 
among the Hittites see van gessel 1998–2001, 91–92, and HW� H, 249–50. 
There seem to be two different accounts of the etymology of this word. 
While most scholars identify the word in the Hittite texts with the word 
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widely attested in Akkadian, Egyptian, and West Semitic sources containing 
the triconsonantal root �pr, Haas (1999) has proposed a Hurrian etymology 
ḫav- + -iri.127 

27–28 For uwat duwaddu see above in §�.�.�9.�.
33 re the “grasses” see text 200, line 35.

39b. HKM 33  
Piggyback Letter of Mar-ešrē to Uzzū

(34) [UM-MA] m[M]a-re-eš-re-e 
A-NA mUz-zu-u (35) [QÍ-BÍ-MA] 
MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA (36) [Ù 
M]A-ḪA[R] nin dÙg.gA-YA 
(37) [ḫu-u-ma-an S]ig5-in e-eš-du 
(38) [nu-uš-ma-aš dingir.M]eŠ 
aš-šu-li (39) [pa-aḫ-ša-an-d]a-ru 

(34–39) Thus speaks Mar-ešrē: Say 
to Uzzū: May all be well with my 
dear brother and my dear sister! 
And may the gods lovingly protect 
you!

(40) [… tar-pí-i]š an-na-ri-i[š] 
(41) […] x […] 

(Rest of the letter broken away. Mere traces on the left edge.)

Commentary

35–36 On MAḪAR . . . U MAḪAR see GrHL §29.2 (n. 5).

40. HKM 34  
From the King to Zardumanni, […], and […] 

Text: Mşt. 75/68. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 34. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 180–83 (no. 34). 

the king writes here to three officials in tapikka. Only the first man’s 
name, Zardumanni, is fully legible. According to Alp (1991a, 105–6), he is 
the same person referred to elsewhere under the different writings Zartum-
mani (HKM 68 [text 71]) and Zaldumanni (HKM 60 [text 63]). Marizza 
(2007a, 169) identifies him with the man from išmerika mentioned in KUB 
23.68 rev. 20 (CtH 133), a treaty composed in the reign of Arnuwanda I.
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Royal concern for the vineyards and grapes is expressed also in other 
letters from Maşat (texts 10, 37, and 42). for Hittite viticulture and the use of 
its products see Hoffner 1974a, 39 and 113, and gorny 1995. for the archeo-
botanical data from the ancient near east see Miller 1997.

the last sentence (lines 13–16) appears incomplete, but in fact it is a 
type of sentence familiar not only elsewhere in Hittite (CHd L–n mān 7 e 
and GrHL §30.31), but in other ancient near eastern languages as well (for 
Akkadian see CAd Š/iii, 276 [šumma a 2′]; for biblical Hebrew see gese-
nius, Kautsch, and Cowley 1910, §149 and HALOt M)i ʾim mng. 4). See 
also n. 124. the suppressed (and implied) apodosis is “you will face a hor-
rible punishment,” that is, the unmentionable. The effect of this suppression 
of the apodosis is to transform the conditional clause into an imperative of 
the reverse: “keep your eyes on the harvesting of the grapes!” For exam-
ples where the threat is expressed, see text �� (ú-wa-ši ḫar-ak-ši “you will 
surely be put to death”) and text 19 (nu-uš-ma-aš-ša-an ú-wa-an-zi a-pí-ya 
pé-e-di ta-šu-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi “they will surely blind you in that place”). the 
word lūwan (line 10) is unattested elsewhere. for Alp’s comments see Alp 
1991a,320. from its context here it could mean “a report.”��8

Upper Edge

(1) [UM-MA dUTU-Š]I-MA (2) [A-NA 
mZa-]a[r-d]u-ma-an-ni (3) [m]x-x- 
[p]al?-la (4) [Ù m]x-du-uš-ši-ya QÍ-
BÍ-MA 

(1–4) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Zardumanni, x-x-palla and x-
duššiya:

(5) [ma]-aḫ-ḫa-an-ša-ma-aš ka-a-aš 
(6) [t]up-pí-an-za an-da (7) ú-e-mi-
ya-zi 

(5–7) As soon as this tablet reaches 
you (pl.),

(8) nu ŠA É dUTU-ŠI (9) giŠgeŠtin 
x? túḫ-ša-at-t[én]��9 (10) nam-ma 
lu-u-wa-an (11) A-NA dUTU-ŠI 
(12) ḫa-at-ra-a-at-tén 

(8–12) harvest the grapes of His 
Majesty’s estate. then write/send a 
report? to His Majesty.

(13) zi-ga-aš-ša-an […] (14) mZa-a[r-
du-ma-an-ni] (15) m[a-a-an A-NA 
giŠgeŠtin túḫ-ša-an-na] (16) igi.
Ḫi.A-wa (17) Ú-U[L] ḫa[r]-ši 

(13–17) But you, … Zardumanni, if 
you do not keep your eyes on the 
harvesting of the grapes, (may the 
gods curse you)!
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41. HKM 35  
From [the King(?)] to Pipappa

Text: Mşt. 75/9. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 35. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 182–83 (no. 35). Discussion: Beal 1992, 38–39; Hoffner 2007, 395 
(lines 8–9).

(1) zi-ga-kán (2) mPí-pa-ap-pa-aš 
(3) Érin.MeŠ UKU.UŠ pa-ri-ya-
an (4) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-wa-an-zi 
(5) ú-wa-te (6) na-an-kán tu-uz-zi-ya 
(7) an-da ú-wa-te (8) ma-a-an Ú-UL-
ma (9) ú-wa-ši ḫar-ak-ši 

(1–9) As for you, Pipappa—bring the 
regular troops across here quickly, 
and incorporate them into the army! 
if you don’t, you will surely be put 
to death.

Commentary

Alp (1991a, 182 n. 129) thinks that in spite of the lack of the usual intro-
ductory matter, this is a short letter from the king. That would make this text 
unique. Alternatively, it might be a short memorandum used to compose a 
regular outgoing letter, which was sent off to Pipappa. But the former suppo-
sition is the more likely one. For another explanation of the lack of opening 
formulas, see above in §�.�.8.�.

this text forms a part of Beal’s discussion of the UKU.UŠ troops, which 
he considers part of the Hittite standing army. Here a group of them, sta-
tioned near the addressee Pipappa, were to be brought to a staging area and 
merged with a larger group making up “the army” (tuzzi-). 

There are two possible locations for the clause boundary in lines 8–9. 
Although it could be after uwaši (“but if you don’t come”), I would assume it 
is before uwaši (“but if you don’t [i.e., bring them]”), making the final clause 
a serial construction (GrHL §24.38 and §24.42). in this case, the serial con-
struction adds a certainty to the future prospect: hence, my translation “will 
surely be . . . .” in either case the final clause shows asyndeton (see Hoffner 
2007, 395). 

42. HKM 37  
From the King to […]

Text: Mşt. 73/79. Find spot: H/� Room �6. Copy: HKM 37. Edition: 
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Alp 1991a: 186–89 (no. 37). Discussion: Alp �99�a, ��� (on parā au(š)- 
“abwarten”).

 (1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA [… 
QÍ-BÍ-MA] 

(1) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to …: 

(2) ŠA LÚ.KÚr-mu ku-it ut[-tar ḫa-
at-ra-a-eš LÚ.KÚr-wa KUr-ya] 
(3) an-da pa-an-ga-ri-it [i-ya-at-ta-ri 
na-at AŠ-ME] 

(2–3) I have heard the matter con-
cerning the enemy about which 
you wrote to me, saying: “The 
enemy is invading the territory in 
large numbers.” 

(4) ŠA ÉRIN.MEŠ-ma-mu ku-it u[t-
tar] (5) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš ke-e-da-ni[-wa 
…] (6) Ud.3.KAM pa-ra-a u-uḫ-ḫi 
nam-m[a-wa-ra-aš ḫu-u-da-a-ak] 
(7) ú-wa-te-mi nu ma-a-a[n ÉRIN.
MeŠ] (8) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-z[i] 
Ú-UL ú[-wa-te-ši] (9) ap-pé-ez-zi-
ya-an ma-a-a[n] ku-it x[…] 

(4) Concerning the matter of 
troops about which you wrote to 
me, saying: (5) “in this … i will 
wait? for three days, (6) then I will 
promptly bring him/them?.”—(7–

9) If you do not bring … troops 
quickly, if afterwards …… 

(10) ma-a-na-an ki-nu-un Ú-UL 
ú-wa-te-ši (11) na-an-kán nam-ma 
KUr*-az ar-ri*-x-x[(-)x?] (12) ku-
wa-at ú-wa-te-ši 

(10) If you do not bring them now, 
(11–12) why do you bring them then 
from the land ……?

(13) ŠA giŠKiri6.geŠtin 
URUg[a]-ša-ša-ma-mu ku-i[t] 
(14) ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš [tú]ḫ-šu-wa-
an-zi-wa-ra-aš-ša[-an] (15) ka-ru-ú 
a-r[a-an-te-]eš ma-a-an-wa-kán 
(16) an-tu-uḫ-ša-a-[tar pa-ra-a ḫ]u-u-
da-a-ak na-it-ti 

(13) Concerning what you wrote 
me about the vineyards of Kašaša: 
(14) “They are already ripe for har-
vesting. (15–16) If only you would 
promptly dispatch workers!”

(17) x - x […] gi]ŠK[i]ri6.geŠtin.
Ḫi.A (18) [túḫ-ša-an-zi na-at AŠ-ME 
ŠA …]x-[m]u (19) [ku-it ut-tar ḫa-
at-r]a-a-eš (20) […] (21) […]-e 

(17) “the …-s are harvesting the 
vineyards.” (18–19) Yes, I have heard 
that. Concerning what you wrote 
me about … (20–21) … 

Commentary

The unknown addressee had earlier requested from the king workers 
for harvesting the vineyards of Kašaša. the workers are called “people” 
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(antuḫšatar), a common designation for easily moved fieldworkers 
(something like, if not identical with, nAM.rA-groups). In the Deeds of 
Šuppiluliuma, fragment ��, Šuppiluliuma i defeated a Kaškaean group, and 
after building fortifications to protect previously occupied but now empty 
settlements, he brought groups of workers (antuḫšatar) to settle in those 
towns (see güterbock 1956b, 65). Harvesting royal vineyards was one of 
various duties that could be imposed by the crown, not just upon nAM.rA-
groups, but on free citizens liable to taxes and corvée (šaḫḫan and luzzi); cf. 
the metal workers’ obligation in Hittite law §56 in Hoffner 1997g, 68, 193. 

The NAM.RA-people (Hittite arnuwalaš) are kept distinct in Hittite 
texts from slaves, who are referred to with the Sumerian terms Ìr “male 
slave” and gÉMe “female slave.” the Sumerian word nam-ra denotes 
“booty” including “captives, prisoners of war” (Akkadian šallatu). Since the 
earliest days of Hittitology it has been known that the NAM.RA.MEŠ were 
groups of persons seized in battle from defeated opponents and who could 
be settled by the king in any area in need of agricultural exploitation. In his 
�9�� book Kleinasien, Albrecht goetze described the nAM.rA as follows: 
“they belong to specific lands, settlements or temples, that they may not 
leave. if—discontented with their lot—they ever cross over into a foreign 
land, diplomatic exchanges immediately arise concerning their extradition. 
They form a good portion of the spoils of war and as such are transplanted 
from one land to another in order to settle newly founded villages or in order 
to put stretches of waste land under cultivation.” 

The provincial governors (or “margraves,” BĒLĒ MADGALTI) in the 
MH period were authorized to settle NAM.RA groups in areas denuded by 
the Kaškaeans and in need of agricultural exploitation to feed the empire. 
the governors were responsible for the registration of the king’s share in 
individual villages and overseeing the administration, irrigation, and culti-
vation of crown land in their districts. The governor had to ensure that the 
king’s share of the fields was sown and reaped within the terms of luzzi and 
that those required to provide draught animals supplied them on time. He 
was also authorized to resettle civilian captives (nAM.rA) in his province, 
provide them with agricultural land, and establish their šaḫḫan and luzzi obli-
gations, as well as to apprehend fugitives and dispatch them to the king.130 

Agricultural workforces were partly recruited out of the realm of the 
palace in the form of required services, and partly as members of individual 
household groups, including both family members and moveable NAM.RA-
groups, that is, prisoners of war, the latter in units of ten persons. The texts 
from Tapikka/Maşat, which reflect a reorganization and reconstitution of 
territories whose infrastructure had been disturbed by Kaškaean incursions, 
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mention work units of up to twenty-two persons under the supervision of a 
dUgUd-officer and provided with barley rations of two sūtu per person. 
This amount corresponds precisely to the daily wage (kuššan) for a male 
agricultural worker set in §158a of the Hittite law corpus: “if a (free) man in 
the harvest season hires himself out for wages, to bind sheaves, load (them 
on) wagons, deposit (them in) barns, and clear the threshing floors, his wages 
for three months shall be 1,500 liters of barley.”���

Along with the NAM.RA-groups, there were other groups settling empty 
lands and performing agricultural service for the crown. Among these were 
those called arzanant-.

deriving from the word arzana- … by way of a posited intermediate stage, 
the hypothetical denominative verb *arzanai- “to provide with food and 
lodging” is the participle arzanant-, which describes members of a class 
of mobile persons at the disposal of the crown. These persons were settled 
on crown lands, provided with livestock, seed and winter food supply, and 
were expected to cultivate crown lands in return for support and an unspeci-
fied proportion of the crop. Members of this class, often further described 
as arzanant- “supported, provided with food and lodging,” were more com-
monly designated by either the Sumerogram NAM.RA or its Hittite equiva-
lent arnuwala-. (Hoffner 1974b, 117 with nn. 18 and 19)

On the food support of the arzanant- NAM.RA-people see also Hoffner 
1993b, 203–4. Pecchioli daddi (2003b, n. 61) points out that in KUB 51.23 
obv. 11 the Chief gold Charioteer (LÚKUŠ7 KÙ.Sig17) has at his disposal 
forty-six NAM.RA. 

4–12 the king reminds the official to whom he writes that the latter had 
promised to lead troops (Érin.MeŠ, line 4) somewhere that the king wished 
them. the official claimed that he would need three days to be ready for 
this task. But the king urges haste, noting that they are needed very quickly 
(lilaḫḫuwanzi, line 8). the singular pronoun object (lines 10, 11) which i 
render “them” probably refers to the troops, the word for which (Érin.MeŠ) 
is singular. 

11–12 My photo shows a clear KUr, not the gAM that Alp’s note 
claims; no emendation “KUr!” is necessary. After KUr-az a reading ar-ḫa 
would be semantically plausible, but the sign after ar- in the photo has too 
many verticals for ḫa. I would be inclined to read either ri or ú, although I 
cannot yet solve the line. The next sign is written over a depression, perhaps 
an erasure. it is more or less as Alp copied it in HKM: either nA� (which 
makes no sense to me here) or two signs ni-w[a-. . .]. interogative kuwat 
“why?” occurs either clause initial or (as here) immediately before the finite 
verb (see GrHL §27.12).
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13–18 is a report of ongoing harvest of grapes in the royal vineyards and 
a plea for more laborers.

I take mān in line 15, therefore, as the optative man “Oh that . . . would,” 
despite its plene writing. Such plene-written optative mans exist. See CHd 
man.

42b. HKM 37  
Piggyback Letter of […] to […]

Discussion: Alp 1991a, 56 (sub Pn “Ḫašš[a?]”).

(Beginning of the piggyback letter is lost in the break at the beginning of the 
reverse.)

(rev. 1′) [… aš-šu-]ul ḫa-at-re-eš-ke 
(rev. 2′) […] du-uš-ki-iš-ke-mi

(rev. 1′) … Keep sending your greet-
ings. (rev. 2′) … i am rejoicing.

(rev. 3′) mḪa-aš-š[a-x-x-]ti-ya-kán 
kat-ta-an (rev. 4′) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-
in nu Še[Š d]Ùg.[g]A-YA (rev. 
5′) a-pé-ni-iš-ša-an ša-a-ak (rev. 
6′) na-aš-ta le-e ku-wa-at-ka� (rev. 
7′) la-<aḫ>-la-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ke-ši 

(rev. 3′) All is well with Ḫašša-x-x-ti 
too. (rev. 4′–5′) You should know this, 
my dear brother. (rev. 6′) And please 
do not worry at all.

Commentary

3 Alp (1991a, 56) restores this line mḪa-aš-š[a É-]ti-ya-kán (“O Ḫašša! 
With your family . . .”) so that a man named either Ḫašša or Ḫaššana is 
addressed and told that his family in Ḫattuša is safe and well. the copy shows 
more space available than needed for Alp’s restoration. i have preferred to 
take mḪa-aš-š[a-x-x-]ti-ya as one long personal name. A vocatival form at 
this point seems to me unnecessary. This information was for the person to 
whom this piggyback letter was intended. Were it not for the personal name 
wedge at the beginning of the line, one could make a case for a common 
noun here: ḫašša[nni–]ti–ya–kan kattan “with your family too.”

43. HKM 38  
From the King to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/17. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 38. Edition: Alp 
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1991a, 188–91 (no. 38). Translation: imparati and de Martino 2004, 181 
(lines 3–7). 

(1) UM-M[A dUTU-Š]I-MA (2) A-NA 
m[… Q]I-BI-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to …:

(3) ma-an-za É[rin.MeŠ] egir-an 
(4) ka-ru-ú p[a-a]ḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-ut (5) 

an-tu-uḫ-ša-ša-kán ut-tar (6) ki-iš-
ša-ri-i an-da (7) ka-ru-ú da-iš 

(3–7) If you had already protected 
the troops behind yourself, they 
would have already put into (their) 
hand the matter of the persons!

(8) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI (9) [li-l]i-wa-
aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi (10) [u-u]n-ni ka-a-ša 
ut-tar (11) ku-it-ki nu-un-na-ša-at 
(12) ú-wa-u-e-ni ar-ḫa (13) ták-[š]a-
an a-ri-ya-u-e-ni

(8–13) drive quickly to My Majesty. 
There is a problem, and we must 
proceed to work it out jointly by 
oracle.

Commentary

3–7 I take the man particles here as expressing a contrary-to-fact 
condition and its unrealized outcome (GrHL §23.16). A different interpreta-
tion—taking both clauses as speaker-optatives—was proposed by imparati 
and de Martino (2004, 793–94), who refer to CHd L–n man, itself based 
on Hoffner �98�a. Their translation fails to translate the particle -za, which 
i take to represent the pronoun “yourself” on which egir-an “behind” 
depends. For the latest grammatical treatment of “speaker optative” man see 
GrHL §23.11. the same complex—the reflexive particle -za, egir-an and 
the verb paḫšanu-/paḫḫašnu-, is found in KBo 19.42 rev.? 7–8: [dUTU?-Š]I-
ma-za egir-an pa-aḫ-ša-nu-wa-a[n ḫar-ak] (8) [. . .-]KA pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-an 
ḫar-ak “But keep [His Maj]esty protected behind yourself, and keep your 
[. . .] protected.” 

7 Contra de Martino and imparati, daiš (line 7) cannot be second-person 
singular (“avessi”), which would require daitta or dait (see GrHL §13.15). 
It must be third-person. I have therefore taken da-iš here as �rd sg., as Alp 
(1991a) also did. But i take the referent to be the grammatically singular col-
lective noun behind ÉRIN.MEŠ “troops.” Hence, my translation “they.” 

12 uwaweni cannot (as Alp thinks) be a form of au(š)- “to see,” but is 
the verb uwa- (“to come”), used as a serial verb in the sense of “to proceed to 
(do something)” (GrHL §§24.31–24.42). the attested forms of “we will see” 
are ú-me-e-ni, a-ú-ma-ni, and a-ú(-um)-me-ni. See GrHL §��.��; HED A, 
234–44; and Kammenhuber, HW� i, 577.
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44. HKM 39  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/100. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 39. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 190–91 (no. 39). 

(First 5 or 6 lines of tablet broken away.)
(1) […] x ku-i-e-[…] (2) […] x […] 
ma-a-an (3) x x x (4) na-aš-ša-an 
k[u]-e-[da-ni] (5) [u]d-da-ni-i ḫa-at-
r[a-a-it] (6) nu AnŠe.<KUr.rA. 
Ḫi>.A m[e-e]k-ki (7) ḫu-u-it-ti-ya-
an (8) e-eš-du 

(1–8) … Let many horses be drawn 
up for the matter about which he/
you sent.

(9) A-NA AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-ya 
(10) [I]Š-TU � ŠA-A-TI Še [… pí-
ya-an-du] 

(9–10) And for the horses let them 
give barley, with two seahs … 

44b. HKM 39  
Piggyback Letter of Ḫimmuili to Uzzu.

Although many letters to Ḫi(m)muili were found at Maşat Höyük, this 
piggyback letter is one of only two letters in which this Ḫimmuili functions 
as the sender. the other is HKM 56 (text 59). 

(11) UM-MA mḪi-im-m[u-i-l]i (12) A-
NA mU-uz-z[u-u QÍ-B]Í-MA 

(11–12) Thus speaks Ḫimmuili: Say 
to Uzzū:

(13) ka-a-ša x[…] (14) LÚ URUga-
aš-ga […] x (15) me-mi-iš-ta 
[…]-ma-wa-za-k[án] (16) ú-iz-zi 
[…-]zi (17) […]… (l. e. 1) […-]x-an (l. e. 

2) […]-an-na-ri-kán (l. e. 3) [… pa-aḫ-
ḫa-aš-nu-an-te-e]š a-ša-an-d[u] 

(Rest of the letter too fragmentary 
for translation. Mention in line 14 
of a Kaškaean man.)

45. HKM 43  
[…] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/73. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 4�. Edition: Alp 
�991a, 194–97 (no. 43). Discussion: Alp �99�a, 88 (on Pittaruru), 99 (on 
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Taruli), 107 (on Zilapiya); Beal 1992, 128–29; goedegebuure 2003, 195 
and 313 (obv. 1–7); Marizza 2007a, 157 (Pittaruru), 163 (tarul[i]), 169 
(Zilapiya).

Alp writes about Zilapiya: “in HKM 43 obv. 2′ Zilapiya appears in con-
nection with the new troops and perhaps with the deportation of population 
groups of hostile, Kaška villages. but since the beginning of the letter is not 
preserved, and the letter is for the most part fragmentary, many details remain 
unclear” (1991a, 107; my translation of the german).

A Hattic derivation of the PN Taruli may be possible on the basis of the 
Hattic words listed by Soysal 2004, 760–61.

(First 8 to 10 lines broken away.)

(1′) na-[aš-]ta mTa-ru-l[i?]-y[a]- 
aš?��� (2′) tu-uz-zi-in mZi-la-pí-
ya-aš-ša (3′) Érin.MeŠ giBiL 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an ša-ra-a ú-wa-te-er 
(4′) KUr-ya-kán ku-i-e-eš an-da 
UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A (5′) ar-nu-ma-an-
zi! ta-ra-a-an-te-eš 

(1′–5′) How could they have brought 
up the army of taruli(ya) and the 
new troops of Zilapiya? The cities 
in the territory which were prom-
ised to be relocated,

(6′) nu a-pu-u-uš UrU.didLi.
Ḫi.A ka-ru-ú (7′) ar-nu-er na-aš-ta 
a-pa-a-at ut-tar (8′) ka-ru-ú aš-nu-
er na-aš-ta ma-a-an (9) tu-uz-zi-in 
š[a]-r[a]-a […] (10) ú-wa-te-er nu 
[…] 

(6′–10′) they have already relocated 
those cities. They have already fin-
ished that assignment. And when 
they have brought the army up to 
…, then ….

(11′) ma-a-an a-pu-u-u[š UrU.
didLi.Ḫi.A] (12′) ar-nu-ut-te-ni 
[Érin.Me]Š x x- […] x […] 
(13′) [š]a-[r]a-a ma-aḫ-ḫa-an ú-wa-te 
<-te>-ni 

(11′–13′) If? you relocate those cities, 
as soon as (or: when) you bring up 
infantry and chariotry?,

(14′) [nu] k[i-i]š-ša-an-ma tar-te-ni 
(15′) […-]ni A-NA UrU.didLi.
Ḫi.A (16′) […-u?-]e?-ni (17′) […] 
mPí-it-ta-ru-ru-ya (18′) […] x na-at 
ku-wa-pí (18′a) […]

(14′) you must speak as follows: 
(15′–16′) We will … to/for the cities. 
(17′–18a′ too badly broken for 
translation.)

(19′) […]x a-pé-e-da-aš UrU.
didLi.Ḫi.A-aš (20′) […] na-at ú-iz- 

(19′–24′ too badly broken for 
translation.)
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zi ap-pé-ez-zi-an (21′) [… -]x-
ša-ri ú-wa-an-zi (22′) […Ḫ]i?.A? 
[k]u-wa-pí i-da-a-lu i-ya-an-zi 
(23′) […-]x-ni? ú-wa-te<-te>-ni 
x[…] (24′) […] x x x x […] 

Commentary

1 the traces in HKM and on my photo can support Alp’s reading 
mTa-ru-l[i-, but not the following -e]š?-x. But they could also support mTa-
ru-�uz�-z[i-. . .]. 

1–3 Both Alp (1991a, 195) and Beal (1992, 128–29) mistook Tarul[i-. . .] 
and Zilapiya as the grammatical subjects of “they brought up.” the grammar 
does not permit that interpretation.

3 The “new troops” of line � are probably inexperienced (or “green,” to 
use the colloquialism employed by Beal 1992, 128–29, in referring to them). 
Line 3 is edited in CHd Š, 220–21.

18a Quite possibly there was afinal verb on the left side of the line 
immediately before the paragraph stroke. 

46. HKM 44  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/86. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 44. Edition: Alp 
1991a: 196–97 (no. 44). Discussion: Alp 1991a: 78 (Marakui), 323–24 (dis-
cussion of evidence for the Hittite reading of the logogram KARTAPPU); 
Klinger 1995a: 100 (Marakui); Hoffner 2002a: 167 (on temporal egir-an in 
line 7); Marizza 2007a: 150 (Marakui).

Since the imperative verb in line 8 is plural, this letter must have had 
more than one addressee. the identity of the sender is unknown. Klinger 
(1995a: 100) excludes Alp’s identification of this Marakui with the man men-
tioned in a land grant text datable to the reign of Alluwamna, on the grounds 
that the separation in time from the Maşat text is too great. 

(First half of the letter is broken away.)
(lower edge 1) […] x x […] (2) [a]n- (lower edge 1) … Since i have just 
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da-ma-kán ka-a-[aš?-ma?���] 
(rev. 3) mMa-ra-ku-in (rev. 4) ku-it 
LÚQAR-TAP<-PU> (rev. 5) pa-ra-a 
ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (rev. 6) na-aš a-pí-ya 
e-eš-d[u] (rev. 7) na-an-za egir-an 
Sig5-i[n] (rev. 8) wa-tar-na-aḫ-tén 
(rev. 9) pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-ma-aš-ši-
k[án] (rev. 10) ki-iš-ri-i an-da [Érin.
MeŠ] (rev. 11) [S]ig5-in da-i[š-tén]

dispatched (to you) Marakui, the 
charioteer, let him stay there (with 
you). And afterwards give him 
detailed instructions. But place 
securely in his hands troops? for his 
protection.

47.  HKM 45  
From […] to […] 

Text: Mşt. 76/1. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 45. Edition: Alp 
1991a: 198–201 (no. 45). Discussion: On the food shortage (line 19) see 
also text 29 (= HKM 24) and Houwink ten Cate 1998, 162; del Monte 1992: 
27 (Ḫapara), 71 (Kašepura), 152 (taḫazzimuna; according to forlanini, 
taḫazzimuna = dazmana near turhal). 

(2) […] pu-nu-u[š …] nam-ma-z[a-
k]án […] (3) [… na]-aš pa-ri-ya-an 
x […] (4) [… URUta-ḫa-a]z-zi-mu-
na-an URUḪa-pa-ra-an […] (5) [… 
a]r-nu-ud-du nam-ma-ya-ká[n] (6) 
[…] x x x x KUr-e an-da (7) […] x 
x ar-nu-ud-du

(2–7) … ask … then … … … Let 
him relocate��� the town Tahazzi-
muna, the town Ḫapara, and … 
And then … let him relocate … in 
the land.

(8) [… S]ig5-in e-ep-du nam-ma-aš 
al-[…] (9) […-]ya-id-du ud-da-na-a-
aš-ma k[u-iš en-aš] (10) […] A-NA 
PA-NI LÚ.MeŠ KUr-TI ga-a[š-za] 
(11) […] KUr-e an-da du-ud-du-uš-
k[i …]

(8–11) Let … hold … well. then let 
him … But he who is master of 
affairs …. in the presence of the 
men of the land a food shortage … 
administer? … in the land.

(12) [… ]x-x-x-x-ma ḫal-la-e?-ni 
x x […] (13) […-]uš ku-iš x-x-
ak-k[i-…] (14) [mZ]i-la-pí-ya-aš 
ka-a-aš-ma-a[t?-ta? …] (15) a-pu-u-
un … […]

(12–15 Too broken for translation.)
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(16) [Ér]in.MeŠ-ya-kán da-at-tén 
na-an-kán [I-NA URU…] (17) ša-ra-a 
tar-na-ad-du nu U[RU…] (18) pa-aḫ-
ḫa-aš-nu-ud-d[u …]

(16–18) take (pl.) troops, and let 
them135 escort? him up …. Let 
them guard ….

[About 3 lines’ space uninscribed]

(19) nam-ma-[k]án KUr-e ga-aš-za 
ku-i[t …] (20) URUKa-še-pu-u-ra še-
er na[-an URU…] (21) pé-ḫu-te-ed-du 
nu-za pa-id-d[u ḫal-ki-in] (22) tu-
kán-zi da-a-ú na-a[n-za-kán UrU-ri 
ša-ra-a] (23) pé-e-da-ú nu-uš-ši-kán 
NIN[dAtu-u-ma-ti-in] (24) [me-e]k-
ki ḫa-an-d[a-i]d-d[u] (25) [k]a-a-ša 
Ud?-m[a? …] (26) […] nam-ma 
A-NA […] (27) [giŠa]r-mi-iz-z[i …] 
(28) [… a]r?-[mi?-iz?-zi? …] (l. e. 1) 
[K]Ur?-e? ga-aš-za Érin.MeŠ 
AnŠe.K[Ur.rA.MeŠ …] (l. e. 2) 
I-NA [U]rU[K]a-ši-pu-u-r[a …] (l. e. 3) 
[…]x ku-iš x[ …]

(19–24) Furthermore, because there 
is a food shortage in the land, up in 
the city Kašepura, let them180 con-
duct him …. And let them proceed 
to take seed? grain?, and carry it 
up to the city, and let them prepare 
much tumati-bread for it. (25–26) … 
(27) … bridge (28) … bridge … (l. e. 

1) … in the territory a food short-
age, troops and horses … (l. e. 2) in 
Kašepura … (l. e. 3) … who …

(Rest of the tablet too broken for connected translation.)

Commentary

Although the broken condition of the tablet prevents connected transla-
tion of most of the letter, individual words (some without context) indicate 
an interesting content: a bridge (armizzi, lines 27–28) and a food shortage 
(lines 10, 19, l. e. 1). On the mentions of or allusions to food shortages see 
§1.2.20.4.

16–24 The translation in Alp �99�a is faulty. The singular verbs here 
all refer to the Érin.MeŠ (“troop”), which covers a grammatically singular 
Hittite noun. See n. 135. My translation “escort(?)” is tentative, since the 
verb tarna- has a wide range of possible English translations. Basically, it 
means either “cause to go” or “allow to go.” A different verb, pehute- “lead, 
conduct,” is used in line ��.

21–22 contains a serial construction paiddu . . . dau. For this construc-
tion see GrHL §��.�� and following.
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2.2.2.4. Letters to the King (48–54)
On the implications of the presence in Tapikka of these outgoing letters 

to the king see §�.�.9.

48. HKM 46  
To the King from Adad-bēlī 

Text: Mşt. 75/113. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Photo: Alp 1991a: pl. 10 (show-
ing the handwriting of Adad-bēlī). Dimensions (taken from the photo; see 
§1.2.8.2): 6.5 cm wide × 5.5 cm tall. Copy: HKM 46. Edition: Alp �99�a: 
200–203, 324 (no. 46). Translation: del Monte 1992: 56–57 (lines 3–12). 
Discussion: Hoffner 1979 (on the meaning of latti- = ŠUTU “tribe, tribal 
troop”); Alp 1991a: 15 (on the gn išteruwa), 32 (on Mt. Šakaddunuwa and 
the Zuliya river), 47 (on the gn Zišpa), 52 (on Adad-bēlī), 324 (discussion 
of latti- = ŠUTU “tribal troop,” as determined by Hoffner, but also the long-
distance scouts mentioned in line 19); goedegebuure 2002–2003: 20; 2003: 
84 (lines 8–17); francia 1996: §3.3.6 (lines 8–12); del Monte 1992 passim 
(on the toponyms); forlanini 2002: 259, 267–68; Bryce 2003b: 180 (on lines 
3–7).

Forlanini explains the enemy incursion described here geographically 
and strategically, as follows:

The letter of Adad-beli, HBM �6, shows one of these incursions [of the 
Kaškaeans]. the writer— announcing to the king that the enemy has crossed 
the border at two points, išteruwa and Zišpa—thinks he might enter the re-
gion of Mt. Šaktunuwa, and that, if he should decide to return, he could pen-
etrate the province. Therefore, in order to be sure that he can keep the herds 
outside the shelter of the walls of Tapikka, he decides to send scouts into 
Mt. Ḫapidduini. it is possible to attempt a reconstruction of these events on 
a map. The two enemy contingents would have passed through the moun-
tains to the north of the province near the two mentioned localities, of which 
Zišpa has a very clear name, which in Hattic signifies “on the mountain.” 
from there they didn’t turn back into the province, but instead headed to the 
southeast to penetrate the massif of Šaktunuwa, going in the direction of the 
Upper Land. At this point a turn towards the west would have brought them 
to a position for a direct attack on Tapikka, and only the scouts posted on 
Mt. Ḫapidduini would have been able to give the alarm in time to allow the 
livestock to be brought into the shelter of the city walls” (author’s transla-
tion of forlanini’s italian).
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All this is, of course, assuming that the initial movement of two distinct 
Kaškaean “tribes” (latti- = Akk. ŠUTU, see Hoffner 1979) was intended to 
be hostile. Certainly Adad-bēlī saw it had that potential, fearing damage to 
the KUr and theft of Hittite livestock. But given the fact that the Kaškaean 
groups were sedentary pastoral communities practicing transhumance, mean-
ing that they lived in lower elevation settlements in winter, moving with their 
herds to mountain campsites in the summer (Singer 2007, 169, and Yakar 
2000, 300–301), it is quite possible that the two “tribes” moving through the 
mountains (Šaktunuwa and Ḫapidduini) at išteruwa and Zišpa were leading 
their flocks to summer pasture sites. Considering the large numbers of people 
involved in such movements, it is not impossible that Hittites in the plains 
below considered them a military threat. If this was the case, then the scout 
sent out to monitor their movements would have reported back to Adad-bēlī 
that there was no threat.

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA QÍ-
BÍ-MA (2) UM-MA m.dU-BE-LÍ 
ArAd-KA-MA 

(1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus speaks Adad-bēlī, your ser-
vant:

(3) ka-a-ša-kán LÚ.KÚr pa-an-ga-
ri-it (4) � AŠ-RA za-a-i[š] nu-kán 
1-iš (5) la-at-ti-iš I-NA URUiš-te-ru-
wa (6) za-a-iš 1-iš-ma-kán la-at-ti-iš 
(7) I-NA URUZi-iš-pa za-iš 

(3–7) The enemy (probably Kaška 
troops) has crossed (the frontier) 
in large numbers in two places. 
One tribal troop crossed at the 
city išteruwa; another tribal troop 
crossed at the city Zišpa. 

(8) na-aš-kán ma-a-an I-NA KUr 
ḪUr.SAgŠa-kad-du-nu-wa (9) pa-re-
e-an pa-iz-zi (10) ma-a-an egir-pa 
ku-wa-at-ga (11) wa-aḫ-nu-zi na-
aš-kán KUr-ya (12) an-da ú-iz-zi 
nu-uš-ši egir-an (13) na-ú-i ku-it-ki 
(14) te-ek-ku-uš-ši-ya-iz-zi 

(8–14) Whether he has gone 
over (to) the land of Mt. 
Šakaddunuwa,��6 or perhaps has 
turned back and come into the ter-
ritory, no trace of him has shown 
up yet.137

(15) ma-an-kán dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA 
BE-LU (16) ku-in-ki pa-ra-a na-it-ti 
(17) ma-an!��8 KUr-i��9 LÚ.KÚr 
Ú-UL dam-mi-iš-ḫa-iz-zi 

(15–17) if Your Majesty, my lord, 
were to send some lord, the enemy 
would not damage the countryside.

(18) am-mu-ga-kán (19) ŠA KASKAL 
gÍd.dA LÚ.MEŠNÍ.ZU-TIM (20) ḪUr.

SAgḪa-píd-du-i-ni an-da (21) ša-ša-

(18–27) For my part, I am sending 
long-distance scouts140 to pass the 
night in the Ḫapidduini Moun-
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an-na pé-e-i-iš-ke-mi (22) nu-mu 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an me-mi-an (23) egir-pa 
ú-da-an-zi ḪUr.SAg-aš-wa (24) ŠA 

LÚ.KÚr ud-da-na-za pár-ku-iš (25) 

nu-kán URUTa-pí-ig-ga-za (26) gU�.
Ḫi.A UdU.Ḫi.A kat-ta QA-TAM-
MA (27) tar-ši-ik-ki-mi (l. e. 1) nu 
dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA (l. e. 2) QA-TAM-
MA [š]a-a-ak 

tains.��� As soon as they bring me 
back word: “The mountain is clear 
of any trace of the enemy,” I will 
resume letting the cattle and sheep 
down out of Tapikka. (l. e. 1–2) Your 
Majesty, my lord, should know 
this.

Commentary

On the possible dating of HKM 46–51 to the end of the reign of Arnu-
wanda i, see above in §1.2.5.

12–14 that is, he has left no trail of evidence about himself. goedege-
buure prefers to see in the dative-locative -ši a reference to the mountain. She 
translates: “nothing yet shows up behind it (the mountain)” (2002–2003, 84). 
For intransitive tekkuššiye- (here tekkuššiyai-) see Oettinger 1979, 355.���

18 “for my part” reflects the presence of the contrastive clitic -a on 
ammuga. See GrHL §�9.�� and following.

24 My “any trace” renders uddanaza “from the matter/thing.”
25–27 I understand QATAMMA (= Hitt. apeniššan, usually “likewise”) 

here to mean “as before,” hence my translation “will resume.” The cattle 
were withdrawn into the walled cities when there was an enemy threat in the 
vicinity (Beal 1992, 272, and 1995), and then after he had left and the area 
was inspected to assure it was safe, the livestock would be let out of the city. 
See the explicit instructions given to the provincial governor: “When the 
scouts see any sign of the enemy, they will send a message immediately. Let 
them (then) close up the cities; they are not to let out the fieldworkers, cattle, 
sheep, horses, (or) donkeys. . . . But in the morning, the scouts (come out) 
from the city. They must inspect the kuranna-s (see above on text �� with 
note on line 8) thoroughly [. . .] and take (their) posts. they may then let the 
workers, cattle, sheep, horses, and donkeys down out of the city” (translation 
by McMahon in Hallo and Younger 1997; edition in Pecchioli daddi 2003a, 
82–85, 90–91). in this letter it is the mountain, instead of the kuranna-s, that 
must be clear of the enemy before the workers and livestock can be let out. 
The imperfective verb forms��� pé-e-i-iš-ki-mi and tar-ši-ik-ki-mi reflect the 
fact that the commander will be doing this often, whenever an enemy appears 
and subsequently disappears from the vicinity.
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49. ABoT 60  
To the King from Kaššū? 

Text: AnAr 9���. Find spot: unexcavated piece that came to the Ankara 
museum, undoubtedly in originating in Maşat. Copy: ABot 60. Dating: 
Hoffner 1972. Edition: Laroche 1960b; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 76–79. Dis-
cussion: von Schuler 1965, 43, 75, 81, 93, 97, 98; de Martino 2005b, 307; 
Sidel’tsev 2007, 622. 

the sender, perhaps Kaššū, relays to the king a message from Nerik-
kaili of tapḫallu to the effect that he is short of all critical resources for 
defense against the enemy. this enemy is not called “Kaška,” but he refers 
to Kaškaean fugitives who used to join him and fight alongside the Hittite 
troops as no longer coming. The enemy has assembled a huge number of 
fighters (7,000; lines 10–12), and yet they are not referred to as “tribes” 
(ŠUTIḪi.A or latti-), as is often customary when the enemy is the Kaška. Like 
the Kaška, this enemy invades and carries off livestock and personnel (in 
this case, oxherds and shepherds, whose skills were made good use of by the 
semi-nomadic Kaška), see lines ��–��. 

Von Schuler (1965, 43) considers the enemy in this text to be the 
Kaškaeans, and even suggests that their leader may have been Piggattalli, 
who is known from other texts in which he led large numbers of Kaškaean 
troops against the Hittites. 

in lines 15–18 the enemy’s own thoughts are relayed. He is concerned 
that the Hittites may build (or complete what has already been begun?) a 
fortress to guard the main routes in that area. If the fortress is built, the Hit-
tites themselves will have free passage along those routes, but the enemy 
will not. Since this is a quote within a quote, it is impossible on the basis 
of the presence or absence of the quotative particle -wa to know when the 
enemy’s words end and nerikkaili’s continue. Line 19 could be either the 
enemy’s or nerikkaili’s. in line 20, the sender’s words to the king resume. 
the king needs to know—and he can see from the words of the enemy 
just quoted—how strategic this location is for the Hittites to control. it is 
the enemy’s “granary?” (arziyan). for that very reason he is invading in 
large numbers, but the sender is short of horse troops. When the enemy 
invaded, it would be vital to the defending Hittites that they also have good 
horse troops. the complaint in rev. 5–7 that Kaškaean fugitives no longer 
come and join the Hittite forces is particularly meaningful in this context, 
since they might have provided both badly needed horses and horseman-
ship skills. 
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(1′) […-]an-te-eš (2′) […] (3′) a-pád-
d[a-an … …] me-mi-an (4′) ka-ru-ú 
ṬUP-PAḪi.A ḫa-a[t]-ra-a-nu-un 
(5′) nu-kán ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an a-pé-e 
ṬUP-PAḪi.A (6′) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
BE-LÍ-YA pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-ḫu-un

(1′–2′) … … … for that reason … 
(3′–4′) i already sent the … message 
(on) tablets. (5′) And as soon as I 
dispatched those tablets (6′) to Your 
Majesty, my lord,

(7′) ša-li-ka-aš-ma-mu ka-ru-wa-ri- 
wa-ar (8′) mNi-ri-ik-ka�-i-li-iš LÚ  
URUta-ap-ḫa[-al-lu nu-mu] (9′) me- 
mi-an ú-da-aš ku-it-wa šu-ul-la-an-
ni ḫar-mi (10′) LÚ.KÚr-wa ku-iš 
I-NA URUTa-ri-it-ta-ra-a (11′) ka-
ru-ú an-da a-ar-aš nu-wa-ra-aš 
(12′) 7 LI-IM ar-ḫa-wa LÚ.MEŠSIPA.
gU� LÚ.MEŠSiPA.UdU (13′) Ú-UL 
da-li-iš-ke-ez-zi IŠ-TU gU�-wa 
(14′) ka-ši-iš-ke-ez-zi (15′) nu-wa 
ki-iš-ša-an me-mi-iš-ke-ez-zi 
(16′) ma-a-an-wa ku-u-un BÀd-an 
ú-e-da-an-zi (17′) nu-wa-aš-ma-aš 
KASKAL.Ḫi.A Ú-UL egir-pa 
ḫi-iš-wa-an-da-ri (18′) an!-za-aš-
ma-wa-ra-at-kán iš-tap-pa-an-da-ri 
(19′) nu-wa ma-aḫ-ḫa-an i-ya-u-e-ni

(7′) Early the following morning 
Nerikkaili, the man from tapḫallu, 
awoke me (8′) and brought me the 
message: (9′) “What do I have in the 
way of hostages? (10′–12′) The enemy 
who has already invaded tarittarā 
numbers 7,000! (12′) He isn’t leav-
ing behind oxherds (or) shepherds. 
(13′–14′) He is supplying himself with 
cattle. (15′) And he is saying: (16′) ‘If 
they build this fortress, (17′) will not 
the roads lie open to them? (18′) But 
to us they will be closed. (19′) So 
what shall we do?’”

(20′) nu dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA ša-
a-ak pé-e-da-an (21′) me-ek-ki 
na-ak-ki A-NA LÚ KÚr-ya-at!��� 
(22′) ar-zi-ya-an nu-mu ka-a-š[a …] 
(23′) kat-ta pa-an-ga-ri-it ú-iz-z[i 
…] (24′) […-]BiḪi.A[ …]ta-an-x[…] 
(25′) [n]am-ma AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A-ma-mu […] (26′) [k]i-ša-ri

(20′–21′) Your Majesty, my lord, 
should know: The place is very 
important: (21′–22′) it is the enemy’s 
granary! (therefore,) he is already 
coming down to me in large num-
bers. … … furthermore, i am short 
of horse troops. 

(rev. 1) [ki-nu-un m]d[a-]a-[t]i-i-li[- 
iš] (rev. 2) I-N[A UR]UŠa-pí-nu-wa 
egir-an […] (rev. 3) nu-mu-kán 
dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA ArAd.MeŠ-
KA? (rev. 4) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-wa-an-zi 
na-i

(rev. 1–4) now tatili … behind the 
town Šapinuwa. So Your Majesty, 
my lord, send me quickly your ser-
vants!
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(5) LÚ.MEŠ URUKa�-aš-ga-ya-mu- 
uš-ša-an ku-i-e-eš (6) an-da i-ya-an-
ta-at nu-mu nam-ma (7) kat-ta-an 
UL ku-iš-ki ú-iz-zi

(5–7) none of the Kaškaean men 
who used to come in to me comes 
with me anymore.

(8) an?-ni?-[m]a-mu ka-a-ša x x 
x (9) kat-ta nU.gÁL ku-iš-[ki 
m].dSÎN-en LÚ.gÉŠPU?? (10) ku-iš 
nU.gÁL nu-za ḫa-an-za-an Ú-UL 
ku-e-da-ni-ki (11) x x x x e-ep-zi

(8–11)… there is no one with me … 
SÎN-EN, the LÚgÉŠPU, who is not 
present, gives support to no one.

Commentary

obv. 5–9 is edited in CHd sub šalik(i)- �. As rightly claimed by Melchert 
2005a n. 10, šullanni here is a form of the word šullatar that means “hos-
tages.” If, however, it should prove to be the homonym šullatar “arrogance, 
presumption?” identified by Melchert (perhaps even by extension “aggrava-
tion”), the sentence could be paraphrased “As if i didn’t have enough (to deal 
with) . . .” (so, according to a suggestion by Beckman, personal communica-
tion). 

obv. 16–18 Puhvel (HED e/i, 472) takes the clitic pronoun -šmaš in line 
17 as “to you (pl.).” But the unnamed enemy is describing how the com-
pletion of the Hittite fortress will have the opposite effect on the opposing 
forces, “them” (-šmaš) and “us” (anzaš). therefore, i have construed the first 
clause as a negative rhetorical question (see Hoffner 1995a, 89–90). 

obv. 18 twice Hagenbuchner (1989a, 151 nn. 13–14) mistakenly cites 
this line as containing a clause-initial verb to which clitics are attached. On 
nu dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA ša-a-ak in 

obv. 20 See Hagenbuchner �989a, 99 §�.�. 
obv. 20–21 is edited in CHd sub nakki- A � e, peda- A e 8′ d’, šak(k)- � 

b, and GrHL §15.9. As noted in the cited treatments, one could also translate: 
“the place is very difficult to reach.” 

rev. 3–4 For lilaḫḫuwanzi as infinitive of manner see GrHL §25.35. 
rev. 5–7 are edited in CHd sub -šan B 2 f 1′.

50. HKM 47  
To the King from Šarla-LAMMA 

Text: Mşt. 75/110. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 47. Edition: Alp 
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1991a, 202–7, 324–25 (no. 47). Discussion: van den Hout 2001a, 429–30; 
2007b, 392.

On the possible dating of HKM 46–51 to the end of the reign of Arnu-
wanda i, see above in §1.2.5.

Although addressed by Šarla-LAMMA to the king, this letter represents 
a report of the activities of several augurs (§1.2.11), as can be seen by the 
“we” verb forms. Beckman has observed: 

Local authorities within Anatolia were no more than the surrogates of the 
great King, exercising little in the way of independent initiative. Rather, 
their role was to provide the monarch with the information needed to issue 
his orders, which they then dutifully carried out. this is most definitely the 
picture painted in the Maşat letters, where the Hittite king intervenes direct-
ly in many affairs, concerning himself above all with troop movements. In-
terestingly, three letters from Tapikka deal with the performance of oracles, 
and in addition a fragmentary oracle report was found in the archive. Such 
material is also known from Emar and Alalakh, suggesting that divination 
was an integral part of Hittite administration on the provincial level as well 
as in the capital. (1995a: 24 with nn. 25-30)

Šarla-LAMMA reports that his group was repeatedly frustrated by the 
observed birds, which did not give an unambiguous answer to the queries 
that they posed. The somewhat obscure expression appa tittanu(ške)- in lines 
6, 9, and ��,145 used in one text (KUB 23.16 iii 6′) of repulsing or repelling an 
invading army, must according to the context mean something like “refused 
to give (us) an answer” (so also van den Hout 2001a, 429). When the first 
inquiries in Šipišaši, Pišatenitišša, and the land of Malazziya failed, the 
augurs tried other locations, hoping to find one that was propitious and would 
yield a result. But in Panāta and Kašaša they met only with failure. the king 
had intended to march from Kašaša to takkašta, but tarried in Kašaša, until 
the augurs could give him the information he sought which was essential for 
his expedition. Finally, the augurs returned to Tapikka, where they had suc-
cess (expressed by arḫa uškenu-), and from where they send this report both 
of the upshot of the oracle’s decision, namely that the king will be successful 
against takkašta, and (almost like an appendix) a detailed description of the 
course of the oracular investigation, so that the king’s own specialists can see 
how the final decision was reached. the oracle’s decision, which is relayed 
here, is phrased in the third person “(the king) will …,” in contrast to the 
augurs’ own words to the king in the body of the letter, which are “you” forms. 
this shows that the intention is to reflect the actual wording of the questions 
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that the augurs had posed to the oracle for a “yes/no” reply: “Will His Maj-
esty (successfully) attack takkašta?” and “Will he reap (its) crops?”

 (1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA QÍ- 
B[Í-MA] (2) UM-MA mŠar-la-
dLAMMA ArAd-KA-M[A] 

(1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus speaks your servant Šarla-
LAMMA:

(3) URUŠi-pí-ša-ši-in URUPí-
ša-te-ni-ti-iš-š[a-an?] (4) KUr 
URUMa-la-az-zi-ya ku-it uš-ga-u-en 
nu-u[n?-na?-aš?]��6 (5) [MUŠe]n? 
ar-ḫa Ú-UL ku-iš-ki ḫu-u-ul-la-i 
(6) MUŠen.Ḫi.A-ma-an-na-aš 
egir-pa ti-it-ta-nu-uš-kán-zi 

(3–6) Regarding the fact that we 
were making oracular observations 
(of birds) in the towns Šipišaši, 
Pišatenitišša, and the land of 
Malazziya: no bird? was actually 
defeating us, but the birds were 
refusing to give us an answer.

(7) nu-[z]a dUTU-ŠI ku-it BE-LÍ-YA 
URUKa-a-ša-<ša?> e-eš-ta (8) ú-e-
eš-na-aš URUPa-na-da e-šu-ú-en 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-ma dUTU-ŠI (9) BE-
LÍ-YA ḫu-u-i-it-ti-ya-at nu-un-na-aš 
MUŠen ku-it egir-pa ti-it-ta-nu-
ut (10) nu egir-pa URUKa-a-ša-ša 
u-un-nu-me-en nu-un-na-aš URUKa-
a-ša-ša-ya (11) [MUŠ]en.Ḫi.A 
egir-pa ti-it-nu-uš-ke-wa-an 
da-e-er 

(7–11) Since you, Your Majesty, my 
lord, were in Kašaša, we situated 
ourselves in Panāta. But when you, 
Your Majesty, my lord, marched?, 
since the bird refused to give us an 
answer, we drove back to Kašaša, 
and the birds began refusing to give 
us an answer (in?) Kašaša as well.

(12) nu egir-pa URUTa-pí-ig-ga 
u-un-nu-me-en na-aš-ta ka-a-ša 
(13) URUTa-pí-ig-ga-az-za? ar-ḫa 
uš-ke-nu-mi<-en?>147 nu dUTU-ŠI 
BE-LÍ-YA (14) QA-TAM-MA ša-a-ak 

(12–14) Then we came back to 
tapikka and from (the base of) 
Tapikka have now carried out the 
auguries! So let Your Majesty, my 
lord, be informed!

(15) [nu-]un-na-aš ŠA URUtág-ga- 
aš-ta im-ma ut-tar a-wa!-an kat-ta 
(16) [a-]ú!-me!-en! [n]u?-un-na-š[a?]- 
at ḫa?-an?-da?-i-it-ta-at (17) [LÍL?- 
r]i-ma-kán an-da ki-iš-ša-an me- 
mi-ya-u-en (18) [nu ú-iz-z]i dUTU-
ŠI URUtág-ga-aš-ta-an wa-al-aḫ-zi 
ḫal-ki-iš-ša-kán (19) [a]r-[ḫ]a wa-
ar-aš-zi 

(15–19) We thoroughly investigated 
by augury the matter of (Your 
Majesty’s planned attack on) the 
town takkašta, and we obtained 
an answer. Regarding the cam-
paign we said (i.e., predicted?) as 
follows: “His Majesty will (suc-
cessfully) attack takkašta and reap 
its crops as well.”
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The remainder of the letter contains a detailed and highly technical 
description of the course of the oracular investigation.

Commentary

15 On takkašta in this context see Marizza 2007a, 59 n. 44.
16 On ḫandaittat here see van den Hout 2001a, 438. 
17 Alp restored [URU-r]i. No restoration suggested in HED M, ���. 

Since the space in the lacuna is insufficient for [ud-da-a-a]r, I would prefer 
either [LÍL-r]i (as given in my text) or [gi-im-r]i “for (i.e., regarding) the 
campaign.”

18–19 As I have restored them, these lines contain what is called a 
“serial construction” in Hittite, on which see GrHL §��.�� and following. 

51. HKM 48  
To the King from Mariya and Ḫapiri 

Text: Mşt. 75/62. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 48. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 206–11 (no. 48); Hoffner 1997b. Discussion: van den Hout 2001a, 
424 n. 2, 438 n. 74, 439 with n. 77; Collins 2003, 73, 78 n. 21 (on the identi-
fication of the kūrala-); Marizza 2007a, 138, 150 (on the Pns); van den Hout 
2007b (on the relationship of the group HKM 47, 48, 51, and 78 to the Maşat 
corpus as a whole). 

On the possible dating of HKM 46–51 to the end of the reign of Arnu-
wanda I, see above in §�.�.6.

royal hunts are known all over the ancient near east—from egypt, 
Syria, Mesopotamia, and the Aegean—and among the Hittites from as early 
as King Anitta (see in general Hoffner 1974a, 124–26; 1980, 326–27; Col-
lins 2002a, 249–50, 327–29; Hoffner 2003a, 98–99, 102, and especially 
Hawkins 2006 on tudḫaliya as a hunter). Ḫattušili iii wrote to congratulate 
Kadašman-enlil ii on his hunting prowess (KUB 3.72 + KBo 1.10 rev. 49–
50, translated in Oppenheim 1967, 145; Beckman 1999a, 143; and Mineck 
in Chavalas 2006, 279, cited in Archi 1988, 30 n. 31). On the royal hunt as a 
kind of “war game,” see Liverani 2001, 89–90. 

the Anitta text (neu 1974; Hoffner 1997d; Carruba 2001) even pro-
vides evidence for the establishment of a royal wild animal park. But this 
text provides the first evidence for the stocking of such a park through the 
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efforts of persons other than the king himself in his hunting expeditions. 
Soysal (2006, 568) believes that additional textual evidence may have been 
found: on the basis of a short passage in text 110—nu ḫuwetar mašiwan ú-
m[i-e-ni] / n–at uwami ANA BĒLTI–YA ḫ[atrāmi?] “i will certainly wr[ite?] 
to my lady how much wildlife��8 [we] see (in the land)” KBo 13.62 obv. 
18–19—he asks the question: “is this perhaps another safari report in a Hit-
tite letter like HKM 48?” 

two officials, Mariya and Ḫapiri, address this letter to the king. Ḫapiri’s 
name suggests that his background may have been as a member of the for-
eign group called the ÉRIN.MEŠ ḫapiriyaš, which some think is the Hittite 
equivalent of the Akkadian writing ḫapirū (consonantal spelling �pr), on 
which see comments on text �9. There is no connection (pace Alp �99�a, 
56) with the Pn Ḫappi, which has a geminate p. Ḫapiri, as Alp correctly 
observes, is both an augur and a bird collector. On this dual role, see now 
Bawanypeck 2005.

The king has commissioned Ḫapiri to go on a trip to collect different 
kinds of birds and wild animals for him (lines 7–8). And the majority of 
his letter concerns details of the quest for these creatures the king has asked 
for, and questions about where the king wished him to search for them. He 
reports some success in finding birds (lines 9–10), but failure to date in find-
ing and catching alive a lion, a leopard, a šarmiya- and a kūrala-. He asks in 
which direction he should seek for the birds (lines 14–23), and whether the 
requested kūrala- animal should be sought in the dense forest or in an area (a 
meadow?) called a šekkuni- (lines 24–27). 

Although the end of his letter concerns an augury that he performed in 
order to assure the king that one of his sons, who must has been stationed 
in Ḫapiri’s area, near the town Palḫiša (line 28), will be safe from contract-
ing the fever that has been raging in that area (lines 28–33), the letter itself 
should not be assigned to the category of oracle letters (Orakelbriefe; see van 
den Hout, 2001, 424 n. 2, 438 n. 74).

Without definitive contexts for kūrala-, its identification has to remain 
provisional. We still cannot even be sure it is a quadruped, and not a bird 
(as Alp speculated). Collins has proposed that kūrala- designated the “hart,” 
or “male red deer,” defending this identification primarily on etymological 
constructs. But premature identifications based solely upon etymology often 
have proven false. if Collins’ supposition should prove to be correct, Ḫapiri 
would have been seeking specifically the horned member of the species 
(kūrala-), rather than a female red deer.
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(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-NI (2) QÍ-
BÍ-MA UM-MA mMa-ri-ya (3) Ù 
mḪa-pí-ri ArAd.MeŠ-KA-MA 

(1–3) Say to His Majesty, our lord. 
Thus speak Mariya and Ḫapiri, 
your servants:

(4) dUTU-ŠI-m[u] ku-it BE-LÍ-
YA (5) am-mu-uk mḪa-pí-ri-in 
(6) ki-iš-ša-an wa-a-tar-na-aḫ-ta 
(7) ke-e-da-ni-wa-za-kán KASKAL-
ši MUŠen.Ḫi.A (8) an-da da-a-an 
e-ep 

(4–8) Concerning the fact that you, 
Your Majesty, my lord, com-
manded me, Ḫapiri, as follows: 
“On this trip collect birds,”

(9) nu-un-na-aš-kán MUŠen.Ḫi.A 
an-da (10) aš-šu-li ta-ru-up-pé-er 

(9–10) (People) kindly collected 
birds for us.

(11) nu-un-na-aš-kán Ur.MAḪ 
pár-ša-na-aš (12) šar-mi-ya-aš ku-
ú-[r]a-la-aš-ša (13) an-da Ú-UL 
ap-pa-an-te-eš 

(11–13) (But) a lion, a leopard, a 
šarmiya-, and a kūrala-animal have 
not been captured for us.

(14) nu-un-na-aš-za-kán dUTU-ŠI 
ku-it (15) BE-LÍ-NI URUTi-wa-
li-ya-za (16) URUPal-ḫi-iš-na-za 
ar-ḫ[a-ya-a]n (17) z[i!-i]k-ke!-e-eš��9 

(14–17) And because you, Your 
Majesty, our lord, initiated? (the 
matter) with us (-naš) separately, 
from the towns tiwaliya (and) 
Palḫišna, 

(18) nu-kán ke-e MUŠen.Ḫi.A 
(19) ku-e-da-ni KASKAL-ši an-da 
(20) ša-an-ḫu-e-ni (21) nu-un-na-ša-
an dUTU-ŠI (22) BE-LÍ-NI egir-pa 
ḫu-u-da-a-ak (23) ḫa-at-ra-a-i 

(18–23) write us back immediately 
(and tell us) in which direction (lit-
erally: on which road) we should 
seek these birds.

(24) ku-ú-ra-l[a-an ma-a-an Ú-U]L 
(25) še-ek-ku-ni-[ya an-da ša-a]n-
ḫu-e-ni (26) na-an giŠT[IR-ni an-da 
ša-a]n-ḫu-e-ni (27) nu-un-na[-ša-an 
ḫu-u-da-a-ak ḫa-at-ra-]a-i 

(24–27) Write us immediately if we 
should seek a kūrala-animal not in 
the meadow?, but in the forest.

(28) URUPal-[ḫi-iš-na-za a-ap?]-pa-
an (29) ta-pa-aš-[ši-iš …-z]i? (30) nu 
ak-k[i-iš-kat-ta-ri] 

(28–30) In the neighborhood of the 
town of Palḫišna a fever rages. 
And people are dying.

(31) A-NA dUMU-ma [še-er 
MUŠe]n? (32) la-aḫ-la-aḫ-ḫi-[ma-

(31–33) But for the sake of the 
(king’s) son i observed “birds of
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aš …] u-uḫ-ḫu-un (33) nu MUŠEN.
Ḫi.A Si[g5-an-te-eš] 

agitation” …, and the birds were of 
favorable import.

Commentary

2–3 see GrHL §�9.� (on use of Ù).
11 On the šarmiya- animal see CHd Š, 278.
14–17 Previously (GrHL §12.42 citing Hoffner 1997b) i read line 17 

�Ú-UL� te-e-eš, and translated the lines: “And because Your Majesty, our 
lord, didn’t give us separate instructions (for operating) from the towns of 
tiwaliya and Palḫišna.” for the gn tiwaliya, see forlanini 1980, 75–76.

25 Probably a noun in the dative-locative case, not a Luwian pres. pl. � 
verb in -uni (regarded as unclear by van den Hout 2006, 230 n. 65).

31–32 the dUMU is a Hittite prince. dUMU = dUMU.LUgAL, as 
regularly abbreviated in the festival texts. Bryce comments: “. . . some of the 
younger members of the royal family were relegated for a time to the prov-
inces, presumably to broaden their range of experience in preparation for the 
roles they would later be called on to play in the service of their kingdom. 
While in the provinces, young royals no doubt remained under the watchful 
eye of officials charged with their safety and security. We have two letters 
from Tapikka [HKM 48: 31–32; HKM 49: 4–5] in which officials appar-
ently assigned this responsibility reported to His Majesty that all was well 
with his son (in one case) and his daughters (in the other). He was assured 
that he need have no concern about them” (2003b, 175). As we shall see 
below, however, the sentence in lines in HKM 49: 4–5 is not a report that the 
daughters are well, but a greeting and well-wishing to the princesses, who are 
with the king, and about whose prospective well-being an oracle was taken. 
Although the mention of birds earlier in this letter (line 18) may have noth-
ing to do with augury, this last paragraph does indeed refer to the practice. 
On HKM 48: 31–33 see briefly van den Hout 2001a, 424 n. 2, and 439.

52. HKM 49  
To the King from Four Men 

Text: Mşt. 75/84. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 49. Edition: Alp 
1991a: 210–11, 430 (no. 49). Discussion: van den Hout 2001a, 430; de Mar-
tino 2005b.
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On the dating of HKM 46–51, see above in §1.2.4 and §1.2.6. On Atiuna 
and ABot 65, see also Klinger 1995a, 88, and de Martino 2005b, 317 
(§3.5).

(1) [A-N]A dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-NI 
QÍ-BÍ-MA (2) [U]M-M[A] mdu-ud-
du-ši/wa? mA-ti-un?-na?? (3) mA[l]-x 
Ù m.di[M-ḫ]u-mi-im-ma (4) MA-
ḪAR dUMU.MUnUS.MeŠ 
ḫu-u-ma-an-da-aš (5) ḫu-u-ma-an 
Sig5-in [e-eš-tu]

(1–5) Say to His Majesty, our lord: 
thus speak dudduši, Atiuna?, Al-
…, and tarḫumimma: May all be 
well with all the princesses.150

(6) k[a]-[a[-š]a me-e-na<-aš> 
MUŠen.Ḫi.A m[a?]-a[ḫ?-ḫa-an 
…] (7) ḫu-u-ma-an-te-e[š] x x […] 
(8) x-x-x tar.-u-a[n …] (9) x x x […] 
(10) […] (11) […] x […] (12) [k]a-a-
ša x […] 

(6–12) i have just … the migratory 
birds … all …

(13) x x x x […] (14) x x x x […] 
(15) [x]x x x x […] (16) wa-ra-e-eš x 
[…] (17) ÚŠ-an pa-a-an-[…] 

(13–17) … plague? …

(18) ka-a-ša me-e-na[-aš? MUŠEN.
Ḫi.A] (19) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an a-ú-e-e[r 
…] (20) na-aš ka-a-ša A-NA dU[TU-
]ŠI (21) BE-LÍ-NI ḫa-at-ra-a-u-en

(18–21) As soon as they observed (the 
oracular behavior of) the migratory 
birds, we have herewith reported 
them to Your Majesty, our lord.

Commentary

On the basis of the apparent wish that all be well with the royal princesses 
in lines 4–5, and its appearance in a very similar letter from Kuşaklı/Šarišša 
(Kut 50), de Martino has concluded: the coincidence between the content of 
Kut 50 and the content of HKM 49 as well as the presence in both letters of 
the same greeting to the “daughters,” which is not found in other Middle Hit-
tite letters, encourage me to believe that these two tablets are contemporary 
and both concern oracle enquiries for daughters of the royal couple, maybe 
during a moment in which they were suffering from health problems or it 
was feared they would have suffered from such problems” (2005b, 313).

The me-e-na<-aš> MUŠen.Ḫi.A in line 6, and the me-e-na[-aš? 
MUŠen.Ḫi.A] in line 18 are the same birds of oracular value treated in CHd 
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sub meya(n)ni- b, although this passage is not treated there. See the genitive 
form me-e-na-aš KUB 27.1 i 22 cited in the CHd list of spellings, which 
argues for a stem mēna-, not mēni- as posited there. I understand the term 
to mean literally “birds of the (seasonal) cycle,” that is, migratory birds. in 
other passages where the oracular behavior of meyan(iy)aš MUŠen.Ḫi.A is 
recorded, this is interpreted as showing whether or not there is a significant 
threat to the king or his family. 

The use three times of the adverb kāša (lines 6, 18, 20) is to stress the 
urgency of the situation and the promptness of the three officials’ response to 
the possible threat. On the force of kāša in Hittite to stress temporal imme-
diacy see Hoffner �968; and GrHL §§24.27–24.29.

53. HKM 50  
To the King from Atiuna 

Text: Mşt. 75/2. Find spot: H/5: room 9. Copy: HKM 50. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 212–15 (no. 50). Discussion: Beal 1992: 178 n. 654, 183–84; Hou-
wink ten Cate 1998, 162 (lines 3–7).

On the possible dating of HKM 46–51 to the end of the reign of Arnu-
wanda i, see above in §1.2.5. the restoration of the scribe’s name in line 2 is 
assured by ABot 65 (text 81) rev. 8′.

The restorations of the beginning of the lines are for the most part uncer-
tain, especially since it is difficult to determine the distance to the original 
left edge of the tablet. If one works on the basis of the most likely restora-
tion, that in line �, there was space to the left for 6 signs of average width 
before the LÍ sign. Yet this means that in line 7 much more would be needed 
to fill that space than the obvious restoration [BE-LÍ-YA]. Alp’s restored [an-
tu-uḫ-ša-an-n]a-aš in line 3 would have sufficient space. But the trace does 
not look like -n]a-, and the form as it stands is a genitive, not the required 
nominative. despite Alp’s and Houwink ten Cate’s preference for a noun 
denoting the whole populace here, therefore, it is more likely that a proper 
name stood in this line. If this is not a single individual, it is of course pos-
sible that it is the nominative of a city or region name.151 If the latter were 
the case, then one could think of restoring a number at the beginning of line 
5, since space requires something before antuḫšeš “people.”

(1) [A-NA dUTU-ŠI BE-L]Í-YA QÍ- (1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus
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BÍ-MA (2) [UM-MA mA-ti-u]n?-na 
ArAd-KA-MA 

speaks your servant Atiuna:

(3) [URU?x-x-x-]x-aš ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
ta-pa-aš-ša-za (4) [egir?-an? ki-
i]t152-ta-at ḫi-in-ga-na-za-ma-kán 
(5) [x-x an-tu-u]ḫ-še-eš ḫu-iš-šu-er 
(6) [ḫa?-ad?-du?-le?-še?-]e-er na-at 
A-NA dUTU-ŠI (7) [BE-LÍ-YA x-x] 
ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un 

(3–7) I previously? reported to 
Your Majesty, my lord, how the 
town/region? … was harrassed 
by a fever, and (so many) people 
survived the plague (and) regained 
health. 

(8) […-r]i?-uš-ma-za-kán ku-i-
uš an-da (9) […-a]t-kán ka-a-ša 
egir-pa ša-ra-a (10) [x - x URUAn?- 
z]i?-li<-ya?> i-ya-an-da-ri (11) [nu 
dUTU-ŠI B]E-LÍ-YA QA-TAM-MA 
ša-a-ak 

(8–11) the …-s which … are about 
to go back up to Anziliya?. Your 
Majesty, my lord, should take note 
accordingly.

(12) [m x - x - m]u?-u-wa-al-la-aš-
ša-aš-ma-aš-kán ku-iš (13) [I-NA 
URUḪu-p]í-iš-na LÚma-ri-ya-an-
ni-iš (14) [x x x x -]e an-da e-eš-ta 
nam-ma-aš-ši-kán (15) [x x x x ] 
x ArAd.MeŠ-ŠU AnŠe.KUr.
rA.Ḫi.A-ŠU (16) [ku?-in? pé-
]ḫu-da-an-zi na-aš-kán egir-pa 
(17) […] x-x-x ša-ra-a ú-it (18) [… 
dUt]U-ŠI (19) [… …] (20) […-d]a?

(12–20) … x-x-muwallašša who 
was the mariyanni-officer for you 
(pl., or: ‘for them’) in Ḫupišna …, 
whom? they further (namma) are 
conducting his servants and his 
troops to him, he? came back up to 
… And … Your Majesty …

(21) [… da]m-mi-iš-ḫa-a-an 
(22) […]x.Ḫi.A (23) [… -p]í (24) [… 
… ud?]-da-na-az (25) [… a]r-ta-ri 
(26) […] x ar-ḫa (eras.) (27) […-z]i 

(21–27) … damaged? … stands …

(28) [ma-a-an(-)… dUTU-ŠI B]E-
LÍ-YA Érin.MeŠ AnŠe.KUr.
rA.Ḫi.A (29) […-]x-ma-an URUAn-
zi-li-ya-an (30) [… ḫa]l?-ki-uš 
LÚ.KÚr Ú-UL (31) [dam?-mi?-
iš?-ḫa?-iz?-z]i KUr-ya Ú-UL 
(32) [dam?-mi?-iš?-ḫa?-iz?-z]i

(28–32) if Your Majesty, my lord, 
will send infantry and chariotry …, 
the enemy will not damage Anzila 
and its crops. And the countryside 
he will not damage.
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Commentary

3–7 this passage was cited by Houwink ten Cate 1998, 162, as evidence 
for a plague and famine during this period (1375–1355, according to his 
chronology), which was reflected also in other documents dated to the reign 
of tudḫaliya “ii/iii.” 

12 I analyze this sequence of signs as a long PN in the nominative mx-
x-mūwallaššaš + -šmaš (“for you” [pl.]) + -kan. The PN in the nominative 
agrees with the relative kuiš “who” in line ��, and is resumed by the dative 
-ši “to him” in line ��.

31–32 The concern, expressed in other letters from Tapikka (e.g., HKM 
46 [text 48]), that the enemy not “damage the KUr” could refer to the dis-
trict or territory (KUr), or to the countryside as opposed to the cities. On the 
Hittite conception of city versus countryside see Beckman 1999b. del Monte 
writes: 

Narratives of war deeds of Hittite kings eventuate ordinarily in the devasta-
tion of conquered towns and their countryside, the deportation of part of 
the populace and the move to Anatolia of livestock and precious booty, 
while the countryside was rearranged in order to meet the economic needs 
of wealth accumulation of the new country lords. The extent of the devasta-
tion was in inverse relationship to the value of the conquered town; in a way, 
the Arzawian cities of Western Anatolia and even more the wealthy Syrian 
cities were given in general a milder treatment in comparison with the fe-
rocity in laying waste the Kaskean settlements in the Pontus region. Here 
the local population was as a rule expelled and wiped out, the countryside 
peopled anew and fortified towns built or rebuilt. in any case the objective 
of a military expedition was by no means mere plunder and booty, but the 
reorganization of the conquered land for the benefit of the ruling Hittite 
elite. (2005, 21) 

In this article, del Monte regularly translates a city name “and its KUr” as 
“with its countryside.” it is the devastation of their own countryside—the 
fields and orchards outside the city walls—that the Hittites themselves were 
concerned about in these letters to and from Tapikka. But the distinction 
could be a minor one. For most administrative districts were small enough to 
consist of only one substantial city and its surrounding country.
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54. HKM 51  
To the King from Kašturraḫšeli 

Text: Mşt. 75/76. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 51. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 214–15 (no. 51).

the reference to “Mşt. 75/76” (HKM 51) in Lühr 2001, 339 n. 12 is a 
typo for Mşt. 75/56 (HKM 58), not this text. On the possible dating of HKM 
46–51 to the end of the reign of Arnuwanda i, see above in §1.2.5.

This is a strange letter in two ways: it lacks the customary address and 
salutation, although addressed to the king himself, and it commands the king 
in a manner quite unusual in the mouth of a subject who is not even identi-
fied with a rank. Van den Hout notes these irregularities and uses them as 
evidence that the letter is not an integral part of the network of Tapikkan 
correspondence. He qualifies this, however, by the remark “these may be 
cases of inexperienced writers, cf. d. Charpin, CrAiBL 2004, 502, for a 
neo-Assyrian parallel” (van den Hout 2007b, 392 n. 29).

the expression “man of gn” is ambiguous, since it can simply mean a 
person hailing from a place or can represent a rank similar to a petty ruler 
(a usage attested already in Old Babylonian texts from Mari, cf. AHw 90 
[awīlum B 2 a]). 

Alp (1991a, 70) understands this letter as a plea by Kašturraḫšeli that 
the king treat the elders kindly, because Pittalaḫšuwa has shown itself to be a 
Kaškaean city friendly to Ḫatti.

The elders of a city or district are fully empowered to make decisions for 
the land regarding war and peace. When Hittite armies approached a hostile 
land, it was the elders who came out to negotiate terms of surrender. The 
“elders of Pittalaḫšuwa” (line 9), who are at this time in the presence of the 
king, may have traveled a long way, since Alp localizes Pittalaḫšuwa north 
of the upper Yeşilirmak valley (1991a, 8, 31). in view of the vacillation in 
the spellings of the notable north Anatolian city Zalpa/Zalpuwa, this territory 
may be the same as Pittalaḫša, which is likewise in Kaškaean territory. 

the elders of a political-territorial unit are, of course, its official repre-
sentatives. In some cases, when a territory is menaced by an approaching 
Hittite army, it sends ambassadors to plead for mercy, in which case they 
are usually either very old people or women, calculated to elicit the Hittite 
king’s pity. 

I have arranged the text below so as to make it easier to see the three 
main sections of the message (lines 1, 2–5, 6–11). But this was not the 
ancient scribe’s intention, since there are no paragraph lines on the tablet to 
separate these parts.
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(1) UM-MA mga-aš-tu-ur-ra-aḫ-še-li Thus speaks Kašturraḫšeli: 
(2) UrUga-al-za-na LÚ.KÚr 
(3) mti-ip-pu-u-ur-ru-u-iš (4) LÚ 
URUPí-it-ta-la-aḫ-šu-wa (5) ú-wa-
te-et 

(6) nu MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-
YA (7) ku-i-e-eš (8) LÚ.MeŠ ŠU.gi 
(9) UrUPí-it-ta-la<-aḫ-šu-wa> 
(10) na-aš dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA (11) pa-
aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-ut 

Tippurrui, the “man” of Pittalaḫ-
šuwa, has brought here the enemy 
(who is) from the city Kalzana. 

Your Majesty, my lord, guard/pro-
tect the elders of Pittalaḫšuwa who 
are in my lord’s presence.

2.2.2.5. Letters between Officials at Tapikka-Maşat (55–85)

55. HKM 52  
From Ḫattušili to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/57. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Photo: Alp �99�a, pl. 6 (obverse 
only; showing the handwriting of tarḫunmiya). Dimensions (taken from the 
photo; see §1.2.8.2): 6 cm wide and 7.6 cm tall. Copy: HKM 52. Edition: 
Alp 1990, 107–13 and 1991a, 214–17, 332–33. Discussion: Beal �99�, �� 
and 43 w. n. 171 (on the UKU.UŠ troops employed as gendarmes); Beckman 
1995a, 27 (lines 10–18); imparati 1997; Houwink ten Cate 1998, 173–74; 
Lühr 2001, 335–36 n. 7c–e; imparati 2002, 93; Hoffner 2007, 390 (lines 38–
39); Marizza 2007a. On lines 25–28 see CHd per 1 a 3′. On lines 30–31 see 
CHd peran 1 c 2′ i’. Beal 1992, 43 (on lines 10–39). Lines 13–16 are edited 
in CHd Š, 6 (šaḫḫan b).

the principal sender, Ḫattušili, was a well-known and prominent scribe 
of the Middle Hittite period (see Alp 1991a, 58–59; Klinger 1995a, 88–90; 
imparati 1997, 649; 2002, 93), operating out of the capital city Ḫattuša, and 
with powers approaching those of the “royal secretary” of Old Babylonian 
Mari (see §1.1.6). 

it is unclear where Ḫattušili and tarḫunmiya were at the time the letter 
was written, although it was certainly in a place where there was a palace, 
that is, a regional administrative center (imparati 1997, 655). Ḫattušili’s 
words of warning to Ḫimmuili in lines 17–18 that he will report Ḫimmuili 
to the “palace,” if he doesn’t remedy the situation in tapikka, has force if 
the one reported to was the king himself, perhaps on his next visit to that 
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palace. Imparati has plausibly proposed that the palace nearest to Tapikka 
and exercising oversight over Tapikka was in Šapinuwa (Ortaköy), where 
excavations have shown that the king had a residence and a huge archive of 
official documents: 

At this point, it would seem plausible also to hypothesize that in most of the 
above-mentioned cases reference is made to the same Palace, situated in an 
administrative district not far from that of Tapikka, but of greater promi-
nence. The administration of Tapikka would presumably have consulted 
this Palace on issues of greater importance; there would therefore have been 
no need for geographical specifications to indicate it. Occasionally the king 
would stay in this Palace for a period of time, for various reasons (military, 
religious, administrative), and see to various affairs involving neighbouring 
districts, to whose governors he must at times have sent letters. For their 
own part, these governors would take advantage of the fact that the king was 
in their area to inform him of various matters and consult him with a view to 
resolving various issues. . . . Now, given that we know that Šapinuwa was a 
more important district than that of tapikka’s whose administration appears 
in certain respects to have been under the jurisdiction, or at least within the 
sphere of influence, of Šapinuwa, to me it seems possible that in our letter 
HKM 52 (and perhaps also in others where the term É.gAL appears) refer-
ence is made to the Palace situated in this centre. The existence of a Palace 
here has been known about for some time, and is confirmed by excavations 
presently being carried out there. (imparati 1997, 653–54)

 (1) UM-MA mgiŠgidrU-dingir-
LIM A-NA mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM 
(2) ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 
(3) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-du (4) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ 
ti-an ḫar-kán-du (5) nu-ut-ta aš-šu-
li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(1–5) Thus speaks Ḫattušili: Say to 
Ḫimmuili, my dear brother: May 
all be well with you; may the gods 
keep you alive and lovingly protect 
you.

(6) ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA-mu ku-e tu-
el ud-da-a-ar (7) ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-ši 
na-at I-NA É.gAL-LIM (8) Ú-UL 
am-mu-uk-pát me-mi-iš-ke-mi 
(9) nu-ut-ta egir-pa ar-ku-wa-ar 
iš-ša-a[ḫ]-ḫi 

(6–9) My brother, the affairs of 
yours that you keep writing about, 
do I for my part not speak about 
them in the palace and send you a 
reply? 

(10) tu-ga-kán a-pí-ya ma-ni-ya-aḫ-
ḫi-ya an-da (11) ŠA LÚdUB.SAr  
� É-TUM-pát nu-ut-ták-kán 

(10–18) There in your administrative 
district, there is only one ‘House of 
the Scribe.’ Others are oppressing
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[Ur]U?-i (12) an-d[a] ta-ma-e-eš 
dam-mi-iš-ki-iš-kán-zi153 (13) A-NA 
LÚ.MEŠdUB.SAr.MeŠ ša-aḫ-ḫa-an 
lu-uz-zi (14) a-pí-ya-ma-at ku-wa-at 
iš-ša-i (15) ki-nu-na-aš-ša-an igi.
Ḫi.A-wa ḫar-ak (16) na-an le-e 
dam-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi (17) ma-a-an 
Ú-UL-ma na-at ú-wa-mi (18) I-NA 
É.gAL-LIM me-ma-aḫ-ḫi 

(it/him) in your town. Are šaḫḫan 
and luzzi (incumbent) upon 
scribes? Why does he perform it 
there? now keep (your) eyes (on 
the matter). Let them stop oppress-
ing him. Otherwise, I will proceed 
to report it to the palace.

Commentary

9 decision on the meaning of this line is heavily influenced by how one 
understands the noun arkuwar. Alp (1991a, 332) followed friedrich (HW 
31), Kammenhuber (HW�), and others in deciding for the meaning “petition, 
plea” (german Bitte). if so, this line would constitute a kind of apology by 
Ḫattušili to Ḫimmuili. The translation “I will make a plea/defense back to 
you” as an apology makes no sense here. The order of names in lines �–� 
indicate that Ḫimmuili is not Ḫattušili’s superior, but either his equal (so 
imparati 1997, 649) or his subordinate. Ḫattušili seems upset in the letter 
and is hardly inclined to apologize. in lines 17–18 he even threatens him 
(see above). Marizza (2007a, 114) is justified in characterizing Ḫattušili’s 
language to Ḫimmuili and his reminder that it is he who alone can bring mat-
ters to the attention of the palace on Himuili’s behalf, as “blackmail” (l’arma 
di ricatto). the only way to salvage the translation “plea” here would be 
to understand it as voicing a complaint and pleading with the addressee to 
rectify it. Certainly there are Hittite arkuwar prayers of this type in which 
complaints are brought to the gods, who are urged to rectify the situation. 
d’Alfonso (2005b, 126) recognizes this two-sided aspect of arkuwai-/arku-
war iya- and proposes a translation “presentare una lamentela” (present a 
complaint) as a means of covering both a charge and a defense.

My view—which is influenced by widespread occurrences of both this 
noun and the related verb form, as well as by the tenor of Ḫattušili’s other 
words in this letter—is that the basic meaning of the word is “reply,” from 
which other nuances (“defence, argument,” and even a complaint or plea 
in the form of a prayer) can be derived. the noun arkuwar fundamentally 
means “reply, response,” from which the more common technical usage 
“plea, defense (against a charge)” developed. the more basic and non-tech-
nical meaning fits better here. See also another quote from Ḫimmuili in HKM 
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6�, where again a “reply to my words” makes best sense. That the combina-
tion arkuwar iya- was felt as a tight unity is shown by the word order UL 
arkuwar iya- (HKM 57: 26) for the negation instead of arkuwar UL iya-.

10–18 For this section, as well as for ��–�9, and other similar sources 
the words of Imparati in CANE 1, 562 are directly relevant:

Law 55 describes a scene that must have occurred more than once: a group 
of citizens petitioning the king for relief from an intolerable economic situ-
ation. A Middle Hittite letter from an official in the capital city to another 
official in the outlying city of tapikka [HKM 52] and a similar new Hit-
tite one from Emar (modern Meskene) attest to the necessity of bringing 
petitions for relief from the state imposts of land taxes and corvée (Hittite 
šaḫḫan and luzzi) to the personal attention and adjudication of the king. in 
both cases the petitioner claimed that if the officials would only inquire in 
the old records they would learn that his family had never before paid this 
tax on the property in question.

Cases such as these demonstrate that tax records were kept, not only in the 
capital, but also in the provincial administrative centers. Furthermore, as 
Marizza stresses (2007a, 114), this letter attests to a supervisory capacity 
of the BEL MADGALTI over those who perform the tax gathering (in this 
case, the “men of the district” and “men of the town,” which function is not 
reflected in the official instructions for the Provincial governors (CtH 261), 
edited by Pecchioli daddi 2003a.

The fact that the matter in question has been protracted for some time is 
confirmed by references to it in other letters from Maşat (texts 32, 63, and 
79) and by the use in this specific document of various verbs in the iterative 
(“are oppressing,” “stop oppressing” in lines 12 and 16).

Imparati writes: 

the statement at 1. 10 f., that ‘there within your (= Ḫimuili’s) district 
(maniyaḫḫiya a[nd]a) (there is) only one scribe’s house’, may suggest that 
the place in question was not specifically tarḫunmiya’s dwelling or patri-
monial and/or family complex, but possibly an administrative centre where 
he worked; however, this does not exclude that when he was in Tapikka he 
also resided there. Note, by way of comparison, the administrative centre 
described as the “house of the scribes on wood” (É LÚ.MEŠdUB.SAr.giŠ) 
in KUB XXV 31 + 1142/z Obv. 10. A public institution would also be sug-
gested by tarḫunmiya”s request to place a man UKU.UŠ (rev. 30–31) in 
front of the “house,” this presumably meaning a watchman/gendarme. It 
seems to me that the interpretation of this “house” as a public place is fur-
ther supported by Ḫattušili’s threat to take the matter up in the Palace and 
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the weighty intervention of Šarpa, the high dignitary of Šapinuwa, in favour 
of tarḫunmiya’s ‘house’, an intervention which constitutes the reason for 
the “principal” letter HKM 60. in Lower edge 18 - rev. 20 Šarpa even 
announces that, when he goes before the king, he will bring with him two 
persons who are guilty in relation to tarḫunmiya. the request for royal in-
tervention in the matter shows the gravity and importance of the issue and is 
more in keeping with a situation that in some way affected also the interests 
of the central administration, rather than with a private affair. (1997, 657) 

One wonders in view of imparati’s interpretation here, if the “houses” of the 
persons mentioned in law §50, in front of which an eyan-tree/pole erected/
displayed exempts them from šaḫḫan and luzzi, are not also in some sense 
public, rather than private. 

The word order in ŠA LÚdUB.SAr 1 É-TUM-pát is both unusual and 
interesting. the numeral “1” interrupts the genitive + head noun sequence, 
and the -pat is placed at the end of the long sequence, rather than on its 
first component, as Hart’s rule about -pat seems to have entailed (Hart 1971, 
102–3; see GrHL §28.118). Since the -pat “only” modifies the word “one,” 
according to my earlier formulation of the rule regarding -pat’s position 
within the clause (Hoffner 1973, 104–7), it might have been expected to be 
attached to that numeral here, which it clearly is not in this instance. But nei-
ther does the present sequence fit Hart’s rule, according to which one would 
expect *ŠA LÚdUB.SAr-pat � É-TUM. What this unusual case seems to indi-
cate is that here the entire sequence ŠA LÚdUB.SAr 1 É-TUM is regarded as 
an indivisible logogram, to which the Hittite particle can only be affixed at 
the end. This in turn allows us to attribute the numeral interrupting the geni-
tive + head noun sequence to Akkadian syntax, not Hittite. 

55b. HKM 52  
Piggyback Letter of Tarḫunmiya to Ḫimmuili

This is an example of a typical type of letter, attested from all regions of 
the ancient near east: a letter to an official’s superior, protesting and appeal-
ing what is regarded as an illegal or unjust action on the official’s part. for a 
Hebrew letter of protest, possibly from the reign of King Josiah, found on an 
ostracon from Yavneh Yam, see Pardee in CoS 3.41:77–78, and possibly the 
unprovenienced letter translated in CoS �.��:86. 

That the scribal circle to which tarḫunmiya belonged must have been 
under the control of Ḫattušili is clear from the interest that Ḫattušili shows in 
the problems of tarḫunmiya, as well as from the already mentioned differ-
ence in rank between the two men (imparati 1997, 650).
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the mention in lines 30–31 of an UKU.UŠ-soldier helps us to under-
stand this functionary as a kind of policeman under the command of the 
provincial governor (rosi 1983, 109–29; Beal 1992, 41 and 43 w. n. 171; 
Marizza 2007a, 116).

(19) A-NA BE-LÍ mḪi-mu-dingir-
LIM BE-LÍ-YA (20) [MA]Ḫ-RI-YA 
QÍ-BÍ-MA (21) UM-MA mtar-ḫu-un-
mi-ya dUMU-KA-MA (22) MA-ḪAR 
BE-LÍ ḫu-u-[m]a-[a]n Sig5-[i]n 
(23) e-eš-du nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ 
t[i]-an ḫa[r-k]án-du (24) nu-ut-ta 
aš-šu-li pa-[a]ḫ-ša-an-[t]a-ru 

(19–24) Say to lord Ḫimmuili, my 
lord and my superior: Thus speaks 
tarḫunmiya, your son: May all be 
well with (my) lord. May the gods 
keep you alive and lovingly pro-
tect you.

(25) BE-LU-uš154-ša-an BE-LÍ-YA 
(26)  am-me-el A-NA É-YA igi.Ḫi. 
A-wa ḫar-ak (27) na-at le-e dam-
mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi (28) nam-ma-mu 
di.Ḫi.A ku-e e-eš-zi (29) na-at BE-
LU BE-LÍ-YA ḫa-an-ni (30) na-at-kán 
aš-nu-ut nam-ma-kán A-NA É-YA 
(31) LÚUKU.UŠ pé-ra-an ti-it-ta-
nu-ut (32) na-aš LÚ.MeŠ KUr-TI 
LÚ.MEŠ URU-LIM-ya (33) le-e 
dam-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi 

(25–33) O lord, my lord, keep your 
eyes on my house, and let them 
not oppress it. Furthermore, O 
lord, my lord, adjudicate such 
legal affairs as I have, and resolve 
them (favorably). then (next) 
station a policeman in front of 
my house, and let the men of the 
land and the men of the town not 
oppress them.

(34) nam-ma am-mu-uk a-pí-ya 
(35) ša-aḫ-ḫa-an lu-uz-zi-ya Ú-UL  
ku-it (36) e-eš-ta ki-nu-na-mu LÚ. 
MEŠ URU-LIM (37) ša-aḫ-ḫa-ni 
lu-uz-zi-ya ti-it-ta-nu-ú-er (38) nu 
BE-LU LÚ.MeŠ KUr-TI-pát pu-
nu-uš (39) [m]a-a-an am-mu-uk 
ša-aḫ-ḫa-an lu-uz-zi iš-ša-aḫ-ḫu-un 

(34–39) furthermore, (previously) 
no šaḫḫan and luzzi was ever 
(incumbent) upon me there. But 
now the men of the town have 
imposed šaḫḫan and luzzi upon 
me! O lord, just ask those same 
men of the land if I have ever ren-
dered šaḫḫan and luzzi.

(40) BE-LU-ma ku-i-uš LÚ.MeŠ 
ṬE�-MI u-i-e-eš-ke-ši (41) na-aš-kán 
am-mu-uk pa-ra-a (42) na-iš-ke-mi 
ŠA AnŠe.KUr.rA giŠgigir-ya-
mu (43) ku-it ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(44) na-aš-ta [ur-g]i-i-in (45) I-NA 

(40–46) What messengers you keep 
sending, O lord, I am sending 
them on. Concerning the matter of 
the horse(s) and chariot which you 
wrote: i will forward the … in the 
palace.
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É.gAL-LIM am-mu-uk […] (46) pa-
ra-a ar-nu-mi 

Commentary

34–39 are edited in CHd Š, 6. the ku-it following the negative in line 35 
does not need to be emended to ku-it<-ki>, since such a use of kuit following 
a negative in just this sense is known elsewhere: parkunuši–ma–za UL kuit 
“but you clean nothing up” KBo 3.1 ii 43–44, ed. CHd P, 173. 

44 I have rendered the last sentence according to its probable meaning 
(see HKM 27: 11–16 and CHd parā 1 e 1′ and 3 a), but i cannot decide the 
broken word(s) at the end of line 44. [ur-]gi-i-in hardly makes sense. urki- 
means “trace, track,” and when written plene is ūrki-, not *urkī-. I cannot 
check Alp’s copy, because my photo does not include the edge, where this 
line stands, and Alp’s photo (1991a, tafel 6) shows only the obverse. if in 
spite of my just voiced objection the word is indeed urki- “trail, track,” it 
might have a meaning something like the modern jargon: “i will forward (it) 
on the ‘paper trail’ (urgi-) in the palace,” taking the accusative [ur?-g]i?-i-in 
as “accusative of the way.”

56. HKM 53  
From Ḫattušili to Uzzū

Text: Mşt. 75/94. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 53. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 218–19, 335 (no. 53). 

(1) [UM-M]A mgiŠgi[drU-
dingir-LIM] (2) [A-N]A mUz-z[u 
-u QÍ-BÍ-M]A 

(1–2) thus speaks Ḫattušili: Say to 
Uzzū:

(3) ŠA mḪi-mu-din[gir-LIM 
…] x ḫal-ki-e-eš (4) nam-ma-ya 
ku-i?-[e?-eš? …] x Ú-NU-TEMEŠ 

(5) ŠA mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM [a-
p]é-e-da-ni KUr-ya (6) nu ar-ḫa 
ku-it ḫar-ni-in-kán (7) [x-x-x-y]a? 
ku-it na-at tup-pí-az (8) [ḫa-at-ra-a-i 
n]a-at-mu up-pí (9) [… -z]i? tap?-
tap?-pa-ša-kán pa-ra-a-na (9a?) […]

(3–9) The crops … of Ḫimmuili, 
and furthermore the utensils which 
belong to Ḫimmuili are in that ter-
ritory. Write on a tablet what has 
been destroyed and what …, and 
send it to me! …, but the cage? … 
… 
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Commentary

5 It is unclear to what previous geographical name the apedani KUr 
refers. Perhaps a toponym stood in one of the text breaks that precede.

9 Alp read [. . . l]um?-pa-ša and suggested a connection with lu(m)pašti-. 
My reading would appeal to the word (giŠ)taptappa- “cage(?)” occurring in 
Muršili ii’s plague prayer (KUB14.8 rev. 22): MUŠen-iš-za-kán giŠtap-ta-
ap-pa-an egir-pa e-ep-zi na-an giŠtap-ta-ap-pa-aš ḫu-[iš-nu-zi] “the bird 
takes refuge in (his) cage(?), and the cage(?) saves its life.” the word also 
occurs written giŠtap-tap-pa-an (KUB 6.45+ iii 40) and without the giŠ 
determinative in KBo 39.33 iii 2. So long as the following word parāna is 
unexplained, it is impossible to know whether taptappaš is nom. sg. or not. 
Ḫattušili’s concern in this short letter is for items of value that were destroyed 
(line 6), including utensils belonging to Ḫimmuili (lines 4–5). that they were 
valuable is indicated by his desire to have a list drawn up and forwarded to 
him. There are mentions in inventory texts of several taptappa- (“cages?”) 
made of gold (KUB 42.40 rev. 6′) and of silver (KUB 42.68 rev. rt. col. 8′), 
edited by Siegelová 1986, 508–11. 

56b. HKM 53 
Piggyback Letter from Mār-ešrē to Uzzū

(10) [UM-MA mdUMU-]Ud.20.
KAM A-NA mUz-zu-u (11) [ŠEŠ.
dÙg.gA-Y]A QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(10–11) Thus speaks Mar-ešrē: Say 
to Uzzū, my dear brother:

(12) [MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ.d]Ùg.gA-YA 
ḫu-u-ma-an (13) [Sig5-in] e-eš-du 
nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ (14) [ti-a]n 
ḫar-kán-du nu-ut-ta (15) [aš-šu-l]i 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(12–15) May all be well with my 
dear brother! And may the gods 
keep you alive and lovingly protect 
you!

(16) [k]a-a-ša U[RU?x-x-]na-ri-ta-az 
(17) [LÚ.Me]Š ŠU.g[i ḫu-u]-ma-
an-te-eš ú-e-er (18) [… Še]Š-YA 
(19) […] ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 

(16–19) All the elders have just come 
from URU?…-narita. So do not 
worry, my brother! … everything 
is fine?.”

(20) ŠeŠ dÙg.gA[-YA ku-w]a-
a-pí-ya (21) KUŠÉ[.MÁ.Ur]U7 
ú-e-mi-iš-ke-ši (22) nu-m[u x-x 

(20–23) My dear brother, (if) you can 
find quivers anywhere?, send … 
weapons and good quivers? to me!
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a-p]í-ya giŠtUKUL (23) KUŠ[IŠ-PA-
TEMEŠ Si]g5-ya up-pí 

Commentary

16–19 Mention of elders of a city (see Klengel 1965) arriving suggest 
either that they have come to make a peace treaty—which could easily be 
considered good news (“everything is fine”)—or are arriving for a trial of 
some sort requiring elders as judges (see their function in the laws §71; Hoff-
ner 1997g, 79–80; Bryce 2002a, 85). given the social context of tapikka as a 
provincial quasi-military governmental center, perhaps the former interpreta-
tion is preferable. Yet, if these elders are Kaškaeans, it forces a reassessment 
of the view of von Schuler (1965, 72) that the egalitarian nature of Kaškaean 
society excluded elders. Unfortunately, since most of the city name ([URU. . .]-
narita) is broken away, we cannot use that to aid us in deciding of the elders 
were Kaškaean or not.

20–23 Bryce (2003b, 176), referring to lines 20–23, apparently mis-
understood Alp’s translation of KUŠÉ[.MÁ.Ur]U7 “quivers” with german 
Köcher (p. 219) and thought Mar-ešrē was asking for cooks(!) to be sent to 
him.

57. HKM 54  
From Kaššū to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/53. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 54. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 220–21 (no. 54. Translation: Klinger 2001a, 67. Discussion: Hou-
wink ten Cate 1998, 167; Hoffner 2001, 204 with n. 20; Ofitsch 2001, 
329–30; goedegebuure 2003, 99; imparati 2003, 235–36. 

this letter shows how Ḫimmuili, faced with the problem of a lack of 
seed grain, goes up the hierarchical chain of authority to Kaššū for help, 
but Kaššū warns him that an authority higher than himself, namely the area 
“palace” (perhaps at Šapinuwa) will be unhappy with the management of 
the resources in that area. The four towns named in lines 8–�� belonged to 
the district under Ḫimmuili’s supervision. A matter of concern to the palace 
would be Ḫimmuili’s use (wthout permission) of cattle of Kašepura (lines 
18–24), which belonged to the state.
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(1) UM-MA mKa-aš-šu-ú (2) A-NA 
mḪi-mu-i-dingir-LIM (3) QÍ-BÍ-
MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Kaššū: Say to 
Ḫimmuili:

(4) ŠA nUMUn.Ḫi.A-mu ut-tar 
ku-it (5) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš nUMUn.
Ḫi.A-wa (6) A.ŠÀte-ri-ip-pí-ya-aš 
(7) nU.gÁL 

(4–7) Concerning what you wrote me 
about seed: “There is no seed for 
the plowed fields.”

(8) nu URUTa-pí-ig-ga (9) UrUAn-
zi-li-ya (10) UrUḪa-ri-ya (11) Ù 
A-NA URUḪa-ni-in-ka�-u-wa-ya 
(12) ŠE-AM Ù ZÍZ-ya (13) [k]u-e an-
ni-ya-an (14) e-eš-ta ma-an Ú-UL 
(15) a-pé-e-ez da-a-at-ta (16) ma-an 
a-pé-e A.ŠÀte-ri-ip-[p]í (17) a-ni-i-er 

(8–17) Shouldn’t you have taken 
from there155 the barley and wheat 
which was intended for sowing 
(for) Tapikka, Anziliya, Ḫariya, and 
also Ḫaninkawa? then they could 
have sown those plowed fields. 

(18) ŠA URUKa-ši-pu-u-ra gU�.
Ḫi.A (19) ku-e A.ŠÀte-ri-ip-pí (20) A.

Š[À]te-ri-ip-pí-ya-at (21) nu-ut-ta 
ú-wa-an-zi (22) a-pé-e-d[a-n]i ud-
da-ni-i (23) IŠ-T[U] É?.[gA]L?-LIM 
Ú-UL (24) pu-nu-u[š-š]a-a[n-]zi 

(18–24) Regarding the fields that 
you plowed with156 the cattle of 
Kašipūra, will it not result in their 
questioning you on that matter from 
the (regional) palace?

(25) ki-nu-na a-pé-e-ez da-a (26) nu 
a-pé-e nUMUn.Ḫi.A an-ni-ya 
(27) LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-MI-IA-mu le-e 
(28) kar-aš-ke-ši 

(25–28) Now take from there and sow 
those seeds. And don’t withhold 
(literally, ‘cut off’) my messengers 
from me.

Commentary

8–11 The placement of the A-NA in line �� instead of before URUTa-
pí-ig-ga in line 8 is strange. But the form URUTa-pí-ig-ga can be taken as a 
dative-locative (“for”) without any explicit Akkadian preposition. Ù . . .-ya 
in line �� seems redundant, but no more so than standard English “and . . . as 
well” or “and also . . . .”

18–24 On this passage see Hoffner 2001, 204. One would expect gU�.
Ḫi.A-it here. the A.ŠÀ in line 20 is probably a determinative on the verb 
terippiya-. See HKM 55: 7. Alp (1991a, 406–7) lists this verb under terip(p)-. 
Such a verb indeed exists. But all forms of the verb terippiya- in Maşat are 
preceded by the determinative A.ŠÀ, which cannot be the direct object. the 
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verb terippiya- is probably a denominative (“to make as a plowed field”). 
Alternate translation: “the plowed fields of the cattle of the town Kašepura, 
they are plowed fields (A.ŠÀterippi–at).” 

21–24 On the role of the regional palaces (É.gAL) in supervising agri-
culture see imparati 1997, 651, and 2002, 94. the verb uwanzi is part of a 
serial construction (GrHL §24.31 and following). the -ta is the direct object 
of punuššanzi. The sentence in lines ��–��, which I take as a rhetorical ques-
tion (see Hoffner 1995a, 89–90) like lines 8–15, Klinger (2001a, 67) takes as 
a statement: “es wird dazu kommen, daß man dich in jener Angelegenheit 
durch den Palast nicht verhört.”

27 As correctly noted by Beckman (personal communication), this is 
equivalent to colloquial english “Keep me posted.” But it may also refer to 
the unwelcome practice of detaining royal messengers, so that they do not 
return quickly to the king with the replies. See text 58, lines 29–35.

58. HKM 55  
From Kaššū to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/66. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 55. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 222–25 (no. 55). Discussion: Beckman 1995a, 24 with n. 24; Hou-
wink ten Cate 1998, 167; van den Hout 2001b, 175; Ofitsch 2001, 330.

(1) [U]M-MA mga-aš-šu-ú A-NA 
mḪi-mu-di[ngir-LIM] (2) [Q]Í-
BÍ-MA 

(1–2) Thus speaks Kaššū: Say to 
Ḫimmuili:

(3) ka-a-ša-mu mPu-ul-li-iš 
(4) UrUKa-a-ši-pu-ra-az ḫa-at-ra-a-it 
(5) A.ŠÀte-ri-ip-pí-wa ku-e (6) UrUda-
a-pí-ik-ka� URUta-ḫ[a]-ša-ra-ya 
(7) A.ŠÀte-<-ri>-ip-pí-ya-an nu-wa 
NUMUN (8) mḪi-mu-dingir-
LIM-iš Ú-UL pa-a-i (9) nu-wa 
nUMUn n[U.g]ÁL 

(3–9) Pulli has just written me from 
Kašepura: “As for the (plowed) 
fields of Tapikka and taḫašara 
which were plowed, Ḫimmuili 
doesn’t give seed (for them). there 
is no seed.”

(10) nu-mu zi-ik ku-e mḪi-mu-
dingir-LIM-iš (11) NUMUN.
Ḫi.A me-ma-at-ta ke-e!-wa157 
(12) URUda-a-pí-ik-ka� a-ni-ya-an- 

(10–17) Where did those seeds go, 
about which you spoke to me, 
Ḫimmuili, (saying): “these are 
sown in Tapikka, these in Anziliya, 
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da (13) ke-e-ma-wa URUAn-zi-li-ya 
(14) ke-e-ma-wa URU[Ḫ]a-a-ri-ya 
(15) ke-e-ma-wa URUḪa-a-ni-ik-ka�-
wa (16) nu a-pé-e nUMUn.Ḫi.A 
ku-wa-pí (17) pa-it158 

these in Ḫariya, and these in 
Ḫanikkawa”?159

(18) […] x x [… mḪi-m]u-dingir-
LIM-i[š] (19) […] x x […] x x x 
(20) […] x x ma-aḫ-[ḫ]a-an (21) Ú-
UL nu-un-tar-nu-ši na-at (22) Ú-UL 
a-ni-ya-ši 

(18–22) … Ḫimmuili … when you 
do not hasten, you will not sow it.

(23) nu-un-na-aš ŠA BE-LUMEŠ-TI 
(24) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an nUMUn.Ḫi.A 
 me-na-aḫ-ḫa-an-da (25) nu-un-tar- 
nu-ši nu ŠA BE-LUMEŠ-TI  
(26) nUMUn.Ḫi.A an-ni-eš-ke-ši  
(27) ŠA É.gAL-LIM-ma-az 
nUMUn.Ḫi.A (28) a-ni-ya-u-wa-
an-zi Ú-UL mi-ma-at-ti 

(23–28) When you expedite the 
lords’ sowing for us, you will keep 
sowing the lords’ seeds. But you 
say “no” to the sowing of seeds of 
the palace. 

(29) LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-MI-YA-mu ku-
wa-at Ú-UL (30) u-i-eš-ke-et-ta-ni160 
tu-e-el (31) ArAd.MeŠ t[a]-ri-ya-
an-zi�6� LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-MI  
(32) Ú-UL ŠA BE-LÍ-NI KUr-ya  
(33) ŠA BE-LÍ-NI ma-an-kán ku-it 
(34) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an an-da ma-an-mu 
(35) ḫu-u-ma-an ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-ši 

(29–35) Why are you (pl.) not send-
ing my messengers (back) to me? 
Are your servants too tired (to do 
so)? do the(se) messengers not 
belong to our lord? Even the land 
(itself) belongs to our lord. if only 
you (sg.) would keep writing me 
everything about how it is there!

(36) [z]i-ga-za mḪu-i-il-li-iš 
(37) [M]A-[Ḫ]AR dUTU-ŠI ku-it 
e-eš-ta (38) nu-wa-mu LÚ?�6�-na-
at-ta-aš MA-ḪAR dU[TU-ŠI] 
(39) [t]e-et ka-a-ša-kán KUr-ya 
[…] (40) […] e-eš-ta na-at-kán pa-
ra-a n[a-i] (l. e. 1) [t]u-uk dUTU-Š[I] 
BE-LÍ-YA ša-<ak?>-[d]u?�6� (l. e. 2) 
S[ig5-]in i[-e-e]t Ú-UL-t[a] A-NA 
ÉRIN?.[MEŠ?] (l. e. 3) […]-x Sig5-
i[n] i-e-et 

(36–40, l. e. 1–3) Because you, Ḫuilli, 
were with His Majesty, did you 
speak of me … before His Maj-
esty? … was in the land. Send it 
out. May His Majesty, My Lord, 
know about you! He treated (you) 
well. didn’t he treat you well in 
regard to the work gangs …?
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Commentary

Although this letter is formally addressed only to Ḫimmuili, there is a 
brief section that is addressed to Ḫuilli (lines 36–40). the bulk of the letter to 
his colleague Ḫimmuili (lines 10–35), whom he addresses as a subordinate, 
is a dressing-down, in part due to a bad report Kaššū received from Pulli 
(lines 3–9). the letter is replete with suspicion, rivalry, and veiled threats. 
These men really did not get along! 

Kaššū’s letter begins with a complaint that Ḫimmuili is mismanaging the 
supply of seed grain (3–17), and a hint that Ḫimmuili had previously lied to 
him about the availability of seed, or perhaps had purloined it for other pur-
poses in the meantime. 

11 I emend the last word in the line (ki-nu-wa) to ke-e!-wa (or ki-u!-wa 
with an u glide). there is no reason to expect a kinu(n)–wa “now” here.

18–28 Kaššū goes on to imply that by doing favors for the wealthy 
“lords” and their fields, Ḫimmuili is failing in his prior duty to the crown 
lands. 

20–21 Beckman (personal communication) suggests hendiadys may be 
operating here: “when you do not quickly sow.” 

23 Contra Alp 1991a, 222, i read nu-un-na-aš ŠA BE-LUMEŠ-TI . . . 
nUMUn.Ḫi.A here.

27–28 If my interpretation of -z(a) . . . UL memma- as “say ‘no’” (CHd 
mema- 12 b) is correct, it is the earliest (MH) example yet attested of this 
expression. All examples cited in the CHd are nH. note that several of them 
use the geminated m spelling of me(m)ma- “to say.”

29–35 The complaint is that Ḫimmuili is detaining messengers sent 
to him from Kaššū. this was a serious matter, since the messengers were 
not Kaššū’s own servants, but the king’s. As Beckman noted (1995a, 24), 
this paragraph shows how bad personal relations were between Kaššū and 
Ḫimmuili. My translation reflects an understanding of the verb t/dariyanzi 
different from Beckman’s, but otherwise agrees with his interpretation.

31 For the collated reading ta-ri-ya-an-zi here see CHd Š, 258, where 
the sarcasm is also noted.

33 The ma-an is merely anticipating the ma-an in line �� and need not 
be translated in the first clause. Literally: “if only—how it is there—if only 
you would keep writing . . .” Interrupted thoughts in the wording are usually 
a sign that the letter was not drafted by a scribe from preliminary notes, but 
was either dictated directly or—if the writer is himself a scribe—composed 
as it was being written. 
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38 Alp’s LÚ-na-at-ta-aš is an impossible form. What he translates is 
LÚ-na-an-na-aš. I have no photo to check the signs.

59. HKM 56  
To Ḫuilli from Ḫimmuili 

Text: Mşt. 75/42. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 56. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 224–27, 335–36 (no. 56). Discussion: goedegebuure 2003, 182–
8� (on the non-anaphoric use with a second-person reference [“from your 
place”] of apez in 8).

Ḫimmuili writes—according to Alp, from Ḫattuša—to his colleague 
Ḫuilli in tapikka, giving him the position of preference (superiority) in the 
address form, and adding a wish for his welfare (lines 5–6), which is cus-
tomary when writing to a superior. This relationship to a superior does not, 
however, keep Ḫimmuili from complaining bitterly because Ḫuilli did not 
send a greeting along with Ḫimmuili’s messenger Šanda when the latter 
returned from him. He also issues a request (perhaps already requested previ-
ously and still not sent) for quivers and good quality weapons (lines 13–19). 

(1) A-NA mḪu-il-li (2) ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA (3) UM-MA 
mḪi-im-mu-dingir-LIM (4) A-
ḪU-KA-MA 

(1–4) Say to my dear brother Ḫuilli: 
Thus speaks Ḫimmuili, your 
brother:

(5) dingir.MeŠ-ta ti-an ḫar-kán-
du (6) nu-ut-ta pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru 

(5–6) May the gods keep you alive 
and protect you!

(7) am-me-el [k]u-it LÚ ṬE�-MU 
(8) a-pé-ez ú-it ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA-
ma-mu (9) aš-šu-ul ku-wa-at Ú-UL 
(10) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 

(7–10) Why, my dear brother, did 
you not send your greeting to me, 
when my messenger came (back) 
from you?

(11) nu-ud-du-za-kán ka-a-ša (12) ša-
an-za 

(11–12) I am angry with you!

(13) ki-nu-na ka-a-ša (14) am-me-
el LÚ ṬE�-MU (15) mAMAR.
UtU-aš ú-iz-zi (16) nu-mu ŠEŠ!.
dÙg.gA-YA (17) KUŠIŠ-PA-TEMEŠ 
(18) giŠtUKUL Sig5-ya (19) up-pí 

(13–19) Now my messenger Šanda 
is about to come (again to you); so 
send me quivers and good weapons, 
my dear brother!
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Commentary

For the -d/tu allomorph of -ta “(to) you,” see GrHL §1.69 and §§5.14–
15.

59b. HKM 56  
Piggyback Letter from Tarḫunmiya to Walwa-ziti

(20) UM-MA m.dU-mi-ya (21) A-NA 
mWa-al-wa-NU�6� dUMU dÙg.
gA-YA (22) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(20–22) Thus speaks tarḫunmiya: 
Say to Walwa-ziti, my dear son:

(23) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
(24) e-eš-du nu-ut-ta <dingir.
MeŠ> aš-šu-li (25) pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru 

(23–25) May all be well with you, 
and may <the gods> lovingly pro-
tect you!

(26) dUMU dÙg.gA-YA-mu 
aš-šu-ul (27) ku-wa-at Ú-UL ḫa-
at-re-eš-ke-ši (28) am-me-el-kán 
aš-šu-ul PA-NI (29) mPí-ip-pa-pa 
ḫal-za-i 

(26–29) My dear son, why are you 
not sending your greeting to me? 
Read my greetings aloud to Pip-
papa!

60. HKM 57  
From Ilali and Kašilti to the Provincial Governor and Ḫuilli

Text: Mşt. 75/60. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 57. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 226–29 (no. 57). Discussion: de Martino and imparati 1995, 109–
10; Hoffner 1997g, 187; francia 2002, §2.4.1 (lines 6–8); goedegebuure 
2003, 210; imparati 2003, 238; taggar-Cohen 2006, 156–57, 216–17 (on the 
dUMU SAngA). 

It is somewhat unusual for a letter to multiple recipients to have also 
more than one sender. Yet that is the case here. But that one of these—prob-
ably the first-named, ilali—is actually formulating the letter and occasionally 
lapses into the singular “I,” can be seen in line ��.

The letter concerns a pending case against two offenders, Ḫimmuili 
and tarḫumuwa, two men of Ḫaššarpanda, who are charged with stealing 
a woman (i.e., a purchased woman) belonging to a slave named Kaštanda. 
Although Kaštanda is a slave, he has influence and standing, because he is 
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the slave of a “son of a priest.” And therefore Ilali and Kašilti intercede with 
the provincial governor and Ḫuilli to judge the case and recover Kaštanda’s 
woman. ilali(?) says that he has sent Kaštanda to them along with this letter, 
so that he can see justice done and receive his woman. 

 (1) UM-MA mI-la-li (2) Ù mKa-ši- 
i[l]-ti (3) A-NA LÚBE-EL <MA>-
AD-GAL-TI (4) Ù A-NA mḪu-i-il-li 
(5) ŠeŠ.Ḫi.A dÙg.gA-NI QÍ-BÍ-
MA 

(1–5) Thus speak Ilali and Kašilti: 
Say to the Provincial governor and 
to Ḫuilli, our dear brothers:

(6) kat-ta-aš-ma-aš ḫu-u-ma-an 
Sig5-in (7) e-eš-tu nu-uš-ma-aš 
dingir.MeŠ ti-an (8) ḫar-kán-du 
nu-uš-ma-aš aš-šu-li (9) pa-aḫ-ša-an-
da-ru 

(6–9) May all be well with you (pl.). 
May the gods keep you (pl.) alive 
and lovingly protect you.

(10) ka-a-aš ku-iš mKa-aš-ta-an-
da-<aš> (11) ArAd LÚ dUMU 
SAngA URUÚ-ri-iš-ta (12) e-eš-zi 
nu-za-kán MUnUS URUga-aš-
ša! (13) wa-aš-ta na-an-ši-kán 
(14) mḪi-im-mu-i-li-iš (15) mTar-
ḫu-u-mu-u-wa-ša (16) � LÚ.MEŠ 
URUḪa-aš-šar-pa-an-da (17) ar-ḫa 
da-i-e-er 

(10–17) This Kaštanda, who is the 
slave of a man who is the son of 
a priest in Urišta, purchased for 
himself a woman from Kašša. But 
Ḫimmuili and tarḫumuwa, two 
men of Ḫaššarpanda, stole her 
away from him.

(18) ki-nu-na-kán ka-a-š[a] (19) mKa-
aš-ta-an-da-an […] (20) ArAd 
LÚdUMU SAngA [URUÚ-ri-iš-ta 
…] (21) kat-ti-šu-mi pa-ra-a […] 
(22) ne-eḫ-ḫu-u-un nu-uš-ši […] 
(23) ḫa-an-ne-eš-šar [ḫ]a-an-n[a-a]t-
tén (24) na-an-ká[n] aš-nu-ut[-tén] 

(18–24) Now I (ilali?) have herewith 
sent to you (pl.) Kaštanda, slave of 
a man who is the son of a priest in 
Urišta …. Judge the case for him 
and satisfy him.

(25) nu ú-iz-zi L[Ú dUMU 
SAngA] (26) Ú-UL ar-k[u-wa-ar 
i-ya-zi] (27) nu-za-kán šu-ma-aš 
[…] (28) egir-pa Ú-UL t[e-ez-zi] 
(29) ArAd-YA-wa-m[u] (30) Ú-UL 
ḫa-a[n-n]a[-at-te-ni] 

(25–30) Will the son of the priest? 
not proceed to make a plea?.165 
Will he not speak for himself back 
to you (pl.), saying: “Will you not 
judge the case of my slave (i.e., 
Kaštanda)?”
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(31) ma-a-an ḫa-an-n[a-at-te-ni-ma?] 
(32) a-pí-ya [nu] S[ig5-in ma-a-an 
Ú-UL-ma nu MUnUS-an] (33) e-
ep-t[a-n]i n[u?-un-na-aš-kán] 
(34) mḪi-im-mu-i-li-i[n mTar-
ḫu-u-mu-wa-an] (35) ku-u-un-na 
mKa-aš-t[a-an-da-an] (36) pa-ra-a 
na-i[š-kat-tén?] 

(31–36) if you (pl.) adjudicate there, 
fine. But if not, then you (pl.) 
should take the woman into cus-
tody, and send to us? Ḫimmuili, 
tarḫumuwa, and this Kaštanda (so 
that i may judge them).

Commentary

10–17 Since there are two abductors, probably this is not elopement by 
a rival suitor (unless the second man is his helper, the šardiyaš of law §37), 
but abducting the woman to use or sell her as a slave. Kaštanda is clearly 
the injured party, not the offender (contra de Martino and imparati), and it 
is difficult to see how they could claim that the final two paragraphs show 
him to be the offender! On the contrary, lines 18–24 show that the judges are 
to satisfy Kaštanda as the plaintiff (na-an-ká[n] aš-nu-ut[-tén]), illustrating 
the claim often made that Hittite justice imitated that of the Sun god who 
defended the just causes of widows and orphans (Singer 2002, 34 §8). 

11 the LÚ may be a determinative here. the dUMU SAngA stands 
for Akkadian mār šangê “member of the priestly class.”

13 Alp (1991a, 228) and de Martino and imparati (1995, 109) emend 
the text to wa-aš-ta<-aš> “sinned.” I follow Beal �99�, ��� in retaining 
wa-aš-ta “purchased.” The verb form wa-aš-ta is from waš- “to buy” which 
regularly takes -za as in line ��. The verb wašta- “to sin” on the other hand 
never takes -za, nor does it take an “accusative of reference” to designate the 
person sinned against.

13–16 de Martino and imparati failed to recognize that the issue is theft 
of Kaštanda’s legitimate purchase, not only because they wrongly emended 
wa-aš-ta to wa-aš-ta<-aš>, but also because they misunderstood and mis-
translated da-i-e-er as “took” (daīr, an impossible form given the spelling) 
instead of “stole” (dayēr).

29–30 The verb ḫanna- with the acc. of the person merely means judge 
someone’s case. it does not necessarily indicate an adverse ruling (i.e., “con-
demn”). Since i have shown (see above on line 13) that there is no indication 
earlier in the document that Kaštanda is being sent as the accused, one who 
“sinned” (wa-as-ta<-aš>), the verb here simply means “judge K.’s case.” 
And since it is his woman who has been stolen, i render this verb as “judge 
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the case of” in the sense of “give satisfaction and justice to” Kaštanda. i have 
rendered the clauses as questions. Syntactically, it is also possible to render 
them as statements. 

the restorations in 31–36 are my own conjecture, attempting to make 
some sense of the passage. If I am right, Ilali and Kašilti prefer that the gov-
ernor and Ḫuilli judge Kaštanda’s case. But if they cannot or prefer not to, 
they should send all three parties in the case to Ilali and Kašilti, who will 
then see to settling the case. 

61. HKM 58  
From Kikarša to Taḫazzili

Text: Mşt. 75/56. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 58. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 228–31 (no. 58). Discussion: Beckman 1983b, 109 (on the Akka-
dian Pns); Alp 1991a, 54–55 (Ašduwarae), 336 (commentary); del Monte 
�99�, ��6 (Piššunupašši), 139–40 (Šapinuwa); Hoffner 1997a, 400; 1997g, 
175; 2002c, 68–69 with n. 43; Lühr 2001, 339 n. 12 (the reference to “Mşt. 
75/76” [HKM 51] is a typographical error for Mşt. 75/56 [HKM 58], this 
text); Siegelová 2002, 736; Bryce 2003b, 173–74 (n. 15, translation of lines 
5–14), 176 (n. 26, translating lines 29–31); Arıkan 2006, 148–49 (translitera-
tion and translation of lines 5–14), 153; Marizza 2007a, 63, 135, 143, 161; 
freu and Mazoyer 2007, 171, 187. 

the official Kikarša, judging from the order of names in 1–2 perhaps 
the superior of taḫazzili, writes to the latter in tapikka, where Adad-bēlī 
(addressed in the piggyback letter) was also headquartered. We have no 
information about Kikarša’s and ilī-tukultī’s whereabouts when they sent 
this letter to Tapikka. 

 (1) UM-MA mKi-kar-ša A-NA mTa-
ḫa-az-zi-dingir-LIM (2) ŠEŠ 
dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) Thus speaks Kikarša: Say to 
taḫazzili, my dear brother:

(3) MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA 
ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e-eš-du 
(4) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ aš-šu-li 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(3–4) May all be well with my dear 
brother, and may the gods lovingly 
protect you. 

(5) ŠA LÚ.MeŠ igi.nU.gÁL-mu (5–14) Concerning the matter of
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ku-it ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (6) nu-kán 
LÚ.MeŠ igi.nU.gÁL.Ḫi.A ḫu-u-
ma-an-te-eš (7) URUŠa-pí-nu-u-wa 
ša-ra-a pé-e-ḫu-te-er (8) ka-a-ma 
10 LÚ.MeŠ igi.nU.gÁL.Ḫi.A 
I-NA É.Ḫi.A NA�ARA5-R[U] 
(9) ar-ḫa ta-a-li-e-er na-aš ka-a-ša 
pu-nu-uš-šu-un (10) nu-mu zi-ik 
ku-i-e-eš lam-ni-it ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(11) na-aš-ta nU.gÁL ku-iš-ki an-
da (12) nu ma-a-an ḫa-at-ra-a-ši nu 
I-NA URUŠa-pí-nu-wa (13) A-NA 
mŠa-ar-pa ḫa-at-ra-a-i (14) LÚ.MEŠ 
igi.nU.gÁL ḫu-u-ma-an-du-uš 
a-pí-ya 

the blind men that you wrote me 
about: They have conducted all 
of the blind men up to the town 
Šapinuwa. They have left behind 
here ten blind men (to work) in the 
mill houses. I have now inquired 
about them, and there is no one 
here by the names you wrote to 
me. if you (wish to) write, write to 
Šarpa in Šapinuwa. All the (other) 
blind men are there.”

(15) k[a-a-]ša ŠA mAš-du-wa-ar-ra- 
e ut-tar (16) [d]U[tU-Š]I [p]a-ra-a- 
ya ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi (17) [n]a-at-mu  
egir-pa Ú-UL ku-it-ki (18) [ḫa-at- 
r]a-a-š[i] mAš-du-wa-ra-a-en ku-in  
(19) [U]rUPí-iš-šu-nu-pa-aš-ši a-pí- 
ya ḫar-kán-zi (20) [nu-u]š-ma-aš-
ša-an dUTU-ŠI ku-it (21) egir-pa 
ma-ni-ya-aḫ-ta na-an egir-pa 
(22) [k]u-wa-at Ú-UL pí-iš-te-ni 
(23) na-an ma-a-an Ú-UL pí-iš-te-ni 
(24) nu-mu ḫa-at-ra-a-i na-at I-NA 
É.gAL-LIM ḫa-at-ra-a-mi 

(15–24) i keep writing (to) His Maj-
esty on the subject of Ašduwarrae, 
but you write nothing back to me 
about it. Since His Majesty handed 
Ašduwarrae, whom they are hold-
ing there in Piššunupašši, over to 
you (pl.), why don’t you give him 
back? If you do not give him, write 
to me, and I will write it to the 
(regional?) palace. 

Commentary

5–14 Cited in full and translated in Siegelová 2002, 736. the blind men 
referred to in this letter and HKM 59 (text 62) were prisoners of war, who 
had been blinded after their capture, because they had broken their oaths to 
the Hittite king (so correctly Siegelová 2002, 736). Some of them were held 
for ransom by their homelands, as we learn from HKM 102, on which see the 
comments above on HKM 14 (text 19). While awaiting ransom, they were 
put to use as temporary labor. Why working in the mill houses was selected 
as the best place for some of them is not entirely clear. Since milling was 
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traditionally the domestic chore of the women of the household (see Hoffner 
1974a, 133), this may have been a form of humiliating these enemies of the 
state. it was also a job that a blind person could perform almost as easily as a 
sighted person, which was the not the case with many other tasks. For discus-
sion of the subject, see Hoffner 2002c, 2004; Siegelová 2002; Bryce 2003b: 
173, and Arıkan 2006, 148–49, 153. Blinded prisoners of war working in the 
mill houses provides cultural background for the biblical story of the Israelite 
strong man Samson, whom the Philistines captured, blinded, and put to work 
in a mill house. See Judg 16:21, and Hoffner 2002c, 2004.

6–7 edited in CHd Š, 217 (šarā B 1 a 36′).
22–23 edited in Hoffner 1995a, 99.

61b. HKM 58  
Piggyback Letter to Adad-bēlī from Ilī-tukultī 

(25) A-NA m.dU-BE-LÍ ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA (26) UM-MA 
mdingir-LIM-TU-KU-UL-TI 
ŠEŠ-KA-MA 

(25–26) Say to Adad-bēlī, my dear 
brother: Thus speaks ilī-tukultī, 
your brother:

(27) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-du (28) nu-ut-ta dingir.MeŠ 
aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(27–28) May all be well with you. 
May the gods lovingly protect you.

(29) A-NA ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA aš-
šu-ú-ul KASKAL-ši KASKAL-ši 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi (30) zi-ga-mu tuel 
aš-šu-ú-ul (31) egir-pa Ú-UL ku-
wa-pí-ik-ki ḫa-at-ra-a-eš

(29–31) I keep writing greetings to 
my dear brother time after time, but 
you never write back your greeting.

Commentary

25–26 Note that both scribes—Adad-bēlī and ilī-tukultī—have Akka-
dian names (perhaps noms de plume). On the debated question if scribal 
noms de plume actually existed in Hittite see Hoffner 1980, 319; Beckman 
1983b, 107; Archi 2007, 186; and above in §2.2.2.1.

28 On KASKAL-ši KASKAL-ši “time after time” see CHd P, 77 
(palša- 7 d), and GrHL §19.10. 

29–31 See Bryce 2003b, 176.
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62. HKM 59  
From Šarpa to the Provincial Governor and to Tarḫuni

Text: Mşt. 76/52. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 59. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 232–33 (no. 59). Discussion: Siegelová 2002, 736–37; Arıkan 2006,  
149 (edition of lines 4–14). 

(1) [U]M-MA mŠa-ar-pa (2) [A]-NA 
LÚEN MAD-GAL9-TI (3) [Ù] A-NA 
m.dU-ni QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Šarpa: Say to 
(Ḫimmuili?), the Provincial gover-
nor, and to tarḫuni: 

(4) [k]a-a-ša-kán URUŠa-pí-nu-wa-
za (5) [L]Ú.MeŠ igi.nU.gÁL 
(6) [I]Š-TU É NA�.AR[A5] (7) [p]a-
ra-a ḫu-wa-a-er (8) [n]a-at a-pád-da 
ú-e-er (9) [nu]-uš-ma-aš ma-aḫ-
ḫa-an (10) [ka-]a-aš tup-pí-an-za 
(11) [an-da ú-]�e�-mi-ya-zi (12) [LÚ.

MEŠigi.nU.gÁL-za p]é-ra-an 
(13) [ḫu-nu-ut-tén�66 na-aš Si]g5-in 
(14) [egir-pa ú-wa-te-et-t]én 

(4–14) Blind men have fled from the 
mill house in Šapinuwa and have 
come (to you) there. As soon as 
this tablet reaches you, take charge 
of the blind men and conduct them 
back here safely. 

(15) [ma-a-an o o o] LÚ.KÚr-ya 
(16) [o o o KUr-i]a167 (17) [o o o o 
an-d]a ú-iz-zi (18) [nu-za pa-aḫ-ḫa-
a]š-nu-wa-an-te-eš�68 (19) [e-eš-tén] 

(15–19) If the enemy comes into the 
land, be very careful.

Commentary

12–14 are translated by Arıkan as “[catch] [the blind men] [al]ive and 
well and [brin]g [them back].”

See comments on HKM 58 above. 

63. HKM 60  
From Šarpa to Zaldumanni and Ḫuilli

Text: Mşt. 77/1. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 60. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 232–35 (no. 60). Discussion: de Martino and imparati 1995, 111; 
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imparati 1997, 204; 2002, 96–97; Houwink ten Cate 1998, 174; francia 
2002, §2.4.1 (lines 30–31); goedegebuure 2003, 255–56; van den Hout 
2003a (HKM 60 is translated on p. 152–53); de Martino 2005b, 311.

Zaldumanni is believed to be the same person as Zardumanni. Beckman 
(1995a, 27 n. 42) writes that this letter shows provincial officials involved 
in legal disputes in the royal court. Šapinuwa was one of several royal resi-
dences (“palaces”) outside of the capital. the court there functioned even 
when the king was not in residence, as quite possibly in this case.

Both the sender, Šarpa, and the aggrieved person, tarḫunmiya, were in 
Šapinuwa when this letter was dispatched. Imparati cites in proof that “the 
sender of the letter, Šarpa, a high dignitary who at the time occupied a politi-
cal position of considerable importance in Šapinuwa, alluding to certain 
damages suffered by tarḫunmiya, referred to what the latter had ‘said’ to 
him (memišta, Obv. 11 and 21), rather than what had been ‘written’ to him, 
as occurs instead in other cases” (imparati 1997, 204). See also the signifi-
cant use of mema- “speak” in HKM 52 (text 55): 8 and 18.

As already noted, the “house” of tarḫunmiya needs to be protected 
against oppression by the undue imposition of imposts (šaḫḫan and luzzi), 
whereas the physical property (e.g., a chariot) is guarded against damage 
incurred by persons who use it (lines 21–26).

(1) [U]M-MA mŠa-ar-pa (2) A-NA 
mZa-al-du-ma-an-ni (3) Ù A-NA 
mḪu-il-li QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Šarpa: Say to 
Zaldumanni and Ḫuilli:

(4) ka-a-ša-aš-ma-aš ŠA É mtar-ḫu- 
un-mi-ya (5) ku-it ŠA di.Ḫi.A ut- 
tar (6) IŠ-T[U] giŠ.ḪUr ḫa-at-ra- 
a-nu-un (7) nu-uš-ša-an É mtar-ḫu-
un-mi-ya (8) igi.Ḫi.A-wa e-ep-tén 
nam-ma-aš-ši (9) di.Ḫi.A ḫa-an-ni-
iš-tén na-an aš-nu-ut-tén 

(4–9) Concerning the legal pro-
ceedings about the “house” of 
tarḫunmiya which i have recently 
written to (the two of) you on a 
wooden tablet: Set your eyes on 
the “house” of tarḫunmiya! Judge 
his legal matters and satisfy him! 

(10) ka-a-ša-mu mtar-ḫu-un-mi-ya- 
aš (11) ki-iš-ša-an-na me-mi-iš-ta  
(12) mLu-ši-wa-li-iš�69-wa-mu 
(13) mYa-ra-ap-pí-ya-aš-ša (14) dam-
mi-iš-ḫa-a-an ḫar-kán-zi 

(10–14) tarḫunmiya has just told 
me the following: “Lušiwali and 
Yarappiya have done me harm.”
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(15) na-at a-pí-ya an-da da-iš-tén 
(16) na-at pu-nu-uš-tén (17) [nam]-
ma-aš-mu-kán du-w[a-a-a]n (18) 

p[a-r]a-a na-iš-tén ku-it-m[a-na-aš] 
(19) M[A-ḪA]R dUTU-ŠI na-a-i[š-
ke-mi nu …] (20) pé-en-na-aḫ-ḫ[i] 

(15–20) Set it (i.e., the case) down 
there and investigate it. Then send 
them (i.e., Lušiwali and Yarap-
piya) on to me until i can send 
them to His Majesty and drive …. 

(21) ki-iš-ša-an-na-mu me-mi-iš-[ta] 
(22) mLu-ši-wa-li-iš-wa-za giŠgigir 
(23) tu-u-ri-ya-az-zi nam-ma-wa-
ra-at (24) ar-ḫa [d]u-wa-ar-ni-iz-zi 
(25) nu-uš-ši a-pa-a-at-ta giŠgigir 
(26) egir-pa Sig5-in i-ya-ad-du 

(21–26) (tarḫunmiya) also told me 
the following: “Lušiwali hitched 
up a chariot (of mine) and then 
wrecked it.” So let (Lušiwali) 
repair that chariot for him.

Commentary

7–9 are edited in CHd Š, 70 (šakui- 1 d 2′ d’).
8 there seems to be some distinction between igi.Ḫi.A-wa ḫar(k)- 

“keep your eyes (on) . . .” (lines 36–37) and igi.Ḫi.A-wa ēp- “set your eyes 
(on) . . .” (line 8), ḫar(k)- “hold” being stative and ēp-“grasp, seize” incho-
ative/ingressive in aspect.

23–24 The two verbs in the present tense are to be taken as indicating 
past tense, probably influenced by the analytic perfect form in line 14.

63b: HKM 60  
Piggyback Letter to Pallanna from Šarpa 

(27) A-NA mPal-la-an-na A-BI dÙg.
gA-YA (28) Ù A-NA fMa-an-ni-i 
(29) nin dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 
(30) kat-ta-an-ša-ma-aš ḫu-u-ma-an 
(31) Sig5-in e-eš-du nu-uš-ma-aš 
(32) LI-IM! dingir.MeŠ aš-šu-li 
(33) pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(27–33) Say to Pallanna, my dear 
father, and to Manni, my dear 
sister: May everything be well 
with you (two). May the thousand 
gods lovingly protect you. 

(34) aš-šu-ul-mu ḫa-at-re-eš-kat-tén 
(35) na[m]-ma-aš-ša-an A-BI dÙg.
gA-YA (36) A-NA É-YA igi.Ḫi.A-wa 
(37) ḫar-ak 

(34–37) Please return my greetings. 
And furthermore, dear father, keep 
your eyes on my house!
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Commentary

If the woman Manni mentioned here is the same person who is paired 
with Pallanna in HKM 81 (text 80), then perhaps they are man and wife. And 
if so, then Šarpa uses the terms “my dear father” and “my dear sister” in the 
extended sense of colleagues, while tarḫunmiya in HKM 81 (text 80) uses 
“my dear father” and “my dear mother” of the same two people in the literal 
sense. Otherwise, if both men use the terms in the extended sense, Šarpa does 
not wish to indicate that Manni was superior to himself (“mother”), but equal 
in rank (“sister”). for the somewhat unusual expanded well-being formula, 
using “the thousand gods,” see §1.2.17.

37 The scribe has placed a single wedge to the left of ḫar-ak, and cen-
tered that word in the line. the wedge has no linguistic significance.

64. HKM 61  
From Ḫulla to Taḫazzili

Text: Mşt. 75/71. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 61. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 236–37 (no. 61). Discussion: del Monte �99�, ��9 (Šuppiluliya); 
Klinger 1995a, 92; Marizza 2007a, 82–83, 85, 142 (persons mentioned).

(1) UM-MA mḪu-ul-la (2) A-NA 
mta-ḫa-az-z[i-dingir-LIM] (3) QÍ-
BÍ-MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Ḫulla: Say to 
taḫazzili:

(4) ka-a-ša dUMU mKa[m-ma-am- 
ma-]an-d[a] (5) L[Ú] URUŠu-up-pí-
l[u-li-y]a (6) LÚ.KÚr e-ep[-ta] 

(4–6) the enemy has just captured 
the son of Kammammanda, the 
man from Šuppiluliya,

(7) na-an […] (8) ša-an-ḫ[a-…] 
(9) UrU-ri […] (10) x […] (11) le-e 
x […]

(7–11) and …-ed him. So search for 
him? … in the town … do not …!

(12) nu-uš-ši-x[-… …] (13) pé-di ni?-
[ni-ik na-an … …] (14) ti-it-t[a-nu-ut 
… …] (15) a-pu-u-un d[UMU-an 
egir-pa] (16) ú-wa-te 

(12–16) for him … remove?! And … 
station! … Bring back that son!
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65. HKM 62  
From Ḫulla to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/78. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 62. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 236–39 (no. 62). Discussion: del Monte 1992, 30 (on the gn 
Ḫariya); Klinger 1995a, 92; Marizza 2007a, 84–85, 115, 140 (Ḫimmuili), 
�6� (tarḫunmiya).  See discussion on pp. 94–95.

(1) UM[-M]A mḪ[u]-u-[u]l-la[ …] 
(2) A-NA mḪi-mu-din[gir-LI]M 
QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) Thus speaks Ḫulla, …: Say to 
Ḫimmuili:

(3) LÚ.MeŠ pít-ti-ya-a[n-du-u]š 
[…] (4) LÚ.MEŠ URUḪa-ri-ya x 
x[…] (5) ma-ni-ya-aḫ-[ḫ]a-a[n-t]e-
e[š] nu-u[š-ma-aš-ša-an] (6) igi.
Ḫi.A-wa ḫa[r-a]k k[a-a-ša] (7) ku-
e-[d]a-aš an-[t]u-uḫ-ša-a[š …] 
(8) na-aš-kán pa-ra-a na[-i] 

(3–8) The fugitives of … (and?) the 
men of Ḫariya … (are?) subordi-
nates. Keep your eyes on them! 
to/for whatever people now …, 
dispatch them!

Commentary

4 del Monte (1992, 30) notes how in HKM 111: 24–27 Ḫimmuili is 
active in the town Ḫariya: “28 parisu of emmer (as seed grain): Ḫimmuili, 
Maruwa, (and) tiwaziti, the gold Charioteer, will sow (it) in Ḫariya.”

65b. HKM 62 
Piggyback Letter of Tarḫunmiya to Ḫimmuili

(9) A-NA BE-LÍ mḪi-mu-dingir-
LIM A-BI [dÙg.gA-YA] 
(10) QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA mtar-ḫu-
u[n-mi-ya] (11) dUMU-KA-MA 

(9–11) Say to my lord Ḫimmuili, my  
dear father: thus speaks tarḫun- 
miya, your son:

(12) ka-a-ša di.Ḫi.A mḪu-u-u[l-la-
aš?] (13) a[m]-mu-uk-ka� A-NA x x x 
[…] (14) �na-at� pár-ku-e-eš[…] (15) 
x x k[a-a-š]a x[…] 

(12–15) Ḫulla and i …-ed legal cases 
to/for … they were innocent? … 
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(Lines 16-18 preserved only in 
traces) (19) nam-ma [… … … … 
… …] (20) a-p[é-… … … … … …] 
(21) n[a]-a[š … … … … … … …] 
(22) nu x x [… … … … … …] (23) a-
pí-ya x [… … … … … …]

(Rest of tablet too broken for 
translation)

66. HKM 63  
From Piyama-Tarḫunta to Ḫimmuili

Text: Mşt. 75/49. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 63. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 238–41 (no. 63). Discussion: Houwink ten Cate 1998, 165–66; 
Melchert �998, �6 (on arku- and arkuwar, line 10); Lühr 2001, 335 n. 7b.

This letter gives no clue whether it was written from the capital or the 
principal provincial palace in tapikka’s region, namely Šapinuwa.

(1) UM-MA mSUM-dU (2) A-NA 
mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM ŠeŠ dÙg.
gA-YA (3) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Piyama-tarḫunta: 
Say to Ḫimmuili, my dear brother:

(4) MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA 
Si[g5-i]n (5) e-eš-du nu-ut-ta 
dingir.MeŠ (6) aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-ša-
an-ta-ru 

(4–6) May it be well with my dear 
brother. May the gods lovingly 
protect you.

(7) ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA-mu ku-it 
ki-iš-ša-an (8) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš ud-da-
a-ar-wa ku-e (9) ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi 
nu-wa-mu ud-da-na-a-aš (10) egir-
pa ar-ku-wa-ar Ú-UL (11) ku-iš-ki 
ú-da-i 

(7–11) Concerning what you, my 
dear brother, wrote me, as follows: 
“To the matters which I keep writ-
ing (to you) no one brings back 
an answer (i.e., an explanation) to 
me.”

(12) nu tu-el ku-it ŠEŠ-KA170 
(13) ú-it na-an I-NA É.gAL-LIM 
(14) Ú-UL am-mu-uk tar-kum-mi-
ya-nu-un (15) nu IŠ-TU É.gAL-LIM 
tu-uk (16) giŠgigir te-re-er 

(12–16) With regard to the fact 
that your brother came: did not I 
announce him in the palace? And 
they have promised you a chariot 
from the palace.

(17) nu BE-LUMEŠ-TIM egir-an (17–26) I supported the lords. They
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(18) ti-ya-nu-un na-at-kán (19) pa-
ra-a da-i-e-er (20) na-at A-NA 
dUTU-ŠI (21) ú-wa-an-na ḫa-an-
da-a-er (22) ŠEŠ-KA-ma egir-an 
ar-ḫa (23) ḫu-wa-iš na-aš-za ar-ḫa 
(24) I-NA É-ŠU pa-it (25) am-mu-ga-
ma-an ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (26) i-ya-nu-un 

proposed it. They arranged for 
His Majesty to consider (liter-
ally “see”) it. But afterwards your 
brother fled and went back home 
to his house. How could I have 
treated him (better)?171

67. HKM 64  
To Kaššū from Piyama-Tarḫunta 

Text: Mşt. 75/24. Find spot: H/5 room 9. Copy: HKM 64. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 240–43 (no. 64). Discussion: Houwink ten Cate 1998, 168; many 
lines and forms cited in Hoffner forthcoming.

(1) A-NA mg[a-aš-šu-ú] (2) ŠEŠ.
dÙg.gA-�YA� [QÍ-B]Í-MA 
(3) UM-MA mSUM-dU [Š]eŠ-KA-
MA (4) dingir.MeŠ-�ta� ti-an 
ḫar-kán-du (5) nu-ut-ta pa-aḫ-ša-an-
t[a-r]u 

(1–5) Say to Kaššū, my dear 
brother: Thus speaks Piyama-
tarḫunta, your brother: May the 
gods keep you alive and protect 
you!

(6) ḫa-x[…]-x [z]i-na-x x […] (7) x-
x […-t]u-u-�ug?-ga?�[ …] (8) �x x� 
[ x]x ṬUP-PAḪi.�A� [o] (9) ANŠE.
K[Ur.rA a]r-ḫa ḫu-wa-iš 

(6–9) … tablets … horse(s) ran 
away.

(10) ki-nu-[na …-i]š LÚ ṬE�-MI 
(11) ú-i[t … z]i-ik (12) ma[-…] 
(13) egir[…] (14) [u]t-tar ku-it-ki 
(15) [š]a-ra-a wa-at-ku-ut-ta (16) na-
aš-ta wa-ar-pu-wa-an-zi (17) ar-ḫa 
wa-al-aḫ-ḫe!-er (18) nu ku-in-na 
ku-wa-pí-ki (19) a-ra-a-an ḫar-ke-er 
(20) nu ka-a-aš LÚ ṬE�-MI (21) ta-
me-ta-ni pé-di a-ra-an 

(10–21) But now …, the messenger, 
has come, and … you … back/
again … some matter has arisen. 
And they struck them away from 
surrounding? you. And they have 
stopped? each of them somewhere. 
And this messenger … in/to 
another place.

(22) nu ud-da-na-aš ar-ku-wa-ar 
(23) ku-it egir-pa i-e-er (24) ne-et-ta 
ka-a-aš-ma (25) ṬUP-PÍ ŠA mḪi- 

(22–26) And the replies to the word 
which they have made, (my) mes-
senger has herewith brought them
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mu-dingir-LIM (26) LÚ ṬE�-MI 
ú-da-aš

to you (in?) the tablet of Ḫimmuili.

(27) ma-aḫ-ḫa[-an d]UtU-ŠI an-da 
(28) [n]u? tar?-x[-…(-)]na-aš-š[a(-) 
…] x x (29) LÚ ṬE�-MI?-K[A?-…] 
(l. e. 1) pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (l. e. 2) [nu] 
ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-I[A …] (l. e. 3) QA-
TAM-M[A š]a-a-ak 

(27–29, l. e. 1–3) As soon as His 
Majesty …-s there, … your mes-
senger … i have dispatched. So 
be advised accordingly, my dear 
brother!

68.  HKM 65  
From Pulli to Adad-bēlī

Text: Mşt. 75/55. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 65. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 242–45 (no. 65). Discussion: Klinger 1995a, 99 (on Pulli); Houwink 
ten Cate 1998, 162 (lines 22–27); Lühr 2001, 339 n. 12; Hoffner 2002c, 67; 
freu and Mazoyer 2007, 171, 186. 

(1) UM-MA mPu-ul-li (2) A-NA 
m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ dUMU-YA (3) QÍ-
BÍ-MA 

(1–3) Thus speaks Pulli: Say to 
Adad-bēlī, my son:

(4) I-NA URUga-ši-pu-u-ra ku-i-uš  
(5) � LÚ.MEŠ URUMa-la-az-zi-ya  
(6) [mP]í-š[i]-iš-ši-i[ḫ]-li-in (7) [mn]a 
-iš-tu-u-wa-ar-ri-in-na (8) ap-pa-
an-te-eš na-aš-ša-an ŠU.Ḫi.A-ŠU 
gÌr.MeŠ-ŠU-ya Sig5?-at-tén 
nam-ma-aš-ká[n] (9) A-NA ANŠE.
KUr.rA.Ḫi.A ti-it-ta-nu-ut-tén 
(10) Érin.MeŠ-ya-aš-ma-aš šar-di-
ya ti-ya-ad-du 

(4–19) As for the two men of Mala-
zziya, Pišiššiḫli and naištuwarri, 
who are held captive in Kašepura: 
secure them hand and foot, then 
mount them on horses, and let a 
troop stand by to assist you. 

(11) na-aš-kán URUga-ši-pu-u-ra-
az (12) ša-ra-a Sig5-in ar-nu-ut 
(13) nam-ma-aš [tu]p?-pa-an (14) x 
- x - x.MeŠ ḫar-kán-zi (15) nu-
uš-ma-aš-ša-an LÚ.MeŠ Sig5 
m[Š]i-mi-ti-li-in-na LÚ URUga-

(11–19) Move them up (here) safely 
from Kašepura. … (17) Let them 
conduct them quickly here to His 
Majesty.
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w[a-]at-tág-g[a] (16) an-da x - x 
- x- ia (17) na-aš MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
(18) li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫ[u]-u-an-[z]i (19) ú-
wa-da-an-du 

Commentary

4–19 See also translation in CHd Š, 292 (taking -šmaš as pl. “you”) but 
CHd Š, 137 and 293 (taking -šmaš as “them”—“let troops accompany them 
for help”). Because the imperatives in lines 8 and 9 are plural, the “you” 
plural option is equally possible. In any event, the assistance (šardiya) ren-
dered is not to the captives, but to the addressees, by binding the captives, 
setting them on horses, and accompanying them on the trip as a guard.

4–8 This long relative clause seems to be grammatically confused. The 
accusative forms (which should properly be nominatives) are influenced by 
the writer’s anticipation of his next clause, in which they will be the direct 
objects.

68b. HKM 65b  
Piggyback Letter from Tarḫunmiya to Adad-bēlī

(20) U[M-M]A m.dU-mi-ya A-NA 
m.dU-BE-LÍ (21) [Š]eŠ.dÙg.gA-YA 
QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(20–21) Thus speaks tarḫunmiya: 
Say to Adad-bēlī, my dear brother:

(22) A-NA mdu-wa-az-zi me-mi 
(23) na-aš-ta m.dU-mi-im-ma-an 
(24) mNa-a-ni-in mKu-wa-am-mi-in-
na pa-ra-a na-i (25) ANŠE-YA-wa 
BULÙg BAPPir172 nindA 
ḫar-ši[-…173].Ḫi.A-ya-wa u-
un-ni-an-du (26) [Z]Íd.dA-YA 
ḫar-pa-nu-ut (27) nu-wa-ra-aš-kán 
pa-ra-a [na-i] (l. e. 1) [n]a-aš-ma-wa 
zi-ig-g[a]-ma e-ḫ[u] (l. e. 2) x - x 
.MeŠ me-ma-ú ut-ni-[y]a-kán (l. e. 3) 
x[- … p]a-r[a-a n[a]-i (l. e. 4) nu-uš-ši 
x-[o-u]š ú-da-a[n]-d[u] 

(22–27, l. e. 1–4) Speak to Tuwazzi. 
Then send tarḫumimma, nāni, and 
Kuwammi forth (saying): “Have 
them … my donkey, malt, ‘beer 
bread’, (and) thick loaves; and let 
them drive here …s as well. Pile up 
flour too. Then dispatch them (i.e., 
the three men). Or come yourself.” 
Let him/her speak …s. in/to the 
land dispatch …. Let them bring 
…s to him/it.
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Commentary

25–26 Interpreting the three YA clitics in these lines is a bit problem-
atic. But taking the first one (in line 25 after AnŠe) as Hittite “and, too, as 
well” is unlikely, since it begins the direct quote. An Akkadian possessive 
-YA “my” is quite possible here. But in the two succeeding clauses the inter-
pretation as a possessive is less persuasive, leading me to take these as the 
Hittite “too” or “as well.”

69. HKM 66  
From Ḫulla to Adad-bēlī

Text: Mşt. 75/63. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 66. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 244–49 (no. 66). Discussion: Alp 1991a, 53 (on Adad-bēlī); del 
Monte 1992 (on the gns tapikka, Panāta, and Pašduwaduwa); Klinger 
1995a, 92; Beal 1998, 85; rieken 2004, 540; Marizza 2007a, 84–85 (on the 
rank and competence of Ḫulla).

Ḫulla, who outranks both the provincial governor (BĒL MADGALTI) 
and the niMgir.Érin.MeŠ (see Marizza 2007a, 84–85), asks Adad-bēlī to 
relay a message to a colleague, whose name is lost in the lacuna, in which he 
first (lines 3–7) reassures the colleague that certain things are in good order, 
and then (lines 8–19) gives instructions about the use of chariot horses. Turn-
ing to Adad-bēlī himself (lines 20 and following), Ḫulla gives instructions 
regarding the slave of a certain Šaparta, whom he has ordered to be sent into 
Kaškaean territory to seek his master’s son (lines 20–33). the slave is to 
take with him three Kaškaean hostages to exchange for Šaparta’s son (lines 
26–33). there follows (in lines 34–42) a paragraph that is unclear, because 
of words of obscure meaning and an unknown context of the situation. The 
sender has need of grasses (Ú.Ḫi.A, perhaps medicinal herbs, as per CHd Š, 
31, comparing KUB 22.61 i 14–16) and reeds (zuppari), but the agricultural 
workers of Tapikka have ceased to harvest them. He asks Adad-bēlī, who is 
knowledgeable in these matters, to see to the resumption of the shipments. 
Unfortunately we do not know to what use Ḫulla would put these reeds. Alp 
(1991a, 339) surmised that the word i have translated as “reeds” (zuppari), 
which normally means “torches,” refers to a kind of kindling wood (Turk-
ish çıra), so that the reeds might have served to light fires. But whether we 
translate “reeds” or “kindling,” this is the only example of zuppari- in either 
of those meanings. freu and Mazoyer (2007, 171) assume that they were to 
be used as fodder for horses and livestock. 
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the complaint that the addressee has not written (lines 43–46) is a 
normal feature of letters, but especially of letters between officials.

(1) U[M-M]A mḪ[u-ul-la A-NA 
m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ] (2) [Še]Š.dÙg.
gA-YA QÍ-B[I-MA] 

(1–2) Thus speaks Ḫulla: Say to my 
dear brother Adad-bēlī: 

(3) am-me-el-kán aš-šu-ul P[A-N]I 
[m… ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA-YA] (4) RA-IM- 
MU-YA Sig5-in �ḫal-za-i� (5) ka-a- 
ša-wa-mu za-ak-[ki?] še-li-uš174 
pád[-da-an-te-eš?] (6) ka-ru-ú 
Sig5-a[n]-te-eš nu-wa-kán [le]-e 
(7) ku-wa-at-ka� la-aḫ-la-aḫ-ḫi-ya-
š[i] 

(3–7) Read my greeting clearly in 
the presence of my dear brother 
…, my beloved: “Already at this 
moment my doorbolts (and) … 
grain piles are in good order; so 
don’t you worry one bit!”175

(8) zi-ga-wa-kán URU[t]a-pí-[i]k-
ka�-a[z x-t]a? (9) k[at?-t]a? ku-wa-at 
pé![-en]-[n]a-at-ti (10) nu-wa-mu! 
�ŠA� LÚ.KÚr �ku�-w[a]-[p]í-ki  
ANŠE?.[KUr?.RA?.MEŠ?] x x  
(11) nu-wa-at-ták-kán a?-pa-a-
[t]a/[š]a pé-e-ḫu-[d]a-an-z[i] 
(12) nu-wa-kán ma-a-an k[at]-ta-ya 
ku-wa-pí pé-�en-na-ti?� (13) nu-w[a]  
AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫ[i.A] tar-pu-li- 
iš-m[i?] x[-x-x] (14) tu-u-re-eš-ke 
AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A ḫa-an-te-
ya-ra-�ḫa?�[-aš?] (15) ku-i-e-eš 
nu-wa-ra-aš mim-ra-LÚ-iš mdu-la-
a[k]-k[i-i]š (16) tu-u-ri-iš-ke-ed-du 
nu-wa-kán ma-a-an (17) ú-it nam-ma 
ku-it-ki a-aš-ša-an (18) nu-wa-ra-[a]t 
nam-ma ar-ḫa tar-na-an-du (19) nu-
wa-ra-[a]t ar-ḫa du-wa-ar-na-an-du 

(8–19) “But you (sg.)—why are 
you (sg.) driving … down from 
Tapikka? Are the chariot troops of 
the enemy somewhere? (near) me, 
that they lead you (sg.) thither? If 
you (sg.) drive down somewhere, 
hitch the horses up … to their 
tarpula/i-s! Let Imra-ziti (and?) 
dulakki176 hitch up horses that are 
ḫanteyaraḫa-…! And if it has hap-
pened that something is again left 
over, they should let it go again 
and break it off.”177

(20) ArAd mŠa-pár-ta-ya-kán ku-in 
(21) I-NA KUr URUga-aš-ga pa-ra-a 
ne-eḫ-ḫu-un (22) ú-id-du-wa dUMU 
mŠ[a]-pár-ta an-da (23) ú[-e-]mi-ya- 

(20–25) Šaparta’s slave whom i 
sent into the Kaška land, (saying:) 
“Let him proceed to find Šaparta’s 
son!”178—if he has already gone.
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ad-du na-aš [m]a-a-an (24) k[a-]ru-ú 
pa-a-an-za na-an-m[u]-kán (25) du-
wa-a-an pa-ra-a na-i 

(and returned), send him on to me 
later.

(26) ma-a-na-aš na-a-ú-i-ma pa-iz-zi 
(27) nu A-NA mLu-ul-lu mZu-wa-
an-na-ya (28) ḫa-[a]t-ra-a-i nu-uš-ši 
� LÚ.MEŠ URUga-aš-ga (29) pé-
e-di e-[e]p-du a-pa-a-ša pa-id-du 
(30) nu dUMU mŠa-pár-ta an-da 
ú-e-mi-ya-ad-du (31) nam-ma-aš 
ma-aḫ-[ḫ]a-an egir-pa pa-iz-zi 
(32) na-an-mu-kán du-wa-a-an pa-
ra-a na-i (33) LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-MI-ma 
LÚ URUPa-aš-du-u-wa-du-u-wa LÚ 
URUPa-na-a-ta-ya ú-wa-an-du 

(26–33) But if he has not already 
gone, write to Lullu and Zuwanna. 
Let them take three Kaška men 
(to give) in his place (i.e., as hos-
tages), and let him go (to the Kaška 
land) and find Šaparta’s son. then, 
when he (the slave or the ransomed 
son?) returns (to you), send him 
on to me. But the messengers, 
the man of Paštuwatuwa and the 
man of Panāta, should (also) come 
(here).

(34) zi-ga m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ-iš 
giŠzu-up-pa-ri-ya-aš (35) ŠA Ú.Ḫi.
A-ya ut-tar ša-a-ak-ti (36) ki-nu-na 
LÚ.MEŠ URUTa-pí-ig-ga (37) nam-
ma Ú-UL wa-ar-ša-an-zi (38) nu!? 
ŠA mḪi-mu-dingir-LIM ḫal-ki-uš 
wa-ar-aš-kán-z[i] (39) ki-nu-na-m[u] 
zi-ik m.diŠKUr-BE-LÍ-iš (40) mNa-
a-[š]a-a[d]-da-aš-ša (41) A-NA Ú.Ḫi.
A wa-ar-šu-[wa-an-zi] (42) egir-an 
ar-ḫa le-e [kar?-aš?-te-]ni 

(34–42) You, Adad-bēlī, know all 
about reeds? and grasses. But now 
the men of Tapikka no longer 
harvest (them). (instead) they are 
harvesting the crops of Ḫimmuili. 
now you (sg.), Adad-bēlī,—and 
also našadda —you (pl.) must not 
avoid? harvesting of grasses for 
me!

(43) ki-iš-ša-an-na-at-ta k[u-it ut-tar] 
(44) ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un KUr-e-wa 
x[…] (45) ku-it ma-a[ḫ-ḫa-a]n 
[ḫ]ar?-wa[-ši ? …] (46) nu-mu ku-
wa-at! Ú-UL ḫ[a-at-ra-a-at-t]én 

(43–46) And concerning the fact that 
i wrote to you (sg.) “report to me 
the situation in (your) area,” why 
have you (pl.) not written to me?

(47) A-NA LÚ x-x-x-x ku-it […] 
(48) A-NA x-x-x AnŠe.KUr.rA. 
Ḫi.A-ya […] (49) x-x-[x-]x am-mu-
uk ka-a?[-ša?] (50) […-]wa?[-…] (l. e. 

1) nu am-mu-uk du-wa-a-an ḫa- 
[a]t-re-eš-kat-tén […] (l. e. 2) mta-ḫa- 

(47–50) Because … to the man … 
and horses/chariotry … i …. (l. e. �–

5) Keep forwarding your letters 
to me. And although? they have 
attacked taḫazzili, a messenger 
has just come from him (saying)  
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az-zi-li-in-na ku-i[t] wa-a[l-ḫ]a-[a]n 
ḫ[ar-ki-ir] (l. e. 3) nu-uš-ši ka-a-ša 
L[Ú] ṬE�-MI a-w[a]-an ar-ḫa […] 
(l. e. 4) ú-it Sig5-an-za-wa-r[a-a]š-
ši-kán le-e […] (l. e. 5) ku-wa-at-ka� 
la-aḫ-la-aḫ-[ḫ]i-ya-ši 

“He is all right.” So don’t worry 
about it.

Commentary

5–19 It is somewhat unusual in a letter for such an extended section of 
the text, which represents the words of the sender and not a quote of a third 
party, to be marked as direct discourse with the quotative particle -wa, as is 
the case here in lines 5–19. Such a long section is certainly not the word-
ing of the aššul (“greeting”) referred to in line 3, but it may be part of what 
Ḫulla wishes Adad-bēlī to relay to the “beloved [brother X].” Otherwise, i 
see no reason for the extended use of the quotative particle -wa. Alp trans-
lated ḫalzai- here as “read aloud” (german Lies . . . vor”), which is certainly 
possible (see my remarks above in §1.1.3.1). But since the verb basically 
means “call,” it might also simply mean “speak” (i.e., “relay”). 

4 RA-IM-MU is a Hittite spelling (found also in a Ḫattušili i letter, KUB 
3.61: 4) of Akkadian ra�īmu(m) “beloved,” the feminine of which (RA-IM-
TÙ) is also attested in Hittite texts (for references see CAd r, 82).

5 the reading of this line—za-ak-[m]u?-li-uš (or za-ak-[z]i?-li-uš, or za-
ak-[ki] še-li-uš, as noted in n. 174—is uncertain. the rare word šeli- denotes 
a place where harvest grain is stored. It is usually thought of as a pile or 
heap of grain, not a pit like the ÉSAg. But if we were to read pád[-da-an-
te-es(?)] instead of -pát [. . .], it would suggest that the šeli- was either the 
Hittite reading of ÉSAg “silo, grain-storage pit” or has a closely allied mean-
ing. Underground silos played an important role in Hittite communal security 
against years when harvests were bad or when marauding enemies destroyed 
the crops. On the underground silos excavated at Ḫattuša and other Hittite 
sites and the term ÉSAg designating them see Hoffner 1974a; Seeher 1998, 
2000b, 2001; neef 2001; fairbairn and Omura 2005.

11 Alp (1991, 338) reads a-pa-a-[t]a, and regards it as a variant writing 
of apadda “thither.”

14 for attestations and comments on the difficult word ḫanteyara- see 
HW� H, 192, where no translation is suggested. Alp (1991a, 339) proposes 
that it denotes a lower quality of horse, destined for the use of lower-ranked 
persons, in contrast to the tarpuli-, which he regards as the better-quality 
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horses for high-ranked officials. Elsewhere this word is rare. As a proper 
noun it occurs as the name of a mountain. As a common noun or adjective, 
it occurs in passages where it was thought to modify water. Accordingly, 
Oettinger (2001, 83–87) suggested a translation “low” (german niedrig). 
rieken, on the other hand, who regards it as a Luwian word (2004, 7), trans-
lates it as “cranial bone” (german Schädelknochen). following Haas (2002), 
rieken maintains that in the passages with the fish in water, it is the fish, not 
the water, that is modified by ḫantiyara-, and the “fish in the cranial bone” 
is a water turtle characterized by its shell. In this passage it describes chariot 
horses to be used by officials. Haas and rieken propose the german trans-
lation Stirnmaske for the noun ḫanteyaraḫḫa-, and think these horses wear 
such a forehead mask such as Assyrian war horses are shown wearing on 
reliefs. 

24–25 For another passage with duwān (“further on”), the verbal com-
plex parā nai-, a dative-locative of the person to whom something is sent, 
and -kan, see KBo 3.3+ iii 31–33: ma-a-an DI-NU-ma ku-it-ki / šal-le-eš-zi 
na-at ar-ḫa e-ep-pu-u-wa-an-zi / Ú-UL tar-aḫ-te-ni na-at-kán du-wa-a-an / 
MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI pa-ra-a na-iš-tén / na-at dUTU-ŠI ar-ḫa e-ep-zi “But if 
some legal case is too big (for you), and you (pl.) are not able to resolve 
it, send it on to His Majesty, and His Majesty will resolve it.” Also HKM 
60 (text 63): 17–18. Melchert (2008) prefers to understand duwān as “later” 
with present tenses and imperatives, and “lately” with preterites. 

33 There are two messengers identified by their towns. And since we 
know from other texts that exchanges between peoples speaking different 
languages (in this case, the Kaška and the Hittites) were carried on through 
the tandem movements of two messengers, one from each language group 
(see above in §1.1.5.2.2), it is likely that one of these two is a Kaškaean, 
most likely the “man from Pašduwaduwa,” since Panāta seems to have been 
a Hittite-controlled area, that was even fortified by Šuppiluliuma I as a border 
outpost (KBo 12.36 i 6). But Pašduwaduwa is not mentioned in other Hittite 
texts (see del Monte 1992, 123), and is merely assumed by Alp (1991a, 30) 
to be a Hittite town on the (in my view, mistaken) assumption that both mes-
sengers mentioned here are Hittites.

70. HKM 67  
From Šaḫurunuwa to Mešeni and Kaššū 

Text: Mşt. 75/91. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 67. Edition: 
Alp 1991a, 248–51 (no. 67). Discussion: Alp 1991a, 80 (Mešeni), 90 
(Šaḫurunuwa); Marizza 2007a, 128–30. 
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(1) UM-MA mŠa-ḫu-ru-nu-wa 
(2) A-NA mMe-še-ni Ù A-NA mKa-
aš-šu-ú ŠeŠ.MeŠ dÙg.gA-YA 
(3) QÍ-BÍ-MA MA-ḪAR ŠE[Š.
d]Ùg.g[A-I]A (4) ḫu-u-ma-an 
Sig5[-in e-eš-d]u (5) nu-ut-ta 
dingir.MeŠ [ti-an ḫar-kán-du] 
(6) nu-ut-ta pa[-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru] 

(1–6) Thus speaks Šaḫurunuwa: 
Say to Mešeni and Kaššū, my dear 
brothers: May all be well with my 
dear brother (sg.!), and may the 
gods keep you (sg.!) alive and pro-
tect you (sg.)! 

(7) ka-a-ša […] (8) ku-i-e-eš […] 
(9) nu-uš-ma-a[š-ša-an …] (10) na-
aš-ká[n …] (11) pa-ra-a […] (rev. 1′) [ 
o ] x x [ (rev. 2′) [m]a-aḫ-ḫa-a[n …] 
(rev. 3′) ḫa-at-ra-a-i […] (rev. 4′) Ú-UL 
la-aḫ-[la-aḫ-ḫi-ya-ši] 

(7–11, rev. 1′–4′) … who (pl.) … to 
them … when … he writes … don’t 
worry!

(rev. 5′) ka-a-ša IŠ-T[U …] (rev. 6′) 
na-a-ú-i ku-u[š- …] (rev. 7′) ma- 
an-ta aš-šu-u[l …] (rev. 8′) ḫa-at- 
ra-a-nu-u[n …] (rev. 9′) mŠa-ḫu?-ru?-
nu?-u?-wa?-a?

(rev. 5′–9′) … … Oh, that i had 
sent you (sg.) a greeting …! … 
Šaḫurunuwa … 

Commentary

3–6 The fact that singular forms are used in these clauses, although the 
letter was sent to two men, indicates how easy it was for the scribe unthink-
ingly to use boilerplate text.

The signs in line 9 were added after the tablet was fully inscribed and 
the clay had begun to dry. they are only lightly inscribed, and Alp’s reading 
(given in our text) is rather doubtful, despite the fact that Šaḫurunuwa’s name 
appears in line � of this text.

71. HKM 68  
From the Commander of the Military Heralds  

to Pallanna and Zardumanni

Text: Mşt. 75/46. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 68. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 250–53 (no. 68). Discussion: de Martino and imparati 1995, 112–13; 
Klinger 2001a, 67–68; imparati 2003, 235–36; Bryce 2003b, 176 (with n. 
27); Marizza 2007a, 94–95, 140, 145, 154, 169.
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According to Alp (1991a, 70–75) and imparati and de Martino (1995, 
112), this unnamed Commander of the Military Heralds is the Kaššū who 
figures prominently elsewhere in the Maşat letters.

Here we see another type of situation that must have been part of the 
everyday concern in the Hittite adminsitration. One official accuses another 
of wrongdoing, and the accused replies and even threatens to call in a team 
from the king to investigate. in part this is motivated by mutual jealousy 
and rivalry among the officials. As has been true in all ages, petty people in 
official positions, jockeying for advancement, will do so by character assa-
sination of their rivals. On this see Beckman 1995a.

(1) UM-MA UgULA niMgir.
ÉRIN.MEŠ (2) A-NA mPal-la-an-na 
(3) Ù A-NA mZa-ar-tum-ma-an-ni 
QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–3) thus speaks the Commander 
of the Military Heralds: Say to Pal-
lanna and Zartummanni:

(4) am-mu-uk Ú-UL ku-it-ki ku-it  
(5) dam-mi-iš-ḫa-a-an ḫar-mi  
Ú-UL-ma-kán (6) da-a-an ku-e-da- 
ni-ki179 ku-it-ki ḫar-mi (7)  QA-
TAM-MA-ma-mu ku-wa-at 
dam-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi 

(4–7) Since I have done no harm or 
taken anything from anyone, why 
are they harming me thus?

(8) ki-nu-na ma-aḫ-ḫa-an dUTU-ŠI 
BE-LÍ-YA (9) an-da ú-e-mi-ya-mi 
(10) nu A-NA dUTU-ŠI me-ma-aḫ-ḫi 
(11) na-aš-ta an-tu-uḫ-ša-an (12) pa-
ra-a ne-ya-an-zi (13) nu ú-wa-an-zi 
ut-tar a-pí-ya (14) pu-nu-uš-ša-an-zi 
nam-ma-aš (15) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
ú-wa-da-an-zi (16) na-aš dUTU-ŠI 
a-pa-ši-la (17) pu-nu-uš-zi 

(8–17) But now, when I find His 
Majesty, my lord, i will report 
(this) to His Majesty. they will 
send out a person and proceed to 
investigate the matter at your post 
(literally, ‘there’). then they will 
bring them before His Majesty, and 
His Majesty himself will interro-
gate them.

(18) A-NA ZÍd.dA-ma-mu ku-e-da- 
ni (19) ap-pí-iš-kán-zi nu mḪi-mu- 
dingir-LIM (20) ku-it A-NA mKa- 
pí-ya Ù A-NA mZi-la-pí-ya (21) pa-iš 
na-at an-da ar-nu-nu-un (22) na-at 
A-NA LÚ.MEŠ URUKa-ši-pu-u-ra  
(23) AD-DIN a-pé-da-ni-ma-kán ku-
it (24) ZÍd.dA da-aḫ-ḫu-un

(18–24) The flour/meal concern-
ing which I am being indicted, 
which Ḫimmuili gave to Kapiya 
and Zilapiya, I brought in (i.e., 
retrieved) and gave it to the men 
of Kašipūra. What flour did i take 
from that one? Concerning the ox 
belonging to the mausoleum that
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(l. e. 1) ŠA <É> NA�-ma-mu ku-in 
gU� (l. e. 2) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš nu Ú-UL 
ku-it-ki (l. e. 3) ku-it I-DI na-at-mu 
tup-pí-az (l. e. 4) ḫa-at-ra-a-i 

you wrote me about: because I 
know nothing about (the matter), 
write me about it on a tablet.

Commentary

l. e. 1 The emendation <É> NA� is needed to make sense out of the pas-
sage. Both Alp and Klinger work with the unemended text, although Klinger 
translates “ox of the stone,” while Alp in his translation recognizes that the 
“Stone House” (the estate of the royal mausoleum) is meant—german Rind 
des Stein(haus?)es.

72. HKM 70  
From Ḫulla, the Commander of Chariot-warriors, to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/51. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 70. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 252–55 (no. 70). Translation: Klinger 2001a, 68. Discussion: 
Klinger 1995a, 92 (with n. 68); Marizza 2007a, 86–87 (on Ḫulla as the 
unnamed sender).

(1) UM-MA gAL LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 (2) A- 
NA mKa-aš-šu-ú (3) ŠEŠ-YA QÍ-BÍ-
MA 

(1–2) thus speaks the Commander 
of the Chariot-warriors: Say to 
Kaššū, my brother:

(4) ki-i ku-it i-ya-aš (5) na-aš-ta ka-
a-ša Érin.MeŠ.Ḫi.A (6) pa-ra-a 
tu-uk-pát (7) e-eš-zi 

(4–7) In view of this performance 
of yours: Herewith the squadron is 
henceforth yours alone.

(8) ka-a-ša-za pé-ra-an (9) da-me-i- 
da-ni180 A-NA ÉRIN.MEŠ (10) lam- 
ni-ya-an-za (11) nu li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-
u-an-zi (12) u-un-ni (13) ú-wa-at 
du-wa-ad-du 

(8–13) You are herewith named to 
another military unit. So drive here 
as quickly as you can (to receive 
the command from me). get a 
move on!

Commentary

8–10 contains a nominal sentence with -za, requiring a first or second 
person subject (pace Alp �99�a, 255, HED L, 54, and Klinger 2001a, 68). 
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Since the kāša indicates a performative use (“hereby, herewith”), meaning 
that the transfer to another unit is effected by the very words spoken, it makes 
better sense to take it as “You are herewith named to . . ..”

Both Alp (1991a) and Klinger (2001a, 68�8�) translated this short letter 
quite differently, namely, as a reprimand. It obviously is part of the corre-
spondence that is contained in text 73 (HKM 71).

13 For uwat duwaddu see §�.�.�9.� above.

73. HKM 71  
From Ḫulla, the Commander of Chariot-warriors to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/111. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 71. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 254–57 (no. 71). Translation: Klinger 2001a, 68. Discussion: Starke 
1996, 152–53 (lines 3–23); Houwink ten Cate 1998, 163; goedegebuure 
2003, 191; Marizza 2007a, 86–87.

According to Marizza (2007a), the unnamed sender of HKM 70 and 71 is 
Ḫulla. He also rightly assumes that Ḫulla and his scribe tarḫunmiya are not 
in Ḫattuša when this was written, but on the road. Alp had already suspected 
the same on the basis of the request for a replacement stylus in tarḫunmiya’s 
piggyback letter. While there is criticism of Kaššū by his superior in this 
letter, it also reflects Ḫulla’s appreciation of Kaššū’s status (“Are you not a 
lord?”), and seeks to spur him on to accept the responsibilities that accom-
pany his rank. Kaššū should not defer to Ḫulla, when he is perfectly capable 
and authorized to handle the contracting of peace with the Kaška envoys. 
Marizza thinks there is sarcasm in lines 9–��.

(1) UM-MA gAL LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 (2) A-
NA mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) Thus speaks (Ḫulla), the Com-
mander of the Chariot-warriors: 
Say to Kaššū:

(3) ki-iš-ša-an-mu ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-eš  
(4) BE-LU ma-an-wa u-un-na-at-ti  
kat-ta-an (5) LÚ.MEŠ URUga-aš-ga-
wa ki-iš-ša-an (6) me-mi-iš-kán-zi 
ma-an-wa gA[L] LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7 (7) u- 
un-na-i nu-wa ták-šu-la-u-e-ni  
(8) nu-mu a-pa-a-at ma-aḫ-ḫa-an  
ḫa-at-ri-iš-ke-ši (9) zi-ik-za Ú-UL 

(3–7) Regarding what you wrote to 
me, as follows: “Lord, if only you 
would drive down here! The Kaška 
men keep saying: ‘If only the 
Commander of the Chariot-war-
riors would drive here, we would 
make peace!’” (8–11) You keep 
writing to me like that! (But) are
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BE-LU nam-ma-du-[z]a (10) UgU≈ 
LA niMgir.Érin.MeŠ ḫal-zi-
iš-ša-an-zi (11) am-mu-ga-za gAL 
LÚ.MEŠKUŠ7

you not a lord (too)? furthermore, 
they call you Commander of the 
Military Heralds, and i am Com-
mander of the Chariot-warriors.

(12) nu-mu-uš-ša-an im-ma ku-it  
(13) pár-ki-ya-at-ta-at nu-za LÚ. 
MEŠ ṬE�-MI-ŠU-NU (14) ku-it Ú-
UL ú-e-mi-ya-at

(12–14) Why have you actually 
deferred? to me? Why have you not 
met with their envoys?

(15) nu-za zi-ik Ú-UL BE-LU gAL 
(16) nu-mu-uš-ša-an ma-a-an Érin.
MEŠ URUga-ra-aḫ-na (17) ÉRIN.
MEŠ URUiš-ḫu-pí-it-ta (18) ÉRIN.
MEŠ ḪUr.SAgŠa-ak-du-nu-[w]a 
(19) I-NA URUni-ni-ša-an-k[u-wa] 
(20) Ú-UL ar-n[u-ši] (21) nu-ut-ta ú-
w[a-mi] (22) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an nu-u[t-t]a 
[…]�8� (23) LÚ.MEŠ URUḪa-at-ti 
ú-wa-an-zi

(15–23) Are you not a great lord? 
if you don’t bring me the troops 
of Karaḫna, išḫupitta, and Mt. 
Šaktunuwa to ninišankuwa, the 
men of Ḫatti will see how i come 
to you and … you!

(24) ka-a-ša-kán ki-i tup-pí (25) ku-e-
da-ni Ud-ti pa-ra-a (26) ne-eḫ-ḫu-un 
na-aš-ta Éri[n].MeŠ KUr UgU 
(27) a-pé-e-da-ni Ud-ti (28) ar-ḫa ḫu-
it-ti-ya-nu-un (29) nu-mu-uš-ša-an 
zi-ik-ka� (30) KArAŠ-pát ḫu-u-da-
a-ak (31) ar-nu-ut

(24–31) On the same day that I have 
dispatched this tablet I have drawn 
forth the troops of the Upper Land. 
You too must bring your army to 
me quickly!

Commentary

4 Starke’s translation “Würdest doch du als Herr . . . mitfahren” (ital-
ics his) is impossible, since BE-LU stands before and outside of the clause 
beginning with ma-an-wa, and cannot be apodosis, but can only stand for the 
true vocative išḫā.

8 The position of maḫḫan so late in the clause excludes Alp’s inter-
preation as a conjunction (“da du mir . . . schreibst”). Starke’s interpretation as 
a (rhetorical) question (“Wie kannst du mir das immer wieder schreiben?!”) 
is also impossible, because interrogative maḫḫan would have to be clause 
initial. Its position immediately after apāt shows it is postpositional (“like 
that”).
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11 Coming, as it does, immediately after the sentence in line 10, the 
clause in line 11 could exhibit gapping (on which subject see grHL §30.14). 
In that case the verb ḫal-zi-iš-ša-an-zi is implied at its end, and the pair of 
clauses should be translated: “they call you Commander of the Military Her-
alds, and me Commander of the Chariot-warriors.”

12–14 Causal kuit regularly occurs in second position, whereas interrog-
ative kuit (“why?”) is often later in the clause. Here the first example of kuit 
is later than second and must be “why?” The second example is in second 
position, but can still be “why?” Starke took the first as causal (“da”) and the 
second as interrogative (“warum?”).

13 parkiyattat. the CHd park-, parkiya- article needs a few correc-
tions. It seems to me that there is a strong correlation between the active of 
this verb as transitive and the middle as intransitive, just as neu (1968, 138) 
maintained. Because of the almost identical construction in KUB 57.123 
(text 113) obv. 7 cited in CHd P, 157 sub 2b, where the writer claims he has 
done this to the king, i would hesitate to acccept Beal’s proposal that here we 
translate “you have risen to my level.” the writer of KUB 57.123 surely isn’t 
claiming to have risen to the king’s level. But neither does the middle voice 
verb parkiya- mean “flatter” (german schmeicheln), as Alp has it (1991a, 
254–55). i believe that a meaning like “to rise to” > “to defer to” (out of 
respect for a superior) would fit in both letters.

Lines 16–20 are translated in del Monte 1992, 66, 112; lines 29–30 are 
translated in CHd Š, 142.

73b. HKM 71  
Piggyback Letter from Tarḫunmiya to Uzzū

(32) UM-MA m.dU-mi-ya (33) A-NA 
mUz-zu-u ŠeŠ [dÙ]g.g[A-Y]A 
(34) QÍ-BÍ-MA

 (32–34) Thus speaks tarḫunmiya: 
Say to Uzzū, my dear brother:

(35) [d]ingir.MeŠ-ta ti-an ḫar- 
kán-du (36) nu-ut-[t]a aš-šu-li 
(37) pa!-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru

(35–37) May the gods keep you alive 
and lovingly protect you.

(l. e. 1) gi É.dUB.BA-mu-kán 
ḫar-ak-ta (l. e. 2) nu-mu ŠeŠ dÙg.
gA-YA gi É.dUB.BA (l. e. 3) up-pí

(l. e. 1–3) My tablet stylus is lost. 
dear brother, send me a (new) 
tablet stylus.
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Commentary

l. e. 1–3 proves beyond doubt that tarḫunmiya was a scribe. The tablet 
stylus—Sumerian gi (É.)dUB.BA, Akkadian qan ṭuppi(m), the Hittite term 
is presently unknown—was a valuable implement and could not simply be 
improvised on the spot by using a random reed or piece of wood. Whether 
ḫark- is to be translated here with “is broken” (so Alp [ist kaputt] and Marizza 
[è rotto]) or “is lost” is probably impossible to determine. the verb is attested 
in both meanings, and in either scenario a new one would be needed. Since 
tarḫunmiya was obviously the scribe who wrote the present tablet, he must 
have borrowed a stylus from another scribe in order to write it. Alp (�99�a, 
340–41) rightly expresses surprise that a scribe like tarḫunmiya, who nor-
mally worked in the capital, would need to write to a colleague in Tapikka 
for a replacement stylus, and wonders if perhaps tarḫunmiya was on the 
road with his master rather than in Ḫattuša. Marizza has now concluded the 
same about the whereabouts of sender and scribe. This assumption obviates 
the need to suppose (with Houwink ten Cate 1998, 163) that metal tablet sty-
luses were regularly furnished to the capital from Tapikka. 

74. HKM 72  
From the Chief of Scribes to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/67. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 72. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 256–59 (no. 72), with notes on p. 341. Discussion: Haas 1995, 517; 
de Martino 2005b, 298, 311; Marizza 2007a, 96–97. 

An unnamed Chief of Scribes writes (from Ḫattuša?) to Kaššū, who 
judging from the order of salutation is his inferior in rank. Beckman proposed 
that the unnamed Chief of Scribes was Ḫattušili, and has been followed by 
Houwink ten Cate (1998, 158) and de Martino. Marizza (2007a, 119 n. 5, and 
121–22) is not convinced that this is the case and raises several objections. 

(1) UM-MA gAL dUB.SAr A-NA 
mga-aš-šu-ú (2) QÍ-BÍ-MA 

(1–2) thus speaks the Chief of 
Scribes: Say to Kaššū:

(3) ka-a-ša-mu mtar-ḫu-u[n-p]í-ḫa-
nu-uš (4) ki-iš-ša-an ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
giŠar-mi-iz-[zi-wa] (5) IŠ-TU NA� 
ú-e-du-ma-an-zi (6) ka-ru-ú zi-in-

(3–8) tarḫun-piḫanu has just written 
to me as follows: “The building of 
the bridge with stones is already 
finished, but there is no timber (for
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na-an-d[a] (7) giŠ.Ḫi.A-ma-wa 
nU.gÁL nu-uš-ša-an k[a-a-ša] 
(8) A-NA giŠ ḫu-uš-ke 

the upper structure).” So for time 
being wait (sg.) on the timber.

(9) na-aš-ta giŠmu-ur-ta tu-el-ma 
(10) kar-aš-ša-an-du<-uš?> (11) kar-
aš-tén nu ŠA KUr-TIM x[…] 
(12) ni-ni-ik-tén 

(9–12) Cut down (pl.) murta-trees—
but (only) your own cut pieces, and 
muster the …-people of the land, 

(13) nu-wa-ra-at pé-da-an-du (14) nu 
giŠar-mi-iz-zi ḫu-u-da-a-ak (15) zi-
in-na-at-tén 

(13–15) and let them transport them 
(i.e., the timbers)! And finish (pl.) 
the bridge quickly!

(16) nu-za k[a]-ru-ú ŠA d[Ut]U?-
Š[I!?]- x-x […] (17) […]x-li-[i]š 
ku-iš x-x […] (18) […-a]n mWa-
al-wa-x[…] (19) [… Ér]in.MeŠ 
e-eš-du (20) […]x an-da e-eš-du 
(21) [… ḫu-u-m]a-an-te-e[š …] 
(22) [… … … … … …] (23) [… … 
… … … …] (24) x-x [… … … … 
…] (25) x-x [… … … …] (26) mdu-
ut-x[…] 

(The next 11 lines are too badly 
broken for connected translation. 
A person named Walwa-x[-x] is 
mentioned in 18, and troops in 19.) 

(27) nu-uš-ma-aš ú?-wa?-an-du 
(28) wa-ar-pa-an-na im-ma […] 
(29) ú-e-du-ma-an-zi a[p]-pa-a[n-
d]u 

(27–29) Let them proceed to finish 
the …-ing and building (of the 
bridges).

(30) Érin.MeŠ-ma-aš-ši-kán ŠA  
KUr URUiš-ḫ[u-pí-]i[t-ta] (31) kat- 
ta-an le-e ku-wa-at-ka� (32) ḫu<-it>-
ti-ya-ši li<-li>-wa-aḫ-ḫu-wa-[an-z]i 
(33) ú-wa-te 

(30–33) But you (sg.) must not in 
any way detain?? work gangs of 
išḫuppitta (needed) for it (i.e., for 
the project?) . Bring (them?) here 
quickly!

Although there is no double rule at this point, what follows is a piggyback 
letter to Zū, the scribe of Kaššū.

(34) zi-ik-mu mZu-u-uš ŠeŠ dÙg.
gA[-YA] (35) giŠmu-úr-ta-an-za 
egir-pa (36) BÁ-BI-LA-Ú ḫa-at-
ra-a-i 

(34–36) You, Zū, my dear brother, 
write back to me about the murta-
wood in Akkadian?!
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Commentary

there are many difficulties—grammatical and otherwise—in translating 
this letter.�8� there is also the question why it was necessary for Kaššū’s 
scribe Zū to use Akkadian in his reply, since the unnamed scribe of this letter 
was able to write Hittite, albeit with mistakes. is the scribe’s own difficulty 
with the Hittite language the cause of his many errors and omissions in the 
present text? Alp had doubts that the addressee of this letter, Kaššū, under-
stood Babylonian. But these doubts are irrelevant, since they are based on 
the assumption that this is the same Kaššū who wrote KBo 18.54, and on the 
assumption that güterbock’s understanding of KBo 18.54 14–17 and the res-
torations and translation of KBo 18.54 14–17 given by Beckman (1983b, 110 
with n. 59) are correct. neither of these two assumptions is by any means 
demonstrable. And furthermore, it is the sender (or perhaps scribe) of this 
letter who seems to be more comfortable with Akkadian, and the scribe of 
Kaššū, who is supposedly able to write in that language. Kaššū himself is not 
in the picture.

35 Melchert 2005b, 447, 449 considers murtan–za a word with assured 
Luwian inflection. Van den Hout (2006, 230, 248) agrees, and cites more 
Luwian forms in Middle Hittite (and middle script) tablets than were recog-
nized by Rieken and Melchert before him. 

36 The form BABILA(Y)U “Babylonian” shows the Akkadian gentilic 
suffix: Old Babylonian -āyum, OA -ā’um (gAg §56 p). On this reference 
to a MH scribe requesting correspondence in Babylonian, see de Martino 
2005b, 298. Alp speculated (p. 341) that the reason for the request of a reply 
in Akkadian was to keep it confidential. 

75. HKM 73  
From the Chief Wood Scribe to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/97 + 75/99. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 73. Edi-
tion: Alp 1991a, 260–61 (no. 73). Discussion: del Monte �99�, �8 (on 
URUḪawalta); Marizza 2007a, 95, 98, 119 (n. 5) and 121 (the identity of the 
unnamed Chief of the Wood Scribes), 163 (table entry on tarwaški), 167 
(table entry on Uzzū). 

(1) UM-MA gAL dUB.SAr.giŠ 
(2) A-NA mga-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks the Chief of the 
Wood-Scribes: Say to Kaššū:
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(3) ka-a-ša-mu mtar-wa-aš-ki-iš 
(4) ki-iš-ša-an me-mi-iš-ta (5) x x x 
x MUNUS URUḪa-u-wa-al-ta (6) [ x 
x x x x x ] ú-e-er x-x ḫar-kán-zi�8� 
(7) [x x x x x x ]x-ni-ya (8) […]x 
(9) […]x-ši

(3–9) tarwaški has just told me the 
following: … the woman of the 
town Ḫawalta … they came … 
they hold … … …

(10) n[a-a]n �a�-[p]í-ya pu-nu-uš  
(11) �na-at� ma-a-an ḫa-an-da 
(12) MUNUS URUḪa-wa-al-ta 
(13) nu-uš-ma-aš egir-pa pa-a-i 
(14) ma-a-an Ú-UL-[m]a (15) nu«-uš-
ma-aš» kat-ti-mi up-p[í]

(10–15) Question him/her there (i.e., 
where you are)! And if it (-at) is 
right—the woman of the town 
Ḫawalta—give (her) back to them. 
But if not, send (her) to me.

75b. HKM 73  
Piggyback Letter to Uzzū from Mar-ešrē 

(16) �A�-NA mUz-z[u-]�u� [Še]Š 
dÙ[g.]g[A-YA] (17) QÍ-BÍ-MA 
UM-MA md[UMU.Ud.2]0.K[AM] 
(18) ŠEŠ-KA-MA

(16–18) Say to Uzzū, my dear brother: 
Thus speaks Mar-ešrē, your brother:

(19) kat-ti-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-du (20) nu-ut-ta dingir.
MeŠ ti-an ḫar-kán-du (21) nu-ut-
ta ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš a-ra-aḫ-za-an-da 
(22) aš-šu-li ḫar-kán-du (23) nu-ut-ta 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru

(19–23) May all be well with you 
(sg.), and may the gods keep you 
(sg.) alive, and lovingly hold their 
arms around you, and protect you.

(24) [Še]Š [d]Ùg.gA-YA-mu ku-
it (25) [ŠA? …ut?-tar? ki-iš-ša-an 
ḫ]a-at-ra-a-eš (26) x-[ …]x-x-x-x-
na-a[t]-ra (27) am-mu-ug-g[a n]U.
gÁL e-eš-zi (28) na-aš-ta am-mu-ga 
i-da-a-lu (29) �a�-ar-wa-aḫ-ḫa-at

(24–29) Concerning what you, my 
dear brother, wrote about … as fol-
lows: “… … -natra?”— (this) is 
not in my possession. And I have 
…-ed badly?.

(30) nu ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA QA-TAM-
MA ša-a-ak

(30) My dear brother, you should be 
aware of this.
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Commentary

15 I assume that the scribe wrote nu-uš-ma-aš “to them” and then, real-
izing that the destination was the speaker, added kat-ti-mi “to me” without 
going back and deleting the signs -uš-ma-aš.

76. HKM 74  
From “The Priest” to Kaššū

Text: Mşt. 75/52. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 74. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 262–63 (no. 74). Discussion: Klinger 1995a, 85, 93; imparati 1997, 
652 (n. 19); imparati 2002, 94–95 (n. 10); Bryce 2003b, 176–77; imparati 
2003; taggar-Cohen 2006, 227–28.

the sender of this letter, who identifies himself only with the title “the 
Priest,” was in all likelihood a man named Kantuzzili, high priest of teššub 
and Ḫebat, who enjoyed in Kizzuwatna a status equivalent to that of an appa-
nage king (see Klinger and imparati). 

An ordinary priest would never refer to himself solely by his office, but 
would certainly give his name. Petty kings of Hittite dependent states were 
invested with the title “Priest” and regularly refer to themselves by this title 
without giving their names.185 Here subjects of the ruler of Kizzuwatna have 
fled his domain and settled in Zikkašta. imparati says they have “passed into 
the service of Kaššū in Ziggašta.” the construction “is/are behind gn” is 
fairly common in historical texts (annals, etc.), and might refer either to the 
environs or to a location inside a city but at the opposite end of the walled 
enclosure from the main (i.e., “front”) gate (i.e., “in the rear”).�86 Kaššū 
refuses to give back the refugees to the Kizzuwatnean on his own authority 
(ZI-it), since his district is a primary border district (“watchpoint”) where 
actions relating to lands beyond the border had to be approved by the king. 
the Kizzuwatnean is miffed at this refusal and writes back that he is in the 
process of reporting187 the matter and awaiting support from the Hittite king, 
and that since his land too is a primary border district, he will also not in the 
future return any subjects of Kaššū’s that enter his land! the Kizzuwatnean 
ruler bristles with impatience over bureaucratic protocol. 

While the twenty persons are described by Kaššū as NAPŠĀTU “people,” 
a term that Alp has claimed always means slaves, the Priest himself refers to 
them as ArAd.MeŠ, which often denotes slaves, but which—when it refers 
to servants of a high-ranked person—can also mean free subordinates, that 
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is, “agents” or “officials” (as is also the case with West Semitic �abdu). it is 
interesting to see how the Priest deliberately shows how differently Kaššū 
and he view these men. taggar-Cohen (2006) calls them “troops attached to 
the border garrison.” Since NAM.RA work groups are composed of units of 
ten persons, it may be that these twenty persons are two runaway groups of 
NAM.RA. 

(1) UM-MA LÚSAngA (2) A-NA 
mKa-aš-šu-ú QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) Thus speaks the Priest: Say to 
Kaššū:

(3) ki-iš-ša-an-mu ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(4) I-NA URUZi-ig-ga-aš-ta-wa-ša-an 
(5) tu-el 20 NA-AP-ŠA-TÙ egir-
an (6) nu-wa ḫa-an-te-ez-zi-iš ku-it 
(7) a-ú-ri-iš nu-wa-ra-aš-ta Zi-it 
(8) Ú-UL pé-eḫ-ḫi nu-wa-ra-aš[…] 
(9) I-NA É.gAL-LIM tar-kum-mi-
ya-i

(3–9) Concerning what you wrote 
to me as follows: “Your twenty 
people are in the environs? of the 
town Zikkašta. And because (my 
district) is a primary (lit., first) 
watchpoint, I will not give them to 
you on my own authority. Report 
them to the palace!”

(10) nu-za am-me-el ArAd.MeŠ- 
YA�88 (11) I-NA É.gAL-LIM tar-
kum-mi-e-eš-ki-mi (12) KUr 
URUKi-iz-zu-wa-at-na-ya (13) ku-it 
ḫa-an-te-ez-zi-iš (14) a-ú-ri-iš na-aš-
ta (15) ma-a-an tu-e-el (16) ArAd.
MEŠ-KA kat-ta-an-da (17) ú-wa-
an-zi na-aš-ta (18) am-mu-uk-ka� 
egir-pa (19) Ú-UL pé-eḫ-ḫi

(10–19) I am now in the process of 
reporting my (missing) servants to 
the palace. And because the land 
of Kizzuwatna is (also) a primary 
watchpoint, if your servants come 
down here (from tapikka), neither 
will I give them back to you! 

Commentary

9 On the “palace” here Imparati writes: 

the term É.gAL often recurs in the letters from Maşat, where it appears to 
have had the function of a center responsible for the collection and distri-
bution of goods (HKM 24) and for the organization of armaments (HKM 
52 and 63). it also functioned as a higher authority whose task it was, for 
example, to investigate matters concerning the agricultural life of various 
districts (HKM 54); it was an establishment that was notified of important 
events and circumstances, evidently in the hope that decisive intervention 
could be obtained from it (HKM 52, 74, and possibly 77); and it was also, 
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presumably, with the aim of receiving its favors (HKM 10 and possibly 
63). from such palaces orders were also sent out (HKM 75, 88, and 94 . . .). 
(imparati 2002: 94–95)

Since in lines ��–�� Kizzuwatna here is seen as a dependency, this text must 
date after the treaty between tudḫaliya i and Šunaššura (Klinger 1995a, 85–
86).

it is difficult to see how taggar-Cohen arrives at the interpretation of 
lines 10–19 as follows: “the SAngA-priest affiliated with Kizzuwatna says, 
in a very diplomatic way, he will not demand them. He says that Kizzuwatna 
is also a front line, and that if the men had arrived there he would have kept 
them” (2006, 228).

77. HKM 75  
From […] to […] 

Text: Mşt. 75/87. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 75. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 262–65 (no. 75). Discussion: del Monte 1992, 53 (re. išḫupitta); Hou-
wink ten Cate 1998, 168–69; Cotticelli-Kurras 2007, 183 (rev. 28); Marizza 
2007a, 94–95, 141, 169.

(1) […] x-x […] (2) […] x […] x 
x […] (3) Sig5-in e-e[š]-tu [n]u-
u[t-ta] (4) dingir.MeŠ aš-šu-li 
[p]a-aḫ-š[a]-a[n-da-ru] 

(1–4)… may all be well with you 
(sg.), and may the gods lovingly 
protect you.

(5) nu ka-a-ša UgULA niMgir.
Érin.MeŠ x[…] (6) ŠA É.gAL-
LIM iniM ku-i[n …] (7) ú-da-a-aš 
nu-kán A-NA UgU[LA] niM[gir.
Érin.MeŠ] (8) ḫu-u-ma-an-za-pát 
ḫa-[l]u-[k]i-[i]š x-x […] 

(5–8) May everyone … to/for the 
Chief of the Military Heralds what 
matter of the palace the Chief of the 
Military Heralds has just brought. 

(9) na-aš-ta ka-a-ša ṬUP-PAḪi.A 
[…] (10) ar-ḫa i-ya-u-e-en n[a?-…] 
(11) up-pa-u-e-en nu-un-na-aš-š[a-
an] (12) ḫu-u-ma-an-za ka-ru-ú 
ta!-ru-up-pí[-at-ta-at]

(9–12) We have just copied out�89 the 
tablets, and we sent …, and every-
one already assembled to us.
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(13) nu ki-nu-un egir-pa Érin.
MEŠ (14) URUiš-ḫu-pí-it-ta [M]e?-
[t]en (15) nu zi-ik mKa-a-aš-šu-uš 
(16) mZi-la-pí-ya‹-aš› mḪu-il-li-iš 
(17) nu-un-tar-nu-ut-tetén nu Érin.
MEŠ (18) ḫu-u-da-a-ak ni-ni-ik-tén 

(13–18) Now take again the troops 
of išḫupitta. You (sg.), Kaššū, 
Zilapiya (and) Ḫuilli, be quick 
about it! Promptly muster the 
troops!

(19) nu-uš-ma-aš ḫa-an-te-ez-z[i- 
…] (20) ku-it ka-ru-ú x x x […] 
(21) ši-ya-an-da-an tup-pí ú-d[a]-
an?-[du] 

(19–21) And because … to them/you 
(pl.) first … already …, let them 
bring sealed … (and/on?) tablet. 

(22) šu-ma-a-ša-kán ša-ra-a x[…] 
x-x-x […] (23) ku-it-ki i-ya-at-te-ni 
[nu] Sig5-i[n i-ya-at-tén] (24) nu 
ki-nu-un-ma nu-tar-nu-ut-t[én] 

(22–24) for you (pl.) up … you 
do/make something, you did/made 
right. And now be quick about it!

(25) nu-un-na-aš-kán Érin.MeŠ 
URU[iš-ḫu-pí-it-ta] (26) ar-nu-ut-tén 
ma-a-an x-x […] (27) nu-uš-ma-aš 
ú-wa-[t]e-ni A-NA x […] (28) ḫa-
at-ra-a-<u->-en nu-uš-ma-aš x[…] 
(29) i-da-a-la-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi 

(25–29) Relocate to us the troops of 
išḫupitta. if …, then you will come 
to them. We wrote to …. they will 
do harm to you (pl.). 

Commentary

11–12 Alp read ša-ru-up-pí-[. . .] and (in my view) misunderstood the 
verb. Houwink ten Cate correctly identified the verb taruppiya-, but restored 
it as an active taruppi[yat?] “each of us has assembled the tr[oops].” But there 
is no word for “troops” in this sentence. I have chosen to restore the verb as 
medio-passive, that is, in English the intransitive “assemble.” The passage is, 
however, admittedly obscure.

17 The te sign in nu-un-tar-nu-ut-tetén is employed as a guide to the 
reading of the tén sign. for other examples in Hittite, see grHL §§1.21–23.

19–21 i find Alp’s free restorations and his readings of traces in this 
paragraph unconvincing. His reading “let them bring here the words on a 
sealed tablet” is impossible grammatically. The word “sealed” (the participle 
šiyandan) is common gender, while tuppi is neuter, and both words are accu-
sative, not dative-locative. Alp attempts to explain his interpretation on the 
basis of gender incongruence (p. 310).
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78. HKM 79  
From EN-tarawa to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/65. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Copy: HKM 79. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 268–71 (no. 79). Discussion: Lühr 2001, 337; groddek 2004, 217.

(1) [UM-MA men-t]a-ra-u-wa 
(2) [A-NA …]x dUMU dÙg.gA-
YA (3) [QÍ-BÍ-M]A 

(1–3) Thus speaks EN-tarawa: Say to 
…, my dear son:

(4) [x-x-x] dUMU dÙg.gA-YA 
(5) [x x x x x -d]a-ni KUr-ya Ú-UL 
pa-it (6) [x x x-aš-]ša-an am-me-el  
(7) [ma-n]i-ya-aḫ-ḫa-an-da-aš 
igi.Ḫi.A-wa <Ü-UL ḫar-ta> 
(8) [KÚr?-TA]M?-ma ku-iš e-ep-
ta (9) [nu-un-]na-aš 35 LÚ.MeŠ 
(10) [ḫar-ni]-ik-ta 

(4–10) …, my dear son, … did not 
go to that? territory. He did not 
keep his eyes on my subordinates/
subjects. But he who initiated hos-
tilities has destroyed thirty-five men 
of ours.

(11) [nu k]i-nu-na ma-a-an egir-
pa (12) [Érin.MeŠ k]u-i-e-eš-ka� 
ú-wa-an-zi (13) [na]-aš nam-ma le-e 
(14) [ku-]wa-at-ka� ni-ni-ik-ši 

(11–14) And now, if any troops? come 
back, do not mobilize them at all 
again.

79. HKM 80  
From [Tarḫunmiya?] to [Ḫimmuili?]

Text: Mşt. 75/90. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Photo: Alp 1991a, pl. 7 (show-
ing the handwriting of tarḫunmiya). Dimensions (taken from a photo; see 
§1.2.8.2): Copy: HKM 80. Edition: Alp 1991a, 270–73 (no. 80). Discussion: 
Houwink ten Cate 1998, 162 (lines 7–11, apparently taking nindAtumatiš as 
“food supply”), 172; imparati 1997; Marizza 2007a, 113 (n. 13, sender and 
addressee), 121 (n. 14, restoration of rev. 12), 161 (table listing for Šuriḫili), 
167 (table listing for Uzzū). 

The identification of sender and addressee was first proposed by Alp, 
and was followed by imparati, Houwink ten Cate, and Marizza. imparati rea-
sons that this letter was from tarḫunmiya to Ḫimmuili, because “in Obv. 
5′–6′ it is written: ‘(My) lord, keep an eye on my house. And they must not 
damage/oppress it!’. Moreover, the sender of the postscriptum of this letter 
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was Ḫattušili, who as we have seen was linked to tarḫunmiya” (Alp �99�a, 
656; see also 207). 

(1) […] x […] (2) [MA-ḪAR BE-
L]Í ḫu-u-m[a-an Sig5-in e-eš-du] 
(3) [nu-ut-t]a dingir.MeŠ ti-an 
ḫar-k[án-du] (4) [nu-ut]-ta aš-šu-li 
pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(1–4) … May all be well with (my) 
lord, and may the gods keep you 
alive and lovingly protect you.

(5) BE-LU-uš-ša-an É-YA igi.
Ḫi.A-wa ḫar-ak (6) na-at le-e dam-
mi-iš-ḫa-it<-ta>-ri 

(5–6)  Lord, keep your eyes on my 
“house,” so that it may not be 
“damaged” (with undue šaḫḫan and 
luzzi).

(7) ka-a-ša-mu-kán A-NA dUMU.
MeŠ tu-u-ma-ti-i[š] (8) zi-in-na-at-
ta-at nu ka-a-ša (9) A-NA ArAd.
MeŠ ḫa-at[-ra-a-n]u-un (10) na-
aš-kán BE-LU […] (11) nu-mu 
egir-a[n ti-ya] 

(7–11) My tumati- (food supply?) for 
the princes? has just now run out. 
i have just written to the servants/
officials; so … them, O lord! And 
support me!

(12) BE-LU-ma x[…] (13) x-x-x […] 
(rev. 1) NUMUN? […] (rev. 2) ḫu-[…] 
(rev. 3) x-[…] (rev. 4) [pa-]ra-a na-
x[…] na-at-ši-k[án] (rev. 5) [x] UrU.
Ḫi.A-ŠU-NU x-x […] 

(12, rev. 1–5) O lord, … seed … their 
cities … 

(rev. 6) [x] na-aš-ta LÚ.MeŠ ŠU.gi 
k[a?-x-x] (rev. 7) ne-eḫ-ḫu-un nu[-z]a 
ú-wa-a[n-du-y]a (rev. 8) [KUr-e PA-
N]I LÚ.KÚr pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-an-du 
[…] (rev. 9) [x] x-x na-aš na-aḫ-mi 
[…] pa-an-ku (rev. 10) [x] x-x pa-ra-a 
n[e-eḫ-ḫu-un] (rev. 11) [nu-za P]A-NI 
LÚ.KÚr pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-n[u-an-te-e]š 
e-eš-té[n] 

(rev. 6–11) i have sent elders … 
Let them begin to guard the land 
against the enemy. … i fear … 
entire … i have sent out, so protect 
yourselves against the enemy!

Commentary

5 On BE-LU-uš-ša-an see text 55 and n. 199.
6 this interpretation is imparati’s (1997, 656). 
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7 Houwink ten Cate 1998, 162 takes nindAtumatiš as “food supply.” The 
word dUMU.MeŠ in lines 7 and l. e. 3 could also be translated “princes” 
(i.e., sons of the king), but there is insufficient context here to exclude the 
more usual meaning “sons” or “children.”

79b. HKM 80 
Piggyback Letter of Ḫattušili to Uzzū

(12) [UM-MA m.giŠgidrU-]din≈ 
gir-LIM A-NA mU[z-zu-u] (13) [Ù 
A-NA … QÍ-B]Í-MA (l. e. 1) […-š]a- 
an [m]e-mi[- …] (l. e. 2) […] 
nindAtu-u-ma-ti-in […] (l. e. 3) [… 
up-p]í dUMU.MeŠ ga-aš-t[i pé-ra-
an] (l. e. 4) [le-e ak-k]án-da-ri […] 

thus speaks Ḫattušili: Say to Uzzū 
and …: … matter … tumati- … 
send. do not let the princes die 
from hunger!

80. HKM 81  
To His Father (Pallanna) and Mother from Tarḫunmiya 

Text: Mşt. 75/64. Find spot: g/5 room 8. Photo: Alp �99�a, pl. 8 (show-
ing the handwriting of tarḫunmiya). Dimensions (taken from a photo; cf. 
§1.2.8.2): 6.5 cm wide × 7.4 cm tall. Copy: HKM 81. Edition: Alp �99�a, 
272–75 (no. 81). Translation: Karasu 2002, 424 (the first letter), and Karasu 
2003, 234–35. Discussion: Beckman �98�a, �9 (on TI-an ḫark-); Cotticelli-
Kurras 1992, 125 (on the nominal sentence nu ku-it ma-aḫ-ḫa-an in line 
23); imparati 1997, 652–53; 2002, 95 (n. 12); imparati and de Martino 2004 
(translation of obv. 6–7); van den Hout 2003a (on tarḫunmiya); Karasu 
2003, 234–35; Marizza 2007a, 154, 163, 167 (all in tables).

 (1) A-NA BE-LÍ A-BI dÙg.gA-
YA Ù A-NA BE-<EL>-TI-YA 
[AM]A dÙg.gA-YA (2) QÍ-BÍ-MA 
[U]M-MA mtar-ḫu-u[n-m]i-ya 
(3) dUMU-KA-MA

(1–3) Say to (my) lord (= Pallanna), 
my dear father, and to my lady, 
my dear mother: Thus speaks 
tarḫunmiya, your son:

(4) MA-ḪAR BE-LÍ ḫ[u]-u-ma-an 
Si[g5]-in e-eš-du (5) nu-uš-ma-aš

(4–8) May everything be well with 
(my) lord. May the thousand gods 
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LI-IM dingir.MeŠ ti-an ḫa[r- 
ká]n-du (6) nu-ut-ta ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš 
a-ra-aḫ-za-an-[d]a (7) aš-šu-li 
ḫar-kán-du nu-ut-t[a] (8) pa-aḫ-
[š]a-an-da-ru

(the entire pantheon) keep both 
of you alive. May they hold their 
hands lovingly around you (sg.) and 
protect you (sg.).

(9) nu-ut-ta ti-tar ḫa-ad-du-la-[tar] 
(10) in-na-ra-u-wa-tar MU.Ḫi.A 
g[Íd.dA] (11) dingir.MeŠ-aš 
a-ši-ya-u-wa-a[r] (12) dingir.
MeŠ-aš mi-ú-mar Zi-n[a]-aš 
(13) du-uš-ga-ra-ta-an-na pé-eš[-
kán-du] (14) nu A-NA dingir.
MEŠ ku-it ú-e-e[k-ti?] (15) nu-ut-ta 
a-pa-a-at pé-eš-kán-du

(9–15) May they keep giving you 
(sg.) life, health, vigor, longevity, 
the gods’ love, the gods’ kindness, 
and joy of spirit. And may the gods 
keep giving you (sg.) what you ask 
from them.

(16) A-BI d[Ùg.g]A-YA-mu aš-šu-
ul (17) [ḫa-at-re-e]š-ke (18) [ x x x 
l]u?-u-wa-an-ma (19) [ x x] IŠ-TU 
É.gAL-LI[M] (20) I-NA [Ur]UḪa-
an-ḫ[a-na] (21) pí-i-e-er na-[…] 
(22) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-ma u-i-[ia?-an?-
zi?] (23) nu ku-it ma-aḫ-ḫ[a-an 
nu-mu] (24) ḫu-u-ma-an ḫa-a[t-re-
eš-ke]

(16–24) My dear father, keep sending 
me )your) greeting. they have sent 
… from the palace to the town Han-
hana. … When … Keep writing me 
how everything is.

Commentary

imparati (1997, 652) claims that the terms “father” and “mother” are 
used here in the extended sense of senior colleagues. Perhaps so. But is it 
not rather coincidental that a pair of opposite sex are so tenderly addressed? 
This would seem to point to the literal sense of “father” and “mother,” that 
is, tarḫunmiya’s own parents. See discussion above on HKM 60 (text 63). 
Alp (1991a, 98) comments that tarḫunmiya’s well-wishes to this couple are 
among the longest and most beautiful in the entire Hittite letter corpus. For 
the somewhat unusual expanded well-being formula, using “the Thousand 
gods,” see §1.2.17.
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80b. HKM 81 
Piggyback Letter from Tarḫunmiya to Uzzū

(25) [UM-M]A mtar-ḫu-un-mi-ya 
(26) [A-N]A mUz-zu-u Še[Š.dÙ]g.
gA-Y[A] (27) [QÍ-B]Í-MA dingir.
MEŠ-ta (28) [aš-šu-l]i pa-aḫ-ša-an-
da-[r]u

(25–28) Thus speaks tarḫunmiya: 
Say to Uzzū, my dear brother: May 
the gods lovingly protect you.

(29) �ki�-i-kán ṬUP-PÍ PA-NI mPa- 
a[l-l]a-an-n[a] BE-LÍ-YA 
(30) MUnUSBE-<EL>-TI-I-YA Sig5- 
in ḫal-za-i (31) nam-ma-mu egir-
pa aš-šu-ul (32) ḫa-at-ra-a-an-du

(29–32) Please read this tablet of 
mine distinctly to Pallanna, my 
lord (tarḫunmiya’s father), and to 
my lady (his mother), and then let 
them send back (their) greetings to 
me.

Commentary

30 Sig5-in ḫalzai “read distinctly” may indicate that the writer’s parents 
were elderly and had difficulty in hearing. Previous translations (Alp, and 
Karasu 2003, 235) have not brought out this important sense of Sig5-in. See 
above in §�.�.��.

81. ABoT 65 
From Tarḫuntišša to Pallā

Text: AnAr 9751. Find spot: unknown. Copy: ABot 65. Edition: güter-
bock 1944; Otten 1956, 183–84, 188–89; rost 1956, 345–50. Discussion: 
Hoffner 1972, 33 (MH dating); imparati 1974, 60 n. 48); 1985 (on Arma-
ziti); neu 1976, 324–25; Beckman 1983b, 97 n. 2 (on É dUB.BA.A [rev. 8] 
as reflecting the presence of a scribal school at Ḫattuša); Beckman 1995a, 27 
with n. 41; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 176 (no. 123); 1989a, 12 n. 37 (re É dUB.
BA.A), 14 (re. mPalla), 65 (re Sig5-in ēšdu), 83 (SAg.dU-GA), 127 (re. pri-
vate trips), 152 (re. tapaššet, obv. 8); Klinger 1995a, 88; Houwink ten Cate 
1998, 158, 162, 175–76; Hagenbuchner-dresel 1999, 54–55 (survey of non-
royal persons bearing the name Ḫattušili); de Martino 2005b, 300, 307–8, 
311, 317; CHd man b 2′ b’ (rev. 5–6). 

de Martino writes: 
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the findspot of the tablet is unknown. However, H. g. güterbock and S. 
Alp believed it came from Maşat/Tapikka. The text is dated as Middle Hit-
tite. The sender is tarḫuntišša and the receiver is Pallā. in the text Ḫattušili 
is mentioned (obv. 6, 8, rev. 2′, 16′) to be identified, presumably, with the 
functionary by the same name present in the other Maşat letters. in ABot 
65 two scribes (known also from other Middle Hittite documents) are men-
tioned: Arma-ziti (obv. 6, 9) could be identified with the scribe of the Ar-
nuwanda treaty with the Kaška people KBo XVi 27 + KBo XL 330, as 
suggested by J. Klinger, and with the sender (maybe also a scribe) of the 
post scriptum of the Ortaköy letter Çorum 21-9-90 obv. 18′; Atiuna (rev. 
8′, inferior ledge 1, 3) could be the same person as the sender (the name is 
partially missing) of the Maşat letters HKM 49 and 50. (2005b: 307–8) 

The Arma-ziti in obv. 6 may also be the man who is mentioned in HKM 84 
(text 83): 16 (so Alp 1991a, 54; see also imparati 1985).

(obv.1) [UM-MA] mtar-ḫu-un-ti-iš-
ša (2) [A-NA mPa]l-la-a ŠeŠ.dÙg.
gA-YA QÍ-B[Í-MA] (3) ka[t-ti-mi] 
Sig5-in tu-ug-ga kat-ta Sig5-i[n] 
(4) e-eš-[t]u190 nu-ut-ta dingir.
MeŠ ti-an ḫar-kán-du (5) nu SAg.
dU-KÀ pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ru 

(1–5) Thus speaks tarḫuntišša: Say 
to Pallā, my dear brother: it is well 
with me. May it be well with you 
too. May the gods keep you alive, 
and protect your person (lit. “your 
head”).

(6) A-NA m.giŠgidrU-dingir-
LIM ku-it Ù A-NA m.dSÎN-LÚ 
(7) a-aš-šu-ul ḫa-at-ra-a-eš na-at  
Ú-UL ka-a (8) m.giŠgidrU-din≈ 
gir-LIM-in ta-pa-aš-ši-i-e-et ku-it-
ki (9) nu URUḪa-at-tu-ši pé-en-ni-iš 
m.dSÎN-LÚ-in-na (10) I-NA É-ŠU 
tar-né-er 

(6–10) Since you sent greetings to 
Ḫattušili and Arma-ziti, (I must tell 
you) they are not here. Ḫattušili 
contracted a bit of a fever and 
drove off to Ḫattuša (for ‘medical’ 
treatment). And they let Arma-ziti 
go home (on leave?). 

(11) am-mu-ga a-aš-šu-ul Ú-UL 
ku-it ḫa-a[t-r]a-a-eš (12) [nu] ar-ḫa 
da-a-la URUMa-ra-aš-š[a-a]n-ti-ya-
az (13) [Ú-U]L? MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
e-šu-un p[a-r]a-a-mu-za (14) [ke-e-
d]a-aš ud-da-na-a-aš pí-e-eš-ke-et 

(11–14) To me you sent no greet-
ings. But don’t be concerned (lit., 
let it rest)! i was in Maraššantiya, 
not in the presence of His Majesty. 
He has been sending�9� me out on 
these missions. 

(15) [o o o o o o o URUḪ]a-at-tu-ši 
ku-[…]

(15) … in Ḫattuša …
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(rev. 1′) ar-nu-x[ o o o ]x x x[ …] (rev. 

2′) pé-ra-an kat-ta-an m.giŠgidrU- 
dingir-LIM x[…] (rev 3′) me-mi-
iš-ta mPal-la-a-aš-wa-ra-at[…] 

(rev. 1′) … Ḫattušili … he said: 
“Pallā relocated it ….” 

(rev. 4′) nu a-pé-e-da-ni ud-da-ni-i 
ar-ša-ni-e-[eš?] (rev. 5′) ma-am-ma-
an-za-kán ku-iš-ki É-er ta-ma-iš 
ar-nu-ut (rev. 6′) ma-an zi-ik Ú-UL 
ar-ša-ni-e-še (rev. 7′) nu am-mu-uk-
ka� a-pa-a-at ut-tar kat-ta-wa-a-tar 
ki-ša-at 

(rev. 4′–7′) And he became upset 
about that matter. If someone else 
had relocated (your) household/
family, would you not become 
upset?�9� So that matter became a 
grievance to me as well. 

(rev. 8′) nu ḫa-an-da-a-an A-NA mA-
ti-u-un-na I-NA É dUB.BA.A (rev. 

9′) ki-iš-ša-an me-ma-aḫ-ḫu-un  
A-BU-KA-wa-mu-uš-ša-an 
(rev. 10′) egir-an-pát ki-it-ta-ri 
egir-an ar-ḫa-wa-ra-aš-mu 
(rev. 11′) Ú-UL nam-ma ne-e-a-ri 
Ú-UL-wa [ta-]me[-d]a-aš? (rev. 

12′) ku-it-ki Ú-UL-ma-wa-mu 
a-pa-a-aš ku-it-ki ḫar-zi (rev. 13′) 
[Ú-U]L-ma-wa-aš-ša-an A-NA 
�-EN URU-LIM ku-wa-pí-ki ḫar-
wa-ni (rev. 14′) [nu-]w[a]-mu-[ká]n 
egir-an ki-it-ta-r[i …] (rev. 15′) 
[egir-an a]r-ḫa-wa-ra-aš-mu-za 
Ú-U[L nam-ma ne-e-a-ri …] (rev. 

16′) [ma-a-an-w]a-kán m.giŠgidrU-
dingir-LIM-ma A-N[A…] (rev. 17′) 
[o o o ]x-ra-da-an-ta-an-na-an[ …] 
(rev. 18′) pa-a-un

(rev. 8′–18′) And I spoke frankly? to 
Atiunna in the tablet room as fol-
lows: “Your ‘father’ keeps after 
me:�9� he won’t let me alone! is 
there nothing for others? does 
that one hold nothing for me? Will 
we stay? nowhere in? (any) single 
town? He will keep after me! … He 
won’t let me alone! … if Ḫattušili 
had …, i would have …

(l. e. 1) […]x ki-ša-at nu A-NA mA-
ti-u[n-na -…] (l. e. 2) […giŠL]E-ˀ-E 
nam-ma-ad-du-za […] (l. e. 3) […] 
A-NA mA-ti-u-un-na[…] (l. e. 4)[… 
ḫa-]at-ra-a-i É mŠa-[…] (l. e. 5) [… 
A-N]A m.giŠgidrU-dingir-LIM 
ku-wa-p[í …] (l. e. 6) […]x-za-kán x 
x [……………………………] 

(l. e. 1) That matter became a source 
of irritation to me! And … to Ati-
unna … writing board … then … 
to you. … Write … to Atiunna. the 
house of … When … to Ḫattušili, 
…
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Commentary

obv. 6–10 tapaššiya- “to get a fever,” being one of the verbs denoting 
illness like (ištark-and irmaliya-), takes its logical subject in the accusative as 
a direct object (see grHL §16.31). this fact was not realized by rost 1956, 
346 and Hagenbuchner 1989a, 152, both of whom translate “something pro-
voked (erregte/hat aufgeregt) Ḫattušili.” 

obv. 9–10 edited in CHd P, 277 (per 1 a 3′). this may be a unique 
instance of the employment of the non-literal, “collegial” kinship terms 
outside of the polite greeting formulas in letters. is Atiunna’s “father” here 
really his literal father, or his superior in the hierarchy?

rev. 3–6 Although CHd L–n, 141 (man b 2′ b’) rendered this section 
literally as: “if someone else had confiscated/appropriated (your) house, 
would you not be upset?” it seems to me that we have the same use here as in 
other Maşat letters (see texts 16: 7′–13′; 45: 1′–13; and 47: 5′) with a house-
hold (É-TUM) and various towns (UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A) as direct objects, in a 
context suggesting the relocating of households/families from one town to 
another and settling them (ašeš-). 

rev. 13 This might be one of the intransitive uses of ḫar(k)- with the 
meaning “to be, stay” (Boley 2001).

82. HKM 82:  
From Mar-ešrē to […]

Text: Mşt. 80/58. Find spot: Maşat L/15. Copy: HKM 82. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 274–77 (no. 82). Discussion: Marizza 2007a, 150 (re. Mar-ešrē); 

The beginning of the obverse and the end of the reverse are broken away. 
Since the first preserved line on the obverse is an address formula, this is a 
second (or piggyback) letter, not the main one. Mār-ešrē writes—perhaps 
from Ḫattuša (see above in §1.2.10)—to a younger colleague in tapikka. 
Alp (1991a, 79) posits that the “dear daughter” is the wife of the addressee, 
and that both he and his wife are younger than Mar-ešrē.

(1′) UM-MA mdUMU.U[d.2]0.
KAM [A-NA m…] (2′) ŠeŠ dÙg.
gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-M[A] 

(1–2) Thus speaks Mar-ešrē: Say to 
…, my dear brother:

(3′) MA-ḪAR ŠeŠ dÙg.gA-YA Ù 
dUMU.MUnUS dÙg.gA-YA 

(3–7) May all be well with my dear 
brother and with my dear daughter. 
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(4) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e-eš-du 
(5) nu-uš-ma-aš dingir.MeŠ ti-
an (6) ḫar-kán-du nu-uš-ma-aš […] 
(7) [aš]-šu-li pa-aḫ[-ša-an-da-ru] 

And may the gods keep you (pl.) 
alive, and lovingly protect you 
(pl.).

(8) [Še]Š dÙg.gA-YA-mu ku-it 
[ḫa-at-ra-a-eš …] (9) a[š-š]u-ul 
Ú-UL [… Ú-UL?] (10) [ku-w]a-
pí-ik-ki […] (11) [ḫa-a]t-ra-a-ši 
nu-ud-d[u-za-kán] (12) [š]a-[a]n-za 
ki-nu-n[a-mu tu-el] (13) [aš-šu-ul] 
ḫ[a]-at-r[e]-e[š-ke …] (14) [ o ] x x 
x x x x 

(8–14) Concerning the fact that my 
dear brother wrote … (to?) me … 
You do not … a greeting … at no 
time … do you write. i am angry 
with you. Now start sending your 
greeting to me! …

(15) […-]x-at-ta (16) [… up-]pí 
(17) […-]x 

83. HKM 84  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/103. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 84. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 278–83 (no. 84). Discussion: Arıkan 2006, 145. 

(1′) [UM-MA …] x [A-NA …] 
(2′) [… dÙg?.gA?]-YA QÍ-[BI-MA] 
(3′) [kat-ti-ti ḫ]u-u-ma-an S[ig5-in 
e-eš-du] (4′) [nu-ut-ta dingir.
MeŠ] ti-an ḫ[ar-kán-du] (5′) [nu-
ut-ta aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-r]u 

(1′–5′) Thus speaks PN�: Say to PN�, 
my dear …: May all be well with 
you. And may the gods keep you 
alive and lovingly protect you.

(6′) k[a!?-a-ša-mu�9� ki-i]š-ša-an 
ku-i[t ḫa-at-ra-a-eš] (7′) URUT[a-
p]í-ig-ga-az-wa-kán k[at-ta …] 
(8′) k[i]-nu-na-at-ta ka-a-ša […] 
(9′) IŠ-TU dingir-LIM-ya i-da-
la[-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi] (10′) na-aš-ta 
URUTa-pí-ik-ka�-a[z kat-ta …] 
(11′) dUMU.MeŠ-[Y]A-kán kat-ta 
le-e [tar-na-at-ti] (12′) ma-an-na-aš  

(6′–20′) Now concerning what you 
(sg.?) just wrote me, as follows, 
“Get out of Tapikka. They are now 
about to injure you through … 
and through (the command of?) a 
deity. So get out of Tapikka, and 
don’t leave my sons down there!” 
If we have grain, then we will make 
bread for you. But if there is no 
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ḫal-ki-iš nu-u[t-ta …] (13′) i-ya-
u-e-ni ma-a-an ḫal-k[i-iš-ma 
nU.gÁL] (14′) nu-ut-ta n[am-]ma 
ku-iš[ ku-it-ki i-ya-zi] (15′) nu-uš-ši 
zi-ik mdu-l[a-ak-ki-iš] (16′) mAr-
ma-LÚ-iš-ša A[nŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A] (17′) le-e pí-iš-kán-te-ni [ma-
a-an] (18′) ku-it-ki ki-ša-ri […] 
(19′) nam-ma-aš-ma-aš ta-šu-w[a-
aḫ-ḫa-an-zi] (20′) ka-a-ša-aš-ši 
IŠ-TU […]195 

grain, then who ever again will 
make anything for you? And 
you, dulakki—and also Arma-
ziti—don’t give horses to him! If 
something occurs, …, then they 
will blind (both of) you. to him by 
means of …. 

(21′) ka-a-ša-mu-kán x[-…] (22′) na- 
aš-ta 5 gA.K[U7�96 …] (23′) nindA 
giBiL.Ḫi.A-ya I[-NA? …] (24′) � 
al-la-a-an<-za?> g[A197…] (25′) an-
da-ya-aš-ši-k[án …] (26′) na-at […] 
(27′) ku-it [ma-aḫ-ḫa-an nu-mu] 
(28′) ḫu-u-ma[-an ḫa-at-ra-a-i] 

(21′–28′) now to me … And five (por-
tions of) sweet milk … and freshly 
baked breads in …, one (portion of) 
sour milk …, in addition to it …, 
and it …. Write to me everything 
(about) how it is.

(29′) ka-a?[-ša? …] (30′) i-x[ …] (29′–30′) … … 
(rev. 1′) n[a?-…] (2′) A-NA d[UMU] 
m[Š]a-pár-t[a …] (3′) nu-uš-ši 
ArAd-SÚ […] (4′) na-aš Ú-UL-
ma [… na-aš ma-a-an ka-ru-ú] 
(5′) pa-a-an-za egir-pa i-[it na-an- 
mu-kán du-wa-a-an] (6′) pa-ra-a  
na-i URU[…] (7′) nu-mu a-pa-a-at-ta 
[…] (8′) ka-a-ša-mu mŠa-pár-t[a …] 

(rev. 1′–8′) … to the son of Šaparta … 
and … his slave to him. And he will 
not … if he has already gone, go 
back, and send him to me! … and 
me … it. to me Šaparta … 

Commentary

15–17 On this meaning of lē plus the imperfective stem of the verb see 
Hoffner and Melchert 2002 and now also grHL §24.10. The form pí-iš-kán-
te-ni in line 17 appears faulty (so Alp 1991a, 343). instead of emending to 
pí-iš-kat!-te-ni, one might see in the unemended form an example of nasaliza-
tion: tt > nt. On this phenomenon see Oettinger �99�, especially his examples 
in §�.� on p. ��9, where the nasalization comes from a nasal in the follow-
ing syllable: mulattin > mulantin, naḫšarattan > naḫšarantan, šalikanzi> 
šalinkanzi, etc. If so, this argues for reading kat, not kit9, in such verb forms.
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25 On anda–ya–šši see Hoffner 1997g, §70 and §149, and 269 sub 
anda.

83b. HKM 84  
Piggyback Letter from Ḫuilli to […]

At rev. 9′ a second letter from Ḫuilli to [. . .] begins. it requires urgent 
action (ú-wa-at du-wa-ad-du “get with it!”). the addressee is to round up 
whatever grain or other foodstuffs available in his vicinity and bring them 
to Ḫuilla. the addressee has been requesting (note the imperfective form of 
the verb ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-ši) headwear (tÚgSAg.dU[L]), perhaps of a protec-
tive, military type. Ḫuilli promises to provide this. the final sections of the 
second letter are written on the left edge of the tablet in reverse directions 
(“a” and “b”). the clauses on left edge “a” are difficult because of the textual 
breaks. But if the first word in line 2 could be a neuter gender Hittite noun 
ending in -ki, then one could take the kuit that follows as the neuter relative 
pronoun, and this would become the subject of the final sentence: “and let it 
remain with [the gods]!” the restoration of “gods” in both “a” 4 and “b” 1 
depends upon the most likely subject of the final clause “[they will protect] 
you benevolently.” And I believe all would agree that this should be “the 
gods.” This solution by no means eliminates all the awkward points in the 
translation. 

(rev. 9′) UM-MA mḪu-il-li �A?�[-NA … 
QÍ-BÍ-MA] (rev. 10′) dingir.MeŠ-ta 
ti-an ḫar-kán-du [nu-ut-ta aš-šu-li] 
(rev. 11′) pa-a[ḫ-š]a-an-da-ru 

(rev. 9′–11′) Thus speaks Ḫuilli: 
Say to …: May the gods keep 
you alive and may they protect 
you benevolently!

(rev. 12′) ú-wa-at du-wa-ad-du MUn≈ 
[US? …] (rev. 13′) UrUTa-pí-ik-ka�-az 
kat-t[a …] (rev. 14′) ma-a-an še-li-iš-ma 
ku[-iš-ki] (rev. 15′) na-aš-ma ku-it im-ma 
k[u-it …] (rev. 16′) AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.
A zi-ik t[u-u-re-eš-ke na-at-mu du-wa-
a-an] (rev. 17′) pé-en-ni A-NA tÚgSAg.
dU[L] (rev. 18′) ku-it ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-ši 
nu[-ut-ta] (rev. 19′) [… pé?-d]a?-aḫ-ḫi 
nu-ut-ta pa[-ra-a …] (rev. 20′) […] i-ya-
mi-it-t[a …] (rev. 21′) […]-ši Ú-UL […] 

(rev. 12′–21′) get a move on! …… 
down from tapikka …. if some 
grain heap exists, or whatever 
…, you hitch up horses and 
drive it to me! Concerning the 
fact that you keep writing (to 
me) for headwear: i will bring 
… to you, and …. i will make 
for you … not …
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(l. e. “a”)
(l. e. a 1) [tu-el ku-it ma-a]ḫ-ḫa-an nu-mu 
ḫa-at-ra-a-i (2) [x x x x-]Ki-ya-at-ta 
[ku-i]t wa-tar-[n]a-aḫ-ḫi-iš-ke-nu-un 
(3) [ḫar?-zi?-at] ku-iš na-at! (text:-an)-
ši-kán ar-ḫa da-a (4) [na-at dingir?.
M]eŠ kat-ta-an e-eš-du 

Write me how you are! And the 
…-ki which I have been giving 
you instructions about—take 
it away from him who holds? 
it. And let it remain with the 
gods?! 

(l. e. “b”)
(l. e. b 1) [ma-a-an A-NA ding]ir.MeŠ 
ku-it-ki egir-an tar-na-at-ti nu-ut-ta 
aš-š[u-li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-ri] 

If you turn something over to 
the gods, they will lovingly pro-
tect you.

Commentary

rev. 12′ For uwat duwaddu see above in §�.�.�9.�.

84. HKM 88  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 75/108. Find spot: g/5 Portico. Copy: HKM 88. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 288–89 (no. 88). Discussion: Marizza 2007a, 129.

The beginning and end of this letter are broken away, so we have no 
idea who the sender or addressee were. The sender quotes a report that 
reached him (the quotative particle -wa occurs in lines 1–7) concerning some 
Kaškaean groups who are about to make peace (line 3), but another one is not 
willing (line 4). What the writer then goes on to say concerns troop move-
ments (lines 6–11) and the protection of crops (line 16). 

(1) [k]a-a-š[a-wa? …] (2) URUTal-
ma-l[i-ya …] (3) ták-šu-la-a-an-zi 
[…] (4) Ú-UL ták-šu-la-a-iz-z[i …] 
(5) ḫu-u-ma-an-te�98-ya-pát ni-ni-
i[k] 

(1–5) “the … are about to make 
peace in Talmaliya.�99 but the … 
will not make peace. So muster 
troops in every (area)!”

(6) nu-wa egir-an ti-ya nu-w[a (6–11) “And get busy, lest … 
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… Ú-UL] (7) ma-an-ga nu-wa-kán 
A-NA LÚ.MeŠ […] (8) nam-ma-
ya ku-e-da-aš UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A 
(9) Érin.MeŠ pa-ra-a ḫu-u-da-a-ak 
ar-n[u-u]t […] (10) nu-uš-ši ka-a-aš-
ma ŠA É.gAL-LIM (11) me-mi-an 
ḫa-at-ra-a-u-en 

somehow! And … for the men 
…!” then also into what cities he 
promptly brought forward troops, 
we have just sent the message from 
the palace to him. 

(12) an-da-ma-za : �an-na�-ra-a 
[k]u-it (13) ud-da-a-ar šar-li-x[-…] 
(14) nu-za mŠa-ḫu-ru-nu-wa-aš […] 
(15) [u]d-da-a-ar ar-ḫa d[a]-a-a[š 
…] (16) nu ḫal-ki-e-eš ud-da-ni-i 
[…] (17) Ú-UL ma-az-za-aš-[t]e-ni 
x-[…] (18) ku-iš URUKa-ra-aḫ-na x 
x […] (19) an-da e-eš-ta nu Érin.
MeŠ […] 

(12–19) In addition, concerning the 
fact that … words/matters … … 
Šaḫurunuwa took away for himself 
the words of …. You will not risk 
crops in the matter …. What … 
was in Karaḫna, the troops … 

Commentary

12 :an-na-ra-a is mentioned and briefly discussed by van den Hout 
2006, 226 with n. 58. 

85. HKM 89  
From […] to […]

Text: Mşt. 73/78. Find spot: H/� Room �6. Copy: HKM 89. Edition: Alp 
1991a, 288–91 (no. 89). Discussion: del Monte 1992, 171 (on URUTiwara 
in line 11); Beal 1998, 86 (citing CHd P on peran ḫuinu-); de Martino and 
imparati 2004, 797 w. n. 50 (translation of obv. 5–6); Marizza 2007a, 149 
(on Luparrui).

Lines �–�, although partially broken, indicate more than one addressee. 
therefore, although the sender resorts to the more usual “you” (sg.) in 
the well-wishes of lines �–6, and there seem to be three places where he 
addresses only one of the recipients (line 23, 24, 27), the -šmaš in lines 9 and 
12 must be a plural “you,” not an unreferenced “them” (as per Alp’s transla-
tion). 
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(1) [UM-MA …] A-NA m[ …] (2) [Ù 
A-NA … QÍ-BÍ-M]A

(1–2) thus speaks … Say to … and 
to …:

(3) [kat-ti-ti … ḫu-u-m]a-an S[ig5-
in e-e]š-du (4) [nu-ut-ta … dingir.
MeŠ ti-a]n [ḫar-ká]n-d[u] (5) [nu- 
ut-ta ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš] a-ra-aḫ-za-an[-
da] (6) [aš-šu-li ḫar-kán-d]u nu-ut-ta 
pa-a[ḫ-š]a-an-da-ru

(3–6) May all be well with you …, 
and may the gods keep you alive, 
and lovingly hold their arms about 
you, and protect you.

(7) [ma-a-an mLu-pár-ru-iš a]n-tu- 
uḫ-še-eš e-ep-ta (8) [na-at Ú-UL  
š]a-ag-ga-aḫ-ḫi (9) [�? an-t]u-uḫ-ša- 
an-na-aš-ma-aš Ú-UL am-mu-uk 
(10) [pé-ra]-an ḫu-i-nu-nu-un mLu- 
pár-ru-u-i-ša-aš-kán (11) �URUTi�- 
i-wa-ra-az pa-ra-a na-it-ta (12) an- 
tu-uḫ-ša-an-na-aš-ma-aš (13) pé- 
ra-an ḫu-i-nu-ut am-mu-ug-ga 
(14) Ú-UL ku-it-ki ša-ag-ga-aḫ-ḫu-
un

(7–14) I do not know if Luparruis 
seized the people. it wasn’t i who 
put the one? person in your (pl.) 
charge. Luparrui dispatched them 
from Tiwara. He put a person also 
in your (pl.) charge. i knew nothing 
about it.

(15) [k]i-nu-na a-pé-e an-tu-uḫ-še-
eš ar-ḫa tar-n[i-ir] (16) [nu-k]án 
mLu-pár-ru-u-iš pé-ra-an le-e 
(17) [ku-i-e]n-ki e-ep-zi am-mu-
uk-wa (18) [x-]pí?-iš-ki-iš-ke-mi 
a-pé-e-ma-wa (19) [pa-r]a-a [š]u-ul-
le-eš ap-pí-iš-kán-zi (20) […]

(15–20) But now they have released 
those people. Luparrui should not 
seize anyone beforehand?, (saying) 
“i will begin to …, but they will 
seize hostages.” 

(21) [x x x] LÚ.KÚr-ya x an-da 
ar-nu-wa-an[-zi] (22) [x x]-ya-aš- 
ši-kán x an-da (23) [nu-za? pa-a]ḫ- 
ḫa-aš-nu-wa-an-z[a] e-eš A-NA 
UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A-ya (24) [ḫu-u- 
ma]-an-da-a-aš ar-ḫa pé-en-ni 
(25) [x? pa]-aḫ-ḫa-aš-nu-wa-an e-
eš-ta

(21–25) they will bring … and the 
enemy together. … too is in it. So 
be (sg.) well protected. drive (sg.) 
off to all the cities. (it?) was pro-
tected.

(26) [nu-m]u ke-e-da-ni <A-NA> 
ṬUP-PÍ ar-ku-wa-ar (27) […]…  
ḫu-u-da-a-ak ḫa-at-ra-a-i

(26–27) And send (sg.) promptly … 
to me a reply? to this tablet. 
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4 Alp restored LI-IM because space seemed too wide for simple 
dingir.MeŠ. Yet in the only other places where LI-IM dingir.MeŠ 
occurs in the well-wishing fomula in the Maşat letters, the addressee is a 
superior, sometimes addressed as “my lord” (HKM 29 and HKM 48). that is 
not the case here.

In both lines 7 and 15 an-ti-uḫ-še-eš is acc. pl., as is a-pé-e “those,” not 
nominative (see Hoffner forthcoming §57 and §149). See also acc. [š]u-ul-
le-eš in line �9.

9 There is room at the beginning of the line for more than the sign [an-
t]u-. Yet, the clitic pronoun -šmaš normally attaches to the first word in the 
clause. It is possible that the number “�,” being a logographic writing and 
one which closely attaches to the noun antuḫšan, would not bear the clitic. 
Alp analyzed antuḫšannaš as a single word, the genitive of antuḫšatar. But 
i can find no other example of the genitive of antuḫšatar as a free-standing 
genitive in Alp’s required sense of “(members) of the people group.” And 
here it would have to be functioning as the direct object of peran ḫuinu- “to 
put (someone) under the command of (another).” 

18 On the form [x-]pí?-iš-ki-iš-ke-mi, see Hoffner forthcoming §79.
25 There is barely space in the copy for one sign before pa-. Yet one 

would like to restore [na-at] in order to provide a neuter subject for the pred-
icate paḫḫašnuwan “protected.”

26 Alp’s translation “write the petition (german die Bitte) for me on this 
tablet” does not seem probable. In fact, even with my translation of arkuwar 
as “reply?,” the idea of writing it on “this” tablet would be impossible, since 
it is a dried and hardened clay tablet. therefore—with some hesitance—i 
have understood kedani <ANA> ṬUPPI as a reply “to this tablet.” 

2.2.3. mh Letters Found At šapinuwa-Ortaköy (86–91) 

excavations at the township of Ortaköy, 53 km southeast of Çorum, begin-
ning in 1990, have revealed the ruins of the Hittite city of Šapinuwa, the chief 
administrative center (“palace”) and royal residence for the district, to which 
Tapikka/Maşat Höyük also belonged. A large part of the tablets discovered 
in the excavations at Šapinuwa led by Mustafa and Aygül Süel is composed 
of letters. Only three of the letters recovered through the official excavations 
have been published. to these one can add five letters in the Çorum Museum 
found at Ortaköy before the beginning of the official excavations, and pub-
lished by A. Ünal (1998). All these texts are Middle Hittite in language and 
script (see de Martino 2005b, 309).
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86. Or 90/1400  
From the King to Kuikuišanduwa

Text: Or 90/1400. Find spot: Ortaköy; debris from upper storey of Building 
A. Copy: none. Edition: Süel 1992, 491; CHd Š, 135 (sub 14′). Discussion: 
de Martino 2005b, 310; forlanini 1997, 398 n. 3; Hoffner 1998, 117 (on Hit-
tite names reduplicated in the manner of Kuikuišanduwa); freu and Mazoyer 
2007, 172–73 (on the official Kuikuišanduwa). 

The body of this letter is very short. The main verb “do” (iyatten, line 9) 
is plural, meaning that Kuikuišanduwa and other unnamed persons to whom 
this letter is addressed (kuedaš, dative pl.) are to perform a task outlined in 
a letter that Ḫašwara “has just/herewith (kāšma) brought (udaš).” the verb 
uda- “to bring,” when occurring without a preverb, because it contains the 
prefix u- (versus pe-), usually means “bring here” (i.e., to the speaker/writer). 
But the present context—especially the use of kāšma “herewith”—suggests 
rather that it is a tablet sent along with this short “cover letter” to Šapinuwa, 
detailing what it is that the king wishes Kuikuišanduwa and his unnamed 
associates to do. The accompanying tablet concerned Mt. Ḫaluna, but in what 
regard we cannot tell: it could have been a military-administrative assign-
ment; it could have been a cultic one. Mt. Ḫaluna, mentioned in line 5, is one 
of a group of mountains associated with the city of Šapinuwa in cult texts 
found at Ḫattuša (see forlanini 1997, 398 n. 3). See further in the discussion 
of Ünal 1998, no. 4 (text 87).

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) A-NA 
mKu-i-ku-i-ša-an-du-wa (3) ku-e-
da-aš QÍ-BI-MA

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Kuikuišanduwa (and) whoever 
(pl.) (is there):

(4) ka-a-aš-ma mḪa-aš-wa-ra-aš  
(5) ku-it ŠA ḪUr.SAgḪa-lu-na 
(6) tup-pí ú-da-aš nu-uš-ša-an 
(7) a-pé-e-da-ni tup-pí-ya (8) ma-aḫ-
ḫa-an ki-it-ta-ri (9) nu QA-TAM-MA 
i-ya-at-tén

(4–9) do (pl.) according to what is 
written on the tablet concerning 
Mt. Ḫaluna that Ḫašwara has just 
brought.

Commentary

3 kuedaš—“(and) whoever (pl.) (is there)”—is nowhere else attested 
in this sense. Normally kui- is either interrogative or relative. The context 
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requires it to refer to more than one person (pl.) whose names the letter-
writer either does not know or does not wish to specify. 

7–8 On Hittite expressions for the location of writing on the surface of a 
tablet, see CHd Š, 146–47 (sub g 1′) and 148 (sub 8′ b’).

87. HHCTO 4 
From the King to […], Mušu, and […]

Text: Çorum 21-8-90. Find spot: Ortaköy near Çorum, specifics unknown. 
Copy: Ünal 1998, 101. Edition: Ünal 1998, 40–43. Discussion: de Martino 
2005b, 310.

for another Ortaköy tablet concerning Mt. Ḫaluna, see text 86. there 
may be a connection between the two letters. In both letters the king writes 
to several persons in Šapinuwa. it is even possible that this tablet’s primary 
addressee (PN�) is Kuikuišanduwa, and that the unnamed others (kuedaš 
“and to some others”) in text 86 are Mūšu and [. . .], the second and third 
addressees in this letter. In text 86 Kuikuišanduwa and some other men are 
ordered to follow the instructions given to them on a tablet brought to them 
by Ḫašwara. Here (lines 5–6) Pn� (Kuikuišanduwa?) refers to a previous 
letter written to the three of them, which could be either the tablet brought 
to them by Ḫašwara or the cover letter of the king (text 86). in lines 4–9, 
PN�, speaking for the group, promises to find [the tablet], which may have 
been mislaid or disregarded (waštanu-) by the scribe who received it from 
Ḫašwara. the remainder of the partially preserved text (lines 10–17) is not 
clear. The “instruction” (taparriyaš) that was disregarded (waštanuwanza) 
may be what the king in text 86 tells them that they should do, namely, what 
is written on the tablet that Ḫašwara was bringing them.

(1) UM-MA dUTU-Š[I-MA A-NA …] 
(2) mMu-ú-šu Ù �A?�[-NA mx x x ] 
(3) QÍ-BÍ[-MA]

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to PN�, Mūšu, and to Pn�: 

(4) ki-iš-ša-an-mu x[-… ḫa-at-ra-a- 
eš] (5) dUTU-ŠI-wa-an-na-aš Š[A  
ḪUr.SAgḪa-lu-na ku-it ut-tar200]  
(6) ḫa-at-ra-a-eš nu-wa-ra-a[t  
NI-IŠ-ME nu … ] (7) ú-e-mi-ya-u- 
e-ni nu-wa[-ru-uš? pu-nu-uš-šu-

(4–9) This is what PN�? wrote to 
me: “Concerning the matter of Mt. 
Ḫaluna about which Your Maj-
esty wrote to us, we have heard it. 
And we will find …, and we will 
inquire by whichever scribe 
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e-ni] (8) IŠ-TU dUB.SAr im-ma! 
ku![-e-da-az ta-pár-ri-ya-aš?] (9) wa-
aš-ta-nu-wa-an-za 

the instruction? was disregarded. 

(10) na-aš Ú-UL IŠ-TU dUB[.SAr 
…] (11) wa-aš-ta-nu-wa-an-za ḪUr.

SAgḪ[a?-… …] (12) ku-iš še-er 
ZAg-na-az ḫar?[-zi? …] (13) URUZi?-
im-ma-la!-an-kán k[u?-iš? …]  
(14) ar-ta nu-uš-ša-an ta-l[a?-…] 
(15) ku-iš še-er nu-za a-pa-a-at[(-) 
…] (16) [p]é-e-da-an ḫa-lu-na-a[n? 
…] (17) [ḫal-z]i?-i[š?]-ša-an-zi […] 

(10–17) And it was not disregarded 
by a scribe of …, but … who 
above, in Mt. Ḫaluna … holds it in 
his right hand. He who … the town 
Zimmala is standing …, and he 
who is up in …, they call? that … 
place ḫalunan …. 

(Tablet breaks off here.)

88. StBoT 45: 671–72  
To the King from Uḫḫa-muwa (an excerpt)

Find spot: Ortaköy; debris from upper storey of Building A. Edition: Süel 
2001, 671–72 (without identifying field or museum number!). Discussion: 
de Martino 2005b, 309; forlanini 2007, 285. 

According to Forlanini, the author of this letter, Uḫḫa-muwa, was part 
of the Hittite intelligence-gathering team (german Nachrichtendienst) in the 
west, keeping tabs on the movements of military units and key political fig-
ures. He writes from the city governed by “the Priest” (line 7). 

Süel has given us only an excerpt of the letter. She reports that the letter 
continues with sentences containing the first-person plural verbs zammu-
raweni “we harm,” paiwani “we go,” daiwani “we place,” and daweni “we 
take.” I am informed by O. Soysal, who saw the tablet, that the surface is 
almost completely gone in these succeeding lines.

Since the continuation of this letter is apparently unreadable, there is 
much about its interpretation that must remain unclear. It might be possible 
that LÚ “man” in the expression LÚ URUMa-ra-a-ša “the man of Maraša” 
has the specialized meaning that it often has in the Old Babylonian Mari 
tablets and in the Amarna letters (see CAd A/ii, 57 sub amīlu 4d), namely 
“the (petty) ruler of Maraša.” this usage is well-attested in OH histori-
cal texts (e.g., KBo 3.22 65, 74, 77; KBo 3.27 obv. 28–30) and perhaps 
also in MH ones such as nu mAttaršiyaš LÚ URUPiggaya–ya ANA dUTU-
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ŠI LÚ.MEŠkurēwaneš kuit “because Attaršiya and the ‘man’ of Piggaya are 
kurēwaneš-vassals to His Majesty” KUB 14.1 rev. 89. this usage is particu-
larly likely when no personal name precedes it, as in the just cited example 
(and see text 18). But this “man of gn” style is also used when referring 
to hostages (see text 19). And, of course, it just might be that the king only 
needed to know that this person came from Maraša and not his name.

Uḫḫa-muwa writes concerning matters of grave concern to the Hittite 
king that have transpired in the city Ḫappuriya. the city name Ḫappuriya 
occurs in a fragment containing an itinerary of western lands, including 
Ašuwa, Awina, Lawanta, Maša, Partuwata, and Tumanta (del Monte and 
tischler 1978: 82). earlier, forlanini 1977, 215–18 suggested a location near 
İznik. Later (2007) he tentatively proposed that Ḫappuriya was a capital city 
in the Arzawa region. Süel also reports that in the unpublished Ortaköy let-
ters the following place names occur: Ḫappuriya, Šallapa, Maša, Kuršamma, 
Attarimma, Kuwaliya, Lalanda, Zaruna, Kummaḫa, and other sites known to 
be located in southwest Anatolia in Hittite times. Uḫḫa-muwa reminds the 
king that he has written before about a coalition forming (such is the mean-
ing of the verbal construct kattan tiya- in line 5201) in Ḫappuriya, involving 
Kupanda-Kuruntiya and tarḫunda-radu (also called tarḫunna-radu in line 
9). now (kinuna) a further development has occurred. It appears that a fugi-
tive has arrived from Ḫappuriya and brought further news. it concerns six 
additional persons, added to the huge alliance forming against the Hittites. 
These persons are known to us from other published texts. Several of the 
persons mentioned in this letter—tarḫun(t)a-radu, Kupanta-Kuruntiya and 
Uḫḫa-muwa—were contemporaries of tudḫaliya iii (ca. 1360–1344 b.c.e.), 
the father and predecessor of Šuppiluliuma I. tarḫunta-radu was the recipient 
of Letter 95 (VBoT 1 = eA 31), sent from the egyptian pharaoh Amunḥotep 
III. The Piyama-radu mentioned here has the same name as the famous 
trouble-maker in the Arzawa lands almost a century later, during the reign 
of Ḫattušili iii (ca. 1267–1237 b.c.e.). for his activities see text 101 (the 
“tawagalawa Letter”).

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI <<ku-it>>202 
BE-LÍ-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA (2) UM-MA 
mUḫ-ḫa-mu-u-wa ArAd-KA-MA

(1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus speaks Uḫḫa-mūwa, your 
servant:

(3)A-NA dUTU-ŠI ku-it BE-LÍ-YA 
ŠA mKu-pa-an-da-dLAMMA-ya 
(4) Ù ŠA mtar-ḫu-un-da-ra-du ŠA 
URUḪa-ap-pu-ri-ya (5) kat-ta-an ti-
ya-an-na-aš ut-tar ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un

(3–5) (You may recall) what i earlier 
wrote to Your Majesty about the 
joining in alliance of Kupanta-
Kuruntiya and tarḫunta-radu of the 
town Ḫappuriya.
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(6) ki-nu-na-kán ka-a-ša LÚpít-ti-ya- 
an-za LÚ URUMa-ra-a-ša (7) [A- 
N]A LÚŠAngA URUḪa-ap-pu-ri- 
ya-az pít-ti-ya-an-ti-li ú-it (8) [nu]- 
mu ki-iš-ša-an IQ-BI mKu-pa-an- 
da-dLAMMA-ya-aš-wa (9) [mtar]-
ḫu-un-na-ra-du-uš dUMU.MeŠ 
mKu-pa-an-da-dLAMMA-ya 
(10) [mM]a-aš-du-ri-iš mPí-ya-ma-
a-ra-du-uš mKu-pa-an-da-za-al-ma 
(11) [ŠA] URUḪa-ap-pu-ri-ya ḫu-u- 
ma-an-te-eš an-da a-ra-an-zi  
(12) [nu]-wa-aš-ma-aš mUḫ-ḫa- 
wa-ra-nu-uš mḪu-u-li-ya-za-al-
ma-nu-uš (13) [m]x-li-ša-ni LÚ 
URUPí-da-aš-ša kat-ta-an 

(6–13) Well, now a man from the 
town Maraša has just come as a 
fugitive from Ḫappuriya to (take 
refuge with) “the Priest.” And 
he said to me: Kupanta-Kurun-
tiya, tarḫunna-radu, and the sons 
of Kupanta-Kuruntiya (namely) 
Mašturi, Piyama-radu (and) 
Kupanta-zalma, of Ḫappuriya, 
have all come together, and Uḫḫa-
waranu, Ḫūliya-zalmanu (and) 
x-lišani the “man” of Pitašša have 
sided with them.

89. Or. 90/800  
To the King from the Queen 

Text: Or. 90/800. Find spot: Ortaköy; debris from upper storey of Building 
A. Edition: Süel 2002b, 819–26. Translation: Süel 2002a, 158. Discussion: 
de Martino 2005b, 309–10; Marizza 2007a, 170, 172. 

this letter was published by Süel (2002a, 158) only in partial translation 
(lines 1–16) and with an accompanying photo, which is difficult to read and 
seen at an angle that obscures the top and side edges. But a full treatment 
(photos, transliteration, turkish translation and commentary) was provided 
in Süel 2002b, 819–26. 

The opening courtesy well-wishing includes a statement that “everything 
is well with me” (line 9) in spite of the immediately following words that 
indicate that the queen is in great physical discomfort! See §1.2.17. Her con-
dition is a long-standing one, since she adds “i am still the same (as before),” 
which shows too that she has previously kept the king apprised of her ail-
ment. 

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA (2) QÍ- (1–9) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
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BÍ-MA UM-MA MUnUS.LUgAL 
gÉMe-[KA] (3) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI 
BE-LÍ-YA (4) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-tu (5) nu dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA 
dingir.MeŠ (6) ti-an ḫar-kán-du 
(7) nu dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA (8) pa-aḫ-
ša-an-da-ru (9) kat-ti-mi-ya Sig5-in 

thus speaks the Queen, your 
maidservant: May all be well in 
the presence of Your Majesty, my 
lord! May the gods keep Your 
Majesty, my lord, alive and protect 
Your Majesty! everything is well 
with me.

(10) SAg.dU-YA-mu ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
(11) iš-ki-ša-ya iš-tar-ak-zi (12) na-
at-mu nu-u-a QA-TAM-MA 

(10–12)  I am still the same: my head 
and back hurt me.  

(13) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI-ya BE-LÍ-
YA (14) ku-it ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (15) nu-mu 
dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA (16) [aš-š]u-ul 
ḫa-at-ra-a-i

(13–16) Please write to me how it is 
also with Your Majesty, my lord. 
And, Your Majesty, my lord, send 
(me your) greetings!

About 8 lines uninscribed at the top of the reverse,  
followed after a dividing line by a piggyback letter to the King from Zūwā

89b. Or 90/800  
Piggyback Letter to the King from Zuwa

In the address formula, Zuwa refers to the king not as “His Majesty” 
(dUTU-ŠI, literally “my Sun god”), but as “the lord, my lord” and in the 
body of the letter addresses the king simply as “my lord” (rev. 5). Since in 
the main letter the queen did not wish to give news beyond her own condi-
tion, Zuwa supplements by telling the king that all is well with two other 
persons Zuwa knows would have his interest. 

(rev. 1) A-NA BE-LÍ BE-LÍ-YA (rev. 

2) QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA mZu-u-wa-a 
(rev. 3) ArAd-KA-MA MA-ḪAR 
BE-LÍ-YA (rev. 4) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-
in e-eš-tu (rev. 5) nu BE-LÍ-YA 
dingir.MeŠ pa-aḫ-ša[-an-d]a-ru 

(rev. 1–5) Say to the lord, my lord! 
Thus speaks Zuwa, your servant: 
May all be well with my lord, and 
may the gods keep my lord!

(rev. 6) ka-a-ša A-NA MA-ḪAR […] 
Ù (rev. 7) MA-ḪAR dUMU.nitA 

mPal-l[a- ] (rev. 8) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5

(rev. 6–8) All is well here with … and 
with the son of Palla-…
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90. HHCTO 1  
From […] to […]

Text: Çorum 21-9-90. find spot: Ortaköy, specific location of origin 
unknown. Copy: HHCtO 1. edition: Ünal 1998, 17–31. Discussion: del 
Monte 1992, 26–27 and 62 (textual evidence for Ḫanziwa and suggestion by 
forlanini that it was at Karamağara); Beal 2002b, 114 (discussion of military 
strategy in a campaign near Šapinuwa and Ḫanziwa); de Martino 2004, 353; 
2005b, 310. 

(1′) […] KASKAL.Ḫi.A […] 
(2′) […] KASKAL.Ḫi.A x[ …] 
(3′) [k]a-a-ša LÚ.MeŠ x[ …] 
(4′) ak-kán-du-uš ḫal-z[i-…] (5′) x-
ša?-an-te-eš li-in-k[i?- …]

(1′–5′) … the roads … the roads … 
the men of … summon (the spirits 
of) the dead … … oaths … 

(6′) ka-a-ša ŠA Kin-ya ku-it me-ḫur 
ka-ru-ú x [… ]x nu ŠA Kin x[ … 
] (7′) [x ku?-w]a?-at Ú-UL pí-i-e-ši 
ma-a-na-aš ḫu-u-da-a-ak ú-iz-zi 
ma-a-na-an-ša-an ḫ[u?-… ] (8′) [x 
x ]x-nu-ši ú-iz-zi ŠA Kin me-ḫur 
pa-ra-a ku-it ta-meš?-ḫa-zi Kin-ma 
x[ … …] (9′) [ x x x le-e?] a-ni-ya-
ši nu ŠA Kin A-NA ÉRIN.MEŠ 
gU�.Ḫi.A-ya me-na-aḫ-ḫa-an-da 
ŠU-PUR (10′) [na-aš] ḫu-u-da-a-ak 
ú-id-du na-an-ša-an Kin-ti ti-it-ta-
nu-ud[-du]

(6′–10′) Concerning the fact that the 
time for the work/task has now 
already come? … why do you not 
send a work crew …? Whether it 
comes quickly, or the …-s it, you 
should not? …, because he? will 
perhaps proceed to postpone the 
work time? But (at?) work (time) 
… you must not do … But send for 
work crews and oxen! And let him 
come quickly and put them to the 
task.

(11′) [ka-a-ša-y]a ku-it mar-ša-aš- 
tar-ra-aš ut-tar ki-ša-at nu LÚ  
diŠKUr ku-it MUnUS ŠU.gi- 
ya (12′) [ap?-pa?-an] ḫar-kán-zi  
nu an-ni-iš-kán-zi nu I-NA URUḪa- 
an-zi-wa le-e an-ni-iš-kán-zi  
(13′) [I?-NA? Í]d? URUḪa-an-zi-wa- 
ya-za-kán an-da le-e wa-ar-pí-iš- 
kán-zi (14′) [I-NA URUx-x-š]a?-ma-
a-ša-aš-ša-an še-er an-ni-iš-kán-du 
nam-ma-za-kán a-pí-ya-pát (15′) [x 

(11′–17′) Concerning the fact that an 
act of sacrilege has now occurred, 
and they have apprehended? (as 
guilty parties) a Man-of-the-Storm-
god203 and an Old Woman.204 They 
will begin to perform (a purifica-
tion ritual). But let them not begin 
to perform (the ritual) in the town 
Ḫanziwa. Let them not bathe in 
the river of the town Ḫanziwa. Let 
them rather perform (the ritual) up
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wa-]ar-ap-pí-iš-kán-du I-NA 
URUḪa-an-zi-wa-ma le-e an-ni-iš- 
kán-zi (16′) [n]u? I-NA Íd URUḪa-
[a]n-zi-wa-ya-za-kán an-da le-e 
wa-ar-ap-pí-iš-kán-zi (17′) ú-wa-ad 
du-wa-ad-du

in X-šamāša,205 and let them bathe 
only (-pat) there. Let them not per-
form (the ritual) in Ḫanziwa. And 
let them not bathe in the river of 
Ḫanziwa. get to it!

Commentary

The “roads” (KASKAL.Ḫi.A) mentioned in the fragmentarily preserved 
opening paragraph could be “paths” created as part of a ritual to draw away 
(ḫuittiya-) impurity or to attract positively-inclined deities (perhaps the spir-
its of benevolent deceased mentioned in line 4).

Judging from the apparent concern for work crews (ŠA Kin Érin.MeŠ) 
and oxen, the second paragraph (6′–10′) seems unrelated to what precedes 
(rituals to summon the dead in 1′–5′) or follows it (a reported act of sacrilege 
in 11′–17′). 

the third paragraph (11′–17′) concerns the reported act of sacrilege. See 
CHd L–n, 198–99 for examples of what actions constituted maršaštarri-
“sacrilege, profanement, desecration.” Because the two apprehended persons 
are of opposite sex, Ünal and de Martino may be right in assuming that their 
sacrilege involved a sexual offence. to counter the objection that an old 
woman in menopause would not likely be having sex, de Martino argues 
that as a cult title in Hittite the term “Old Woman” (MUnUS ŠU.gi) only 
requires that the person be post-adolescent, i.e., mature. Although evidence 
for sexual activity by the MUnUS ŠU.gi does not exist in Hittite texts, 
the Code of Hammurabi §145 indicates that a man whose first wife was a 
nadītum (whose status required that she not bear children) was allowed to 
take a šugītum (MUnUS ŠU.gi “old woman”) as a second wife for the pur-
pose of having children (see CAd Š/iii, sub šugītum). And even women in 
menopause can and do have sex, because they do not need to fear a life-
threatening pregnancy at their age! 

But we should be cautious in assuming that the only action qualifying 
as sacrilege committed by two persons of opposite sex must be sexual. They 
may have contrived to steal one or more valuable sacred objects. further-
more, bathing is not uncommon as an accompaniment of purification rituals 
and need not refer to the normal requirment that cult personnel, when return-
ing from their homes where they have had sex, bathe before resuming their 
duties in the temple. So while it is possible (perhaps even likely) that their act 
involved sexual intercourse, it is by no means certain. 
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What is truly intriguing here is the instruction that the purifying bath not 
take place in Ḫanziwa, but in another locale. Ünal and de Martino both point 
out that evidence in KUB 22.51 and KBo 23.27 indicates that Ḫanziwa was 
probably fairly close to Šapinuwa, where the king’s temporary residential 
center was located. If the river passing by Ḫanziwa continued downstream 
to Šapinuwa, it is possible that secondary pollution from the materials used 
to purify in the river was feared. in the laws (§44b, see Hoffner 1997g, 52–
53, 189–90) severe penalties are imposed on anyone who discards remnants 
(kuptar) from a purification ritual on another person’s property, where they 
may affect him adversely. The case becomes one of sorcery (alwanzatar), 
must be judged in the king’s court, and could result in the death penalty. 

90b. HHCTO 1  
Piggyback Letter to Purra from Arma-ziti 

the second letter (lines 18′ and following) is written by Arma-ziti, per-
haps the scribe who took down the main letter from dication. It is addressed 
to a second party, an older “brother” Purra. All that remains of this letter is 
the greeting and polite well-wishes. A contemporary Arma-ziti functioned at 
tapikka-Maşat, and is mentioned in HKM 84 (text 83) and ABot 65 (text 
81). Could this letter have been sent to Šapinuwa from Tapikka, instead of 
from Ḫattuša? 

(18′) A-NA mPur-ra ŠEŠ MAḪ-RI 
dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA 
m.dSÎN-LÚ ŠEŠ-KA-MA (19′) [kat-
t]i-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e[-eš-d]u 
nu-ut-ta dingir!.MEŠ! ti-an ḫar-
kán-du (20′) [nu-u]t[-t]a ŠU!.Ḫi! 

<.A> a-ra-aḫ-za-[an-da] a-aš-šu-li 
ḫar-kán-du nu-ut-ta pa-aḫ-ša-an-
da-ru (21′) […] ka-a-[ša] kat-ti-mi 
ḫu-u-ma-a[n Sig5-in]

(18′–21′) Say to Purra, my dear older 
brother: Thus speaks Arma-ziti, 
your brother. May all be well with 
you, and may the gods keep you 
alive and hold their hands lovingly 
around you and protect you! With 
me all is well now.

(22′) [nu-za-kán] I?-NA ku-e-da-aš 
É.MEŠ a[r?-x-x-x]

(Break)

(22′) … in what houses …
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91. HHCTO 3  
From the King to […]

Text: Çorum 21-6-90. Find spot: Ortaköy, specific original location 
unknown. Copy: Ünal 1998, 101. Edition: Ünal 1998, 38–40. 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA […] (1) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to PN:

(2) ka-a-aš-ma-kán u-zi-ya[ …] 
(3) na-at ki-nu-un ar-nu-an[-du? 
na-at? …] (4) ḫa-an-da-a-an-du 
ú-ug[-ga …] (5) A-NA U�-MI � 
g[i?-pé-eš-šar? …] (6) nu I-NA 
URUŠu-ú?[-…] (7) mx-[ x ]-x-an-za[ 
…] (8) im[-…] 

(2–8) i have just …. now let them 
relocate/transfer it/them, and let 
them determine/prepare them …. 
And i will …. for the day two … 
And in the town Šu-… 

(Tablet breaks off here.)

2.2.4. mh Letters Found At šarišša-kuşakli (92–93)

92. KuT 50  
To the King from Ḫalpa-ziti 

Text: Ku 97/25. Find spot: Building C. Copy: Kut 50. Edition: Wilhelm 
1998, 181–87 (with photos). Discussion: van den Hout 2001a, 430–31; 
Beal 2002a, 66 (nn. 74 and 76) (on KASKAL-ši egir-an in line ��, and 
maštayati in 13, 15, 19, and 22); Hoffner 2002a, 168 (lines 48–55); imparati 
2003, 860 n. 44 (on the “daughter” mentioned in line 4); de Martino 2005b, 
312–13 (see also above on HKM 49 [text 52]); Soysal 2006, 562–63 (on 
the marašši-bird in line 13); Marizza 2007a, Vii n. 5, 69–70, 75, 119, 126 
(both concerning Ḫattušili in line 10); and the tables on pages 133, 137, 140, 
166–67; Mouton 2007, 553 (on lines 5–9).

The queen has written to Ḫalpa-ziti, from wherever he wrote this, report-
ing a disturbing dream that she had experienced, in which her daughters had 
suffered a beating. Mouton (2007) believes it was the queen’s own dream. in 
line 7 the scribe has apparently omitted the plural marker, since it is several 
princesses that are the concern in lines 3 and 41. Mouton (2007) correctly 
translates the apparent singular form dUMU.MUnUS in line 7 as “les 
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filles.” The queen asked Ḫalpa-ziti to use oracles to determine from the gods 
whether this dream actually portended harm for the princesses. Ḫalpa-ziti did 
as he was told. in lines 12–23 he reports to the king the oracularly significant 
movements that he and his collegues observed in “birds of agitation,” a spe-
cial type of birds used by the augurs. This was Ḫalpa-ziti’s “first” method of 
oracular checking. As a second, countercheck, he observed something called 
“the road/path” (KASKAL = palša-). 

(1) A-NA BE-LÍ BE-LÍ-YA QÍ-BÍ- 
MA (2) UM-MA mḪal-pa-LÚ 
ArAd-KA-MA (3) MA-ḪAR 
dUMU.MUnUS.MeŠ Sig5-in 
Ù A-NA MA-ḪAR BE-LÍ-Y[A] 
(4) Sig5-in e-eš-tu an-za-aš-ša kat-
ta ḫu-u-ma-an S[ig5-i]n 

(1–4) Say to the lord, my lord: Thus 
speaks Ḫalpa-ziti, your servant: 
May it be well with the daughters 
(princesses?) and with my lord. All 
is well with us too.

(5) mḪa-an-da-pí-iš-mu dUMU 
É.gAL me-mi-ya-an (6) ki-iš-ša-an 
ú-da-aš MUnUS.LUgAL-wa-
mu ḫa-at-ra-a-it (7) A-NA dUMU.
MUNUS<.MEŠ?>-wa za-aš-ḫé-et 
an-da wa-al-ḫa-an-ni-iš-<kat->ta-at 
(8) nu-wa-az a-pí-ya ku-it zi-ik nu-
wa IŠ-TU dingir-LIM (9) zi-ki-la 
ar-ḫa a-ri-ya 

(5–9) The palace official Ḫandapi 
brought me word, as follows: “The 
Queen wrote me. in a dream beat-
ings were being administered to 
the princess<es> (literally, ‘the 
daughter<s>’). Since you are there, 
you yourself should investigate 
(the matter) through oracles.”

(10) nu mḪa-ad-du-ši-li-iš dUMU 
É.gAL am-mu-ug-ga (11) IŠ-TU 
dingir-LIM ar-ḫa a-ri-ya-u-en nu 
la-aḫ-la-ḫi-ma-aš (12) ke-e MUŠEN.
Ḫi.A ti-e-er ḫa-an-te-ez-zi-ya-aš-
kán (13) ma-ra-aš-ši-iš.MUŠen 
egir-an kat-ta ma-aš-ta-ya-ti 
(14) nu Á.MUŠen gun.-iš nu-kán 
a-al-li-ya-aš (15) egir-an kat-ta 
ma-aš-ta-ya-ti nu-za a-ra-aš-ša-an 
(16) kat-ta-an gun.-an IK-ŠU-UD 
na-at zi-la-wa-an aš-šu-wa-az 

(10–16) So the palace official 
Ḫattušili and i investigated (the 
matter) through oracles. these 
“birds of agitation” appeared. …

(What follows in this and the next 
two paragraphs is a description by 
the writer of what birds were seen, 
and their movements, together with 
comments as to the oracular sig-
nificance of each.)

(17) nu-kán Á.MUŠen pé-ra-an 
tu-u-wa aš-šu-wa-az pa-it (18) na-

(17–20) …
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an-za Ú-UL ḫa-a-u-en nu da--ma-in 
Á.MUŠen (19) gun.-an a-ú-mi-en 
na-aš-kán pé-ra-an ma-aš-ta-ya-ti 
(20) nam-ma-az egir-pa da-a-aš 
na-aš-kán pé-ra-an aš-šu-wa-az
(21) KASKAL-ši egir-an nu-kán 
Á.MUŠen egir-an kat-ta (22) ma-
aš-ta-ya-ti nu šu-u-ra-šu-re-eš 
gun.-eš (23) nu ke-e MUŠen.Ḫi.A 
la-aḫ-la-ḫi-ma-aš

(21–22) … (23) And these (were) the 
“birds of agitation.” 

(24) A-NA KASKAL-NI-ya ku-it  
te-e-re-er KASKAL-an-wa-az  
(25) IŠ-TU dingir-LIM pé-ra-an  
a-uš-te-en (26) nu-kán ma-a-aḫ-ḫa- 
an ku-u-un LÚ ṬE�-MI (27) [pa- 
r]a-a na-i-ú-en lu-uk-ki-it-ta-ma  
(28) [KASKAL-a]n IŠ-TU din≈ 
gir-LIM ú-mi-ni (29) [… m]a-a-
aḫ-ḫa-an ki-ša-ri nu A-NA É.gAL 
(30) […] ḫa-at-ra-a-u-e-ni 

(24–30) And concerning what they 
said regarding ‘the road’: “Observe 
‘the road’ beforehand by means of 
the deity (i.e., the oracle)!” tomor-
row, after we have dispatched this 
messenger, we will observe ‘the 
road’ by means of the deity, and 
we will write to the palace … as 
soon as that happens.

(31) [a]n-da-ma-�mu?� [mUp-n]a-
al-li-in (32) [k]u-it k[i-iš-š]a-an 
ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (33) KASKAL-an-wa-
az IŠ-TU dingir-LIM pé-ra-an 
(34) a-uš-te-en nu ma-a-aḫ-ḫa-an 
mUp-na-al-li-iš (35) IŠ-TU MA-ḪAR 
BE-LÍ u-un-ni-iš (36) lu-uk-ki-it-ta- 
ma mAl-la-wa-an-ni-iš (37) KAS≈ 
KAL-an a-uš-ta-pát 

(31–37) Furthermore, concerning 
what you wrote me by the hand of? 
Upnalli: “Observe (pl.) beforehand? 
‘the road’ by means of the deity!” 
After Upnalli drove here from the 
presence of the lord, on the follow-
ing day Allawanni indeed observed 
‘the road.’

(38) nu ḫa-an-te-ez-zi-ya-aš ḫal-li-aš 
gun.-iš (39) nu-za-kán Ud.1.KAM 
iš-tar-na tar-nu-mi-ni (40) lu-uk-kat-
ta-ma ú-me-e-ni

(38–40) First, a ḫalliya-bird was 
gun.-iš; for one day we are leaving 
off (observing), but tomorrow we 
will observe.

(41) A-NA dUMU.MUnUS.MeŠ- 
ya la-aḫ-ra-aš (42) MUŠen.Ḫi.A  
a-ú-me-en nu la-aḫ-ra-aš (43) MU≈ 
Šen.Ḫi.A ar-ḫa pé-e[š-š]i-er 

(41–43) We observed birds of laḫra- 
on behalf of the princesses. The 
birds of laḫra- ‘discarded.’
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(44) an-da-ma-mu A-NA gA[L] 
KÙ.Sig17 (45) ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
na-an ka-an-ka-aḫ-ḫu-un (46) nu 30 
gÍn.gÍn.nU Ki.LÁ-ŠU (47) na-an 
A-NA mWa-al-wa-al-li AD-DIN 

(44–47) Furthermore, concerning the 
gold cup you wrote me about: I 
weighed it—it weighs thirty shek-
els—and i gave it to Walwalli. 

(�8 nu KÙ.Sig17 a-šu-ši-eš ḫi-in-
ku-wa-aš (49) MA-ḪAR BE-LÍ-YA 
ku-it e-eš-zi (50) na-at egir-pa 
up-pí na-at ša-ni-ya (51) pé-e-ta 
za-nu-uz-zi nam-ma-an-ši (52) ku-
in a-ni-ya-ta-an BE-LU egir-an 
(53) da-it-ti nu-mu ḫa-at-ra-a-i 
(54) na-at ú-wa-mi A-NA mWa-al-
wa-al-li (55) egir-an te-eḫ-ḫi

(48–55) Send back whatever gold 
presentation ašuša-vessels are 
with my lord! He will refine it to 
the same quality. Then write to 
me the job that you, my lord, have 
assigned to him, and I will cer-
tainly assign it to Walwalli.

Commentary

7 The imperfective verb form wa-al-ḫa-an-ni-iš-<kat->ta-at (with a 
double imperfective stem -anniške-) certainly refers to several beatings.

93. KuT 49  
To the GAL DUMU.MEŠ É.GAL from the ḪAZANNU 

Text: Kut 49. Find spot: Kuşaklı C: Building C, room 8. Edition: Wilhelm 
1998, 175–80 (with Photo). Discussion: van den Hout 2001a, 430; imparati 
2003, 237; Marizza 2007a, 62. 

The sender of the letter, the mayor (LÚḪAZANNU), speaking on behalf 
of a group of augurs, writes to his superior, the Chief of the Palace Offi-
cials. None of the individuals uses his name. A certain Old Woman, one of 
whose competences was the consulting and interpreting of the Kin-oracle, 
had requested that the augurs run a countercheck on the result she had 
obtained through the Kin-oracle to an important question: What were the 
prospects for recovery from grave illness by the “son of the priestess”? The 
Old Woman performed the Kin-oracle consultation four times, and all four 
turned out unfavorable. The fact that it was done four times indicates how 
important this issue was and how careful the Old Woman was to ensure a cor-
rect interpretation of the oracle. At this point, rather than performing a fifth 
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consultation, she asked that her augur colleagues pose the same question(s) 
to a bird oracle. They do so, using as a safety check two opposite queries: the 
first in the positive (“do we have something to fear?”) and the second in the 
negative (“do we have nothing to fear?”). the first is answered in the affir-
mative (ḫandan–at, line 14), and the second with silence, implying a reply 
“On the contrary: we do have something to fear.” 

The augurs are not content to simply give their interpretation. They also 
give a description of the movements of the birds on which they based their 
interpretation. This would make it possible for specialists at the other end 
to verify their interpretation. the three birds observed in the first consulta-
tion (15–20) are the šurašura-, the ḫalliya-, and the ḫaštapi-. In the second 
(25–32) they are the šurašura-, the falcon (SUR��.dÙ.A), the eagle (ḫara-), 
and the ālliya-. 

this is the interpretation given by van den Hout (2001a), with which i 
concur. Wilhelm had previously assumed that ḫandan–at (line 14) conveyed 
no specific answer, and therefore that neither of the two questions was actu-
ally interpreted by the letter senders, but that it was left to the recipient and 
his experts to interpret the details of the described behavior of the birds.

(1) [A-NA] BE-LÍ gAL dUMU.
MeŠ É.gAL BE-LÍ-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA 
(2) [UM-M]A LÚḪA-ZA-NU-MA 

(1) Say to the lord, the Chief of the 
Palace Officials, my lord: (2) Thus 
speaks the mayor:

(3) [fi-]ya-aš-mu MUnUS ŠU.gi  
ki-iš-ša!-an me-e-mi-iš-ta (4) A-NA  
SAg.dU dUMU MUNUSSAngA- 
wa u-ur-ki-e-eš (5) i-da-a-la-u-eš-
ke-et-ta nu-wa ke-e u-ur-ki-e-eš 
(6) ki-i-ša-an-da-ti 

(3) Iya, the Old Woman, spoke the 
following to me: (4) “the (oracular) 
trace turned out bad for the person 
of the son of the priestess, (5–6) and 
these traces occurred.

(7) i-da-a-lu-wa da-a-an nu-wa-ra- 
at-kán «aš» egir-pa (8) dḪal-
ma-aš-šu-it-ti nu-wa ut-tar ar-ḫa 
�-ŠU (9) a-ri-ya-nu-un nu-wa-ra-at 
�-ŠU-pát i-da-a-lu-e-eš-ta (10) nu 
a-pí-ya-ya ar-ḫa a-ri-ya-an-du 

(7) “the (token named) ‘bad’ was 
‘taken’, and (moved) back to (the 
location) ‘Ḫalmaššuit’. (8) I per-
formed the oracular consultation 
four times, (9) and all four times it 
turned out bad. (10) So let them per-
form a consultation there as well.”

(11) nu ú-wa-u-e-en IŠ-TU MUŠEN.
Ḫi.A nam-ma ar-ḫa (12) ki-iš-ša-an 
a-ri-ya-u-en ki-i-wa fi-ya-aš 

(11) So we proceeded206 to seek an 
answer to the following question 
further by (observing) birds: .
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(13) ku-it ki-iš-ša-an me-e-mi-iš-
ta (14) A-NA SAg<.dU> dUMU 
MUnUS SAngA-wa na-a-ḫu-wa-
ni ḫa-an-da-a-na-at 

(12–13) “Concerning this which Iya 
has said: (14) ‘Should we fear for 
the person of the son of the priest-
ess?’”—(14) it is confirmed (i.e., 
yes, we should fear).

(15) nu šu-u-ra-šu-u-ra-ašMUŠEN gun. 
ḫal-li-aš gun. (16) nu-kán nam-ma  
ḫal-li-aš egir-an kat-ta (17) ku-uš-
ta-ya-ti nu-kán ḫa-aš-ta-pí-išMUŠEN 
pé-ra-an (18) ku-uš-ta-ya-ti na-aš- 
kán egir-an kat-ta (19) ku-uš-ta-
ya-ti KASKAL-ši egir-an ar-ḫa 
na-aš-ta (20) ḫa-aš-ta-pí-išMUŠEN 
egir-an kat-ta ku-uš!-da-ya-ti 
(21) nu ḫal-li-aš gun.-iš 

(Here is the record of the move-
ments of the birds, which lead to 
the interpretation given in line 14 
“it is confirmed.”)

(22) nu ú-wa-u-en A-NA ti dUMU 
MUnUS SAngA nam-ma (23) a-ú-
mi-en A-NA SAg dUMU MUnUS 
SAngA-wa Ú-UL (24) ku-wa-at-ka 
na-a-ḫu-wa-ni 

(22) Then we proceeded to make a 
further observation (of the birds) 
with reference to the life (i.e., sur-
vival) of the son of the priestess: 
(23–24) “Should we perhaps have 
nothing to fear for the person of the 
son of the priestess?”

(25) nu ḫal-li-aš gUn-iš šu-u-ra-šu-
u-ra-aš ḫal-zi-an-za (26) gun. nu-kán 
SUR��.dÙ.A a-ra-ma-an-ti-iš 
(27) pé-ra-an aš-šu-wa-az nu ḫal-li-
aš gun.-iš (28) nu-kán ḫa-ra-ašMUŠEN 
pé-ra-an aš-šu-wa-az (29) nu-kán 
a-al-li-ya-aš egir-an kat-ta ku-uš-
ta-ya-ti 

(Here is the description of the 
movements of the birds.)

(30) KASKAL-ši egir-an ar-ḫa šu- 
u-ra-šu-u-ra-ašMUŠEN (31) [g]un.-iš  
nu-kán ḫa-aš-ta-pí-iš pé-ra-an 
(32) [a]š-šu-w[a]-az nu ḫal-li-aš 
gun.-iš

(Since there is no further answer 
“It is confirmed” (i.e., we should 
have no fear), this counter-query is 
answered by an implied: “On the 
contrary”)
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2.2.5.  mh Letters Found At eL-AmArnA In egypt (94–97)

Among the many letters found at El-Amarna in Egypt in 1887, which 
formed the diplomatic correspondence of pharaohs Amunḥotep iii and iV 
with other Middle Eastern kings, two tablets stood out from the rest, most 
of which were written in what was then the lingua franca of international 
corrspondence, the Akkadian language (see imparati in Klengel 1999, 379 
with n. 210). the cuneiform script of these two tablets was not unusual and 
could be easily read. But the language itself was unknown. Since the proper 
names in the tablets could be read, it was clear that the two represented cor-
respondence between the pharaoh and a kingdom named Arzawa. We now 
know that this kingdom was located in western Asia Minor, but at the time 
its location was unknown. The importance of these two brief letters far out-
weighed their small size and relatively routine contents, for as early as 1902, 
J. A. Knudtzon, the Assyriologist who produced the standard edition of the 
El-Amarna tablets, provoked the world of scholarship with the publication 
of an article with the astounding news that he had identified the language of 
these tablets as the oldest Indo-European language yet known, and appar-
ently spoken by an important kingdom in the ancient near east (Knudtzon 
1902)!207 We know today that the language of these tablets is Hittite, and that 
the spoken language of the kingdom of Arzawa was not the language used in 
these tablets, but a closely related language today called Luwian. The loca-
tion of the kingdom of the Hittites was not discovered until a few years later, 
when archeological excavations were undertaken in central Turkey near the 
village of Boǧazköy. Knudtzon’s bold claim, which was based upon what we 
now know were correct interpretations of the basic features of the grammar 
of the texts, was vehemently rejected by the scholarly establishment of his 
day, in part because of prejudices and preconceptions that excluded out of 
hand that speakers of the “holy” Indo-European languages could have lived 
in the “primitive” world of the ancient Near East (there was more than a hint 
of anti-Semitism involved), and in part on the justifiable ground that these 
two small tablets simply did not provide the quantity of evidence necessary 
to sustain this bold thesis. That quantity of evidence was soon to appear with 
the recovery of thousands of tablets in this language from the newly exca-
vated ancient city of Ḫattuša and with a more definitive “decipherment” in 
1915 by the Assyriologist B. Hrozný, which was widely accepted and con-
firmed Knudtzon’s thesis. But by that time it was clear that the language of 
the “Arzawa tablets” was not “Arzawan,” but “Hittite,” the official language 
of a great empire.
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As for the two “Arzawa Letters,” their initial contribution having been 
made, they have receded in importance, their modest content overshadowed 
by the huge output of culturally and historically more significant Hittite 
materials from Ḫattuša. their importance today lies in what they can tell 
us about the kingdom of Arzawa itself and its dealings with the Egyptian 
pharaohs. Since today we know that Arzawa lay in the far western part of 
Asia Minor, it is significant that scribes of the governments there could cor-
respond with powers to the east of them using the cuneiform script, just as 
we now know that Mycenean (i.e., Aḫḫiyawan) kings could correspond with 
the Hittite kings using the same cuneiform script (see text 99).

With the improved knowledge of the Hittite language and writing system 
available today, we can see that, on the one hand, the letter sent to Egypt 
from Arzawa reflects the authentic script tradition of the Hittite capital. On 
the other hand, we can detect from the unusual grammar and style of the 
letter sent to Arzawa from Egypt that the native language of its scribe was 
not Hittite. nevertheless, it is impressive that the pharaoh’s scribes included 
at least one who was able to write in Hittite, especially since a roughly con-
temporary letter sent to the pharaoh from the Hittite capital (eA 41 = text 96) 
was composed in Akkadian.

94. VBoT 2 = EA 32  
From the King of Arzawa to the Pharaoh Amunḥotep III 

Text: VAT ���. Find spot: El-Amarna, Egypt. Copies: EA ��; VBoT �. 
Edition: rost 1956, 328–34; Translation: Haas in Moran 1992, 103; Liv-
erani 1998, 406–9; Klinger 2006, 193–94; Discussion: Hrozný 1931, 107; 
Otten 1956, 185; Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, 50–55; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 
363–64 (no. 255); Hagenbuchner 1989a, 34; Kühne 1993; Haas 1994, 380 n. 
517; Mora 1995, 280; de Martino 1996, 81–82; Starke 1997, 470 n. 31 (con-
tinuation of multi-tablet letter); Hawkins 1998b, 10 n. 32; Klengel 1999, 128 
[A3], 131; goren, finkelstein, and na’aman 2004, 45–47 (chemical analysis 
of the clay of the tablet in order to determine possible provenience); de roos 
2005; Klinger 2006, 193–94.

(1) [k]a-a-ša-mu ki-i208 te-et mKal-
ba-ya-a[š] (2) [k]i-�i� me-mi-iš-ta 
ma-an-wa-an-na-aš (3) [i]š-ḫa-ni-it-
ta-ra-a-tar i-ya-u-e-ni 

(1–3) Kalbaya (your messenger) has 
just now said this to me. He quoted 
(you as saying) this: “We ought to 
establish a relationship by marriage 
between ourselves.”209
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(4) [x] mKal-ba-ya-an Ú-UL ḫa-a-mi 
(5) �KA×U�-ya-at me-mi-iš-ta A-NA 
ṬUP-PÍ-ma-at-ša-an (6) Ú-UL ki-
it-ta-at 

(4–6) But i do not trust Kalbaya (in 
this matter). He conveyed it orally, 
but it was not written (lit. placed) 
on the tablet.210

(7) nu ma-a-an ḫa-an-da-a-an am-
me-el dUMU.MUnUS-YA (8) 

ša-an-ḫi-iš-ke-ši nu-wa-ta Ú-UL 
im-ma (9) pé-eḫ-ḫi pé-eḫ-ḫi-it-ta 

(7–9) If you are really seeking my 
daughter (in marriage), will i really 
not give (her) to you? i will give 
(her) to you!���

(10) nu-mu-[k]án mKal-ba-ya-an 
egir-pa pa-ra-a (11) IŠ-TU LÚ 
ṬE�-MI-YA li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi 
(12) na-i ku-u-un-na-mu me-mi-an 
tup-pí-az (13) egir-pa ḫa-at-ra-a-i 

(10–13) So send Kalbaya back to 
me quickly together with my mes-
senger, and write back to me on a 
tablet concerning this matter.

Commentary

VBoT 2 (text 94) and VBoT 1 (text 95) do not identify the egyptian pha-
raoh by name. But other evidence, both historical and linguistic, indicates a 
date between the reigns of the Hittite kings Arnuwanda I and Šuppiluliuma I 
(on the dating see especially Heinhold-Krahmer 1977: 50–55; Haas in Moran 
1992, 103; and Houwink ten Cate 1998, 159–60; that is, during the reign of 
tudḫaliya “ii/iii,” the father of Šuppiluliuma I and the king who reigned 
during all or at least most of the period of the Tapikka/Maşat correspondence 
(see de Martino 1996, 82).

EA �� (VBoT 2) was written prior to eA 31 (VBoT �; so among others, 
rost 1956, 329; Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, Klengel 1999, 131; de Martino 
1996, de roos 2005, 43 n. 12; and Klinger 2006), contrary to the claim of 
Moran 1992, 103 with n. 1. As de roos notes, it is hard to understand how 
the sequence could be as Moran claims, since why would the Arzawan scribe 
in EA �� (VBoT 2) ask his egyptian counterpart to write him in Hittite, if he 
had already received EA �� (VBoT 1) written in Hittite? When the egyptian 
scribe complies with this request in EA ��, he writes in a very clumsy and 
faulty Hittite, showing that he was not a very good translator of the pharaoh’s 
Egyptian language. 

The present tablet may not be the complete letter. The present consen-
sus is that it is the end of a longer, only partially preserved reply to EA �� 
= VBoT 1 (e.g., see Haas in Moran 1992, 103). it is the last tablet of a reply 
from tarḫunta-radu, king of Arzawa to Amunḥotep iii of egypt. Since it 
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is not the first tablet of the letter, it bears no address formula, and appears 
anonymous (for another possible explanation see above in §1.2.8). 

In terms of the historical situation in Anatolia at this time, it is likely 
that the rise in international prestige of the kingdom of Arzawa, which occa-
sioned the request by the pharaoh for an Arzawan princess for his harem, is 
explained by the geo-political situation at that time—described much later 
in the time of Ḫattušili iii, in KBo 6.28. According to this description the 
enemies of the Hittite kingdom had pressed in on all sides, reducing severely 
its geographical extent. In particular, the Arzawan kingdom to the southwest 
had extended its territorial control eastwards as far as the cities Tuwanuwa 
and Uda, that is, as far east as Cappadocia (de Martino 1996, 82–83).

The pharaoh does not call the Arzawan king “my brother,” indicating 
that he does not consider him a king of equal rank, but rather subordinate. 

The Arzawan king assures Amunḥotep that he will soon send him an 
Arzawan princess to add to his harem (lines 7–9). the egyptian envoy, a 
certain Kalbaya, claiming to convey orally the wishes of the pharaoh, has 
quoted Amunḥotep as desiring to establish a family relationship by an 
interdynastic marriage.��� tarḫunta-radu is suspicious of such oral communi-
cation (ll. 4–6), and asks that the pharaoh put the matter in writing next time 
(ll. 10–13). On the distrust of mere oral messages in matters of grave impor-
tance see above in §�.�.�.�, §�.�.�.�, and §�.�.��. This passage shows that 
the spoken message of Kalbaya was compared with what was written on the 
tablet. Another possible reason for the uncertainty was suggested by de Roos 
(2005, 44), who—following Laroche (1966, 84 no. 490) in assuming from a 
Semitic etymology (kalbu “dog,” compare the name Caleb occurring in the 
Hebrew Bible) that Kalbaya was a Syrian—thought that perhaps his attempt 
to speak Arzawan (or even Hittite) was indecipherable. 

The Arzawan king, wishing to prevent the pharaoh from detaining his 
messenger, asks that he send both envoys (egyptian and Arzawan) back to 
him quickly (ll. 10–13). Here we see again how correspondence between 
parties speaking different languages was carried on by each party using his 
own messenger, so that the messengers traveled in pairs, one from each cor-
respondent, and it was considered unethical to delay their departure for the 
return trip (see §1.1.5.2.2).
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94b. VBoT 2 
Piggyback Letter from the Arzawan Scribe to the Scribe in Egypt

(14) ki-i-kán tup-pí ku-iš dUB. 
SAr-�aš�? (15) ḫal-za-a-i na-an d�É?.
A� (16) ḫa-at-ta-an-na-aš LUgAL-
uš (17) ḫi-lam-na-aš-ša dUtU-uš 
(18) aš-šu-ú-li pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru 
(19) nu-ut-ta ŠU.Ḫi.A-uš a-ra-aḫ-
za-an-da (20) aš-šu-ú-li ḫar-kán-du 

(14–20) May Ea,��� the king of 
wisdom, and the Sungod of the 
Portico��� lovingly protect the 
scribe who reads aloud this tablet, 
and may they lovingly hold their 
hands around you. 

(21) zi-ik-mu dUB.SAr-aš aš-šu-
ú-li (22) ḫa-at-ra-a-i nam-ma-za 
[Š]UM-an egir-an (23) i-ya 

(21–23) You, scribe, kindly write to 
me (as piggybacks in future cor-
respondence from egypt) and put 
your name at the end.

(24) dUB.Ḫi.A-k[á]n ku-e ú-da-
an-zi (25) nu [n]e-eš-[u]m?-ni-li 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ke 

(24–25) Always write in Hittite the 
tablets that they bring here.215

Commentary

In the piggyback letter (ll. 21–25) the Arzawan scribe, who does not give 
his name, pronounces a blessing upon his colleague in Egypt, and asks him 
to identify himself in the next letter and to compose all subsequent corre-
spondence to him in Hittite instead of Akkadian. Since there may not have 
been any scribe in Egypt at this time familiar with the Luwian language, 
the Arzawan scribe preferred Hittite to the Akkadian option (see Houwink 
ten Cate 1995, 268). the normal piggyback letter has an address line at the 
beginning, identifying both the sending scribe and the receiving one, just 
as does the main letter on the tablet. This letter lacks such an address line, 
suggesting perhaps that the sending scribe in Arzawa had already identified 
himself before. Since there might have been multiple scribes in Egypt receiv-
ing letters from the Hittite orbit, and the Arzawan scribe wished to assure 
himself that he knew with whom he was corresponding, in order to be able 
to exchange favors, he needed to know his name. The exchange of favors 
between scribes is apparent everywhere in the piggyback letters from Maşat 
Höyük (see the piggyback letters in texts 32, 36, and 56). 
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95. VBoT 1 = EA 31 
From the Pharaoh Nimmuriya (Amunḥotep III)  

to Tarḫunta-radu, King of Arzawa

Text: Cairo Museum 4741. Find spot: El-Amarna. Copies: EA ��; VBoT 
�. Edition: rost 1956, 334–40. Translation: Haas in Moran 1992, 101–2; 
Liverani 1998, 406–9; Bernabé and Álvarez-Pedrosa 2004, 48; Klinger 2006. 
Discussion: Houwink ten Cate 1963; Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, 50–55; Starke 
1981b; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 362–63 (no. 254); freu 1992, 45–50 (historical 
background of the Arzawa letters); Kempinski 1993, 82–83; Kühne 1993, 
422 (review of Haas’ translation of the Arzawa letters); Mora 1995, 280; 
de Martino 1996, 81–83, 93; Hawkins 1998b, 10 nn. 32–33; Liverani 1998, 
406–7; Klengel 1999, 128 [A2]; rieken 1999, 165; freu 2002, 92; Bryce 
2003b, 64; 2003a, 56; and Klinger 2006. 

Of the two EA letters between the Arzawan and Egyptian courts only 
in this second letter do we have preserved the important opening lines with 
the address formulas. Here we find the names of the two kings: nimuwar-
eya (one of the throne names of Amunḥotep iii) and tarḫunta-radu. if the 
two correspondents were of equal rank, it would probably make little differ-
ence in which order the names appeared, although one would suspect that the 
sender would wish his to be first. But what is more significant is that the pha-
raoh does not address the king of Arzawa as “my brother,” the stock term of 
Amarna correspondence between equals (de Martino 1996, 82). neither is he 
given the title “great King,” claimed by the pharaoh, although this absence 
may be insignificant considering its absence also in Šuppiluliuma i’s address 
formula to the pharaoh in text 96. The fact that the Arzawan court did not 
have scribes capable of carrying on international correspondence in the dip-
lomatic lingua franca, Akkadian, led Kühne (1973, 96) to conclude that the 
Egyptian-Arzawan correspondence was initiated solely for the purpose of 
negotiating a royal marriage between the pharaoh and an Arzawan princess. 
Royal marriages between the Egyptian pharaoh and a Hittite princess are also 
the subject of Queen Puduḫepa’s letter to ramses ii (KUB 21.38 [text 98]). 
In regard to this proposed marriage and lines 11–16 in particular, Bryce (2003b, 
107–8) has written: 

in most cases the highest-ranking daughters, i.e. daughters of the king’s 
chief wife, were reserved for the most important marriage alliances. But 
personal qualities were also important. In addition to other accomplishments 
she might have had, a bride intended for a great King was expected to be a 
woman of surpassing beauty. . . . [t]here was at least one opportunity for an 
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inspection of the bride before the prenuptial arrangements were finalized. 
An envoy was sent from her prospective husband’s court to complete the 
arrangements by seeing the bride and anointing her. . . . So too, when Amen-
hotep proposed a marriage alliance with the Arzawan king Tarhundaradu, 
he arranged for an inspection before the anointing: ‘Behold, I have sent to 
you irshappa, my messenger (with the instruction): “Let us see the daughter 
whom they will offer to My Majesty in marriage. And he will pour oil on 
her head.”’ in actual fact this was one marriage which never took place, not 
because of any shortcomings on the part of the bride, but because it was 
overtaken by events, with the restoration of Hittite authority through Anato-
lia and the consequent loss of Arzawa’s short-lived status as the pre-eminent 
power in the region. Its king was no longer important enough to warrant the 
privilege of membership in the ranks of the pharaoh’s fathers-in-law.

Accompanying this letter were various gifts for the king of Arzawa (lines 
15–16, 28–38), a promise of further gifts to come (lines 17–18), and eventu-
ally the brideprice itself (lines 22–24). 

Lines 26–27 are important for the understanding of the political situation 
and the purpose of the pharaoh’s initiation of this diplomatic relationship 
with Arzawa. But they are also controversial. Two terms in these lines which 
describe the condition in the Hittite kingdom cause difficulty: zinnuk in line 
�6, and igait in line 27. 

Starke’s theory assumes that zinnuk is an Egyptian (not Hittite or 
Luwian) word (meaning “what you said”) used without translation. this 
seems unlikely, since the idea of “what you said” is expressed in this and 
other Egypto-Hittite letters by the Hittite verbs mema- and ḫatrai- and 
would not be difficult for an egyptian scribe to learn. nevertheless, Starke’s 
assumption of an Egyptian substratum that gives an un-Hittite cast to the 
vocabulary and syntax here is accepted by francia 2006, 350 n. 5 and Klinger 
2006, 193 n. 70. But not all features of the letter’s syntax need be considered 
“un-Hittite.” Note especially the “extraposition” of components to the right 
of the finite verb (14–15, 18, 28–29), which is attested in good Hittite (see 
GrHL §30.9 and following). 

According to Starke (1981b), followed by Liverani (1998), freu (2002, 
92 n. 25), and Bernabé (2004, 48), the meaning of igait (line 27) is not that 
Hatti is in decline, but at peace (“cooled down”).��6 Others such as Klengel 
(1999, 131 n. 208) prefer the earlier interpretation “burst, split apart” in view 
of the actual historical circumstances.217

Bryce (2003a, 56) observes: “[this is a] clear indication that Amenhotep 
[iii] saw tarhuntaradu as the next great King of the Anatolian region,” that 
is, that the Hittite kingdom was in decline. The Egyptian goal in this marriage 
between unequals was the isolation of a weakened Ḫatti. An indication of the 
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power of the kingdom of Arzawa at this time is the fact that by the beginning 
of the reign of Šuppiluliuma i the major part of the Lower Land extending as 
far as tuwanuwa (tyana) in Cappadocia was firmly under Arzawan control 
(Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, 40–41, and Starke 1997, 470 n. 30).

For the name of the king of Arzawa, tarḫunta-radu, see Hess 1993, 
156–57.

(1) [U]M-MA mNi-mu-wa-re!-ya��8 
LUgAL.gAL LUgAL KUr Mi-iz-
za-ri (2) [A-N]A mtar-ḫu-un-da-ra-du 
LUgAL KUr Ar-za-wa QÍ-BÍ-MA 
(3) kat-ti-mi Sig5-in É.Ḫi.A-mi 
dAM.MeŠ-mi dUMU.MeŠ-mi 
(4) LÚ.MeŠ gAL.gAL-aš Érin.
MeŠ-mi AnŠe.KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-mi 
(5) pí-ip-pí-it-mi KUr.KUr.Ḫi.A-mi-
kán an-da (6) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 

(1–6) Thus speaks Nimuwareya,��9 
great King, king of Egypt: Say 
to tarḫunta-radu, the king of 
Arzawa: With me it is well. With  
my houses, my wives, my chil- 
dren, my great men, my troops, 
my chariot-fighters, my prop-
erty?—everything in my 
lands—all is well.

(7) du-uk-ka� kat-ta ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5- 
in e-eš-tu (8) É.Ḫi.A-ti dAM.MeŠ-ti  
dUMU.MeŠ-ti LÚ.MeŠ gAL.
gAL-aš (9) ÉRIN.MEŠ-ti ANŠE.
KUr.rA.Ḫi.A-ti pí-ip-pí-it-ti 
(10) KUr.Ḫi.A-ti ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
e-eš-tu 

(7–10) With you too may all be 
well. With your houses, your 
wives, your children, your great  
men, your troops, your chariot- 
fighters, your property?—every-
thing in your lands—may all be 
well.

(11) ka-a-aš-ma-at-ta u-i-e-nu-un 
mir-ša-ap-pa<-an> (12) LÚḫa-lu-ga-
tal-la-an-mi-in a-ú-ma-ni dUMU.
MUNUS-TI220 (13) dUTU-mi ku-in 
dAM-an-ni ú-wa-da-an-zi (14) nu-
uš-ši li-il-ḫu-wa-i Ì-an SAg.dU-ši 
(15) ka-a-aš-ma-ta up-pa-aḫ-ḫu-un 
� KUŠḫa-la-li-ya��� KÙ.Sig17-aš 
(16) Sig5-an-ta 

(11–16) I have herewith sent to 
you iršappa, my messenger (with 
the instructions): “Let us see the 
daughter whom they will conduct 
to My Majesty for marriage. And 
pour oil on her head.”��� I have 
herewith sent to you one set of 
good-quality leather sacks of 
gold.���

(17) a-ni-ya-at-ta-aš-ma-mu ku-e-da- 
aš ḫa-at-ra-a-eš (18) up-pí-wa-ra-at-
mu ne-et-ta up-pa-aḫ-ḫi egir-an-da 
(19) na-aš-ta LÚḫa-lu-ga-tal-la-at-ti-in 
am-me-el-la (20) LÚḫa-lu-ga-tal-la-an

(17–21) But as for the ceremonial 
garments about which you wrote 
me (saying): “Send it/them here 
to me!,” I will send them to you,  
but later. Send back quickly your
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egir-pa pa-ra-a ḫu-u-da-a-ak (21) na-
i na-at ú-wa-an-du 

messenger together with my mes-
senger, and let them come.

(22) nu-ut-ta ú-wa-an-zi ú-da-an-zi  
ku-ša-ta dUMU.MUnUS-TI 
(23) LÚḫa-lu-ga-tal-<la>-aš-mi-iš 
LÚḫa-lu-ga-tal-la<-aš>-ša (24) ku-iš 
tu-el ú-it na-aš ag-ga-aš (25) nu-mu 
an-tu-uḫ-šu-uš <URU>ga-aš-ga-aš 
KUr-ya-aš up-pí iš-ta-ma-aš-šu-un 
(26) zi-in-nu-uk ḫu-u-ma-an-da 

(22–26) then they—my messenger 
and the messenger from you who 
came and …-ed—will proceed 
to bring to you the brideprice for 
(your) daughter . And send me 
people of the Kaška land. i have 
heard that everything is finished?, 

(27) nu <URU>Ḫa-ad-du-ša-aš-ša KUr- 
e i-ga-it (28) nu-ut-ta ka-a-aš-ma pí- 
ip-pé-eš-šar up-pa-ḫu-un aš-šu-l[i]  
(29) ki-iš-ša-ri-iš-ši mir-ša-ap-pa LÚḫa- 
lu-g[a-tal-li-mi] (30) �-EN KUŠḫa-la-
li-ya KÙ.Sig17 Ki.LAL.Bi (31) 20 
MA.nA KÙ.Sig17 3 gAd.Sig 3 
gAd <gÚ.?>È.A S[ig]? (32) 3 gAd 
ḫu-uz-zi 8 gAd ku-ši-it-ti-in (33) � 
ME. gAd-an(coll.) wa-al-ga-an 1 
ME. gAd ḫa-a[p?]-x[…] (34) � ME. 
gAd-aš pu!-tal-li-ya-aš-ša[ …] (35) � 
NA� KU-KU-BU gAL Ì.dÙg.gA 6 
NA�K[U-KU-BU …] (36) ŠA Ì. dÙg.
gA 3 giŠgU.ZA giŠeSi(coll.) šar-pa 
BÁ-NA[-A K]Ù(coll.).Sig17 gAr.
RA (37) 10 giŠgU.ZA ŠA giŠESI 
IŠ-TU KA×Ud AM[.Si] (38) U-UḪ-
ḪU-UZ � ME. giŠeSi aš-šu-li 

(27–38) And that the land of 
Ḫattuša is paralyzed?. I have 
herewith sent you a gift as a 
token of good will, in the charge 
of my messenger iršappa: a 
leather sack? of gold weigh-
ing twenty minas, three sheer 
linen garments, three sheer 
linen tunics, three linen ḫuzzi, 
eight linen kušitti, one hundred 
walga-linen, one hundred linen 
ḫappa-…, one hundred linen 
putalliyašša, four large stone jars 
of perfumed oil, six small stone 
jars of perfumed oil, three beauti-
ful ebony cross-legged chairs��� 
overlaid with gold, ten chairs of 
ebony inlaid with ivory, one hun-
dred (beams of) ebony as a token 
of good will. 

Commentary

17–18 Since the noun aniyatt- is common gender, whereas the resump-
tive pronouns (-at and -e) in line 18 are neuter plural, it is clear that a 
nom.-acc. aniyatta is in view. This neuter plural form, unlike the singu-
lar common gender aniyatt- “work” (see Klinger’s translation of this line 
as “Über welche Leistungen du mir geschrieben hast” (2006, 195), means 
“regalia, expensive ceremonial garments.” 
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33 for the collated reading and interpretation of this line see CHd Š, 
315 sub gAdšawalga-.225 

36–37 The reading giŠESI šar-pa BÁ-NA[-A K]Ù.Sig17 gAr.rA, also 
used in CHd Š, 288, is based on edmund gordon’s collations described in 
Moran 1992, 103 n. 12. 

96. EA 41  
From King Šuppiluliuma I to the Egyptian Pharaoh

Text: Cairo Museum 4747. Copy: Winckler and Abel �889, no. �8. Edition: 
Knudtzon 1964, no. 41. Translation: Moran 1992; Liverani 1998, 410–11; 
Schwemer 2006, 190–91. Discussion: ehelolf 1939a (on lines 30–41); 
Miller 2007 (on the chronology and therefore the identity of the addressed 
pharaoh). 

The recipient of this letter was either Amunḥotep iV (Akhenaten) (so, 
e.g., Liverani 1998, 410 n. 12; and Miller 2007), tutankhamun (so Houwink 
ten Cate 1963), or Smenkhkare (so Wilhelm and Boese, cited by Moran 
1992 and Bryce 1990). the form Ḫūriya (line 2) is a shortened form of his 
full name, resulting perhaps from an unintentional haplological clipping of 
the first part (see §1.2.16). the Hittite king calls the egyptian pharaoh “my 
brother” (ŠEŠ-ya, lines 3, etc.), since the two were of equal rank in the world 
of “great kings.” 

Šuppiluliuma often refers to his friendly relations with this pharaoh’s 
father (abû/î-ka, lines 7, 8, 10, etc.), that is, predecessor, and urges the 
new pharaoh, who has recently ascended the throne (lines 16–22), to con-
tinue these good relations and fulfill any incomplete promises made by his 
predecessor (lines 14–15). Šuppiluliuma then describes the gifts that the 
predecessor had promised—statues of gold, silver, and lapis—and asks that 
these be sent forthwith. In return, he describes gifts of his own to the pha-
raoh (ana šulmāni-ka) that would accompany this letter (lines 39–43): large 
silver vessels in the shape of various animals (stag, ram, etc.) and two silver 
disks (kakkarū) depicting two nikiptu-trees. The exchange of expensive gifts 
between members of the “club of royal brothers” was a form of international 
trade (see §1.1.5.3.2).

(1) [um-ma dUtU-ši] m Šu-up-pí-
[l]u-li-u-ma LU[g]AL.g[AL] 
(2) [LUgAL KUr U]RU[Ḫ]a-[a]t-tiKi

(1–3) [thus speaks His Majesty], 
Šuppiluliuma, g[reat] King, [king 
of Ḫat]ti: Say to Ḫūriya, [king] of:
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a-na mḪu-u-ri-i-y[a] (3) [LUgAL 
KUr URUMi-]iṣ-ri-iKi ŠEŠ-ya qí-
bí��6-[ma]

Egypt, my brother:

(4) [a-na ya-ši šu]l-mu a-na maḫ-
ri-ka lu-ú šul-m[u] (5) [a-na dAM.
MeŠ-k]a dUM[U].MeŠ-ka É-ka 
ÉRIN.MEŠ-ka giŠgigir.MeŠ-k[a] 
(6) [ù i-n]a Š[À]-bi KUr-ka dan-niš 
lu-ú šul-mu

(4–6) [With me all is] well. With you 
may all be well (too). [With] your 
[wives], your sons, your household, 
your troops, your chariots, [and] in 
your country, may all be very well.

(7) [L]Ú.MeŠdUMU Kin-ri-ya ša 
a-na a-bi-ka aš-pu-u-ru (8) ù mé-
re-eš15-ta ša a-bu-ka e-ri-šu [i]-na 
bé-e-r[i]-ni (9) at-te-ru-tam-ma lu-ú 
ni-ip-pu-uš-mi ù “[LU]gAL”227 
(10) la-a ak-t[a-l]a mi-nu-me-e ša 
a-bu-ka id-bu-b[á] (11) “LUgAL”227 

gáb-b[á-am-m]a lu-ú e-pu-uš ù mé-
re-eš15-ta-ya “LUgAL”227 (12) [š]a 
a-na a-bi-ka e-ri-šu a-bu-ka mì-im-
ma ú-ul (13) [i]k-la gáb-bá-am-ma 
lu-ú id-dì-na 

(7–13) Neither my messengers, 
whom I sent to your father, nor 
the request that your father made, 
saying, “Let us establish only the 
most friendly relations between 
us,” did I indeed refuse. What-
soever your father said to me, I 
indeed did absolutely everything. 
And my own request, indeed, that 
I made to your father, he never 
refused; he gave me absolutely 
everything.

(14) un-du a-bu-ka bal-[ṭ]ù šu-bi-
la-a-te-e (15) ša ú-še-bi-la ŠeŠ-ya 
am-mì-ni ták-la-aš-šu-nu-ti

(14–15) Why, my brother, have you 
held back the shipments (of gifts) 
that your father was sending to me, 
when he was alive?

(16) i-na-an-na ŠEŠ-ya a-na giŠgU.
ZA ša a-bi-ka (17) [t]e-e-te-li ù 
ki-me-e a-bu-ka ù a-na-ku (18) šul- 
ma-na i-na bé-e-ri-ni ḫa-aš-ḫa-a-
nu-ma (19) ù i-na-an-na-ma at-ta ù 
a-na-ku i-na be-ri-ni (20) ka-an-na 
lu-ú ṭa-a-bá-a-nu ù mé-re-eš15-ta 
<ša>228 (21) a-na-ku a-na a-bi-ka aq-
bu-ú a-na ŠEŠ-ya-ma (22) [a-qab-bi 
a-ḫu-]uz-za-ta i-na bé-e-ri-ni i ni-
ip-pu-uš

(16–22) now, my brother, [yo]u have 
ascended the throne of your father, 
and just as your father and i were 
desirous of (exchanging) greet-
ing gifts between us, so now too 
should you and i enjoy good rela-
tions with one another. The request 
(that) i��9 expressed to your father 
[i shall express] to my brother, too. 
Let us establish a [mar]riage bond 
between us.230

(23) [mi-im-m]a ša a-na a-bi-ka (23–28) [You], my [brother], should 
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e-ri-iš-ta (24) [at-ta Še]Š-ya la-a  
ta-kà-al-la-a-šu (25) [x x x 2 ṣ]a-
al-ma-a-ni ša KÙ.Sig17 �-en 
(26) [li-zi-iz] 1-en li-ši-ib ù 2 
ALAn.MeŠ ša MUnUS.MeŠ 
(27) [ša KÙ.BAB]BAr-ma��� ù 
NA�ZA.gÌn ra-bi-ta «ù» a-na 
(28) [… k]à-an-na-šu-nu ra-bu-ú 
ŠeŠ-ya [li-še-bi-la]���

not hold back [anything] that [i 
asked] of your father. [As to the 
two st]atues of gold, one [should 
be standing], one should be seated. 
And [let] my brother [send me]two 
[silver] statues of women, and a 
large (amount of) lapis lazuli for 
their��� large stand [… ].

(29) […] … (31) … ù šum-ma ŠeŠ-
ya [ḫa-šiḫ a-na] (32) [na-dá-ni Š]eŠ 
-ya li-id-dì-i[n]-šu-nu-t[i-ma] 
(33) [ù šum-m]a ŠeŠ-ya a-na na-
a-dá-ni-šu-nu[-ma] (34) [la]-a 
[ḫ]a-šiḫ ki-me-e giŠgigir.MeŠ-
ya a-na (35) [na?-š]e? gAdḫu-uz-zi! 
i-gam?-ma?-ru-ma a-na ŠEŠ-ya 
(36) ú-tá-a-ar-šu-nu-ti ù mi-nu-um-
me-e (37) ša ŠeŠ-ya ḫa-aš-ḫa-ta 
[š]u-u-up-ra-am-ma (38) lu-še-bíl-
ak-ku

(29–38) […] … (31) If my brother 
[wants to give], let my brother give 
them. [But] if my brother does 
not want to give them, when my 
chariots are readied��� for … linen 
ḫuzzi, I will return them to my 
brother. Whatever you want, my 
brother, write to me so I can send it 
to you.

(39) a-nu-um-ma a-na šul-ma-ni-ka  
� bi-ib-ru (40) KÙ.BABBAr UdU. 
<A.>LUM235 5 MA.nA Ki.LÁ.
BI � bi-ib-ru (41) KÙ.BABBAr 
UdU.Šir pu-u-ḫi-lu��6 � MA.NA 
Ki.LÁ.Bi (42) 2 [k]à-ak-kà-ru 
KÙ.BABBAr 10 MA.nA Ki.LÁ.
BI-ma (43) � giŠni-kip-tum ra-a-bu-
tim ul-te-bíl-ak-ku

(39–43) I herewith send you as your 
greeting gift: one silver vessel in 
the shape of a stag, five minas its 
weight; one silver vessel in the 
shape of a young ram, three minas 
its weight; two silver disks, ten 
minas their weight, (and) two large 
medicinal shrubs.

97. EA 44  
To the Pharaoh from Zita, a Hittite Prince 

Text: VAt 1656. Copies: Winckler and Abel 1889, no. 29; Schroeder 1915, 
��, no. �6. Edition: Knudtzon 1964, no. 44. Translation: Moran 1992, 117; 
Liverani �998, ���–��. Discussion: see bibliography in Liverani �998.
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the sender’s name is a good “Hittite” name (linguistically Luwian, but 
widely used in the Hittite kingdom), Zida (see Laroche 1966, no. 1552). 
identification of this Zida with the brother of Šuppiluliuma I and a general in 
the Hittite army was first made by götze in 1926. for more on this man see 
Hoffner 1995b, 557; Liverani 1998, 410, 412–13; freu 2002, 89; imparati 
2003, 851; Haas 2006, 89–90, 92; taggar-Cohen 2006, 225; and Marizza 
2007a, 64. 

Zida addresses the pharaoh respectfully as his “father,” in part because 
the pharaoh was older, but also because Zida’s rank was not king, but prince 
(dUMU.LUgAL). the letter stresses Zida’s faithful and respectful behavior, 
including the prompt sending back of messengers and the regular sending 
of gifts and greetings. finally (lines 25–28) Zida expresses his wish for 
Egyptian gold and promises to reciprocate with any item from Ḫatti that the 
pharaoh might desire.

(1) a-na be-lí LUgAL KUr URUMi- 
iṣ-ri[-i] (2) a-bi-ya qí-bí-ma (3) um-
ma mZi-i[-d]a-a dUMU.LUgAL 
(4) dUMU-ka-ma

(1–4) Say to the lord, the king of 
Egypt, my father: Thus speaks Zita, 
the prince, your son:

(5) a-na ma-ḫar be-lí a-bi-ya (6) gab-
ba lu-ú šul-mu

(5–6) May all be well with the lord, 
my father.

(7) i-na maḫ-ri-i KASKAL a-i-ú-
tim (8) dUMU.MeŠ Kin-ri-ka 
a-na KUr URUḪa-at-ti (9) it-tal-ku 
ù ki-i-me-e a-na UgU-ḫi-ka (10) it-
ta-as-ḫa-ru ù a-na-ku-ma (11) a-na 
ak-ka-a-ša a--bi-ya (12) [š]ul-ma-
na aš-pur ù šu-bé-el-ta (13) [a-n]a 
UgU-ḫi-ka ul-te-bíl

(7–13) On an earlier embassy of any 
of your messengers, they came to 
Ḫatti, and when they went back 
to you, then it was I who sent 
greetings to you and had a present 
brought to you.

(14–17) Broken away.
(18) … a-nu-um-ma dUMU.MeŠ 
Kin-ka (19) [iš-tu] KUr URUḪa-at-ti 
a-na UgU-ḫi-ka (20) […]-sú-nu-ti ù 
a-na-ku-ma (21) it-ti dUMU.MeŠ 
Kin-ka at-tu-ya dUMU.MeŠ Kin- 
ya (22) a-na UgU-ḫi a-bi-ya aš-pur-
šu-nu-ti (14) ù šu-bé-el-ta 16 LÚ.MeŠ 
a-na šul-ma-ni-ka ul-te-bíl-ak-ku

(18–24) Herewith I send on to you 
your messengers (coming) from 
Ḫatti, and i also send to my father 
my own messengers along with 
your messengers, and I send as 
your greeting gift a present of six-
teen men.
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(25) ù a-n[a]-ku [K]Ù.Sig17 ḫa-aš-
ḫa-ku (26) ù a-bu-[y]a KÙ.Sig17 
šu-bi-la (27) ù mi-nu-um-me-e be-lí 
a-bi-ya (28) ḫa-aš-ḫa-tá šu-up-ra-ma 
ú[-š]e-bal-ak-ku

(25–28) I myself am desirous of gold. 
My father, send me gold. Whatever 
you, the lord, my father, are desir-
ous of, write me so that I can send 
(it) to you.

2.3. neW hIttIte Letters (98–126)

2.3.1. nh Letters Found At Ḫattuša (98–122)

2.3.1.1. NH International Diplomatic Correspondence (98–105)

98. KUB 21.38  
From Queen Puduḫepa to Ramses II of Egypt(?)

Text: Bo 2045 + Bo 3975. Find spot: Unknown. Copy: KUB 21.38. Edi-
tion: Helck 1963; Stefanini 1964; edel 1994, 1, 216–23 (no. 105); 2, 270–72. 
Translation: Beckman 1999a, 131–35 (no. 22e). Discussion: Hoffner 
1982b (rev. 15–16: šiwariya- “to withhold”); Hagenbuchner 1989b, 325–27 
(no. 222); Polvani 1988, 174; Wouters 1989, 233–34; Symington 1991, 121; 
Melchert �99�, �� (:annān tiššan), 129 (:lumpašti-), šiwari(ya)-, and other 
glossed forms; de Martino and imparati 1995, 106–7 (Puduḫepa reusing an 
old rumor, and ramses’ defense against charges that a Babylonian princess 
given to him in marriage disappeared; and in obv. 17–24 the use of cold 
as an excuse); Starke 1996, 157–58 (the career of Alalimi, obv. 32); neu 
1997, 152; trémouille 1997, 37 n. 112; Singer 1998, 537; Klengel 1999, 
222 [B7.14], 244 [A19.ii.1]; imparati in Klengel 1999, 381 (on the marriage 
arrangements); Liverani 2001, 41, 156; Schwemer 2001, 443 n. 3692; van 
den Hout 2001c, 216; 2006 (glossed Luwian words); Hawkins 2002, 224 
(Zuzu as a KARTAPPU and eunuch); Bryce 2003b, 114–15; freu 2004b, 
157–63; 2006, 224; de roos 2006, 20, 22–23; Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 
201–2.

the first few lines of the tablet are broken away. Since this was appar-
ently a draft from which the official copy to be sent was prepared, it is 
possible that the formal opening was omitted and the draft began right away 
with the communications. On the other hand, if there was an opening, the 
restoration below in line (0) is a likely representation of the text.
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(0) [UM-MA fPu-du-ḫé-pa MUnUS.
LUgAL gAL MUnUS.LUgAL 
KUr URUḪat-ti A-NA mRi-a-ma-
še-ša LUgAL.gAL LUgAL KUr 
URUMi-iz-ri ŠEŠ-YA QÍ-BI-MA]

(0) Thus speaks Puduḫepa, great 
Queen, Queen of the land of Ḫatti: 
Say to reamašeša, great King, 
King of the land of Egypt, my 
brother:

(1′) [ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu ku-it] kiš?-[an 
TÀŠ-PUR] LÚ.MeŠ ṬE�-ME-
K[A?]-wa ku-wa-p[í … ú-e-er 
nu-mu] (2′) [x x egir-pa] ú-te-er 
nu-wa-za du-uš-ku-un na-at[ …] 
(3′) [A-NA dA]M? ŠA ŠEŠ-KA 
ti-tar šu-wa-ru SAg.dU-i ŠA 
[ŠEŠ-YA ti-tar šu-wa-ru QA-TAM-
MA e-eš-du nu-mu … up?-pí?] (4′) 

[na-at IŠ-TU] nA�.ZA.gÌn ti-an-
te-eš a-ša-an-du nam-ma-mu-ká[n 
Š]À? KUr.KUr.M[eŠ …] (5′) 

[ti-tar šu-w]a-ru A-NA ŠEŠ-YA 
am-me-el aš-šu-la-an am-me-el 
ú-nu-w[a-aš-ḫa-an up-pa-aḫ-ḫu-
un am-mu-uk Sig5-in?] (6′) (eras.) 
A-NA ŠEŠ-YA-ya QA-TAM-MA 
[Sig5-in? e-eš-du]

(1′–3′) Concerning the fact that 
you, my brother, wrote to me as 
follows: “At the time when your 
messengers came, they brought 
back to me gifts, and i rejoiced.” 
When i heard that, i rejoiced like-
wise. The wife of your brother 
(i.e., Puduḫepa, the wife of 
Ḫattušili) enjoys full life. May 
the person of my brother likewise 
enjoy full life! Send me …, (4′) and 
may they be set with lapis lazuli! 
(4′) furthermore, my lands enjoy 
full life. <May> your lands like-
wise <enjoy> full life! (5′) I have 
sent my greetings and my orna-
ments to my brother. With me all 
is well. (6′) May it be well with my 
brother likewise!

(7′) [Š]eŠ-YA-ma-mu ku-it kiš-an 
TÀŠ-PUR NIN-YA-wa-mu IŠ-PUR 
dUMU.MUnUS-wa-ta [pé-eḫ-ḫi 
ši-wa-ri-ya-at-ma-wa-ra-an-mu 
nu-wa-mu-za] (8′) ki-nu-un tUKU.
tUKU-za-ša ku-wa-at-wa-ra-an- 
mu ki-nu-un Ú-UL pé-eš-t[a? 
dUMU.MUnUS-YA-ya i?-wa?-
ru?-ya pé-eḫ-ḫi] (9′) na-at-za Ú-UL 
mar-ki-ya-ši ma-la-a-ši-ya-at-za 
ki-nu-un-ma-an-ta x[… pí-an-na 
Ú-UL tar-aḫ-mi ] LÚ.x[…] (10′) É 
KUr URUḪat-ti-za ŠeŠ-YA giM-an 
ša-ak-ti na-at-za am-mu-uk Ú-UL 
š[a]-a[g-ga-aḫ-ḫi na-at ar-ḫa a]r-nu- 

(7′) Concerning the fact that you, my  
brother, wrote to me as follows: 
“My sister wrote to me: ‘I will give 
a daughter to you.’ But you have 
withheld her from me. And (8′) now 
you are even angry with me! Why 
have you not now given her to me?” 
(8′) I will give you both my daughter 
and the dowry. (9′) And you will not 
disapprove of it (i.e., the dowry); 
you will approve of it. But at the 
moment I am not able to give her to  
you. … (10′) As you, my brother, 
know the house of Ḫatti, (10′) do I 
not know that it is a house relocated
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wa-an É-e[r …] (11′) a-aš-ta-ma-kán 
ku-it na-at-kán mÚr-ḫi-dU-up-aš 
A-NA dingir.gAL pé-eš-ta nu 
m[Úr-ḫi-d]U-up-aš ku-it a-pí-ya 
(12′) na-an pu-nu-uš ma-a-an kiš-an 
ma-a-an Ú-UL kiš-an am-mu-uk-
ma A-NA ŠE[Š-YA] ku-in dUMU.
MUnUS ne-pí-ša-aš Ki-aš-š[a] 
(13′) pé-eḫ-ḫi na-an-kán ku-e-da-
ni ḫa-an-da-mi A-NA dUMU.
MUnUS KUr URUKa-ra-an-du-
ni-ya-[aš KUr] URUZu-la-pí KUr 
URUAš-šur ḫa-an-da-m[i] (14′) a-
pé-e-da-ša-an-kán! ku-wa-pí UL 
gAM-an iš-ḫa-[an-n]a? tar-aḫ-mi 
na-aš du-wa-an-ma pa-ra-a […]

(to tarḫuntašša)? (11′) And Urḫi-
teššub gave to the great god 
what remained (after the rest was 
relocated). (11′) Since Urḫi-teššub 
is there, (12′) ask him if this is so, 
or not so. (12′) To whom should I 
compare the daughter of heaven 
and earth whom I will give to my 
brother? (13′) Should I compare her 
to the daughter of Babylonia, of 
Zulabi, or of Assyria? (14′) While I 
am not able to tie? her to them, up 
until now she …

(15′) A-NA ŠEŠ-YA-ma nU.gÁL im-
ma ku-it-ki ma-a-an A-NA dUMU 
dUtU na-aš-ma dUMU dU Ú-UL 
ku-it-k[i] e-eš-zi na-aš-ma a-ru-ni 
Ú-UL e-eš-zi (16′) tu-uk-ka� Ú-UL 
ku-it-ki e-eš-zi ŠeŠ-YA-ma am-me- 
e-da-za nÍg.tUKU-ti ku-it-ki Ú-UL- 
at ŠUM-an iš-ḫa-aš-šar-wa-tar-ra 

(15′–16′) does my brother have noth-
ing at all? Only if the Son of the 
Sun god, the Son of the Storm 
god, and the Sea have nothing, do 
you have nothing! Yet, my brother, 
you want to enrich yourself at my 
expense! it (i.e., such behavior) is 
unworthy of name and lordly status.

(17′) A-NA ŠEŠ-YA-ma ku-it kiš-an 
AŠ-PUR A-NA dUMU.MUnUS-
wa ku-in nAM.rA.MeŠ gU�.
MeŠ UdU.Ḫi.A pé-eš-ke-mi nu-
wa-mu-kán ŠÀ KUr.KUr.MeŠ 
(18′) [ḫal-]ki-iš nU.gÁL nu-wa-ta 
ku-e-da-ni me-e-ḫu-ni LÚ.MeŠ 
ṬE�-ME an-da ú-e-mi-ya-<an->zi 
nu-wa-mu-kán ŠeŠ-YA LÚPIT-
ḪAL-LI pa-ra-a [na-a-i] (19′) A-NA 
en.MeŠ KUr-TI-YA-wa giŠ.
ḪUr.MeŠ me-na-aḫ-ḫa-an-da ú-
da-an-du nu-wa NAM.RA.MEŠ 
ku-in [gU�].MeŠ UdU.Ḫi.A pé-e 
ḫar-kán-zi (20′) nu-wa-ra-an-kán 

(17′–20′) Concerning the fact that i 
wrote to my brother as follows: 
“What civilian captives, cattle and 
sheep should I give (as a dowry) to 
my daughter? In my lands I do not 
even have barley. The moment that 
the messengers reach you, let my 
brother dispatch a rider to me. Let 
them bring documents (lit. writing 
boards?) to the lords of my land, 
and let them take away the civilian 
captives, cattle and sheep which 
are in their charge and accom-
modate them.” I myself have sent 
messengers and tablets  to them
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ar-ḫa da-aš-kán-du nu-wa-ra-an 
par-na-wi5-iš-kán-du nu a-pé-e-[da- 
aš am-mu-uk]-pát LÚ.MeŠ ṬE�-
ME dUB.BA.A-ya AŠ-PUR BA. 
ÚŠ?-za-x[…] ta?-an-[…] LÚ.MeŠ 
ṬE�-ME an-da ba?-a-er (21′) (eras.) 
egir-pa-ma nu-un-tar-aš LÚ[PIT]-
Ḫ[AL-LI … Ú-UL] ú-et LÚ 
ṬE�-MU-YA Ú-UL ú-et (22′) am- 
mu-uk-ma a-pád-da-an egir-an-
da mZu-zu-un LÚQAR-TAP-PU 
LÚ.SAg [… na?-aš? ka]t-ta iš-ta-
an-ta-it (23′) mPí-ḫa-aš-du-uš-ma 
ku-e-da-ni me-e-ḫu-ni a-ar-aš nu 
ka-ru-ú ŠE�� [ki-ša-at … ] NAM.
rA.MeŠ pé-di (24′) Ú-UL nam-ma 
ni-ni-in-ku-un ŠEŠ-YA LÚ.MEŠ 
ṬE�-ME-KA pu-nu-uš m[a-a-an 
kiš-an ma-a-an Ú-]UL kiš-an Ú-UL 
iniM-a[š …] (or Ú-UL ka-aš[…] ) 

(my local subordinates). … (21′–

24′) But your rider did not come 
back promptly, and my messenger 
did not come either. Thereupon I 
sent Zuzu, charioteer and eunuch, 
but he was delayed. At the moment 
that Piḫašdu did arrive, it was 
already winter, and I did not trans-
fer the civilian captives again. My 
brother, ask your messengers if 
this is so, or not so. The matter is 
not …

(25′) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu ku-it kiš-an 
TÀŠ-PUR dUMU.MUnUS-wa 
le-e nam-ma za-lu-ga-nu-u[š-ke-ši 
…] (26′) am-mu-uk-ka�?-aš-kán Ú-
UL an-da ma-la-a-an-za dUMU.
MUnUS-za-kán egir-pa i[m-ma 
… ] (27′) ka-ru-ú a-ra-an-za nu-uš-
ši-kán x[…]-pát ku-wa-pí a-wa-an 
a[r-ḫa …] (28′) ma-a-an-ta ma-a-an 
dUMU?.MUNUS?-pát? Ú-UL ku-
wa-pí pé-eḫ-ḫu-un [m]a-a-an-ta 
[nAM.rA.MeŠ gU�.Ḫi.A UdU.
Ḫi.A me-ma-aḫ-ḫu-un] (29′) (eras.) 
ki-nu-un-ma Ú-[UL …]x[…] 
(30′) nu-kán ŠÀ KUr URUKum-man-
ni ŠE��-u-an-zi gAM-an-da (eras.) 
ú-w[a-an-zi] (31′) dUTU-ŠI-mu 
ti-an-za e-eš-du ma-a-na-aš-kán 
ú-e-eḫ-ta-r[i] (32′) ú-it-ma! mA-la-]

(25′–33′) Concerning the fact that 
you, my brother, wrote to me as 
follows: “do not withhold the 
daughter from me any longer!” … 
Was she not approved by me? do i 
hold back the daughter for myself? 
Rather, I wish that she had already 
arrived. When i myself for her … 
away, … if i had not at any time 
(sincerely) given my own daughter 
to you, I would not have promised 
you the civilian captives, cattle, 
and sheep?. But now not … And 
they (the bride and her party) will 
come down to spend the winter in 
Kizzuwatna … May His Majesty 
(that is, Ḫattušili) live for my sake! 
if (s)he should turn, … But Alalimi, 
overseer of the cupbearers, came, 
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li-mi-iš UgULA LÚSAgi.A nu tu?-
e?-el?-x[…] (33′) nu-uš-ma-aš-kán 
a-pu-u-uš-ša 1 UrU-LUM diB-an-
du a-pu-u-uš-ša[ …]

and your rider arrived too?. Let 
some of them (i.e., of the marriage 
party?) take possession of a single 
town, while others … 

(34′) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu ku-it kiš-an 
TÀŠ-PUR ŠA dUMU.MUnUS-
wa za-lu-ga-nu-m[ar ku-it Ú-UL 
a-a-ra] (35′) A-NA NIN-YA-wa-
ra-at ḫa-at-ra-mi nu ku-uš-ša-an 
a-ú-me-n[i …] (36′) an-da ta-par-ri-
ya-i za-lu-ga-nu-mar-ra am-me-el 
nu-un-tar-nu-um-mar […] (37′) i!?-
ya-an-du dingir.MeŠ nu le-pát 
za-lu-ga-nu-mi nu nu-un-tar-nu-wa-
a[l-lu237 …] (38′) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu-za 
nin-tar na-ak-ki-ya-tar Zi-ni-pát 
egir-pa Ú?[-UL da-a-aš …] 
(39′) UL��8-ya-wa ku-it i-ya-u-wa-aš 
nu-wa-ra-at i-ya nu-kán ḫa-x[-
… (-)m]a?-a-an ḫa-at-ra-[mi] 
(40′) wa-aḫ-nu-mi-an-kán ku-wa-pí 
na-ak-ki-iš-ma-du!-za [ku-it ku-wa-
at-ta?-an?-kán w]a-aḫ-nu-mi 

(34′–40′) Concerning the fact that 
you, my brother, wrote to me as 
follows: “I write to my sister that 
withholding the daughter is not 
right … “Whenever will we see 
…? Order …! May the gods … 
turn the withholding into haste 
for me, so that I not delay! May 
I hurry! But my brother has not 
accepted in his own mind my 
status as a sister and my dignity, 
saying: “ …, and do what should 
not (or: cannot) be done!” …… 
would I not? write …, when i 
change it? But because I? am? dear 
to you, why should I change it? 

(41′) [Še]Š-YA-ma-mu ku-it kiš-an 
TÀŠ-PUR A-NA dUMU.MUnUS-
wa LÚ.MEŠ [ṬE�-ME-KA …] 
me-mi-iš-kán-du (42′) nu A-NA ŠEŠ- 
YA ku-u-un me-mi-ya-an a-pád-da-
an [ḫa-an-da-aš ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un 
… zi-]la-du-wa (eras.) (43′) giM-an 
wa-ša-i ku-e-ez [… A-NA ŠeŠ]-YA 
a-pád-da-an ḫa-an-da-aš [AŠ-]PUR 

(44′–46′) Concerning the fact that 
you, my brother, wrote to me as 
follows: “Your messengers shall 
speak freely to the daughter.” I 
have thereupon written this word 
to my brother: “When in the future, 
conditions are favorable, they will 
come?.” That is why I have written 
to my brother.

(44′) ma-a-an-ma-an A-NA ŠEŠ-YA 
dUMU.MUnUS [….]-an-ta ŠA 
ŠEŠ-YA <na-aš-ma ŠA> NIN-ZU 
pé-eḫ-ḫu-un (45′) ma-an a-pí-ya-ya 
ku-it Š[EŠ-YA me-mi-iš-ta … nu-
wa-mu ku]-in [MUn]US-an

44′–46′) If I had sent? the daughter to 
my brother precipitously?, or if I 
had not given you (the gifts appro-
priate) for my brother <or for> his 
sister, what would my brother even 
then have said? 
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pí-e-er nu-wa-aš-ši iš-ki-ša ku-
e-ek-ka� (46′) e-eš-du nu-wa-ra-at 
a-pé-e-da-ni-ya [… ]x-wa-ra-at iš-
ḫa-aš-šar-wa-tar

Perhaps: “May the woman whom 
they gave to me have some support, 
and may it be generous? for her too! 
Then it would be lordly behavior.”

(47′) MUnUS.LUgAL-aš-za ku-
i-e-eš dUMU.MUnUS KUr 
URUga-ra-an-du-ni-ya-aš [dUMU.
MUnUS] KUr URUA-mur-ri-ya 
da-aḫ-ḫu-un (48′) na-at-mu A-NA 
LÚ.MeŠ KUr URUḪat-ti pé-ra-an 
Ú-UL im-ma wa-al-li-ya-tar Ú-UL  
ku-it e-eš-ta (49′) na-at (eras.) am- 
mu-uk i-ya-nu-un nu-za a-ra-aḫ-zé-
n[u]?-un ŠA LUgAL.gAL dUMU.
MUNUS AŠ-ŠUM MUNUS 
É.ge�.A da-aḫ-ḫu-un (50′) nu ma-
a-an A-NA MU[nUS] É.ge�.
A ku-wa-pí a-pé-el LÚ ṬE�-MU 
egir-an-da mi-iš-ri-wa-an-da ú-
wa-an-zi (51′) na-aš-ma-aš-ši Š[A] 
ŠEŠ NIN-TI egir-an-da ú-ez-zi 
na-[a]t Ú-UL im-ma wa-al-li-ya-tar 
(52′) nu-mu-kán ŠÀ KUr URUḪat-ti 
MUNUS-TUM nU.gÁL e-eš-ta 
Ú-UL-at ŠUM-ni ḫa-an-da-aš i-ya-
nu-un 

(47′–52′) The daughter of Babylo-
nia and the daughter of Amurru 
whom i the Queen took for myself 
—were they not indeed something 
for me to be proud of before the 
people of Ḫatti?��9 It was I who 
did it. I took each daughter of a 
great King, though a foreigner, as 
daughter-in-law. And if at some 
time his (the royal father’s) mes-
sengers come in splendor to the 
daughter-in-law, or one of her 
brothers or sisters comes to her, are 
they240 not also (a source of) praise 
(for me)? Was there no woman 
available to me in Ḫatti? did i not 
do this out of consideration for 
renown?

(53′) A-NA ŠEŠ-YA MUNUS-TUM 
Ú-UL im-ma e-eš-ta ŠeŠ-YA-ma-
at-kán Ú-UL am-me-el ŠEŠ-an-ni 
NIN-ni (54′) na-ak-ki-[y]a-an-ni 
i-ya-at na-at ma-a-an i-ya-at-ya 
na-at-kán A-NA LUgAL KUr 
URUKar-an-du-ni-ya-aš im-ma 
(55′) ḫa-an-da-an-z[a] Ú-UL-za 
ŠA LUgAL.gAL LUgAL KUr 
URUḪat-ti LUgAL KALAg.gA 
dUMU.MUnUS MUnUS-an-ni 
da-a-aš ma-a-an te-ši LUgAL KUr 
URUKar-an-du-ni-ya-aš-wa! (56′) Ú-

(53′–56′) did my brother have no 
wife at all? dld not my brother 
make them (i.e., the marriage 
arrangements) <out of consider-
ation for> his(!) brotherhood, my 
sisterhood, and (our?) dignity? And 
when he made them, they were 
indeed settled in conformity with 
(the arrangements of) the King of 
Babylonia. did he not also take 
the daughter of the great King, the 
King of Ḫatti, the mighty King, for 
marriage? If you should say: “The
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UL LUgAL.g[AL] nu-za ŠeŠ-YA 
KUr URUKar-an-du-ni-ya-aš Ú-UL 
I-DE ku-e-da-ni-ya-at i-li-iš-ni

King of Babylonia is not a great 
King,” then my brother does not 
know the rank of Babylonia.

(57′) na-at i-ya-at-ta ku-iš dingir-
LUM ŠA SAg.dU-YA nu<-mu> 
MUnUS.LUgAL giM-an dUTU 
URUTÚL-na dU dḪé-bat dIŠTAR-ya 
i-ya-a[t] (58′) nu-mu IT-TI ŠEŠ-KA 
ḫa-an-da-it nu-za dUMU.nitA.
MeŠ dUMU.MUnUS.MeŠ dÙ- 
nu-un nu am-me-el : an-na-a-an  
(over eras.) (59′) ti-iš-ša-a-an LÚ. 
MeŠ Ḫat-ti me-mi-iš-kán-zi ŠeŠ-
YA-ya-an ša-a[k]-ti nam-ma-kán 
ŠÀ É-TI ku-wa-pí ú-wa-nu-un  
(60′) [dU]MU.MUnUS.MeŠ 
LUgAL ku-i-e-eš ŠÀ É-TI ú-
e-mi-ya-nu-un nu-mu-[za-ká]n 
ŠU-i ḫa-a-ši-ir na-aš-za am-mu-uk 
(61′) [šal-la-nu-n]u-un ka-ru-ú-ma 
ku-i-e-eš ḫa-aš-ša-an-te-eš [ú-
]e-mi-ya-nu-un nu a-pu-u-uš-ša 
(62′) [šal-la-nu-nu-un] [n]a-aš 
(eras.) en.MeŠ KArAŠ.Ḫi.A 
i-ya-n[u-u]n nu am-me-el-la ŠA 
SAg.dU-YA dingir-LUM 
(63′) […-]x-ad-du nu A-NA ŠEŠ-YA 
ku-in dUMU.MUnUS pé-eḫ-ḫi 
nu-uš-ši-kán ŠA MUnUS.LUgAL 
an-na-a-an (64′) [ti-iš-ša-a-an] gAM 
ḫa-ma-an-kán-du nu MUnUS.
LUgAL a-pád-da-ya AQ-BI ŠEŠ.
MEŠ-ŠU-NU-wa-aš-ši egir-an-
da (65′) [ti-ya-an-]zi ma-a-an-ma-at 
A-NA ŠEŠ-YA UL ZI-za nu A-NA 
ŠEŠ-YA Zi-ni lu-pa-aš-tin dÙ-mi

(57′–65′) (It was?) my personal deity 
who did it. And when the Sun 
goddess of Arinna (together with) 
the Storm god, Ḫebat, and Šauška 
made <me> Queen, she joined me 
with your brother, and I produced 
sons and daughters, so that the 
people of Ḫatti often speak of my 
experience? and capacity for nur-
ture?. You, my brother, know this. 
Furthermore, when I entered the 
royal household, the princesses I 
found in the household also gave 
birth under my care. I raised them 
(i.e., their children), and i also 
raised those whom I found already 
born. I made them military offi-
cers—may my personal deity …! 
And may the gods likewise endow 
the daughter whom I will give to 
my brother with the Queen’s expe-
rience? and capacity for nurture?! 
And i, the Queen, spoke thereby: 
Her brothers will be concerned for 
her.” If this is not acceptable to 
my brother, will I do anything dis-
pleasing to my brother? 

(rev. 1) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu ku-it kiš-an 
TÀŠ-PUR giM-an-wa-mu dUMU.

(rev. 1) Concerning the fact that you, 
my brother, wrote to me as follows:
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MUnUS pa-ra-a [p]é-eš-ti nu-wa-
ták-kán A-WA-TEMEŠ ku-i-e ZI-ni 
(rev. 2) nu-wa-ra-at-mu ma-a-an 
ḫa-at-ra-a-ši-ya nu-wa-ra-at-mu 
a-pí-[y]a ŠU-PUR nu a-pa-a-aš 
me-mi-ya-aš i-wa-ar [Še]Š-YA (rev. 

3) MUnUS.LUgAL ku-it I-NA 
KUr URUA-mur-ri ú-ez-zi ma-an-
ni-in-ku-wa-aḫ-mi-at-ta nu-kán 
A-NA MUnUS.LUgAL (rev. 4) ku-
i-e A-WA-TEMEŠ ZI-ni na-at A-NA 
ŠEŠ-YA a-pé-ez-za ḫa-at-ra-a-mi 
ŠEŠ-YA-ma-at-za UL mar-ki-ši ma-
la-ši-at-za (rev. 5) giM-an-na-kán 
A-NA ŠEŠ-YA dUMU.MUnUS 
Úr-ši a-ri nu-za-k[á]n ke-e iniM.
MeŠ MUnUS.LUgAL a-pí-ya-ya 
(rev. 6) GAM-RA-TI

(rev. 1) “When you turn over the 
daughter to me, then write to me 
about the matters which might be 
on your mind and which you might 
wish to write to me about.” (rev. 

2) this message is just what one 
would expect from my brother! 
(rev. 3) Since the Queen is coming 
to Amurru, I will be in your vicin-
ity, (rev. 3) and from there I will 
write to my brother whatever mat-
ters are on the Queen’s mind. (rev. 

4) You, my brother, will not disap-
prove of them; you will approve 
of them. (rev. 5) When the daughter 
arrives for my brother’s embrace, 
these matters of the Queen will be 
settled.

(rev. 7) ŠEŠ-YA-mu ku-it kiš-an TÀŠ- 
PUR NIN-YA-wa-mu IŠ-PUR 
dUMU.MUnUS KUr URUKar-du- 
ni-ya-aš-wa ku-iš KUr URUMi-iz- 
ri-i (rev. 8) pí-ya-an-za e-eš-ta nu-
wa-aš-ši giM-an LÚ.MeŠ ṬE�-ME 
egir-an-da pa-a-er nu-wa-ra-at 
egir-pa IŠ-TU É? a-ra-an-ta-at 
(rev. 9) [nu-mu] ku-u-un me-mi-ya-
an LÚ ṬE�-MU LUgAL KUr 
URUKar-an-du-ni-ya<-aš> m.dEN.
LÍL-en.UKÙ.MeŠ me-mi-iš-ta 
(rev. 10) [am-mu]-uk-ma me-mi-ya-
an ku-it AŠ-MI ma-a-na-an A-NA 
ŠEŠ-YA Ú-UL AŠ-PUR ki-nu-un- 
ma-mu-za ŠEŠ-YA ku-it mar-ki-
ya-at (rev. 11) na-at Ú-UL nam-ma 
i-ya-mi A-NA ŠEŠ-YA ku-iš Zi-[ni] 
lu-um-pa-aš-ti-iš am-mu-uk-ma-an 
A-NA ŠEŠ-YA UL nam-ma i-ya-mi 
(rev. 12) ma-a-an Ú-UL ku-it I-DE

(rev. 7) Concerning what you, my  
brother, wrote to me as follows:  
“My sister wrote to me: (rev. 

7–8) ‘When messengers traveled 
to visit the daughter of Babylonia 
who had been given to Egypt, they 
were left standing outside!’” (rev. 

9) enlil-bēl-nišē, messenger of the 
king of Babylonia, told me this. 
(rev. 10) Because I heard his infor-
mation, (rev. 10) should I not have 
written about it to my brother? 
(rev. 10) But now that about which 
my brother has now expressed his 
disapproval to me (rev. 11) I will not 
again do. I will not again do to my 
brother anything that displeases 
him. (rev. 12) If I do not know some-
thing, (rev. 12) I might do such a 
displeasing thing to my brother. 
(rev. 12) But because I already know, 
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nu A-NA ŠEŠ-YA lu-um-[pa-aš-ti]-
in a-pu-u-un dÙ-mi ka-ru-ú-ma 
ku-it I-DE (rev. 13) nu A-NA ŠEŠ-YA 
lu-um-pa-aš-ti-in Ú-UL-pát i-ya[-
mi ki-nu-na]-ya I-DE ku-it-za KUr 
URUMi-iz-ri KUr URUḪa-at-ti-ya 
(rev. 14) �-EN KUr-TUM ki-ša-ri 
ma-a-an-ma A-NA KUr URUMi-
iz-ri[-i? …] Ú-UL iš-ḫi-ú-ul nu 
MUnUS.LUgAL a-pád-da-ya 
I-DE (rev. 15) giM-at am-me-el 
dUgUd-ni ḫa-an-da-aš i-ya-[ši 
nu-mu-kán] dingir-LUM ku-
iš ke-e-da-ni pé-di ti-it-ta-nu-ut 
(rev. 16) nu-mu-kán Ú-UL ku-it-ki 
ši-wa-ri-ya-[zi nu-mu-kán] aš-šu-
la-an Ú-UL ši-wa-ri-ya-at (rev. 17) 
nu-mu-za LÚḪA-DA-NU dUMU[.
MUNUS-YA . . . . . . . da-at-ti]

(rev. 13) I will certainly not do any-
thing displeasing to my brother. 
(rev. 13) And now I know that Egypt 
and Ḫatti will become a single 
country. (rev. 14) Even if for the land 
of egypt … is not a treaty, (rev. 

14) the Queen knows thereby how 
you will conclude it out of consid-
eration for my dignity. (rev. 15) The 
deity who installed me in this place 
does not deny me anything. (rev. 

16) He/She has not denied me hap-
piness. (rev. 17) You, as son-in-law, 
will take my daughter in marriage.

(rev. 18) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-za ku-it-ma-an 
x[-…] (rev. 19) na-ak-ki-ya ḫa-at-
ri-iš[-ki-…] (rev. 20) nu-mu-kán 
a-pu-u-uš-ša x[-…] (rev. 21) nu-mu-
kán dUMU.MeŠ-YA ku-i-[…] (rev. 

22) am-me-el-la-mu-kán […]

(rev. 18–22) While my daughter … 
to an important … writes … And 
these to me …… Which of my 
children … my …

Commentary

obv. 10 Using Singer’s restoration and translation (1998, 537–38): “. . . 
that the house of the land of Ḫatti is a house transferred” instead of the earlier 
[. . . na-at ar?-ḫa? wa?-a]r-nu-wa-an É-e[r] “[it is [a bu]rned [down] house.” 

obv. 12 Starke (apud Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 201) suggests that the 
“daughter of heaven and earth” refers to the daughter of the Hittite royal 
couple, Ḫattušili iii and Puduḫepa, as the pendant of the divine pair Storm 
god of Heaven and Sun goddess of Arinna. 

obv. 16 edited in CHd L–n, 411 (natta b 2′ a′ 1′′). 
obv. 39 edited in CHd L–n, 412 (natta b 2′ c’). 
obv. 65 edited in CHd lumpasti- a.
rev. 2 on iwar ŠEŠ-YA Hoffner 1993a, 47 (example 60). 
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rev. 7–17 is discussed in de Martino and imparati 1995, 106, where the 
authors write: 

Certainly, it is possible that Babylonian princesses were always the victims 
of bad luck. It seems more plausible to us, however, to think that Puduḫepa 
was reusing an episode from the past, which must have been well known in 
Near Eastern court circles. Her purpose was to procure an important posi-
tion in the Egyptian court for her daughter, emphasizing to the Pharaoh the 
poor reputation he had with other courts as to how foreign princesses taken 
as brides to Egypt ended up. The fact that Puduḫepa specifies even the name 
of the Babylonian ambassador [enlil-bēl-nišē] who would have told her the 
story is not necessarily a sign of veracity, but the use of real elements can 
function to give verisimilitude to her tale. 

rev. 11–13 edited in CHd lumpasti- a.

99. KUB 26.91 
From the King of Aḫḫiyawa to the Hittite King

Text: Bo 1485. Find spot: Unknown. Copy: KUB 26.91. Edition: Sommer 
1932, 268–74; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 319–20 (no. 219). Discussion: (older 
discussions listed in CtH 183); Starke 1981a (on guršawar “island”); Ünal 
1991, 20; de Martino 1996, 30–33; Klengel 1999, 105 [A4?]; taracha 2001, 
419–22; Bachvarova 2002, 32; gurney 2002, 135; freu 2004a, 293–99; 
Miller 2005, 285 n. 5 (on Kammenhuber’s correct identification of the 
sender); f. Starke apud rutherford 2006, 5 n. 10; Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 
�96 n. �9.

Sommer and Starke have both made considerable conjectural restora-
tions that i do not feel sufficiently confident to assume here. in the following 
i am heavily indebted to an as-yet-unpublished manuscript of Craig Melchert. 
What does seem clear is the following. Because of a diplomatic marriage 
(ḫamakta in line 9) between the great grandfather of the king of Aḫḫiyawa, 
perhaps named Kagamunaš, and an Aššuwan princess, it appears that the 
king of Aḫḫiyawa claims the right to these islands, perhaps because they 
were ceded to his ancestor as part of the woman’s dowry (iwāru). But then 
the Hittite king tudḫaliya, the great grandfather of the addressee, conquered 
Aššuwa (line 9). And from this point on in the letter its damaged state does 
not permit us to follow the train of thought. 

This tablet is probably a translation into Hittite of a communication 
exchanged between trusted bilingual emissaries at the common border 
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between Aḫḫiyawan and Hittite territory. it is not a translation into Hittite 
made by a scribe at the court of the Aḫḫiyawan king, but one made by the 
Hittite emissary and conveyed by him to the court of Ḫattuša and deliv-
ered together with his oral recollections of the communication from the 
Aḫḫiyawan emissary.

this fragmentary text is a letter of an Aḫḫiyawan king to his Hittite 
counterpart, whom he regards on equal terms as great King, calling him “my 
brother” (obv. 1, rev. 14′, 15′). i agree with de Martino (1996) and tara-
cha (2001, 418–19) that the letter alludes to the events recounted also in the 
Manapa-tarḫunta letter KUB 19.5 + KBo 19.79 (text 100): that is, the smit-
ing of [the] land of Lazpa (Lesbos) by Atpā of Millawanda at the instigation 
of Piyama-radu. This incident involved the ṢARIPŪTU-men of Manapa-
tarḫunta and the Hittite king, who claim that they came to the island “across 
the sea” (line 16) and now accept this change of suzerain. these operations of 
Millawandan troops on the offshore islands controlled by Manapa-tarḫunta, 
Hittite vassal in the Šeḫa river Land, were probably prior to the Alakšandu 
treaty and took place during the reign of Muwattalli ii. the Aḫḫiyawan ruler 
was aware of these actions and accepted them.

The preserved part of the letter mentions “islands” (guršawara) that the 
king of Aḫḫiyawa claims and that the Hittite king claims that the Storm god 
gave (paiš) to him, that, allowed his armies to conquer. that the addressee, 
whose words are quoted in lines 5–7, is in fact the Hittite king, is argued by 
gurney (2002, 135) on the basis of this very statement that the Storm god—
the main Hittite male deity—gave the islands to him.

(obv. 1) [UM-MA m… LUgAL.gAL 
LUgA]L? KUr URUAḫ-ḫi-ya-w[a 
… A-NA mx-x-x-x LUgAL.gAL 
LUgAL KUr Ḫat-ti ŠeŠ-YA QÍ-
BÍ-MA] 

(1) thus speaks Pn, great King, 
King of the land of Aḫḫiyawa: Say 
to PN�, great King, King of the 
land of Ḫatti, my brother:

(2) [… I-NA] k]u?-e-ša-an x[…] 
(3) […]x-x ku-ru-ur iš-tar-na 
[ki-ša-at …] (4) [x-x] ki-ša-at nu 
ak-kán-ta-aš : ar-x[…] 

(2) … (3) hostility has broken out. … 
(4) has occurred. And the … of the 
dead …

(5) [x-]ra-a-an-ni MU.KAM-ti-mu 
ŠEŠ-YA ḫa-at-ra[-e-eš] ú[-uk-wa-
at-ták-kán tu-e-el : gur-ša-wa-ra 
Ú-UL ku-it-ki ar-ḫa da-aḫ-ḫu-un] 
(6) tu-e-el-wa : gur-ša-wa-ra ku-e 

(5) My brother, you wrote to me in 
the … year (as follows): “i did not 
take from you any of your islands. 
(6) Your islands which you call 
(your) inheritance from the King of 
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z[i-ik ŠA LUgAL KUr URUA-
aš-šu-wa i-wa-a-ru ḫal-ze-eš-ti 
nu-wa-ra-at] (7) dU ArAd-an-ni 
am-mu-uk pa-iš LUgAL KUrA-
a[š-šu-wa-ma A-NA LUgAL KUr 
Aḫ-ḫi-ya-wa a-aš-ši-ya-an-za 
e-eš-ta] (8) (eras.) m!Ka-ga-mu-na-
aš-za-kán A-BA A-BA A-B[I-YA? 
… a-pa-a-aš-ma-aš-ši-za dUMU.
MUNUS-SÚ] (9) pé-ra-an ḫa-ma-
ak-ta nu-za mtu-ud-ḫ[a-li-ya-aš 
A-BA A-BA A-BI-KA LUgAL 
KUr A-aš-šu-wa tar-aḫ-ta] (10) na-
an-za-an ArAd-na-aḫ-ta nu 
: ku[r-ša-wa-ra ka-ru-ú ŠA LUgAL 
KUr Aḫ-ḫi-ya-wa e-eš-ta-pát 
nu A-NA ŠEŠ-YA a-pád-da-an] 
(11) še-er ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-un A-[NA 
…] (12) Ù ŠA LUgAL KUrAḫ-ḫi-
y[a-wa …] (13) an-ni-ša-an-ma[…] 
(14) LUgAL KUrA-aš-šu-w[a…] 
(15) nu-kán d[u-…] (16) I-NA KUr 
URU[…] (17) me-na-aḫ-ḫa[-an-da 
…] (18) ke-e-x[…] (19) A-NA[ …] 
(Break)

Aššuwa, (7) the Storm god gave 
them to me as subjects.” now 
the King of Aššuwa was on good 
terms with the King of Aḫḫiyawa, 
(8) so that my great grandfather, 
Kagamuna, … (8) and had pre-
viously married his daughter. 
(9) tudḫaliya, your great grandfa-
ther, defeated the King of Aššuwa, 
(10) and made him a subject. the 
islands? previously belonged to the 
King of Aḫḫiyawa. So I wrote to my 
brother about that matter. (11) And 
… and of the king of Aḫḫiyawa … 
(13) Previously … (14) the king of 
Aššuwa … (15) … (16) in the land of 
… (17) opposite … (18) this/these … 
(19) to …

(rev. 2) [n]am-ma […] (rev. 3) nu 
ArAd-Y[A …] (rev. 4) an-da x[…] 
(rev. 5) egir-pa x[…] rev. (6) [ZA]g-
aš-ši x[…] (rev. 7) [Ḫ]UL-lu ku[…] 
(rev. 8) [a]m-me-el an-n[a?-…] (rev. 9) 
[I]Š-TU KUrMi-e[l-la-wa-an-da …] 
(rev. 10) [U]n-ša-an Un.MeŠ[ …] 
(rev. 11) [I-]NA QA-QA-RI-Y[A …] 

(rev. 2–11) then … And my servant 
……… back/again … the border 
… evil … my … from Millawanda 
… person, people … in my terri-
tory …

(rev. 12) am-mu-uk-ma-an-kán[ …] 
(rev. 13) ŠEŠ-YA uš-ke nam[-ma …] 
(rev. 14) [x] ŠeŠ-YA ArAd.MeŠ![ 
…] 

(rev. 12–14) But i … him/it. My 
brother, see … then … my brother, 
the servants … 

(Tablet breaks away here)
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100. KUB 19.5 + KBo 19.79 
To King Muwattalli II from  

Manapa-Tarḫunta of the Šeḫa River Land 

Text: VAt 7454 + Bo 2561 + 1481/u. Find spot: temple i (Lower City). 
Copy: KUB 19.5 + KBo 19.79. Edition: Houwink ten Cate 1983–1984, 38–
6�. Discussion: Heinhold-Krahmer 1977, 173–75, 208, 210, 222–23, 309; 
1983, 85, 93; 1999, 580; 2004, 37–38; neu 1983, 287 n. 12 (on mKaš-šú-ú-uš, 
line 24); Beal 1992, 470; gurney 1992, 220–21; Starke 1997, 453; Hawkins 
1998b, 16 n. 67, 23 n. 137; Klengel 1999, 203 [A5.1]; easton et al. 2002, 99; 
Bryce 2003a, 38 n. 14, 71; 2003b, 123, 208; 2006, 182; Altman 2004, 146–
47; freu 2004a, 300–301; de Martino 2005a; 2006, 168–70. ee especially 
Singer 2008b for the identity of the LÚ.MeŠ ṢĀRIPŪTI as “purple-dyers,” 
and their mission to Lazpa.

The Šeḫa river Land was a kingdom belonging to the group of west-
ern Anatolian lands called the “Arzawa lands.” It occupied one of the river 
valleys lying north of Milawata or Millawanda (Miletos). the river in ques-
tion was probably either the Caicos or the Hermos, if not the Maeander (see, 
e.g., gurney 1992, 220–21). from the additional text provided by the join we 
learn that a Hittite army on its way to Wiluša had to pass through the Šeḫa 
river Land. given the likely route taken, Wiluša must therefore have been 
situated north of the Šeḫa river Land in the troad. Close by Wiluša was one 
of its dependencies, the offshore island of Lazpa (Lesbos).���

Manapa-tarḫunta had broken his allegiance to Ḫatti in the early days of 
Muršili ii’s reign. He had avoided Hittite retaliation by a last-minute capitu-
lation, when a Hittite army under Muršili’s command reached his gates and 
was preparing to take his city by storm. Muršili relented and refrained from 
action when Manapa-tarḫunta’s mother came out of the city and begged for 
mercy on her son’s behalf. Muršili reaffirmed his status as a Hittite vassal, 
and after this he appears to have remained loyal. As time passed, however, 
Manapa-tarḫunta had become increasingly less effective in the advancement 
of Hittite interests in his area. 

Sometime during the early part of the reign of Muršili’s successor 
Muwattalli, Manapa-tarḫunta suffered a humiliating defeat at the hands of 
Piyama-radu (see line 7), who installed Atpā of Millawanda over him in a 
supervisory capacity. 

In the broken lines that begin the preserved part of this fragment of a 
letter, a Hittite army was led into the area to deal with a threat in Wiluša—
either a local rebellion or an attack upon Wiluša attempting to detach it from 
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allegiance to Ḫatti. this is mentioned in the past tense (“brought,” line 3). 
Immediately, Manapa-tarḫunta makes a statement in the present tense (“[i, 
howe]ver, am ill. i am seriously ill.��� Illness (6) has [pro]strated me!,” lines 
5–6). Because of this change of tense, it is unclear if, as has been suggested, 
the illness was his excuse for not participating with the Hittite army in the 
campaign to Wiluša. de Martino (2006, 169) understands the illness as his 
reason for not being able to repulse the atacks of Piyama-radu and Atpā on 
the island of Lazpa (= Lesbos). neither view can truly be proven. 

The meaning of the term LÚ.MEŠṢARIPŪTI has been thoroughly dis-
cussed by Singer (2008b). He has put forward a convincing case that these 
are “purple-dyers,” and that their mission to Lazpa was to make a presenta-
tion of purple-dyed stuffs to the unnamed deity on that island. 

(1) [A-NA dUTU-ŠI EN-Y]A? QÍ-
BI-MA U[M-M]A mMa-na-pa-dU 
ArAd-KA-MA

(1) to His Majesty, my lord, speak! 
Thus says Manapa-tarḫunta, your 
servant!

(2) [ka-a-ša-kán ŠÀ KUr-]TI ḫu-u-
ma-an Sig5-in

(2) At present all is well in the 
country.

(3) [mo o o o o o ]��� ú-it ÉRIN.
MEŠ KUrḪat-ti-ya ú-wa-te-et 
(4) [na-at o o o ]x-an egir-pa 
KUrWi5-lu-ša gUL-u-wa-an-zi pa-
a-er (5) [am-mu-uk-m]a iš-tar-ak-zi 
gig-zi-ma-mu ḪUL-lu gig-aš-mu 
(6) [me?-ek?-ki?]��� ta-ma-aš-ša-an 
ḫar-zi

(3) ….… came … and brought Hit-
tite troops with him. (4) And they 
.…. went back to the country of 
Wiluša in order to attack (it). (5) I, 
however, am ill. I am seriously 
ill.245 Illness (6) has prostrated me!

(7) [mPí-ya-m]a-ra-du-uš-ma-mu 
giM-an lu-ri-ya-aḫ-ta nu-mu-kán 
mAt-pa-a-an (8) [o o o o] UgU��6 
ti-it-ta-nu-ut nu KUrLa-az-pa-an 
gUL-aḫ-ta (9) [o o o LÚ].MEŠṢA-RI-
PU-TI ku-e-eš ku-e-eš am-mi-el 
e-še-er (10) [nu-uš-ši-kán ḫ]u-u-ma-
an-du-uš-pát an-da ḫa-an-da-er ŠA 
dUTU-ŠI-ya ku-e-eš [ku-e-eš e-še-
er] (11) [o o LÚ.MEŠṢA-R]I-PU-TI 
na-at-kán ḫu-u-ma-an-du-uš-pát

(7) When Piyama-radu had humili-
ated me, set up Atpā (8–9) over? 
me, and attacked (the country of) 
Lazpa, (10) all of the purple-dyers 
without exception who were mine 
joined with him. And all of the 
purple-dyers of His Majesty with-
out exception joined with him. (12) 
And x-x-ḫuḫa, the domestic and 
table man, who had been (13) put in 
charge? of the purple-dyers,
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an-da ḫa-an-da-er (12) [ o o o (-?)] 
ḫu-ḫa-aš ku-iš LÚAMA.A.TU LÚ 

<giŠ>BANŠUR A-NA LÚ.MEŠṢE-RI-
PU-TE-kán (13) [an?-da? ú?-e?-] 
ri?-ya-an-za e-eš-ta nu-kán a-pu-u-
uš-ša an-da Si×SÁ-at (14) [m o - o 
-]x247-ḫu-ḫa-aš LÚ.MEŠṢE-RI-PU- 
TE-ma A-NA mAt-pa-a kiš-ša-an 
(15) [ar-ku-w]a-ar i-[e-]er an-za- 
aš-wa-an-na-aš ar-kam-ma-na-al-
li-uš? (16) [nu-wa-kán] A.AB.BA 
p[ár-ra-]an-ta ú-wa-u-en nu-wa- 
an-na-aš ar-kam-ma-an (17) [píd-
da-u-]e-ni nu-wa mŠi-ig-ga-ú-na-aš 
wa-aš-ta-aš (18) [an-za-aš-ma-w]a 
Ú-UL ku-it?-ki i-[y]a-u-en nu-uš-
ma-aš giM-an (19) [ar-kam-m]a-an 
ar-ku-wa-a[r] �i-e�-er mAt-pa-a- 
aš-ma-wa<-ra>-aš (20) [Ú-UL] ar-
nu-ut ma-a-an-wa-ra-[aš a]r-ḫa 
tar-ni-iš-ta (21) [mPí-ya-ma]-ra-du-
uš-ma-[aš-š]i? mŠi-[ig-ga-ú-n]a-an 
IŠ-PUR nu-uš-ši kiš-ša-an  
(22) [me-mi-iš-]ta tu-uk-wa dU-aš! 

[pí-i]a-na-it egir-pa-wa-ra-aš ku-
wa-at (23) [pé-eš-ti] mAt-pa-a-aš-ma 
giM-an iniM mP[í-i]a-ma-ra-du 
IŠ-ME (24) [na-aš] egir-pa Ú-UL 
pé-eš-ta k[i-n]u-na-kán giM-an 
mKaš-šú-ú-uš (25) [ka-a an-da] 
a?-ar-aš mKu-pa-an-ta-dL[AMMA-
aš-m]a A-NA mAt-pa-a IŠ-PUR 
(26) [LÚ.MEŠṢA-RI-PU-T]IḪi.A-wa 
ku-e-eš ŠA dU[TU-ŠI] a-pí-ya 
(27) [nu-wa-ra-aš ar-ḫa] tar-ni! nu 
LÚ.MEŠṢA-RI-P[U-TI ŠA] dingir.
MeŠ ku-e-eš ŠA dUTU-ŠI[-ya] 
(28) [ku-e-eš e-še-er n]a-aš ḫu-u- 
ma-a[n-du-uš-pát ar]-ḫa [tar]-na-aš 
(29) [nu-mu mKu-pa-a]n-ta-

x-x-ḫuḫa made those too meet 
(with him). (14) However, …-ḫuḫa 
(and) the purple-dyers addressed a 
petition (15) to Atpā in the follow-
ing words: “We are purple-dyers? 
(to the Hittite king?) (16) and we 
came across the sea. Let us pres-
ent (17) (our) purple-dyed stuffs! 
Šiggauna rebelled,249 (18) but we 
did nothing whatsoever!” And 
when they (19) had made their 
purple-dyed stuffs (the subject of) 
a petition, Atpā (20) did not carry 
them off. He would have let them 
go home, (21) but Piyama-radu 
dispatched Šiggauna to him and 
spoke to him (22) in this manner: 
“the Storm god presented to you 
a boon, why should you (now) 
(23) give them back?” When 
Atpā in his turn heard the word 
of Piyama-radu, (24) he did not 
return them to me. But now, when 
Kaššū (25) arrived here, Kupanta-
LAMMA sent a message to Atpā: 
(26) “the purple-dyers of His Maj-
esty who are there (with you), (27)  
let them go home!” And he (Atpā) 
let the purple-dyers who belong 
to the gods (i.e., to the temple[s]), 
and  (28) who belong to His Majesty 
all (of them) without exception go 
home. (29) And Kupanta-LAMMA 
wrote to me as follows: (30) “We 
did what you said to me, (31) ‘Write 
to Atpā about the purple-dyers!’ 
To Atpā (32) I did write about the 
purple-dyers!” (33) … he shall/did 
… .  the basket-weavers. (34) to 
Kupanta-LAMMA
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d[LAMMA-aš kiš-ša-an IŠ-]PUR 
(long eras.) (30) [nu-wa i-ya-u-
en] tu-uk[-wa-mu ku-it TÁQ]-BI 
(31) [A-NA mAt-pa-a-wa … ŠU?-
]PUR A-NA mAt-pa-a-wa (32) [… 
AŠ-PU]R (33) […] LÚAd.Kid-
ta-ra-aš-wa-<ra->aš-kán (34) [… 
A-N]A mKu-pa-an-ta-dLAMMA 
(35) […] en-YA x (36) [… egi]r-pa 
gUL-ḫu-un

(35) … my lord (36) … i raided again 
(or: i undertook a counter-raid ).

(Breaks off)

Commentary

22 Šiggauna’s word to Atpā in line �� echo the words of the king of 
Aḫḫiyawa quoted just above.

101. KUB 14.3  
From King Ḫattušili III to the King of Aḫḫiyawa  

(“Tawagalawa Letter”)

Text: VAT 669�. Find spot: Unknown. Photo: Forrer �9�9, Tafel I–II; 
Sommer �9��, pl. I–II. Copy: KUB 14.3. Edition: forrer 1929, 95–232; 
Sommer �9��, �–�9�. Translation: garstang and gurney 1959, 111–14; 
Bernabé and Álvarez-Pedrosa 2004, 246–50; Miller 2006, 240–47. Discus-
sion: more extensive treatments: Page 1959; Huxley 1960; Macqueen 1968; 
Bryce 1979; 2003a, 76–78, 82, 85; 2003b, 65, 199–212; Bryce 2003c; güterbock 
1983 (reprinted in Hoffner 1997h, 201–4); Heinhold-Krahmer 1983, 81–97; 
1984 (reprinted in Hoffner 1997h, 205–10); 1990 (reprinted in Hoffner 1997h, 
211–16); 1992 (reprinted in Hoffner 1997h, 217–22); Singer 1983b; Popko 1984 
(dating); Heinhold-Krahmer 1986, 2002, 2004; Ünal 1991; Starke 1997; Parker 
1999 (on the text, esp. i 71–74 and ii 61–62); gurney 2002. Shorter notes on 
the text: Alparslan 2005, 34–37; Bachvarova 2002, 36–37; Bryce 2003c, 65 
n. 17; Cohen 2001, 79 n. 35; 2002, 119–20, 126–27; de Martino and imparati 
2001, 352; 2006, 170–71; de roos 2005, 54–55; easton et al. 2002, 97, 
99–100; freu 1992, 82–83; 2004a, 307; goedegebuure 2002, 67–68; Hagen-
buchner 1989b, 318–19 (no. 216)); Hajnal 2003, 38 n. 55; Hawkins 1998b, 
17 n. 73, 23 n. 136, 28–29 n. 176, 181; Heinhold-Krahmer et al. 1979, 175–
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76; 1983, 88; 2001, 192; 2004, 38; Hoffmann 1992, 289–90; Hoffner 2007, 
393; Jasink 2003, 274 n. 21; 2005, 211 n. 10 (KUB 14.3 is miswritten as 
KUB 19.3); Klengel 1999, 206 [B7], 246 [A23]; Mountjoy 1998, 48; Singer 
1983b, 212; Starke 1990, 127, 377. 

It needs to be said at the outset that the term “Tawagalawa letter,” by 
which this text has long been known, is a misnomer on two counts, as Hein-
hold-Krahmer (2002, 359–60) and Bryce (2003b, 203) have pointed out. 
Firstly, although his name occurs a few times in this text, Tawagalawa is 
a peripheral figure, by no means the main subject, which is Piyama-radu. 
Secondly, although the text is clearly intended to lay out argumentation to 
be communicated to the king of Aḫḫiyawa and uses the correct diplomatic 
forms (such as “my brother”), the layout of the material on the tablet (two 
columns on each side of a multi-tablet composition) is unprecedented with 
letters and points rather in the direction of a preparatory draft, or, as Hein-
hold-Krahmer suggests,251 a briefing document for the envoy(s) who will go 
to the court of the king of Aḫḫiyawa and present the Hittite king’s case (but 
see above in §1.2.8). But despite this—to me quite convincing—argument 
that KUB 14.3 is not, properly speaking, a “letter,” it belongs in the present 
collection as an example of a document type that doubtless on many occa-
sions provided the material and the argumentation for the composing of a 
lengthy diplomatic letter. 

As can be seen from the lengthy bibliography above, this tablet has 
occasioned more animated discussion than any other single tablet in the 
Hittite collection. it was first read and discussed by the Assyriologist-Hit-
titologist emil forrer in the 1920s. forrer was excited by having before him 
the first contemporaneous documentary testimony to the historical exis-
tence of figures from the ancient epic traditions of the greeks surrounding 
the trojan War. He understood Tawagalawa to be a Hittite approximation 
of the Mycenean greek name etewoklewes (eteocles). His enthusiasm, as 
well as the generally rudimentary knowledge of Hittite grammar and lexi-
con in those early days, led him to make many minor mistakes and made it 
easier for sharp-eyed critics and skeptics—among them especially ferdinand 
Sommer—to lampoon his ideas. for decades thereafter forrer’s ideas about 
Myceneans in Hittite texts were generally ignored. But in the last decades of 
the twentieth century new evidence and the careful reevaluation of old evi-
dence led a number of leading scholars, among them H. g. güterbock and O. 
r. gurney, to advocate an improved version of them.
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the tAbLet

This tablet was excavated during the period when Hugo Winckler and 
Makridi were directing the excavations, and information regarding the 
findspot of the tablet is unfortunately lacking. the tablet is presently in the 
holdings of the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin. 

the tablet’s colophon bears the scribe’s annotation “tablet 3, (composi-
tion) complete,” indicating that the tablet was the third and last of a lengthy 
text. its author was a Hittite king of the first half of the thirteenth century. On 
historical grounds most consider this king to have been Ḫattušili iii (ruled 
ca. 1267–1237), but some (e.g., Ünal 1991 and gurney 2002) think it was his 
older brother, Muwattalli ii (who ruled ca. 1295–1272). Both the paleogra-
phy and orthography of the tablet favor a dating in the reign of Ḫattušili iii 
(Hoffner 1982b: 134, 136–37 n. 27; Popko 1984). the text is addressed to an 
unnamed king of Aḫḫiyawa, a major power at the time in far western Ana-
tolia and the offshore islands, most likely an extension of Mycenean greece. 
For a thorough discussion of the identity of the author and addressee see 
gurney 2002. 

Since the first and second tablets are missing, we lack the crucial open-
ing lines of the text, identifying both sender and addressee. Because this third 
tablet is in places badly preserved, some more optimistic interpreters have 
been led to make bold and conjectural restorations. i agree with Miller, who 
pursued what some might call a “minimalistic” treatment:

As subsequently discovered join pieces to other edited texts have often 
shown, the restorations of the modern scholar are often incorrect, mislead-
ing, or at the least inaccurate. For this reason only the most obvious res-
torations will be accepted here and more daring ones avoided where pos-
sible.252

the LocAtIon oF AḪḪIyAWA

today the majority opinion is that the land of Aḫḫiyawa is to be identi-
fied with the area of control of the Mycenean greeks, which included parts 
of the western coast of Asia Minor. There is still no agreement as to the 
location of the center of the kingdom of Aḫḫiyawa, whether on mainland 
Anatolia, on an off-shore island, or in some part of mainland greece. nor is 
there unanimity on the location of some key geographical terms relating to 
the western coast of Anatolia, especially Wiluša and taruiša. 

the Aḫḫiyawan king who is addressed in this text would appear to be 
overseas, either in the greek isles (rhodes is a favorite suggestion), or—
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less likely—in mainland greece (either thebes or Mycenae), not visiting 
his overseas possessions on the coast of Asia Minor itself. The Hittite king 
cannot, therefore, meet face-to-face with him, since Hittite royalty and mili-
tary assiduously avoided sea travel.253 But he can communicate in writing 
and via the oral elaborations of his messengers.

As for the geographical extent of Anatolian Aḫḫiyawa, Mountjoy (1998) 
favors what she calls “the southern Interface,” which would include coastal 
points south of Miletus, with the governmental center and the royal palace on 
Rhodes. Miletos (= Hittite Millawanda), at the north end of this interface

seems to have been a thriving port geographically isolated from interior 
Anatolia. Indeed, although Mursili II raided it . . ., he seems not to have been 
able to hold it, probably owing to difficulties of communication with the in-
terior. . . . I suggest that . . . [in Muršili ii’s reign] it was already part of Ahhi-
yawa, although this cannot be proven from the Hittite texts. By the reign of 
Hattusili III [the time of the “tawagalawa letter”] it is clear that Ahhiyawa 
did control Millawanda/Miletos and that its king was a great King in con-
trast to the Kings of Mira and the Seha River Land who have vassal status. 
People escape by ship to Ahhiyawa, and from it conduct raids on Hittite 
vassal territory, which also suggests it must be close by. That Tawagalawa, 
the brother of the great King, was in Millawanda, but that Atpa governed it 
also indicates that the seat of government for Ahhiyawa was not in Miletos, 
but on one of the off-shore islands. The language spoken would presum-
ably have been Luvian. The pivotal points of Ahhiyawa were the harbour 
at Miletos and the control of the Marmara straits by Trianda/Ialysos, the 
route used by shipping to and from the greek Mainland and the near east, 
since a detour round Rhodes would have involved sailing through the heavy 
seas between Karpathos and rhodes. trianda/ialysos may have acted as an 
emporium for this trade. (1998, 51)

Others disagree with this location for the governmental center,254 preferring 
somewhere on mainland greece .

the Aḫḫiyawan king has scribes at his disposal who are able to write in 
cuneiform on clay tablets that were sent to the Hittite king (Heinhold-Krah-
mer 2007b, 192, citing i 55, iii 63, iv 18, and iv 32).

Since the messengers of the king are themselves persons of high rank, 
sometimes even blood relatives of the king (Singer �98�a, 9–��; and Hagen-
buchner 1989a, 17 [with literature]), they were well qualified to elaborate on 
the wishes of their sovereign. That in the process sometimes the real words 
and wishes of the sovereign were falsified can be seen from a passage in the 
current text (iv 32–57, on which see Sommer 1932, 179–88; and Hagenbuch-
ner 1989a, 8–9 with n. 16). See also text 94: 1–6 and n. 29. 
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tawagalawa himself, who seems to be a brother of the Aḫḫiyawan king, 
appears from time to time in the city of Millawanda. It is still uncertain if 
he was still alive at the time the text was written, but he seems to have ruled 
over some of the Aḫḫiyawan possessions in Asia Minor. the Lukka Lands 
mentioned in the text are classical Lycia, and Wiluša is ilios/troy.

Piyama-radu was a contemporary of three Hittite kings: Muwattalli II, 
Muršili iii (Urḫi-teššub), and Ḫattušili iii. nowhere is he given the title 
“prince” (dUMU.LUgAL), but noble, perhaps royal, birth is presumed by 
his request for recognition by the Hittite sovereign as a vassal king.255 He 
has a brother named Laḫurzi and two sons-in-law (Atpā and Awayana). the 
latter two men are representatives resident in the city of Millawanda. Sommer 
and Bryce believe he was a rebellious Hittite dignitary. Forrer, Starke, and 
Heinhold-Krahmer see him as a western Anatolian vassal prince who was 
stirring up trouble for the Hittites. Starke thinks he was a scion of the dynasty 
of Arzawa removed by Muršili ii. He is not the same man who is mentioned 
in a letter to the Hittite king that was found at Ortaköy (text 88 in the present 
corpus) and dates to the end of the Middle Hittite period. 

Throughout the text the unnamed king of Aḫḫiyawa is addressed as “my 
brother,” the standard protocol address among sovereign kings of the time 
who were of equal rank. A subordinate king would never address a superior 
one using these words. in fact, in this very text (ii 13–15) the Hittite king 
refers to the king of Aḫḫiyawa as “my equal” (ammel annauliš).

the contents oF the thIrd tAbLet

The preserved text begins in the middle of an episode whose initial 
course was narrated at the end of the lost second tablet. 

Piyama-radu has been raiding the Lukka Lands and other territories, 
western dependencies of the Hittites. He had been carrying off groups of 
people, delivering them over to Anatolian representatives of the Aḫḫiyawan 
government. Bryce (2003a) thinks two groups were involved: one defecting 
willingly from the Hittite domain, and the other constrained by Piyama-radu, 
and that both were in the western coastal lands awaiting “transshipment” to 
mainland greece.

After Piyama-radu attacked Attarimma,256 representatives from the 
Lukka Lands asked Tawagalawa for help, and subsequently the Hittite king 
as well (i 3–5). the Hittite king went to Millawanda to apprehend Piyama-
radu. When he reached Šallapa, he received a message from Piyama-radu, 
asking to be taken as a Hittite vassal (ArAd “servant”) and escorted to the 
king’s presence by the appropriate royal representative for confirmation (i 
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6–8). But when the Hittite king complied, Piyama-radu rejected the royal 
representative (the crown prince) and demanded to be confirmed as a king on 
the spot. When the Hittite king then advanced to Waliwanda, he sent another 
message, demanding that Piyama-radu vacate the city of iyalanda (Alinda) 
and allow the king to recover his subjects there. But when the king reached 
Iyalanda, he was ambushed by Laḫurzi, Piyama-radu’s brother (i 22–31). 
Piyama-radu escaped from Millawanda by ship, probably to Aḫḫiyawa, and 
took with him his family and a large number of prisoners from the Hittite 
king’s vassal lands. Piyama-radu left his household in Aḫḫiyawa and used 
that country as a base from which to raid the Hittite vassal lands. It seems 
that Millawanda was under Aḫḫiyawan protection. the Hittite king claims 
that he did not enter Millawanda, but stopped at its border. Whereupon he 
wrote to Atpā, the ruler of Millawanda and the son-in-law of Piyama-radu, 
with complaints that Atpā should pass along to the king of Aḫḫiyawa. He 
suggested that a charioteer named dabala-tarḫunda, who had ridden on the 
same chariot with Tawagalawa as well as with the Hittite king, should go 
to Aḫḫiyawa and act as a hostage for the safe conduct of Piyama-radu. Lest 
the reader think that dabala-tarḫunta, who is styled a “charioteer” (LÚKAR-
TAPPU), would be expected to bring Piyama-radu back on his chariot, and 
thus be restricted to land travel, thus eliminating the possibility that Aḫḫiyawa 
was anywhere other than on the Anatolian mainland, Easton and Hawkins 
have pointed out:

it is well established that by the late Hittite empire ‘charioteers’ served as 
confidential agents (Singer 1983: 3–25. esp. 9), not simply as “drivers”, 
and in the cited context, contrary to what the unwary may have been led to 
believe, there is no reference to dabalatarhunda bringing Piyama-radu from 
Ahhiyawa by chariot. This may be contrasted with an earlier passage in the 
same letter, where the Hittite king observes that he sent the crown prince to 
fetch Piyama-radu from Millawanda with the instructions: “go, drive over, 
take him by the hand, mount him in a chariot with you and bring him before 
me” (i 68–70). Millawanda was on the mainland, but Ahhiyawa was not. 
(2002, 100)

The fact that Piyama-radu is continually raiding Hittite lands and then escap-
ing to Aḫḫiyawa suggested to Mountjoy that Aḫḫiyawa had to be close to the 
Anatolian Mainland, that is, on an offshore island (Mountjoy 1998, 48).

In the transliteration given below I have marked with the sign * correc-
tions to the KUB copy based upon either goetze’s own corrections published 
in KUB XiV or the photo published in Sommer 1932. in footnotes to the 
present edition, the abbreviation “g.” refers to these corrections of goetze’s 
in the front matter to KUB XiV.
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(i 1–15) 257 [nam-m]a?-aš pa-it nu 
URUAt-ta-ri-im-ma-a[n] ar-ḫa 
(2) [ḫar-g]a-nu-ut na-an ar-ḫa wa- 
ar-nu-ut IŠ-TU BÀd É.MeŠ 
LUgAL (3) [nu] A-NA mTa-wa-ga-
la-wa LÚ.MEŠ URULu-uk-ka�-a 
g[iM-]an Zi-ni (4) [a]r-nu-e-er 
na-aš ke-e-da-aš KUr-e-aš ú-et 
ú-uk-ka�306 QA-TAM-MA (5) ZI-ni 
ar-nu-e-er nu! ke-e-da-aš KUr-e-aš 
gAM ú-wa-nu-un (6) nu giM-an 
I-NA URUŠal-la-pa ar-ḫu-un nu-
m[u U]n-an igi-an-da (7) u-i-ya-at 
ArAd-an-ni-wa-mu da-a nu-wa-
mu LÚtu-uḫ-kán-ti-in (8) u-i-ya 
nu-wa-mu IT-TI dUTU-ŠI ú-wa-
te-ez-zi nu-uš-ši (9) LÚTAR-TE-NU 
u-i-ya-nu-un i-it-wa-ra-an-za-an-
kán A-NA giŠgigir (10) gAM-an 
ti-it-ta-nu-ut nu-wa-ra-an u-wa-ti 
a[-pa-a-š]a?-kán (11) LÚTAR-TE-
NU ka-ri-ya-nu-ut nu-za Ú-UL 
me-m[a-aš] LÚTAR-TE-NU-ma 
(12) Ú-UL A-NA LUgAL a-ya-
wa-la-aš ŠU-an-ma-an ḫa[r-ta?] 
nu-uš-ši-za egir-an (13) Ú-UL 
me-ma-aš na-an A-NA PA-NI 
KUr.KUr.MeŠ te-pa-wa-[a]ḫ-ta! 
nu a-pa-a-at nam-ma-pát IQ-BI 
LUgAL-UT-TA-wa-mu ka-a pé-
di-iš-ši (15) pa-a-i ma-a-an-wa 
Ú-UL-ma nu-wa Ú-UL ú-wa-m[i] 

1. (i 1–15) Next he258 went (there) 
and destroyed the town Attarimma, 
and burned it down including the  
fortification wall of the royal 
acropolis.259 (3–4) As the men of 
Lukka notified Tawagalawa,260 
so that he came into these lands. 
(4–5) they likewise notified me,�6� so 
that i (too) came down into these 
lands. When I reached the town 
Šallapa, he (i.e., Piyama-radu�6�) 
sent a man to meet me, (saying:) 
“take me as (your) vassal. Send 
the crown prince�6� to me, that he 
may escort me to Your Majesty.” 
(8–10) So I sent to him the crown 
prince, (saying:) “go stand him 
alongside yourself on the chariot, 
and escort him here.” (11–12) But 
he (i.e., Piyama-radu) snubbed�6� 
the crown prince, and said “no.” 
(11–15) Yet is not the crown prince 
the equivalent265 of the king? (The 
crown prince) held him by the 
hand,�66 but he said “no” to him 
and demeaned267 him in the pres-
ence of the lands. And (as if that 
were not enough,) he said this in 
addition: “give me kingship here 
on the spot. if you don’t, i will not 
come (to Ḫatti).”

(i 16) giM-an I-NA URUWa-li-wa-
an-da ar-ḫu-un nu-uš-ši AŠ-PUR 
(17) ma-a-an-wa am-me-el EN-UT-
TA ša-an-ḫe-eš-ke-ši nu-wa ka-a-ša 
(18) I-NA URUI-ya-la-an-da ku-it 
ú-wa-mi nu-wa-kán ŠÀ URU[i-y]a-
la-an-da (19) tu-e-el UN-an le-e 

2. (i 16–31) When I reached the town 
Waliwanda,�68 I sent (to Piyama-
radu) the following message: “if 
you are seeking my suzerainty, 
since I am coming to the town 
Iyalanda,�69 let me not find a 
single man of yours in the town
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ku-in-ki ú-e-mi-ya-mi [zi-i]k-ka�-
wa-za-kán (20) egir-pa an-da 
le-e ku-in-ki tar-na-at-ti ta-pa-
r[i-ya-wa]-mu-za-kán (21) le-e 
an-da ki-iš-ta-ti am-me-el-wa 
ArAd.MeŠ [ú-ki-la eg]ir?-an? 
(22) ša-an-aḫ-mi giM-an-ma I-NA 
URUi-ya-la-an-d[a ar-ḫu-un] (23) nu-
mu LÚ.KÚr 3 AŠ-RA za-aḫ-ḫi-ya 
ti-ya-at nu [2+]1? [ku-it AŠ-R]A? 
(24) ar-pu-u-wa-an nu-kán gÌr-
it ša-ra-a pa-a-u-u[n nu a-pí-ya] 
(25) LÚ.KÚr ḫu-ul-li-ya-nu-un 
nu-kán Un.MeŠ-tar a-pí-y[a? 
…] (26) mLa-ḫur-zi-<iš->ma-mu 
a-pé-el ŠeŠ-ŠU še-na-aḫ-ḫa [pé-
ra-an ti-iš-ke-et?] (27) nu ŠEŠ-YA 
pu-nu-uš-pát ma-a-an Ú-UL kiš-
an mL[a?���-ḫur-zi-iš-ma-k]án 
(28) za-aḫ-ḫi-ya an-da Ú-UL e-eš-ta 
am-mu-uk-ka�-an [I-NA ŠÀ-BI] 
(29) KUr URUI-ya-la-an-da Ú-UL 
AK-ŠU-UD a-pé-e[z-…] (30) ša-ku-
wa-aš-ša-ri iniM URUI-ya-la-an-da 
Ú-U[L-wa x - x] (31) I-NA URUI-ya-
la-an-da pa-a-i-mi

Iyalanda.270 You must not let 
anyone go back in, nor attach 
yourself to? (territory under) my 
command. (21) I personally look 
after my subjects.” (22) But when 
I reached Iyalanda, the enemy 
(i.e., Piyama-radu) offered battle 
to me in three places.271 Because 
the three? places272 were rugged 
(terrain), i made the ascent on 
foot and defeated the enemy there. 
And the populace … there.273 But 
his274 brother Laḫurzi was set-
ting275 an ambush ahead of me. 
My brother,276 just ask if it was not 
so.277 Was not Laḫurzi278 (himself) 
a participant in the battle? did i 
not find him in the midst of the 
land iyalanda? from that … in the 
whole matter Iyalanda: “I will not 
… go to the city Iyalanda.”

(i 32) nu-ut-ta ke-e ku-e INIM.MEŠ 
AŠ-PUR nu giM-an [ki-ša-at?] 
(33) nu LUgAL.gAL li-in-ku-un 
dU iš-ta-ma-a[š-ke-ed-du dingir.
MeŠ-ya] (34) iš-ta-ma-aš-kán-du 
giM-an ke-e A-WA-TEME[Š ki-ša-
at?]

3. (i 32–34) i, the great King, have 
(hereby279) sworn, that these things 
about which I have written to you 
happened280 this way. Let the 
Storm god hear, (33) and let the 
(other) gods hear (and bear wit-
ness) how these things really were.

(i 35) giM-an-ma KUr URUI-ya-la- 
an-da ar-ḫa [ḫar-ga-nu-nu-un] 
(36) nu KUr-TU� ku-it ḫu-u-ma-an 
ar-ḫa ḫar-g[a-nu-nu-un a-pí-ya-ma] 
(37) URUAt-ri-ya-an �-EN ḪAL-ṢU 
A-NA URU[…] (38) ḫa-an-da-aš da-

4. (i 35–52) But when I had ravaged 
the land iyalanda—since (after all) 
I had ravaged the entire land, (36) I 
left there the city Atriya, a single 
fortress?,�8� for the sake of the city 
…�8�—i came up again to the city
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li-ya-nu-un nu-kán eg[ir?-pa I-
NA URU…] (39) ša-ra-a ú-wa-nu-un 
KUr�8� URUi-ya[-la-an-da-za-kán 
an-da ku-it-ma-an] (40) e-šu-un 
nu-kán KUr-TU� ḫu-u-ma-a[n 
…] (41) : ḫa-aš-pa-ḫa A-NA NAM.
rA[.MeŠ-ma egir-an-da Ú-UL 
pa-a-u-un] (42) giM-an wa-a-tar 
nU.gÁL e?[-eš-ta …] (43) nu-mu-
kán KArAŠ.Ḫi.A t[e?-pa-u-wa-za 
e-eš-ta nu A-NA …] (44) egir-
an-da Ú-UL pa-a-u-u[n nu …] 
(45) ša-ra-a ú-wa-nu-un ma-a-n[a-
an …] (46) egir-pa-ma-a-na-an 
Ú-UL […] (47) nu-za-kán I-NA 
URUA-ba?-x[-…] (48) nu I-NA 
URUMi-el-la-wa-a[n-da …] (49) an-
da-wa-mu-kán e-ḫ[u nu ki]š?-a[n 
A-NA ŠEŠ-YA-ya MA]-ḪAR? ZAg 
(50) AŠ-PUR ke-e-da-ni-y[a-wa- 
ra-a]n��� me-mi?-ni AṢ-BAT ki-i-
wa-mu (51) mPí-ya-ma-ra-d[u-uš 
KUr-TU� k]u?-it wa-al-aḫ-ḫe-eš-
ke-ez-zi (52) nu-wa-ra-at ŠE[Š-YA 
I-DE nu-w]a-ra-at Ú-UL-ma I-DE

…. (39) While I was�8� in the land 
of Iyalanda, and I had destroyed 
… the entire land, (41) [I did not 
go] after the civilian captives. 
(42) And when the water supply 
was gone, ……,�8� and my troops 
were few. So I did not go after …. 
instead i came up … if …, … not 
… him …….285 … in the town 
A-ba?-�86…, … in Millawanda: 
(49) “Come here to me.” Again? to 
my brother …… the border i sent a 
message; “i have (sought to) seize 
him on this287 account, (50) because 
Piyama-radu is continually attack-
ing this land of mine. (52) does my 
brother know it or not?” 

(i 53) giM-an-ma-mu [LÚṬE-MU ŠA 
ŠEŠ-Y]A? an-da ú-e-mi-ya-at  
(54) nu-mu Ú-U[L … ku-in-ki]  
ú-da-aš Ú-UL-ya?-mu up-pé-eš- 
šar (55) ku-it-ki [up-pé-eš-ta ki-iš- 
ša-an-m]a IQ-BI A-NA mAt-pa-wa  
IŠ-PUR (56) mPí-y[a-ma-ra-du-un- 
wa-ká]n? A-NA LUgAL URUḪa- 
at-ti ŠU-i da-a-i (57) ú?[- o o o o 
o o ] (eras.)-nu?-un (58) n[u I-NA 
URUMi-el-l]a-wa-an-da pa-a-u-
un pa-a-u-un-ma (59) […] x x x 
[…] me-mi-ni ḫa-an-da-aš A-NA 
mPí-ya-ma-ra-du-wa (60) [ku-e] 

5. (i 53–74, ii 1–8) But when the mes-
senger of my brother met me, he 
did not bring me any …, nor did 
he offer to me any gift. (55) But 
he spoke thus: “(the King of 
Aḫḫiyawa) has sent a message to 
Atpā: (56) ‘Hand over Piyamaradu 
to the Hittite king.’” … (58) So I 
proceeded to the city Millawanda. 
But i went there for the sake of … 
word: (59) “Let my brother’s sub-
jects hear what i have to say to  
Piyama-radu.” (61) Piyama-radu 
escaped by ship.�89 (62) And Atpā 
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A-WA-TEMEŠ me-ma-aḫ-ḫi nu-
wa-ra-at ArAd.MeŠ ŠeŠ-YA-ya 
(61) [iš-t]a-ma-aš-ša-an-du nu-kán 
mPí-ya-ma-ra-du-uš giŠMÁ-za 
(62) [ar-ḫ]a ú-et na-an A-NA A-
WA-TEMEŠ ku-e-da-aš ḫar-ku-un 
(63) [na-a]t mAt-pa-aš-ša iš-ta-
ma-aš-ke-et mA-wa-ya-na-aš-ša 
(64) [iš-]ta-ma-aš-ker nu-uš-ma-ša-aš 
LÚE-MI-ŠU-NU ku-it (65) [n]u�88-wa 
me-mi-an ku-wa-at ša-an-na-an-zi 
(66) na-aš li-in-ga-nu-nu-un nu-ut-ta 
me-mi-an ša-ku-wa-šar (67) me-ma-
an-du Ú-UL-kán LÚTAR-TE-E-NU 
pa-ri-ya-an (68) u-i-ya-nu-un i-
it-wa-kán pa-ri-ya-an pé-en-ni 
(69) nu-wa-ra-an ŠU-an e-ep nu-wa-
ra-an-za-an-kán A-NA giŠgigir  
(70) g[AM-]an? ti-it-ta-nu-ut nu- 
wa-ra-an-mu igi-an-da ú-wa-ti  
(71) [Ú-U]L me-ma-aš mTa-wa-ga- 
la-wa-aš-pát-kán ku-wa-pí 
LUgAL.gAL (72) [A-N]A? URUMi- 
el-la-wa-an-da ta-pu-ša ú-et 
(73) [dUMU.ŠeŠ-Y]A?340-ma 
m.dLAMMA-aš ka-a e-eš-ta nu-ut-
ta LUgAL.gAL (74) [igi-an-d]a 
u-un-né-eš-ta Ú-UL-aš šar-ku-uš 
LUgAL-uš e-eš-ta (ii 1) na-aš 
Ú-UL-ma �:za-ar-ši-ya�[ …] (2) a-
pa-a-aš-mu ku-wa-at Ú-UL [x x x]  
x [x x x x] (3) ma-a-an-ma ki-i me-
ma-i [ini]M? �ku?-na-na?-aš?-wa?� 
na-aḫ-ḫu-un (4) nu-uš-ši Ú-UL 
dUMU-YA LÚTAR-TE-�NU? x? 
igi?-an-da u-i�-ya-nu-un (5) na-an  
ki-i wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫu-un �i?-it?-wa- 
aš-ši� (6) li-in-ki nu-wa-ra-an ŠU-an  
�e??-ep??� nu-wa-ra-an-mu (7) igi-

was listening, and Awayana 
too—they were (both) listening to 
the charges which I had directed 
against him.290 But why—just 
because he (Piyama-radu?) is their 
(Atpā’s and Awayana’s) father-
in-law—are they concealing the 
word? (66) I put them�9� under oath 
to report the entire matter to you. 
(67) Is it not so, that I sent over there  
the crown prince, (saying to him:) 
(68) “go, drive over there, take 
(Piyama-radu) by the hand,�9� have 
him mount the chariot alongside 
you, and conduct him to me?” 
(71) �9� But (Piyama-radu) said 
“no”! When Tawagalawa himself 
(representing?)�9� the great King 
(of Aḫḫiyawa) crossed into the city 
Millawanda, (73) my nephew 295 
Kurunt(iy)a was here, and the great 
King (of Ḫatti) drove here to meet 
you, (Piyama-radu). (74) Yet he (i.e., 
Kurunt(iy)a?) was not a mighty 
king!�96 (ii 1)And he (Kuruntiya?)297 
… not … safe conduct …. (ii 2) Why 
did he not come to meet? me? (3) If 
(Piyama-radu) says: “i feared a plot 
to murder me,” (4) did I not send to 
him my own son, the crown prince? 
(5) did i not give (my son) these 
instructions: “go, assure him with 
an oath, take his hand, and conduct 
him to me”? (7) And concerning 
the supposed plot to kill him 
because of which he was afraid, 
(8) is murder a thing permitted in 
the land of Ḫatti? it most certainly 
is not.
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an-da ú-wa-ti ku-na-an-na-aš-
�ma?�-aš me-mi-ni ku-e-da-ni  
(8) na-aḫ-ta (x) e-eš-ḫar I-NA 
URUKÙ.BABBAr-TI a-a-ra �na?-
at!?� Ú-UL 

(ii 9) giM-an-ma-mu LÚ ṬE�-MU 
ŠA ŠEŠ-YA m[e]-m[i]-an IQ-BI 
(10) a-pu-u-un-wa UN-an da-a le-e- 
wa-ra?-an? […] (11) nu ki-i AQ-BI  
ma-a-an-wa-mu am-me-el x x x x x  
(12) IQ-BI na-aš-šu ŠeŠ-YA ma-a- 
an-wa a-pé-el-la x x x (13) me-mi-
an AŠ-MI ki-nu-na-wa-mu ŠEŠ-YA 
LUgAL.gAL am-me-el (14) an-
na-ú-li-iš IŠ-PUR nu-wa am-me-el 
an-na-ú-li-ya-a[š] (15) me-mi-an 
Ú-UL iš-ta-ma-aš-mi nu ú-ki-la x x 
x x (16) pé-en-na-aḫ-ḫu-un ma-a-an 
ma-a-an x[…]x  (17) ma-an ŠEŠ-
YA nam-ma IQ-BI am-me-[el-wa 
me-mi-]an Ú-UL IŠ-MI (18) Ú-UL-
wa-ra-aš-mu ka-a-ri t[i-ya-]at x x x 
egir-an UL (19) pu-nu-šú-un-ma-
an Ú-UL ŠEŠ-YA ki-i […] ka-a-ri 
(20) ti-ya-at ú-uk-ma pa-a-u-un-pát 
nu-kán a?-[p]í-[y]a? ku?-w[a]?-pí? 
pa-ra-a (21) ti-ya-nu-un nu A-NA 
mAt-pa-a AQ-B[I …]x-ya-wa-at?-
ta ku-it (22) IŠ-PUR i-it-wa-ra-an 
A-NA LUgAL �KUr� UR[UKÙ.
BABBAr-ti pé]-�e�-ḫu-te (23) nu-
wa-ra-an ú-wa-ti nu-wa-za-kán 
[k]a?-[r]u?[-ú? giM-an … am-
m]e?-[e]l? (24) me-mi-an gAB-ši 
: pa-ši-ḫa-a-it m[a?-…]-za-kán 
(25) me-mi-an gAB-ši : pa-ši-ḫa- 
a-ti x[-…] x (26) na-aḫ-mi-wa 
nu-wa ka-a-ša 1-en BE-L[U?…] 
(27) na-aš-ma-wa ŠeŠ u-i-ya-mi nu-

6. (ii 9–50a) But when the envoy of 
my brother said to me: “Take that 
person (Piyama-radu?): don’t … 
him,” i said: “if my … had spoken 
to me, or my brother—if his … 
word I had heard,. . . . But now my 
brother, a great King, my equal, 
has written to me. And should I 
not hear the word of an equal?�98 
i myself went there to … if … 
had …, my brother would have 
said again: “He didn’t hear what 
I said, nor has he complied with 
my  request—…!” then would i 
not have asked my brother this?: 
“Have you (or: Has he) … com-
plied …?” (20) Now I have set out. 
And when I arrived there, I said to 
Atpā: “Because … has sent you? 
…, (22) ‘Proceed to conduct him 
thence to the king of Ḫatti,’ there-
fore bring him here! And as he 
previously trampled? on my word, 
he will trample? on the … word. (25) 

And if Piyama-radu says this: ‘I am 
afraid,’ i will send one lord …, or i 
will send a brother. And let him�99 
remain in his place.” But (Piyama-
radu) still kept saying: “i can’t get 
rid of my fears,” Atpā spoke thus to 
me: “Your Majesty should give the 
‘hand’300 to a ‘son’.”301 … he gave 
… to that one, and that also … 
(��) if … had done much, i would 
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w[a-ra-aš … pé-]di-eš-ši (28) �e�?-
ša-ru a-�pa�a-aš-ma nu-u-wa-pát 
me-m[i-iš-ke-et …] (29) [na]-aḫ-
ḫe-eš!-ke-mi-wa nu-mu mAt-pa-a 
[…] (30) [d]UTU-ŠI-wa ŠU-an A-NA 
dUMU.nitA pa-a-i […] (31) [a-
p]é-e-da-ni pé-eš-�ta�nu a-pád-da 
x[-…] (32) [x- ]x ma-a-an me-ek-
ki-pát i-ya-at[(-) …]-ya (33) [… 
]x-ši-ya gAM*-an da-li-ya-nu-un 
[…] (34) [li?-in?-g]a-nu-nu-un nu-
uš-ši ŠU-an AD-DIN? x […] x (35) 

[…]-x te-ḫi nu-wa-ra-at-ta iniM 
[…]-at-ta x x x 

have left him …. (34) I made Atpā? 
swear, and i gave to him the ‘hand’. 
… “i will put you on the road?, and 
… it to you … a word ….. 

(Rest of §6 and all of §7 in a very bad state of preservation.) I follow 
Sommer’s line count for the rest of this column, not that of the KUB copy. 

(ii 56) nu nam-ma-pát A-NA ŠEŠ-
YA ḫa-an-da-aš Ú-UL ma-a[n-ka� 
i-ya-nu-un nu ma-a-an] (ii 57) ŠEŠ-
YA ku-wa-at-ka� da-ri-[y]a-nu-zi 
A-NA LUgAL KUr ḪA[T-TI-wa 
pa?-a?-i?-mi?] (ii 58) nu-wa-mu-kán 
KASKAL-ši da-a-ú nu ka-a-aš-ma  
mda-ba-l[a-dU-an] (ii 59) �LÚKAR-
TAP-PU u-<i->ya�-nu-un 
mTa*-ba-la-dU-aš-ma Ú-UL k[u-
iš-ki] (ii 60) �egir-ez-zi-iš� Un-aš 
dUMU-an-na-aš-mu LÚKAR-TAP-
PU A-NA giŠgigir (ii 61) �gAM-an 
ti-iš-ke-ez�-zi A-NA ŠEŠ-YA-ya-
aš-kán A-NA mTa-wa-ka-la-wa 
g[IŠgigir-ni] (ii 62) �gAM-an ti-
iš-ke-et� nu A-NA mPí-ya-ma-ra-du 
: za-ar-ši-ya-an Ú[-UL AD-DIN] (ii 
63) �: za-ar-ši-ya-aš-ma I-NA� KUr 
Ḫat-ti kiš-an ma-a-an nindA ši-
ya-an-ta-a[n*]��9 (ii 64) ku-e-da-ni 
up-pa-an-zi nu-uš-ši-kán ḪUL UL 
ták-[k]i-iš-ša-an-zi (ii 65) : za-ar-ši-

8. (ii 56–77, iii 1–6) So once again in 
consideration for my brother I have 
taken no action at all. (56) Now if 
perhaps he protests? to my brother, 
saying: (57) “I will go to the king 
of Ḫatti. (58) Let him put me on the 
road,” 302 (58) i have just sent out 
dabala-tarḫunta, the charioteer. 
(59) And (this) dabala-tarḫunta is 
not some man of low rank: (60) from 
(my) youth as charioteer he has 
been mounting the chariot beside 
me.303 (61) He used to mount the 
chariot alongside your brother 
Tawagalawa too. (62) Have I not 
offered safe conduct to Piyama-
radu? (63) Now safe conduct (works) 
this way in Ḫatti: (63) If they send 
…304 to someone, they may not 
harm him. (65) But with regard to 
the safe conduct I transported this 
(message:) (65) “Come, make your 
case before me!305 (66) Then I will 
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ya-ma še!-er ki-i ar-nu-nu-un 
e-ḫu-wa nu-wa-mu-za ar-ku-w[a- 
ar] (ii 66) i-ya nu-wa-ták-kán 
KASKAL-ši te-eḫ-ḫi KASKAL-
ši-ma-wa-ták-kán giM-an te-eḫ-ḫi 
(ii 67) nu-wa-ra-at A-NA ŠEŠ-YA 
ḫa-at-ra-a-mi nu-wa!?-ta ma-a-
an ZI-an-za (ii 68) wa-ar-ši-ya-zi 
e-eš-du-wa ma-a-an-ma-wa-at-ta 
ZI-an-za-ma (ii 69) Ú-UL wa-ar-ši- 
ya-zi nu-wa ú-it giM-an egir-
pa-ya-wa-at-ta (ii 70) I-NA KUr 
URUAḫ-ḫi-ya-wa-a am-me-el Un-
aš QA-TAM-MA pé-ḫu-te-ez-zi (ii 
71) ma-a-an-ma-wa Ú-UL-ma nu-
wa-aš-ši ka-a-aš LÚKAR-TAP-PU 
(ii 72) pé-di-ši e-ša-ru ku-it-ma-na-aš 
ú-iz-zi ku-it-ma-na-aš (ii 73) a-pí-ya  
egir-pa ú-ez-zi ka-a-aš-ma 
LÚKAR-TAP-PU ku-iš (ii 74) ŠA  
MUnUS.LUgAL-za ku-it ŠA  
MÁŠ-TI ḫar-zi I-NA KUr 
URUḪat-ti ŠA MUnUS.LUgAL 
(ii 75) MÁŠ-TU� me-ek-ki šal-li 
na-aš-mu Ú-UL im-ma LÚḪA-
<TÁ->NU352 (ii 76) nu-uš-ši 
a-pa-a-aš pé-e-di-eš-ši e-ša-ru 
ku-it-ma-na-aš ú-ez-zi (ii 77) ku-it-
ma-na-aš egir-pa ú-[ez-zi] (iii 1) 
ŠEŠ-YA-ya-an-za-an ḫa-an-za e-ep 
na-an tu-e-el [Un-aš] (iii 2) ú-wa-
te-ed-du nam-ma-aš-ši [Še]Š-YA 
: z[a-ar-]ši-ya-an (iii 3) ki-iš-ša-an 
a-ša-an-ta-an up-pí [o o o o o] x 
x x x-wa (iii 4) nam-ma ku-it-ki 
wa-aš-ta-ti nu-w[a-ták-kán I-NA 
KUr-KA] nam-ma (5) an-da tar-
na-aḫ-ḫi na-an LÚ?/ŠEŠ? x [x x] x 
[…]-zi (6) na-an KASKAL-ši giM-
an te-ḫi n[a-at ŠeŠ-YA ša-ak-d]u

put you on the road. And I will 
write to my brother, how I will 
put you on the road. (67) If you are 
satisfied (with my proposals), let it 
be (so). (68) But if you are not satis-
fied, (69) then my man will escort 
you back into the land of Aḫḫiyawa 
in the same manner as he came 
(here with you). (71) Otherwise, let 
this charioteer remain in his (i.e., 
Piyama-radu’s306) place, while he 
(Piyama-radu) is coming and while 
he comes back there.” (73) Who is 
this charioteer? Because he has 
(a wife) of the Queen’s family, 
(74) (since) in Ḫatti the Queen’s 
family is very highly regarded, 
(75) is he not much more to me than 
just an in-law?307 (76) But he shall 
remain in his (Piyama-radu’s) place 
while (the escort) comes (to me) 
(77) and comes back (there to Milla-
wanda). (iii 1) And you, my brother, 
take good care of him.308 Let one 
of your men conduct him. (iii 2) Fur-
thermore, my brother, convey to 
him my guarantee of safe conduct 
in the following manner: “If? … , 
and? (iii 3) you don’t sin against His 
Majesty in any way, (iii 4–5) I will 
let you back into your land again,” 
… … (iii 5–6) I want my brother to 
know how309 I shall put him on the 
road.
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(iii 7) ma-a-an-ma ke-e!-ya Ú-UL 
[ḫa-iz-zi] (8) nu ŠEŠ-YA ke-e-el x-x 
x x x-an i-ya (9) NAM.RA.MEŠ-
kán me-ek-ki [x-]x-x-ya355 
ta-pu-ša (10) ú-et 7 LI-IM NAM.
rA.MeŠ[-y]a-mu ŠeŠ-YA x-x 
(11) nu am-me-el Un-aš ú-ez-zi 
nu-za ŠEŠ-YA […] (12) BE-LUMEŠ 
pé-ra-an gAM da-a-i gÉŠPU-za-
kán ku-it [x x x ]x? (13) ta-pu-ša 
ú-wa-te-et nu ŠEŠ-YA […] (14) am-
me-el-la Un-aš ar-ta-ru n[u? …] 
(15) me-ma-i AŠ-ŠUM MU-NAB- 
TI-wa-ka[n] x[… šar?-ra?-aḫ?-ḫu- 
un?] (16) na-aš a-pí-ya e-eš-du ma- 
a?-[an-ma-aš ki-i me-ma-i] (17) 

gÉŠPU-aḫ-ta-w[a]-m[u] n[a-aš-mu 
egir-pa an-da ú-id-du] (18) ma-a-
an x […] (19) ar-ḫa ta[r?-…]

9. (iii 7–21) But if he doesn’t trust? 
even these (arrangements), then, 
my brother, make … of this … 
(9) Many civilian captives … have 
escaped to my land.310 (10) My 
brother … to me 7,000 civilian 
captives. (11) My man will come. 
(11) You, my brother, must put 
the leaders (lit. lords) on trial?. 
(12) Because (Piyama-radu) has 
forcibly abducted …. (13) And My 
brother …. (14) Let my (own) man 
also be present. And if … says: 
(15) “I crossed? over? as a fugi-
tive,” (16) let him stay there. But if 
he says: (17) “He forced me,” then 
let him come back to me. (18) If 
… … … (Lines 18–40 too badly 
broken for translation.)

(iii 41) [A-NA m…]…-dingir- 
LIM-ya-at dUMU mŠa-ḫu-r[u-
un-nu-]wa-kán (42) [ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
ki-ša-at] LÚMU-NAB-TUM-kán A-
NA ŠEŠ-YA[-ya …] (43) eg[ir-pa 
an-d]a ú-ed-du ma-a-na-aš BE-LU 
ma-a-na-aš [ArAd-ma] (44) tar-na-
na-at LUgAL.gAL-za am-me-el 
an-na-ú?-[li-i]š (45) kar-ga-ra-an-ti 
a-pé-e-da-ni a-pa-[a-at x-]x-a-i[t] 
(46) am-me-el-ši-kán ku-wa-pí 
LÚ.MEŠMU-NAB-T[I par-r]a??- 
an-da? (47) pa-it nu-kán mŠa-ḫu-ru-
nu-wa-aš A-N[A] dUMU-ŠU […] 
(48) a-pa-a-aš-ma ša-ra-a ti-ya-at 
na-aš-kán a-pé-e?[-da-ni] (49) an-
da pa-it �a-pa-a�-aš-ma-za-an-kán 
e[gi]r-pa a[r?-ḫa?] (50) tar-na-aš 
ŠEŠ-YA-[y]a?-an a-pé-e-da-ni 
iniM-ni [x- ]x-ši (51) ma-a-an[-ma-

10. (iii 41–51) … it belongs to x-x-
x-ili also. The son of Šaḫurunuwa 
…  Let fugitives��� come … back to 
my brother: whether he be a lord or 
a slave. It is allowed.  did the great 
King, my equal, willingly …? that 
to that one?  When my fugitives 
crossed over to him,  Šaḫurunuwa 
… to his son,  and he arose and 
went to that one.  And that one let 
him back out.  Will my brother too 
… him for that matter? When one 
of my subjects takes flight, … you? 
are? running behind ….
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mu-kán] ArAd-YA [k]u-i[š]-ki 
ḫu-u-ya-zi nu-kán? […] egir-pa-
an-da píd-da-eš-ke?-�ši!?�
(iii 52) nam-ma ka-a-ša-aš-ši-ya 
ki-i-wa me-mi-iš-ke-ez-zi (53) ŠÀ 
KUrMa-a-ša-wa-kán KUrKar-ki-
ya pár-ra-an-d[a] (54) pa-a-i-mi 
nAM.rA.MeŠ-ma-wa-za dAM-
YA!(text: -SÚ) dUMU.MeŠ 
É!?[-TUM-ya] (55) ka-a ar-ḫa 
da-li-ya-mi na-aš giM-an ka-a-
[a]š (56) me-mi-aš dAM-SÚ -ši 
ku-wa-pí dUMU.MeŠ É-TUM-ya 
(57) ŠA ŠEŠ-YA ŠÀ KUr-TI ar-ḫa 
da-li-ya-zi? (58) na-an-kán tu-el 
KUr-e-an-za ḫa-an-ti-ya-i[z-z]i 
(59) a-pa-a-aš-ma KUr-TI-YA 
wa-al-aḫ-ḫe-eš-ke-ez-zi (60) [m]a-a-
an-ma-ši-ya-at-kán �: ú?-ša�-a-i-ḫa 
(61) na-aš egir-pa I-NA KUr-KA 
ú-i[z-]zi (62) ŠEŠ-YA-za ma-la-a-ši 
x-x-x x-x … x x x -eš?

11. (iii 52–62) further, … (Piyama-
radu) is saying this:���  “I will go 
over into the land of Maša (or) the 
land of Karkiya, but the civilian 
captives, my! wife, children and the 
household I will leave here.”  So 
what does this mean?���  during 
the time when he leaves behind his 
wife, children and household in my 
brother’s land,  your land is afford-
ing him protection.���  But he is 
continually raiding my land!  And 
whenever I have prevented him 
in that,  he comes back into your 
territory.  Are you now, my brother, 
favorably disposed to this conduct?

(iii 63) nu-uš-ši ŠeŠ-YA a-pa-a-at 
1-an �ḫa-at-ra-a-i� (64) ma-a-an<-
wa> Ú-UL nu-wa ša-ra-a ti-i-y[a] 
(65) nu-wa I-NA KUrḪat-ti ar-ḫa i-it 
(66) EN-KA-wa-at-ta egir-an kap-
pu-u-[wa-i]t (67) [m]a-�a-an-ma-wa� 
UL nu-wa INA KUr�Aḫ-ḫi-ya-wa-
a� (68) [a]r-ḫa �e�-ḫu nu-wa-at-ta 
ku-e-da-ni pé-[di] / [gAM?-an?] 
a-ši-ša-nu-mi (iv 1) […] 

12. (iii 63–69, iv 1–15) (if not,) now, 
my brother, write him at least this 
one thing: (iii 64) “If not, then either, 
arise and go forth into the land of 
Ḫatti, (since) your lord has settled 
his account with you, (67) (or) if 
not, (then) come into the land of 
Aḫḫiyawa, and in whatever place i 
settle you, you must remain there. 
(iv 1) … 

(iv 2) […]x x x[ … t]i-i-ya (iv 3) [… 
dam-me-]e-da-ni pé-di gAM e-eš 
[nu-wa-za] A-NA LUgAL KUrḪa-
at-ti (4) [k]u-w[a]-pí ku-ru-ur 
nu-wa-za da-me-da-za KUr-e-za 
ku-ru-ur e-eš (5) am-me-ta-za-ma-

(iv 2) Arise … and settle down in 
another place! (3) So long as you 
are at enmity with the king of Ḫatti, 
be at enmity from (some) other 
country! (5) don’t be at enmity 
from my country! (6) If your315
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wa-za-kán KUr-e-za ar-ḫa le-e 
ku-ru-ur (6) ma-a-an-wa-ši I-NA 
KUrKar-ki-ya KUrMa-a-[š]a Zi-
za (7) nu-wa a-pí-ya i-it LUgAL 
KUrḪa-at-ti-wa-an-na-aš-kán 
ú-uk (8) ku-e-da-ni A-NA [ini]M 
URUWi5-l[u]-[š]a še-er ku-ru-u[r] 
(9) e-šu-u-en n[u-wa-m]u a-p[é-
e-d]a-ni iniM-ni la-a[k-nu-ut] (iv 

10) nu-wa ták-šu-la?-u[-en x-]x-x[-
x-an-n]a-aš ku-ru-ur UL [a-a-r]a 
(11) nu-uš-ši a-[pa-a-at ŠU-PUR 
m]a-a-an-ma-[an] URUMi-el-la-
wa-an-da-ma (12) ar-ḫa d[a-li-ya-ši 
n]u-kán ArAd.MeŠ-YA a-pé-
e-da-ni (13) : kar-ga-r[a?-an-ti … 
a]n-da �píd-da-iš-kán-zi� (14) nu 
ŠEŠ-YA [… A-N]A KUrMi-el-la-
wa-an-da (15) igi[-an-da …-]ya-an 
ḫar-mi

heart is in the land of Karkiya (or) 
the land of Maša, then go there! 
The king of Ḫatti and i—in that 
matter of Wiluša over which we 
were at enmity, he has converted 
me in that matter, and we have 
made peace; … a war would not 
be right for us,” (11) So send that to 
him! But if you were to leave Mil-
lawanda alone, (12) my servants will 
willingly? flee/run to that (one), 
(14) and, my brother, i have …-ed 
… to the land of Millawanda

(iv 16) [………] mPí-ya-ma-ra-du 
(17) [………] nu-mu ŠeŠ-YA me-
mi-ya-ni (18) [………] na-at-mu 
ŠU-PUR (19) nu Š[A URUWi5-lu-
ša-pát ku-e-da-ni me-]mi-ni še-er 
ku-ru-ri-aḫ-ḫu-u-en (20) nu-za-k[án 
ku-it ták-šu-la-u-en nu n]am-ma 
ku-it (21) ma-a-a[n LÚTAP-PU ku-
iš-ki A-NA LÚ]TAP-PÍ-ŠU pé-ra-an 
wa-aš-túl (22) tar-na-i [nu LÚTAP-
PU ku-it A-NA LÚTAP-P]Í-ŠU 
pé-ra-an (23) wa-aš-túl ta[r-na-i 
na-an ar-ḫa] Ú-UL pé-eš-ši-ya-iz-zi 
(24) am-mu-uk-ka� [ku-it am-me-el 
wa-aš-tú]l A-NA ŠEŠ-YA pé-ra-an 
(25) tar-na-aḫ-ḫu-[un … am-mu-uk] 
Ù? A-NA ŠEŠ-YA (26) le-e nam-m[a 
ku-ru-ur …] x

13. (iv 16) … Piyama-radu … And 
to me, my brother, in the matter 
(18) … . Send it to me! (19) Over 
what matter concerning Wiluša 
we were hostile, (20) because we 
have made peace, then what more 
is there? If one partner confesses 
his error/sin to the other, (22) then 
because he confesses his error/
sin to the partner, (23) he will not 
reject him. (24) Because therefore 
I have confessed my error/sin to 
my brother, (25) let there be no 
more hostility between me and my 
brother. 
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(iv 27) nu ma-a-an ŠEŠ[-YA 
………]-an da-[……] (28) nu-mu 
egir-pa ŠU[-PUR ……] (29) ŠA 
ArAd-YA ku-wa-[pí ………] (30) 
ar-ḫa pé-eš-ši-y[a?-………] (31) na-
at Un.MeŠ-an-ni-ma[ ……]

14. (iv 27–31 Too badly broken for 
translation.

(iv 32) ŠEŠ-YA-ma-mu ka-ru[-
ú ki-iš]-š[a-an IŠ-PUR …] 
(33) geŠPÚ-wa-mu up-pé-eš-ta 
a[m*-mu-uk-ma-za nu-u-wa] 
(34) tUr-aš e-šu-un ma-a-an x […] 
(35) ú-uk AŠ-PUR Ú-UL-ma?-x[-
…] (36) ma-a-an-mu QA-TAM-MA 
a-x[-…] (37) a-pé-e-ni-šu-u-an-za-
kán me[-mi-aš …] (38) KA×U-za 
i-ya-at-ta-ri x […] (39) LÚ ÉRIN.
MeŠ šu-ul-li-ya-zi […] (40) mar-
le-eš-ša-an-za nu a-pé-ez […] 
(41) me-ma-i am-mu-uk-aš-kán 
ku-wa[-…] (42) a-pé-e-ni-iš-šu-u-
an-za me-mi-aš dU[TU-az? …] (43) 
ma-a-an-kán a-pa-a-aš me-mi-aš 
am-mu-uk […] (44) geŠPÚ up-pa-
aḫ-ḫu-un ki-nu-na-ma [ŠA ŠEŠ-YA 
ku-iš] (45) me-mi-aš KA×U-za 
ú-et A-NA LUgAL.gAL[ …] (46) 
ú-et nu-za a-pa-a-at DI-NU pí-an 
gAM [ti-ya-u-e-ni nu ŠeŠ-YA] (47) 
tu-el ku-in-ki ArAd-DUM u-i-ya 
nu-u[t-ta…] (48) ú-da-aš a-pa-a-aš 
iniM-aš ḫar-kán-na x-x na-an-kán 
ka-a ḫa-an-ti […] (49) SAg.dU-an 
ku-ra-an-du ma-a-an-ma-a[t-ta tu-
el Un-aš iniM-an wa-aḫ-nu]-ut 
(50) nu-kán a-pu-u-un Un-an SAg.
dU-an ku[-ra-an-du-pát SAg.
dU-an-m]a (51) ku-in ku-ra-an-zi 
na-an-kán mar-ri[-ya-an-du …] 
(52) nu a-pa-a-at e-eš-ḫar ku-wa-pí

15. (iv 32–57, colophon) … (52) But my  
brother once wrote to me as 
follows: … (33) You have acted 
aggressively towards me.” (33) But 
at that time, my brother, I was 
young; (34)  if at that time I wrote 
anything insulting, it was not done 
deliberately …. if likewise to me 
… (37) Such a remark may very well 
fall from the lips … a man (of?) the 
army will be wanton/reckless … 
foolish, … (42) Let such a word be 
judged? before the Sun god. (43) If 
that word … to me … (44) I sent  
force. But now what message/
matter of my brother has come 
orally, it came … to the great 
King. (46) Then let us put that case 
down in front of ourselves. And, 
my brother, (47) send some servant 
of yours. …… (49) let them cut off 
his head! And if your man has 
altered my message to you, let 
them cut off his head likewise! And 
the head that they cut off, let them 
crush it and grind it to powder. And 
where will that blood flow? … your 
servant spoke. And if that word did  
not come from your mouth, then 
the servant … it, … (55) did he not 
determine it for you? if the great 
King, my peer, had spoken it, the 
servant would have … it. that 
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pa-iz-z[i …] (53) ArAd-KA 
me-mi-iš-ta nu-kán a-pa-a-aš me-
[mi-aš ma-a-an tu-el] (54) KA×U-za 
Ú-UL ú-et na-an-kán ArAd-DUM 
eg[ir?-…] (55) UL-an-kán tu-uk 
Si×SÁ-it ma-a-na-an LU[gAL.
gAL am-me-el] (56) an-na-wa-li-iš 
me-mi-iš-ta ArAd-DUM-ma-
na-an[-…-t]a (57) a-pa-a-aš-kán 
iniM-aš 1-an-ki ma-�an-qa� ne-pí-
š[a-aš …] x

 word once…

3 dUB Q[A?-TI] tablet 3. Complete.

Commentary

i 1 Attarimma (= telmessos according to Mountjoy 1998). 
i 18–22 translated in CHd L–n, 467 (nu A h 5′).
ii 24 HZL, no. 169 reads dUḪ-ši- (the same signs) and translates that 

word “ungehemmt, unumwunden.”
iv 32–34 The use of the excuse of youth here and elsewhere is discussed 

in de Martino and imparati 1995, 107.

102. KUB 19.55 + KUB 48.90 
From King Tudḫaliya IV  

to Tarkašnawa of Mira (“Milawata Letter”)

Text: Bo 3287 + VAt 7477. Find spot: Unknown. Photo: Forrer �9�9, 
pl. III. Copy: KUB 19.55 + KUB 48.90. Editions: Forrer �9�9, ���–6�; 
Sommer 1932, 198–240; Hoffner 1982b. Translation: Beckman �999a, 
144–46 (no. 23A). Discussion: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 367 (no. 256); van den 
Hout 1995, 91; forlanini 1998, 244; Hawkins 1998b, 19 n. 85; Klengel 1999, 
247 [A24], 284 [A25.3] (miswritten as KUB 14.55); Cohen 2001, 79 n. 33; 
2002, 110; Liverani 2001, 68; Bachvarova 2002, 241; Lebrun 2002, 170; 
Bryce 2003a, 80; Hajnal 2003, 27, 38 n. 56; Heinhold-Krahmer 2004, 38–39; 
Bryce 2006, 183; de Martino 2006, 171. 

Hawkins has suggested that this letter’s author was tudḫaliya iV, writ-
ing toward the end of his reign (ca. 1215–1210), and that the addressee 
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was tarkašnawa, the king of Mira. The land of Mira is mentioned already 
in connection with a military expedition by Šuppiluliuma I (reigned ����–
1322) to Arzawa (deeds of Šuppiluliuma, fragment 18). during the reign of 
Šuppiluliuma I, a certain Mašḫuiluwa, a son of a king in the Arzawa territory, 
driven away by his brothers, came to the court of Šuppiluliuma, who gave 
him his daughter Muwatti in marriage and installed him as a vassal king. 
during the reign of Šuppiluliuma’s second successor, Muršili ii (reigned 
ca. 1321–1295), Mašḫuiluwa fought in the Hittites’ service against SUM-
LAMMA, the son of Uḫḫa-ziti, king of Arzawa, over territory in Mira. After 
the destruction of the kingdom of Arzawa by Muršili ii in his fourth regnal 
year (ca. 1318), Muršili fortified and garrisoned three cities in Mira: Aršani, 
Šarawa, and Impa. Mašḫuiluwa was installed as king of Mira (including the 
adjacent territory of Kuwaliya), and a treaty was made with him that has not 
been preserved. Mira was granted equal status with the other Hittite vassal 
kingdoms created at this time: the Šeḫa river Land and Ḫapalla. With Hittite 
approval Mašḫuiluwa adopted his nephew, Kupanta-LAMMA, and desig-
nated him as his successor. But in Muršili’s twelfth regnal year (ca. 1299) 
Mašḫuiluwa rebelled and fled to the land of Maša, from where, after a suc-
cessful military campaign by Muršili, he was extradited. Muršili installed 
Kupanta-LAMMA as the new king and made a treaty with him that has been 
preserved. Kupanta-LAMMA was still ruling at the time of Muwattalli II 
(ca. 1295–1272)’s treaty with Alakšandu of Wiluša. Kupanta-LAMMA sup-
ported the unsuccessful encumbent Muršili iii (also known as Urḫi-teššub, 
reigned ca. 1272–1267) against his eventual successor, Ḫattušili iii, which 
must have led to repercussions against Mira. According to Singer (�98�b, 
214–15), during the reigns of tudḫaliya iV (ca. 1237–1209), Arnuwanda 
iii (ca. 1209–1207) and Šuppiluliuma ii (ca. 1207–?) the kingdom of Mira-
Kuwaliya declined in importance vis-à-vis its neighbor, the Šeḫa river Land. 
At the time of tudḫaliya iV’s treaty with Kurunt(iy)a of tarḫuntašša, the 
king of Mira was Alantalli. He was succeeded at the end of tudḫaliya’s reign 
by tarkašnawa (so Hawkins 1998b). 

About Mira’s geographical location and extent, Hawkins has written:

Mira has been recognized as the most prominent Arzawa kingdom, prob-
ably incorporating the rump of Arzawa itself after Mursili’s defeat and dis-
solution of that kingdom. the reading of the Karabel inscription confirms at 
a stroke the location of Mira in its vicinity and disproves all other proposed 
locations. Mira itself is known to have had a common inland frontier with 
Hatti on the western edge of the Anatolian plateau in the neighbourhood of 
Afyon. Karabel, being placed on the route northwards from the territory of 
ephesos in the Cayster valley to the Hermos valley, shows by its reading 
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that Mira extended this far west, in effect to the coast. The probability is 
that this western extension of Mira represents the rump of the Arzawan state 
with its capital at Apasa, which is thereby doubtless confirmed in its identi-
fication with ephesos. it is also likely that such a large political entity could 
only be kept together by good control of communications, so one might 
postulate that the spine of this kingdom of Mira-Arzawa must have been the 
Meander valley, the main highway from the plateau to the west. (1998b, 1)

While Mira was located in the Meander Valley, the Šeḫa river Land was 
to the north, in the Hermos Valley and perhaps including the Caicos Valley 
further to the north. 

The text known as “The Sins of the Šeḫa river Land” (KUB 23.13) dates 
to the reign of tudḫaliya iV. it narrates the campaign of a Hittite king against 
this country. It mentions that tarḫunta-radu of the Šeḫa river Land is rely-
ing on the king of Aḫḫiyawa. Singer (1983b) suggested that Aḫḫiyawa had 
encouraged a campaign by the king of the Šeḫa river Land, which bordered 
Aḫḫiyawa, against the Hittites.The Hittite king suppressed that rebellion and 
deported tarḫunta-radu and many prisoners to Arinna. Although it does not 
mention Aḫḫiyawa, the Milawata Letter gives some evidence for Milawanda 
and western Anatolian history in the reign of tudḫaliya iV. the join made 
by Hoffner in 1980 (published in Hoffner 1982b, see below in lines rev. 37′–
47′ and the left edge) shows that Millawanda did not become a Hittite vassal 
after the composition of the Tawagalawa Letter, as used to be believed. 
Milawanda was the target of raids led both by the Hittite king and by the 
addressee of this letter, tarkašnawa, king of Mira. Mira, stretching from 
Afyon to Ephesos, was still very important for Hittite control in western 
Anatolia. Apparently, the Hittites never ruled Milawanda. The Milawata 
Letter suggests that Milawanda remained under Aḫḫiyawan control in the 
reign of tudḫaliya iV.

the last important reference to Aḫḫiyawa is in the Šaušga-muwa treaty 
made by tudḫaliya iV with the king of Amurru, under which that king had 
to discontinue trading with Assyria via his country. According to one inter-
pretation, this included interdicting Aḫḫiyawan ships unloading at Amurru 
ports. in this text the Aḫḫiyawan king is named as a great King, together 
with the kings of Egypt, Babylonia, and Assyria, although the tablet shows 
that the scribe later attempted to erase this designation. Much is made of this 
deletion, but as important is the inference that Aḫḫiyawa was a coastal coun-
try with a flourishing maritime trade.

Most of this text is so badly preserved that it is difficult to describe the 
flow of the events. the part easiest to understand and by far the most impor-
tant is in the area of the join piece, interpreted in its main lines by Hoffner 
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(1985a), and summarized later by Bryce (1985a and 1985b). Although 
tarkašnawa’s father/predecessor, Alantalli in Hawkins’ view, had often 
been hostile to Hittite interests in numerous ways, including by claiming 
the city of Arinna in southwestern Anatolia and refusing to give back hos-
tages in his possession from the cities of Utima and Atriya, so that tudḫaliya 
deposed him, he nevertheless made his son king of Mira, thereby “making 
him a brother” (literally, nu-ud-du-za ŠEŠ-aḫ-ḫ[u-un] “And [i] made you 
my brother” in line 10). Whether this is merely a way of saying “i treated 
you in a kindly way,” or perhaps indicates something like giving tarkašnawa 
more privileges than the normal western Anatolian vassal king, is hard to 
say. But the very fact that the text says that Walmu, king of Wiluša, was the 
kulawani-vassal of both the king of Ḫatti and the addressee tarkašnawa, and 
that the fixing of the border with Millawanda was done in some sense jointly, 
so that the Hittite king says “we fixed” (gin-u-en = daiwen/tiyawen), clearly 
indicates a position of special privilege. Perhaps tarkašnawa’s position and 
relation to Walmu was not unlike that of Atpā, the son-in-law of Piyama-
radu, whom the latter appointed over Manapa-tarḫunta, king of the Šeḫa 
River Land. Piyama-radu remained the de facto overlord, as Bryce puts it, 
but Atpā was the immediate controller. Similarly tudḫaliya was the de facto 
overlord of both tarkašnawa and Walmu, but the former was the immediate 
controller of the latter. for more on the possible ramifications of the term 
ŠEŠ-aḫḫ- see CHd L–n, 431 sub negnaḫḫ-. At the end of the letter the Hit-
tite king expressed great confidence in tarkašnawa as a loyal vassal. On all 
this, see Bryce 1985a.

Of great importance is the fact that recently their kulawani-vassal, the 
king of Wiluša named Walmu, had been expelled by rebels and fled south for 
refuge with tarkašnawa, the king of Mira. A Hittite envoy named Kulana-
ziti (some read Kuwatna-ziti) had rescued documents (giŠ.ḪUr.Ḫi.A, rev. 
38′) authenticating Walmu’s legitimate claim to the throne of Wiluša, and 
had brought them to tarkašnawa for his perusal. the Hittite king (probably 
tudḫaliya iV) requested tarkašnawa to send Walmu to him as a first step in 
restoring him to the throne of Wiluša. 

for this edition i have retained the line count of the KUB edition, which 
differs from Sommer’s line count often used in discussions of this text. the 
reader should be aware of that in using the secondary literature and compar-
ing this treatment. 

(1) [U]M-MA dUTU-[Š]I-[M]A A-
N[A … dUMU-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA]

(1) thus speaks His Majesty: Say to 
… , my son:
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(2) dUTU-ŠI-za dUMU-YA UN-an  
[ … ša-ra-a da-aḫ-ḫu-un zi-ik-ka�- 
mu-za EN-KA] (3) ša-ak-ta nu-ut- 
ták-kán [KUr ŠA A-BI-KA pé-eḫ- 
ḫu-un A-BU-KA-ma …] (4) [Z]Ag.
MEŠ-YA i-la-liš-ke-[et …] (5) giM- 
an-ma-kán a[r-. .……] (6) nu-za A- 
BU-KA giM-an […] (7) gAM Me- 
iš dUTU-ŠI-y[a …] (8) nu dUTU- 
ŠI-ya ku-u-r[u?-ri-ya-aḫ-ḫu-un … 
……] (9) nu-ut-ta dUTU-ŠI [ … ša-
ra-a da-aḫ-ḫu-un] (10) nu-ud-du-za 
ŠeŠ-aḫ-ḫ[u-un …] (11) nam-ma 
gAM dUtU An-�E� [ …] (12) nu- 
za zi-ik dUTU-ŠI [ … ša-ak-ta 
nu dUTU-ŠI …] (13) eg[i]r-pa  
a-ru-na-an a[m?-me-el ZAg-an 
dÙ-nu-un …] (14) [k]u-i-e-eš 
ḪUL-u-i-eš […] (15) nu nam-ma 
A-BU-KA [ …] (16) iš-dam-ma-aš-
ta x […] (17) A-NA LUgAL KUr 
URUḪat-ti [ …] (18) ša-an-né-eš-ta- 
ya x […] (19) A-BU-KA pa-ra-a 
i[m-ma …]

(2) i, My Majesty, have taken you 
up, my son, a … man, and you 
have recognized me as overlord. 
(3) I gave the land of your father to 
you. But your father … was covet-
ing my border territories. (4–6)… 
When …, and when your father 
marched against the city of …, he 
subdued the city of …, (7) and he 
…… My Majesty, …… (8) Then I, 
My Majesty, too opened hostilities 
and defeated your father. (9–10) But 
i, My Majesty, took you up, …, my 
son, and treated you in a brotherly 
fashion. … (11) Furthermore, under 
the Sun god of Heaven we swore  
an oath … (12) You recognized 
My Majesty as overlord. (13) I, My 
Majesty, thereby made the sea once 
more my frontier … (14–15) Whatever 
evil persons … And furthermore, 
your father heard … . (16–18) … even 
concealed … from the King of Ḫatti 
… (19) Your father …… 

(20) ki-nu-un-ma-mu A-BU-KA[…] 
(21) [k]u-it dUMU-YA Sig5��6-tar 
PAP[-aḫ?-ši? …] (22) [x-x]x-mu-za 
le?-e? i[-la?-li?-ya?-ši?…] (23) […]x-
ku-i da-a[ḫ-…] (24) […] A-BU-KA 
ku-w[a-pí …] (25) […] A-BU-KA 
A-NA L[UgAL?-UT-TI . .……] 
(26) […]-ká[n Š]À-[t]a […] (27) [x] 
ZAg-YA rA-an-zi nu[-kán? … le-
e] (28) [š]ar-ra-at-ti nu am-mu-uk 
A-BU-K[A giM-an i-ya-at nu-mu 
… QA-TAM-MA le-e] (29) dÙ-ši 
nu-kán ma-a-an ar-ḫa-x ú-w[a?-…] 
(30) dUTU-ŠI-ma-ta pé-ra-an UgU-
ya […… .]

(20–21) But now, although your 
father ……-ed? me, you, my son, 
must protect (my) well-being. … 
(22) You shall not covet? my land 
… (24) when your father … (25) your 
father for kingship? … (26) he took? 
to heart … of? my border territory 
they will attack, (27) then … you 
will not transgress the oath. (28) And 
as your father once treated me, you 
must not treat me in the same way! 
(29) And if you … away, … (30) I, 
My Majesty, will not lend you 
assistance?.
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(31) am-mu-uk-ma A-BU-KA ku-
it ku-i[t …] (32) ka-a-aš iniM-aš 
SAg.dU-aš iniM URU[U-ti-ma 
Ù URUAt-ri-ya …] (33) Ú-UL e-eš-
ta nu ku-u-un INIM URU[U-ti-ma 
Ù URUAt-ri-ya…] (34) A-NA A-
BU-KA AŠ-PUR na-at-kán x[…] 
(35) dUMU-YA wa-aš-ti na-at-kán 
A-N[A NI-IŠ dingir-LIM gAr-
ru] (36) (blank)

(31) But whatever evil your father 
committed against me …, (32) this 
matter is a capital crime.317 The 
question of the cities of Utima 
and Atriya … he was not …. (33) I 
wrote to your father … concerning 
this matter of Utima and Atriya, 
(34) and he did not resolve it. If you 
do not resolve it, you, my son, will 
commit an offense. (35) It shall be 
placed under oath.

(37) A-BU-KA-ma am-me-el ḪUL 
-u*-i* […] (38) A-NA dUd.Sig5? 
ḪU[L].Ḫi.A […] (39) še-ek-k[án-
zi?…]

(36–38) But your father … in evil 
against me … the evil matters for 
dUd.Sig5 … (39) they know … 

[A total of fifteen to twenty lines has been lost at the bottom of the obverse 
and the top of the reverse.]

(rev. 1′) [ma]-a*-an dUMU-YA-ma 
me-ma-ti dUTU-ŠI-wa U[L …] (rev. 

2′) [x-]x ku-it BAL-nu-un ma-a-an 
dUMU-YA INIM mA[-ga-pu-ru-ši-
ya … ša-ra-a?] (rev. 3′) [ú?-]it iniM 
LÚMU-NAB-TI-ma dUTU-ŠI ku-it-
ki […] (rev. 4′) LÚMU-NAB-TUM-ma 
egir SUM-u-an-zi UL a-a-ra […] 
(rev. 5′) nu* gAM diŠKUr?-ma��8 
ku-it-ki ti-ya-u-en LÚMU-NAB-
TUM-wa[…] (rev. 6′) A-BU-KA ku-it 
LÚSAngA URUTa-a-r[a?-………] 
(rev. 7′) egir-an-ta up-pé-eš-ta ar[-
………] (rev. 8′) na-an-ši-kán an-da 
UL ta[r-…] (rev. 9′) ma-an ma-a-an 
mA-ga-pu-ru-ši-[ya …] (rev. 10′) mPí-
ya-ma-ra-du-uš ku-wa-p[í …] (rev. 

11′) ar-ḫa-wa-za pa-a-i-mi […… 
…] (rev. 12′) mA-ga-pu-ru-ši-ya-an[ 
…] (rev. 13′) ma-an dUMU-YA ša-
a[k-………] (rev. 14′) n[u-u]š-ši  

(rev. 1′) But if, my son, you say: 
“Your Majesty did not … (rev. 

2′) How have I risen in revolt?” If, 
my son, the matter of Agapurušiya 
has come up, (rev. 3′) i, My Majesty, 
have somehow … the matter of 
the fugitive. (rev. 4′) But is it not 
required to return a fugitive? … 
(rev. 5′) We have placed something 
under (the oath of) the Storm god: 
“We will return a fugitive.” (rev. 

6′) Because your father …-ed the 
priest of the city of tara-…, (rev. 

7′) he sent … later. ……, (rev. 8′) did 
I not turn? him over to him? (rev. 

9′) if Agapurušiya were … . (rev. 

10′) At the time when Piyama-radu 
…… (rev. 11′) “i will go away!” … 
(rev. 12′) Agapurušiya …… (rev. 13′) If 
you, my son, knew …, (rev. 14′) I? 
informed him (thus): “…” 
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wa-tar-na-a[ḫ-…… .] (rev. 15′) [x-]x 
egir […] (rev. 16′) �ša-ku-wa�-
ša-ri-[it Zi?-it …] (rev. 17′) [i]niM 
mA-ga-p[u-ru-ši-ya …]

 (rev. 15′) And him in return … (rev. 

16′) wholeheartedly … (rev. 17′) the 
matter of Agapurušiya …

(Break of about 13 lines)

(rev. 32′) [nu-u]š-ši x[-…] (rev. 33′) 
a-pa-a-aš-ma kiš-[…]x-x[…] (rev. 

34′) [nu] nam-ma Érin.M[eŠ 
…-]x pa-it (rev. 35′) na-aš-kán ge6-
za gAM?[…]  (rev. 36′) [n]u-kán 
giM-an en-ŠU me-m[i-…]x 
x-x-x ḫu-u-wa-a-i[š?] (rev. 37′) [nu-
]uš-ma-aš dam-ma-in en-a[n 
… i-e-er d]UtU!-ŠI-ma-an UL 
ša-ka�-ḫu-u[n] (rev. 38′) A-NA mWa-
al-mu-ma ku-e giŠ.ḪU[r.Ḫi.A 
i-ya-nu-un na-at] mKArAŠ-ZA 
pé-e ḫar-ta (rev. 39′) na-at ka-a-aš-
ma IT-TI dUMU-Y[A kat?-t]a?-an 
[x-x] ú-da-i na-at a-ú ki-nu-un-ma 
[d]UMU-Y[A] (rev. 40′) ku-wa-pí 
ŠA dUTU-ŠI Sig5-tar PAP-aš-ti 
tu-e-el-za SiLi[M-a]n dUTU-
ŠI ḫa-a-mi (rev. 41′) nu-mu-kán 
dUMU-YA mWa-al-mu-un pa-
ra-a na-a-i na-an egir-pa I-NA 
KUrW[i5-]lu-ša (rev. 42′) LUgAL-
ez-na-ni ti-iḫ-ḫi na-aš ka-ru-ú 
giM-an LU[gAL] KUrWi5!-lu-ša 
e-eš-ta ki-nu-na-aš QA-TAM-MA 
[e-eš-du] (rev. 43′) nu-un-na-ša-aš 
ka-ru-ú giM-an ArAd-DUM ku-
la-wa-ni-eš e-[eš-ta k]i-nu-na-aš 
QA!-TAM-MA (rev. 44′) ArAd ku-
la-wa-ni-eš e-eš-du

(rev. 32′) … to him … (rev. 33′) But 
he … (rev. 34′) And furthermore 
the troops … he went away. (rev. 

35′) then by night he … down. … 
(rev. 36′) And when his lord …… he 
fled to … . (rev. 37′) Then they made 
for themselves another lord. But I, 
My Majesty, did not recognize him. 
(rev. 38′) Kulana-ziti retained posses-
sion of the writing boards which 
I made for Walmu, (rev. 39′) and he 
has now brought them to (you), my 
son. Examine them! Now, my son, 
(rev. 40′) as long as you look after the 
well-being of My Majesty, i, My 
Majesty, will put my trust in your 
good will. (rev. 41′) Turn Walmu over 
to me, my son, so that I may rein-
stall him in kingship in the land of 
Wiluša. (rev. 42′) As he was formerly 
king of the land of Wiluša, he shall 
now likewise be! (rev. 43′–44′) As he 
was formerly our kulawani-vassal, 
he shall now likewise be our kula-
wani-vassal!

(rev. 45′) ZAg KUr Mi-la-wa-t[a]-
ma-na-aš dUTU-ŠI dUMU-YA-ya 
giM-an gin-u-en [x-x-x-x t]u-e-

(rev. 45′–47′) As i, My Majesty, and 
you, my son, set the border(s) of 
the land of Milawanda, you must
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e[l … le-e] (rev. 46′) kar!-ša-nu-ši 
dUTU-ŠI-za tu-e-e[l] SiLiM-an 
ša-ku-wa-aš-ša-r[i-it Zi-it ḫa-a-mi 
nu-]ut-ták-k[án] (rev. 47) A-NA ZAg 
KUrMi-la-wa-ta an-da ku-it UL pé-
eḫ-[ḫu-un …]x[…]

not neglect/omit your ……… i, My 
Majesty, will trust . firmly in your 
good will. And the …… which i 
did not give to you along with the 
border territory of the land of Mila-
wanda… 

(lower edge 1) A-BU-KA-�za� [x-x-x] 
ku-iš am-me-el ḪUL Sig5-u-wa 
i-la-liš-ke-z[i A-NA dUTU-ŠI-ma] 
(2) ḪUL-u-wa-aš iniM.MeŠ-aš 
ku-iš iniM-aš SAg.dU-aš nu-mu 
a-pa-a-at iš-[… A-BU-KA-za-kán] 
(3) am-me-el ArAd!?-iš��9 wa-
li-at nu-za-kán ka-ru-ú ku-wa-pí 
URUTÚL-na-an wa-l[i-at nu-mu 
me-mi-iš-ta …] (4) ši-wa-ri-ya-
[w]i5 giM-an-ma-mu A-BU-KA 
LÚLI<-ṬÙ-TUM> URUU<-ti-ma> 
URUAt-<ri-ya> NU SUM nu 
an-[…] (5) nu mKArAŠ-ZA u-i-ya-
nu-[un …]

(lower edge 1) Your father ……, 
who always wished for my mis-
fortune,320 (2) and who was the 
primary factor in unfortunate 
affairs for My Majesty, … that to 
me. (2–3) Your father boasted pos-
session of my subjects?. (3) And 
when earlier he boasted possession 
of the city of Arinna, he said to me: 
“…… (4) I will retain.” (4) But when 
your father did not give me the 
hostages of the cities of Utima and 
Atriya, then i …-ed ……, (5) and I 
sent Kulana-ziti.

(l. e. 1) [zi-ik-]ka� INIM URUA-
wa-ar-na Ù URUP[í-na …]-kán 
dUTU-ŠI x[…] (l. e. 2) […]x-x-x-te-
eš UL an-da u-uḫ-ḫu-u[n …] IŠ-TU 
giŠtUKUL giKAK.Ú.[tAg.gA] x 
(l. e. 3) […]x Sig5-an[-n]i še-er an-
da UL u-uḫ-ḫu-u[n x x x pa-r]a-a 
�u�-uḫ-ḫu-un��� INIM URUA<-wa-
ar-na> URUPí<-na> zi-i[k-k]a�? 
m[e-mi-iš-ta] (l. e. 4) […]x LÚLI-ṬÙ-
TUM URUA-wa-<ar-na> URUPí-na 
pa-a-[i am?-mu?-uk?-w]a-ta LÚLI-
ṬÙ-TUM URUU-ti-ma URUAt-ri-ya 
pa-ra-a [pé-eḫ-ḫi] (l. e. 5) nu-ut-ta 
dUTU-ŠI LÚLI<-ṬÙ-TUM> 
[URUU-<ti-ma> URUAt<-ri-ya> p]a-
ra-a-pát AD-DIN zi-ik-ma-mu NU 
S[UM? …] (l. e. 6) na-at UL i[m-ma

(l. e. 1) You too … the matter of the 
cities of Awarna and Pina? … . 
i, My Majesty, …………… (l. e. 

2) therein i did not see the ……… 
by means of mace and arrow. …… 
(l. e. 3) Out of consideration for your 
well-being i did not look ……. i 
looked away, (saying:) (l. e. 3) (Of) 
the matter of Awarna and Pina? you 
too have said: (l. e. 4–6) “give me the 
hostages of Awarna and Pina. And 
I will give the hostages of the cities 
of Utima and Atriya over to you.” I 
have given the hostages of Awarna 
and Pina over to you, but you did 
not give (your hostages) to me. it 
is not at all right. And your evil. … 
evil. …
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a-a-ra nu tu]-e-el ḪUL ŠA zi-x[… 
ḪUL […] ḪUL […]

103. KBo 18.15  
To King Muršili II of Ḫatti from Mašḫuiluwa of Mira-Kuwaliya 

Text: 520/f. Find spot: Bk. C: Büyükkale q/16. Under the Phrygian fortress 
wall. Copy: KBo 18.15. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 367–69 (no. 257). 
Translation: Beckman 1999a, 151–52 (no. 26). Discussion: Heinhold-Krah-
mer 1977, 183; Klinger 1996, 586; Klengel 1999, 175 [A23.9] (miswritten 
as KUB 18.15); de Martino 2005b, 305; Hoffner 2007, 396; Sidel’tsev 2007, 
617. 

The sender, Mašḫuiluwa, who here employs no title beyond “your ser-
vant,” is nevertheless identified with the man who fled his native land in 
western Anatolia following a palace intrigue directed against him and was 
given refuge in Ḫatti by Šuppiluliuma I, who also gave him the Hittite prin-
cess Muwatti in marriage. Šuppiluliuma i’s son, Muršili ii, installed him as 
ruler of the kingdom of Mira-Kuwaliya. if so, then the reference to “my land” 
in line �8 is to Mira-Kuwaliya. Letters from subjects to the Hittite king do 
not use the king’s name in the address formula. Nevertheless, the addressee 
of this letter is Muršili ii. As with all Hittite letters, this one bears no date or 
indication of such. But since not long after Muršili ii’s twelfth regnal year 
Mašḫuiluwa rebelled and joined forces with É.gAL.PAP against the Hittites 
(see Bryce 1998, 230–33), this letter must pre-date that time.

Pazzu is introduced without title or other identifying terms, presumably 
because he was known to the Hittite court. Since his ancestral gods could 
only be worshiped by him in Ḫattuša, it is clear that he is a Hittite, not a 
native of Mira-Kuwaliya. Mašḫuiluwa’s words in lines 5–6 suggest that 
Pazzu (and he) attributed Pazzu’s illness to the displeasure of his ancestral 
gods. Since Pazzu had to travel to Ḫattuša to appease his ancestral gods, 
Mašḫuiluwa uses him as a courier, a source of information about the current 
state of affairs in Mira. The king is invited to question Pazzu (lines 17–19), 
but no mention is made of any second, accompanying letter that Pazzu might 
have delivered to the king from Mašḫuiluwa. As is customary in letters, the 
sender urges the addressee not to detain his messenger unduly, but to send 
him back promptly. de Martino assumes that Pazzu’s prime of life and career 
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was earlier, during the reigns of Arnuwanda I and tudḫaliya iii, and that his 
sickness here was because of his old age. See discussion of text 5.

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI (2) [BE]-LÍ-YA 
QÍ-BÍ-MA (3) [U]M-MA mPÍŠ.TUR 
ArAd-KA-MA

(1–3) Say to His Majesty, my 
lord: This is what your servant 
Mašḫuiluwa says:

(4) [k]a-a-ša mPa-az-zu-un (5) [iš-
tar-a]k-ta (6) nu-[uš-ši] ŠA A-BI-ŠU 
dingir.MeŠ.Ḫi.A (7) na-ak-ki-iš-
kán-ta-at (8) na-an-kán ka-a-aš-ma 
(9) ŠA A-BI-ŠU dingir.MeŠ (10) i- 
ya-wa-an-zi pa-ra-a (11) ne-eḫ-ḫu-
un nu-za ma-aḫ-ḫa-an (12) dingir.
MEŠ i-ya-az-zi (13) zi-in-na-a-i (14) 
na-an-kán BE-LÍ-YA (15) egir-pa 
pa-ra-a (16) ḫu-u-da-a-ak na-a-ú (17) 
BE-LÍ-YA-ya-an (18) ŠA KUr-TI 
A-WA-TEMEŠ (19) pu-nu-uš-du

(4–5) Pazzu has recently become 
ill, (6–7) and his ancestral gods 
have begun to trouble him. (8–11) I 
have just sent him (back to Ḫatti) 
to worship his ancestral gods. 
(11–13) When he finishes worship-
ing the deities, (14–16) may my 
lord send him back immediately. 
(17–19) Let my lord also question 
him concerning the affairs of the 
district/territory.

104. KUB 23.102  
From King Muwattalli II or Muršili III (Urḫi-Teššub)  

to King Adad-nirāri I of Assyria

Text: VAt 7499. Find spot: Unknown. Copy: KUB 23.102. Edition: Forrer 
1929, 246–47; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 260–64, no. 192); Mora and giorgieri 
2004, 184–94. Translation: Beckman 1999a, 146–147 (no. 24A); Wilhelm 
in Janowski and Wilhelm 2006, 237–38. Discussion: Collins 1998, 17 n. 16; 
Klengel 1999, 204 [A5.4], 220 [A8?], 245 n. 465; Liverani 2001, 36, 42; 
Bryce 2003b, 83; Mora 2005, 309–10; roth 2005, 191 with n. 42; de roos 
2005; Klinger in Hornung, Krauss, and Warburton 2006, 321; freu 2007, 
282; Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 194. 

Part of a Hittite draft of a cool letter to Adad-nirāri i of Assyria. We 
assume his identity from the mention of the defeat of Wasašatta, which 
was an achievement of that king (see Wilhelm 1982, 54–55). Of the three 
Hittite kings whose reigns overlapped his, the best candidate is Muršili iii 
(Urḫi-teššub; see Hagenbuchner 1989b, 263; Bryce 1998, 283; and Beck-
man 1999a, 146). But the identity of the letter’s author is still not entirely 
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certain. Liverani (2001, 42) still favors identifying the author with the Hittite 
king tudḫaliya iV and the addressee as Tukulti-Ninurta I. By conquering the 
last remaining king of what used to be the great kingdom of Mitanni (here 
referred to as the land of Ḫurri, the “Hurrian land”), the Assyrian king could 
rightfully style himself a “great King,” the technical term for a ruler who 
controlled a network of smaller vassal states. But in Muršili iii’s eyes this 
still did not entitle him to a position of equivalence with the great King of 
Ḫatti. in this draft he brusquely rejects the Assyrian’s overtures and claim to 
be a true peer. The translation cannot truly capture the emotion conveyed by 
the syntax of the Hittite text. Bryce (2003b, 83) comments: 

Urhi-teshub grudgingly accepted that the Assyrian’s military achievements 
justified his claim to the title of great King. But this in itself did not give 
him the right to address the great King of Ḫatti as his brother. ‘Brother-
hood’ implied the existence of close personal links between two royal hous-
es, frequently strengthened by marriage ties, and reflected in the exchanges 
of envoys and gifts and a commitment to friendship and cooperation. Urhi-
Teshub had suffered the humiliation of losing to Assyria the last remnants 
of Hittite authority over former Mitannian territory east of the Euphrates. 
But Adad-nirari was being outrageously presumptuous in thinking that his 
military successes gave him the right to an instant ‘brotherhood’ relation-
ship with the king at whose expense these successes had been won.

(1′) [x-]x ŠA mWa-ša-š[a-at-ta …] 
(2′) [x x ] ŠA KUr URUḪur-ri-ya 
�me�-mi-iš-ke-[ši] (3′) [IŠ]-TU 

giŠtUKUL-za zi-ik t[ar]-aḫ-ta  
(4′) [x-]ya-za tar-aḫ-ta nu-za  
LUgAL gAL (5′) ki-iš-ta-at 
ŠEŠ-UT-TA-ma Ù ŠA ḪUr.SAgAm- 
ma-na (6′) ú-wa-u-wa-ar ku-it  
nam-ma me-mi-eš-ke-ši (7′) ku-it- 
ta-at ŠEŠ-UT-TA na-at ku-it-ma 
 (8′) ŠA ḪUr.SAgAm-ma-na ú-wa- 
u-wa-ar (9′) ŠEŠ-tar-ta ku-e-da-ni  
me-mi-ni ḫa-at-ra-a-mi (10′) ŠEŠ- 
tar ku-iš ku-e-da-ni ḫa-at-re-eš-ke- 
ez-zi (11′) nu-kán Ú-UL a-aš-ši-
ya-an-te-eš ku-i-e-eš (12′) nu 1-aš 
1-e-da-ni ŠeŠ-tar ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-
ez-zi (13′) [t]u-[u]k-ma ŠeŠ-tar 

(1′–19′) You keep speaking about 
the defeat? of Wašašatta and the 
conquest? of the land of Ḫurri. 
You conquered by force of arms. 
You conquered by …. So you’ve 
become a “great King,” have 
you?��� But why do you continue 
to speak about “brotherhood” and 
about coming to Mt. Ammana? 
What is it, (this) “brotherhood”? 
And what is it, (this) “coming to 
Mt. Ammana”? For what reason 
should I call you my “brother”? 
Who calls another his “brother”? 
do people who are not on familiar 
terms with each other call each 
other “brother”? Why then should I 
call you “brother”? Were you and
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ku-wa-at-ta še-er (14′) [ḫa]-at-ra-
a-mi zi-ik-za-kán am-mu-uk-ka� 
(15′) 1-e-da-ni AMA-ni ḫa-aš-ša-an-
te-eš (16′) [A-B]I A-BA A-BI-YA-ya 
giM-an A-NA LUgAL KUr 
URUAš-šur (17′) [ŠeŠ-tar] Ú-UL 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ker zi-ik-ka�-mu 
(18′) [ú-wa-u-wa]-a[r] LUgAL.
gAL-UT-TA-ya le-e ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-
ši (19′) [Ú-UL-mu] Zi-an-za

I born of the same mother? As my 
grandfather and my father did not 
call the King of Assyria “brother,” 
you should not keep writing to me 
(about) “coming” and “great King-
ship.” It displeases me.

The remaining six lines of column I and the preserved parts of columns II–IV 
are too broken for translation.

Commentary

8 The form ú-wa-u-wa-ar here and possibly in line �8 is the verbal 
substantive of uwa- “to come” (GrHL §12.43). the verbal substantive of 
au(š)- “to see” is ú-wa-a-tar, and its infinitive ú-wa-an-na (GrHL §13.33). 

105. KUB 23.103 and duplicates  
From King Tudḫaliya IV of Ḫatti to an  

Assyrian Nobleman Bāba-aḫ-iddina

Texts: A. Bo 2151; B. Bo 3089; C. Bo 718. Find spots: A: Temple I. B and 
C: Unknown. Copies: A. KUB 23.103 rev. 8–29; B. KUB 23.92 rev. 9–21; 
C. KUB 40.77. Edition: Otten 1959–1960; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 252–60. 
Translation: Beckman 1999a, 149–50 (no. 24C). Discussion: Harrak 1987, 
147–48, 214; van den Hout 2002, 873; Mora and giorgieri 2004, no. 17 and 
passim. 

This Hittite-language draft of a letter to an official who occupied a high 
position at the courts of Adadnirāri i, Shalmaneser i, and Tukulti-Ninurta 
I, was combined on a single tablet with drafts of other letters with similar 
concerns addressed to the Assyrian court. The other letters are fragmentary, 
and the names of their recipients lost. We can be fairly sure of the identity of 
the parties in this letter from the analysis of its content. The proposed cam-
paign against the region of Papanḫi, probably located in the mountains of 
southeastern Anatolia, is to be connected with the claim of Tukulti-Ninurta I 
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to have fought against Papanḫi early in his reign (Otten 1959–1960, 46). He 
would be the new Assyrian ruler, and the author of these letters tudḫaliya 
IV. On all this see Beckman �999a, ��9.

For more on this document and its several copies, see above in §�.�.9.

(A rev. 8) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-
NA mBA-BA-ŠEŠ-SUM QÍ-BI-MA

(A rev. 8) thus speaks His Majesty: 
Say to Bāba-aḫu-iddina:

(A rev. 9) EN-KU-NU-ma-aš-kán 
ku-it BA.ÚŠ nu-uš-ma-aš dUMU 
EN-KU-NU ku-in ša-ra-a [… 
(LÚgUrUŠ-tar giM-an egir-pa)] 
(10) me-mi-er dingir-LUM-ši 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an ŠÀ-er pí-ya-an ḫar-zi 
PA-NI A-BI-ŠU-pá[t x x x x…(-ši 
ku-i-e-eš)] (11) mgiŠ.ge6-AŠ-ŠUR-
aš mMAR.TU-A-ŠA-RI-<ID>-ša 
ka-a na-an-mu a-pu-u-uš me-
[mi-… (A-NA giŠgU.ZA 
A-BI-ŠU-za-aš-kán)] (12) im-
ma-ak-ku e-ša-at nu-uš-ši Ú-UL 
A-NA gUd.AM-pát ma-aḫ-ḫa-[an 
… (nu ki-i me-mi-iš-ke-ez-zi)] 
(13) i-ya-mi-ma-an-pát-wa ku-it-ki 
ma-a-an-wa-mu a-ra-aḫ-zé-nu-uš 
LU[gAL.MeŠ … (a-)pí-(ya���-
ya-ma-an-wa-mu ú-wa-an-zi)] 
(14) ma-an-wa-za ŠUM-an ku-it-ki 
i-ya-mi nu me-ek-ki ku-it-ki a-pé[-
���… (x I-NA ḪUr.SAg-NI-pát 
ku-it na-wi5 pu-u-uḫ-ti)] (15) na-aš 
pa-iz-zi ku-e-da-ni A-NA LÚ.KÚr 
na-aš IŠ-TU iniM dingir[-LIM-
ŠU …(x-ya kat-ta a-ar-nu-wa-an-za 
e-eš-du)] (16) A-BU-ŠU-ši-kán 
ku-it BA.ÚŠ a-pa-a-aš-ma-za-kán 
A-NA giŠgU.[ZA A-BI-ŠU … 
igi-zi (pal-ši ku-e-da-ni LÍL-ri 
pa-iz-zi)] (17) na-aš-kán geŠPÚ-za 
ku-e-da-ni �-ŠU me-ek-ki ma-a-

(A rev. 9) Because your lord died—as 
they have attributed manhood to 
the son of your lord who has been 
elevated over you, (10) and as the 
god has given him heart, even in 
the time of his father … (11) Those 
who are here on his behalf?, Ṣillī-
Aššur and Amurru-ašarēd, have 
told me about him, (12) that he 
has just seated himself upon the 
throne of his father, and how to 
him, not even as to a bull, … . And 
he keeps saying this: (13) “I want 
to accomplish something! If the 
foreign kings become hostile to 
me, they would then come against 
me, (14) and I could make a certain 
name for myself.” Now very much 
… And because he has not yet 
… in the mountains in particular, 
(15) let the enemy against whom 
he goes be brought down … at the 
command of the god. (16) Because 
his father died, and he has just 
seated himself upon the throne of 
his father, the campaign on which 
he goes for the first time (17) should 
be one on which he enjoys three- or 
fourfold numerical superiority. If 
it is …, or some strong position, 
(18) then the first time they will … 
in this manner. (19) But the lands
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[…(na-aš-ma-at geŠPÚ-aḫ-ḫa-an) 
…] (18) ku-it-ki AŠ-RU nu igi-zi 
pal-ši a-pé-ni-iš-šu-wa-an […(-na-
an-zi)] (19) A-BU-ŠU-ma-aš-ši ku-e 
KUr.KUr.MeŠ IŠ-TU giŠtUKUL 
tar-aḫ-ḫa-an ḫ[ar-ta …] (20) ki-i-
pát-mu ku-it KUr URUBa-ba-an-ḫi 
me-mi-iš-kán-zi x [ …] (21) ḪUr.
SAg.MeŠ-ya-wa me-ek-ki ḪUL-
u-e-eš nu in-na-ra-[wa-tar …] 
(22) ku-it-ki nu a-pa-a-aš ki-nu-
un-pát ku-it me-mi-iš-ke-ez-zi 
[…] (23) na-at le-e-pát i-ya-an-zi 
dingir.MeŠ a-pé-ni-iš-ša-[an …] 
(24) ka-ru-ú-ya ku-wa-pí pa-iz-zi nu 
ma-a-an Un.MeŠ-tar x [x] (25) na-
aš-ma-aš Érin.MeŠ KUr-TI-pát 
ku-iš-ki na-at-kán šu-me-e[-eš?] 
(26) […] Un.MeŠ-tar-ma!-kán šu-
me-e-da-az Ú-UL ku-i[t-ki x ] (27) 
[ku-it-]ki? i-ya-zi nu-za EN-KA ku-
e KUr[.KUr.MeŠ x ] (28) […]-zi 
[…]-zi nu e-eš-š/t[a- …]

which his father had conquered by 
force of arms. … (20) Because they 
keep telling me even this about the 
land of Papanḫi: (21) “…, and the 
mountains are very treacherous,” 
then vigor? … something. (22) And 
because he even now continues 
to say … (23) They shall not do it. 
the gods thus … (24) And formerly, 
wherever he would go—if the 
population …, or it is some troops 
of the land,

Remainder too fragmentary for 
translation.

Commentary

rev. 8 See Mora and giorgieri 2004, 42.
rev. 12 “Speaking of the transposition of aspects typical of animal 

behavior into the human world, there is an interesting comparison using the 
image of a wild bull (gU�AM) in a letter in Hittite KUB XXiii 103 13 rev. 
12′, where this animal seems to indicate an impetuous and irrational attitude” 
(de Martino and imparati 1995, 104).

2.3.1.2. NH Domestic Correspondence within the Royal Family (106–122)
We saw above that there were exceptional cases where older letters from 

the Middle Hittite period were kept. But as a general rule, letters formed a 
part of the broad category that van den Hout calls “category B” of which no 
duplicates were made and which were not kept for more than a few regnal 
periods (van den Hout 2002, 869). thus we may expect that the vast major-
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ity of the letters recovered in the excavations at Boğazköy will belong to the 
latter half of the thirteenth century. Van den Hout mentions as examples of 
exceptions: “for older letters, except for the ones in Building A just men-
tioned, cf. KBo 18.51 (cf. J. Klinger, ZA 85 (1995) 92 with n. 71), KBo 18.54 
(cf. StBot 38, 170–71), KUB 19.20 + KBo 12.23 (ed. ZA 84 (1994) 60–88)” 
(2002, 870 n. 45).

106. KBo 18.2  
From the King to the Queen Mother

Text: 2009/u. Find spot: Bk. d: in dumps of previous excavation, i b, p/10. 
Copy: KBo 18.2. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 4, 204–5 (nos. 2 and 158) 
with anterior literature. Discussion: güterbock 1979, 144 (obv. 1–2, rev. 
4–8). 

The addressed queen mother is quite possibly Puduḫepa, the widow of 
King Ḫattušili iii, which would make the sender her son, King tudḫaliya 
IV. But the identification is not certain. the order of sender and addressee 
reflects the fact that, although the queen is his mother, the king outranks her 
and therefore appears first in the opening line. for the somewhat unusual 
expanded well-being formula, using “the thousand gods,” see §1.2.17.

Since there are lines at the end of the obverse and beginning of the 
reverse that are broken away or illegible, and all the commands in the pre-
served parts of the reverse are plural, the text on the reverse is probably part 
of a piggyback letter of the king addressed to those around the queen mother, 
who are urged to write to her royal son, reporting on her health and well-
being (l. e. 1–2). the same request is made in obv. 5–6, where, however, no 
indication is made that others than the addressee herself is being addressed. 
Perhaps, then, the king first asks his own mother to write (i.e., dictate a letter) 
to him about her health, and then in a piggyback letter to those around her he 
orders that they see to the drafting and sending of such a letter.

the translation of the reverse is adapted from güterbock 1979, 144. 
The threefold repetition of the designation “my lady, my dear mother” is 

noted by Hagenbuchner (1989a, 81). On “let me know” (šiggallu rev. 12) as 
part of a formula see (Hagenbuchner 1989a, 99 n. 61). 

 (1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A-
NA] MUnUS.LUgAL gAŠAn-YA 
AMA.dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BI-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to the Queen(-mother), my lady, 
my dear mother:
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(3) [gAŠAn-Y]A AMA.dÙg.gA- 
YA LI-IM [dingir.MeŠ] (4) [aš-
šu-]li pa-aḫ-ša-an-da-r[u]   

(3–7) May the thousand gods keep 
my lady, my dear mother, in good 
health. 

(5) [gAŠAn-]YA AMA.dÙg.gA-
YA a[š-šu-ul] (6) [ku-it m]a-aḫ-ḫa-an 
nu-mu ḫa-[at-ra-a-i?] 

(5–6) Write to me how it is with my 
lady, my dear mother. 

(7) [ ] mŠi-mi-ti-[…] (7) Šimiti-…

(Rest of the obverse lost in the break.)

106b. KBo 18.2  
Piggyback Letter from the King to Several Persons

(Opening lines of the reverse lost in the break.)

(rev. �′) [x-x-x-x-x] up-pé-eš-[…] (rev. 
�′) [ x-x-x-x-]x-šar-ra-aš mŠU?-MI-
dA.A[…] (rev. �′) [o - o -o ]x?-x?325 
ti-ya-at-tén na-at-kán pa-r[a-a] 
(rev. 5′) [ar-��6]nu-ut-tén na-at-mu 
up-pé-eš-tén (rev. 6′) [k]a-a-ša-mu 
Ì.dÙg.gA iš-ki-ya-u-[wa-aš] (rev. 7′) 
nU.gÁL (rev. 8′) nam-ma-mu ma- 
a-an up-pa-a-i (rev. 9′) ku-iš-ki ma-a- 
an-mu Ú-UL (rev. 10′) ku-iš-ki up-pa- 
a-i nu-mu ṬUP.PAḪi.A 327 (rev. ��′) ḫa-
at-ra-a-at-tén (rev. ��′) nu ši-ig-gal-lu

(rev. 1′–3′ are too broken for trans-
lation.) 

(rev. �′–7′) … bring (pl.) it out and 
send (pl.) it to me! At present 
I have no sweet-smelling oil to 
anoint myself. (rev. 8′–��′) Further-
more, write (pl.) me letters so that 
I may know whether someone will 
send (it) to me or no one will send 
(it) to me.

 (l. e. 1) [MA-ḪAR MUnUS.LUgAL 
AMA.dÙg.gA-YA aš-šu-]ul (l. e. 

2) [ku-it giM-an nu-mu egir-pa 
ḫa-at-r]a-at-tén��8 

(l. e. 1–2) Write (pl.) back to me how 
the well-being of the Queen, my 
dear mother, is. 

Commentary

rev. 8–12 Hagenbuchner (1989a, 152 n. 17) comments on the position 
of the word “someone” (kuiški) after the finite verb in rev. 8. this grammati-
cal feature is treated now in GrHL §18.34 and §30.11 (“right-dislocation”), 
where other examples are cited. Lines 8–12 are also edited in CHd šakk- � c 
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3′ a’. for the non-cultic anointing of persons for cosmetic or health reasons 
see Hoffner 1995c, 111.

107. Güterbock 1979, 142–44 
To the King from the Queen

Find spot: Unknown. Copy: None. Edition: güterbock 1979, 142–44. Dis-
cussion: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 7 (no. 4), 161–62 (no. 106). According to 
güterbock 1979, this letter (especially the piggyback letter on the reverse) is 
related to text 106.

It is highly doubtful that one can date this letter as early as prior to 
Muršili ii solely on the basis of a common name like mnÍg.BA-dU and the 
use of a formulaic katti–mi or katti–ti (pace Hagenbuchner 1989b, 161).

(1) [A-N]A dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA  
(2) [Q]Í-BÍ-MA (3) UM-MA 
MUnUS.LUgAL gÉMe-KA-MA 
(4) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA 
(5) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in (6) e-eš-du 
nu dUTU-ŠI (7) BE-LÍ-YA dingir.
MEŠ TI-an (8) ḫar-kán-du nu A-
NA dUTU-ŠI (9) BE-LÍ-YA ŠU.Ḫi.
A-uš (10) a-ra-aḫ-za-an-da aš-šu-li 
(11) ḫar-kán-du nu dUTU-ŠI (12) BE-
LÍ-YA pa-aḫ-ša-an-ta-ru (13) ka-a-ya 
kat-ti-mi (14) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 

(1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
(3) thus speaks the Queen, your 
maidservant: (4–6) May all be well 
with Your Majesty, my lord! 
(6–11) May the gods keep Your Maj-
esty, my lord, alive and lovingly 
hold their hands around Your Maj-
esty, my lord, (12) and protect Your 
Majesty, my lord! (13)  Here, with 
me too, all is well.

(15) A-NA dUTU-ŠI ku-it BE-LÍ- 
YA (16) [k]i-iš-ša-an AQ-BI 
(17) [ma]-a-an-wa a-pa-a-at ut-tar  
(18) [ki-š]a-ri nu-wa MA-ḪAR 
dUTU-ŠI (19) [ú-wa-mi m]a-a-an 
a-pa-a-at-ma (20) [ut-tar Ú-UL] 
ki-ša-ri (21) […] an-tu-wa-aḫ-ḫa-
aš (22) […-]x ku-it (23) […]-iz-zi 
pé-e-da-aš (24) […] ni-ni-ik-ta-ri 
(25) […] a-pa-a-at ut-tar (26) […] Ú-
UL (27) […] nu dUTU-ŠI BE-LÍ-YA 
(28) […]x u? ma? aš?

(15) Concerning what i said to Your 
Majesty, my lord, thus: (17) “If 
that thing happens, I shall come to 
Your Majesty. (19) But if that thing 
does not happen, (21) … a person 
(22) … what/since (23) …… he car-
ried (24) … is raised? (25) … that 
thing/word (26) … not (27) … then 
Your Majesty, my lord, (28) … .
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107b. Güterbock 1979, 142–44 
Piggyback Letter from mNÍG.BA-dU  

(= Ari-Teššub or Piyama-Tarḫunta) to [PN]

(29) [A-NA o - o L]Ú ŠAL-ŠI MA-
AḪ-RI-YA (30) [QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-M]A 
mnÍg.BA-dU (31) [ArAd-KA-MA 
kat]-ti-ti [ḫ]u-u-ma-an (32) [Sig5-in 
e-eš-du nu-ut-t]a dingir.MeŠ 
(33) [aš-šu-li pa-aḫ-ša]-an-ta-ru

(29–33) Say to PN, the third, my 
superior: Thus speaks mnÍg.BA-
dU, your servant: May all be well 
with you, and may the gods lov-
ingly protect you!

(34) […]x É.gAL-LIM (35) […-]x-
at-ta-aš (36) […] gAL LÚÚ.ḪUB 
(37) […-]x-ta (38) [gAL LÚ?]Ú.ḪUB 
ki-iš-ša-an (39) [IQ-BI?] giŠIN-BIḪi.

A-wa-at-ta (40) Ì.giŠ?-ya am-mu-uk 
pé-eḫ-ḫi (41) [Ì.]dÙg.gA-ma-wa 
gAd-ya am-mu-uk (42) [da-aḫ-]ḫi 
nu BE-LU I-NA x [ x x] (43) […] nu 
Ì.dÙg.gA x [x] (44) […] x ku-iš 
pa-a-i

(34–44) … palace ……… the chief 
of the deaf men … . the chief of 
the deaf men spoke thus: “Fruit 
and sesame oil I shall give you, 
but the sweet(-smelling) oil and 
linen cloth I shall take.” Now, the 
lord is? in …, and who will deliver 
sweet(-smelling) oil …?

Commentary

29 for the tentative reading [. . . L]Ú ŠAL-ŠI, which is very uncertain, 
see güterbock 1979, 144. i wonder if these are not rather the final signs of a 
man’s name? Hagenbuchner has noted that there is little space in the break 
for an entire PN, perhaps only two signs after A-NA. The man could have 
been addressed by only his title. read: [. . .-]x-a/uḫ?-ši? 

For MAḪRÎ–YA “my superior” at the end of the sequence of PN plus 
rank designation see HKM 27: 17 (text 32); HKM 29 rev. 11 (text 34); HKM 
36: 37; and HKM 52: 19–20 (text 55).

30 for the Pn see Laroche 1966, 980–82, 986–88.
31 restoration by Hagenbuchner 1989b, 7 (no. 4) 161–62.
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108. KBo 18.4  
From the King of Išuwa to his Father, the Chief of the Charioteers

Text: 327/r. Find spot: Bk. f: Büyükkale d/12. in loose rubble over the 
north corner of Building F. Copy: KBo 18.4. Edition: Hagenbuchner �989b, 
�8�–8�, no. ���. Discussion: rosenkranz 1973, 73; Pecchioli daddi 1977.

A “greeting formula letter,” whose late script dates it in the reign of 
Ḫattušili iii or his successors. the anonymous sender is obviously a member 
of the extended imperial family. The name is not found in van den Hout 
1995, nor is the man identified in Hagenbuchner 1989b, nor in the tudḫaliya 
iV documents of Klengel 1999, 274–85. Perhaps he was the recipient of the 
letter KBo 4.14 (not in Hagenbuchner 1989b)��9 sent by tudḫaliya iV to the 
king of išuwa (Bryce 1981, 352 quoting Singer 1985); cf. Beal 1992, 447 
with nn. 1665–66.

the anonymous Chief of the Charioteers could be the mgAL-dU (Ura-
tarḫunta) known from a legal deposition text and the so-called Bronze tablet 
(see gurney 1993, 25). But for him to be an older person would date this 
letter in the reign of tudḫaliya iV. On the ranks Charioteer (LÚKARTAPPU) 
and Chief of the Charioteers see Pecchioli daddi 1977.

Often in Hittite letters the personal name of the sender or addressee is 
omitted, if his title/office and the context is enough to identify him (Hagenbu-
chner 1989a, 43–44). Although the address formula “my dear father” shows 
the addressee to be the senior, the king of išuwa outranks him: therefore his 
name appears first (Hagenbuchner 1989a, 46).

(1) [UM]-MA LUgAL URUi-šu-wa- 
MA (2) [A-NA] gAL LÚKAR-TAP- 
PÍ (3) [A-BI] dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BI-
MA

(1–3) thus speaks the King of išuwa: 
Say to the Chief of the Charioteers, 
my dear father:

(4) MA-ḪAR A-BI dÙg.gA-YA  
(5) ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in e-eš-du  
(6) nu A-BI dÙg.gA-YA (7) din≈ 
gir.MeŠ aš-šu-li PAP-an-da-ru

(4–6) May all be well with my dear 
father, and may the gods lovingly 
protect my dear father!

(8) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI (9) MA-ḪAR 
MUnUS.LUgAL aš-šu-ul (10) ku-
it giM-an (11) nu-mu A-BI dÙg.
gA-YA (12) egir-pa ŠU-PUR

(8–12) May may dear father send 
back to me a report of how it is 
with His Majesty and with the 
Queen.
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109. KBo 18.48  
From the King to Prince Ḫešni

Text: 59/g + 103/g. Find spot: Büyükkale. Copy: KBo 18.48. Edition: 
Hagenbuchner 1989b, 7–12 (no. 5); Discussion: tani 2001; Mora and gior-
gieri 2004, 99–100; Houwink ten Cate 2006. 

Houwink ten Cate, whose interpretation requires a great number of con-
jectural restorations, has assumed that the sender of this letter was tudḫaliya 
IV, who was at the time away from Ḫattuša, and that the letter was sent to 
Ḫešni, the prince of Carchemish, in Ḫattuša.

Mora (2004, 99–100) has pointed out that the letter KBo 18.25(+) 
presents some analogies to KBo 18.48, in which matters of borders seem 
to be discussed, the kings of Carchemish and Assyria are mentioned, and 
fragments of preceding messages are referred to. But above all it is the con-
temporary citation of Prince Ḫešni and of taki-Šarruma in rS 17.403, a text 
from Ugarit in which border questions relative to the kingdom of Ugarit are 
discussed, that suggests so strongly the possibility of links between KBo 
18.25(+) and KBo 18.48. 

Heinhold-Krahmer (2002, 373 n. 75), however, reminds us of the rival 
suggestion of Malbran-Labat for reading the name as Ḫi-iš-ni-i-LUgAL-ma 
(=Ḫišni-Šarruma) LUgAL KUr URUKa[r-ga-miš].330 

(1) UM-MA dUTU-ŠI-MA A-NA 
mḪi-iš-ni-i dUMU-Y[A QÍ-BI-MA]

(1) thus speaks His Majesty: Say to 
Ḫešni, my son:

(2) �ka-a-ša� MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI da-
pí-an [Sig5-in]

(2) All is well now with My Maj-
esty.

(3) nu ka-a-aš ku-iš LÚ ṬE�-MU 
ú[-it …] (4) mḪa-aš-du-ú-i-le-en 
giM-an […] (5) nu-kán iniM 
LUgAL KUrKar-ga-�miš� […] 
(6) da-pí-an i-wa-ar LUgAL 
KU[R…]

(3–4) As soon as this messenger 
who has come has…-ed Ḫašduili, 
(5) you should tend to? the entire 
matter/affair of the king of 
Carchemish … (6) in the manner of 
the king of …

(7) nu-kán ka-a-aš-ma A-NA 
LUgAL KUrK[ar-ga-miš pa-ra-a]  
(8) ne-ḫu-un nu A-NA LUgAL 
KUrAš-š[ur]��� [ …] (9) ka-a-aš-ma 
mKam-ma-li-ya-aš […]

(7) i have just sent to the king of 
Carchemish. (8) And I? …-ed? to/
for the king of Assyria.��� (9) Now 
Kammaliya is/has …
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(10) nu-mu ki-i giM-an mḪa-aš-du[- 
ú-i-li-iš …] (11) wa-tar-na-aḫ-ḫi-iš-
ke-et nu […] (12) giM-an UdU-un 
TA-BAR-RI! […] (13) LUgAL-i-ya 
ze-en-na-an [ḫar-ši …] (14) A-NA 
LÚ.MEŠ ṬE�-ME-YA (or -ya) zi-[ik 
…]

(10) Since Ḫašduili has been com-
municating these things … to? me, 
(11–12) and when/as you have an 
extispicy performed on a sheep …, 
(13) and you have finished for the 
king too, (14) you?… to my mes-
sengers ….

(15) nu LUgAL KUrKar-ga-miš 
ṬUP-PU […] (16) nu-za pé-danx 
ḫar-du mar-ki[-ya?-zi?-ma ma?-
a?-an?] (17) nu ṬUP-PU ḫe-e-eš 
na-at-kán […] (18) nu-ut-ták-kán 
giM-an ZAg-na […] (19) ú-uk i-
wa-ar LUgAL KUrKar-g[a-miš …] 
(20) [m]a-a!-an-ma-an-za ka-a e-e[š-
ta …] (21) […] x […]-ri-ya UL[ …]

(15) And the King of Carchemish … 
a tablet … (16) Let him keep (his) 
place! But if he refuses?. (17) Then 
open the tablet! And confirm it 
…. (18) And just as … …-s you to 
the right, (19) i—like the King of 
Carchemish���—… (20) If you had 
been here, … (21) would not …

(Breaks off)
(rev. 1′) ma-an-na-ša-a[n? d]u?-u-wa-
an ar-ḫa gin!-at []

(rev. 1′) He would have gone off 
away from us.

(rev. 2′) nu :an-na-ri : an-na-ri na-an-
za-�an?� KUrAk-ka�-d[u ša?-ak?-ta?]  
(rev. 3′) nu me-ek-ki Sig5-in ma-
a-an-ma-an-za LÚ.KÚr-ma 
�e?�[-šu?-un?] (rev. 4′) dUTU-ŠI-ma-
an-ši-kán DI-NU : an-za-nu-uḫ-ḫa 
ma-an-za S[ig5-in] (rev. 5′) nu-u-
wa-ma-na-aš ku-i[t]-ki nam-ma 
an-ze-el e-eš-t[a]

(rev. 2′) And annari?, annari?! The 
country of Babylonia …-ed��� him. 
(rev. 3′) And (this is) very good. if 
I/you had been an enemy, (rev. 4′) I, 
‘My Majesty,’ would have a.-ed335 
a legal suit against him, I would 
be successful.��6 (rev. 5′) He (the 
enemy?) would still have been in 
some way ours again.

(rev. 6′) a-pé-da-ni-ya-ma-an-ši-kán 
[iniM-ni še-er] x-ru-x-ni ú-wa-
u-e[n?]337 (rev. 7′) LÚ.KÚr-wa! 
an-ze-el ku-e iniM.MeŠ ḫa-at-
re-eš-ke-zi x[- x -x] (rev. 8′) tu-el 
LÚ.KÚr-aš! UL-pát ku-[i]t-[k]i 
ar-ḫa BAL-zi (rev. 9′) geŠtU!-ši-
ma-wa ku-iš l[a?-a-k]i? nu-wa-kán 
iniM LUgAL KUrKa[r-ga-miš] 
(rev. 10′) UL BAL-nu-uš-k[i-zi]

(rev. 6′) And on account of that 
matter we would have come to 
him in … (place name?), (saying,) 
(rev. 7′) “Our affairs about which 
the enemy wrote, (rev. 8′) will your 
enemy change nothing? (rev. 9′–10′) 

But will not he who …-s in his ear? 
change the word of the king of the 
country of Carchemish?”
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(rev. 11′) ki-nu-na-aš-kán egir-
zi-an : ḫur-la ku-it-ki iš[-…��8] 
(rev. 12′) egir-pa SUd-u-<e>-ni 
ki-nu-un-ma-at dUTU-ŠI giM-an 
mu-[ta?-a?-mi?] (rev. 13′) LUgAL 
KUrKar-ga-miš-ya-at a-pí-ya QA-
TAM-MA mu-[ta?-id?-du?] (rev. 14′) 
[n]a-aš-ma-za-kán an-da še-eš-ḫi 
na-aš-ták-kán x[ …] (rev. 15′) na-
an-kán QA-TAM-MA x [o-]lu nu 
TA-BAR-[RI …] (rev. 16′) nu-mu da-
pí-an mK[am]-ma-li-ya-aš[ …]

(rev. 11′) Now to us, after (so long?) 
some aggravation?? [is becoming] 
k[nown]. (rev. 12′) We pull back 
(from each other). But, now, just 
as i, ‘My Majesty,’ se[t] it (viz. 
the aggravation) [aside], (rev. 13′) in 
the same manner also the king of 
the country of Carchemish, [must] 
then/there set it [aside]! (rev. 14′)  Or 
you should make a choice in it! 
… (Rest of the text too broken for 
connected translation.)

(rev. 17′) mḪu-zi-ya-aš-ša ku-e ṬUP-
PAḪi.A […] (rev. 18′) na-at-za ma-a-an 
ma-la!-ši x[ …] (rev. 19′) ke-e-ya-kán 
egir.Ud x[ …] (rev. 20′) ma-a-an-
ma-za mar-ki-ya[-…] (rev. 21′) [o o 
-]ya LUgAL KUrKar-g[a-miš …] 
(22′) dÙ-an-du na-a[t-…]

(rev. 17′) And what tablets of Ḫuziya 
… (rev. 18′) if you approve them, 
… (rev. 19′) and these in the future 
… (rev. 20′) but if you reject … (rev. 

21′) … the king of Carchemish … 
(rev. 22′) let them make …

Commentary

in lines 8 and 10 the Hittite verb underlying the logogram BAL could as 
well be waḫnu- “to turn, change (something)” as waggariyanu- “to cause to 
rebel” (see Hoffner 1997c).

The form in line 9 shows what would be an incorrect sequence of clitics 
for an interpretation geŠtU!–ši–ma–wa “but . . . the ear to him”: the cor-
rect sequence for that meaning would be geŠtU-ma-wa-aš-ši (see GrHL 
§30.15). the regular order of clitics favors taking -ši as either the inflection 
of the noun (or verb) geŠtU, or a clitic possessive prounoun “his/her.” this 
consideration guided the present provisional translation.

rev. 11′ I take ḫurla to be a neuter (perhaps pl.) noun. in this context one 
expects a meaning like “aggravation”, something that has turned the emperor 
and the king of Carchemish against each other or made them suspicious of 
each other. there is a noun in the dative-locative singular in KBo 10.37 iii 
36–37 in the sequence of parts of the human speech apparatus: KA×U-i . . . 
EME<-i> . . . ḫurli “mouth . . . tongue . . . ḫurla-”, which suggests that the 
neuter (plural?) ḫurla may refer to hostile words. The pronoun -at in lines �� 
and �� refers back to this ḫurla “aggravation.” 
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2.3.1.3. NH Domestic Correspondence to or from the Royal Family

110. KBo 13.62 
School Tablet Based Upon a Real Letter  

from […] to [the Queen?]

Text: ��/u. Find spot: House on the Slope: L/18 – c/5, in the Phrygian area. 
Photo: Konk. Copy: KBo 13.62. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 22–25 (no. 
15). Discussion: Hoffner 1977c, 155 (dating); Catsanicos 1986, 131; Ünal 
1989, 506 (“Kritzeleien”); Hagenbuchner 1989a, 34; Oettinger 1989/1990, 
90; Haas 1994, 125 n. 97, 218 n. 211; de Martino and imparati 1995, 103–4; 
Klengel 1999, 248 [A28]; Korolëv 1999, 288–89; Boley 2000, 149, 296; 
torri 2008 (on the function of the House on the Slope).

giulia torri and i (in e-mail correspondence August 10–12, 2008) agreed 
that this tablet is a unique example in the Hittite archives of a scribal training 
tablet (model letter) that used an existing letter (apparently to the queen) as 
the text to be copied by the student scribe (for model letters outside of Ḫatti 
see §1.1.5.1.7).��9 That the text on the obverse had its origin in a real letter 
is made very likely by the occurrence of a personal name (fAruḫipa) in its 
body that is unrelated to the sender or addressee names. the tablet’s find 
spot, the House on the Slope, makes this identification all the more plausible, 
since torri (2008) has made a good case that this was the location for scribes 
who were recopying and adapting existing older compositions, and may very 
likely have been a scribal school. 

the text on the obverse was the teacher-scribe’s copy from the original, 
real letter. the text on the back is the student’s copy. the handwriting on 
the obverse is neat and without mistakes; that on the reverse is less skilled 
and shows mistakes and erasures. the student’s signature was apparently 
attempted in the colophon on the reverse, but subsequently erased together 
with a few additional lines of his writing. The hierogrlyphic signature, 
ASINUS�A-tà-la-na, is that of the teacher.

As for the content of the original, real letter that served as the model, 
unfortunately, all that remains of the opening two lines of the obverse, which 
would have contained the name and titles or terms of relationship of the 
addressee and those of the sender, are parts of the final words. 

As for the addressee, in view of the repeated use of BĒLTI–YA “my 
lady” in the body of the text (lines 4, 5, 19) and the great concern shown 
about her illness, as well as the considerable efforts exerted on her behalf, 
she was a high-ranking woman, perhaps kin to the sender. It is not excluded 
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that she was the queen. This is the view of Hagenbuchner �989b and de 
Martino and imparati 1995, 103. not realizing that this was a school tablet, 
and that the scribe named in hieroglyphs was not the scribe who wrote the 
original letter, Hagenbuchner dated the letter itself to the time of Ḫattušili 
iii, in part on the basis of reading the damaged name(s) in the colophon as 
referring to the scribe Ša(w)ušga-ziti (Hagenbuchner 1989b, 22–25; Klengel  
1999, 248 [A28] recording this opinion). But on the basis of collation by 
the online photo, Torri questions the readings, preferring to read the hiero-
glyphic name as ASINUS�A-tà-la-na, the scribe Tarkasnatalana whose name 
is known from hieroglyphic seals at Ḫattuša (torri 2008, 770–80 with nn. 
52–53, citing Herbordt 2005, 274 n. 426 [reference conveyed to torri by e. 
rieken] for the seals).

the sender’s name is also broken away except for the final term [. . .-
K]A-MA “your [. . .].” One expects here [ArAd-K]A-MA “your [servant]” 
or [dUMU-K]A-MA “your [son].” the remaining context of the letter gives 
no significant clue as to his identity. He is with the king, since he conveys to 
the addressee the news that the king is well (line 3). this might suggest that 
the addressee is a close relative to the king, either the queen or the queen-
mother. 

in the greeting (or well-wishing) formula the sender uses language more 
intense and lofty than the usual. But instead of bidding “the thousand gods” 
to keep his lady alive, as in at least one letter to the queen (text 106), he 
employs the usual formula “May the gods keep my [lady] alive!” (line 5; 
and see §1.2.17). He has been informed about a fever that has attacked the 
addressee, and his informant adds that she is eating maḫḫuella-bread and 
fruit (line 9), perhaps a diet thought to be helpful in curing a fever. the writer 
expresses his profound sadness and sympathy for her in words that are also 
found in a prayer of the king Muršili ii, describing his grief over the death of 
his beloved wife (lines 10–11; see Hoffner 1983). the deliberate use of such 
an expression, elsewhere only used with reference to the death of the queen, 
also suggests a royal identity for the addressee. His tearful cry to the gods on 
his addressee’s behalf uses a rare Luwian term (iyawan) found elsewhere in 
the lofty language of mythology or magic rituals. The content of his tearful 
cry—“Oh that the gods would step in again! if only they will make [my lady] 
well again! If only dZa?-x[-. . .] will [. . .]!” (lines 13–14)—indicates that this 
woman has been seriously ill before and recovered after divine intervention. 

the sender then promises that together with others (“we” in line 15) he 
will scour the countryside (gimra-) to find something that the queen either 
has requested or needs. It may have something to do with wild animals 
(ḫuetar), but its identity remains unclear. Soysal (2006) suggested the resto-
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ration ú-m[i??-e-ni] in line 18, and thought this might be another “safari” to 
retrieve wild animals, as is attested in HKM 48 (text 51; on which see Hoff-
ner 1997b). But the search may rather have something to do with the queen’s 
illness: something derived from animals that could be used in a magic heal-
ing or “purification” ritual. 

At this point the obverse breaks off, and there was probably much fur-
ther text on the bottom of the obverse. 

the missing majority of the reverse contained the student scribe’s copy. 
This scribe signs his copy at the bottom in the manner normal for scribes of 
administrative or literary texts, not in any way appropriate for the scribe of a 
letter: ŠU mPN “the hand of PN.” There are traces of four lines of cuneiform, 
all erased. Superimposed on this erased cuneiform is the large hieroglyphic 
name now read by Torri as the scribe ASINUS�A-tà-la-na (tarkasnatalana). 
This man would have been the teacher-supervisor who probably made the 
model letter on the obverse of the tablet (so Torri in personal communica-
tion). the traces of the apprentice scribe’s name in the erased colophon are 
impossible to reconcile with the name Tarkasnatalana. Hagenbuchner pro-
posed m.dINANNA-LÚ!-i!, for which she proposed the reading Šaušga-ziti. 
As to this erased colophon, it is now too damaged for confident reading. But 
the arrangement of the traces suggests that it was more than just the scribe’s 
name, but contained at least two additional lines, describing his rank and per-
haps his supervisor’s name. if so, then it might have indicated that he was an 
apprentice (or student) scribe (gÁB.ZU.ZU), like other scribes identified in 
colophons from the House on the Slope (torri 2008). 

As torri (2008) correctly observes, the earlier theory that the scribe 
tried twice to write his name in cuneiform, then erased it and substituted a 
hieroglyphic writing of the same name, would not have been possible if he 
were the writer of the obverse. The writer of the obverse was no incompetent 
student-scribe, for his writing is clear, precise, and without erasures. But if, 
Torri and I suppose, the scribe who wrote the reverse was the student, and 
the writer of the obverse the teacher Tarkasnatalana, then it is indeed pos-
sible that it was the student who made the mistakes in the colophon. 

I agree with Torri that we simply do not know the motivation for this 
strange erasure of the cuneiform colophon and the superposition at a dif-
ferent angle of the hieroglyphic name. As to why a letter was chosen as the 
model text for the only recovered school tablet, when the House on the Slope 
contained so many other types of text suitable for exercise, and not many 
examples of historical-political ones, one would assume that student scribes 
would have to be trained to copy letters, if their future activities involved 
drafting real ones. There is abundant evidence for model practice letters in 
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Egypt and elsewhere. We simply have no other evidence yet that scribes in 
the House on the Slope were doing this.

(1) [A-NA MUnUS.LUgAL BE-
EL-TI�-YA QÍ-B]I-MA (2) [UM-MA 
m… ArAd?/gÉMe?-K]A-MA

(1) Say to the Queen, my lady: 
(2) Thus speaks PN, your servant:

(3) [MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI] BE-LÍ-YA 
ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in

(3) All is well with His Majesty, my 
lord.

(4) [A-NA MUnUS.LUgAL] BE-
EL-TI�-YA ḫu-u-ma-an Sig5-in 
[e-eš-du] (5) [nu BE-EL-TI�-Y]A 
dingir.MeŠ ti-an ḫar-kán-du 
nu BE-EL-T[I�-YA] (6) [gig-an] 
nam-ma da-an-du nu-ut-ta : ḫa-at-
tu-la-aḫ-ḫa-an-du

(4) May all be well with the Queen, 
my lady! (5) May the gods keep my 
lady, alive! (5–6) And may they take 
the illness <from> my lady again 
and make you well (again)!

(7) [BE-EL-TI�-]IA-ma-mu ku-it ki-i 
: ta-pa-ša-aš ut-tar (8) ḫa-at-ra-a-it 
fA-ru-ḫi-pa-ša-at-mu ḫa-at-ra-a-iš 
(9) nam-ma nindAma-aḫ-ḫu-e-el-
la-an giŠIN-BU-ya e-ez-za-az-zi 
(10) nu-mu-kán Zi-YA da-an-ku-i 
da-ga-an-zi-pí (11) kat-ta-an-ta pa-
a-an-za a-pé-e-da-ni ud-da-a-ni 
pé-ra-an (12) [nu]-uš-ša-an A-NA 
dingir.MeŠ UgU : i-ya-u-wa-
an [ḫal-zi-iḫ-ḫi] (13) [ma?-]an-na 
dingir.MeŠ ti-an-zi nam-ma 
ma-an-na[ BE-EL-TI�-YA] (14) : ḫa-
at-tu-la-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi nam-ma ma-an 
dZa-a?[- …-z]i? 

(7) But concerning this matter of 
a fever that my lady wrote me 
about—(8) (actually) it was Aruḫipa 
who wrote it to me— (9) “In addi-
tion she is eating maḫḫuella-bread 
and fruit”: (10–11) on account of that 
matter (i.e., the serious illness of 
the addressee) my soul has gone 
down into the dark netherworld 
(i.e., I am very sad). (12) And my 
tearful cry goes up to the gods. 
(13–14) Oh that the gods would step 
in again! If only they will make my 
lady well again! If only dZa?-x-… 
will …!” 

(15) ú-e-eš-ta!340 ka-a-ša gi-im-ra- 
a-an an-da [ša-an-ḫu-u-]e-ni (16) nu  
gi-im-ra-aš me-ek-ki ku-it x x x  
tar[- ] (17) na-an-kán wa-ar-ḫu-u- 
wa-ya-az ar-ḫa x[…] (18) ar-nu-um- 
mi-en nu ḫu-u-e-tar ma-ši-wa-an ú-
m[i??-e-ni] (19) na-at ú-wa-mi A-NA 
BE-EL-TI�-YA ḫ[a?-at-ra-a-mi]

(15) We will now scour? the coun-
tryside. (16) And because the 
countryside is very … (17–18)… and 
(because) we moved it out/away 
from the underbrush, (18–19) I will 
certainly write? to my lady how-
ever much wildlife we see?.
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(Bottom half of the obverse and top half of the reverse are broken away.)
(rev. 1′) kat-t[a …] (rev. 2′) nu-uš-ma-
aš dingir.MeŠ […] 

… … (rev. 2′) and may the gods … 
you (pl.) …

(rev. 3′) ŠU mINANNA-LÚ!-i! (rev. 4′) 
ŠU mINANNA-LÚ!-i!

(rev. 3′) the hand(writing) of Šauška-
ziti. (rev. 4′) the hand(writing) of 
Šauška-ziti. 

(Hieroglyphs reading Sà-uš-ga-
Vir)

Commentary

obv. 7–9 is edited in CHd sub nindAmaḫḫue(l)la-. 
obv. 15 A possible objection to taking ú-e-eš-ta as weš–šta and as the 

first word of the clause is the fact that both kāša and kašma generally occur 
as the first accented word in the clause, with only unaccented conjunctions 
(nu, ta, etc.) and their clitics preceding. But as with all rules, there are excep-
tions to this one as well: dUTU-ŠI-ma-aš mnir.gÁL en KUr.KUr.Hi.A 
ka-a-ša [ḫal-zi-iḫ-ḫu-un nu-za ki-i] a[r-ku-wa]-ar i-[ya-mi] “[i], My Majesty, 
Muwattalli, lord of the lands, [have] hereby [summoned] you, and m[ake 
this] p[lea]” is a virtually certain restoration of KBo 11.1 obv. 11. the pres-
ence of the clitic object in -ma-aš (for -ma-šmaš) guarantees that there is a 
finite verb to follow, and it can only follow kāša. A second example occurs 
in this same text: ki-nu-na-at ka-a-ša dUTU-ŠI mnir.gÁL egir-pa Sig5-
aḫ-mi obv. 32–33 “But now i, My Majesty, Muwattalli hereby make it right 
again.” Here ki-nu-na “but now” is an accented word and precedes kāša in 
the clause. See further examples in rev. 10, 13, as well as in KBo 16.42 obv. 
7 (where am-mu-ga ka-a-ša [. . .] begins a new paragraph and must therefore 
be the beginning of a clause), KUB 13.31: 5′, HKM 44: 2′–5′ (an-da-ma-kán 
ka-a?[-ša] (3) mMa-ra-ku-in (4) ku-it LÚQAR-DAP<-PU> (5) pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-
ḫu-un). if the general tendency for kāša/kāšma to be the first accented word 
can admit these exceptions, it can admit others. I see no viable way to take 
ú-e-eš-ta differently here.

obv. 18–19 On these lines, and especially the translation “how much 
wildlife,” see comments on text 51 and note 148.
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111. KBo 18.54  
To the King from Kaššū 

Text: 807/w. Find spot: Bk. d: p-q/10-11. Copy: KBo 18.54. Photo: Bittel 
and neve 1966, 13 and online in Konk. Edition: neu 1968, 44–45 (rev. 11′–
25′, 15); Melchert 1977, 386 (line 21–l. e. 1); Pecchioli daddi 1978–1979, 
204–10; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 57–63 (no. 40), 130 (no. 84); Marizza 2007a, 
101–11. Discussion: neve in Bittel and neve 1966, 13; Haas 1970, 171 (sub 
807/w); Ünal 1977, 461 (on the food shortage mentioned in rev. 3′–7′); Beck-
man 1983b, 110 (on obv. 14–17); Boysan-dietrich 1987, 76–79; Beal 1992, 
402 n. 1513, 457 n. 1693; Cotticelli-Kurras 1992, 125 (on obv. 3–6); Klinger 
1995a, 102; de Martino and imparati 1995, 114; van den Hout 1995, 229 (on 
Kaššū and the Maşat provenience of KBo 18.54); 2004a (on the food short-
age); Klengel 1999, 127 [A1]; Boley 2000, 365. 

Very likely a letter from Tapikka to Ḫattuša and datable in the reign of 
Šuppiluliuma i or slightly earlier. Konk. thinks it might be a Middle Hittite 
letter (“mh?”). 

there are many difficulties to translating this letter. in obv. 7–17 the dif-
ficulty is mainly in determining the correct restorations for the text breaks. 
Our choices generally reflect those of güterbock and Beckman (1983b, 110), 
but others are certainly possible. 

Kaššū, whose duties are primarily military, shows this by his inclu-
sion of the troops in the request for information about health and well-being 
(lines 3–6); see above in §1.1.9.4. Apparently, Kaššū had received a tablet 
with instructions on it from the king, but the tablet was written in Akkadian 
(“Babylonian”), not Hittite. Since the king would never have dictated a letter 
in that language, it is clear that some royal scribe wanted to make trouble 
for Kaššū, whose language skills did not include Babylonian. Although he 
may have suspected a malicious prank, Kaššū could not afford to take the 
chance that the letter contained important instructions from the king. So he 
dispatched to the king Wandapa-ziti with the tablet. As always with these let-
ters, it is rarely clear at which of his royal residences the king was: Ḫattuša, 
Šapinuwa, or some other palace. 

After a long lacuna stretching over the end of the obverse and the begin-
ning of the reverse, Kaššū turns to food shortages (kašti, rev. 5) and questions 
of procedure in storming an enemy city (rev. 9′–26′ l. e. 1). the king has 
dispatched a man named Tuttu with instructions to storm (epurai-) the 
enemy city. But the instructions specified that the wall not be knocked down 
(pippa-). this would have been in order to preserve the fortifications for the 
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protection of the future Hittite garrison there. Kasšū reports that attempts 
to storm the city, presumably by using scaling ladders, have failed. He also 
reports that another method of penetrating the city, perhaps (judging from 
the adverbs “under” and “out”) tunneling under the wall, also failed. He con-
cludes that the only way they will ever successfully penetrate the defenses 
is by knocking down the wall. From other Hittite descriptions of seige we 
know that they understood the use of the battering ram (giŠgU�.Si.diLi). So 
perhaps they would use it, if the king gave the permission. 

in rev. 20′–26′ and l. e. 1, Kaššū does what any good bureaucrat does: 
he anticipates his boss’s objections and tries to answer them in advance. A 
good example is found in the Bible in 2 Sam 11: 19–21, where King david’s 
general Joab sends a messenger to report casualties in the taking of an enemy 
city by siege:

He instructed the messenger: “When you have finished giving the king this 
account of the battle, the king’s anger may flare up, and he may ask you, 
‘Why did you get so close to the city to fight? didn’t you know they would 
shoot arrows from the wall? Who killed Abimelech son of Jerub-besheth? 
didn’t a woman throw an upper millstone on him from the wall, so that he 
died in thebez? Why did you get so close to the wall?’ if he asks you this, 
then say to him, ‘Also, your servant Uriah the Hittite is dead.’” (2 Sam 
11:19–21, niV)

So if the king asks Kaššū why one of the other methods would not work, 
the answer is that the enemy city is surrounded by two walls, an outer and 
an inner, and Kaššū gives the king their measurements. How does he know 
these measurements if the enemy is defending the city from those very 
walls? Perhaps Kaššū only gives a very rough estimate. Or perhaps an earlier 
attempt to scale the walls failed only after an initial temporary occupation of 
the top of the walls, at which time one of Kaššū’s men was able to record the 
measurements. 

Kaššū also reports that in the process of trying to storm the city, using an 
instrument called the epureššar (rev. 25), the object went into the moat sur-
rounding the city, and for this reason he requests that the king send another 
(l. e. 3). Just what this instrument was is unclear. Since they have been for-
bidden to use the battering ram, it is unlikely that it was this. A scaling ladder 
could be built on the spot. Perhaps a siege tower—an elevated platform for 
Hittite archers to shoot from into the city? 

The meaning of the verb epurai- and the significance of the actions on 
the fortification wall (BÀd) and the subsidiary walls (EGĀRU) are problem-
atic. Neu translated epurai- as “to storm” (german erstürmen). Puhvel (HED 
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e, 282–83) translated it as “to besiege, dam up.” Boysan-dietrich (1987, 
76–79) took a different tack, rejecting the idea that a military operation is in 
view, and preferring a repair or maintenance operation. In her view epurai- 
means “to level, smooth down, plane.” What has malfunctioned was not a 
siege, but a repair job on a city wall. i agree with those who reject this line 
of interpretation. If the verb epurai- means either “to besiege,” “to storm” 
or even “to scale (the city walls),” then the derived noun epureššar could in 
addition to being an action noun, also denote equipment for performing that 
action. i have conjectured what tuttu will bring (udai) is a replacement for 
the epureššar that “went into the moat” (rev. 25–26). 

(1) A-NA dUTU-ŠI EN-YA QÍ-BÍ- 
MA (2) UM-MA mKaš-šú-ú ArAd-
KA-MA 

(1–2) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus speaks your servant Kaššū:

(3) MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI MUNUS.
LUgAL aš-šu-ul (4) ku-it ma-aḫ- 
ḫa-an ŠÀ Érin.MeŠ ša-ri-ku-wa-
ya-kán (5) Ù ŠÀ Érin.MeŠ ÙKU.
UŠ ḫa-at-tu-la-an-na-za (6) ku-it 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an nu-mu en-YA egir-
pa ŠU-PUR

(6) May my lord write back to me 
(3) how Your Majesty and Queen 
are, (4) and how the regular troops 
(5) and the ÙKU.UŠ troops are with 
respect to their health. 

(7) mWa-an-da-pa-LÚ-iš ku-it MA- 
ḪAR EN-YA (8) pár-ḫi-iš-na-za u-
un-né-eš-ta (9) nu ṬUP-PU ku-it  
MA-ḪAR EN-YA pé-e ḫar-da 
(10) na-at ar-ḫa pé-eš-ši-ya-at 
(11) ar-ḫa-ma-at ku-e-da-ni me-
mi-e-ni (12) pé-eš-ši-ya-at na-at 
A-NA EN-YA (13) Ú-UL ka-ru-ú 
ḫa-at-ra-a-nu-u[n] (14) ṬUP-PU-ma 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an x[ x x x a-ni-i]a-an e-
eš-ta (15) nu-mu LÚdUB.SAr ku-i[š 
ḫa-at-ra-a-iz-zi] (16) nu-za pa-bi-
li<-li> an[-da le-e ḫa-at-ra-a-iz-zi 
<URU>pa-bi-li-li] (17) Ú-UL ša-a[g-
ga-aḫ-ḫi] (18) x[ … ] x [ …]

(7–8) Regarding the fact that Wan-
dapa-ziti drove hastily to my lord, 
(9–10) and discarded/disregarded��� 
the tablet which he held? from? 
the presence of my lord: (11–13) the 
reason why he discarded/dis-
regarded I have not previously 
explained (lit. written) to my 
lord. (14–15) Whenever the tablet 
is inscribed …, let the scribe who 
writes to me (16) not write in Baby-
lonian: (16–17) I do not understand 
Babylonian. …

(Rest of obv. and beginning of rev. broken away.)

(rev. 1′) ku-i[š? …] (2′) nu-mu p[ár?- …] 
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(rev. 3′) ka-a-ša-k[án …] (rev. 4′) Ù 
A-NA Érin.MeŠ […] (rev. 5′) ka-
a-aš-ti za?[-…] (rev. 6′) A-NA gAL 
dUB.ŠAr.MeŠ […] (rev. 7′) nu-uš-
ma-aš ḫal-ki-in […] (rev. 8′) […]

(rev. 3′–8′) … and for the troops … in 
a food shortage … to the Chief of 
the Scribes … and to them send? 
grain … 

(rev. 9′) EN-YA-ya-kán ku-it mdu-ut[- 
tu-un …] (rev. 10′) e-pu-ra-wa-an-zi 
pa-ra-a na-a-[iš] (rev. 11′) BÀd-
ma pí-ip-pa-wa-an-zi […] (rev. 

12′) Ú-UL tar-na-aš nu ka-a-ša 
(rev. 13′) ma-aḫ-ḫa-an e-pu-re-eš-
ga-u-en (rev. 14′) nu-un-na-aš-kán 
e-pu-ra-wa-an-zi (rev. 15′) Ú-UL ḫa-
ap?-da-at (or ḫa-ad!-da-at) nu-kán 
BÀd […]x (rev. 16′) kat-ta-an ar-ḫa 
ḫa-ad-da-an-né-eš-ke-u-en (or ḫa-
ap!-da-an-né-eš-ke-u-en) (rev. 17′) 
na-at Ú-UL ZAg-na-aḫ-ḫu-u-en 
(rev. 18′) nu ma-a-an BÀd ku-wa-pí 
ar-ḫa Ú-UL pí-ip-pa-an-zi (rev. 19′) 
e-pu-ra-wa-an-zi-ma-kán Ú-UL ḫa-
ap-da-ri (or ḫa-ad!-da-ri)

(rev. 9′–19′) And concerning the fact 
that my lord dispatched Tuttu in 
order to storm (the enemy city) …, 
but you did not let the city wall 
be knocked down: Every time we 
tried to storm (the town), we did 
not succeed in storming (it). And 
every time we tried to tunnel under 
the town wall, we didn’t succeed 
there either. If they do not knock 
the town wall down, it will be 
impossible to storm (the town).

(rev. 20′) ma-a-an EN-YA-ma ki-iš-ša-
an te-ši (rev. 21′) ku-e-ez-za-wa-kán 
Ú-UL ḫa-ap-da-ri (or ḫa-ad!-da-ri) 
(rev. 22′) nu-kán BÀd ku-it iš-tar-na 
(rev. 23′) E-GA-RU-ma ku-iš 4 še-
e-kán (rev. 24′) ku-iš-ma 3 še-e-kán 
(rev. 25′) ke-e-ez-za-ma-kán e-pu-
re-eš-šar-ra (rev. 26′) []1?-e-da-za 
A-NA ḪI-RI-TI (l. e. 1) […]-x pa-it 
nu-un-na-aš-kán a-pé-ez-za Ú-UL 
ḫa-ap-da-ri (or ḫa-ad!-da-ri)

(rev. 20′–26′, l. e. 1) But if you, my lord, 
say the following: “Why will it be 
impossible?” Because inside the 
town wall one (subsidiary) wall 
is four šekan and another is three 
šekan. But in this direction (or: for 
this reason) the epureššar went into 
the moat on one? side, and for that 
reason it was impossible for us.

(l. e. 2) [… k]a-a-aš-ma mdu-ut-tu-uš 
ku-it ú-ez-zi (l. e. 3) […] ma-aḫ-ḫa-
an nu e-pu-re-eš-šar ú-da-i (l. e. 4) 
[… a-pí]-ya a-ú 

(l. e. 2–4) Concerning the fact that 
Tuttu is on the point of coming, 
it is like …! He will bring the 
(replacement?) epureššar. Look for 
him? there!
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111b. KBo 18.54 
Piggyback Letter to the King from Zarna-ziti

(l. e. 5) [A-NA dUTU-ŠI e]n-YA 
QÍ-BI-MA UM-MA mZa-ar-na-LÚ 
ArAd-KA-MA

(l. e. 5) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
thus speaks Zarna-ziti, your ser-
vant:

(l. e. 6) [… aš-šu]-ul ku-it ma-aḫ-ḫa-
an nu-mu EN-YA egir-pa ŠU-PUR

(l. e. 6) My lord, write back to me 
how it is with …

Commentary

14–19 for the construction infinitive plus the logical subject in the 
dative-locative see GrHL §25.18 and §25.36. 

112. KBo 18.29  
To the King from UR.MAḪ-[…]

Text: �98/i. Find spot: Büyükkale, Building d, storage room 8. Copy: KBo 
�8.�9. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 52–55 (no. 38). Discussion: Beal 
1992, 294 with n. 1115.

(1) [A-]NA d[UTU-ŠI EN-YA] 
(2) QÍ-BÍ-[MA] (3) UM-MA mU[R.
MAḪ-… ArAd-KA-MA]

(1–3) Say to His Majesty, my lord: 
thus speaks mUr.MAḪ-x, your 
servant:

(4) A-NA dUTU-ŠI [EN-YA …] 
(5) [ku-i]t A-WA-AT […] (6) [ḫa-a]t-
re-eš-ke-mi (7) [o o ]x-zi-li-na x 
x-a[n] (8) x[ o o ]-ši ku-u-un me-mi-
an (9) nu-uš-ma-aš ka-a-ša (10) LÚ.
MEŠ UR[U?Aš?-š]a?-ra-an-da (11) 6 
UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A kat-ta-an (12) pé-
eš-kán-zi (13) nu-mu ka-a-ša Ud-ti 
ge6-ti (14) x - x- ma-aš ku-e-ez-za 
e-ep-mi (15) [ K]ArAŠ nU.gÁL 
(16) […]x-za-kán (17) [KAr]AŠ 
(18) [x-x-]ra-ta Ú-UL (19) [tar]-na-
aḫ-ḫi (20) [k]i-nu-na-ma-mu

(4–36) to Your Majesty, my lord, … 
what matter of … i am writing … 
you are …-ing … this matter. the 
men of Aššaranda are betraying six 
cities to them. And to me day and 
night … i seize … … there are no 
troops … troops … i am not releas-
ing. But now, Your Majesty, my 
lord, send to me 3,000—or (even) 
2,000—troops and 40 teams of 
chariot horses. And I will relocate 
these cities. … And these men of 
Aššaranda who … the land … feet
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(21) dUTU-ŠI EN-YA (22) � LI-IM 
(23) na-aš-ma 2 LI-IM (24) KArAŠ 
up-pí (25) AnŠe.KUr.rA.MeŠ-ya 
(26) 40 giŠṢÍ-IM-DU (27) nu ke-e 
UrU.didLi.Ḫi.A (28) ar-nu-mi ki-
ú-uš-ša (29) ku-i-e-eš (30) LÚ.MEŠ 
URUA-aš-ša-r[a-an-da] (31) KUr-e 
gÌr.Ḫi.A[(-)…] (32) kat-ta-a[n 
…] (33) ti-i[t-…] (34) nu a-x[…] 
(35) [B]E-LÍ-x[…] (36) nam-m[a …] 
(37) BE-LÍ-I[A (38) x[ …]

… … … my lord … 

(Rest of the paragraph too broken 
for connected translation.)

(l. e. 1) [nu-uš A-NA] LÚ.MeŠ Sig5-
TIM pé-ra-an ḫu-u-[i-nu-ut …]

(l. e. 1) And put them in the charge of 
officers. 

(l. e. 2) [mt]e-mi-it-ti-in-ma BE-LÍ-
YA […] (3) [ma-n]i-ya-aḫ-ta na-aš 
Ú-UL ú-it[ …] (4) [ A]-NA BE-LÍ-
YA aḫ-x[ ]up-pí[-…]

(l. e. 2) My lord entrusted Temitta 
with …, but he didn’t come. … to 
my lord … 

Commentary

10–12 are edited in CHd P, 53. 

113. KUB 57.123  
To the King from Taki-Šarruma

Text: Bo 66��. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. Copy: 
KUB 57.123. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 20–22 (no. 14). Discussion: 
Beal 1993, 246–47; Houwink ten Cate 1996, 64–72; Klengel 1999, 272 n. 
555.

(1) [A-NA d]UtU-ŠI EN-YA 
QÍ-BI-MA (2) [UM]-MA mda-ki-
LUgAL-ma ArAd-KA-MA

(1–2) Speak to His Majesty, my lord: 
Thus speaks Taki-dŠarruma, your 
servant:

(3) [MA-Ḫ]AR dUTU-ŠI EN-YA 
SILIM-la! ku-it giM-an nu-mu 
egir-p[a ŠU-PUR]

(3) Please send word back to me 
how Your Majesty, my lord, is!
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(4) [o o] A-N[A m]Ša-mu-ḫa-LÚ 
dUB.SAr INA UrU.BÀd-ni-ya 
[…] (5) [UrU]K[u]m-ma-an-ni-
ma-kán ta-pu-uš-ša na-a-i-e[r…] 
(6) [ḫa-ak-ku-u]n-na-a-i dÙ-zi mŠa-
mu-ḫa-LÚ dUB.SAr […]

(4–6)… to Šamuḫa-ziti, the scribe, 
in the walled city … But they sent 
to the side to the town Kummanni, 
and … is making a ḫakkunnai-
vessel. Šamuḫa-ziti, the scribe, … 

(7) [am]-mu-uk-ma-kán ku-it A-NA 
dUTU-ŠI pár-ki-ya-aḫ-[ḫa-ḫa-at?] 
(8) [o? A]-NA dUTU-ŠI EN-YA 
iniM-an ze-en-na-<an->da-an […] 
(9) [o ]x-ni-kán pa-ra-an-da na-a-ú-i 
ku-wa-pí[-ik-ki …] (10) [o k]a-a-ša 
ut-tar ŠU-za diB-mi nu-kán ud-da-
[a-ar …] (11) [gAM?-a]n? u-uḫ-ḫi 
na-at I-NA É.gAL-LIM ḫa-at-[ra-
a-mi] (12) [o o d]UMU.MUnUS 
URUKar!-an-du-ni-ya-aš-ša na-a-ú-i 
[…] (13) [o -o-n]a-aš-kán nu-un-tar-
aš kad-da-an-da ú-iz[-zi

(7–13) Because I deferred? (lit., 
“rose”) to Your Majesty, … to 
Your Majesty, my lord, a finished 
word. … across the … not yet 
anywhere … i will take the matter 
in hand, and will look the matters 
over …, and will write it to the 
(regional?) palace. … the princess 
of Babylonia not yet … will come 
down quickly.

(14) [UN?.Me]Š-tar-ma A-NA É-ŠU 
Ù A-NA dUTU-ŠI igi-a[n-da …] 

(14) The populace? … to his house 
and to meet Your Majesty … 

(Scattered traces and then the tablet breaks off.)

Commentary

7 For parkiyaḫḫari, see notes on text 73. CHd park- � b, restores the 
form as pár-ki-ya-aḫ-[ḫa-ḫa-at?]. Oettinger (1979, 243) identifies the stem of 
this form as parkiyaḫḫ-, cf. CHd P, 160.

10 For the phrase “take the matter in hand” see Imparati and de Martino 
2004, 793.

114. KUB 19.23  
To the Queen (Puduḫepa?) from Tudḫaliya (IV?)

Text: Bo 2350. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. Photo: 
Konk. Copy: KUB 19.23. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 27–33 (no. 18). 
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Discussion: Heinhold-Krahmer et al. 1979, 311–14; 2001, 191–92; Ünal 
1984, 100 n. 69; Haas 1985, 270; van den Hout 1995, 201–2; Singer 1996, 
71 with n. 31; Klengel 1999, 247 [A27]; Jasink 2003, 275; Crasso 2005, 
#6443, 150 n. 30 (on the mention of the king’s illness while in Ankuwa). 

This is a late NH letter, as is evident from its orthography (UL instead of 
Ú-UL, single writing of normally geminate consonants,��� abbreviated spell-
ings like pí.-an for peran, etc.) and ductus (sign shapes, e.g., late LI in line 
11).

The lack in the address formulas of the characterizing term “your ser-
vant” could point to the sender being a member of the royal family (so 
Hagenbuchner 1989a, 30). But the equal lack of any characterizing word fol-
lowing the sender’s name (e.g., dUMU-KA-MA “your son,” as well as the 
lack of a characterization of the queen in familial terms (e.g., AMA-YA “my 
mother”), could be a problem for the view that this is prince tudḫaliya (iV) 
writing to his mother Puduḫepa. nevertheless, other scholars also opt for this 
latter view, and we will follow it as well.

(1) A-NA MUnUS.LUgAL 
gAŠ[An-Y]A QÍ-BÍ-[MA] (2) UM-
MA mtu-ud-ḫa-li-ya-[M]A

(1–2) Say to the Queen, my lady: 
thus speaks tudḫaliya:

(3) EN-YA-kán ku-in : za-�mu�-
ra-nu-un nu-mu-za [EN-Y]A 
ku-e-[da-ni iniM-ni] (4) [p]a-ra-a 
u-i-iš-ke-et ma-na-an Zi-an ku-wa-
pí UL wa-[ar-ši-ya-nu-un] (5) A-NA 
EN-YA LÚ.MeŠ Sig5-TIM UL 
e-še-er nu-ut-ta x[ …] (6) a-pád-da-
an-ma-za �ku-in� pa-ra-a u-i-ya-at 
am-mu-uk-ma-an-[… me-mi-iš-ta? 
ma-an] (7) EN-YA ZI-an UL wa-ar-
ši-ya-nu-wa-an ḫar-ku-un

(3–7) (regarding) my lord (scil. the 
emperor) whom i offended—if 
ever I? did not assuage his anger in 
the matter for which my lord dis-
patched me, did not my lord have 
officers? And to you …. the one 
whom he dispatched there, should 
have spoken to me. Would I not 
have assuaged my lord’s anger?

(8) (Entire line erased) (9) nu-za  
A-NA PA-NI EN-YA ku-it ša-ra-a  
ḫu-it-ti-ya-an ḫar-ku-[un] (10) [k]i- 
nu-un-ma-kán ka-ru-ú a-pu-u-un  
en-an :za-mu-ra-nu-un […] 
(11) [gAŠ]An?-YA ku-in : ya-aš-ḫa-
an-ti-in ŠU-i da-li-ya-at ma-an[ …]

(8–13) Although I had elevated? 
myself in the estimation of my lord, 
I have already offended that lord 
now. What grace/kindness? my 
lady has left in (her) hand, i would 
have acted … in such a way. … 
would not have …. i would have
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(12) am-mu-uk a-pé-ni-iš-šu-wa-an 
i-ya-nu-un ma-an UL x[…] (13) 

ma-an A-NA gAŠAn-YA : ya-aš-
ḫa-an-du-wa-ti ḫa-at-ra-nu-u[n]

written/sent to my gracious? lady.

(14) [o-]x-aš pí.-an a-ar-aš-za mKap-
pa-�zu�-u-wa-aš A-NA LÚ.KÚr 
x[-…] (15) [gU]L?-aḫ-ta KUr 
UgU-TI u?-ga?-ni? (or: UL?-aš?!) 
ar-ḫa wa-ar-nu-[ut? …] (16) [x x 
URUŠ]a-mu-ḫa ma-ni-in-ku-wa-an 
� URU-LUM-ma x[ (17) [ x x x x 
-a]n? (Obverse breaks off)

(14–17) And out of … Kappazuwa 
has struck/attacked the enemy …. 
He destroyed the Upper Land … 
by fire. … to Šamuḫa (it is) near. 
three cities however … (Broken)

(rev. 1′) [nu-mu gAŠAn-YA ku-it 
iniM KUr ŠA]P-LI-TI TÀŠ-PUR 
nu-x[ (rev. 2′) […���-]ša-wa KUr.
Ḫi.A ŠA in.nU.d[A? (rev. 3′) 
[…���]x la-ap-zi-ma-at ku-wa-pí 
na-at x[-…] (rev. 4′) […] (blank)

(rev. 1′–4′) Concerning what you, my 
lady, have written to me regarding 
the matters in the Lower Land: … 
lands of straw … but when it burns, 
…

(rev. 5′) [INIM?] mḪa-an-nu-ut-ti-
ma-mu ku-it TÀŠ-PUR nu INIM 
mḪa-an-nu-ut-ti [AŠ-ME] (rev. 

6′) [mḪ]a-an-nu-ut-ti-eš tUr-aš 
(rev. or dUMU-aš?) A-NA EN-YA 
LÍL-ri na-a-wi5 ku-wa-pí-ik[-ki 
…] (rev. 7′) SIxSÁ-at en-YA-ya-an 
(long erasure) (rev. 8′) nu-kán ku-it 
AŠ-RU pa-iz-zi-ya ku-it-ma-kán 
AŠ-RU nu-u-wa še-er ar[-ḫa] (rev. 

9′) i-ya-ad-da-ri nu-za a-pu-u-un 
me-mi-[y]a-an a-pé-ez-za x UL 
ḫa-a-m[i]

(rev. 5′–9′) I have heard what you 
have written to me concerning the 
matter of Ḫannutti. Ḫannutti the 
Younger (or perhaps: Ḫannutti 
the Prince) has never before been 
assigned in the field for my lord 
….  My lord too …-ed him.  For 
that reason I do not believe that 
interpretation (of his) of what place 
(my lord) should go to and what 
place he should still bypass?.

(rev. 10′) ma-an-ma-kán LÚ.MeŠ 
URULa-la-an-da-ma ku-i-e-eš UrU.
didLi.Ḫi.A a-ar-ru-u?[-ša] (rev. 11′) 
pa-a-er nu Un.MeŠ-uš mar-ša-an-
te-eš an-na-la-za-pát-kán gAM-an 
píd-da-eš-k[er]345 (rev. 12′) EN-YA-
pát ku-wa-pí URUAn-ku-wa 

(rev. 10′–20′) But if the men of Lal-
anda —that is, some cities—have 
defected, (well), the people are 
treacherous. They have often run 
off before. When my lord fell ill 
in Ankuwa, at that time they were 
already on the point of defecting. 
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iš-tar-ki-it a-pu-u-uš-ma-kán a-pí-
y[a …] (rev. 13′) ka-ru-ú a-ar-ru-ú-ša 
pa-a-er giM-an-ma ŠA dUTU-ŠI 
[…] (rev. 14′) ti-tar iš-dam-ma-aš-šer 
na-at-kán nam-ma ar-ru-ša UL [pa-
a-er] (rev. 15′) ki-nu-un-ma giM-an 
ŠA EN-YA ḫar-ga-an iš-dam-ma-
aš-šer […] (rev. 16′) x x nam-ma 
ar-ru-ú-š[a] �pa-a�-er na-x-x-x 
[…] (rev. 17′) : [ka]r-ša-an-tal-li-uš 
nu-kán ma-a-an KUr URULa-
la-a[n-da] (rev. 18′) [d]a-pí-an-pát 
la-ga-a-ri nu-un-na-ša-at geŠPÚ-
u-wa-aš ta[r-aḫ-ḫu-u-wa-aš] (rev. 19′) 
ma-an-ma-kán KUr.Ḫi.A ŠAP-LI-
<TI>-ma la-ga-a-ri nu-un-na-[ša-at 
ma?-an?] (rev. 20′) UL ma-an-ka� 
i-ya[-u]-wa-aš

But when they heard that His 
Majesty would survive, they did 
not defect after all. But now that 
they have heard of the death��6 
of my lord (Ḫattušili iii), they 
have once again defected. And … 
karšantalli-s. If it is only all of Lal-
anda which falls, it will be for us (a 
matter) of overpowering (and) con-
quering (it). Were the Lower Land 
to fall, there would be nothing at 
all for us to do (or: would there be 
nothing at all for us to do?) 

(l. e. 1) […] le-e ku-it-ki gÙB-li x 
É.MEŠ? (l. e. 2) […]x pa-aḫ-ša-nu-mi 
(l. e. 3) [… Ú-U]L? im-ma-ma/ku? 
me-mi-ya-an (4) [x-]x-a-šu? dÙ-ri 
x x […]

(l. e. 1–4) … nothing untoward … 
houses … i will protect … … 
word/thing … happens …

Commentary

On the man Ḫannutti and a much earlier man with the same name see 
Heinhold-Krahmer 2007a, 369. the Ḫannutti in this text is probably the 
same man who appears in the witness list of the treaty with Kurunt(iy)a of 
tarḫuntašša (see van den Hout 1995, 200–202).

obv. 8–13 Literally -za šarā ḫuittiya- means “to pull oneself up.” In the 
context it contrasts with falling out of favor. It must therefore refer to rising 
in the estimation of the king, literally “in the presence of” the king.

obv. 13 Melchert (CLL s.v.) suggests that :yašḫanduwati may be the 
dative-locative of a possessive (in -want-) from :yašḫanti-, “to the one who 
possesses y.” i understand the egyptian queen’s words to Šuppiluliuma I in 
KBo 5.6 iv 3–4 nu-wa-mu-kán pa-ra-a Ú-UL i-ya-aš-ḫa-at-ta to mean “you 
were not gracious/respectful to me (in that you suspected me of lying).”
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obv. 14 The form a-ra-aš-za is taken as a miswriting of intended a-ra-
aš-zi “it flows” in GrHL §��.8.

rev. 6–7 CHd sub nāwi renders these lines: “Ḫannutti Junior had not 
yet been researched by oracle for my lord in any way in connection with the 
campaign(?)” My translation “be assigned to” for the middle verb ḫandai- 
follows the usage documented in Neu �968, �� no. �.

rev. 8–9 The translation “bypass” is based on the similar verbal con-
struction šer arḫa pai- (CHd P, 39). the translation in CHd P, sub pai- A � 
a is incorrect.

115. KBo 9.82  
To the King from Maša

Text: �9�/n. Find spot: Bk. B: Büyükkale r/13. Copy: KBo 9.82. Edition: 
Hagenbuchner 1989b, 149–51 (no. 97). Discussion: Otten 1959–1960, 44 
n. 43; forlanini 1990, 112–13; Beal 1992, 350 n. 1329; Klengel 1999, 280 
[A15.7]; Boley 2000, 338; Singer 2008a.

this letter dates from the late-thirteenth century. the sender’s name, 
Maša, may be a short form of Maša-muwa, the Hittite envoy to Assyria 
during the thirteenth century (so Otten 1959–1960, 44 n. 43 and Singer 
2008a, 716 n. 24). His unnamed addressee—addressed simply as “my 
lord”—is unknown. Both Hagenbuchner (1989b, 150) and Singer (2008a, 
716) deny that the addressee could be the Hittite king, since the address 
dUTU-ŠI is not used. Yet that he was a very important person, perhaps a Hit-
tite prince or even viceroy, is indicated by the use of the multiple prostration 
gesture (line 3; see §1.1.9.3), usually reserved for a king. 

(1) A-NA EN-YA QÍ-BI-MA (2) UM-
MA mMa-ša ArAd-KA-MA

(1–2) Say to my lord: Thus speaks 
Maša, your servant:

(3) AM-QUT A-NA gAM gÌr.MeŠ 
EN-YA �-ŠÚ 7-ŠÚ

(3) I fall at the feet of my lord twice 
seven times (i.e., fourteen times).

(4) UrUU-da-za-kán ku-wa-pí ar-ḫa 
i-ya-aḫ-ḫa-at (5) nu A-NA EN-YA 
UL kiš-an me-ma-aḫ-ḫu-un (6) UN-
aš-wa lu-uk-kat-ti egir-an-da 
ú-id-du (7) ku-it-ma-an-wa LÚ.MEŠ 
KUrAš-šur ka-a (8) ki-nu-na-an!347

(4–16) When I set out from Uda, 
did I not say to my lord the fol-
lowing? “Let a person come after 
(us??) tomorrow, while the men of 
Assyria are here.” But now in the 
morning you set him on the road, 
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lu-uk-kat-ti KASKAL-aḫ-ta na-aš-
kán tu-el Un-aš (9) UL ta-ma-aš-ta 
nu gAL LÚdUB.SAr.giŠ (10) ka-a 
me-mi-iš-ta ḫa-at-ra-a-i-wa-aš-ši 
(11) nu-wa-mu Un-aš I-NA URUTa-
pa-ru-ka� gAM-an (12) i-ya-at-ta-ru 
an-da-ma-wa-<ra->aš-kán tu-uk 
(13) [o o ]x-kán-za��8 e-eš-du nu 
EN-YA ku-it ku-it (14) [o o o-]x-kán 
UN-an lu-uk-kat-ti (15) [o o o o o 
n]a-aš am-mu-uk gAM-an gin-ru 
(16) [ ] BAd x[… … … … … …]

and your person did not catch up  
with them (i.e., the men of 
Assyria). the Chief of the Wood-
scribes here said: “Write to him! 
Let a person go down to me in 
Taparuka! Let him be met? by? 
you!” Now whatever you do?, my 
lord, send to me? a person in the 
morning …, and let him come 
down to me. … … ….

(rev. 1′) [o o o o ]x x pa-ra-a x x […] 
(rev. 2′) [o o ]x gAM-an gin-ri 
nu-uš-ši x[ …] (rev. 3′) [a]m-mu-
uk LÚ KUrAš-šur Sig5-an-da-an 
up-pa-aḫ[-ḫi?] (rev. 4′) nu-mu mgUr-
LUgAL dingir.MeŠ egir-an 
tar-na-an-du (rev. 5′) dUTU-ŠI-ya-mu 
ti-an-za e-eš-du (rev. 6′) giM-an tu-
uk LÚ KUrAš-šur Sig5-an-da-an 
(rev. 7′) up-pa-aḫ-ḫi nu-mu-kán Un-
an lu-uk-kat-ti (rev. 8′) pa-ra-a na-a-i 
na-aš-mu gAM-an i-ya-at-ta-ru

(rev. 1′–8′) … … When? he comes 
down to me, to him …i will send 
a high-ranking? Assyrian man, 
and may the gods turn over to me 
gUr-LUgAL. And may His Maj-
esty also be on my side. As soon 
as I send to you the high-ranking? 
Assyrian man, dispatch to me on 
the following day a person, and let 
him come down to me.

Commentary

obv. 3 The formula here, AM-QUT . . . �-ŠÚ 7-ŠÚ “I fall twice seven 
times,” accords with the alternate way of writing the numerical expression in 
the Amarna letters: AM-QUT . . . 7-ŠU U 7-ŠU “i fall seven times and (again) 
seven times” in which the numerical value is additive, not multiplicative. See 
above in §�.�.9.�.�. The �-ŠU here is multiplicative (GrHL §9.54 and fol-
lowing), not additive (“two times, seven times,” as taken by Singer).

obv. 4–16, rev. 1′–8′ According to Singer, this letter is an attempt to 
reschedule a missed meeting between a Hittite and an Assyrian representa-
tive in a new location (taparukka), perhaps closer to the Assyrian border. 

Singer correctly reads Sig5-an-da-an as one word (contra Hagenbuch-
ner), but renders it as an adverb “straight away.” 
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Singer considers gUr.LUgAL (rev. 4) to be the son of Bēl-qarrad 
(en-Ur.SAg), the Assyrian envoy to the Hittite court during the reign of 
Ḫattušili iii. According to him (2008, 717–18), a diplomatic swap was being 
arranged, with gUr.LUgAL going from Ḫattuša to Assyria, and a man 
named dUMU-x-ta-AMAr.UtU going in the opposite direction. Singer 
admits that this is “a daring reconstruction of the meager evidence” (p. 718) 
and should be considered only one possible scenario.

116. KBo 2.11  
From the King of Arzawa(?) to Ḫattušili III(?) 

Text: Bo ��. Find spot: Bk. E. Copy: KBo 2.11. Edition: Hagenbuchner 
1989b, 1989, 392–97 (no. 102). Discussion: Klengel 1999, 247 [A25]; Liv-
erani 2001, 157; Jasink 2005, 211 n. 9; Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 193 (n. 
314), 199–200 (exchange of gifts as prestige items).

the badly damaged obverse and the first part of the reverse allow us 
only to note the mention of lordship, horses, the land of Ḫatti, etc. from rev. 
6′ we know that this letter was addressed to the king. Sender and addressee 
are suggested by Jasink 2005. the sender’s duties concern valuable items 
used in the international exchange of gifts between sovereigns. The sender 
needs silver and gold to carry out his duties. He is not himself a goldsmith 
or silversmith, but he clearly supervises such skilled persons. Some of the 
valuable items he deals with are called “good” (āššu, rev. 10′), which may 
be a technical term for higher grade gold or silver content. The phrase “good 
gold” (= Egyptian nbw nfr) is often used in the letters from egypt (see Beck-
man 1999a, 128 no. 22A §9, 129 no. 22B §7, and 130 no. 22C §5). 

It is unclear to what language the glossed foreign words antari- and gaši- 
in rev. 8′ belong (Melchert 1993, 19, 102), and equally uncertain whether 
they are an indication that the writer is himself a foreigner. For a summary of 
opinions on the glossed word gaši- see HED K, 120. Kammenhuber thought 
that the Hittite language of the text showed that the writer was not a native 
speaker, and Hagenbuchner (1989, 395) wondered if the letter could have 
come to Ḫattuša from Ugarit, or even be a translation out of Akkadian for 
delivery and reading to the king. Heinhold-Krahmer observes that the writer 
could have been located in north Syria, southern or western Anatolia (p. 
199). 

The text mentions a “greeting gift” (Akkadian ŠULMĀNU, Hittite aššul) 
of the king of Aḫḫiyawa (rev. 11′). Heinhold-Krahmer (2007b, 199) points 
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out that, while in earlier interchanges with Ḫatti, the king of Aḫḫiyawa appar-
ently was ignorant of the custom of sending a prestige gift to one’s foreign 
royal correspondent along with any message, by the time that KBo 2.11 was 
written he had learned to do so. But the only way that the time lag would be 
great enough for this to transpire would be to date KBo 2.11 to tudḫaliya 
iV’s reign, since the Tawagalawa letter, which attests to this lack of knowl-
edge on the part of Aḫḫiyawa is already a product of the reign of Ḫattušili 
iii. Jasink (2005, 211), on the other hand, dates KBo 2.11 to the reign of 
Ḫattušili iii, and sees in it the same inadequate knowledge of protocol on the 
part of the Aḫḫiyawan king. 

That the writer (according to Jasink, a king of Arzawa) does not hesitate 
to take action on his own—transfering luxury items from one “greeting gift” 
to another—shows that he at least is quite familiar with the accepted prac-
tices of international exchange of gifts (Heinhold-Krahmer 2007b, 200). 

(rev. 6′) [d]UTU-ŠI-ma-mu ku-it 
kiš-an TÀŠ-PUR ku-it-wa e-eš-
ša-at-ti ku-e-x x x x [ …] x (rev. 

7) […] ke-e-da-ni pé-di Ú-UL-za-
kán URUKÙ.BABBAr-ši š[a]-ra-a 
nu-za KASKAL KUrMi-iz-ri-i 
(rev. 8) […-m]i nu-za :an-ta-ri-iš :
ga-ši-in i-la-liš-ke[-e]z-zi (rev. 9) [ki-
n]u-un-ma-an ka-ru-ú ZAg-an 
ḫar-mi I-NA [itU/MU-x-]KAM-
kán ku-wa-pí-ik-ki (rev. 10′) [a-]aš-šu 
Ú-NU-TUM URUKUBABBAr-za 
KASKAL-aḫ-[m]i

(rev. 6′) Concerning what you, Your 
Majesty, wrote to me: “What 
are you doing? ……” (rev. 7′) … 
is? in this place. Are you not up 
in Ḫattuša? i will … the road to 
Egypt. (rev. 8) antari- is desiring 
gaši-. (rev. 9′) But now I already hold 
it as a border. Sometime in the x-th 
month/year (rev. 10′) I will dispatch a 
good vessel from Ḫattuša. 

(rev. 11′) [A-NA ŠUL-M]AN LUgAL  
Aḫ-ḫi-ya-wa-a-ma-mu ku-it TÀŠ- 
PUR nu a-pa-a-at ku-it UL I-DE�  
(rev. 12′) [LÚ ṬE�-MI-Š]U ma-a-an  
ú-da-aš ku-it-ki ma-a-an UL nu- 
kán ka-a-aš-ma BI-IB-RU KÙ. 
BABBAR (rev. 13′) [IŠ-TU KÙ.] 
Sig17 MAŠ-LU IŠ-TU ŠUL-MAN 
KUrMi-iz-ri-i ar-ḫa da-aḫ-ḫu-un  
(rev. 14′) [nu-ut-ta ke-e up-]pa-aḫ-ḫu-
un nu-ut-ták-kán ku-it ZAg-na nu 

(rev. 11′) Concerning what you wrote 
me about the “greeting gift” of the 
King of Aḫḫiyawa: Because i��9 
didn’t know that—(rev. 12′) whether 
or not his messenger brought some-
thing—i took a silver rhyton (rev. 

13′) trimmed in gold away from the 
“greeting gifts” of (the King of) 
Egypt and sent these to you. (rev. 

14′) Send me whatever you think 
right. now there is no (more?) 
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a-pa-a-at up-pí (rev. 15′) [ki-nu-un-
mu KÙ.Si]g17 e-eš-zi-pát UL 
ku-it-ki KÙ.BABBAr-ya-mu 
na-w[i5] (rev. 16′) [ú-da-an ma-a-
an-ma]-an-mu KÙ.BABBAr-ma 
ú-da-an e-eš-ta (rev. 17′) [o o o o o 
o -ma]-an UL a-an-ni-iš-ke-nu-un 
ki-nu-un-ma-m[u KÙ.BABBAr 
nU.gÁL]

gold (here) with me. Silver too has 
not yet been brought to me. But if 
silver had been brought to me, I 
would not have worked so slowly 
… . But now there is no silver here 
with me.

(rev. 18′) [x x x x x x x x x(-)]pí-ni-
iz-zi-iš ú-it na-an ša[-…] (rev. 19′) [x 
x x x x x x x ]x IŠ-TU KASKAL 
KUrMi-iz-ri-i mŠa[-…] (rev. 20′) [x x 
x x x x x-š]i URUta-at-ta-aš-ša-za 
ma-ni-aḫ-ḫu[-un?? …] (rev. 21′) [x x 
x x x x x x ] KASKAL KUrMi-iz-
ri-i egir-pa a-aš-z[i …] (rev. 22′) [x 
x x x x x x x x x ]x x giM-an-
mu[-…] (rev. 23′) [… ]x x -ni x[ …] 
(Breaks off.)

(rev. 18′–23′) from … m…-pinizzi 
came, and … him. … from the road 
to egypt … from tattašša … … the 
road to Egypt it remains afterward 
… when to me …

Commentary

rev. 11′–14′ is edited in CHd Š sub šakk- 1 c 3′. Jasink (2005) translates 
IŠ-TU ŠUL-MAN KUrMi-iz-ri-i rather loosely as “of Egyptian provenience,” 
not as “from the greeting gift of Egypt.”

117. KBo 18.79 
From […] to […]

Text: : ���6/c. Find spot: Bk. E. Copy: KBo 18.79. Edition: Hagenbuch-
ner 1989b, 178–81 (no. 131). Discussion: Beal �99�, ��8; de Martino and 
imparati 1995, 107; van den Hout 1998, 88 n. 54; Boley 2000, 227, 238, 
�8�. 

Top of the tablet broken away. Only traces on the first two preserved  
lines (1′–2′).
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(3′) iniM gig BE-LU-YA-at-k[án 
…] (4′) ša-an-na-at-ti-ma-at-mu-
k[án …] (5′) e-eš-ša-at-ti na-an 
Ú-U[L …] (6′) nu-za-kán ŠÀ-er 
gÌr-it le-�e?!� […] (7′) ke-e-ez-za 
ir-ma!-la-aš ke-e-e[z-zi-ya …] (8′) 
ti-ya-an ḫar-ti e-eš-ša-at-t[i …] (9′) 
Ú-UL A-NA ZI-YA še-er nu ku-[…] 
(10′) nu-mu ŠU-PUR e-eš[-…] (11′) 
[n]a-at KÁN?-ZU-TAM350 e-eš-ša-
[i?]351

(3′–11′) The matter of illness. My 
lord … it.352 But you are conceal-
ing it from me … You are doing … 
and … not … him. do? not tram-
ple? the heart with the foot/feet?. 
On this side a sick person, on that 
side …. You have placed … You 
are making … not for the sake of 
my life/soul. … So write to me! … 
and make it KANZUTAM.

(12′) [mt]u-ud-ḫa-li-ya-an-na ku-it 
wa?/Ud?[…] (13′) […]x egir-an 
ḫa-tu-k[i-…] (14′) […]-uš nam-
ma-an eg[ir…] (15′) […]-aḫ-tén 
ku-it-ták-k[án …] (16′) […]x gig 
iš[-tar-ak-…] (17′) [… ku-i]t?-ma-an 
gig[ …] (18′) […]še-eš!-zi na-a[t 
…] (19′) […-w]a-tar Si×SÁ-ri […] 
(20′) [… n]a-at-ši x[…] (21′) […]x 
x x[…] (22′) […]-ma-an te-e[z-…] 
(23′) […] […]

(12′–23′ Too badly broken for 
translation.)

(24′) [iniM SA]g.dU.MeŠ-ma-mu  
ku-it TÀŠ-PUR SAg.d[U.MeŠ-
wa-mu-kán] (25′) [wa-ag-g]a-ri 
nu-wa-mu-kán SAg.dU.MeŠ pa- 
ra-a [na-a-i] (26′) [nu? k]a-a-š[a] 20  
SAg.dU.MeŠ ú-e-mi-ya-nu-un 
[…] (27′) [ma-a-a]n I-NA URUMa-ri-
iš-ta ma-a-na-at-kán […] (28′) [nu?  
Š]U-RI-PU ku-it me-ek-ki ma-a- 
na-aš ma-a-an Ú-[UL?? …] (29′) [ma-
]a-na-at-kán ŠÀ KASKAL-NI 
ḫar-ga-nu-e-er ki-nu-n[a-mu ma-a-
an] (30′) [ḫ]a-at-ra-ši ŠU-RI-PU-wa 
ku-it-ma-an 10 wa-[ak-šur …] (31′) 
nu-wa-ra-aš-kán QA-TAM-MA pa-
ra-a na-a-i na-aš[-kán Ú-UL

(24′–33′) Concerning the matter of 
slaves (lit. heads) you wrote me 
about: “I am short of slaves. Send 
me some slaves.” i have just found 
20 slaves. if … were in Marišta, 
he/I?? would have … it. Because 
there is much snow/ice, if he 
had not …-ed, they would have 
destoyed it on the road. But now if 
you write to me: “While the snow 
is 10 wakšur (deep) …, send them 
anyway.” I might not send them. 
But if you say: “i don’t have it … 
there,” and it is only here, then I? 
will certainly …
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pa-ra-a ne-eḫ-ḫi] (32′) ma-a-an me- 
ma-at-ti-ma«-za»353  a-pí-ya354-wa- 
ra-at-mu-k[án …] (33′) : wa-ak-ka�-
a-ri [n]a-at ka-a-pát nu ka[-a-ša …]
(34′) ka-a-ša-kán A-NA LÚ.MEŠ 
URUtal-ma-li-y[a …] (35′) SAg.
dU-aš e-eš-ta mḪi-ir-ḫi-ra-aš x[…] 
(36′) na-an e-ep-pu-un na-an ka-a-
pát[ …]

(34′) To the men of talmaliya …. 
… (35′) was the head. Ḫirḫira … 
(36′) and i seized him, and …-ed 
him here.

(37′) ka-a-ša ku-u-un-na gi[M …] 
(38′) nu-kán a-pu-u-un-pát x[…] 
(39′) […]-x-ta mi[…] 

(37′–39′ Too badly broken for 
translation.)

118. KUB 57.1  
To the Field Marshall (Nuwanza?) from Ḫutupianza

Text: Bo 1608 + Bo 2154. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. 
Copy: KUB 57.1. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 157–60. Discussion: Beal 
1992, 352–53 n. 1335; 1993, 248; Klengel 1999, 175 [A23.7]; Marizza 
2007b, 162–63.

The transliteration below is a result of combining an old transliteration 
of the as-yet-unpublished tablet by H. g. güterbock with the more recent 
handcopy published in KUB 57.1.

As is often the case in correspondence of this type, the writer addresses 
his superior only by rank (see above in the introduction). for the rank of gAL 
geŠtin, frequently serving as generalissimo in the Hittite army (hence my 
translation “field Marshall”), see Pecchioli daddi 1982; Beal 1992; dinçol 
1998b; and Marizza 2007b. Marizza proposes the following historical setting 
for this letter: 

the gAL geŠtin to whom the letter KUB 57.1 obv. 1 (CtH 209) was ad-
dressed is almost certainly to be identified with our nuwanza, whereas the 
sender Ḫutupiyanza (obv. 2) might be a cousin of Muršili II and the above 
mentioned governor of Pala. the mention of Pittipara (obv. 13, 15) might be 
connected to the events of [Muršili’s] fifteenth year, when the Hittite king 
confronted and defeated Pitagatalli and Pittipara. Judging from the text, Pit-
tipara is still alive, and seems to prepare for the clash, since he is gathering 
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soldiers against Ḫatti (obv. 14-15). due to the fact that this tablet stems from 
the archive of Ḫattuša, it may he concluded that Nuwanza was still in the 
Hittite capital, whereas it is known that at the end of that same year the gAL 
geŠtin was sent to reconquer the lands of Kalašma, Lalḫa and Mituwa. 
therefore, we may conclude that Ḫutupiyanza sent this letter shortly before 
the defeat of the Kaška people led by Pittagatalli and Pittipara, and some 
time after the arrival of the gAL geŠtin to north-western Anatolia. fi-
nally, we may note that nuwanza—if we accept this identification—is men-
tioned at the beginning of the letter before Ḫutupiyanza. this implies that 
his rank was higher than Ḫutupiyanza’s. Since it is known that the governor 
of Pala was a cousin of the Hittite king, it might be suggested that a blood 
tie existed between Muršili II and Nuwanza, who, as said above, bears also 
the title of dUMU.LUgAL [“king’s son”]. (2007b, 162–63)

(1) [A-]NA gAL.geŠtin en-YA 
Q[Í-B]I-M[A] (2) [UM]-MA mḪu-tu-
pí-an-za ArAd!?-KA[-MA]

(1–2) Say to the Field Marshall, my 
lord: thus speaks Ḫutupianza, your 
servant:

(3) ka-a-ša-kán [ŠÀ KUr-TI ḫ]u-u?-
[ma-an] S[ig5-in] 

(3) At present all is well in the land.

(4) [mPí-]it?-ti-p[a-ra x ]-x ku-it x 
x [TÀŠ?-PUR?] (5) [ o o o o] �x-ni? 
an-da? pa?-a?-ir?� ku-e-da-ni pé-di 
(6) [n]u-uš-ma-aš še-ek-kán-te-eš 
me-ek-ka�-e-eš […] (7) x x -pát? 
x-x-x-eš? ku-i-e-eš‹‹-ma›› ku-i-e-eš 
(8) na-aš ḫu-u-ma-an-te-eš-pát ar-
ḫa tar-nir (9) na-at ar-ḫa ú-e-er nu 
mŠa-la-dingir-LIM-in (10) �ḫa?-
an?-ni�-<eš>-kán-zi nu ka-a-ša 
AŠ-PUR na-an ma-a-an (11) �ar-ḫa� 
tar-na-an-zi ma-a-an ma-aḫ-ḫa-an 
(12) �nu A-NA� en-YA ḫa-at-ra-a-mi 

(4–12) Concerning what you/he 
wrote? about Pittipara?: They went 
into …, in some location. And 
many well-known persons … to 
them. But whatever …-s …, they 
released them all, and they came 
back home. they are judging? 
Šalaili. And I am herewith writing, 
and I will write to my lord whether 
they release him, or whatever they 
do.

(13) x x x mPí-it-ti-pa-ra-ma ku-it 
(14) A-NA �en�-YA AŠ-PUR nu-za 
LÚ.MEŠ URUga-aš-ga (15) kat[-ta 
mPí-i]t-ti-pa-ra ar-ḫa ḫa-li-iḫ-le-
eš-kán-zi (16) [am?-mu?-u]k-ma-a[t 
A]-NA dUTU-ŠI (17) [ Ù A-N]A? EN-
YA ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi (18) [o o o]

(13–19) Concerning what i wrote 
to my lord about Pittipara: The 
Kaškaean men are prostrating 
themselves (before) Pittipara, but 
I am regularly reporting it to His 
Majesty and to (you,) my lord. i 
am hereby writing, and whatever
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ka-a-ša AŠ-PUR nu-mu ku-in 
(19) [me-mi-an] ú-da-[an]-zi nu A-
NA EN-YA ḫa-at-ra-a-mi

word they bring to me I will write 
to (you,) my lord.

(20) [o o o ]x dUMU? m[P]í?-ip-pu-
ri-it-ta-ya x[ (21) [o o o -]kán en-YA 
wa-at-ku-ut (22) [na-aš A-NA] KUr 
UrU.Ídta-ḫa-a-ra egir-pa (23) [pa-
a-it nu?] mPí-i-ga-aš-š[i-]il-ta-aš-ša 
ar-nu-um-ma[-aš?] (24) [o o o ]x 
I-NA URUta-wa-aš-ti-ya (25) […] 
nu?-mu ka-a-ša u-i-e-er (26) [… nu?-
]wa-an-na-aš Š[A? …] (27) […]a?-ši 
nu-wa-an[-na-aš …] (28) […-w]a-
aš-ta-ti […] en-YA (29) […]x-in-ni 
�-x-li ŠU-PUR (30) […]x-du na-
aš pa-ra-a pé-eš-ta (31) [x A-NA 
dU]tU-ŠI-ya AŠ-PUR 

(20–31) … the son of Pippuritta(ya) 
… my lord fled, and went back 
to the taḫara river Land. And 
Pigaššilta too … in the town 
tawaštiya … And they have just 
sent to me: “… our …, and our … 
we …” My lord, … send …! … 
he gave them over, and i wrote … 
also to His Majesty.

(32) [nu-kán] ma-a-an ÚŠ-an IŠ-TU 
KUr URUḪa-at-ti (33) [ar-ḫa] ta-ru-
up-ta-ri nu-za EN-YA (34) [A-NA] 
MA-ḪAR dUTU-ŠI nu-za-kán ku-
it-ma-an (35) […]x ta-me-e-da-ni 
x-x-x-x (36) [… na-]a-ú-i ti-i-e?-zi 
x x x x (37) [… egi]r-an ti-i-ya-
ši ke-e?-[ez?] ke-e-ez (38) [na?-an? 
a-p]í-ya-az l[a]?-aḫ-ḫi-ya-at-te-ni 
(39) […] x KUr [UrU.Í]dta-ḫa-ra-
a-an-na? (40) […]-ta nu 2?-e-el355 
KUr-e-[aš] (41) […]

(32–41) And if the plague is taken 
away from the land of Ḫatti, and 
you, my lord, are in the presence of 
His Majesty, while … in another 
… has not yet entered, you will 
withdraw … on this side and that 
side. And you (pl.) will make war 
on him from that direction. … (the 
land of) X and the taḫara river 
Land, and of the two lands …

119. KUB 40.1  
To the King from […]

Text: Bo �899. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. Copy: 
KUB 40.1. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989b, 68–76 (no. 45). Discussion: Beal 
1992, 442 n. 1657; Puhvel 1993, 37; Beckman 1995a, 19–20 with n. 2; Hoff-
ner 1997c, 193 (l. e. 1).
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Comments and partial treatment of lines 18–32 in Beckman 1995a: 
“Sometime in the 13th century a high-ranking Hittite official whose name 
and title have not been preserved wrote to the great King:” 

the obverse (published as “reverse”) of this tablet is too broken for a 
connected translation.

(rev.! 1) [x x x x x x x A-NA] 
dUTU-ŠI EN-YA Ú-UL mar-ri ar-
ku-wa-a[r dÙ-mi] (rev.! 2) [x x x x x 
x x x x-]x x A-[N]A dUTU-ŠI EN[-
Y]A? UL mar-ri […] (rev.! 3) [x x x x 
x x e-eš-ša-]aḫ-ḫ[i ] Ú-UL mar-ri 
ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi

(rev.! 1–3) it is not rashly … that i 
make a reply/defense to Your Maj-
esty, my lord. … to Your Majesty, 
my lord, not rashly i … make …, 
(and) not rashly do i write.

(rev.! 4) [x x x x x x x x x-]wa-ḫi-iš-
ke-mi me-ek-ki-kán te-eḫ-ḫu-un 
me-ek-ki (rev.! 5) [x x x x x x x x x] 
me-ek-ki-mu na-ak-ke-e-eš-ta (rev.! 

6) [x x x x x x x x x ] �a�-ra-a-an 
dUTU-ŠI-za-kán en-YA za-at/la-ḫi? 
(rev.! 7) [x x x x x x x kiš-šu-w]a?-
an-mu Zi-ni a-ra-an kiš-šu-an-mu :
ú-wa-al-la? (rev.! 8) [x x x x x x x x x] 
kiš-šu-wa-an ḫa-at-re-eš-kán-zi Ú-
UL-[a]t? ÚŠ-tar

(rev.! 4–8) i am …-ing …. Much have 
i set (out). Much … Much diffi-
culty I had. Evil slander has arisen. 
It affects Your Majesty, my lord! 
… Such (a thing) has arisen in my 
mind/soul. Such (a thing) … … 
Such a thing they are writing. Is it 
not death? 

(rev.! 9) [x x x x x x x x x] iniM-an :
pa-a-x-ḫa-aḫ-ḫa gÉŠPU-za-an x-an 
(rev.! 10) [x x x x x x x x x] dUTU-ŠI 
ka-ru-ú I-DE

(rev.! 9–10) i … the … word/matter. 
Violence, … … Your Majesty 
already knows. 

(rev.! 11) [x x x x x x x x x x] ḫu-
u-un-ḫu-e-eš-ni kat-ta-an-da 
ú-wa-nu-un (rev.! 12) [x x x x x x x 
x x-]x ma-a-an na-an nam-ma igi.
Ḫi.A-za u-uḫ-ḫi (rev. !13) [x x x x x x 
x x ki-i]š-ḫa-ḫa-ri nu-kán giM-an 
ke-e-ez-za x - x (rev.! 14) [x x x x x x 
x x x n]a-at-ši ú-ke-el dU��-aḫ-ḫi

(rev.! 11–14) I have come down into 
the deep waters of … it is like the 
…. And i will see him/it again with 
my eyes. i will become … and as 
on this side … i myself will say it 
to him.
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(rev.! 15) [d]UTU-ŠI-ma EN-YA [ku- 
it-m]a-an ke-e-ez-za ZAg-za nu- 
un-tar-aš a-u-wa-an �ar-ḫa� (rev.! 16) 
[da?-]a-i : pár-za-aš-š[a … ku?-] 
�e?�-ka�  : da-a-ya-al-la me-ḫur-riḪi.A 

ar-ta-ri-y[a?] (rev.! 17) INIM.MEŠ-ma 
me-ek-k[i…-]x-na-an-da na-at-mu-
kán ri-za AŠ-PUR-zi356 UL

(rev.! 15–17) But while? Your Majesty, 
my lord, quickly takes (some-
thing) away from this side/border, 
… times will also be present. but 
words much …. and he will not 
send/write it to me RI-za

(rev.! 18) [a]m-mu-uk-ma ke-e-da-ni 
KAŠKAL-ši giM-an giM-an na-
ak-ke-e-eš-ke-et (rev.! 19) giM-an-za 
giM?-an ki-iš-ḫa-ḫa-at ta-pár-ri-
ya-an-[ká]n357 UL ku-e-da-ni-ki 
pé-di (rev.! 20) wa-aš-da-nu-nu-
[u]n dingir.MeŠ dUTU-ŠI-mu 
a-u-wa-an a[r-nu??-er (rev.! 21) 
[t]a-pár-ri-ya-an-ma a-pu-un-pát 
diB-un dUTU-ŠI-za [EN-Y]A ku-
in ma-a-la-a-ši (rev.! 22) ka-a-aš-ma 
MU.KAM-za pár-ku-wa-ya-pát tar-
na-an-za ke-e-da-ni MU.KAM-ti 
(rev.! 23) na-ak-ki-ya-tar Ú-UL nam-
ma ku-iš-ki e-eš-zi

(rev.! 18–23) “However difficult it has 
been for me on this tour of duty, 
and whatever has happened to me, 
I have in no point found fault with 
the command. (indeed) the gods 
of Your Majesty carried? me away 
(i.e., rescued me?). i have, rather, 
taken up that very command of 
which you, Your Majesty, my lord, 
approve. This year has been begun 
afresh with a clean slate?: during 
this year there will be no further 
difficulty.358 

(rev.! 24) nu-mu-za am-me-el LÚ. 
MeŠ a-ru-uš le-e nam-ma pa-ra-a  
ka-ni-iš-šu-wa-an-zi (rev.! 25) 

mar-kiš-ke-wa-an-zi-ya-mu-za 
ma-a-la-wa-an-zi ri-za le-e ḫa-
at!-ra!-an-zi (rev.! 26) a-u-wa-an 
UgU-mu-za le-e dam-m[e-u]m-
ma-an wa-tar-na-ḫe-eš-kán-zi 
da-a-l[i-y]a<-an>-du-m[u …] (rev.! 

27) nu-kán giM-an ta-[p]ár-ri-ya-
an A-NA dUTU-ŠI egir-an-da 
ú-da-aḫ-ḫi (rev.! 28) dUTU URUTÚL-
na-ma A-NA dUTU-ŠI EN-YA 
še-er Sig5-in Kin-zi […] (rev.! 29) 
wa-aš-da-nu-wa-an-wa UL ku-it-ki 
m[a]-a-an359 ki-i ṬUP-PU PAP-an-

(rev.! 24–31) May my colleagues not 
seek? any further to call attention to 
me. May they not write in a timely 
fashion? seeking disapproval or 
approval for me. May they not 
broadcast untruth (dammeum-
man?) about me. May they leave 
me alone! And when I bring back 
(the results of) the command to 
Your Majesty, the Sun goddess of 
Arinna will treat (me) graciously 
for the sake of Your Majesty, 
my lord, (so that it will be said:) 
“Nothing has been done which 
should be considered a crime.” Let  
this tablet be saved, (30) so that on
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d[u] (rev.! 30) nu giM-an dUTU-ŠI 
EN-YA x-da[…(-)]ma-a-ya-mi nu-
mu-za ke-e-da-ni (rev.! 31) ke-e-ez-za 
tup-pí-az-za kat-ta [p]u-nu-uš-ša-
an-du

the day when i … Your Majesty, 
my lord, they may interrogate me 
on the basis of this tablet.

(rev.! 32) ku-u-uš ku-e-eš ke-e-el 
ZAg.MeŠ-aš BE-L[UḪi.]A mḪa-aš-
du-dingir-LIM mta-ru-piš-ni-iš 
(rev.! 33) m.dAMAR.UTU-dLAMMA 
LÚa-an-tu-gAL nu A-NA TI dUTU- 
ŠI še-er me-ek-ki PAP-an-d[a?- 
ru] (rev.! 34) mta-ru-up-[p]iš-ni-in-
ma-mu-kán dUTU-ŠI [e]n-YA 
giM-an a-ša-an-da pa-ra-a [na-it-
ti?] (rev.! 35) giM-an-ma-aš a-ra-[a]š? 

nu QA-TAM-MA-pát Kin[-z]i? 
a-pé-e-ni-šu-wa-an-da ḫar-zi (rev.! 

36) dUTU-ŠI-du-za-kán giM-an 
egir-pa e[-e]š-ša-ti

(rev.! 32–36) May these (men) who are 
the lords of the borders—Ḫašduili, 
taruppišni, Šanda-Kurunt(iy)a the 
antušalli-, be very protective of 
the life of Your Majesty! And as 
Your Majesty, my lord, sent? to 
me taruppišni truly, and as he is 
a colleague, so he will work. Such 
things he has, just as Your Majesty 
will …

(rev.! 37) A-NA dUTU-ŠI-ma EN-YA 
ŠA mḪa-aš-du-din[gir-L]IM 
ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-mi (rev.! 38) dUTU 
URUtÚL-na [gAŠ]An-YA uš-ki-du 
ma-a-an-at x […]x ku-e-da-ni-ki 
ArAd-Y[A? …] (rev.! 39) u-uḫ-ḫu-un 
kiš-šu-wa-an ḫa-an-da-an da-a[t-ti? 

…-]ka-ri-x[-…] (rev.! 40) ku-u-un 
ma-ši-ya-an Un-an [Š]A dUTU-
Š[I …] (rev.! 41) dUTU-ŠI-za EN-YA 
ú-uk ArAd-in U[L …] (rev.! 42) ZI-
an UL : ši-ú-wa-ri-er x[-…] (rev.! 

43) [x]-a-at-ta-ya-wa dÙ-zi p[a-…] 
(rev.! 44) [dUtU]-ŠI-ma-an-kán en-
YA pé[-…] (rev.! 45) [x x ]x A-NA 
dUTU-ŠI ú-[…] 

(rev.! 37–39) Concerning what i am 
writing to Your Majesty, my lord, 
about Hašduili: May the Sun god-
dess of Arinna, my lady, verify 
(it), if it … to any servant of mine 
… i saw. Such a thing truly you?} 
accept. … 

(Rest of the paragraph not trans-
latable in a connected fashion.)

(rev.! 46) […] ku-it iniM dUMU.
ni[tA …] (rev.! 47) […] iniM 
dUMU.ni[tA …] (l. e. 1) [nam]-

(rev.! 46–47, l. e. 1–13) … what matter the 
son … matter the son … once more 
i turned back … i carried away … 
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ma-pát [eg]ir-pa BAL-nu-nu-un  
(l. e. 2) [x a]r-ḫa ar-nu-nu-un (l. e.3) [x-] 
ta-ri na-an-kán LÚ.MEŠdUB<.SAr>-
za (l. e.4) [x-]x-an-du na-aš-za le-e 
INA URUÚ-uš-ša (l. e.5) [x nu ku]-u-un 
INIM-a[n A-NA] dUTU-ŠI UL mar-
ri AŠ-PUR-un (l. e.6) [x ka?-]r[u?]-ú? 
a-ú [x-]x […] Sig5-in ku-iš dU��-
i na-an-k[án] (l. e.7) […]KA?[ … 
]-wa-ti me-ek-ki gAL ri x (l. e. 

8) dUTU<-ŠI>-mu at?[-…] (l. e. 

9) UgU rA[-…] (l. e. 10) RA-IṢ-an 
[…] (l. e. 11) ku-it x […] (l. e. 12) ku-u-
un [iniM-an …] (l. e. 13) x […] 

let them … it by means of the 
scribes … let not … in Ušša … 
I did not write this matter to His 
Majesty rashly … see! … he who 
speaks well …

Commentary

obv. 37–38 translated in GrHL §23.7.
On line 40, see CHd L–n, 206b.

120. Bo 2810  
From the King to […]

Text: Bo 2810. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. Edition: 
Klengel 1974, 171–73. Translation: Otten 1967, 59. Discussion: Forrer 
1924, 5; Meyer 1925, 530 n. 2; Bilabel and grohmann 1927, 118; Otten 
1967, 59; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 14 (no. 9); Beal 1992, 210 n. 782 (grain 
ships sent by “an official in Syria” to Ura and Lašti[…]); Starke 1992, 814 
(on ii 6); gurney 1992, 218 (on the location of Ura); Singer 1999b, 717; 
Jasink 2003, 272 n. 11.

The double paragraph-dividing line at the end, followed by uninscribed 
space, added to the presence of writing on the reverse, indicate that the tablet 
contained a second letter. 

Since this was an outgoing letter, yet was found in Ḫattuša, either it was 
never sent (rather unlikely) or it is a draft to be used to prepare the final 
(perhaps translated) version, which was dispatched (so Hagenbuchner). the 
double line after line 17 probably divides the main letter from a scribal “pig-
gyback” letter. in his edition Klengel designated the preserved part of this 
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tablet the second column of the obverse, a claim that Hagenbuchner doubts 
because all known examples of Hittite letters on tablets containing a second 
letter are single column tablets. 

All commentators agree that the sender of this letter was most likely the 
Hittite king—note “my lands” (line 12). the addressee, to judge from the use 
of the term “my son” by the letter-writer, was either his real son or an official 
or minor ruler who was his subordinate. Although it was claimed by Otten 
(1967, 59) that the addressee was the king of Ugarit, Klengel (1974, 172–73) 
argued that this situation does not fit the king of Ugarit. that the addressee 
does control “lands” is clear from lines 2–5, and line 5—again according to 
Klengel—suggests that the addressee’s control vis-à-vis the dominion of the 
sender should not change. All of this suggests that the addressee was a Hittite 
prince with governing authority somewhere in Syria, who had access to the 
coast and had grain and ships at his disposal.

(2) […] KUr.KUr.MeŠ-kán ḫu-
u-m[a-an-ta? …] (3) [o o -]ma-za 
a-pé-e-da-aš ku-e-da-aš KUr.
KUr.MeŠ-aš (4) [o o] x dUMU-
YA a-pé-e KUr.KUr.MeŠ kat-ta 
ḫar-ak (5) nu-kán le-e ku-it-ki ne-
ya-ri

(2–5) … all the lands …. And in 
those lands which are …, retain 
those lands yourself, my “son”! Let 
nothing change! 

(6) dUMU-YA-ma-mu ku-in INIM 
giŠMÁ TÀŠ-PUR (7) ḫal-ki-ya-za-
wa � ME. giŠMÁ šu-wa-an-za ú-et 
(8) nu-mu dUMU-YA ku-wa-at i-
ya-at (9) a-pé-ni-eš-šu-wa-an I-NA 
Ud.1.KAM-pát-aš-ta (10) ku-wa-at 
gAM-an e-eš-ta (11) dUMU-YA 
Ú-UL ša-ak-ti ku-it-mu-kán (12) ŠÀ 
KUr.KUr.MeŠ ka-aš-za e-eš-ta 
(13) ki-nu-un-ma-an-kán dUMU-YA 
pa-ra-a na-a-i (14) na-an I-NA URUÚ-
ra na-aš-ma URULa-aš-ti-x[…] (or 
UrU.dU6Aš-ti-g[ur?-ka�?] ) (15) kat-ta 
iš-ḫu-u-wa-a-an-du (16) ku-e-da-ni 
URU-ri A-NA dUMU-YA ZAg-na 
(17) [na-a]n a-pí-ya kat-ta iš[-ḫu-u-
wa-a-an-du]

(6–17) Regarding what you, my son, 
wrote to me regarding ships: “One 
hundred ships laden with grain 
have come (to you).” Why, my son, 
have you acted this way towards 
me? Why did it (namely the grain) 
remain with you even as much as 
one day? don’t you realize, my 
son, that there has been a famine in 
my lands? But now, my son, send 
it, and have them unload it either 
in Ura or Lašti-x. Let them unload 
it in whichever city seems best to 
(you), my son!
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Commentary

7 Singer (1999b, 718 n. 385) had doubts about reading the sign before 
giŠMÁ as ME “hundred,” in part because of the singular form of the participle 
šuwanza. But singular agreement was permissible (GrHL §9.18 and 9.22). 

121. KUB 23.85  
From Queen Puduḫepa to Tattamaru

Text: Bo 86�. Photo: Konk.). Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location 
unknown. Copy: KUB 23.85. Edition: Hagenbuchner 1989, #212, 13 (no. 
7), 15–16 (no. 10). Discussion: Beal 1992, 386 n. 1486; van den Hout 1995, 
118–19; Klengel 1999, 248 [A31]; Beckman, in Hallo and Younger 1997, 
215 sub 1.2 (translation of the proverb in line 7).

The recipient of this letter, Tattamaru, appears as a witness in at least 
two of three important documents during the reign of Ḫattušili iii and his son 
tudḫaliya iV. in the earliest of these he is styled merely “prince” (dUMU.
LUgAL), but in the last of these (the Bronze tablet) he has been promoted 
to “infantry Commander of the Left Wing” (gAL UKU.UŠ gÙB; see 
gurney 1993, 23–24). if he is the same tattamaru who as “prince” appears 
in the Šaḫurunuwa document, his brothers’ names were duwatta-nani and 
tarḫunta-manawa. Starke (1996, 157) thinks that this tattamaru held three 
important offices simultaneously: “Chief Shepherd” (gAL nA.gAdA), 
“Chief of the Heavily-armed guards” (gAL UKU.UŠ), and “Chief Wood-
tablet-Scribe” (gAL dUB.SAr.giŠ). 

As is clear from the context, tattamaru is not the Queen’s own son-in-
law, but that of her sister. He was married to Queen Puduḫepa’s niece. the 
Akkadogram L ÚḪATANU therefore has the somewhat looser meaning of a 
male who by marriage becomes attached to his wife’s family, something like 
what is denoted by the Hittite term antiyant-. 

From the meager context it is unclear if the queen wished the in-law rela-
tionship with Tattamaru had continued after the death of her niece. Therefore 
it is also unclear if she agreed or disagreed with the proverb she quotes in 
line 7. But it does appear that the formerly good relationship had dissolved 
after the death of the queen’s niece.

(3) UM-MA MUnUS.LUgAL-ma 
(4) A-NA mTa-at-ta-ma-ru QÍ-BI-MA

(3–4) thus speaks the Queen: Say to 
Tattamaru:
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(5) [z]i-ik-za mta-at-ta-ma-ru-uš  
dUMU.MUnUS nin-YA dAM- 
an-ni da-a-an [ḫa]r-t[a] (6) [n]u-ut- 
ta dgul-ša-aš ḪUL-aḫ-da na-aš-
ták-kán BA.ÚŠ (7) [kiš-a]n-ma 
ku-wa-at me-ma-an-zi ak-kán-ta-
aš-wa L ÚḪA-TÁ-NU (8) [: š]u-wa 
-ru-pát LÚḪA-TÁ-NU zi-ik-ma-mu- 
za L ÚḪA-TÁ-NU e-eš-ta (9) [am]- 
m[e-e]l-ma-za : pur-pur-ri-ya-ma-
an Ú-UL ša-ak-ti (10) […]x-x Ú-UL 
ku-in-ki ša-ak-ti am-me-el-ma-
aš-ma-aš (11) […]x-x-te LÚ.MeŠ 
Érin.MeŠ egir-zi-iš-ša 
(12) […-]x-ma-mu-za LÚḪA-TÁ-
NI-YA e-eš-ta (13) […]x-x-x-x-ša 
Ud.1.KAM-ya / (break) 

(5–13) You, Tattamaru, had taken the 
daughter of my sister in marriage. 
But Fate dealt you a grievous blow: 
she died on you!360 Why do they 
say: “A male in-law remains never-
theless fully an in-law, even if his 
wife dies”?�6� You were my male 
in-law, but you do not recognize 
my obligation.�6� You recognize no 
one… . But my … to them/you(pl.). 
… troops, and a low-ranked … 
You were my in-law …… and one 
day ….

122. VS 28.129  
From […] to the GAL LÚ.MEŠUKU.UŠ, Nananza, and Ḫattušili 

Text: VAt 13047. Find spot: Ḫattuša, but precise location unknown. Copy: 
VS 28 (=nf 12) 129. Edition: Hagenbuchner-dresel 1999, 50–58. Discus-
sion: Otten 1956, 182–83; rost 1956, 348; del Monte 1975a, 4–5; Beal 1992, 
389 n. 1470 (on the gAL LÚ.MEŠUKU.UŠ); de Martino 2005b, 308. 

the text has been dated to the Middle Kingdom. Hagenbucher defends 
the hypothesis that the tablet belongs to the Maşat corpus of letters on the 
basis of formal and content elements. the sender’s name is partially damaged 
and cannot be read with certainty. the addressees are the gAL LÚ.MEŠUKU.
UŠ, nananza, and Ḫattušili, the latter presumably being the same as the one 
mentioned in ABot 65 and in the aforementioned texts. 

this is the first attestation of the rank “Chief of the UKU.UŠ-troops” 
prior to the nH period (see Beal 1992, 380). this man is addressed by his 
title alone. The two named recipients that follow his title are very likely the 
scribes by those names (so Otten 1956, 183). Hagenbuchner calls attention 
to the Maşat letter HKM 69, in which three men are addressed, the first one 
only by his title. Although the writer calls these three persons “dear brothers” 
(not “dear sons”), the placing of his name ahead of theirs in the salutation, as 
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well as the omission of -MA following his own name (see §1.2.16), indicate 
that he considers himself their superior in rank. 

The word “this” in line 6 shows that an unnamed “scout” (LÚNÍ.ZU = 
Hittite šapašalli-), whose immediate return was desired by the writer, accom-
panied this letter. He could have served as the courier. A NH text lists the 
titles of various functionaries with access to the royal acropolis, and among 
them is a “scout courier” (LÚNÍ.ZU LÚKAŠ�.e), whose Hattic equivalent was 
LÚkīluḫ (KBo 5.11 i 19). its position immediately following LÚlu-u-i-iz-zi-i-il 
= LÚKAŠ�.e “(ordinary) courier, runner” shows that this compound Sum-
erogram denotes not a special type of scout (LÚnÍ.ZU), but a special type of 
courier (LÚKAŠ�.e). Scout couriers could have served to transport messages 
through especially dangerous or rough territories. Most likely therefore LÚNÍ.
ZU here in line 6 is an abbreviated writing of LÚNÍ.ZU LÚKAŠ�.E “scout 
courier.”

(1) [U]M-MA mMAŠ-x-x (2) A-NA 
gAL LÚ.MEŠUKU.UŠ (3) mNa-na-
an-za m.giŠgidrU-dingir-LIM 
(4) ŠeŠ.MeŠ dÙg.gA-YA QÍ-BÍ-
MA 

(1–4) Thus speaks MAŠ-x-x: Say to 
the Chief of the UKU.UŠ-troops, 
to nananza, (and) to Ḫattušili, my 
dear brothers:

(5) dingir.MeŠ-<eš->ma-aš ti-an 
ḫar-kán-du

(5) May the gods keep you alive.

(6) [k]u-u-un-mu-kán LÚNÍ.ZU 
(7) [egi]r?-pa? pa-ra-a ḫu-u-ta-ak 
(8) [n]a-iš-tén nu k[u?-it? m]a-aḫ-
ḫa-an (9) [A-W]A-TEMEŠ I-N[A] 
É.gAL-LIM (10) [nu-mu] egir-pa 
ḫ[a-a]t-[r]a-at-tén (11) [ú-w]a-at du-
wa-ad-[d]u

(6–11) Send (pl.) this scout(-courier) 
back to me promptly! (8–10) Write 
me how things are in the palace! 
(11) get with it!

(12) [ke-]�e?� tup?-p[aḪi.A …] (12) these tablets …

(About 13 lines missing in the break.)
(rev. 1′) […] x x x (rev. 2′) [… n]am-
ma-at še-er (rev. 3′) […-]x-an 

(rev. 1′–3′) … … … furthermore, 
above …

(rev. 4′) [ki-i-mu] ku-it mA-ša-[…] (rev. 

5′) [INIM ŠA] LÚ URU�ta�-an-ku-wa 
(rev. 6′) [ḫa-at-ra-]a-it UrU-an-wa-mu 
(rev. 7′) [Ù m?/URU?]x-at?-ti-te-na-an

(rev. 4′–6′) Concerning this that Aša-
x-x wrote to me about the affair 
of  the man of (city) Tankuwa: (rev. 

6′–9′) “They are oppressing my
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(rev. 8′) š[a-aḫ-ḫ]a-na-az lu-uz-zi-az  
(rev. 9′) [d]am-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi (rev. 

10′) na-an ku-wa-at dam-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-
kán-z[i] (rev. 11′) ki-nu-na-kán igi.
Ḫi.A-wa e-ep-tén (rev. 12′) na<-an> 
iniM-an šu-um-ma-[aš] (rev. 13′) 
egir-pa-an Sig5-ya[-aḫ-ḫa-at-tén]

town, and (the town) …, with 
šaḫḫan and luzzi obligations.” 
Why are they oppressing it? (rev. 

11′) now keep (pl.) an eye (on him/
it) (rev. 12′–13′) and you (pl.) rectify 
his/its situation.

Commentary

obv. 1 For the omission of -MA after the sender’s name, see §1.2.16.
obv. 11 For uwat duwaddu see §�.�.�9.�.
rev. 4′–13′ Since city/town names are grammatically common gender, 

the pronouns “him/it” and “his/its” could refer either to the petitioning man 
or to his town.

2.3.2. nh Letters Found At emAr-mesKene (123–124)

123. SMEA 45-T 1 
From the Hittite Emperor to Alziya-muwa in Emar

Text: SMeA 45–t 1 (also known as Msk. 73.1097). Photo: Laroche �98�, 
54. Copy: No copy. Edition: Laroche 1982; Hagenbuchner 1989b, 40–44 
(no. 23); and Singer 1999a (full edition with use of accompanying letter from 
king of Carchemish to Alziya-muwa [no. 124]). Discussion: Imparati �98�, 
264–67; Klengel 1999, 175 [A23.3]; Schwemer 2001, 550, 566 n. 4523; Sal-
vini and trémouille 2003, 226–30; Cohen 2005; d’Alfonso 2005b; Skaist 
2005, 610; Yamada 2006, 225–26.

When the Hittites gained control of the kingdom of Aštata, whose cap-
ital city was Emar, they assumed control over all aspects of the internal 
life of the city (d’Alfonso 2005b), including the judicial. the former king-
dom—now province—of Aštata fell within the orbit of the Hittite viceroy 
of Carchemish. 

A man named Zu-Ba�la (about whom see Beckman 1995a, 31, 36; 
1996, 138; Singer 1999a, 68; and taggar-Cohen 2002, 158–59; Skaist 2005) 
appeals (arkuwai-, line 5�6�) to the emperor regarding a judgment against 
his interests in a local court. The phrase “this (ka-a-aš) Zu-Ba�la” here (line 
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3) in the emperor’s letter and in lines 3–4 of text 124 probably refers to the 
fact that Zu-Ba�la accompanied the messenger(s) who brought both letters. 
Zu-Ba�la was the son of Šuršu, a diviner, and an the son-in-law and heir of 
Anda-mali(k) (West Semitic Hadda-malik), who had bequeathed his houses 
and lands to him in a document (emar Vi, 201) ratified by ini-tešub, king of 
Carchemish, himself (Singer 1999a, 68). the “diviner (LÚAZU) of the gods 
of Emar” was a priestly title held by Anda-malik and four of his descen-
dants in succession (Yamada 1998). Although Hrozný’s original translation 
of išḫanittar(a)- as “blood relative” (related to ešḫar), supported by Ben-
veniste (1962: 101–2), Kammenhuber (in Oettinger 1981: 388), and neu (in 
Serbat, taillardat, and Lazard 1984: 100), was rejected by tischler (HEG 
1: 381–82), Puhvel (HED 1–2, 338, 395–96), Košak (1990, 151), Melchert 
(1994, 111), and rieken (1999, 284) in favor of a connection with the verb 
išḫi(ya)- “to bind,” and referring to ties created through marriage, it was 
claimed that the prosopographical evidence from Emar supported the former 
view, since Yamada had claimed to have evidence that Anda-mali(k) was 
the father of Zu-Ba�la (Yamada 1998, cited by Singer 1999a, 68, and see 
Yamada 2006, 228–29). this claim has now been refuted by evidence from 
other sources, showing that the father of Zu-ba�la was not Anda-mali(k), 
but a man named Šuršu (Cohen forthcoming). there is now no reason to 
doubt that išḫanittar(a)- means “relative by marriage,” with the precise 
translation determined by situations: father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-
law, daughter-in-law, etc. In a forthcoming article discussing an unpublished 
Hittite fragment, I adduce new evidence to support the view that MUNUS 

išḫanittar(a)- means “daughter-in-law” (= Sum. MUNUSÉ.ge�.A = Akkad. 
kallātu). for the use of the derived noun išḫanittarātar in another letter, see 
text 9�. Just how this term is to be distinguished from kaena- “in-law, rela-
tive by marriage” (= Akk. ḫat(a)nu) is unclear at present.

On the chronology see Skaist 1998, 2005; and Cohen and d’Alfonso 
2008. Salvini and trémouille (2003, 228) identify the king in text 123 with 
Muršili ii and propose the years 1312–1311 for the two Hittite letters: text 
123 and text 124; Yamada (2006, 229 n. 25) prefers Ḫattušili iii, and Cohen 
and d’Alfonso 2008 Muršili iii (Urḫi-teššub).

Alziya-muwa, a Hittite official residing in emar, had confiscated Zu-
Ba�la’s landed property and imposed the Hittite obligations šaḫḫan and luzzi 
on him. Yamada (2006, 227) makes the following points: 

first, although the king of Ḫatti held the ultimate rulership of Emar, the king 
of Carchemish, his viceroy in Syria, was in practice responsible for its con-
trol, as he was going to visit Emar to settle the dispute. Second, both kings 
regarded the deeds of Alziya-muwa as “oppression,” in other words, abuse 
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of his power. Third, the diviner Zu-Ba�la must have been an important per-
son to the Hittites, since he could appeal directly to the king of Hatti and the 
Hittite kings endeavored to protect his rights. 

Yamada regards Zu-Ba�la as an “emaro-Hittite,” a class of persons who are 
citizens of Emar, but who perform services in the direct employ of the Hittite 
overlordship, and thus must be liable to Hittite feudal duties:

In conclusion, as for the Hittite administration of Emar, it is undoubted that 
in principle the Hittites adopted a policy of indirect control, that is of rely-
ing on the local native political institutions for governing. However, there 
was another aspect, that is, partial direct control. They employed a portion 
of the Emariote citizens, the Emaro-Hittites, as their local staff through a 
system by which the Emariotes were given landed property in exchange for 
their services, such as performance of the šaḫḫan-, luzzi-, giŠ.tUKUL-, 
and ILKU-duties (2006, 234).

As for what those services might have been, and how Mesopotamian persons 
obligated to them might deal with the obligation, Selz (2007, 283) writes:

The citizens at the upper end of the social ladder had various obligations 
towards the state. In return for their services, they received either prebend 
fields or rations. they were termed awīlum, the Akkadian word for the 
“(male) human being”, … the members of this class possessed full rights 
and the state was responsible for their welfare. They formed the backbone of 
the Babylonian society. They often transferred their duties to other persons; 
then their so-called ilku-service was often performed by a class of people 
of lower social status, called muškēnum, roughly translated as “common-
er.” They received various payments from the citizens for their services, 
such as subsistence fields … in later periods silver became the standard for 
such compensations … the commoners had no formal obligations towards 
the state, but they had also to look after themselves and possessed lesser 
rights.

Zu-Ba�la was such a person endowed with lands and obligated to services. 
But since he was a high religious authority whose services to the Hittite gov-
ernment were important, he was given a special exemption in this case.

(1) U[M-M]A d[UtU]-ŠI-MA (2) [A]-
NA mAl-zi-ya-mu-wa QÍ-BÍ-MA

(1–2) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to Alziya-muwa:

(3) ka-a-ša-mu ka-a-aš (4) mZu-ú-ba-
a-la-aš LÚAZU (5) LÚ URUAš-ta-ta

(3–16) This Zu-Ba�la, the diviner, 
the man of Aštata, has now bowed
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ar-wa-a-it (6) É-er-wa-mu-kán ŠA 
LÚiš-ḫa-ni-it-ta-ra-aš ŠA mAn-da-
ma-li (7) giŠKiri6.geŠtin-ya 
mAl-zi-ya-mu-wa-aš (8) ar-ḫa da-
aš-ke-ez-zi (9) nu-wa-ra-at A-NA 
mPal-lu-ú-wa (10) pé-eš-ke-ez-zi 
ša-aḫ-ḫa-an-na-wa (11) an-na-az 
Ú-UL ku-it-ki (12) iš-ša-aḫ-ḫu-un 
ki-nu-un-ma-wa-m[u] (13) ša-aḫ-ḫa-
ni lu-uz-zi-ya (14) kat-ta-an ti-i-er 
(15) nu-wa ša-aḫ-ḫa-an lu-uz-zi-in-
n[a] (16) e-eš-ša-aḫ-ḫi

before me (saying): “Alziya-
muwa is taking away from me the 
estate of my relative by marriage, 
Anda-mali, and the vineyard, and 
is giving it to Palluwa. As for the 
šaḫḫan-duty, in the past I have not 
performed (it) at all. But now they 
have put me under šaḫḫan and 
luzzi duties, and I have to perform 
šaḫḫan and luzzi.”

(17) ki-nu-na-aš-ši-kán a-pa-a-at 
É-er (18) giŠKiri6.geŠtin-ya 
ar-[ḫa] le-e (19) ku-it-ki ta-at-[t]i 
(20) ma-a-an-ma-at-š[i]-kán ka-ru-
ú-ma (21) ar-ḫa ta-at-[t]a (22) na-at-ši 
egir-pa pa-a-[i] (23) ša-aḫ-ḫa-an-
na ku-it an-na-az (24) Ú-UL ku-it-ki 
e-eš-ši-iš-ke-et (25) ki-nu-un-ma 
ša-aḫ-ḫa-an-ni lu-uz-zi (26) ku-wa-at 
kat-ta-an da-iš-tén (27) ki-nu-un-
ma an-na-az ku-it (28) e-eš-ši-iš-ta 
ki-nu-un-na a-[pa-a-at] (29) e-eš-ša-
ad-du (30) ta-ma-i-ma le-e ku-i[t-ki] 
(31) i-ya-zi [n]a-an le-e (32) ku-iš-ki 
da[m]-mi-iš-ḫa-iz-zi

(17–32) now, that house(hold) and 
vineyard you should in no way 
take from him! But if you have 
already taken them from him, 
give them back to him! As for the 
šaḫḫan, which in the past he did 
not have to perform at all, why did 
you (plural) now put him under 
šaḫḫan and luzzi? Now, whatever 
he used to perform in the past, he 
should now keep performing the 
same. He should do nothing else, 
and no one should oppress him.

Commentary

As Pruzsinski (2004, 30) has observed, the the Hittite terms šaḫḫan and 
luzzi attested in the texts ��� and ���, in which the diviner is freed from these 
obligations, probably went beyond military tasks and could have included 
work squads, as originally proposed by Beckman (1996) for re 78. 

for what is known of the practice of corvée in ancient Mesopotamia, see 
Stol 1995 and “corvée” in Joannès and Michel 2001, 205. 

Although šaḫḫan and luzzi theoretically involved actual public labor, all 
but the extremely poor could hire a substitute to serve in their place, or in 
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some cases simply pay the enforcing official. So in effect it was a system of 
taxation.

5 Some interpreters emend the form ar-wa-a-it to ar-<ku->wa-a-it 
on the basis of the form used in text 125, line 5. But i follow Singer, who 
wrote: “Zu-Ba�la’s pleading is expressed with different verbs in the two let-
ters: ar(u)wait, “he prostrated (himself),” in the Ḫattuša letter; arkuwait, “he 
pleaded,” in the Carchemish letter. the same altenation has already been 
noted in two duplicates of a ritual text (Otten-rüster 1977, 61–62). the 
semantic conflation of the two near-homophones was facilitated by the cir-
cumstance that pleading before the king usually entailed proskynesis (Puhvel 
1984, 151). does this mean that the diviner Zu-Ba�la actually appeared in 
person before the great King in Ḫattuša? Although this is not impossible, I 
assume that the same terminology would be used if his appeal was presented 
in writing and was read out aloud by a messenger” (1999a, 68). d’Alfonso 
also opposes the emendation.�6� A notable example of the use of the aruwai- 
(“to do reverence”) by persons appearing before the emperor to complain 
about an injustice and to plead for a reversal, is Laws §55 (see Hoffner 
1997g, 66–68) and translation by Hoffner in roth and Hoffner 1997, 225–26 
and CoS 2.19:112). As noted above, the use of “this (ka-a-aš) Zu-Ba�la” in 
both letters shows that the petitioner personally accompanied the two let-
ters. It might also imply that he had personally accompanied his petition to 
Ḫattuša. 

6 Following the recent revision of our understanding of išḫanittar(a)- as 
“relative by marriage” (inter alia see rieken 1999, 284), the word in this 
line is translated by d’Alfonso (2005b, 124) as “parente acquisito.” On 
MUNUSišḫanittar(a)- “daughter-in-law, bride” in Bo 4952, see Hoffner in a 
forthcoming festschrift. 

124. BLMJ 1143 
From the King of Carchemish to Alziya-muwa

Text: BLMJ 1143 (cited also as BLMJ-C37, CM 13: 32, and etJ 32). Find 
spot: Emar. Copy: Westenholz and ikeda 2000, pl. LXXiV. Edition: Singer 
1999a, 65–72. Discussion: Cohen 2005; Singer and Yamada in Westenholz 
and ikeda 2000, 78–80 (no. 32); Bryce 2003b, 178–79; Salvini and tré-
mouille 2003, 229–30; van den Hout 2004b, 185 §3.2; d’Alfonso 2005a, 20; 
Skaist 2005, 610; Yamada 2006, 226–27.
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(1) [UM-MA] LUgAL-MA (2) A-NA 
mAl-zi-ya-m[u-wa QÍ-BÍ-MA]

(1–2) thus speaks the King (of 
Carchemish): Say to Alziya-muwa:

(3) ka-a-ša ka-a-aš (4) mZu-pa-la-a- 
aš LÚAZU (5) A-NA dUTU-Š[I a]r- 
ku-wa-i[t] (6)  giŠKi[ri6. geŠtin-
w]a-m[u] A.ŠÀ<A.>gÀr.Ḫi.A 
(7) mAl-zi-ya-m[u-w]a-aš (8) ar-[ḫ]a 
da-a-aš (9) nu-mu dUTU-ŠI IQ-BI  
(10) le-e-wa-ra-an ku-iš-ki (11) [da]m- 
me-eš-ḫa-iz-zi (12) […] x x [… 
A.ŠÀA.g]Àr.Ḫi.A (13) […] x LÍL 
[ …] (14) [gi]ŠKiri6.geŠtin-y[a 
…] (15) pa-ra-a pa-a-[i ku]-it-ma-an 
ú-wa-mi (16) na-an-kán [tar-n]a-
aḫ-ḫi

(3–16) This Zu-Ba�la, the diviner, 
has now pleaded with His Majesty 
(as follows): “Alziya-muwa has 
taken from me (my) vineyard and 
lands.” His Majesty has told me: 
“no one should oppress him.” … 
lands, … field … and the vineyard 
give back to him until I come and 
release him!”

(17) lu-uz-zi-ya (18) ša-aḫ-ḫa-an le-e 
[e-eš-š]a-i 

(17–18) The luzzi and šaḫḫan duties 
he should not perform.

(19) ka-a-ša ma-[ši-wa-an …] (20) A-
NA dingir-LI[M …] (21) na-an-ši 
x[-… egir-pa pa]-a-i?

(19–21) However much … for the 
god … return it to him …!

2.3.3. nh Letters Found At ALALAKh (125–126)

125. AT 125  
From the King of Carchemish to a Hittite Official at Alalakh

Text: ATT �6. Photo: Woolley 1939, pl. XViii 1/2. Copy: Wiseman 1953, 
no. 125. Edition: ehelolf 1939b, 73–75; friedrich 1939; rost 1956, 340–42; 
Hagenbuchner 1989b, 387–88 (no. 298). Discussion: Wiseman 1953, 62. 

The sender is probably the king of Carchemish, the viceroy of the Hit-
tite emperor. the emperor himself would have used the title “His Majesty” 
(dUTU-ŠI), not simply “the king” (LUgAL; so noted already by ehelolf 
1939b, 73–75). As Hagenbuchner observes, it was not customary for a Syrian 
prince, even one of the Hittite royal family, to use Hittite instead of Akka-
dian in correspondence with his subordinates. 
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Singer (1999a) has remarked that this and the letter to Alziya-muwa (no. 
124) are the only two presently known letters emanating from the Carchemish 
office of the Hittite imperial chancellery, and as such are our only evidence 
for the ductus and orthography of the Hittite scribes of that court. 

the specific type of “birds” that were sent for the king to eat is not speci-
fied. Undoubtedly, they were a delicacy, perhaps a type of bird not found in 
the area of Carchemish, but available around Alalakh. The fact that by the 
time they reached the king they were spoiled indicates a long trip. Following 
the most direct natural route (via Elbeyli in Turkey and Azaz and Afrin in 
Syria) the trip would have covered about 160 km/100 miles. Using the figure 
of 25–30 km per day’s stage,365 this would mean a trip of about six days. 
And our text leaves us uninformed as to whether any steps were taken to pre-
serve the meat. Other Hittite texts refer to preserving fruits and even the meat 
of animals, fishes, and birds by drying them (Hoffner 1974a, 116, 124).�66

Notice that the king of Carchemish’s participation in the cult (lines 21–
23) takes precedence over his travel or administrative duties.

(1) UM-MA LUgAL-MA (2) A-NA 
mPí-ir-wa-an-nu QÍ-BI-MA 

(1–2) Thus speaks the king: Say to 
Pirwannu:

(3) dingir.MeŠ-eš-da aš-šu-li 
PAP-ru 

(3) May the gods lovingly protect 
you.

(4) ki-iš-ša-an-mu ku-it ḫa-at-ra-a-eš 
(5) ka-a-aš-ma-wa MUŠen.Ḫi.A 
ku-e (6) A-NA EN-YA up-pa-aḫ-ḫu-
un (7) nu-wa-za ma-a-an EN-YA 
(8) a-pé-e MUŠen.Ḫi.A ma-la-a-ši  
(9) nu-wa-mu EN-YA egir-pa ḫa- 
at-ra-a-ú (10) nu-wa up-pé-eš-ke-u-
wa-an te-eḫ-ḫi (11) nu-mu MUŠEN.
Ḫi.A ku-e up-pé-eš-ta (12) na-at 
ar-ḫa ḫ[ar-]ra-an-te-eš e-š[ir] (13) 

na-aš e-du-un-na Ú-UL (14) u-uḫ-
ḫu-un-na-aš Ú-UL (15) ma-na-at 
Sig5-an-te-eš ma-na-[at Ú-UL] 

(4–15) Concerning what you wrote 
to me, saying: “May my lord write 
back to me whether you liked those 
birds that I have herewith sent to 
my lord, and I will begin to send 
them regularly.” The birds that you 
sent to me were spoiled. So I nei-
ther ate them nor did I look at them 
(to see) if they were good or not.

(16) ki-iš-ša-an-ma-mu ku-it 
(17) [ḫ]a-a[t-ra-a-e]š ma-a-an-wa 
E[N-YA] (18) [… nu-w]a nu-un-tar-
ri[-…] (19) [a-pé-e-da-ni U]d-ti

(16–23) Concerning what you wrote 
to me, saying: “if my lord …-s, 
i will hasten … on that day. And 
send back to me …” i have begun
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(20) [nu-wa]-mu [egir]-pa ŠU-
PUR (21) nu-za ka-a-š[a] SiSKUr.
Ḫi.A (22) e-eš-ša-aḫ-ḫi nu-za giM- 
an [x-]x (23) SiSKUr.Ḫi.A i-ya-
u-wa-an-zi (24) zi-in-na-aḫ-ḫi nu 
i-i[a-aḫ-ḫa-ri]367

to perform sacrifices. When I finish 
performing the sacrifices, I will 
make the trip.

Rest uninscribed.

126. ATT 35  
From the King to Tudḫaliya

Text: Att 35. Copy: niedorf 2002, 526. Find spot: Alalakh. Edition: Nie-
dorf 2002. 

(1) [UM-MA] dUTU-ŠI-MA (2) [A- 
NA mt]u-ud-ḫa-li-ya (3) [QÍ-B]Í-
MA

(1–3) thus speaks His Majesty: Say 
to tudḫaliya:

(4) [tu-e-el aš-š]u-ul ku-it (5) [ma- 
aḫ-ḫa-an nu-mu egi]r-pa (6) [ḫa-
at-ra-a-i …] 

(4–6) Write back to me how it is with 
you. …

Rest of obv. and beginning of rev. broken away.

126b. ATT 35 
Piggyback Letter from […] to […]

(7) [A-NA … ŠeŠ-YA QÍ-BÍ-MA] 
(8) [UM-MA … Še]Š-KA[-MA] 

(7–8) Say to PN�, my brother: 
Thus speaks PN�, your brother:

(9) [MA-ḪAR ŠEŠ-Y]A aš-šu-ul ku-it 
(10) [ma-aḫ-ḫa-an] nu-mu ŠeŠ-YA 
egir-p[a ḫ]a-at-re-eš-ke 

(9–10) Keep writing back to me, 
my brother, how it is with my 
brother.

(11) [A-NA ŠEŠ-Y]A aš-šu-ul egir-
p[a pa?-r]a?-a ḫa-at-re-eš-ke-mi 
(12) [zi?-ga?-m]u aš-šu-ul Ú-UL ku-
wa-pí (13) [ḫa-at-ra-a-]eš ŠeŠ-YA [x x 
x] ša[…] (14) […] x […] 

(11–14) I keep writing back a greet-
ing to my brother, but you never 
wrote (your) greeting to me. My 
brother …



notes

�. See epictetus, diatr 1.3, on human types: “it is because of this kinship with the flesh 
that those of us who incline toward it become like wolves, faithless and treacherous and 
hurtful, and others like lions, wild and savage and untamed; but most of us become foxes, 
that is to say, rascals of the animal kingdom. For what else is a slanderous and malicious 
man but a fox, or something even more rascally and degraded.”

2. Collins 1998, 16 n. 7 suggests the lion referred to here is a living animal.
3. “den höchsten Schwierigkeitsgrad bei der erfassung von Briefinhalten stellen 

zitierte reden in zerstörtem Kontext dar. der Briefschreiber bringt sowohl Abschnitte 
aus eigenen Briefen oder reden als auch frühere Aussagen des Adressaten in der zitierten 
Rede. Auch Abschnitte, die die verbalen oder schriftlichen Äußerungen einer dritten 
Person zum inhalt haben, werden in der direkten rede zitiert (z.B. KUB XXXi 79 rs. 21–
26). Auf grund dieser Zitierweise ist es an manchen Stellen nicht möglich, die Aussage 
eindeutig auf eine der handelnden Personen zu beziehen, woraus sich natürlich nur ein 
bedingtes Verständnis des inhaltes ergibt.”

4. Hagenbuchner reads É (“Haus des Sesams”).
5. Hagenbuchner restores: [nu A-NA giŠ]MÁḪi!.A URUPít-te-ya-ri-ga-za ḫal-ku-eš-

šar URUŠa-mu-u-[ḫa] [ku-it Ú-UL] 1-ŠU pé-e-te-er, but by the rules of Hittite grammar 
the normal position of causal kuit is the second accented word of the clause (see GrHL 
§30.41–42). there are exceptions to this rule (cited in GrHL §30.43–44), but they are rare, 
and do not justify violating the norm in a conjectural restoration.

6. Everyone reads �-ŠU without noting that the break occurs right on the left side of 
the “1,” making [x+]1-ŠU (i.e., �-ŠU or �-ŠU) equally likely. HED H, �9 renders this 
“ships once brought” (italics mine), although “once” in the non-numerical sense of “at 
some time in the past” is regularly expressed by karū or annaz, not by �-ŠU.

7. Hittite normally uses two consecutive clauses to express point of origin and point 
of termination with verbs of transporting, thus avoiding both an ablative and an allative 
or locative in the same clause. But there are exceptions. For an example with peda- “to 
transport” see KBo 3.22 obv. 39–42 in CHd P peda- B 1 a 1′ b’ 5.” 

8. two kinds of soldier-rations are contrasted here: 10-tili- and URUKaška. It is likely, 
even if they also had a different ingredient or shape, that they differed also in size or 
weight, especially since the first is designated by a number. According to both gūterbock 
(1967a, 149) and Hagenbuchner-dresel (2002), 10-tili- is an indication of the weight of 
the loaf. Lebrun translated it “de 10 «sicles».” Hagenbuchner (“das Zehnfache,” 1989b, 
139 and 2002, 34) takes it as a multiple (ten-fold). But there is also a possibility that 10-
tili- denotes a fraction, that is, “a tenth (of some unit of volume)”; see eichner 1992 and 
GrHL §9.��. 

-375 -
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9. Lebrun (1976, 217–18) reads 16 PA ZÍd.dA.rA “16 demi mesures de farine,” 
Hagenbuchner-dresel (1989b and 2002) reads this line 16 PA ZÍd.dA KU7 “�6 PA of 
sweet flour.” the last sign from the copy could be read either AL (i.e., KU7) or ZÍ[Z]. 
And even if AL is preferred, the break immediately following leaves the possibility that a 
longer word was written out onto the edge. ZÍd.dA dUrU5 KU7 “sweet moist flour” is 
attested KUB 9.27 i 7, but not ZÍd.dA KU7. 

10. for giŠMÁ.tUr see line 13. it is unlikely that the tUr part of this compound 
logogram would be placed at the beginning of the next line (pace Hagenbuchner �989b, 
140).

��. Hagenbuchner �989b, [� ME 30 PA ZÍZ ] 1 ME 20 PA Še.
��. One would expect here an imperative, as in the next clause (zāḫ), although ḫapti 

does not look like an imperative, but a second person singular present indicative. HED H, 
��� (sub ḫap-) does not attempt to translate this passage.

13. “Una cinquantina di chilometri a valle di Sulusaray il Çekerek/Zuliya compie un’ 
ampia curva verso nord; in questo punto il fiume passa per il punto più vicino a Hattusa. 
nella lettera KBo XV 28 scritta da tre auguri alla regina si riferisce del volo di uccelli 
da Haitta “giù al fiume Zuliya” [INA ÍdZuliaš–šan katta, line 5] e più avanti di altre 
osservazioni in connessione col fiume imralla(ya); gli itinerari delle feste l6 mostrano 
che Haitta si trovava a un giorno da Hattusa ai piedi del monte Puskurunuwa, dal quale si 
poteva scendere a Harranassi …, mentre il villaggio di imralla, che porta il nome (luvio) 
dell’altro fiume, era pure a una tappa da Hattusa sulla strada che portava in tre giorni di 
viaggio ad Ankuwa.”

��. It is unclear to me how de Martino concludes about Ziti in this letter: “Zidi is 
mentioned in the text (rev. 4′–5′): he has to send a letter to the sender of KBo Xii 62” 
(de Martino 2005b, 294–95, (italics mine). mZi-i-ti-in is, after all, accusative here, not 
nominative. He isn’t sending anything: he is being sent.

15. See also Hagenbuchner 1989a, 97: “eine andere Art der Bestätigung scheint [ka 
tup]pi “[die ta]fel ist [hier]” (KBo Xii 62 rs. 9′) zu sein.”

16. So restored by Hagenbuchner and followed by reichardt (1998, 133). 
17. Or perhaps: [ut-ta]r-ta: “People have consecrated [a thing?] for you properly.”
18. neu’s collated reading -al is not supported by the online photo (Konk.), which to 

my eye has what the copy reads (-na), and cannot be AL.
�9. tāwana as an adverb, translated by HW, 219 as “genau, getreu, unverfälscht(?),” 

and by Kümmel (1967, 159) as “getreulich.”
20. “Oblicherweise wird ein Zitat in der direkten rede wiedergegeben. in zwei 

Briefen (Mşt. 75/43 Vs. 3–7; KBo Xii 62 rs. 6′–8′) gibt es aber eine Konstruktion, die 
anstelle eines Zitates in der direkten rede den Wortlaut des Ausspruches im erzählstil 
wiederholt, also fast eine indirekte Rede verwendet. Jener Abschnitt, der den Wortlaut der 
rede wiederholt, wird mit der Konjunktion maḫḫan ‘wie’ eingeleitet (vgl. Viii.1.2).”

��. Hagenbuchner reads da-a-i-[ir]. But the the �rd plural preterite ending in MH 
would certainly have been -er, not -ir (GrHL §§11.6–11.7), and since the stem of the verb 
“take” is simply da-, not dai-, there would be no explanation for the -i- in this form. The 
form da-a-i-[e-er] can only be from the verb taye/a- “to steal,” which is also used in MH 
letters for abduction (written da-i-e-er in HKM 57 [text 60]). 

��. Hagenbuchner restores -zi/-ta na-aš Ú-UL ú-it, but there is insufficient space for 
this. Nor is it necessary in the laconic style of letters. 

��. Hagenbuchner reads [TI-t]ar “life” instead of [Z]i-aš “of the soul.”



��. taḫa(z)ili could, of course, be an Anatolian name in -ili, but so far we know no gn 
*taḫaz(a) to which this suffix could be added.

25. Alp 1991a, 122: ŠAL-MA f!?[T]a-az-zu-ku-li-na. Photo favors reading dAM.
26. Although Alp 1991a assumes the Ḫi is a scribal error, it is also possible, even if 

strange, that it is part of an Akkadian phonetic complement to ŠeŠ.dÙg.gA, if the entire 
word stood for just AḪI–YA “my brother” in Akkadian.

27. Alp 1991a, 124: ŠAL-MA.
28. Also mentioned in 6: 6; 19: 9; 24; 25; etc. forlanini identifies Kaši/epura with 

gazziura. See the discussion in Alp 1991a.
�9. Literally “scattered.”
30. Alp 1991a, 126 reads wa-ar-ra-i-ša.
31. that Kaššū held this rank can be derived from HKM 71 (text 73) (see Alp 1991a, 

71; Beckman 1995a, 23).
��. The verb tamašš- is used in military contexts not only of siege actions, but also of 

catching an enemy by surprise and defeating him: see KBo 14.3 iii 17–19 (dŠ fragment 14 
f), ed. güterbock 1956b, 67 (“wherever he caught him”); KBo 14.4 i 27–28 (dŠ fragment 
18 A), ed. güterbock 1956b, 80 (“took him by surprise”); KBo 3.4 ii 75–77 (decennial 
annals of Murs. ii) w. dup. KBo 16.1 iv 32′–33′, ed. goetze 1933: 64–65, cf. also KBo 3.4 
ii 78; KBo 3.6 ii 8–10 (Apol. of Hatt. iii), ed. Otten 1981: 10–11 (“trieb ich den feind in 
die enge und bekämpfte ihn”). in KBo 14.3 iii 17–19 the verb is even used of catching the 
mobile and evasive Kaška tribesmen.

��. Alp �99�a, ��6 ki-ša-an-mu.
��. Alp �99�a, ��8 omits -ma-.
35. See francia 2006, 350.
�6. Alp �99�a, ��8 reads -ú-. Collation by photo supports a reading -pa-; see CHd Š, 

204–5 (šapašiya-).
37. for this form see Hoffner forthcoming §12, CHd sub šapašiya-, and GrHL §��.6 

with n. 17.
�8. Reading pí-ya-nu-un is also possible.
�9. For this as an example of a rare and archaic non-imperfective stem in the supine 

see Hoffner forthcoming §��9 and GrHL §��.��.
40. Cf. goetze 1933, 74–75, lines 48–48: “Mit den Leuten von Mira sollen sie sich 

nicht einlassen.”
41. Omitted in Alp 1991a, 130.
��. Or e-ep-pir “they have seized.”
��. Because the verb iya- (mid.) “be in motion, march” does not take its imperfective 

suffix -anna/i- except in the inceptive sense “set out” (GrHL §24.4), it lacks it here, even 
though it is accompanied by the distributive expression lammar lammar “at any moment” 
(GrHL §24.12).

��. According to my photo, the last word in line � (a clear na-it-ta in HKM with no 
indication of previously erased sign traces) is written over an erasure. the scribe started 
to write the verb u-i-e-eš “you sent,” but after writing u and the beginning of i he stopped, 
partially erased it, and wrote the synonymous verb na-it-ta “you dispatched” on top of the 
erased signs. Alp’s copy should therefore not be taken as evidence for a variant shape of 
na with an extra horizontal. One should delete the last two variant shapes of NA (sign no. 
57) in the Maşat sign list given in Alp 1991b, 114.

45. Literally, “30 households.”
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�6. Or perhaps “I am relocating.”
47. Although the accusative case of Lišipra and its anaphoric pronoun -an (line 9) could 

be an accusative of respect (“in regard to L.”), the sense of the sentence is that he relocated 
the familes to Lišipra. Perhaps this is an accusative of direction (see GrHL §16.27, p. 
248–49). Alp 1991a, 135 translates “i will carry off 300 families from Lišipra, which i am 
resettling,” which violates the grammar of the text. On “enemy” and “resettling” in such 
texts see giorgadze 2005. note also that arnu- is used in this sense also in other Maşat 
letters (texts 45 and 47), including ABot 65 (text 81).

48. Literally, “How will Your Majesty write to me?” i take maḫḫan as interrogative here. 
Alp 1991a, 135 differently: “in dem Moment in dem du, die Majestät, mir schreibst.”

�9. zappanuškiši lit. “you are causing me (i.e., my strength) to drip away”; see CHd 
Š, 137.

50. Or “together with,” a comitative use of the instrumental; cf. GrHL §16.108.
51. Obviously, since those who were peššiya-ed (lit. caused to fall) included “captives” 

(appantit line 40) who were not slain, the “falling” merely means being “put out of 
action.”

52. “He [i.e., Ḫattušili] undertook to use his influence in the court on a matter 
concerning Ḫimmuili’s son-in-law. it seems that Ḫimmuili was seeking some sort of career 
advancement for his daughter’s husband using the good services of his well-connected 
friend Hattusili” (Bryce 2003b, 174).

53. g. Beckman (private communication) calls my attention to the fact that, since 
antiyant-marriage was only resorted to in order for the bride’s father to secure a male heir, 
once a single such person was acquired, there would be no need or wish for further ones. 
Hence, the plural here excludes the interpretation as antiyant- son-in-law.

54. A subjective genitive for the verbal noun ḫaliyatar (GrHL §16.46, p. 253). the 
genitive interrupts the sequence of kī … ḫaliyatar (GrHL §18.25, p. 284). 

55. tablet erroneously has li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-wa-an-kán. CHd L–n liliwaḫḫ- emendation 
of li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-kán to the infinitive li-li-wa-aḫ-ḫu-u-an-zi! was never intended to 
express doubt that the tablet actually reads -kán, as Alp (1991a, 309) seems to think. the 
photo indeed confirms the hand copy. the point of the CHd treatment, which is still valid, 
is that liliwaḫḫuwan–kan in the middle of a clause(!) makes no sense and must be the result 
of a scribal (not the copyist’s) error. even if the particle -kan in mid-sentence could be 
justified—unlikely, since it is not affixed to a local expression, as are other rare examples 
(see Neu �99� and GrHL §28.44)—liliwaḫḫu(w)an would have to be a supine without any 
auxiliary verb dai- or tiya-. it can hardly be an adverb (“eiligst”), as Alp claimed.

56. Alp read mMar-ú-wa-an-na, but the sign can easily be a variant form of RU. 
57. for the use of the proximal demonstrative kā- “this” in “linguistic self-reference” 

see GrHL §7.1, page 142, and goedegebuure 2002–2003, 213–14 (§6.2.4).
58. g. Beckman (personal communication) suggests that my supposition that the 

king’s scribe used this formula often indicates that the king sometimes used the threat 
of blinding rhetorically. He adds that he does not doubt that some persons were actually 
blinded, as reports in this same group of letters clearly indicate.

59. See also texts 21 (HKM 16) and 83 (HKM 84). i have written regarding the Hittite 
use of blinding: “Blinding is not mentioned in the Hittite laws as a punishment for any 
offence. But a royal decree dating to the Middle Hittite period concerning theft allows that 
a thief who is a slave may be blinded. Maşat officials are threatened with blinding if they 
fail to perform the duties imposed upon them by the king. And other Middle Hittite treaty 



texts from Boğazköy indicate that failure to blind rebels and send them to the king was 
itself treasonous behavior. in the ritual known as the “Soldiers’ Oath,” military personnel 
were warned that treasonous behavior such as the violation of their oaths of loyalty to the 
king would result in being blinded by the gods,” Hoffner 2002c, 68 with nn. 39–42. See 
also Siegelová 2002, 737, citing two passages from the Soldiers’ Oath; Hoffner 2003b; 
Hoffner 2004; and Arıkan 2006, 145.

60. de Martino (2005b, 310–11, 316) concurs.
61. for another example of a royal reprimand see text 12 (HKM 6): 11–14 and Beal 

�986.
6�. The two signs that immediately follow were intended to be erased by the scribe.
6�. All of the verbs in this quoted passage are present tense (so-called historical 

presents, see GrHL §22.6–7), often used to describe vividly actions that took place in 
the past. The form appiškanzi “they were keeping under control” is imperfective aspect, 
on which see Hoffner and Melchert 2002. there may also be an inceptive aspect (GrHL 
§24.18) to the imperfective verb appiškanzi in KASKAL.Ḫi.A–ya–wa–za appiškanzi 
“they even began to seize control of the roads.”

6�. Alp �99�a, ��� reads impossibly NÍ!.ZU!Ḫi.A. NÍ.ZU “thief” never occurs without 
its LÚ determinative. the Maşat sign tÙr is a variant of HZL no. 34/1 (author’s photo).

65. Alp 1991a, 144: ma-an-ni-in-ku-wa-a[-an-te-eš]. Common gender for the Hittite 
word underlying tÙr is also required in acc. pl. a-pu-u-uš tÙr.Ḫi.A in HKM 36: 7, ku-
i-e-eš in HKM 76: 8, and nom. sg. ku-iš in KUB 17.18 iii 21. the usual candidate for this 
word, ašawar, appears to be neuter in [ku-e k]u-e a-ša-u-wa-ar e-eš-ta KBo 10.2 i 7.

66. the clause at the end of line 25 is unclear. Alp’s (1991a, 144) reading, ma-an-wa 
ma-aḫ-ḫa-an-d[a], makes no sense. But the form of the next clause, nu …-ma, points to an 
alternative question (for which see GrHL §§27.17–18). 

67. Alp 1991a, 144: mar-ri-in ku?-e. A collation performed on October 23, 2007 in 
Ankara by gary Beckman revealed what i had suspected: le-e ku-it-ki i-ya-ši. However, 
Beckman saw a clear AŠ wedge following mar-ri, which I did not foresee. Since the 
tablet surface is somewhat abraded at that point, it is possible that the AŠ is the remnant 
of a more complex sign containing a horizontal, e.g., -i, which would yield a precedented 
writing mar-ri-i.

68. Alp �99�a, ��� “a-za-ki-it-ten.”
69. A single wedge on the left side of the line marks an indent and indicates that the 

following word is a continuation of the preceding two words. This was mistakenly taken 
by CHd P, 269 (morphology of pippa-) as a Glossenkeil on the word itself. CHd P regards 
this form as belonging to the verb pippa- “to knock down, overturn,” but does not translate 
this passage.

70. Alp’s restoration [… ú?-nu?-wa?-a]š?-ḫa (“Schmuck”) cannot be accepted, because 
the resumptive pronoun -aš “them” in line �6 is common gender, while unuwašḫa as it 
stands would be a neuter noun. Furthermore the trace of the sign before -ḫa in line 15 does 
not seem to be -a]š-.

71. Or: mKaš-še-ni.
72. Alp 1991a, 148 reads ArÀḪ-ten, taking the form as an imperative verb. The copy 

shows -ḫi, not -tén. The solution, which I discovered while collating and photographing 
the tablet years ago, is to see that the “.A” of ÉSAg.Ḫi.A on line 4 of the left edge is 
written around the edge, so as to appear to be the first sign in line 28. that fact in turn 
solves the problem of the apparent A-ḪU-MA that begins line �8, which should simply be 
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read as QA-TAM-MA. 
73. Perhaps -ma is not needed here. It could be asyndeton (for which see GrHL 

§29.46–47). if not emended, read ḫalkiš–šmaš.
74. for the position of causal kuit in this later-than-expected position in the clause see 

GrHL §30.43.
75. for apiya “there” in this passage as referencing proximity to the addressee see 

GrHL §7.18.
76. On grain storage in such silos see Seeher 1998, 2000a, 2000b; neef 2001; and 

Seeher 2001.
77. for this nom.-acc. pl. ending see GrHL §�.�6.
78. for Hittite yugan “pairs,” cf. GrHL §9.�9.
79. the king’s scribe.
80. the scribe of Kaššū and Pulli.
8�. In view of the large number and the likelihood in the context that the king is 

thinking in round numbers, it is improbable that the number is to be read 1,701 with Alp 
1991a, 152, followed by Beal 1992, 283. the value “60” for the single vertical wedge is 
admittedly rare at Boğazköy (for which usually the Akkadogram ŠU-ŠI is used), but not 
unprecedented (two cases that i can think of are 60+20+8 [= 88] in KUB 8.75 l. e. 1, and 
60+30 [= 90] in KUB 51.76: 4′), and here virtually certain. See the remark in HZL 271 no. 
356 without references.

82. So according to collation, against Alp’s [k]u- (1991a, 152). This new reading 
invalidates Beal’s observation (1992, 317) about the king’s interest in any soldier killing 
an enemy.

8�. Reading so eliminates the necessity of taking -an as an accusative pron., the object 
of ḫatrāeš. 

8�. From *kappuwawar, see GrHL §�.��8 and Hoffner forthcoming.
85. Alp 1991a, 152 reads [n]a?-aš, which would implausibly break lines �� and �� 

into two clauses.
86. Compare the elaborate oracular inquiries about military strategy contained in KUB 

5.1 (CtH 561) and similar texts (Ünal 1973and Beal 1999). in the Bible compare Judg 1:1, 
20:18, 23, 1 Sam 14:37, 22:13, 23:2, 4. 

87. Collated. Alp 1991a, 152 read Ú!.Ḫi.A “grasses”.
88. the king’s scribe.
89. The scribe of Pulli in Tapikka.
90. Although a piggyback letter begins in line 9, the scribe preceded it with a single 

(not a double) dividing line (HKM copy confirmed by collation).
91. if 17–18 contain only a single clause, and waršianza is indeed the predicate, the 

presence of -za constrains the choice of subject to first or second person (“i/you/we am/
are soothed”). Since warš-, not waršiya-, is the verb “to reap/harvest,” this cannot be 
translated “geerntet” with Alp 1991a, 159.

92. Alp 1991a, 158 restored [pa-a-ir], but Érin.MeŠ in MH is grammatically singular 
(a collective noun).

93. Or read [… pé-r]a-a-an with Alp 1991a, 158. A plene writing of the final syllable 
of peran is unusual. But cf. the examples cited in CHd peran and add perhaps: KUB 
31.130 rev. 8′ and KUB 26.85 ii 6′.

9�. On the omission of the quotative particle -wa here see GrHL §�8.��.
95. Or: ša-ra-a [tar-n]u-[m]e-ni.



96. Alp 1991a, 160 restores [na-aš].
97. Alp 1991a, 160 restores [A-NA URUM]a-ri-iš-ta.
98. Collated. Alp 1991a, 162 URUŠa?-pa-a.
99. For the abl. ending -zzi on this form see GrHL §�.��6.
100. Van den Hout (2004a, 90) prefers “to” (dutch “naar(?)”).
101. So Melchert (see above in text 23), followed here also by van den Hout (“dat is 

gereserveerd voor het zaaien”).
102. Left untranslated by van den Hout. Alp: “separate it off behind him” (“trenne sie 

ihm hinterher ab”).
103. So van den Hout. Or: “Support (lit., step behind) those troops in Kašipura,” taking 

egir-an as preverb with tiya-, as this is translated in CHd Š 226 (šarā B 3 c).
104. Alp: “provisions.” Van den Hout: “rations” (dutch: “rantsoen?”)
105. Collated. Alp 1991a, 162 reads nu-wa-ra-a[t-k]án.
106. Analytic present perfect construction with eš- suppressed (GrHL §22.22).
107. Among these the tuppanuri and Chief Scribe at Ugarit (Singer 2006, 244), the 

eunuchs (LÚ.SAg; Hawkins 2002, 226), the UgULA niMgir.Érin.MeŠ (Marizza 
2007a: 41–42), the field Marshall (gAL.geŠtin; Marizza 71, 73), the gAL KUŠ7 
“Chief/great Charioteer” (Marizza 2007a, 85), the gAL dUB.SAr “Chief/great Scribe” 
(Marizza 2007a, 110).

108. i thank Prof. theo van den Hout for calling my attention to these corrections from 
my own photos in the CHd collection.

109. So HKM 27 and photo. Alp 1991a, 166 has a typographical error: zi-i-ki-iz-zi.
110. Lit. “putting himself (on/against)” (-za–kan zikkezzi). for further examples and 

discussion see n. 149 on p. 385.
111. Mention of “fine garments” in left edge 2.
112. there is insufficient space in the break for either Alp’s Sig5[-in pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-

nu-u]t-tén or goedegebuure’s proposed restoration (2003, 86) Sig5-[aḫ-ḫe-eš-ke-et-
]tén “keep repairing.” Space-wise, a shorter reading Sig5-[aḫ-ḫe-eš-k]i-tén would be 
possible, but i suspect that the adverb Sig5-in “well” was used in both lines. Although 
goedegebuure seems not to have tried to translate anda, her restoration either requires 
a preverbial construction anda Sig5-aḫḫ- or makes it necessary to interpret anda as an 
adverb “there.” The former alternative is very unlikely, since the verb lazziyaḫḫ-/Sig5-
aḫḫ- shows only one preverb, egir-pa, which unlike anda is not of a local variety. The 
latter alternative—that anda means something like “there”—is impossible to either prove 
or disprove. On the other hand, Sig5-in “well” regularly breaks the nexus between preverb 
and finite verb (e.g., na-an-za egir-an Sig5-i[n] wa-tar-na-aḫ-tén HKM 44: 7–8), so that 
there is reason to look for a verb other than lazziyaḫḫ- to fill the break. A good candidate 
is anda auš- “to look at, watch.”

113. With goedegebuure (2003, 86 with n. 79) aš-nu-w[a-an-ta-ru] “(and) [let] them 
[be] well provided for.” On the common gender of tÙr in the Maşat letters see note 
110.

114. See Beal 1992, 430 for the correction of Alp’s reading of line 12.
115. Or perhaps [zi-i]g-ga.
��6. Or: “to the city of išaš,” taking pa-ra-a as the preverb in parā nai- (so CHd Š, 

��� šarā b 2′ d’).
117. Comitative instrumental (GrHL §16.109 and §16.111).
118. normally, when a new subject is introduced, using the words “concerning 
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the matter” (genitive + kuit uttar) to refer back to a previous letter from the addressee, 
especially when there is a series of such transitions in a single letter (as in texts �6, �� and 
35), it is preceded by a paragraph line. But here there is none (copy confirmed by photo). 
See §1.2.15.2.

��9. -mu … kattan shows the relatively uncommon use of postpositions/adverbs with 
a locatival sense governing enclitic personal pronouns (GrHL §18.10, cf. also §20.21 on 
kattan). On the position of kuiški see GrHL §18.35.

120. Alp’s restoration is full of uncertainties and problems. My photo doesn’t show 
the right edge of the tablet. The �nd sg. pres. of lā- is attested as la-a-ši and dÙ-ši, but not 
as la-a-iš-ši. despite CHd Š, 41, which seems to take the reading la-[a-]iš-ši seriously and 
compares it with ša-ki-iš-ši, I do not regard it as a secure reading of the traces. The verb 
ḫapallaššai- has undoubled p and doubled l, not vice versa as Alp’s reading requires. See 
KBo 6.4 i 22–23 (Law §iX): takku LÚ ELLUM SAg.dU–SU kuiški ḫapallašaizzi. Yet 
my photo confirms the spelling here [ḫ]a-ap-pa-la[-…], which is not yet attested for any 
other verb.

121. My photo shows that the top vertical stroke in Alp’s drawing of the sign could be 
a Winkelhaken, making it gÉMe.

122. the different reading of Alp 1991a, 172 is incompatible with both the copy in 
HKM and my photo.

���. The consonant-geminating -a/-ya is required here (GrHL §29.1, §29.40 ).
124. Lines 19 and 20 contain an “if” clause without a following main clause stating 

the expected dire threat in the following main clause. Such constructions are common in 
both Hittite and other ancient near eastern languages. See below in comments on HKM 
34 [text 40]. Positive “if” clauses of this type are equivalent to emphatic prohibitions, as in 
this instance. Negative ones are equivalent to emphatic positive commands.

125. HW� H 250 restores [naišten] (“führt”).
��6. Literally “troops.” But both Sumerian ÉRIN.MEŠ and the Akkadian term ṣābu 

which ÉRIN.MEŠ renders denote groups of men used for “public” work, either military 
or otherwise (see CAd Ṣ, 46). Both Alp (1991a, 179) and Beal (1992, 110, 286) take 
ÉRIN.MEŠ here as individual “soldiers,” not as groups either of agricultural workers or 
of troops.

127. Although Haas’s theory faces an uphill battle against what has been the uncontested 
view of the term in Hittite texts, it does have the advantage of explaining the consistent 
spelling of the word with non-geminate intervocalic b/p (i.e., ḫapiri- versus *ḫappiri-), 
the latter being what one would expect if the consonant in question were voiceless (see 
GrHL §§1.84–1.85).

��8. The verb ḫatrai- normally is used of sending messages. for sending objects 
other verbs (e.g., uppa-) are used. Although Alp does not interpret lūwan as “report” 
(german Bericht), note his description of the sense of the passage: “Jene Beamten werden 
aufgefordert u. a. Bericht über die Weintraubenernte(?) des Palastes abzustatten” (�99�a, 
105).

129. Alp (1991a, 320) read túḫ-ša-la-u, which he took as a noun “grape harvest” 
(german Ernte). this letter is addressed to three men (lines 2–3), of whom Zardumanni 
seems to be the superior. The last two signs in this word can easily be read -at-t[én], 
yielding a plural imperative, matching both the -šamaš “you (pl.)” of line 5 and the 
following clause’s ḫa-at-ra-a-at-tén “write/send!”

130. for more on this subject see Yakar 2000, 38–39.



131. this paragraph is essentially a summary of Klengel 2006, 8–9.
���. Or perhaps mta-ru-�uz�-z[i-ya-aš]. Marizza 2007a, 163 and goedegebuure, 

following Alp, read mTa-ru-l[i?-…].
133. Alp’s restoration ka-a-[ša] is also possible.
134. See text 45 for another example of the relocating of city populations. this verb 

(arnu-) forms the base of the term for movable agricultural labor groups (Sumerogram 
NAM.RA, Hittite arnuwala-).

135. the singular verb refers to the singular noun [Ér]in.MeŠ translated “troops.” 
The “him” refers to someone mentioned in the preceding broken context.

136. turkish Karadağ? See map in Alp 1979, 31.
137. taking these verbs as historical presents, as suggested to me by Beckman.
138. goedegebuure (2002–2003, 84) takes the ma-na in the copy as correct, and 

analyzes it as man–a (man + -a/-ma). i have not been able to identify another (pre-nH) 
example of sentence initial potential man taking -a/-ma as a clitic. 

��9. I take this form of utne as nom.-acc., because the clear use of such a form (KUr-
i) is undeniable in KBo 16.47 obv. 17, 18, where it is the object of parḫzi and parḫši (see 
CHd under parḫ- 3).

140. Literally “scouts of the long road (KASKAL gÍd.dA).” Cf. for this Pecchioli 
daddi 2003a, 72–75.

141. Perhaps turkish Yapraklı tepe directly north of Maşat.
142. reference courtesy of H. C. Melchert.
���. For the function of Hittite imperfectives see GrHL §§��.6–�9.
���. Text has -aš, which is the wrong gender to match either pedan or arziyan.
145. Literally, “make to stand back.”
��6. Or nu-u[š?-ša-an].
147. Or: ar-ḫa uš-ki-nu-mi<-ni?> “and we are in the process of carrying out oracles,” 

so preferred by Hoffner forthcoming §10.
148. following Soysal (“Wieviel getier”), i translate “how much wildlife,” rather 

than “how many (individual) wild animals,” because of the spelling of ḫu-u-e-tar, which 
showing the characteristic spelling of the collective (ḫu-u-i-tar, ḫu-u-e-da-ar, ḫu-i-ta-ar), 
contrasts with the “count” plural forms with long vowel in the final syllable: ḫu-i-ta-a-ar, 
ḫu-i-da-a-ar, ḫu-u-i-ta-a-ar (GrHL §3.20). the writer is not promising the queen a precise 
number, only a general estimate—many or few.

149. Compare OH/OS 3rd sg. preterite zi-ik-ke-e-et, with plene writing of final 
syllable. For -za-kán … zikke- with accus., see LÚ.KÚr-za-kán ma-aḫ-ḫa-an URUKa-
ša-ša-an URUTa-ḫa-az-zi-mu-na-an-na zi-ik-ke-ez-zi na-at AŠ-ME “I have heard how the 
enemy is initiating (something) against/toward the towns K. and t.” HKM 27: 4–7 (text 
32); dUTU-ŠI-wa-du-z[a-ká]n ki-iš-[š]a-an ki-iš-ša-an-na zi-ik-ke-ez-zi “His Majesty is 
initiating? (something) against you” KBo 5.4 obv. 29 (targašnalli treaty); mÉ.gAL.PAP-
aš-wa-za-kán BAL zi-ik-ke-ez-zi “e.gAL.PAP is initiating? a rebellion” KUB 6.41 iii 
�9; na-at-za-kán ku-it im-m[a ku-it ḪUL …] [… zi-i]k-ke-ez-zi na-at-ši Ú-UL ki-ik-ki-
iš-ta-ri “Whatever [evil …] he initiates?, it will not happen (i.e., succeed) for him” KUB 
58.108 i 3–4. A different meaning is involved when anda is added: nu-za iš-ḫa-mi-iš-ke-
ez-zi dIŠTAR-iš nu-za-kán ŠA A.AB.BA a-ku-un NA�pa-aš-ši-la-an-na an-da zi-ik-ke-ez-zi 
“IŠTAR sings, and she puts on herself a seashell and a pebble” KUB 36.12 ii 5–6.

150. Literally, “daughters” or “girls.”
151. for an example of the inflected nominative of a gn in Maşat, see URUPišatenitiš 

(HKM 47 obv. 3).
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152. i see the trace as the wedge-head of a final vertical, thus my -a]t-, not the end of 
a horizontal, thus Alp’s -a]š-.

153. the writing dam-mi-iš-ki-iš-kán-zi for the expected dam-mi-iš-ḫi-iš-kán-zi is 
explained as the neutralization of the k/ḫ distinction when the consonant is in direct contact 
with a sibilant (š or z); see GrHL §1.137. for the regular insertion of an i vowel between 
a consonantal stem ending and the -ške/a- suffix, see GrHL §1.80.

154. BE-LU-uš as a nom. sg. does not fit the normal Hittite word for “lord” (išḫa-). 
Perhaps the scribe absent-mindedly simply carried forward the vowel he had just written 
in -LU.

155. Or perhaps both here and in line 25 the apēz is partitive: “take some of that.”
156. i assume that under the uninflected logogram gU�.Ḫi.A was an inflected Hittite 

instrumental noun. The neuter ku-e clearly does not modify common gender gU�.Ḫi.A, 
but rather A.ŠÀte-ri-ip-pí.

157. tablet has ki-nu-wa, which Alp and van den Hout read ki-nu<-na>-wa. If one 
must emend the text, I would prefer simply emending nu to e.

158. Collated from photo. Alp (1991a, 222 with n. 259) notes both possibilities and 
favors p[a-i]š.

159. neuter plural subjects can take either singular or plural predicates in Hittite. See 
van den Hout 2001b. 

160. for this rhetorical question see Hoffner 1995a example (95).
�6�. Alp �99�a, ��� reads š[a?-]ri-ya-an-zi. 
�6�. So Alp �99�a, ���. Reading of the sign uncertain.
�6�. So Alp �99�a, ���.
�6�. Alp: mWa-al-wa-nu. But Sum. NU = Akk. awīlum “man” = Luwian ziti-; this 

name is Walwa-ziti (Laroche 1966, no. 1486).
165. Perhaps meaning he will not attempt to act as a šardiyaš for his slave. See laws 

§37 and §38. does his reluctance to involve himself in judicial procedures stem from his 
being a priest? 

�66. ḫu-nu-ut-tén is a by-form of ḫu-i-nu-ut-tén. Alp 1991a, 232 (followed by Arıkan) 
restores [e-ep-tén] and no -za in the preceding line.

167. Or: [o o ut-ni-i]a. Alp 1991a, 232 [KUr-i]a does not fill the available space.
168. Alp’s restoration (1991a, 232) [me-ek-ki pa-aḫ-ḫa-a]š- exceeds the available 

space and fails to include obligatory -za.
�69. Alp �99�a reads this name here and in line �� semi-ideographically as mUdU-

ši-wa-li-iš.
170. this may be a logographically written “split genitive” construction (GrHL 

§16.38).
171. this translation assumes ammuga–ma–an. If one analyses ammuga–man a 

translation “How might i have acted (otherwise)?” is possible.
172. Alp 1991a, 244 reads incorrectly: AnŠe-ya-wa-mu gA-iš.
173. Much space here, contra Alp 1991a.
174. the readings za-ak[-m]u?-li-uš-pát and za-ak[-z]i?-li-uš-pát are also possible, 

although no such words are yet attested in Hittite texts. 
175. See text 170, lines 31–33.
176. Since the verb “hitch up” is singular, are two persons the subject?
177. translated “And if anything else came—(is) remaining, they must further let it 

go” in van den Hout 2003b, 185. if one reads Ú-it in line 17, one could translate: “and if 
together with (comitative inst.) grass anything further remains.” 



178. translated by van den Hout (2003b, 186) as “Let the son of Šaparta come—
a[r]rive!” But the virtual repetition of this phrase in lines 29–30 shows clearly that 
“Šaparta’s son” is not the subject of anda wemiya-“find,” but its direct object, as already 
Alp correctly translated in both lines. The passage am-mu-uk-ma-an[-kán] (18) URUWi5-
is-ta-w[a-an-da an-da] ú-e-mi-ya-nu-un “But I found him (-an) in Wištawanda” KUB 19.9 
ii 17–18 shows that the many instances where the case of the verb’s object is ambiguous 
(-mu, -ta, -šmaš), the correct interpretation of the pronoun is accusative.

179. kuedaniki is a dative of disadvantage together with the local particle -kan (GrHL 
§16.68). note how the two indefinite pronouns kuedaniki and kuitki break the nexus of the 
analytic perfect construction dān ḫarmi.

180. for the phenomenon of “broken writing” seen in da-me-i-da-ni see GrHL §�.6�.
181. “1–3 So (spricht) der Oberste der Streitwagentruppe: Zu Kaššu, meinem Bruder, 

sprich: 4–7 Was hast du da mir getan? Siehe, die truppen sind noch immer draußen bei 
dir. 8–13 Siehe, sie sind zu den anderen truppen befohlen. führe (sie) eilends her. gnade 
sei mit dir.”

182. Alp (1991a 256) restores [pu-nu-uš-šu-wa-an-zi] conjecturally.
�8�. The odd placement of the word tu-el-ma in line 9 and the abrupt switch from what 

looks like a �rd pl. imperative kar-aš-ša-an-du to a �nd pl. one kar-aš-tén in 10–11, all 
suggest that the scribe may have omitted the sign -uš. Other clear omissions of signs occur 
in line 32. i see no justification for the plural zinnanda at the end of line 6. I assume that 
the verb ni-ni-ik-tén (12) is used with human objects in the sense of CHd L–n nini(n)k- �, 
and that those persons transport the timber (-at in line 13). i understand the -šmaš of 27 as 
3rd pl. used reflexively with appandu. The imperative uwandu is used as a serial verb with 
appandu (“let them proceed to finish”), and warpanna and wedumanzi appear to be the 
infinitives that indicate the undertakings to be completed. the Akkadogram BÁ-BI-LA-Ú 
in line 26 lacks the normal UrU (“city”) determinative. there is no reason for the particle 
-war- in line ��.

�8�. The signs ḫar-kán-zi, written on the edge with uninscribed space before them, 
could belong to line 7.

185. imparati 2003, 234.
186. in the detailed Annals of Muršili (KUB 19.37 iii 36–40, 42–44) the king speaks 

of temples that were “behind” the cities of Kappēri and Ḫurna, which he spared together 
with their cult personnel when he captured those cities. What is meant by “behind” a city 
has always been somewhat of a riddle (see preliminary thoughts in CHd Š 140 (egir-an 
= “rear, interior”). in some few cases a speaker may refer to something “behind the city” 
to indicate the opposite side from his own perspective. But there are numerous examples 
of this expression in Hittite texts where there is no obvious perspective indicated. Failing 
that explanation, what might the front or back of a city be? If a city has a front, it might be 
where the main gate was located. this would mean that “behind” (or “in the rear of”) the 
city would be inside the walls but at the opposite end of the enclosure from the main gate. 
this might fit the expected location of a temple. But a position on the opposite side from 
the main gate does not satisfy all contexts either. It is interesting, therefore, to see that in 
Old Babylonian Mari ina warkat dūrim “behind the city wall” is further explained as ina 
ṣērim “in the open country” (see CAd A/ii, 275 rt. col.). this would imply the perspective 
of someone inside the city. If this perspective is used, then some examples of “behind the 
city X” might mean outside the city walls but in the near periphery, i.e., “in the vicinity 
of (the city).”
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187. this is how i understand the imperfective verbal form, which imparati calls an 
“iterative” and claims that it means the Kizzuwatnean has been reporting such matters 
regularly to the palace. For the -ške- imperfective suffix and its uses see GrHL, chapter 
��.

�88. ammel … tuel (line 15) “my … your,” a pair of contrastive independent genitive 
pronouns (GrHL §18.4).

189. Alp: “removed(?)” (entfernt[?]).
190. rost 345 read -d]u.
�9�. Rost ��6 mistakenly regarded pé-e-eš-ke-et as a form of pai- “to give,” rather 

than of peye/a- “to send” (CHd P, 261).
192. See the treatments of this passage in CHd L–n 141 (man b 2′ b’) and GrHL 

§§26.10, 30.54.
193. for the translation “keeps after me” for egir-an–pat kittari see CHd L–n, 312 

(sub -mu c 2′ a’), and (on its occurrence in KUB 14.1 obv. 1–2) CHd P, 144 (parḫ- � a 
2′).

194. there are problems with Alp’s restoration t[u-el-mu ŠA … ki-i]š-ša-an ku-i[t ḫa-
at-ra-a-eš]. the word usually taken to be kuit “concerning what” should precede kiššan 
and stand in the “second position” in the clause according to the rules of Hittite grammar. 
Furthermore the sequence is usually kuit kiššan (ḫatrai-), not kiššan kuit (ḫatrai-). See 
examples in texts ��: �, ��; ��: �; etc. If what precedes kiššan in this clause were either an 
unaccented word (e.g., a conjunction plus clitics) or a short interjection, not counted in the 
following clause, then there would be no problem. But Alp’s restoration satisfies neither 
of these conditions. Still, in the following passage kuit occurs in the third position: nu–mu 
kāšma šumeš–pat kuit ḫatrātten “concerning what you yourselves have just written to me” 
HKM 17: 13–15 (MH/MS), ed. Alp 1991a, 142–43.

195. Alp’s restoration [dingir-LIM i-da-la-wa-aḫ-ḫa-an-zi] would violate normal 
grammar, in that the verb idalawaḫḫ- takes an accusative object, not a dative (-ši).

196. Or 5 gA.K[in.Ag …].
197. See taracha 2000, 28–29, where allanza menuwaš = gA EMṢI “sour milk.”
�98. For this form as a dat.-loc. sg. in -e see GrHL §�.��.
199. Or “[the …-s] of Talmaliya are about to make peace.”
200. Or: tup-pí “tablet.”
201. See for example Muršili ii’s use of it in his annals, where he records his brief 

prayer: “O Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady! Join with me (-mu … kattan tiya) and strike 
down the enemy lands for me!” (KBo 3.4 i 25–26), and Ḫattušili iii’s in his Apology (ii 
66–68). forlanini renders it in the Šapinuwa letter as “arrival.”

202. the inappropriate insertion of ku-it here was due to the scribe’s thinking ahead to 
what he would write correctly in line �.

203. A kind of priest.
204. A kind of priestess or exorcist.
205. One might be tempted to restore [I-NA URUGur?-š]a?-ma-a-ša, if this city were 

known to be closer to Šapinuwa. But forlanini (cited in rgtC Vi/2) locates guršamašša 
far to the southwest, near Kütahya.

206. An example of the construction with the serial verb uwa- “proceed to” (see GrHL 
§§24.31–24.42).

207. for more on Knudtzon’s decipherment, which—contrary to what is often 
claimed—he never disclaimed in the face of criticism, see Singer 2005.



208. So in the published handcopies. rost (1956, 331), after examining the original 
tablet, favored a reading ut-tar.

209. Optative man (see treatment in CHd man a 1′ a’ 2” and GrHL §23.11).
210. See CHd L–n, 93 (-ma b 1′) and above in §1.2.12.
211. See CHd pai- B a 2′.
���. On the divided opinion as to the meaning of the words išḫanittar(a)- and 

išḫanittarātar see below on text ���.
213. Haas in Moran 1992, 103 renders this god’s name as “nabu.” But the signs are 

clearly dÉ.A, and this title “king of wisdom,” a Hittite adaptation of Akkadian bēl nēmeqi, 
not only fits ea perfectly, but is actually attested also in text 9 (line 19), a letter found at 
Maşat Höyük.

���. For this hypostasis of the solar deity see the comprehensive references in van 
gessel 1998–2001, 870.

215. See CHd URUnišili b. 
216. La terra di Hatti è gelata”—“Per questa traduzione letterale cf. de Martino, op. 

cit., p. 83 nota 360 [de Martino 1996]; oppure metaforicamente «è ostile». in passato si 
vedeva qui una notizia sul collasso di Hatti (cf. ad esempio Kühne, AOAt 17, pp. 96–99; 
Heinhold-Krahmer, op. cit., pp. 52–53); o al contrario, dopo il già citato intervento di 
Starke, ad una notizia di segno pacifico (cf. Kempinski, Kutscher Volume, pp. 82–83). 
Credo si alluda solo all’impraticabilità della strada: il faraone prende atto della motivazione 
(o scusa) addotta dal re di Arzawa” (Liverani 1998, 409 with n. 9). See also freu 2002, 92 
(“le pays de Hatti étant «gelé» (igait), c’est à dire pacifié”).

217. Klengel also writes (1999, 131–32): “in Z.27 wird auf eine schwierige Situation 
im ‘Land Ḫattuša’ hingewiesen, die für die Zeit tutḫalijas li. verfügbaren Quellen, 
insbesondere die ‘taten Suppiluliumas’ (dŠ, [B7]), könnten diesen eindruck des Pharao 
bestätigen. Vielleicht darf die beabsichtigte dynastische Verbindung Ägyptens mit Arzawa 
im Bestreben des Pharao nach einem kleinasiatischen gegengewicht gegenüber Ḫatti 
begründet sein, das zuletzt zur Zeit des tutḫalija i. auch auf Syrien übergegriffen hatte, 
welches seit Beginn des 18. ägyptischen dynastie das besondere interesse ägyptischer 
Machtpolitik gefunden hatte.”

218. this reading follows Albright 1937, 195 n. 1 and the collation of edmund gordon 
cited in Moran 1992, 102 n. 1.

��9. This writing represents the royal name of Amunḥotep iii, nb mɜʿt rʿ, which means 
“the sun god (re) is the lord of truth.”

220. not dUMU.MUnUS–ti “(look) on your (–ti) daughter,” as incorrectly translated 
in CHd L–n, 468 (nu A h 8′ a’). the verb au(š)- always takes a direct object (acc.), never 
an indirect one (dat.-loc.).

221. edmund gordon’s collation found that this word is not zu-ḫa-la-li-ya (so Haas in 
Moran 1992, 102), but KUŠḫa-la-li-ya. See also line 30.

222. translated differently in CHd L–n, 59 (lilḫuwai- a), and 468 (nu A h 8′ a’), 
where no direct quote is assumed in these two clauses.

223. Contrary to all previous translations (Haas in Moran 1992, 101–2; Liverani 
1998, 408; Bernabé and Álvarez-Pedrosa 2004, 48; and Klinger 2006, 195), the adjective 
Sig5-an-ta, being nom.-acc. neut. pl., must modify � KUŠḫa-la-li-ya, not the genitive 
KÙ.Sig17-aš “of gold.” This means that the numeral “�” refers to a collection or set (see 
GrHL §9.26–37). this example is therefore irrelevant to Starke’s study (1982) of egyptian 
“good gold.” The concept of “good gold,” however, is well attested in correspondence 
with Egypt (see above in comments on text 116).
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224. Klinger translates this “with cushions” (mit Sitzkissen). CHd Š 288 renders 
šarpa: “cross-legged(?) chairs” and explains: “Our understanding of this word derives 
from forlanini’s (Hethitica 7: 76–77) suggestion equating Mt. Šarpa with the hierogl. 
deUS.MOnS.tHrOnUS of the emirgazi altars and seeing the tHrOnUS sign as one 
of the cross-legged chairs often depicted in Hittite art, sometimes covered with a cloth or 
drape.”

225. ““Photos of the lower edge on which line 33 is written confirm Knudtzon’s 
reading. After gAd there is an unmistakable An followed by a small space, the size of 
a usual word space, in which the remains of what seems to have been a vertical wedge is 
visible. this results in a reading 1 Me gAd-an wa-al-ga-an. walgan is probably the sg. 
nom.–acc. neut. part. of the v. walg- q.v.”

226. rainey (personal communication): -bi-.
227. gordon saw traces of two further signs after -ya at the end of line ��, which 

Moran (p. 115) speculated could be “LUgAL,” which he interpreted as a rebus writing for 
ša/urru(mma) “indeed,” following Kühne (AOAt 17, 101 n. 500).

228. restoration necessary because of the subjunctive aqbû. 
��9. Moran: “a-na-ku: virtually certain (gordon).”
230. So e. i. gordon and rainey (personal communication). Moran prefers a shorter 

restoration: “5. 22 [a-qab-bi] us-sà-ta (usātu): favoring aqabbi is the enclitic -ma, ‘my 
brother, too.’ gordon also restored a-ḫu]-uz-za-ta, “let’s make a marriage between us,” 
bur a break of five signs seems excluded. Whether a proposal of marriage would be made 
so laconically may also be doubted.” 

231. rainey (personal communication) omits -ma.
232. Moran prefers the imperative form “[šu-bi-la], at the end of line 28.”
���. Moran “a large stand,” omitting to translate the pronoun -šunu “their.” 
���. Moran: “The reading i-gam-ma-ru-ma is very questionable. gordon read gAdA 

ḫu-uz-ḫu-še.”
235. Moran reads: LU.LiM� “stag.”
236. for other variants of this dAg+KiSiM5 (or E!+KiSiM5)-framed sign at Boğazköy 

see HZL nos. 189, 190, 232, 278-285. rainey (personal communication) reads UdU.Šir.
BE pu-u-ḫi-lu instead of Moran’s UdU.dAg+KiSiM5×ir(?).

237. So read by CHd L–n sub nuntarnu-. Or perhaps: nu-un-tar-nu-wa-a[n-du] “let 
them (i.e., my messengers?) hurry.”

��8. The UL sign is written out in the left margin, as though the result of a scribal 
afterthought.

239. See Hoffner 1995a, example 29.
240. Or “is it …?” See also line 48.
241. See further Bryce 2002b, 191.
242. On this phrase see garrett 1990, 270 n. 14.
243. Houwink ten Cate restores the name Kaššū in this break, but we cannot be sure.
244. Houwink ten Cate restores: [kat-ta].
245. On this phrase see garrett 1990, 270 n. 14.
246. Houwink ten Cate 39: [pí-ra-an U]gU.
247. the trace is just one or two final verticals, but the final one is not broken, so as to 

permit Houwink ten Cate’s -a?- reading. Perhaps É?
248. Houwink ten Cate: “he set Atpas (8) [again]st me(?) (lit., he brought Atpas [u]p 

[before] me).”



��9. Literally “sinned” (wašta-).
250. Or: “the basket-weaver […-ed] them,” taking the -aš as a late accusative plural.
251. Her aptly-chosen german descriptive terms were ein Bravourstück diplomatischer 

Kunst and ein Argumentationskonzept für den Gesandten.
252. translation from the german of Miller 2006, 242.
253. the sole exception occurred during the final decade of the Hittite kingdom, when 

Hittite-manned ships fought and won a sea battle off the coast of Cyprus (translation of the 
text in güterbock 1967b and Hoffner 1997e).

254. e.g., taracha 2001, 418 n. 2, criticizing Mountjoy’s proposal.
255. this is the argument of Starke (1997, 453).
256. According to Hawkins and Mountjoy, Attarimma = Telmessos. There are 

objections to this identification by taracha (2001, 418 n. 1).
257. Although for convenience sake we number sections from 1, it is clear from the 

colophon that this tablet represents the third tablet of a long letter. So what begins this 
tablet is by no means the beginning of the letter.

258. Sommer (1932) restored [mGul-l]a?-aš. Forrer had read [m.d]LAMMA-aš. If we 
accept Sommer’s restoration and also date this letter to the reign of Ḫattušili iii, the events 
are probably too late to identify this man with the gullaš who is mentioned in the Annals of 
Muršili ii. We assume that the m.dLAMMA-aš (Kuruntiyaš) mentioned later in this letter 
is the adopted son of Ḫattušili iii who was made the ruler of tarḫuntašša. But whether or 
not his name occurs in this line depends entirely on the accuracy of forrer’s reading of 
the traces. Sommer 1932, 20, insisted that the original and his photo could not be so read. 
Without making an issue of it, Miller seems to have read [nam-m]a?-aš (i.e., namma–aš, 
with a clitic pronominal subject, since he translates “[furthermo]re, he went …” (german: 
“[ferne]r, er zog los …,” 2006, 242). Since this sentence continues the narrative from the 
end of tablet two, there is really no need for a personal name here.

259. Literally, “the king’s houses.”
260. According to Heinhold-Krahmer 1986, Tawagalawa was the previous king of 

Aḫḫiyawa. According to güterbock, Singer, Bryce, and others, he was the brother of the 
present king of Aḫḫiyawa.

�6�. ú-uk-ka� is dative-locative here, in accordance with late Hittite usage (see GrHL 
§5.8 and §5.10).

�6�. So correctly Singer �98�b. Earlier interpreters had thought this was 
Tawagalawa.

�6�. Hittite tuḫ(u)kantiš is the Hittite reading of the Akkdogram TARTENU (gurney 
1983; Heinhold-Krahmer 1991–1992, 143–44 with n. 59). Both words refer to the crown 
prince. According to Bryce (1998, 321), the person requested may have been Nerikkaili, 
the son of Ḫattušili iii. But Bryce 2003b, 203, 212 n. 11 seems uncertain about the 
equivalence of tuḫkanti- and TARTENU, for he writes “an official called the tartenu” (p. 
203) and “the distinction, if any, between tuhukanti and tartenu is uncertain” (p. ��� n. 
11). for the translation of Akkadian tarde(n)nu as “crown prince” in Boǧazköy, Ugarit, 
and nuzi see AHw 1329a; CAd t, 225–28; Wilhelm 1970; and gurney 1983. the related 
term tardennūtu “status of the crown prince” (Hitt. tuḫukantaḫit-) occurs in CtH 63 
(Klengel 1963; Beckman 1999a, 171 §5 [“as their crown prince”]).

�6�. Literally “silenced” (kariyanut). Miller: “interrupted” (german unterbrach).
265. Hitt. ayawalaš. Miller: “equal” (german ebenbürtig). On ayawala- see most 

recently goedegebuure 2002, 67–68.
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�66. Analyzing grammatically as ŠU-an–ma–an. The analysis ŠU-an–man “my 
hand,” taking -ma-an as a form of the possessive pronoun (Sommer �9��: �–�; de Martino 
and imparati 2004, 796–97), is impossible, since that form of the possessive died out at the 
end of the Old Hittite period. For the same construction of a double accusative, but with 
the verb epp- “to seize” instead of ḫar- “to hold,” see i 69. The reference is to a gesture 
of protection and patronage. the translation of Bernabé and Álvarez-Pedrosa 2004, 246 
and n. 67, does not distinguish which of the two men—Piyama-radu or nerikkaili—is 
the subject of this sentence. Miller also fails to identify the acting person explicitly, 
although the action itself speaks for the crown prince. Miller’s translation: “he would have 
gi[ven] (him) the hand, but …” assumes that -ma-an is the potential particle -man. This 
intepretation of -ma-an is possible, but the verb cannot be “give,” since the first sign of the 
verb is a clear ḫa[r-…] “to have, hold.” 

267. the offence appears to be grave. And since demeaning (tepnu-) an ordinary 
“official” in the presence of foreign powers would be trivial compared to the demeaning 
of the potential successor to the imperial throne, the equivalence of the two terms tuḫkanti- 
and TARTENU becomes more likely. Just how important it was to preserve the dignity of 
the sovereign in the eyes of foreign lands can be seen from at least two passages in Hittite 
texts: the exchange of letters between Šuppiluliuma i and the egyptian pharaoh (text 96) 
and between Queen Puduḫepa and ramses ii of egypt (text 98), and the description of the 
effrontery of the surrounding nations to Muršili ii upon his accession to the throne, which 
became a casus belli: a-ra-aḫ-zé-na-aš-wa-mu-za KUr.KUr … / tUr-la-an ḫal-ze-eš-
šer nu-wa-mu-za te-ep-nu-uš-ker “the surrounding enemy lands were calling me ‘a child,’ 
and were demeaning me” KBo 3.4 i 23–24, ed. AM 20–21.

268. freu (1980: 245–46, 266) places it in isauria. gurney sought to identify it with 
Alabanda in Caria. 

269. from this context a place in rugged (mountainous) terrain on the eastern 
approaches of Milawanda. freu (1980: 306–8) proposed Alinda, 60 km east of Miletus, 
which Bryce (1998, 322, and 2003b, 203) accepts.

270. i 18-22 is translated in CHd L–n, 467 (nu A h 5′).
271. for other examples of x AŠRA “in x places” see CHd P 343 (peda- A j 1′ a’ 1′’ 

a’’).
272. the sign trace after nu cannot be -za, as Sommer �9�� transcribes it, since in a 

“to be” clause the occurrence -za would require a first or second person subject (GrHL 
§28.32), which is clearly not possible here. And since the form [AŠ-R]A instead of [AŠ-
R]U also favors a plural (see � AŠ-RA in line 23), i prefer the above reading.

273. Sommer read: a-pé-e[z AṢ-BAT], but -za + ablative + epp- is not attested 
in the meaning “von … wegnehmen.” Miller’s “ih[r] (“its”), referring to the populace 
(Bevölkerung), suggests he read a-pé[-el].

274. i agree with forrer, Singer, guterbock and others, that this was Piyama-radu’s 
brother. According to Sommer (1932), tawagalawa’s brother. 

275. Or: da-iš “set (an ambush).”
276. the king of Aḫḫiyawa is being addressed here. “My brother” (ŠEŠ-YA) indicates 

a political equal, another great King (goetze 1957, 88, 97–98, and Szabó 1972–1975).
277. Strong affirmations of veracity characterize some categories of Hittite texts, 

normally letters, but occasionally annalistic historical texts such as the Annals of Muršili 
ii. See for example, CHd punušš- on the imv. sg. 2 forms. And see KUB 21.38 obv. 
11–12, 24 (text 102), HKM 52: 38–39 (text 55), and HKM 73: 10–15 (text 75). 



278. Miller (2006) prefers this reading
279. for “hereby” one might have expected kāša or kāšma (see GrHL §24.27–29), but 

the context seems to require this translation.
280. [ki-ša-an-ta-at] was restored by Sommer (1932), although a neuter plural/

collective subject should take a singular predicate in Hittite (GrHL §15.16). But, instead 
of the preterite singular [ki-ša-at], one could also restore in 32 and 34 either [a-ša-an] 
or [a-ša-an-te-eš], neuter singular or common gender plural depending on the gender of 
INIM.MEŠ and A-WA-TEMEŠ (neuter plural/collective uddār or common gender plural 
memiyaneš?). the difference would be “how these things happened” versus “how these 
things were.”

�8�. One needs to read ú-wa-nu-un KUr URUI-ya[-la-an-da-za-kán an-da ku-it-ma-
an] in line 39. in the photo the nu ŠÀ is unclear and just might be KUr.

282. Or “district” (neu 1996, 132–34). Cf. Hatt. iii 69–70, where however Otten 1981, 
23 (following goetze 1925, 29) renders it “feste, festung.”

�8�. Forrer, followed by Sommer, restored Millawanda here, and this restoration 
has been followed by Bernabé (2004, 247). gurney apud Bryce (1985a, 18) suggested 
Iyalanda, reasoning that “while the Hittite king claims to have destroyed the whole land 
of Iyalanda, with the object of crushing the rebels, the city itself remained intact and was 
apparently used by the king as his base of operations.” Miller takes no position.

284. Sommer’s restoration here makes little sense and is only his guess. the two 
clauses following the water giving out seem to be reasons why he decided not to pursue 
the NAM.RA.

285. Sommer: “i woutd not have [had to] hold him ac[countable(?)].” i don’t see how 
his restored Hittite can mean this. The restoration of the end of line �6 is uncertain.

286. identification with Appawiya (Sommer 1932; del Monte and tischler 1978) is 
geographically impossible (see Hawkins 1998b, 23 n. 136). Miller read: URUA-ma[-…].

287. See Parker 1999, 65.
288. See Miller 2006, 243 n. 29.
289. So almost all interpreters, most recently Bryce 2003b, 204, and Miller 2006, 243. 

güterbock (1990) insisted it be translated “came away from the ship.” grammatically, 
the issue is whether the ablative case of “ship” is to be taken as “from” or (instrumental) 
“by.” But since no ship has been mentioned from which Piyama-radu could have been 
waiting, the majority view must be considered more likely. the one matter that might 
favor güterbock’s view is that mAtpašš–a “Atpā too” (line 6�, Miller “auch Atpa, auch 
Awajana…”) suggests that these two men in addition to Piyama-radu himself heard the 
charges.

290. HED H, 151 (differently: “the words to which i treated [lit. held] him”).
291. Atpā, Awayana, and perhaps (if güterbock was right) also Piyama-radu.
�9�. Seen as a significant gesture by imparati and de Martino 2004, 788.
293. for i 71–74 see Parker 1999, 63–64.
294. Miller simply translates “as the great King” (german als Großkönig).
295. So read by Miller (2006, 243 n. 30), although he admits that the space seems 

insufficient for the restoration.
�96. The title “prominent?/high? king” (Hitt. šarkuš LUgAL-uš; Akkad. šar kiššari) 

was used by Hittite emperors, first attested in use by tudḫaliya iV. A clay bulla with 
the impression of the royal seal of Kurunt(iy)a “great King” without a genealogy was 
found in 1986 in the Upper City at Ḫattuša in a context with Šuppiluliuma II seal bullae. 
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This probably accompanied a shipment of some kind from tarḫuntašša, where Kurunt(iy)a 
claimed to be “great King.” See his rock relief published in dinçol 1998a. Since at the time 
the Tawagalawa Letter was written, during the reign of Ḫattušili iii, this Kuruntiya was 
only a prince, and had not yet declared himself an independent great King in tarḫuntašša, 
it would be unthinkable that his uncle Ḫattušili iii would give him that title! therefore we 
should probably render this line not as a rhetorical question, but as a negative claim: in 
contrast to the great King Ḫattušili iii, who is waiting for the extradition of Piyama-radu, 
Kuruntiya—though formerly treated better—was certainly not a great King (this seems to 
be the interpretation of gurney 2002, 134–36). Miller and others take the subject of this 
clause (the “he”) to be Tawagalawa.

297. According to the rules of Hittite grammar, if the  aš here is “he” (nom. sg.), 
then the verb must be intransitive, not therefore a verb such as “offered safe-conduct.” 
Otherwise, the  aš would have to be “them” (acc.).

298. Aḫḫiyawa was one of a small number of great powers that could be considered 
equals to Ḫatti, among them egypt and Assyria. Cf. CtH 105. 

�99. The Hittite who was sent as a hostage.
300. As previously, referring to the crown prince? Or in general just meaning a hostage 

as a pledge? On the significance of the gesture of taking by the hand and giving the hand to 
a subordinate ruler as part of investiture see imparati and de Martino 2004, 787–802.

301. that is, perhaps “to me.” Atpā was a son-in-law of Piyama-radu and the de facto 
ruler of Milawanda. If Piyama-radu himself would not go to meet the Hittite king, would 
Ḫattušili accept Atpā in his stead, perhaps only as Piyama-radu’s representative, just as 
Ḫattušili’s son and crown prince was his proper representative?

302. Sommer thought “putting him on the road” meant advancing his career, but it may 
merely refer to giving him the promised safe passage.

303. Singer 1983b, 210 n. 24 calls attention to the fact that in Ḫattušili iii’s record of 
his childhood and adolescent years (Hatt. i 12) he mentions he learned to be a chariot driver 
(ŠA KUŠKir�.tAB.AnŠe).

304. KUB shows a trace of a single horizontal following ši-ya-an-ta, while Sommer 
thought he saw -y[a] on the photo. the CHd editors thought the trace in the photo looked 
more like -a[n]. there is an unusually wide space between nindA and šiyanta. Either 
“bread (and) šiyanta” or “sealed bread.” Is this material merely a sign of hospitality, i.e., 
as a host gives food, so the Hittite king shows by the food that he is the man’s host and 
protector? Or is it something the man is to take with him on the trip as his “passport”?

305. “Come! Make an explanation/justification to me! And i will set you on your way” 
(Melchert 1998, 46).

306. there are too many places in these lines where the subject is clearly third person 
for us simply to emend every one. But it is clear from context that all these “he” and “his” 
forms were intended to refer to Piyama-radu, who is being addressed.

307. the emendation <-TÁ> is Sommer’s and makes good sense, but the reading has 
nevertheless been questioned by Pecchioli daddi 1977, who proposed LÚA-BU instead of 
ḪA-NU. the published photo—to my eye—shows ḪA-NU.

308. HED H, 92 (“You, my brother, welcome him!”); Miller: “concern yourself for 
him.” My translation of ḫanza epp- (and ḫanza ḫar-), which i have used in my publications 
for years now, assumes a calque to the Akkadian idiom rēšam kullum “to take care of.”

309. Miller’s translation takes no account of the giM-an (“how”) of indirect speech.
310. Miller apparently reads [A-NA] KUr-YA “to my land.”



���. Since the marked plural “fugitives” (LÚ.MEŠMU-NAB-T[I]) in iii 46 takes a 
singular verb “went” (pa-it, iii 47), the singular verb “let him come” (ú-ed-du) here does 
not require that the Akkadogram LÚMU-NAB-TUM (not marked with LÚ.MeŠ as a plural) 
be a singular (“a/the fugitive”). the sense, however, is the same either way: “A fugitive 
may come” = “Fugitives may come.” 

312. Miller (p. 245 with n. 36) paraphrases this grammatically obscure sentence as: 
“Furthermore, he is also now accustomed to saying this.”

313. Literally: “So how (is) it—this word?”
���. See HED H, 90–91 (“will sustain him”).
315. text: his.
316. What looks like Sig5-u- is merely this scribe’s way of writing the Sig5 sign (see 

Hoffner 1982b). 
317. Literally, “a word/matter of the head/person.”
��8. So Beckman, assuming this to be equivalent to NIŠ dingir-LIM gAM-an. It is 

possible also to read: gAM-an im-ma.
319. the damaged sign, which i have read ArAd!?, looks like AN, but “my heaven” 

(ammel AN-iš) makes no sense here.
320. for the reading Sig5-u-wa, see Hoffner �98�b, ���
321. So, following Beckman’s translation “i looked away.”
322. taking this line as a rhetorical question with Beckman 2006, 281.
���. Hagenbuchner �989b reads A[-BI]-YA-ya.
���. Hagenbuchner �989b reads a-ša[-.
325. Hagenbuchner 1989b reads [egir-a]n-mu against the traces in the copy.
��6. Or read [ar-n]u-ut-tén with güterbock.
327. Hagenbuchner 1989b, 204–5 reads nu-mu ap-pa-tar.
328. restored by Hagenbuchner 1989b, following KUB 57.123: 3′, KBo 18.4: 8′–

10′.
329. CtH 123, called a “treaty” in CtH and not listed in Hagenbuchner. 
330. “Unter diesem Aspekt wäre die von f. Malbran-Labat (in: M. Yon, M. Sznycer 

et P. Bordreuil (ed.), Le pays d’Ugarit, 1995, 37–38) anhand von rS 17.403 aufgezeigte 
Möglichkeit, daß dort (2.2) ein bislang unbekannter König von Karkemiš genannt sein 
könnte, trotz der von i. Singer (BiOr 54, 1997, 420) geäußerten Bedenken weiterhin 
erwägenswert. Zu hypothetisch wäre es wohl, wegen der nennung eines Muršili (2.6 Mu-
ur-zi-i-li), den beide forscher für Muršili ii. halten, bei der in Z. 2 genannten Person 
an jenen König von Karkemiš aus dem 9. Jahr der Muršili-Annalen (siehe oben Anm. 
65) zu denken. es wäre dann statt der von Singer (l.c.) vorgeschlagenen emendation von 
�.� Ḫi-iš-ni-i LUgAL(sic) KUr URUKa[r-ga-miš] in: Ḫi-iš-ni-i dUMU.LUgAL KUr 
URUKa[r-ga-miš] etwa an folgende Korrektur zu denken: Ḫi-iš-ni-i-LUgAL-ma (=Ḫišni-
Šarruma) LUgAL KUr URUKa[r-ga-miš], wobei ein name in dieser form bislang nicht 
belegt wäre; vgl. hiergegen die diversen ergänzungsvorschläge des namens des in KBo 
4.4. iii 11 genannten Königs von Karkemiš (X-)Šarma bei Klengel, Geschichte Syriens, 
57 mit Anm. 33 u. 77” (2002, 373 n. 75).

���. Read so! Not URUKa[r-ga-miš] (Mora and giorgieri 2004, 100).
���. A clause division must occur at this point (pace Hagenbuchner 1989b, 8–9), since 

kāšma must occur in clause-initial position (see GrHL §7.21).
���. For “prepositional” iwar see Hoffner 1993a, 47 and GrHL §16.60. 
334. Houwink ten Cate: “recognized him legally.”
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335. Houwink ten Cate: “launched.”
336. Houwink ten Cate’s translation “would have been successful,” being a preterite, 

would have required S[ig5-in e-šu-un], since the verb eš- can be omitted only in the 
presente tense (see GrHL §16.6). even the restoration S[ig5 …] is highly conjectural, 
based on the sign trace.

337. Houwink ten Cate reads: ú-wa-m[i] “I should come.”
338. Houwink ten Cate: i[š-du-wa-a-ri] “be[come known].”
��9. Torri subsequently incorporated these ideas in her paper delivered at the 

international Congress of Hittitology in Çorum, turkey, August 25–31, 2008. it was 
torri’s idea that this was a school tablet, and my idea that the model was a real letter, not 
some other type of text.

340. Analyze as weš–šta, see CHd sub šanḫ- 7 “to scour,” which requires -kan or 
 -(a)šta.

341. CHd peš(š)iya/e- mngs. �b or �c.
���. :za-mu-ra-nu-un from zammurai-.
���. About 8 signs missing here.
���. About 6 signs missing here.
345. Hagenbuchner reads -k[i!-nu-un].
��6. Hittite ḫarga- from the verbal root ḫark- “to perish, be destroyed or lost,” could 

mean either “defeat” or “death.” But in this context Singer (1983b), gurney (1993, 25 
n. 37), and Cotticelli-Kurras (1995, 91) take it in the latter sense, as does the CHd sub 
maḫḫan. But sub namma 2 c the CHd translates “critical condition.”

347. emended following Hagenbuchner.
��8. Singer restores: [ú-e-mi-i]š-kán-za, and claims a meaning “met (by you).” 
��9. In Akkadian the first (“i”) and third person (“he”) singular form of this verb is the 

same, īde (gAg §106 q). in the present context “i” seems to fit better.
350. the space on the tablet between -at and the KÁn sign is considerable, while that 

between the latter and the ZU sign is minimal. It is therefore impossible to read [n]a-at-
kán ZU-TAM e-eš-ša, nor would this latter make better sense. KÁN-ZU-TAM must be an 
Akkadogram, but what word is represented? The noun kanšūtu “submissiveness” is so 
far found only in neo-Babylonian, although the underlying adjective kanšu “submissive” 
occurs in much earlier periods. But I fail to see a good translation arising from this. 
reading the KÁn sign here as QA?! (i.e., KA�) would not yield a grammatical form of the 
adjective kaṣû (fem. kaṣītu) “cold.” 

351. for this reading, see Beal 1993, 248. 
352. Or: “it [presages??] the matter of illness of my lord.” See van den Hout 1998, 88 

n. 54. And see lines 12′ ([mT]u-ud-ḫa-li-ya-an-na) and 16′ (gig iš[-tar-ak-…]) below in 
the present letter.

353. A -za was first written by the scribe, and then erased, when he saw his mistake. 
Hagenbuchner (1989a, 152–53) understands that the -za was a mistake, but fails to mention 
that the scribe actually attempted to erase it. The erasure is visible both in the hand copy 
and in the online photo at Konk.

354. Hagenbuchner’s (1989a, 152–53) reading A-BI-YA as an Akkadogram serving as 
a vocative “Mein Vater” violates the rules of direct address in Hittite (GrHL §16.11–17). 
True vocative forms constitute complete clauses. A-BI-YA clearly does not, since –war–
at–mu–kan … wakkari completes its clause. Appositional direct address requires that 
ABI–YA fit into the syntax of the enclosing clause showing the appropriate case. the 



addressed party functions within the clause as acting or acted upon. Since ABI–YA does 
not perform any such function, the signs must be read a-pí-ya, to form the adverb apiya 
“there, then.”

355. Hgg read ke-e-el KUr-e-[aš] “of these lands.”
356. Hagenbuchner 1989b reads na-at-mu-kán TAL-SÀ AŠ-PUR ZI UL “You have 

called it out to me, (but) i have not written my frame of mind.” Because of the use of ri.ZA 
(or RI-za) elsewhere in this text, Hagenbuchner’s solution (2 sg. pret. of Akk. šasû) is not 
credible (see rev. 25′). And, while right dislocation of a final negative UL is paralleled 
elsewhere, the sequence VerB + direCt OBJeCt + negAtiVe is not. therefore, 
despite the difficulty of first person AŠPUR as logogram to a third person present form in 
-zi, I prefer reading AŠ-PUR-zi as a verb form (ḫatraizzi).

357. Hagenbuchner 1989b reads -�ma� instead of -[ká]n.
358. Connecting these two clauses asyndetically may indicate that they say the same 

thing in different words. See examples and explanation in Hoffner 2007 and GrHL §�9.�9. 
this grammatical rule provides the basis for interpreting the less clear first clause in the 
light of the clearer second one.

359. Hagenbuchner 1989b reads i[-y]a-an instead of m[a]-a-an.
360. for the force of akk- “to die” combined with the particle -kan and a dative of 

disadvantage see GrHL §28.76.
361. Literally: “the male in-law of (i.e., by) a deceased (wife) …”
�6�. :purpurriyaman was not treated in CHd P. CLL 180 gives the provisional 

translation “obligation,” following Starke 1990, 255 (“Bindung”), who understands that 
the person obliged was not the queen, but tattamaru. the german translation Bindung is 
also used in translating this line by Haas 2006, 310. Van den Hout, however, translates it 
here as “ family relationship” (german Verwandtschaft).

363. See discussion of this word in comments on text 55. for the emar legal 
phraseology denoting such appeals against unjust rulings—Hittite arkuwai- or arkuwar 
iya-; Akkadian maḫāru—see d’Alfonso 2005b, 124–25.

364. “nella missiva Laroche l, parallela di etJ 32, all’ itt. arkuwai- si sostituisce il quasi 
omofono aruwai-, inginocchiarsi. Si potrebbe pensare a un errore scribale, se non fosse 
che l’alternanza tra i due verbi compare in altri contesti. La spiegazione quindi un’altra: 
durante l’esposizione della lamentela, almeno al cospetto del gran re, chi aveva richiesto 
udienza probabilmente parlava stando in ginocchio” (2005a, 126). there is a consistent 
spelling contrast in the 3rd sg.: arwāit and arwāizzi versus arkuwait and arkuwaizzi.

365. the figure arrived at for an Old Babylonian itinerary by W. W. Hallo and cited by 
Astour in CANE 3, 1403. Bryce 2003b, 73 employs the figures 27–37 km (17–23 miles) 
per day, quoting Oller in CANE 3, 1467. Hagenbuchner cites Kühne 1973, 105–24 for a 
considerably higher rate of travel from Ḫatti to egypt, using light two-wheeled chariots: 
52–63 km/day, and 20–35 km more, if relay stations for change of horses were used. But 
this would prevent traveling under the protection of a caravan, which would move more 
slowly. It is doubtful that such long distances would be covered in a chariot. And if more 
goods than the birds were being brought to the king, the light two-wheeled chariot could 
not be used (see also Hagenbuchner 1989a, 26). Bryce adds: “the logistical problems of 
transportation increased significantly when the gifts included human beings and livestock. 
The dowry accompanying the Hittite princess sent to Egypt to marry Ramesses II included 
horses, cattle and sheep, and a number of prisoners taken by the Hittites in their wars 
with the Kaska people from Anatolia’s Pontic region” (Bryce 2003b, 104). And Liverani 
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writes: “Completely different is the problem of safety for messengers who carry gifts and 
other merchandise, or for merchants to whom the king entrusts official letters (a practice 
known to be followed by Babylon and Alashiya). in these cases the risk of robberies is 
too high … and the messenger cannot travel alone. He needs various chariots and an 
escort—in short, a small caravan. However, the bigger the caravan, the bigger the risk of 
attack, the bigger in consequence the escort needed—and the slower the journey. it is for 
this reason that the Amarna letters distinguish couriers (kallû), who travel alone and as fast 
as possible, from caravans, which have to follow their own slow rhythm” (2001, 73–74). 
About the much later Neo-Assyrian system, Parpola writes: “At regular intervals (mardētu 
‘stage’, lit. ‘day’s march’, a distance of ca. 30 km) on this highway were garrisoned road 
stations (bēt mardēti) serving as resting places for the royal army and as relay points for 
imperial messengers. Each station was to keep in readiness a fresh team (urû) of mules 
plus a chariot and a driver, which the messenger passing through would exchange for his 
tired team, thus being able to continue the journey at full speed and without interruption. 
The technical term for this service was kalliu, a word literally meaning ‘reserved/held 
back’ and hence referring primarily to the relay team, but mostly used in the extended 
sense of ‘express service’ (in adverbial usage ‘by express, post-haste’)” (1987, xiv).

366. KUB 30.32 rev. 12: 682 MUŠen.Ḫi.A ŠĀBULU 680 MUŠen.Ḫi.A ḫuelpiš 304 
KU6.Ḫi[.A ŠĀBULU … KU6.Ḫi.A ḫuelpiš] “682 dried birds, 680 fresh birds, 304 [dried] 
fishes, [… fresh fishes].”

367. Or: i-y[a-an-na-aḫ-ḫi] or i-y[a-an-ni-ya-mi]; see GrHL §��.�8 for the paradigm. 
Probably not i-y[a-mi] “[i will] d[o] (it)” (german werde (ich es) t[un]) (pace Hagenbuchner 
1989b, 387), since then na-at i-y[a-mi] would be required.



 Text Number Copy

� Salvini �99�
2 KUB 31.79
3 KBo 15.28
4 KBo 12.62
5 KBo 18.14
6 KBo 18.95
7 HKM 1
8 HKM 2
9 HKM 3
10 HKM 4
11 HKM 5
12 HKM 6
13 HKM 7
14 HKM 8
15 HKM 9
16 HKM 10
17 HKM 12
18 HKM 13
19 HKM 14
20 HKM 15
21 HKM 16
22 HKM 17
23 HKM 18
24 HKM 19
25 HKM 20
26 HKM 21
27 HKM 22
28 HKM 23
29 HKM 24
30 HKM 25
31 HKM 26
32 HKM 27
33 HKM 28

34 HKM 29
35 HKM 36
36 HKM 30
37 HKM 31
38 HKM 32
39 HKM 33
40 HKM 34
41 HKM 35
42 HKM 37
43 HKM 38
44 HKM 39
45 HKM 43
46 HKM 44
47 HKM 45
48 HKM 46
49 ABot 60
50 HKM 47
51 HKM 48
52 HKM 49
53 HKM 50
54 HKM 51
55 HKM 52
56 HKM 53
57 HKM 54
58 HKM 55
59 HKM 56
60 HKM 57
61 HKM 58
62 HKM 59
63 HKM 60
64 HKM 61
65 HKM 62
66 HKM 63
67 HKM 64
68 HKM 65
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69 HKM 66
70 HKM 67 
71 HKM 68
72 HKM 70
73 HKM 71
74 HKM 72
75 HKM 73
76 HKM 74
77 HKM 75
78 HKM 79
79 HKM 80
80 HKM 81
81 ABot 65
82 HKM 82
83 HKM 84
84 HKM 88
85 HKM 89
86 Süel 1992: 491 (Or 

90/1400)
87 HHCtO 4
88 StBot 45: 671–72
89 Süel 2002b (Or 

90/800)
90 HHCtO 1
91 HHCtO 3
92 Kut 50
93 Kut 49
9� VBoT 2 (= eA 32)
95 VBoT 1 (= eA 31)
96 EA ��
97 eA 44
98 KUB 21.38
99 KUB 26.91
100 KUB 19.5 + 
100 KBo 19.79 +
101 KUB 14.3
102 KUB 19.55 +
102 KUB 48.90 +
103 KBo 18.15
104 KUB 23.102
105 (A) KUB 23.103 rev. 8–29
105 (B) KUB 23.92 rev. 9–21
105 (C) KUB 40.77
106 KBo 18.2
107 güterbock 1979: 

���–��
108 KBo 18.4

109 KBo 18.48
110 KBo 13.62
111 KBo 18.54
112 KBo 18.29
113 KUB 57.123
114 KUB 19.23
115 KBo 9.82
116 KBo 2.11 rev. 11-17
117 KBo 18.79
118 KUB 57.1
119 KUB 40.1
120 Klengel 1974: 171ff 

(Bo 2810)
121 KUB 23.85
��� VS �8.��9
123 Meskene 73.1097
124 BLMJ-C37
125 At 125
126 Att 35

Copy Text 
Number

güterbock 1979: 142-44} 107
Klengel 1974: 171–73 
    (Bo 2810)  120
Salvini �99� �
Süel 1992: 491 (Or 90/1400) 86
Süel 2002b} (Or 90/800) 89
ABot 60 49
ABot 65 81
At 125 125
Att 35 126
BLMJ-C37 124
EA �� 96
eA 44 97
HHCtO 1 90
HHCtO 3 91
HHCtO 4 87
HKM 1 7
HKM 10 16
HKM 12 17
HKM 13 18
HKM 14 19
HKM 15 20
HKM 16 21
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HKM 17 22
HKM 18 23
HKM 19 24
HKM 2 8
HKM 20 25
HKM 21 26
HKM 22 27
HKM 23 28
HKM 24 29
HKM 25 30
HKM 26 31
HKM 27 32
HKM 28 33
HKM 29 34
HKM 3 9
HKM 30 36
HKM 31 37
HKM 32 38
HKM 33 39
HKM 34 40
HKM 35 41
HKM 36 35
HKM 37 42
HKM 38 43
HKM 39 44
HKM 4 10
HKM 43 45
HKM 44 46
HKM 45 47
HKM 46 48
HKM 47 50
HKM 48 51
HKM 49 52
HKM 5 11
HKM 50 53
HKM 51 54
HKM 52 55
HKM 53 56
HKM 54 57
HKM 55 58
HKM 56 59
HKM 57 60
HKM 58 61
HKM 59 62
HKM 6 12
HKM 60 63
HKM 61 64

HKM 62 65
HKM 63 66
HKM 64 67
HKM 65 68
HKM 66 69
HKM 67  70
HKM 68 71
HKM 7 13
HKM 70 72
HKM 71 73
HKM 72 74
HKM 73 75
HKM 74 76
HKM 75 77
HKM 79 78
HKM 8 14
HKM 80 79
HKM 81 80
HKM 82 82
HKM 84 83
HKM 88 84
HKM 89 85
HKM 9 15
KBo 12.62 4
KBo 13.62 110
KBo 15.28 3
KBo 18.14 5
KBo 18.15 103
KBo 18.2 106
KBo 18.29 112
KBo 18.4 108
KBo 18.48 109
KBo 18.54 111
KBo 18.79 117
KBo 18.95 6
KBo 19.79 + 100
KBo 2.11 rev. 11–17 116
KBo 9.82 115
KUB 14.3 101
KUB 19.23 114
KUB 19.5 +  100
KUB 19.55 + 102
KUB 21.38 98
KUB 23.102 104
KUB 23.103 rev. 8–29 105 (A)
KUB 23.85 121
KUB 23.92 rev. 9–21; 105 (B)
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KUB 26.91 99
KUB 31.79 2
KUB 40.1 119
KUB 40.77 105 (C)
KUB 48.90 + 102
KUB 57.1 118
KUB 57.123 113

Kut 49 93
Kut 50 92
Meskene 73.1097 123
StBot 45: 671–72 88
VBoT 1 (= eA 31) 95
VBoT 2 (= eA 32) 94
VS �8.��9 ���



gLossAry

Akkadian. The principal language spoken in ancient Iraq in the period ca. 
2300–300 b.c.e., and written both there and, as a diplomatic, commer-
cial, and literary language, all over the ancient Near East. The Hittites 
composed entire documents of a diplomatic and literary character in this 
language and used individual words from it as logograms  within texts 
written in their native language, Hittite.

Akkadogram. A logogram consisting of an Akkadian word.
Alalakh. An ancient city and its associated city-state of the Amuq river 

valley located in the Hatay region of southern Turkey near the city of 
Antakya (ancient Antioch), and now represented by an extensive city 
mound known as Tell Atchana. Its kings included Yarîm-Lîm, Ammita-
kum, and Ḫammurabi in the OB period, and idrimi, niqmepa ii, and 
Ilim-ilim-ma II in the MB period. In the mid-fourteenth century, the 
Hittite Šuppiluliuma i defeated king tušratta of Mitanni and assumed 
control of northern Syria, including Alalakh, which he incorporated into 
the Hittite empire. A tablet records his grant of much of Mukiš’ land 
(that is, Alalakh’s) to Ugarit after the king of Ugarit alerted the Hittite 
king to a revolt by the kingdoms of Mukiš, nuḫašše, and niye. Alalakh 
was probably destroyed by the Peoples of the Sea in the twelvth century, 
as were many other cities of coastal Anatolia and the Levant.

Aleppo (cuneiform Ḫalab, or Ḫalpa). Modern Ḥalab. City in northern 
Syria; capital of the kingdom Yamḫad, whose kings included Sûmu-
epuḫ, Yarîm-Lîm, and Ḫammurabi. the Old Hittite kings Ḫattušili i and 
Muršili i put an end to this powerful kingdom, and thereafter its role 
in the power politics of Syria was a minor one. during the fourteenth 
century, after the Syrian campaigns of the Hittite king Šuppiluliuma I, 
Aleppo came under Hittite control, eventually ruled directly by a cadet 
branch of the Hittite royal family, but subordinate to the other such 
branch ruling at Carchemish (cuneiform Kargamiš).

alphabetic script. A writing system each of whose component signs rep-
resents a single vowel or consonant. Such a system is contrasted with a 
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syllabic system, in which the individual signs represent syllables.
Amarna Age. A term commonly used to denote a period, the nucleus 

of which was the span of time during which the Egyptian capital 
was at (el-)Amarna (ca. 1350–1330 b.c.e.), and consequently the 
period covered by the famous Amarna tablets. In Egyptian terms, 
this would comprise the latter part of the 19th dynasty, the pha-
raohs Amunḥotep iii and iV (Akhenaten) and tutankhamun, and 
in Hittite terms, the reigns of tudḫaliya ii/iii and Šuppiluliuma i.

Amenophis. the greek writing of the egyptian royal name Amunḥotep.
Amunḥotep (=Amenophis) III. Pharaoh of egypt (ca. 1391–1353 b.c.e.); 

husband of tadu-ḫeba, daughter of the Hurrian king tušratta.
Amunḥotep (=Amenophis) IV (also known as Akhenaten). Pharaoh of 

egypt (ca. 1353–1336 b.c.e.). Moved the egyptian capital from thebes 
to Amarna, where his international correspondence—the Amarna 
tablets—was found. His chief wife was the famous nefertiti. He corre-
sponded with the Hittite king Šuppiluliuma I.

arnuwala- (NAM.RA). A term denoting groups of foreigners captured in 
battle and employed by the king (or state) as laborers and farmers. the 
Hittite term derives from the verm arnu- “to transport, relocate,” and 
since these groups were moved about as needed to work land in thinly 
populated areas, the English terms “transportees” and “relocated per-
sons” can be used as translations. Other English expressions that have 
been used are “deportees,” “civilian captives,” and “transplantees.” 

Arzawa. An important kingdom in southwestern Asia Minor during the age 
of the Hittites. Hittite textual sources give the most information for the 
period of the early new Kingdom (i.e., reigns of Hittite kings Muršili ii 
through Ḫattušili iii). Arzawa proper was only one of several countries 
comprising the “Arzawa Lands,” which also included Mira/Kuwaliya, 
the Šeḫa river Land, Ḫapalla, and Wiluša. named rulers of Arzawa 
proper are tarḫunta-radu, Anzapaḫḫaddu, Uḫḫa-ziti, and his sons SUM-
LAMMA and Tapalazunawali. 

Aššur. Modern Qal’at aš-Širqāṭ. Political capital of Assyria from Aššur-
uballiṭ i (fourteenth century) through Aššurnaṣirpal ii (ninth century); 
after that religious capital of Assyria and center of worship of Aššur, the 
supreme god of Assyria.

Babylon. Modern Babil. Ancient capital of Babylonia, site of the Esagil 
temple for Marduk and seat of the Hammurabi dynasty; destroyed by 
Sennacherib in 689 and rebuilt by esarhaddon and Aššurbanipal in the 
670s and 660s.

Benjaminite. As used in the discussion of the Mari tablets, “Benjaminites” 
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(literally, “sons of the righthand[-bank]”) refers to tribal groups living on 
the right (i.e., southern) side of the Euphrates River. 

Bronze Tablet. Large bronze replica of a clay tablet, on which the Hittite 
king tudḫaliya iV had engraved in cuneiform characters the text of a 
treaty with Kurunt(iy)a, son of Muwattalli ii, king of tarḫuntašša. 
tarḫuntašša was a city and small kingdom to the south of the Hittite 
heartland, located principally in the present-day Konya Plain but extend-
ing south to the Mediterranean coast and bounded on the east by Cilicia 
and on the west by present-day Antalya.

Carchemish (cuneiform Kargamiš). Ancient city-state located in what is 
now southeastern turkey, along the border with Syria. Carchemish lay 
on the west bank of the Euphrates River near the modern north Syrian 
town of Jerabulus (from greek Hierapolis), and 61 kilometers southeast 
of gaziantep, turkey. it commanded a strategic crossing of the Euphra-
tes River for caravans engaged in Syrian, Mesopotamian, and Anatolian 
trade. in the Old Babylonian era (eighteenth century) its kings included 
Aplaḫanda, Yatar-Ami, and Yaḫdun-Lîm. in the mid-fourteenth century 
the Hittite king Šuppiluliuma i established his son Šarri-Kušuḫ (also 
known as Piyaššili) as viceroy in the city, which he used as a buffer 
state against Assyria, Mitanni, and Egypt. Three more viceroys succeded 
to the throne until the fall of the Hittite empire ca. 1200 b.c.e.. From 
1200–717 b.c.e. Carchemish was a small “neo-Hittite” kingdom, whose 
kings bore names of a Luwian or Hurrian type, and who decorated their 
palaces with reliefs bearing inscriptions in hieroglyphic Luwian. 

colophon. The traditional term within cuneiform studies for the closing lines 
of a document, usually set off from what precedes by a single or double 
horzontal line, containing information about the contents of the tablet 
and the name(s) of its scribe(s). 

cuneiform. A writing style and system of writing that employed as charac-
ters “signs” composed of configurations of wedge-shaped depressions in 
clay (or less often, in metal).

Emar (modern Meskene). The ancient Near Eastern town of Emar/Imar 
was situated on the middle euphrates in northwest Syria, about 100 
kilometers east of Aleppo. due to its geographical situation connecting 
Mesopotamia with the Mediterranean coast and with Anatolia, the town 
had a strategic function. Already the earliest mentionings in writing, 
namely in the palace archives of ebla, ca. 2500 b.c.e., and especially 
in the Mari texts from the eighteenth century b.c.e., point to the town’s 
importance as traffic junction and contact zone between the Assyro-Bab-
ylonian and the Syro-Anatolian cultural spheres. For the thirteenth and 
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the early-twelfth centuries b.c.e. (the Late Bronze Age), there is written 
documentation from Emar itself and also references in contemporaneous 
texts from Boğazköy/Ḫattuša, Ras Shamra/Ugarit, and from Assyria. At 
that time, the town was part of the Hittite Empire, situated close to the 
frontier of the rivaling state of Assyria. emar was subject to the king of 
Carchemish, who represented the Hittite ruler in Syria and was a member 
of the Hittite royal family. In Hittite texts Emar is referred to as part of 
the land of Aštata. South of Carchemish, and west of what is sometimes 
referred to as the “big bend” in the Euphrates, was situated the kingdom 
of Aštata. 

envelope. The term for a thin layer of dried or baked clay enclosing an 
inscribed clay tablet, and bearing its own inscription. Such clay envelopes 
provided security and privacy for the enclosed tablet, and authentication 
by means of impressions of the sender’s seal. Sometimes the general 
location of the addressee was inscribed on the envelope as well. 

greeting formula (also known as wish formula or blessing). A fixed feature 
of all ancient Near Eastern letters. It followed immediately the address 
formula and expressed the sender’s well-wishes to the addressee. See 
discussion in §§1.1.9.2 and 1.2.17.

greeting gift. A special gift exchanged between allied kings in the Amarna 
Age and the Hittite empire. Its Akkadian designation was šulmānu and 
its Hittite equivalent aššul.

Ḫapalla. One of the “Arzawa Lands” (see “Arzawa”) of western Asia Minor 
in Hittite times. named rulers are targašnalli and Ura-Ḫattuša. 

Ḫattuša. The name of both the capital city and the kingdom of the Hittites. 
the city was located near the present-day turkish town of Boğazkale 
(earlier name Boğazköy), 87 kilometers from the city of Çorum, in the 
province (vilayet) of Çorum. 

-ḫepa. As a component in Hurrian names (Puduḫepa, taduḫepa), this stands 
for the divine name Ḫebat.

hieroglyphic. A writing style and system of writing that employed stylized 
drawings as its characters. The principal systems known in Hittite times 
were the Egyptian and the Hittite-Luwian. The word denotes the script, 
not the language it was employed to write.

Ḫimmuili. A high-ranking provincial officer at tapikka/Maşat.
His Majesty, Your Majesty. English circumlocutions, the choice between 

which depends on whether the person so entitled is directly addressed 
or only referred to. The written form dUTU-ŠI, standing for Akkadian 
Šamšī “my sun god,” and probably pronounced Ištanui–mi, is the most 
important title of the Hittite emperor. In Hittite letters he is addressed or 
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referred to with this term, followed by “my lord,” and not with the term 
“king” (LUgAL).

Ištar. Mesopotamian goddess of fertility and war. Her chief Assyrian shrine 
was in Arbela. As a logogram in Hittite texts, IŠTAR often represents the 
Hurrian goddess Ša(w)uska.

Kašsū. A high-ranking provincial officer at tapikka/Maşat, whose duties lay 
principally in the military area.

l.p.h. egyptologists’ abbreviation of the courtesy formula “(may he enjoy) 
Life, Prosperity and Health” that regulary follows the mention of the 
pharaoh’s name.

letter carrier or courier. The Sumerogram LÚKAŠ.e (Akkadian lāsimu 
“runner, courier”) in Hittite texts denotes the letter carrier, whose duties 
were simple transport. See also “LÚ ṬĒMI.”

letter-prayer. Mesopotamian letters to a god, also called “letter-prayers,” 
were literary compositions studied by scribes (see §1.1.1).

logogram, logographic(ally). As this term is used within the discipline of 
Hittitology, a logogram is a complex of one or more cuneiform or hiero-
glyphic signs that stand for and evoke in the reader’s mind an entire 
word in the Hittite or Luwian language, but does not itself indicate the 
phonetic components of that word. A sample Hittite word uttar, mean-
ing “word” or “thing,” can be written syllabically (or phonetically) with 
the signs ut-tar. The same word uttar can be represented logographically 
either with the Sumerian word iniM (a single cuneiform sign), or with 
a form of the Akkadian word AWATUM (expressed by several signs: A-
WA-TUM).

Lower City. the northwestern quarter of the Hittite capital city Ḫattuša, 
which contained among other buildings the great Temple I. 

LÚ ṬĒMI (Akkadian awīl ṭēmi “man of a message/report,” Hittite 
ḫalugatalla-). the official messenger (or envoy), who both carried the 
mail and read it aloud and interpreted it at the destination. Although his 
functions overlap with the simple letter carrier or courier (LÚKAŠ.e), his 
functions were broader and required both literacy and an understanding 
of the intentions of the sender of the letter. Envoys of international dip-
lomatic letters were virtual diplomats in their own right.

mār šipri. Akkadian functional equivalent to the LÚ ṬĒMI.
Marešrē. A Hittite official and scribe during the reign of tudḫaliya ii/iii (ca. 

1430–1400 b.c.e.). His name is Akkadian (mār ešrē), meaning “son born 
on the 20th day of the month,” a day on which a significant religious fes-
tival occurred. Compare Christian names such as natalie. 

Mari. Modern tell Ḥariri. City and kingdom that in the second half of the 
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third and first half of the second millennium (ca. 2500–1500 b.c.e.) occu-
pied large areas on the Middle euphrates and the river Ḫabur; center of 
worship of dagan and site of one of the biggest royal archives excavated 
in the ancient Near East.

Maşat Höyük. See Tapikka.
Messenger. The English term can be used for both the LÚ ṬĒMI and the 

simple courier or letter-carrier. 
Millawanda, Milawata. An ancient city on the Aegean coast of Asia Minor, 

during the Hittite new Kingdom a center of activity by the Aḫḫiyawans. 
See texts 99, 100, 102 and 103.

Miletus. See Millawanda, Milawata.
Mira/Kuwaliya. One of the “Arzawa Lands” of western Asia Minor in 

Hittite times. Named rulers of Mira/Kuwaliya are: Mašḫuiluwa and 
Kupanta-LAMMA (Kupanta-Kurunt(iy)a?). 

Mitanni. empire of the Hurrians in the fifteenth/fourteenth century: the prin-
cipal rival of Egypt controlling large areas in Assyria, Syria, and Cilicia.

monumental inscription. An inscription intended for public display. A 
famous example is the stela on which Hammurabi’s Code was written. 
No letter ever constituted a monumental inscription or formed a part of 
one.

NAM.RA. See arnuwala- (NAM.RA). 
Nerik. A city in north central Asia Minor along the lower course of the 

Maraššanta river (= turkish Kizilirmak). it was a major cult center for 
the Storm god, and was cut off from Hittite control for many years and 
recovered by Ḫattušili iii.

Ninurta. Babylonian and Assyrian god. Son of enlil and Mullissu/ninḫursag; 
the heavenly crown prince, warrior, and farmer. The center of his wor-
ship in the neo-Assyrian period was Calah. 

ostracon, (plural ostraca). Potsherd used in antiquity, especially by the 
ancient Egyptians and Hebrews, as a surface for drawings, or as an alter-
native to papyrus or leather for writing.

paragraph marker. The horizontal line that divides ancient cuneiform docu-
ments into sections. On Hittite tablets a letter might contain several such 
lines, dividing the content into the formal components of address, well-
wishing, and letter body, and—in longer letters—subdividing the letter 
body itself into the subjects treated.

Piyama-radu. An Aḫḫiyawan nobleman who during the reigns of the Hit-
tite king Ḫattušili iii and his immediate predecessor and successor 
challenged Hittite political control in western Asia Minor. His base of 
operations was the ancient city of Milawata (= Classical Miletus). He 
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figures principally in the tawagalawa Letter (text 101), but also in the 
Manapa-tarḫunta letter (text 100).

Puduḫepa. Hittite queen, wife of Ḫattušili iii. 
Šamaš. Babylonian and Assyrian Sun god and the god of justice and truth, 

“Lord of Heaven and Earth,” invoked in extispicy rituals.
šaḫḫan and luzzi. two kinds of obligation (corvée work and/or taxes) 

imposed by the Hittite state or crown upon certain classes of Hittite citi-
zens.

Sammeltafel. this german term denotes a large clay tablet on which several 
compositions have been copied, separated by two horizontal lines. The 
compositions kept on such “anthologies” are of related subject matter 
and text genre. A significant example in the letter genre is the “Aššur 
dossier,” containing copies of correspondence between the Hittite and 
Assyrian courts. 

Šamši-Adad. King of Assyria (ca. 1835/30–1777 b.c.e.); seized control of 
Mari after Yaḫdun-Līm, installed his sons Yasmaḫ-Addu at Mari and 
išme-dagan at ekallatum.

Šanda. A Hittite personal name borne by an official at tapikka/Maşat, 
derived from the name of a god.

Šauška. The main goddess of the Hurrians, also worshiped by the Hittites; 
the Hurrrian equivalent of ištar of nineveh. 

scribe. A man (no female scribe is known among the Hittites) trained in the 
art of reading and writing for others, especially for the king, the state, or 
the temple. If private scribes existed among the Hittites, i.e., those would 
hired their services to the general public for a fee, we know nothing of 
them. The scribe (Sumerogram LÚdUB.SAr, Hittite tuppa(l)la-) known 
from Hittite texts was a state employee, who took dictation, drafted doc-
uments, and recopied old ones in the archives of the king. For more on 
his activities see §1.1.5.1, §1.2.13 and van den Hout forthcoming.

seal. A carved semi-precious stone employed as a device for impressing an 
identifying mark of ownership and attestation on the soft surface of a 
clay tablet. Kings, queens, and higher officials all possessed seals.

seal impression. Surviving impressions of ancient seals found on the sur-
faces of clay tablets, clay envelopes, or bullae. 

Šeḫa River Land. One of the “Arzawa Lands” (see “Arzawa”) of western 
Asia Minor in Hittite times. named rulers are: Muwa-Ur.MAḪ (Muwa-
walwi?), Ura-tarḫunta, Manapa-tarḫunta, and Mašturi.

social distance. A significant difference in social standing, requiring special 
rules of behavior.

Sumerogram. A logogram consisting of a Sumerian word.
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Tabarna. Originally a personal name, this term came to be a title or designa-
tion of all Hittite emperors. The practice is similar to the Roman use of 
Caesar.

tablet. The Hittite word tuppi (borrowed from Akkadian ṭuppu) denotes a 
clay tablet, used for writing in the cuneiform script.

Tapikka. An ancient Hittite provincial capital, believed by many to be the 
ruins excavated at Maşat Höyük.

Tawagalawa. An Aḫḫiyawan nobleman, perhaps the brother of the king, 
who is mentioned in the Tawagalawa Letter, and is a contemporary of 
king Ḫattušili iii. His activities took him at least some of the time to the 
western coast of Asia Minor, specifically to the city of Milawanda (= 
Classical Miletus). 

Teššub. The Hurrian name of the supreme Storm god. reigning king of the 
gods according to Hurrian theology. Son of Anu. His consort is Ḫebat 
(= Sun goddess of Arinna). His sons are Šarruma and the Storm god 
of nerik. His vizier is tašmi(šu). His two divine bulls are Šeri(šu) and 
Ḫurri (or tella). His principal cult center and “home” is Kummiya in 
northern Mesopotamia.

Thousand Gods. A standard way of referring to the entire Hittite state pan-
theon, see §1.2.17.

Tikunan(i). See “Tunip-Teššub” and text �. 
Tunip-Teššub (= Tuniya). A king of the country Tikunan(i) in north 

Syria during the reign of the Old Hittite king Ḫattušili i (ca. 1650–1620 
b.c.e.).

Tušratta. King of Mitanni, the Hurrian empire (ca. 1365–1335/22 b.c.e.).
Ugarit. The name of an ancient city and the kingdom of which it was the 

capital. Its excavated ruins stand at the modern site Ras Shamra. Ugarit 
was situated on the Mediterranean coast of northern Syria a few kilome-
ters north of the modern city of Latakia. 

Uzzū. A scribe in the service of Kaššū, a high-ranking military officer at 
tapikka/Maşat (see Alp 1991a: 104). 

Wiluša. One of the “Arzawa Lands” (see “Arzawa”) of western Asia Minor 
in Hittite times. named rulers are: Kukkunni, Alakšandu, and Walmu. 

wood scribe. The Sumerogram LÚdUB.SAr.giŠ “wood scribe” designated 
Hittite scribes trained to write on wax-covered writing boards.

writing board. Wax-covered writing boards (Akkadogram giŠLE’U) served 
the Hittites as a medium on which to write documents of an imperma-
nent nature. It is possible, but not proven, that they were exclusively 
used for writing in the hieroglyphic script.

Yaḫdun-Līm. King of Mari (ca. 1810–1795 b.c.e.), father of Zimri-Līm.
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Yasmaḫ-Adad (= Yasmaḫ-Addu). King of Mari (ca. 1793–1775 b.c.e.), son 
of Šamši-Adad, king of Assyria, and brother of išme-dagan, king of 
Ekallatum (Assyria).

Zimri-Līm. King of Mari (ca. 1775–1761 b.c.e.), son of Yaḫdun-Līm.
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�90, 20�, 208, ���, ��6, ��8, ���, 
��5, ���, 25�–5�, 256–58, �6�, 
27�, 275, 277, �8�, �9�–95, 30�, 
��6–�0, ���, ��5, ��7, ��9, ���–
��, ��8–�9, ���, ���–�6, ��9–5�, 
357–6�, 37�, 37�, �8�, 405

V

Vassals  �6, �8, �5, 75–77, 79, �9�, �9�, 
�99–�00, �02, ���–�6, ��9, ���

Vineyards  66, 9�, 98, �02, �56, �6�, �6�, 
�66
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W

Warrants for arrest  ��8
Weapons  �97, �03. See also Quivers
Weather conditions  65
Widows  �06

Winter  �8, 66, ���, �65, �8�
Writing boards  �, 6, 8, �0, 50, 68, �8�, 

��9, �08
Writing direction  ��
Writing materials  6–8
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